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CAUSE, the Professional Association for Computing and Information Tech =
nology in Higher Educatim helps colleges and universities strenghen and
improve their computing, communications, and information ServiceS, both
academic and administrative. The association also helps individual mem=
bers develop as professionals a the field of higher education computing
and information technology.

Formerly known as the College and University Systems Eicehange. CAUSE
was organized as a VOlUnteer association in 1962 and incorporated in 1971
with twen4r-flve charter member institutions. In, the same year the CAUSE
National Offite opened In Boulder, Colorado, with a profestiOnal Staff to
serve the membership. TOday the associaUon serves over 1,800 individualS
on 700 campuses representing nearly 500 colleges and universities and 21
sustaining member companies;

CAUSE provides member institutions with many services tO1 increase the
effectiveness of their computing environments, including: th6 Athninis-
trative _Systems Query (ASQ) Service; which provides inbrmation to
members from a data base of member Institution profiles; the ,CAUSE
Exchange Library, a clearinghouse for documents and systenit deSeriptions
made available by memberS thrOugh CAUSE; ass3ciation, publications,
including the bi-monthly newsletter, CAUSE Infon: cation, the bi-monthly
professienal Magatine. CAUSE / EFFECT, and a monograph series: Work-
shops and seminars; and the CAUSE National Conference.

We encourage you to use C4USE to support your own efforts to strengthen
your institution's management and educational capabilities through the
effective use of computing and information technology.
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INTRODUCTION
CAUSE86 had as its theme "The Impact of converging Information Technol-
ogies," focusing on a technological development which offers a challenge to every
professional amiciated with the use or management of information in higher educa-
tion. Even a few years ago, campus technologies such as computing, communications,
and library resources were considered separate disciplines. But recent developments in
communications options and technologies have introduced new possibilities and new
questions: how and whether to integrate all these resources (and their management),
and how to take full advantage of improved, more accessible information resources.
These kinds of questions require institution-wide management decisions.

It is obvious that we must keep abreast of these develophig technologies if we are to
control our information envimnment. CAUSE86 was planned to allow thorough, lively
discussion of these provocative issues, through track presentations, special interest
groups, constituent groups, current iStues sessions, and a dynamic Current Issues
Forum debate. Although one featured speaker, recently-retired Rear Admiral Grace
Murray Hopper (U.S. Navy), was unable to attend due to illness, the two other general-
session speakers raised important considerations for conference participants: C.
Gordon Bell, Assistant Director of Computer and Information Science and Engtheering
for the National Sclence Foundation, talked about "Networks and Supercomputers" on
Wednesday morning, and CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds discussed the role of
converging information technologies in developing institutional excellence on
Thursday morning, Numerous vendor presentations and suite exhibits gave attendees a
good opportunity to find out what's going on in the marketplace and to get useful
information about new products.

The program was tailored as much as possible to meet requests. Veterans of CAUSE
national conferences noticed the increased opportunities for informal sharing of
common experiences and interests, as well as the new "project stage" coding for case-
study presentations. An allAime high number of registrants 737 were on hand to take
advantage of these activities and to renew once-a-year friendships.

We hope these Proceedings will be a continuing resource throughout the year, and a
reminder of the many opportunities offered by both the conference and CAUSE.

Harry Grothjahn
CAUSE86 Chair

11
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Bennett Thanked the many people who supported CAUSE in 1986 through participation on
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GENERAL SESSIONS

CAUSE86 offered several opportunities for all conferees to convene in general sessions
dealing with subjects of common interest. The conference opened with an orientation
session offering information about CAUSE as an association as well as advice from
CAUSE86 Vice Chair Wayne Donald on how to "cover" all the activities of the
conference. This session was followed Immediately by the CAUSE Annual Business
Meeting, which included a colorful and informative slide presentation called, 7CAUSE:
Your Professional Association." Two eminent authorities on education and
information technology presented general-session addresses to open the Wednesday
and Thursday activities. The Board of Directors, Member Committeesi and recipients
of CAUSE awards were honored at luncheons during the conference. The final general
session of CAUSE86 was a Current Issues Forum on policy Issues related to distributed
access to central data.
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WEDNESDAY MORNING
GENERAL SESSION

NetwOrkt and Supercomputers

The Spedker for CAUSE86's opening general
session_was C. Gordon Bell, Assistant Director
for Computer and Information Science and
Engineering for the National Science Founda-
tion, and a former vice president for engineer-
ing at Digital Equipment Corporation and pro
fessor Of computer science at Carnegie Mellon
urthrettity. His address, based on hiS extensive
experience at the forefront _of_ technological
research, dealt with the_ establishment of
centers of advanced scientific computation for
the research community, using vector proces-
&ors. and the development of a network linking
the entire research community, using the
netWOrkt associated with the supercomputer
Centers as the _backbone= an interesting
approach to the conference focus on converging
information technologies;

C. Gordon Bell
Assistant Director
Computer and information Science
and Engineering
Nattonal Scknce FouraiNton

ORDON WAYNEwrkuum BELL DONALD
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THURSDAY MORNING
GENERAL SESSION

Institutional Excellence: The Role of
Converging Information Technologies

W. Ann Reynolds, Chancellor of the
California State University, is currently
pursuing initiativ s involving enhanced
opportunities for women and under -
represented minorities, the _preparedness of
students entering the CSU, and new pro-
grams in c.xnputing and high technology.
In her _ Thursday _morning address to
CAUSES& conferees she discussed the
necessity for every institution to develop a
focused vision for the future which relates
the mission and programs of the institu-
tion to the needs of the public it selves. Dr.
Reynolds identified some of the strategic
issues. obstacles, and opportunittes_which
wiiL affect institutionaL excellence by the
turn of the century and DUtlined how the
converging of information technologies
can play an important role in attaining
new levels of institution-ol excellence.

W. Ann Reynotds
Chancellor
The California State University

Ann Reynotds-and
CAUSE Board member Tom Wiit
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CONFERENCE LUNCHEONS
At the Wednesday CAUSE86 luncheon conferees were entertained and refreShed by_ doing
SITTERCISES, exercises performed in a sitting position (more ot less_unObtrusively), under the
direction of Terrie Heinrich iRitto, preSiderit of PertOnally Fit and an international fitness
consultant, in a brief introduction tO her Copyrighted program; New Board members Jeff
moyea. Bob Ogilvie. and David Smallen mere also_ introduced, and retiring Board members
received thanks for all their contributions to the association;

Thursday's luncheon was an awardsluncheonifeaturing the announcer:lent of the 1987 CAUSE
officers and presentation of the 1986 CAUSE Recognition Awards mid the CAUSE/ EFFECT
Contributor of the Year Award (see facing page).

Al
Outgoing President Judith Lestie presMs the gavel 1987 CAUSE -Preitdeift Cid Bennett
to newipelected President Ced Bennett. presents a plagne_commemorating her

presktency to Junk Leslie.

o ?.
,

: 17

_

-

'

Terrk_-_Rizzoi presidentAfPerlOnallyi-1714 leads conference participants in SITTERCISES; to
prepare them for the ofiernoon's smkns;



AWARDS

Charks H Nigiisey (mister, kilt Oates) aid !Jenks E. VON Marveling (center, right photo), display the
plaques awarded to them as recipkwts of tMt 1986 CAUSE Recognition Awards for excelknce and
fradershq in the field of computing_ and ktformation technology in Jslgher education. Conducting the
ceremonies were Jadith Lestk, CAUSE President, and John Robinson, President of Information
Associates, who _sponsored the awards. Mr blaginey is recently retired from the position of Coordinator of
Asiministrative Computing and Planning at The Pennsylvania State University, and Dr. Van Houweling is
the Vice Provost for Information Technology at the University of Michkan.

,:r1 , , . r, ,,, r .., r;

...",V. j -,..,-!:-A41,,b-trti,i--fr 2.`..; .

.,

Al LaDssc (denta), -Direct-Or of CompaUr -Servkes PktisnMg- and Analyst_
at Miami-Dade Community College, receives :a plaque from CAUSE
PresidentJudith Leslie. commemorating his- winning _- the 1986
CAUSEtEFFECT Contributor of the Year -Award.- Systems & Computer
Technology Corporation;-_-_sponsor of the award, was represented by General
Manager Stephen- B. Adkr -(right). The award was given for Mr. LeDuc's
article; "Why Planning Doesn't (Always) Fulfill Expectations," whkh
appeared in the September 1986 issue of CAUSE/EFFECT.

1 9
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CURRENT ISSUES FORUM

DiStkibuted Amcess to Central Data:
A POliey Issue

DICK
VAN HORN I

Friday General Session

With the merging of technologies has come the capability of
distributed access to central data basesi and an accompanying
demand among academie users to_ take _advantage _of the capability.
But just_because it_cartbedone. should it be done? This_ was the subject
of_ _the_ closing _session_of_CAUSE86; organized by Current Issues
Forum Chair Vivianne Murphy-.

In a discussion moderated by Richard-Van Horn, President of the
University -of Houston/University Park, Eugene W. Carson,
AStotiate Provost at Virginia Tech stated that administrators .

faculty, and staff should have electronic access to records needed to
perform their jobs. that students should have access to their own
records, and that distributed access need not encourage
misinterpretation nor inaccuracy of data. Taking an opposing
position, Katherine P. Hall, Brown University Registrar, argued
that such systems may result in rapidly escalating expectations
about the m-line availability of information followed by a "hype vs.
realitr disillusionment development should proceed in stages with
attention to legal, technical. and practical limitations.

Moderator Rktt'i Vwe Mra
University of HonstonfUnirersity Park

Gene aTlfroN
Wrestle reek

Ay Hal Vivtanne Marpky
Brown University Brown University
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December, 1986

E. W. Carson
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Introduction

With the development of computer§ We have
gained marvelous devices for the storage, rapid
retrieval, and analysis of very large amounts of
data. Computers increased by a factor of a
million thc speed with which we can retrieve and
prc...ess data. Electronic communications also
provided a leverage factor of a mill;on fcild in the
speed of communications. More recently we
have seen the marriage of computers and elec-
tronic communications which ha§ giVen a
synersm never before known. We haVe Multi=
plied a kverage _factor of a million by anothcr
leverage factor of a million!

There have been many syne4stic combniations
of technologies but never has there been one of
sUch magnitude nor one with so much potential
to afkct our daily lives and the way we work.
The ahove concept of the multiplication factors
of these two major areas of technOlOgy WAS pre-
sented at the 1973 CAUSE National Conference
by Dr. W. J. McKeefery.

The joining _of_ the_ teiniptitte and niOdem com-
mumcation technologies provides both oppOrtu=
nitieS and responsibilities. Higher educat.on has
an opportunity tO increase productivity; to con-
trol costs, to increaSe services, and to provide ad-
ministrators with important data and riciWerftil
deei§ion making tools. We also have a responsi-
bility to provide leaderShip in the development
of effective methods of using and contr011ing thiS
dramatic technological leverage.

A kw insthutions of higher education have in-
stalled eqUipMent,_ deveroped or piirehased soft,
ware, developed Security systerns, and
implemented policies to take advantage Of the
computer-communication revolution. Thee
whO haVe done so and those who will use these
tools must not forget that the Saline technologies
which_deliver admitii5trative suppOrt alSci can hi
significant instruments in teaching. The same
hardivare and software which pmvide data secu-

ritY and provide high speed and long distance
communications can also he used as the basis for
an educational delivery system.

Modern Records Systems

Records systems, including student records, need
not require paper records. Modern record SyS=
tems are electronic and the data should be avail-
able on-line. They provide real-time data when
such current data is needed. AdminiStratorS, fac,
ulty, and staff should have electronic access to all
recOrdS needed to Perform their assigned respon-
sibilities.

Various aspects of the system featureS deScrihed
here eXist in part in many institutions. Not all
of the features presented arc known to be avail-
able in any one university. However; Virginia
Tech has in place the policie§ and the Suppart
structure for the full development of theSe fink,
ticils. _The University has supported the concepts
hehiriel diStribiited acceS§ to administrative sys-

tems. At Virginia Tech 29% of all employes are
authorized to use the system. Approximately
42% are authorized when only administrators,
faculty, and -clerical positions (non,trade) are
considered. Expectations are that the _number
authorized will exceed 3500 in the next several
yeafs. Currently we have over 400 separate
trariSactiotiS fOr inquirie§ and updates into the
administrative data ba§es.

NUM-thins examples given here are drawn from
the SySteins currently_ in use at Virginia Tech.
Many of these etarripleS are drawn from the cur-
rently used functions provided by the Student
Systems at __the University. However, we have
-0E4 ireeently begun the implementation of the
distributed áütho rizát iOn _ system. While _at
Virginia Tech heith adthirii§trative and academic
computing is done in the same inachine, vie do
not now have in place a system which truly pre-
Sent§ a single Systein. Cur-ent goals do include
such a single system ithagt arid protyping of the
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system is under development:1 The principles
outlined here should be applicable to any univer=
sity records system.

.An on-line records system implies fully distrib-
uted atcess to records _for, hoth inquiry and up-
dates: In the inquiry mode the custodian of the
data bait has responsibility to provide data _to
those who need it. The same steward may also
provide tools for data selection; for Update func-
tions; and for certain report generating functiont.

Inquiries

Some data are considered public information.
These data should be made available to all ad-
ministrators, faculty, staff, and students. Such
data might include historical statistics on course
enrollments, currently available seats for a given
course, time-table and catalog information, ad-
missions statistics, average faculty ularies, enroll-
ment statistics by majors and class levels, and
degrees awarded by colleges and majors.

Most data are not for public distribution but
should he easily accessed as needed by thoSt au-
thorized. All employees should be able to inspmt
their own personnel data. Crepartment heads
should be able to access current budget_ data for
their departments. Principal investigators for re-
search projects should have access to their project
budgets. Deans, department heads, and faculty
must have access to the academic records of their
own students.

Students should have inquiry access to their own
records. Examples of individual student infor-
mation which should be available for her inquiry
include:

Current regtstration,

Term by term course enrollments and grades,

Tr4inder credits,

Demographic data,

AdViSor comments from advising sessions,

Academic sufpensions, and

Progress toward a degree:

Updates

In the update mode the responsibility for seeing
that op-dates are made is_the person providing the
initial data or making decisions which restilt in
the need for updates. , Another view is that those
who do hot Supply the information or add value
to the process Should not sign forms or update
data. This_ is the well know principle of source
point data capture: If you don't add value to it,
don't ton-eh it. SUch soirree point data capture
arid updates tOtild include every item of data as-
sociated with individuals, accounts, purchases,
inventories, or facilities. Faculty could ugclate
Selected dernograPhic data about themselves.
Aditiiiiittrators coUld allocate positions and
funds. Pevartments could appoint personnel.
Purchasing agents could monitor inventories.
Evepartments could reassign or transfer equipment
ownership and transfer appropriate itinds. _And
all of these activities can be performed by dirott
updates into the university data bases.

Students Should also have update responsibilities
for selected data elements in their own recordS,
for example:

Course registrations,

Request for graduation analysis,

Address changes, and

The COntrol of the release of their addresses
to Othtt than advisors and university offi-
cials.

I see Robert C. Heterick, Jr. September 1986 CAUSE/EFFECT' for a discussion of the single
system image concept.
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Faculty adviSbis should be able to record advising
comments into the university records of their
advisees. Deans or department heads could have
access to approve course substitutions for gradu-
ation requirements for individual students.

All update§ tan l* controlled to conform to
broad university policies. An example follows.
Vi4iiia Tech haS an on-line registration program
which checks for all standard university registra-
tion policies with respect _to maximum course
loadspassJfail cotirSe§, grade point requirements,
and deadlines: College deans have access to se-
lected feature§ With Override capabilities for those
policies to which they may _grant exceptions.
Terminal operators provide no added value to the
registration process. They approve no ex-
ceptions; provide:no academic advising, and do
not enforce any deadlines not already monitored
by the registration program. Thus, there are few
arguments against students, processing their
toin§e regiStration changes. Plans are under way
for releasing both inquiry and update functions
directly to students for their own records.

Failure to distribute the update functions is a
Mai& deficiency Whieli *vents full utilization
of the unique advantaps of electronic records
systems. Specifically; distributed update func-
tions can reduce the need for costly reentry of
data and associated entry errors, reduce the need
for fOrms, reduce the time for processing, and
provide an improved basis for accountability.

With a Well designed_and supported records sys-
tem no forms should ever be forwarded to an-
other office for simple data entry. No form,
paper or electronic, should ever require process-
ing by anyone who does not add value to the in-
fOrniation cir Who does not provide essential
approValt.

Advantages

The advantages of distributed access include the
following:

Information is available quickly,

The same data is available to all who need
it,

The data is more likely to be current,

Responsibilities for accuracy and timeliness
are easily assigned,

Needs for printed eocuments are reduced,

Peak load processing is improved,

Problems of wanted and unwanted de-
§truction of confidential papers and of un-
authorized access to the papers arc reduced,

Storage of redundant inforthation i§ redtieed;

Storage space needed is reduced; and

The clerical labor needed to maintain files is
reduced.

Several of these advantageg de-Serve further com-
ment. The paper saving is real; At Virginia Tech
we were able to eliminate the production, dis-
tribUtion, and filing of a half-million _paper forms
and documents a year. Since distributed access
includes update functions, the application of
source point data ;apture spreads the data entry
wOrk Many offices. These many offices
tan better ab3orb peak load_processing with hir-
ifig additional staff than can a single office.

User Directed Analyses and
Reporting

A complete distributed access system for admia7
istrative information should include user directed
data selection and output specifications; User
directed procesSing removes the strict limitations
imposed by simple preformatted disFlay and up-
date Atte-ens and as presented by preselected and
formatted tabks, lists, or graphic reports. User
directed processing is the basis for the fourth
generation level (4-GL) software. User dii ected
processing can be provided by commercially
available 4-GL packages, by locally developed



software, or by creative uses of older generation
software packages. Salient features of a uSer di-
rected system include the provisions for the user
to:

Select the population desired.

Dttermine the data elements needed.

Specify the output specifications.

Diiect the processing of the data with or
without progamming skills.

As is essential with simple inquiries and as with
tiFdate functioriS, user directed processing must
be under a well designed and administered secu-
rity system. Security issues are discussed in
Saint What more detail elsewhere in tffis paper;
The standard toriditidrit of aiithorited accets and
data value security apply to user directed proe=
essing." Thus; under an appropriate security sys-
tem the user should have access to request
selected popUlations for user directed processing.

The user should be able to select the data de-
mentS needed and receive only those data items
specified. A well designed system should permit
complete user control of processing after the se-
curity controlled selections are made. However,
the system should also provide for basic reports
and simple output control without the need for
any prograrmning on the part of the user.

User difected output can take many shapes. The
office providing the access may provide a set of
flexible reporting formats. These reports might
be in tables, charts, graphs, lists, or predefmed
files for subsequent processing. An example of
additional user difected processthg is the use of
the resulting output as data fileS to produce 'per-
sonalized letters, memos, and forms. In all of
these above cases the users should not be required
to he Skilled in programming.

A flexible user directed access system will also
provide for user controlled output which can be
directed to the user's mainframe files or to the
uscr's personal workstation;

Data Definitions

User directed processing poses a potential prob-
lem of data misinterpretation. Distributediaccess,
especially access which permits user dikeeted
processing; must be accompanied with carefully
prepared definitions of the data elements; The
data element tan be elearly defMed as an integral
part of the data element selection process. Ef-
fected systems must be designed forithe initiated;
No tiget shotild eVei have to know the_ subtle nu-
ances associated with data codes and the unique
meanings of obscure code combinations. While
these codes and combination meanings may exist,
their existence should remain unknown to the
11Ser.

Inquiry into a data element dictionary can pro-
vide dear data definitions and point _to the re-
sponsible offices. Awess to the data element
dictionary may be by data value authorization;
That is, individuals need not know of the aiiit-
ence of data they ite tibt authorized to use.

Some have made distinctions between distributed
data bases and distributed processing? The dis-
tinctibn is that the distributed data bases may
exist in numerous maChities, whereas, distributed
processing implies that the data baws are in a
single physical location but are processed from
numerous locatidia I make no such distinctions
here. For these discussions, I am addressing the
processing of data from many and widely distrib=
uted locations. However, the data bases may be
in single or in many locations, In fact, under a
single system image, the user may he unaware of
the location or format of the stored data.

2 George Schussel, President of Digital Consulting Associates, Inc. as cited by Nell Margolis
in Digital Review, November, 24, 1986.
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Real-time vs. Static Data
Most up-date functions and simple inquines
Should operate upon the university's data base in
real-time. Some applications, includMg many
reports and information for management deci-
.-

stons_do not need real-time data For these ap-
plications, careftil consideration should be Oven
to balancing high security access, the usefulness
of real-time data, response times, data consisten-
ells, and data duplications. Most manag_ement
information need not be real-time. In fact, census
data is often more useful for planning and for
management decisions. One is simply more likely
to hit a sitting target. Census data is static and
reflects the same factors operating on each cycle
of data. Census data better represents the still
target., Thifs, PrOVisions should be made to either
date stamp critical data elements or to capture
selected data at specified times.

Providing the Mots
The responsibility for providing the tools for data
analysis and for report generation may be placed
in one or more offices, such as:

An Information Center,

The office responsible for the security and
integiity of _the data and for the primary
processing of the data, or

The individual end users who may direct and
control the form of the analysis and report-
ing.

In fact, ail of the above options may be correct
for a given set of cOnditions. The originating of=
fice which stores and pmcesses the data as an

_ .
administrative function may also provide simple
inqui6 functions_ and a few simple_ reporting
functions. An InformatiOn Center could conduct
COMplicated analyses; projections; and compar-
isons with outside sources. Users with sufficient
skills_ and special needs may desire to have the
data in a somewhat "raw feinti" for very specific
processing.

2 6

The roll of Information Centers is likely _to
change as personal workstations are provided
with more storage, faster processing; and more
sophisticated software. Individuals directly re-
sponsible for the various parts of the university
data base are more likely to understand the needs
of the offices they are charged to serve than are
thc personnel of a single office. The_natural de-
sire to direct processing and output, the fact that
individual user needs will vary greatly, the avail-
ability of software which does not require detailed
programming, as well as, the growing number of
highly computer literate personnel will all en-

:courage the shift of data selection and informa-
tion analysis to the end users. Information
Centers may continue to deal with special data
collection, sophisticated analyses, and the inte-
gration of data ftom sources from which the users
should not be routinely authorized to access.

Security

Distributed access can be provided in a secure
environment. Inquity and update functions can
be secured independently. Access to records must
be limited to a "need-to-know" basis. The re-
cords system must include data values to permit
such security checking. This is known as data
value security and requires the matching or
checking of the values of data elements in the
target record and a record associated with the
user. The data values associated with the user
may be internal to the authorization system but
may also be located within a separate data base
such as the personnel data_base. In the case of
student records, the authorization system would
access the personnel record of the user to confirm
that the person seeking access is employed in_the
department of the major for the target student
record. For college level administrators and staff
the checking routine would verify that the student
WaS in the college of the user seeking access.

Provisions must be made to secure data bases to
the data element level. In addition, security sys=
tems muSt permit atcess tb data elements based

5



upon the value of the elements and upon data
values associated with the person seeking access.
These last data elements might include the de-
partment in which the individual is employed, the
person's job classification, or specifically assigned
authorization classifications.

Widely distributed access can present new man-
agement problems associated with data security.
In a large university, the volume of authorizations
and uPdatei to the authorization system can be-
come a significant burden on the Data Adminis-
tfation staff. Virginia Tech now has over 1500
employees authorized to use the administrative
records systems. A solution to the problems as-
tociated with large numbers of authorizations has
been previously described.3 The overall security
system solution has many key features:

Individuals and not offices are authorized,

Individuals are authorized with respect to
their job responsibilities,

Changes in employment status (resignations,
retirements, dismissals, a change in position,
or a change to a new department) require
new authorizations,

Transactions may be grouped by functions
which are job related,

Transactions may be distributed by a func-
tional group,

Authorizations within a group of trans-
actions can be restricted by data values,

The data values which restrict access may be
in the records requested and in the personnel
records of the person seeking access,

Authorization authority can be distributed
or restricted,

Audit trails exist for all authorizations (dates
and who authorized),

3 Lore Balkan-Vickers, November 1986 CAUSE/EFFECT.
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Authorization verifications arc required for
each new record sought,

Authorization verifications are required on
each update screen, and

Periodic changes in authorization passwords
are required.

This approach includes predefmed and pro-
grammed restrictions bated upon data values as-
sociated with the record and with the person
=king access. In addition, this distributed au-
thorization disperses the work load while also
making each level of management a full partic-
ipant in the security system. All users who access
the system must assume responsibility for pro-
tection of their authorizations. This required and
active participation on the part of many adminis-
trators and all users should imrease the awareness
of the need for data security and for protecting the
rights of individuals. The constant reminders
imposed by the security system underscore the
need for confidentiality of the data updated or
viewed.

Figure 1 illustrates the directional flow of au-
thorizations from selected administrative support
offices. Keep in mind that the arrows illustrate
the flow of authorizations and not the flow of
data. Authorized individuals may provide the
authorizing office with data via update functions;
these relationships are not contained in the figure.
In this example, the offices of Personnel, Pur-
chasing, and Budget must provide at least inquiry
access to all other units. On the other hand, the
Registrar needs to provide access to individual
student records only to the staff of the Personnel
Office; these persons may need to verify if some-
one being paid on student wages is, in fact, a
qualified student. Neither Purchasing nor the
Budget office staff has any need to access indi-
vidual student records.

Figure 2 presents the authorization flow from the
Registrar to several offices served by the

6
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Registrar. The flow between AdthisSions and
Financial Aid is also shown. Note that in this
case Admissions must provide access tro the staff
of Financial Aid for them to properly award aid.
NO other office, except Student Accounts, needs
(or has!) access to student fmancial records. Stu-
dent Accounts does have access for billing Our-
poses when scholarship and other aid might be
involved. The Registrar must permit Financial
Aid to verify enrollments and academic progress.
Adthissions and the Registrar must each have
access to the other's data for registrations and
readmissions. The battom half Of Figure 2 is
significant in that it illustrates the concept of dis=
tributed authorizations. As shown, the Registrar
min distribute authorizations to a college dean
who distributes to departmental administrators
and they to the faculty. The decreasing Width Of
the authonzation _lines indicates functions au-
thorized for one office are passed to till next level.
In fact, the authorization sys±em permits the
Registrar to distribute a function tO a college dean
and; at the same time, restrict the dean from any

;
rurther distribution of that function.

Audits

Certain data items require the storage of the time
or date on which the last change was made.
Some require date stamps for each change. These
dates are usually associated directly with an item
and are used in interpreting the data.

Other date stamps may be needed as part of audit
trails for selected data elements. The dates should
also be associated with the identity of the person
making the update. In kme cafts, audit trails are
needed on inquiries. Audit data can be useful in
analyses of usts and can be eskntial in investi-
gating possible security violations.

.Access control can be achieved m a variety of
Ways. Authorization codes, passwords, demo-
graphic queries, personal physical characteristics,
and physical devices all may be used alone or in
combinations. Individual authorizations for ac-
cess and data valued controls are important fea-
tures of the authorization system at Virginia
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Tech. Authorized access under an appropriate
kcurity system is assumed for all of the dis-
cussions here. The salient points to remember is
that access must and can be controlled, that ac-
cess can bc data valued with respect to the records
and with respect to the perSon seeking access.
Finally, access should be available to all who
need inquiry or update capabilities in the per-
formance of their job.

Data Administration can provide critical support
to the distributed access systems. Such an office
is the logical unit to monitor periodic backups
and Check on off-site storage of backup copies.
Data Administration is also the office to provide
post audit data to the data base stewards. De7

tectiOn of attempts to breach the security system
is also a reasonable function of an Office of Data
Administration.

Integrated Systems: A Single
System

The implementation of a distributed information
system can be made more cost effective and more
user friendly if the users do not have to be con-
cerned with learning new protocols, new devices,
and cryptic codes and computer instructions.
Simple terminals should provide easy access for
inquiries and selected updates. Intelligent per-
sonal workstations (micro computers) should
provide the additional functions of data transfers
and local data analyses.

Distributed access implies authoiized access to
clearly defmed single sources for the same infor-
mation by all who need it. Distributed access
does not prevent the physical distribution of the
data bases but does imply shared data bases with
little or no duplication of specific data items. The
physical location and the format of the data may
be transparent to the user.

An individual should not be required to have
multiple devices on hand (or to travel to specific
locations) to perform a variety of tasks. For ex-
ample: a faculty member should be able to:

7



Determine who is enrolled his class,

Search the library for materials for a class,

Place selected library books on recall and
reserve,

Check on the academic status of her
advisees,

Look at the current budget status of her re-
search grant,

Enter into the university data base an advis-
ing comment about a student,

Set if seats are available in his class,

Send a document to a colleague in another
state,

Respond to a note from her department
head,

Place an order for computer diskettes,

Grade a project sent electronically by a stu-
dent,

Modify a simulation in preparation for a
class,

Request a summary of last year's admissions
statistics,

Obtain a formatted list of names and ad-
dresses of her Honors advisees,

Update the campus directory with his new
home telephone number,

Transfer a current class roll for grade proc-
essing,

Prepare a reseirth proposal,

Submit a paper to a professional journal, and

Analyze a set of data received from his grad-
uate student.

The faculty should be able to perform all of the
at*ve in a single session from a single intelligent

workstation. In fact, she should fie able do this
on a quiet snowbound weekend from the comfort
of her home. Note that no division of the above
tasks has been made into those which are simple
electronic mail, data base inquiries, or data ana-
lyses. A single system will make such distinctions
unnecessary.

The faculty member should be able to perform
these same tasks on a variety of machines and
using any of many communication methods.
Access and output should be device independent.

Implementation

Certain policies, facilities, and centralized support
are essential for implementing a distributed re-
cords system. The policies issues are few and
simple. Drily systems which require source point
data capture should I* selected or developed.
No processing should be required by anyone who
does not add value to the data or who does not
make essential approvals. The university must
establish that electronic records are the official
records and that electronic 'signatures' are official
signatures for access and approvals. Stewards of
the data bases have responsibilities to share as
well as to protect data. The facilities support is
more difficult because more than a stated com-
mitment and mind set are needed. Both central-
ized and departmental resource allocations may
be needed and end user deciaions oh expenditures
may I* involved.

Summary

Widely distributed access need not encourage
misinterpretation of information nor make data
less secure.

Implementation of an electronic records system
can t* easy but requires the establishment of
policies and assumes strong central administrative
support. Institutional commitments to shared
data bases, source point data capture, value added
processing, destination document production, a

29
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centralized (but distributed) data security system
are essential and must guide the selection and
development of software. Policies and job de-
scriptions must clearly establish that administra-
tive data bases are univesity resources and not
the private property of individual offices.

All persons who have a need to access data must
be provided that opportunity. Individuals as-
signed responsibilities for a data base must also

30

see that the appropriate data a re made available
as needed. Data must be secured against unau-
thoriied inquiry or unauthorized updates. The
central administration muse provide the commu-
nications system. Departmental level units and
the central administration may share in the allo-
cation of resources for equipment and selected
software. Top administrative support for a dis-
tributed records system is essential to its success.
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Figure 1. Flow of authorizations for distributed access to data from selected administrath
offices.
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Figure 2. Flow of authorizations for distributed access to to student related data.
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"Distributed Access to Central Data: The Cons"

Dr. Katherine P. Hall
Registrar and Dean for Curricular Research

Brown University

Being asked to speak about the "cons" associated with distributed access to university
information has made me feel like the stereotypic bureaucrat, claiming ownership rights to his or
her database and Wing unwilling to zooperate with others for the common good of the institution.
Actually, within my school, I'm a proponent of shared access to University databases, although the
difficulties we have encountered in moving that direction often make me feel more like an apologist
than an advocate.

I'll ba speaking largely out 01 my experience at Brom University, and I hope our experience
won't seem so exceptional as to be unapplicable to other situations. I do have a sense from talking to
administrators within my home state and within the Ivies, that we are not aione.

At Brown we began planning in 1979 for an integrated student system containing records
from Admissions, the Undergraduate College, the Graduate School, the Medical Program, Student
Life, Residential Life, Registrar, Bursar, Loans, and Finandal Aid. When we began the effort, I
was an assmiate dean of the undergraduate college and part of a planning team which developed the
outline for the system. The first major portion of the system became operational in November
1983, and as is usually the case, the first year of operation was turbulent. One year later, I
became Registrar and Dean for Curricular Research. I was offered this job and accepted it in part
because I had made a commitment to make this new system work for us.

When we started, the possibilities sounded wonderful. There would be no need to prepare and
mail multiple copies of every transaction to a half dozen different offices, and therefore, less paper
to file, The clearly definad information maintenance responsibility would promote accurate and
timely record keeping and eliminate duplicate records. All these efficiencies would enable staff
reductions in several offices, and we actually planned to offset part of the costs of the system
through these reductions. Best of all, with everyone tapping into same database, all university
officers would have quick access to the sane data. We would no longer have the problem of one
office presenting figures which were substantially different from those presented by another.

Seven years after our beginning have we arrived at the Promised Land'? Note quite. There
has been substantial development of the system in the past three years, and we have made
significant progress toward some of these ends. But we have discovered many obstacles on the path
toward data sharing. Somegoals still are distant, while others, most notably staff reductions, now
seem absurd. The impact on staff that we have observed is that many jobs have become more
sophisticated, requiring advanmad levels and higher salaries than before.

Actually, our S15 now works pretty well, but because expectations surrounding the system
exceeded the reality, we have problems of frustration, irritation, disillusionment, and a general
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sense that it really isn't all that good. I often have to remind colleagues that it also isn't all that
bad, despite the fact that some of our hopes are still years away. People forget that we are better
off than we were seven years ago and grumble that we're so far from where we should be.

How can you keep this from happening at your institution? I would argue that two things are
essential, and both have to do with preventing expectations from getting so far ahead of reality that
disillusionment and negativism set in; Firs!. keep your practical and technicial limitations in mind
when you "sell" your new system internally. Second, in developing the system, you must also
develop an institutional phitosophy of information sharing, so that users and prospective users will
understand just what will be available to them and why.

Keeping your practical and technicial limitations in mind means thinking realistically about
the problems of implementatiOn, training, usage, acceptance, and so on. It also means knowing the
overall level of organizational and financial support available to the effort, although it can be
difficult for an MIS director, a computer center director, or even a senior dean, to accurately
gauge how much support will be available, particularly when unexpected difficulties are
encountered. I wish we had given greater attention to the following questions:

(1) Are you limited by availability of hardware, software, or terminals? Do you really have
the computing power to support a large, online system?

ay One of our first obstacles was limited access to terminals. Fifteen offices have update
responsibility for online maintenance of our student system. When we first began to operate it; we
were severely hampered by lack of equipment in many offices. The Registrar's Office had only six
terminals with which to maintain several hundred items of information on each of 7,500 students,
Several updating offices had no terminals at all, and a few still lack them.

The problem here is that offices were expected to purchase the equipment needed to maintain
or query the system out of existing equipment funds; Many offices preferred to buy furniture,
typewriters; or micro computers which were not linked as terminals to the mainframe. To my
knowledge, no carrots or sticks have been used by the administration to induce offices which might
be deemed "reluctant partners" to participate. One result is that the Registrar's Office has found it
necessary to take over update responsibility for some offices which have less need for and therefore
less interest in supporting the system.

b) We also suffer from an overworked and unreliable mainframe, with the result that the
system goes down during working hours several times a week, creafing great frustration on the
part of everyone whose work intersects with the systern. Even when it's operating, we often have
unacceptably slow response time. The mainframe problem is so bad that I find myself discouraging
new users because, at the present time, more users simply means slower response. If the clinks
responsible for informattor maintenance can't perform their tasks, there won't be useful
information for managers to query.

c) Third, we have encountered software limitations. We do not at the present time have
access limited by data values. The software is avallaule -- the University is already using it for
smaller systems, but we have not yet been able to bring the large student system under it. As a
result, some applications which would be of considerable value to academic departments are not
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available. Users in those departments are irritated because they know the information exists, and a
few suspect that bureaucrats like me are just being recalcitrant in not allowing them access to it.

d) Another problem is that we still lack an online raport generator. Again, the software
exists, but we haven't gotten to it yet Three years ago, when we first began to use our system4
daytime use was limited to updates and queries of records on individual student& It was not possible
to compile any summary reports during the day. We have improved on this situation with a FOCUS
extract containing directory information and other basic biographical data. It is available 22 hours
per day and is a great helpio offices like Security and Health Services, which may need to know a
students status or home address at hours when the "real" system cannot be accessed. The RXUS
extract is a Won also because italiows some simple online reporting, such as the number or names
of majors in a particular department, or the number of currently active graduate students, but it
still falls short of expectations.

CompWx reporta and ad hoc requests must be written in Mark IV end run a; night, but very
few offices have developed any degree of Mark IV programming capability. This means that some
offices with consideralNe responsibility for maintaining the information system are unable to get
much back from it in the way of special reports which undermines their commitment to the system.
Most users turn to the Registrars Office or Management information Services for even such basic
requests as mailing labels and lists of majors. A complicated special request, for example a !isting
of juniors who have completed fewer than three sciences courses, may sit in my office for months
before my staff can find the time_to write the program. This has proven to be a major annoyance to
administrators at all levels and to faculty committees.

12) Another set of difficulties has to do with training and acceptance on your campus. How
are you prepared to deal with the natural inertia which most indMduals exhibit when they are
expected to alter work habits that have been firmly established over a period of years? What is
the existing level of computer literacy on your campus? Are people knowledgeable about the
processes followed in various offices? What training must be provided before users can make sense
of the data available?

a) Training of end users has been and remains a major problem for us. We knew from
the *iginning that we lacked suffidiont resources for staff training, and that remains a problem
even after three years. However, I don't think we appreciated the fact that a distributed access
system requirescontinuous, ongoing training. We have ten offices which have fewer than twenty
data fields to maintain. In many of these offices, maintenands is psrformed by a single individual.
When that person quits, is ill, or on vacation, information isn't maintained. In a couple of offices,
updates are performed so infrequently on such a small number of items that staff forget how to use
the system_ and need refreshing every semester. In a small office, the Foss of one empbyee may
mean that the office no bnger has any interest in or ability to maintain its items. In some cases,
we've gWen up oil smaller offices and the Registrars Office has assumml responsibility for
maintaining data that it does not generate. This is not an advisable prindple but we've resorted to
it in order to keep the information accurate.

b) Chasely related to the problem of getting offices to master new skills and knowledge is the
challenge of getting peopie to accept the electronic rerxrd as "real," i.e., as the official record of
the University. People often have their trust firmly associated with their paper files and are
reluctant to bother with a new method. For some people, the promise of having more information
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available through a new system is a strong inducement to learn new skills and patterns of work.
Many others will fail to see any need for a complicated new way of doing things and will require
encouragement or prxxiding to accept the innovation. As a social scientist, I am accustomed to expect
resistance to change, but I nave been surprised at the strength of the resistance to our information
system. Establishing the norm that the electronic record is the offbial University record may help
motivate some of these resistant individuals.

For example, each fall I provide the Dean of the College with a report on the number of
students in various categories which she shares with the entire faculty. For three years in a row,
the director of an office which maintains some information vital to this report has complained that
the figures were incorrect. The first year, I was unaware that the information wasn't accurate.
For the next tWo yeart. I sent him a note in advance of preparing the report asking tha; the
information be updated before the report was run. Each time, the updating wasn't don6 the report
vtas prepared, he complained that the numbers were wrong, and I replied that the Student
Information System is the official record from which reports for the Dean, the federal government,
and others will be generated. Now, after three years, this office is karginning to maintain the
information in the system. I noted earlier that we seem to lack incentives for prompting reluctant
partners to participate. It does seem odd to me that it should fall to the Registrar to pressure other
offices to maintain their records, but in the absence of any other pressure point, this is what has
happened.

c) I have been surprised at how bng it is taking for some very fundamental levels of
awareness to develop throughout the University community. For example, I am often questioned as
to why an enrollment count produced by my office doesn't match one prepared a day or two before. I

Still have to explain several times a month that, since the system changes minute by minute
through "live" updates. a report run on Tuesday won't produce exactly the same result as the same
report run the next day. Many faculty and administrators still seemed geared to the results
produced by massive batch updates at certain points in the semester. To them, things "seemed more
stable" in the old days. Of course, they were stable only beczuse they were out of date.

On a more sophisticated level, we are finding that it takes a very long time for people in a
range of offices to twacorne familiar with the data fiekts and how they might be useful to them in
their work. Even when doCumentatton IS available, many users do rot consult it frequent, and
become confused about the content of fields with similar names. For example, my office maintains
an expected date of completion for every degree candidate arid also a flag to Identify probable
graduates for the next eommencement. Users outside the Registrars Offimperceive these fields as
interchangeable, though they in fact contain sltrhtly different information. Unfortunately, other
offices have used the fields incorrectly and gotten Incomplete or inaccurate reports. Problems of
this nature are very widespread and are not abating. Again, due to stai turnover amd the gradual
growth in use of the system by a variety of offices, it appears that continual training and refreshing
on the content of the database will be necessary.

In developing adistributed access system, you must also begin to develop z^ institutional
philosophy of information sharing. At Brown, we started, as most institutions do, by simply
considering which administrators, or which administrative offices, should have authorit) to view
each field in the database. That IS an essential first step, but if you stop there, you will quickly
run Into difficulty, because once your system is "online," requests for information proliferate
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rapidly; Almost immediately, we began to receive requests from faculty anddepartmental offices
which had not been included in the initial definitions of aUthority to View;

How should you go about developing an Institutional philoso -y? I Will SUggest things which I
hopewewill begin to do early next year. One it to assess what the general atmosphere is within
your institution regarding *openness" of information. Obviously, you should know your legal_
requirements; but even what is legally accessible is subjett tO wide Variations in interpretation;
Does your user cbmMunity uriderttand that the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act requires
that student information ti released internally only on a needto=know basis? If it does, do you
have shared understanding &out what conslitUtes a heed-to-know?

For example, if faculty want online viewing of tranScript information in order to look at a
student's entire record before writing a letter of recommendation, is that a legitimate
need-to-know? At Brown, we say it isn't.

I:Yoes your development office have a need-to-know the educational background and
occupational status of current students in order to identify development prospects and tailor
fundraising woaches to particular individuals? Many campuses would say yes, but at least one
Univtirsity Counsel has determined that sut-li awns is not warranted.

What if a faculty committee wants a report on faculty salaries by department? If you are a
state university where salaries are a matter of public record, this may hot sound like an_

unreasonable request. But at my school, salaries are highly confidential. Such a request would be
considered outrageous, and provision of salary data, even in summary form, would constitute a
major security breach.

How will you respond when the Psycholcigy Department wants a downloaded file of SAT scores,
high school rank in class, and subsequent cburses and grades achieved by students in order to
evaluate variou.; predictors of college success? Would you want to take steps to safeguard the
security of the downloaded file? Would you place a time limit on its availability and insist that the
file be erased at a certain point?

What about the faculty committee studying fraternities which wants grades and diseiplinary
sanctions on members of certain frets downloaded to a file so that a member can analyze it? Would
you not deliver the information unless you could encrypt the names and id numbers of the students
involved?

Would you release to an individual faculty member a historical report of enrollments In his
deparment over past decade? What if he alsn wants enrollment data for other departments related
to, or perhaps in competition With, his own?

What if Admissions, Deveiocment, Athletics, and several academic departments all want
online access to student grades in order to "keep freak or students of particular interestto them?

And what if a self-appointed faculty committee desires course enrollments by the racial
baftround of students in order to determine whether some departments appear to be "inhospitable"
to minorities?
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All of these questions came up at Brown or elsewhere before the institution was prepared to
respond. I suggest that you begin to develop your institutional philosophy by creating a data
administration committee representing several different offices, including your University
Counsel, and psing it with a series of "What if' questions such as the above.

A second important step in developing an institutional philosophy it to begin to identify where
within your institution inconsistent definitions of the same or similar concepts are being used.
This is a phenomenon which I call the Ivory Tower of Babel. For example, at my intfitution the
Provost and the Dean of the Go liege have slightly different ways of assigning departments and
programs to the categories of science, social science, and humanities. Neitiier system agrees with
the federal government's HEGIS reporting requirements. The Registrars Office used to have yet
another system, although now we use oneof the above three definitions, depending on where the
report is going. Do not delude yourself that an online system will somehow
automatically serve to reduce this problem! In fact, the more computing power you have,
the more possible it becomes L; every officer to say, "I want it my way." One of my fondest hopes
for this integrated, distributed system was that it would diminish the Tower of Babel problem on
our campus. I now see that the problem is an organizational issue having nothing at all to do with
technology.

In summary, developing a distributed access information tyStem can be disifiusioning when it
proceeds far more slowly than initially expected and when different offices vary widely in their
commitment to it. Most of the difficulties we've experienced at Brown are resource problems, such
as not enough money for equOment, software, and training, and inadequate mainframe capabilities.
It it tempting to blame senior administration br a lack of commitment to the project, but the
setting of budgetary priorities is highly influenced by a faculty-stadenVadministration committee
which hat seldom fourid adminittrative computing to be a central issue. It has been difficult to
predict from year-to-year what resources will be available. Over and over again, the real needt of
the project have Nan funded at at 50% rate, but the expectations for performance remain at the
initial level.

De Spite these difficulties, we are making gradual, if uneven, progress toward distributed
access to inbrmation within our institution. It is taking much longer than eximted, it will not lead
to staff reductions, arrd It has so far f-,ad little impact on the informatbn going to senbr
management. It bag given mkidie and lower levels of management access to more aimplete and more
accurate data, ji they are wIli to make the investment in time and training needed to exploit the
system'S potential. Managment Information Services, the Registrars Office, and the undergraduate
Dean's Office have found many advavtages to the system. We have tried to use example, persuasion,
and what direct pressure Is available to us to motivate others along the way, but the benefits for
many are as yet unrealized.
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PROFESSIONAL
PRESENTATIONS

The CAUSE86 theme, "The Impact of Converging InfOrmation
Technologies," was addressed through forty-nine professional presen -
tations in seven subject tracks, as well as through seven Current Issues
Sessions, less formal sessions on topics of special interest. The papers
on which the professional presentations were bad, and summaries of
the Current Issues Sessions, are included in the following pages.



CURRENT ISSUES SESSIONS

Seven wcheduled sessions provided informal opportunities for con-
ferees to meet and exchange ideas on topics of special interest or
concern, selected from requests received by the CAUSE staff prior to
the conference.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Moderator: Thomas R. Mason

MIRA Incorporated
Minnesota, and
David Mamiering
University of Kansas

31

END-USER/DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING
Moderator: Ken Blythe

Pennsylvania State University

FOURTH-GENERATION SOFTWARE
Moderator Marshall Drununond

Eastern Washington University

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICERS INFORMATION CENTERS
Moderator Joseph Catrambnne Moderator: Judith DtMarco

Loyola UniVersity of Chicago University of Texas
Malical Branch

THE ELECTRONIC CAMPUS LIBRARY AUTOMATION
Moderator: Reid Christenherry Moderator: Jim May

University of Geolgla California State University/
Chico

',

-
,

4,
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MMARY
Current Issues Session on Artificial Intelligence/Expert Systems

CAUSEEIS Conference
Monterrey, California
December 120 1986

Moderators:
Thomas R Mason, MIRA Incorporated, Minneapolis

and
David Mannering, Systems Analyst, College of Liberal Arts, University of Kansas

The differences between theorydirected research in artificial intelligence and
productdirected research utilizing knowledge bases and expertise to program
artificial intelligence subsystems focused an particular kinds of problemS Were
cited by Mason in opening the discussion sesLion. Meson noted thet Schenk and
Childers argue that expert or knowledgebased eyetime "ire productL_designed_to
respncl to demands from particular industries and are not a_ test of anyone!s
theory of iiumen cognitive processes." Alle_Cognitiva Computer: On Language,
Lamming, and Artiflcialintailigance, 1981,p. SS.) Mainly working on the
applied side _of computer _and information technologies in higher education,
CAUSE memhers are most immediately concerned with specific applications of AI
to sclwe particular problems in higher education adminietration.

Mennering described hie Work With development of an expert_system_used in the
College of Liberal Arts at the University of Kansas to evaluate student records
for fulfillment of degree program requirements. Applying the expertise on
degree awsrd_conditions in the dean's office to the stbtus of student progress,
the expert system scans students' records to identify those With potential
problems that should be called in for a counseling conference to insure timely
Miami completion.

Discussion fromparticipenteranged_over axperimentation_with_expert_systems to
Compsra current_expenditure_patterns_with_budgeted_allocations of funds; to
improve_investment_strategies_to_produce_higher endowment yiekds; and to
intsgrate_diverse _herd data with_counseling Judgments- for improved assesSffiellt
of_educationeroutcomes., One parttcipent expressed doubt that highcost expert
systems are ableito produce any better reeiate then common _sense using_limIted
infPrmation. Unti I much_ more prog 006e_ is _ Made_on_ the_ use_ of _ computers_ as
models: of_the_ brain _to improve _our theoretical _understanding of how human
intelligence_ eorks4 __expert systems mainly are methods of managing:end
integrating larger_end_more_diverse kinds of date for translation into better
information and understanding.

TRM 2/13/87
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CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICERS (CIO's)
SPECIAL_MEETING _

FRIDAY; DECEMBER 12; 1986

CAUSE NATIONAL CONFERENCE MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

Presiding:
Joseph A Catrambone

V.P., Information Systems
Loyola bniversity of Chicago

SUMMARY MEETING

Current Issues Session - Chief Information Officers

The session attended by 49 confercet, t.zat chaired by_ Joseph
Catrambone. Discussion centered on the national trend in

higher education to establiSh a Senior_ level position for Chief
Information Officers. Almost _every _issue of TbaCbtoniole of
Hi_lid-woat ion contain s_ _an _ invitation for an application or
nomination for a Chief Information Officer at one of the colleges
or universities. _Over the past three years, about 35 positions
have been established identifying CIO poSit long with the_titIe
of Vice President or Vice Chancellor or Vice Provost_for information
Systems, Information Technology, an d / o r Compu t . In fact,
these designated titles were the initial criterion used to invite
participants to the first annual meeting of CIO's held ir Chicago
in September 1986, whiobastablished a CAUSE and EDUCOM constituent
group for Chief Information Officers in higher education.

The purpose for establishing a CIO constituent group was to
provide a forum for sharing experiences in understanding, utilizing
and managing the ever increasing advancements in information
technology in supportingt he missions of our institutions.
The agenda for the _first_ annual CIO 'meeting in Chicago focused
on organizational_ issuas, institutional policies, strategic
planning and telecommunication and netWorking isSues. The various
functions and responsibilitieS of CIO's wera _ id entified and
discussed. The audience also participated by briefly describing
the current and future organizational climate for the CIO function
at their respective institutions.

The next CIO meeting of the CIO constituent group will again
be held in Chicago (April 29-30, 1987) and &gain chaired by
Mr. Catrambone and hosted by Loyola University of Chicago.
Details of the next meeting will be sent to you by the CAUSE
National Office.
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CURRENT LSSUES SESSION SUMMARY

The Electronic Campus

Mazlerated by
Reid Chnstenbeny

University of Georgia

Appltximateiy fifty eznference 13articipantsoonvened in this &ession to discuss the
many issues facing college and university administrators in the successful
implementation of the "electronic campus." Most of the institutions represented were in
the planning or implementation stages of laying down campus-wide networksnone
had a network running smoothly as yet

Topics discussed by the group included: (I) the definition of the-components of an
electionic camjus; (2) the motivating factors for implementing electronic document,
voice and video disttibution, and archival systems; (3) assessment of the current
technological state of the am (4) the approsdawness of the electronic campus to higher
education operation and managemen4 and (5) how various institutions are managing the
implementation of, and assigning resgonsibilities related to, the electronic and campus
environments.



CAUSE86 CURRENT ISSUES SESSIONS

ENIMSER/DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

End-user/Distributal Computing iaa popular topic, judging by the turnout at this Current Issues Session.
Session moderator Ken B4fthe of Penn State University owed with the proposition that end-user
computing does not happen automatically. There must be a conscious effort to put the policy, procedures,
trainin arKI security mechanisms triple:* toencourage it to happen. He themasked if it was Cost
effective A number Of individuals confirmed that it was because it made end-riser Offices more effective.
They did not have to wait on central computing priorities in order to achieve the tenets of computing.
While it was not possible to provide quantitative or financial measures of this benefit several attendees
felt that end-user computing was differentiating (Le. institutions that did it would be more successful that
those that did not).

What is ert-user compu6 The _attendees at this sessión held different views of end-user computing.
Some saw it as detentralized compuling. In fact, one schcol hal decentralized the central administrative
cornputingorganization and replaced it by several departmentecenters. Others saw end-user computing
as decentralized planning, development, implementation, and use of computers_These institutions
decentralizedsystems development %%tile maintaining a centralized data base. The remnder saw
end-user computing as emouragement and support of end-users in the use of data for operational and
strategic gurposee_ All agreed that end-user computing charved the role of central computing. The central
computing Organization seemed to become more responsive through the process.

End-user computing also increases the importance of Data Administration. Decentralizing the control of
Computing somewhat, increases the needto control data. As end-usersbecome more knowledgeable in
data vocessing_activities, theybecome more responsible for those activities. DataAdministration is
necessm_to ineure that end-users are only able to see data that they are authbrized to see. End-users,
on the other hand, haveio become more concerned that their activities are in concert with the overall
goals of the institution. There is a danger that end-usercomputing will lead to sub-optimal solutions in
end-user offices with diminished surport of institution-wide objectives. Some of the attendees maintained
that end-users do not care about the overall goals of the institution as long as they meet their individual
goals.

FineVly,sorne atterideeswere concerned about the impactof end=user hardware (I t microcomputer,
minicomputer) solutions on the capacity arid standardization of central semices. Who should determine
what computers or terminals end-users should use? How do_you plan for the workload that will result
from the groundswell or work that will come from end-user offices? An hour is not sufficient to cover the
diversity of interest generatad by the end-user/distributed computing topic. It is an emerging issue that
should be follewed in future CAUSE conferences.
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CURRENT ISSUES SESSION

FOURTH=GENERATION SOFTWARE

SESSION DESCRIPTION

The session was convened on Friday, December 12, 1986 by
Dr. Marshall Drummond of Eastern Washington University. There
were seventeen persons in attendance, with representatives from
Yale University, University of Connecticut, Brown University,
Jackson State University, Xavier University, Cleveland State
University, Imperial College (London),__and a Canadian univer-
sity. The session began with a review of the recent "Survey of
Current and Future Uses of Software Technology" study which was
conducted by Dr. Drummond. The participants were polled for
what information they would most like to exchange, and it was
decided that the most useful format would be for each represen-
tative to describe current Fourth-Generation_projects and_ plans
at their institmtiom. After each participant furnished the
group with an overview there would be an opportunity for ques-
tions and answers.

SPICIFIC ISSUES

Issues discussed by parti_cipants included the use of
FOCUS,A0MAD, PC=FOCUS, MARK IV and ORACLE for end-user comput-
ing (reports, screens, simple applications); FOCUS, CICS UFO,
Software Factory products as replacements for COBOL; Ec=
celerator, PC-DRAW, SC7DRAW, and Pro-Kit for systems and ap-
plications design. A lively discussion ensued about the prob-
lems encountered by those who are trying to completely replace
COBOL with a 4GL, and the impact on end=users who attempt to
"go beyond" the reasonable limits of their 4GL.

The session concluded with a discussion about plans for
the use of decentralized databases with wide-area network ac-
cess coupled with SQL "Star" type products, The participants
give indications of their future plans and directions regarding
database and Fourth-Generatin product usage.
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Current issues Session

INFORMATION CENTERS

ModeratO: Judith DiMarth
University of Texas Medical Branth

The number of information center's has grown dramatically since 1976 when iIBM
Canada formed the first one. Ten years later, what have we discovered about infor-
mation centers? Can they (and do they) accomplish their mission? Who does the IC
really serve? Do information centers meet users' expect? dons? What about those of the
DP staff/ What new challenges do DP professionals Geo once an IC is implemented,
and what rewards can be reaped?

In this session, most attendees were in the early stages of development of information
centers and were struggling with initial issues of financial supp-ort and staffing, and
questions as to the mission of the IC. Representatives of several larger, well-estab-
lished ICs at the University of New Wilco, BOston College, and Michigan functioned
at resources at the session and answered questions for those just getting started.
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Current Issues Session SUitimary

LIBRARY AUTOMATION

Moderator: Jim May
California State University/Chico

Approximately 20 representatives of a variety of institutions met to egplore library automation
question& Initial discussiOn revealed a wide variety of organizafional arrangements for library
automation. The majority of facilities place automation under the Ontol of the library, although
in communiV colleges, learning centers which include libraries are often headed by media-type
personnel Several libraries have high-level administrators withadvanced degrees in both library
science and computer wience. In some institutioris no faculV or other academic representatives
are involved in library planning; in others there has been a definite shift of library responsibility
from administrative to academic personnel. Library planning frequently involved representatives
from computing.

The group noted problems in theincreasingereation_Of Vide presidents for information systems
and services: libraries fearInformafion czars" because this kind of move is perceived_as a
demotion kir the library, a territoriality priblem which is quite COMmon, not unique to libraries.

Another area of concern was recognition of the need for reevaluation of personnel in the
automated library. An example of the different focuses_of the two disciplines is that technical
people tend to concentrate on internal automation, while librarians are often more concerned with
linkages With other libraries and national resources and standard& New functions requirepeople
who understand both libraries and the technology. Problems can arise when librarians without any
technical training or education are put in charge of automation projectsinformation analysts
who are not librarians have appeared in some universities (Harvard BusinessSchool, for
example).

Session participants recognized other areas of concern: the competition between computing and
libraries for resources; the high cost of on-line services; the requirement that library computer c_
systems need to be an integral part of _campus systems to ensure public access; the question of
of charge=back of fibrary resources, particularly since, in most cases, there is no charge for
traditional library resources but charges have been exanted for access to computerized
information services, particularly when they are external to the university.



Track I
Policy Issues in Higher Education

Papers in filth track addreSS the Olity and Organizational_ issues associataLwith_the
convergence of voice_and ilata coMmunicattom_computing;_and video _technologies in
higher edUcationeffective_leadership and managemert of both academic and adminis-
trative computing resources; support for micro labs, computer-based instruction,
networks; video instruction, management policies and concerns essential to main=
taining basic control, security, integrity, and compatability of data in higher
education.

Coordinatar:
Mark L. FreactrIS
MU/Stanislaw;

Carole Bareac PUOWIlk-
Syracuse _Unirersity BeistfrY Calfte

Phyliii Sheityi
Northern Kentucky University
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23rAraggailICE_
gARMA.agmlaatarLRAY21Mti2n_And_H4b0dy Came?

Linda H. Fleit

EDUTECH_International
120 Mountain Avenue

BloomfielaL Connecticut 06002

The bitter,aftertaste that many senibt aditinistrators_,
now_have is not going toigo away_sasily4 As technology
begins to settlei_down_a bit_oh datOusAand_as_we begin
to think-about_the_heict_Steptili this_bitterness,remains
as one_ofithe_afterkaths of_the_technological whirl=
titintL a_direct_result_of thikinstitution's-computer _
people_(and_the vendors),having-aversold=_thei_benefitd
of technology._ This talk will discuss What happenedi
why_it_happenedi,why it was_inevitablei_snd what we can
do about it_now to prevent it all frek negatively
affecting the future.
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I had 000adibn_to speak with_several college presidehtt_
this paSt ddiiiter_ftik_a survey I was,conducting on the_Uisted_of
information tedhhOlogy in higher educationoian&I_heard_d_feW
things_that_surprised me,i_ at least at_ first._ A_president of a
Iargeidollege_inthe_Midwest,:for inStahOei_in_response_to a_
40eation about_what his institutiOn Was_planning_in_computing
for_this coming:year, saidt_"Weiare_pIanning_nothing,at_all.- We
have:put-a-moratoriuM On_expenditures for_information technology
of-all kindsifOrithid academic year." _Now this man-runs ai
school that haa_invested_heavily_in computers over the_laSt_feW
yearsti both_dh the_aoademic and- administratiweiSideti_and has
prided_hitaelf_in being foresighted and innovativei_so_it_
stkprised me_that4 rather suddenlyvhe_Vould_want_to put on the
brakes_inthis important-area4 and possibly threaten the_
progress_he's been able tO Make in a relatively short time. His
response:

"What prOgretia? _Yes_i_our campus is,filled with
equip:Dent. Our domputing_budget,has doubled ihithe
ladt fouk_years4 Our_administrators talk_Of_integrated
data baeds_and_decision-support systems.iand our_facUIty
talk_of computerrmanagediinstrUctioniand_networking;
But_ourenrollments continueitb_decline_by_4 percentia
year. Our capitalicaMpaigh=iii_struggling to meet its
goals. _Our retentiOnirate is the_same,as_ever: lower
than-any0f_Ud-WantS it to be.__We have so_many_tenured
faculty theft' iii_no_room for the younger-faculty tO
zoveAipi And six months agoi we:accidentally overspent
the_finahcial_aid budget_by a million
go_oh_i__but you get the-idea. -SOZiebOdyi_somewherei,,
promised me that computers_ahd_technology_wouId_make_my
institution more prOdUCtiVei easier_to_manage4iand more
sophisticated OdUdationally. None_ofthese things-has
happened, SO why continue this enormous investment?"_

Ati_olterreactioni_perhaps. But it:gave me cause_to_think_
abeidt_things_from_this_particular-pointiof_viewi_from_this new
attitude_of_reassessmenti and to_bOgin_to_understand_that,_,
perhaps computer-people and-n0h=d0ApUter_people_measure,progress
in very,different ways. While_thdati_of_us_whoare computer
people wouldihotly atque that_technological advances have bosh
truly revolUtidhary over_the_last_few:years, X wonder_how_many_
non-comptet_campus_faculty and-administratorW_Vould:_agree_with
usA_:Ot___would_they-be-more likely to agree_with_our_beleaguered
Okesident_thati-despite the expens04_dampus computing_today is
still_characterized by sloW deVelopment_and_large backlogsi
decentralized datat hard=t0=UStiapplicationsi non-networked
hardwarso_inexpert Staffthd_discontented users? _The fa0t_Of
the-Matterid_that_althoughhigher education has spent litetany
billions'of_dollars_on technology in_ recent yeatiliimany
inittitutions are still waiting for the revoilution to happen;
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Thinking back on how all of this_catie to be I began to
recollect some of the things that_we_absolutelyinew were going
to happen by now and_the expectations that we not only held
ourselves, but &leo fostered in the minds of others. For
example:

Demo anyone remember_the phrase-"The Paperless Office?"_
Talk about_a_bandwagonl- So many confereride presentationsi so
mithy conferences_themselvest_so-many'Vendor_brochuresi_and so
Many_internal-memos were created on_thie subject_that_it's-safe
to__say_that the paperleSs_office_doncept_probably_generated. more
paper-than any-othertedhhological_concept_in history! Many
people bought-into this_idea;_epent_zillions_of dollars on_
hardware, sOftware_and_training_in_anticipation of enormous
benefittvand_dott_savings,_yet_accordingito the AMBrican___
AssOtiatidh_of Purchasing_Agents, more filing dabinets_were
pUrdhatied_this_past_year_than ever befOrd.__No_one_really_speaks
tildh of the_paperless office_anymore; nor of its cousin concepts
ditch as automated calendaring.

Here's another one:_user=friendly;_ _This idea comeS_in___
various diSgUitlee,_such_as_rdo it_yourself" or "theiprogrammer-
less-envirObeent" or_"enduser_computingl".and iS_Still_very_
pOpUlat_todayi_ _Great_expectations for user* td be_freed_from
the_tyranny_of_the_central. computingifadilityi_ The_end_user
finally acquiring his_or. her-own_instrument for_automation
hippily_computing away iniblieSfUl_iedlition. Now_mr idea-0f
user,,friendly is-a-solzething_that requires &manual less than_ 5
pages long,.coMpletely_written in English, nd has-at least 25
things to_try-"before_you call your serviceman." In-Other__
words, Oftething_slightly_less_complicated_thanItiy_microwave,
oven.._Iti fact, user,,friendly computing_ddied_hot_exist_yet, not
by a:long shot, and yet we continue tia tarok-cite the concept as ifit did.

And perhaps no_greater expectations have been raided than
in the area of instructional computing. StudentS without
teacherd _students_without classrooms, studentd_without_books,
and everithing done electronically, have_been part_of_our
prediction repertoire for at leeet_20_yearsi___Contrast that with
the study-just done at Dartmouth on_the_effect of technology on
the_process of education: "Faculty_and students feel generally
positive about the effect of_lcomputers], but there ie no' _

evidence to date_that_the_amount of learning has increased_in
coureel Uging_the_computers_;" In other worde, the traditional,
non=computerized_classroom may be lust ae effective_for learning
ad_the_use of_modern technology. The DartmoUth stndy is only
one example of dozens of studiee that_have_been done in the last
&tip/ years, all reaching the same general Conclusions;

There are many other examples I could give; such things as
teleconferencing, which is a perfect example of a solution in
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Search of_a_probIew_as is home information_retriiVia_services;
or_the educational uses of televigitin_in_the classroom; or
summer_computer_camps.: All_t00 egaggeratedi_aIl_too,
enthusiastically promOted, and &II big disappointments.

Unfortunately_i_While we_have_been-porties to creating
Unrealistic_expedtations, I'm afraid that we have contributed
greatly_to computer_people having_a reputation of_being
anreliablei_untrustworthyi usually OVeribudget_and,behind-
Schedule, and atitimesi capable Of ihflicting_great_harm-to
others_at,the institution, _Denniii_Berry_of_the University of
Colorado gave a great talk_at_CAUSB a couple of,years ago
calledi:"CompUter:SerVideBi Is_This_A Contradiction_in-Terkii?
It_ was then_andAitill_id nowi_And the whole thing:has left_the
itiPortant people Oh many of our campuses feeling diiiilIusioned
and wary.

What,happened? Well, WS Vite_4implei really., Most of
ussitting in this rOOMAAre, or_have_beeni the technology-
enthusiasts. BecaUtie We had_a_visioni And becauseithatiViSiOh
so often_ ran up_iagaiiiiit_likited_resources,,institutional_
bureaucracy,_and_just plain_stubborn-resistancel_ we_had to
become:the ritellersiflif,you will, of-ths_visiom_:_We had_to_be
proactivei_ws_had_to-be the urgerS and thejustifiers.And,to
do this4,we had-to beliPve,,and to_get others_to_believe, the
Seven_Great,Myths of coLputing _Amazingly, we_are only now
coming_to understand that these are in fact myths, and not
realities.

MythL11:_The Benefits_Of_Technology Can Be Quatitified_AndThe
Result0 Of_Computerization,Can Be Measured, _Belief_in_this myth
its_just about_a reguirement-in-envirOnMents:where_resources_are

and_it_has led us to:doing_things_like_cost7benefit
analyses, return-on-!investment,Calddlationsi_cost,reduction and
avoidance_plans, and _other:SiAiIar,_egually,futile, pursuits.Remember the onsabOUtAUStifying the_cost of a-new-
administrative_systettiby redUoing_clerical_staff? ,,Does_anytine
know-of s_place_in_Which,that_actually happened?.._The_real_truth
isthat_the_benefits_of_automation:in an OdUcational_environment
ars_very_often_intangible abstract, and'immeasurableThat
dOesn_!t:mean they!re not-there, Onlyithat_we cannot_apply
conventional,yardsticks to figure OUt if the expenditures have
been worth it.

mythla: We_Can_Get_All The Bugs Outi_or, from the fairy tale by
the same_name, SoftWare_Can__Be Perfect.- This, myth=isisO___
perVasive:that_even_todayi the-President of the:United_Statesi
in:promoting_the Strategic Defense Initiative4_the_largest and
Oftentially most,important software deVelopment_project,in_
history,,isilaboring under-the attilitiption_thatwe can actually
depend_on the programming_that_will_be_done,for it to protect
human life from nuclear W8806hs. Regardless of how you feel
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abtidt_this,politically0 I-dOn't believe_there is a- really_
knOwledgeable person in theAkikld_who can,assert that_thiA__Softwarewill,work. I Windek_if deep,down ineidCl_PredidentReagan was thinkingi_Of this_as_a _fantasy moVie rather_than_a
reality when_he dUbbild_the_projecti"Star Wars",__The_reality isthat contrary to_what_the great majority_of professional
prograMaers_would_like to believe_==and_would_Iike,the rest Ofthe:Vorld to_beIieve,r programming_is_stin_an,inexact0 ardahe,
babidally_unmanagemble procesSi_fraughtwithiguessworkiUnforeseen delays and a great deal of wishful thinking.

Myth #3: We-Itow-And Uhderstand_What,Other PeOple_DO For_ALiving; -This_ myth is fairly,widespread, bUt_nOtithilikii_moreprevalent than_in the areaordecision-support_dystems. I'm-sure you-all know_the_Three_Universal:Liesl_the
first-is-thatthe checkiis_in the mail,-the second is:I_Swearthe light vas

greet4:officeri_and,the third is I:l_m_going todesign,a-dedision
dUpport_system_for,you. itere'Ve assume_we understand
porson_actually makes-a dedidioni_what_information ia_itportantin_that_processi and h011_td_dellver_the_informatiOnito thedecisionrmaker. TheSe_are_questions-that behaVieral
psychologists have_beeh_Struggling with for decadosi_andyet
somehow, manyof_us_feel that-just by using_a computer-in the
process,_We!ll_solve_the problem._-Many,_many_information
systelle_projects_have been undertaken_with_the,promise of
prOviding_decision-support-tOlthe president and other::
tdainistrators at the-inatittitioniandmany, many Of these areStill struggling mightily tti do just that.

mythAi: "All We HaVO,To_Do Is ...," I_call_this,one the
seductiveness_of_simplipity. -If_Only:it were that-easyr 17tit_usto believe_that_anything about technology,is,easy_ is tO-ignOke
the_igreat_unknowns, ignore:all Of the inherent riska and_the_hidden costsi and pretend that_wercan plawaway_the_eurprises.AIl_we_have to_do is hbOk_tp_the_PC's in the Regietrar's Officeto a local area-network_and_he'll be able_ to_producehis own
transcripts._Aill wo_have_to-do is talk:to_the_people at-DEC andhave the* lend_us_a_disk drive and Wenl_be_all_set. All we :have-tO_ft_id_hire_every senior-Systems_pkogrammer on-the datt_coa0t_and we can get,MVS-installed_by_February. But WO never
that_dimple._,We_underestiaate. We underbudget. WW1 tO__foresewall of the probletia. And we fail to appreCiate All ofthe risks;

MythAA:-There:Are:Standards To Follow.__Mow_the_person in thit:pictureiis ordinarily,not a-cranky:iperson_i_ But he,was under:theimpression_that,hecould actUally=depend on,his computer_Sytitem
tb_not_blow_upin-his face. We all_want_very badly_tO_believe
there,are standards tO:f0lIdici_and_that-every. time_we_lo to_do
something,,we're nOtipiOneering_and. blazing new_trailii; But fora lot of the really itportant_things

we do,_it'alUit_not true.A corollary myth id that we can learn from the mistakes of
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others. Actually/ we Canileari4=sometimes_u_but_only_if_we_ know
what was_the Sallie and Whitt Was_different about_the_situation
we're trying:t6::leath_from._ Can_East_Mt.__Olympus_College, with
an . enrollmentiof_1,800_and_a_computing budget_ of $736,000 a
year:i_tedlly learn_anything_ substantive from--Carnegie Mellon bi-
Dartmouth or Brown? Are there any role models?

Myth #6: Solving The Technical PrOblet Meahe Sedving_The_
problem.In_other-words0..lite_dah_pretty_kdoh_ignore_human_,
psychologyl_and put_theitechnology_before_the_people., This myth
alone_has led to_itore_disasters_than_any__of the others
COMbined.__We_ignore_human psychology-everyitime-we_designia
training_program_that puts-vice presidents in With_clerical
People* every time- weprogram an-online- ettOr Message .to_say___
"SDF32: _INPUT-NOT CONFORMING...REINPUTi_ERROR WRITING_DISK_BLOCK
1470" every time we-thilik_We dei_replace_the_unspoken_human-
interactiOn that_taked_place_at_a business_meeting with a video
teleconference,_and every_time_we expect an administrator to do
Work_at_a terminal that he or she thinks is better done by a
secretary.

Mytl3 #7: The Workload Of Our Computer Center Will Be
Significantly Reduced With X Technology._ Replace X" with
almost anything: a data base management systemu users having
microcomputers* you name it.__Actually, this is really a hope
more than a myth,_but I include it here, because it's been
&round so lorigl_ and is so persistentu sort of like a flu virus.
If anythingr_of course, the effect of new technology has been
quite the opposite.

We all bought into these_mythsi more or less; And since we
were the committed, we were_the_enthusiasts for technology, We,
wittingly or otherwisou_sold them to others. In fact, it was
inevitable that it happen this way. A counterbalance to the
newness of_it all was required, a period of salesmanship was
heeded,_and a persuasive posture had to be taken. But the
unfortunate result is that many people_on_are_campuses are left
with this lingering aftertaSte4__ranging_freik outright distrust
in some cases to mild dkepticisit in others, but on the whole, a
great deal of Wariness_which_could* in fact, threaten the real
progress our institutions need to be making.

The real question is what to do now. Whether we accept the
inevitability of our situation or not, we still_have to cope
with it* and we-need to know how to dispel the doubts._ _
Confidence in technology hae_to be_restored. _None_of_the old
ways are really needed anymore. We don't have to exaggerate
anymore, and we don't_have to put up with others (like vendors,
for instance) doing it either.

_ The first thing we have to do is to introduce some reality
into the so-called revolution by renouncing the Seven Great
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Myths. _We need to educate the people on our_campuses about the
intangible, but fully worthwhile, benefits_of technology, about
the bugs in the software we write_as_well_as the software we
buy. We need to aSk them to be patient about obtaining computer
support in making important decisions, and we need to explain
that none of thid_is easy. We have to tell them about the risks
and be realidtic about the rewards.

_ iSecondi We_have_to distinguish between_Whet_is genuinely
rsvolutionary_and_what is not. There_are:certainly_enough
thingd_about_domputing-oniOUr campuses Which_are truly-
revolutionary in_and:ofitheMblvesi so as_not_to have to
continue-to-exaggerate:the benefits_of_every:aspect. FOr one
thingi_the techntilOgy_itself_is_truly:revolutionary.- Just
lookingat_it_freit_the_aspect of,the breakthrOUgheithat_each of
the hardware_generations have represented4 the_genius_and
creativity_that_have gone-into-such_ things as_the Apple
Macintosh_and_the_Kurzweil-reading_machine, the_graphics-that
are_possible today, and all the rest of it, there is much to beamazed by;

--The costs tO6:4 have gone through_ a truly:reVOlUtiOnary
decline,:althOUgh here_again, it's very important td_distinguish
between_the pride/performance-ratio and theitbtal_dost_of campuscomputing. While the former has declined, the latter has risen
dramtttically.

The_ubiquity-of the micrOcilmputer_has_brought-about its own
revolution_of_sorts. The rababers_of_people_who_have had
exposure,to computing_dokpared with_five years ago is
staggering. :This ill especially true_for student00 where_the
number of enteritig freshmen_who report having:had:a dotputer_
experience__Of_dOMe kind_in high schocll iS_Virttally_Making_the__
need_for computer literacy programs at the c011ege level quickly
vanish.

The third-thing:We haveito_do_is_to-agree on the goaleAand
the measurement_and_the_terminologyl-that- we're gOing_td_use_for
campus computing. One of the_biggest-problemsVe_fade is_that
computeripetiple_and_non-cordputer people tend_to define_things_
differently. In reaching an agreement4_we_haVe_to_focus on the
institution_itselfi and to-uSe technology to_support lts_goals0
not the goals of the-coMpUter_center._ No more technology fOr__
its-own sake; We _needitO agree_on_what_we_mean by terms sUdh_Ais_.
"increased prOdUdtiVityr_and_rmore_effective_learning." We need
to move_away:_fteti_the_world _in-which_ the compUterlJeople
continue to_believe_that end users don't know:What they_wantj
but they_want_it_yesterday0. and: iti__which:the_users_contend that-
the_computer,people are-mbre-interested_in_exploiting the-latest
teclAlology,than in sOlVingL_the.users'_problems. -We-need to
agree on what We lean by the "worth" of a technological
advancement.
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We-need-to haVe:OUr_datpus_decisionmakers_understand that
the student infOrtatidn'system that has_taken twoiand a half
years t0=inOtall Willi_in:facti_eveually produce-the ,

informatien_they_are_looking fori_but that it has-to work_on the
day-te=day_Operational_level in-the registrar's officeifirst_i_
The_foUndationhas_to be built before the infOrmation_they are
looking for reaches a more strategic, and less routine, level.

And,we have to get peoplelike our_unhappy president
believing once again that tedhhdlogy_really_can_contribute to
the mission-of hiS institUtiOni and not just make it a more
egpensive place to run.

Ladt,_but_pethaps_most_important-of ant:we neecIto treat
techndlogical innovation differently_than We'have in the_past.
Illl_give you_an-example-of a good oppottunity we_have before us
right now to do it all differently:atid_to_really_do it_right;
Let's-take a look fOr a- atikent_at fourth_generation languages
(or_4GL'00 as they ere known) and their role in end-user
computing.

End_user_computingiiis ions of those-motherhood_and apple_pie
Ohrades that_we all know is good, but_When_it comes_to_defining
what_it is_or-how-we get therevwe ddh!t_have_a_real_uniformity
of-opinion; But let,0 say fOr:_the_moment:that end_user_
computing is-allay fOr hoh=tedhnical_people_to_be_able to-use-
campus computing_pfter to acquire:and:manipulate-information't0
achieVe_ddite_tedUltsi___If_we go_with that definitioni_then it
looks_ed if the concept_of a fourth-generatiOn:language_may_be
jUitt the ticket_ It_allows us-toidescribe_what_it_is_we want
fkom_the_computer,as-opposed to the-earIier-generationi____
procedural-languages-that fOrCedAlit tO dpecify,_in_agonizing
detail, how to get_what We_Wanteth___So th. fourtk_generation is
non7proced4iral,_Ailbre_Briglishlanguagelikei-may even be-
semi-user=friendlyi_and focuses on the "what," rather than the
"how." Sotinds great.

Now it_goes,without saying that 4GWsAire_not_cheapi_and
Ws not-something we can jUSt Sheak_in_under_the desk._ _So_we
needito get budget apprOVal,!_and_ifiwe_were_to go_about,this in
the usual fashion WO:Might_bd_inclined_to_say_something like
"having a_4th_geheratiOn_language_will reduce:the programming
backlog_in_the_doriputer center_because-end,users,will-be_able to
do=their_own_reports4_" Ori "having a 4thigeneration_language
will give_end users_greater control over their own_data, and
will_let them do_interesting thingr they can't_do_now_._"__Ori,_,
(this,is_one of my favorites) imhavi:4 a_4th generation_language
is,'the wave_of the fUtUre, alid if we don_!t_get_onei,we_will
have only dinoSaUt COMpUteriprogramsi runningin aidinosaur
coMputeriCenter" The_implication is, of course, if you:don't
stay on the leading edge, you will fall so hopelessly behind
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that'you_will eVentually_go_the_way of the=pterOdadtyli___So_we
Uddi_theseiand other_favorite phrases to get_the bUdget_approval;
We bring in a 4th generation language# and what happens?

The first thing we-nOtiCe_is_that_theprogrammingibacklog
intheicomputer center_doek indeed4_get shorter. That's
because we take thie baCklOg_and_sort_it-into-departMent otderi
and_transfer_ititidt to_the_departmentsi thereby-creating _
departlent_badklogd;__So_now the people inLthe Regiiitkak's

knowi-have lots_of_free title on their
handsi can start writing their out programs.

Oh_wait - did I say_n_progrems?__You!re not-really,supptWed
to say that when-referring_to the_collection of 4GL instrUCtions
that is put tOgether to kuu_a report or-whateverI tOt$
reminiscent_OUCOBOL_or PL/1; Buti in fact,
next_thing_we:discoverl_ These sets of instructions are_really
programs in_disguisei_and to create_themv_oneineads_some_skill
in_logic-and_attention-to detail#i_and_debuggingi_and a whole
lot_of_Aher,things that-suggedt_they may_really_be-closer to
earlier-generation computer languages than we had thought.

And_let's:nOt fdtget_about_maintenance. Talk abdUt_history
repeating itself! _CoMpUter_centers_ have learned_very_difficult_
lessons_over_theiyears_about_program structure_and dodumentation
and_maintaintibility; _The_structural components_tif_COBOL_and
Othet_3rd_generation languages came at__great_cotist_ and with good
reasoni_and now_we have-end users learning_the very_same lessons
ih_the_very,same way = by writing unstructuredi undocumented and
unmaintainable programs!

Then add tO theiie problems_the training iSSUed-i_the
technical Offtirt_inVolved_in-making the data base_cokponents_
available to_SOftware_other-than the traditional_applications
programsi_the_enormous machine,r080urces_requiredi issues-about
security_and_the,integrity-of the_datai_and we end,up with-a
situation that is-not as Clearly_beneficial_as it originally
seemed to_be. And by-_the way, on the_averagei 00 to 70_perdent_
of_the-programming_effOrtiin:most_university computer Centers isdevoted to maintaining_eicisting software - written'in_the
dinosaur:program-king language -_and unless thei_indtitutiOn_is
willing_toiundekgo_a_complete rewrite and_overhaU1_(Which is
fairly_unlikelY)4_the_old language is going tti be around for a
good long while anyway.

,Nowi all of thie_its ntit tO say_that having:a fourth_
generation lugudge_iii_not a_good_idea., Actuallyi_it'd
good idea-4_bUt_it_needs_to be approached realistidelly_And with
the_appropriate_set_of expectations.L Suchithinge,..asihaving- the
COmputer_staff,begin to use the_4GL:for_selected applications
instead,of_COBOL can:produce SOMe nice_results;_ They may notibe
as dramatic as reducing the programming backlog overnight# bUt
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they Will__be therei_and_they_wiII_be_reaI.___Using_a_4GL for
prOttityping;_so that_users_and_computer_people can:communicate
easily and_more_quickiy about what a system is supposed to_d0i:
can_pay off_in_the_Iong run.- Putting one userOn Under a pilot__
programi and having-the 4GL used to create_prOgraIS of__500_lines
or_fewer_can-minimize csome of-the:COSUG and thekeby_better
justify the benefits.- The pOitt_iS that_the_terits_of a 4GL_can
stand on theirioWn;_theyidon't:_need_to_be_exaggerated._ And if
the environment demands_that_they_do; then we have to go back
and work harder at dispelling those myths.

We_face_eimiiar_situations_in-the-desktop publishing_area_
tI_donit_mean to_pick on Xerox with this slideibUt I_think you
get_the idea.__Actuallyiimaybe I do mean_tO_pidk_oh_Xerox a
little; just-for having the-audacityittiAlUggetit that_Leonardo da
Vinci would-have said anything &ten in_the
concept of-information centersi And a whole host of otheri
promising happpenings.

-Perhaps_the_most_useful_thing we-can do now is to dnange
the timing_and the_scheduIe_a biti-and the focua frOM:dheirt!rterm
to_Iong-term_.__Perhaps,now_is the time to make:41-diiitinotion
between_changes_and-improvements and begin tti_think Of_ways that
we_can,prptect-the heavyiinvestmentS140_haVelalteady made. We
have an awful lot of_technology_in_OUr dchoolsv_I_have_to
believe that-we can get_better redUItd_from_what's_there than
many of us_already_areigetting.___More_and faster_doesn't_
necessarily_transIateiinto_betteri better productivity;_ better'
learning;_better_quality_of campus life.- But if we take_tike to
digest_things a_biti_to_let the implications-and_the Unknowns
begin_to__make themselves known and understOOdi:Ve haVe a MUch
better_chance of realizing_some of thOSe benefitd We've been
talking about for so many years.

The_benefits_don't_come_about_as a_result of-isolated_ _

technological changes", they_can_come about when other_Changes
are_made_that_allow_us,to take better adVantage Of the
technology. Such things-as-changeS:in Organitational_structure
for-inIxtance; oriadministratiVeAitylei_oi_OUrriculum content and
pacing, or the:distribution_of_power_and control all have-to be
conSidered_if the_real_benefits are_ever_to be-accrued. But
these_changesitake much Iongeri especially in the slower pace of
higher education.

The_important revolution in higher edUdation Will happen_in
the-human:arena; not_the technOlOgiOaI one. TheAheme_of_this
conferencsis-tbe impact_Of_dtinVerging tedhhologies If we
expect-technOloq:Iss_to_converge on_our_campuses_without-crises
WithOUt Miaspent resourcesi_and_without_a_lot of casualties, we
lUet dev_a_better_job_of_presenting_technological benefits in a
more_honest_and realistic way:to those who are tschnOlOgidally
unsophisticated. We have to get rid of the frustrating and
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traditionalAiliftetoh between expectations and-reantyi The
decisioWitakers_have_to have the,chancei_tti_take_informed
judgementiG_Without_the_hypeliwithout thiti_etiftionaI
exaggeratiOni of the past, and with more than a lip-service
understanding of the risks invOlvedi



Selling the President on the Computing Plan:
Strategic Funds Programming

John L. Green
President

Washburn University

Presidents of colleges and universities want to make certain that the
planning in their institution is done realistically, objectively, and effectively.
Strategic funds programming is a technique developed to enhance theplanning process by linking objective decision making with resource-
allocation decisions (i.e., which strategies should be funded). Strategicfunds programming bances the need to maintain current operations withthe financial needs of new strategies. It also provides a safeguard for
administrators who become so enamored with future opportunities that
they fail to provide adequate support for current operations.
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SELLING TEE_PRESIDENT ON THEiCOMPUTING PLAN:
STRATEGIC FUNDS PROGRAMMING

After World War II, colleges and universities (institutionsi
began using electronic data processing (EDP) to aSsist them_in
managing the_processing of data both in administrative operations
and_in_research operations. The technological advancement of EDP
involved constant changes in the Size of the hardware and in its
capabilities.

Presidents of 1thëSeinstitntions were asked almost on an annual
basis to provide more funding for EDP operations either in the
form of_nev_equipment or upgrading of existing equipment._ As the
researchT activities of institutionS learned of_A:he_ computer
capabilities, the proliferation of computer "needs" became
gargantuan. The task of analyzing needs_and making decisions on
computer hardware and software purchases seemed to become an
everyday occurrence.

What presidents found necessary to have was a well thought-out
plan for the academic and administrative computing needs of the
institution. Once this is accomplished, the question becomes one
of how to sell the president on the wall thought out computer
needs of the inStitution_. Pram a president's perspective, there
are three critical factors that need to be addressed in an
institutional plan:

l. What are the total financial needs of the institution in
a prioritized format?

2. What are the total financial resources available to the
institution to satisfy the needs of the institution?

3. What are the alternative strategies to satisfy_each of
the institutional needs and is there a mechanism to
determine the beat strategy concerning the actual
allocation of scarce resources?

Some1-of1 1the more effective ways of determining the needs of an
institution are strategic planning, zero-based budget analysis,
formulas,_educational and administrative Standards, comparative
surveys, laxt competitive analySit. Of all the techniques, the
most effective is strategic planning.

The president also needs to have "full" knowledge of the
available financial resources in the institution. Too often
preSidents are_not given accurate estimates of tuition revenue or
they are kept in the dark on idle fund investment income,
endowment earnings income, unrStricted_ gifts available _for
institutional use, excess auxiliary enterprise revenues, funding
available from position turnovers, borrowing capability and a
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host of miscellaneous funding sourceS The president therefore,is given not only an inexhaustible list _of institutional needs,but also a variety of alternative sources of funding to satisfythe needs.

Once ,the needs are known_ in_ priority order, and once theavailable resources have teen identified to satisfy as many ofthese needs as possible, the president iS close_ to being able tomake allocation decisions. What remairs is the capability ofbeing_able to review alternative Strategies that are designed tosatisfy institutional needs. This capability can be found in"strategic funding programming."

Introduction to Strategi_c_Funds Programming OWPI

Strategic_ funds programming (SFP1 is a technique that strengthensthe decision-making process _when funds are being allocated tospecific programs. Two important aspects of SFP are:

1. It provides_a_ way to determine the amount of strategic
funds that are available.

2. It bases the allocation of _strategic funds on a
calculated "high probability of success" factor.

Before SFP can be used, the_ total needs of an institution mustalready have been identified and expenditure priorities_ set_.
This meang that &system such as strategic planning has been_used
to identify the institution's needS and that_ alternative
Strategies associated with fulfilling each need have beendeveloped.

To be able to determine the amount of strategic funds available,
four items are needed:

1.- Current Funds Operating Budget (Exhibit A)

2. Balance Sheet (Exhibit 8)

3. Financial Ratios (Eichibit 8)

4. Source and Use of Funds Statement (Exhibit C)

5. Strategic Funds progzamming Worksheet (Exhibit D)

The _development of a budget _each year usually involves the
identification of "baseline funding" first, and second the
identification of strategic funding. Baseline funding covers the
on-going maintenance items of an institution such as salary
increases, employee benefit, costs, inflation, and utility
chargeb. Strategic landing, on the other hand, covers
discretionary items such as progkath enrichment, salary
enhancement, and new programs, etc.

6 2
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Information from the current funds operating budget (Exhibit Al
is used in SFP to complete the strategic funds programming
worksheet (Exhibit B1. Information from the balance sheet
(Exhibit B) is .used to develop the saurce_ and use of funds
statement (Exhibit DJ- Financial ratios (bottom of Exhibit B)
are used to calculate _the debt limitation which effects the
amount of funds available from additionil borrowing.

The source and use of funds statement (Exhibit C) is an excellent
exercise to see year to year Where increases and decreases in
funds flow are taking place- For example, f accounts receivable
had not increased by $200,000_in 1985 (see Exhibit C), the XYZ
University would have had additional cash available in its funds

flow. With the information from the source and use of funds
statement, the institution can plan to maximize its flow of
funds.

Once the amount of strategic funds that is available has been
determinedAsee Exhibit D), the matter of maximizing the use of
these funds during the allocation process is addressed in SFP.
This requires having the strategic needs of the institution
identified in the form of stated goals to be achieved, strategic
issues to be resolved, and alternative strategies to be carried
out for both goala and issues- Alternative strategies that will
be the most successful at% then chosen by using cast-benefit
analysis. All of these ..Inqiderations are included in the
strategic funds programming ae examples which fallc,ws.

-AYR Gni!
BudgetedCurrent Fun 0-_tra'ionsL %3E PY

Educational and General ievenue

Tuition-- 6 6.000.000
State Appropriation 5.000.000
Sales and Services 300.000
Niscellanxous Income' ' 15-000

Total (1427.000o
.--

Educational and General Expenditures
Instruction $ 7.000;000
Research I00;(00
Community_Service L75;000
Academic_Support 775;000
InstitutionaliSui-Anrt i 715;000
Physical PlantL : :2-010-000

Total

Excess of ReVenUe OVer Ekpenditdree 675,001

Note: (1) This is a simplified version WI a revenue/expenditure
budget in order to provide a cic:mr example. Strategic
funds programming can also be used for complex
institutions.

(2) Baseline requirements are included in this budget, but
no strategic funds have n allocated.
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XYZ University
_

BaIance-Sheet, F.Y. 1983-84 and 1984-85
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Exhibit B

Assets (1985)
Liabilities (1985)

Cash

Accounts Receivable

Inventories

Property, plant
and equipment

Other

Total

360,000

400,000

200,000

17,540,000

-300,000

18,800,000

Accounts Payable

Other Short=term
Liabilities

Long-term debt

Fund balance

Total

800,000

700,000

14,500000

2,800000

,800,000

Assets (1984)
Liabilities (1984)

Cash

Accounts Receivable

Inventories

Property, plant
and equipment

Other

Total

Note:

400,000

200,000

400,000

1640,000

560000

18,000,000

Accounts Payable

Other Short=term
Liabilities

Long-term debt

Fund balance

6 0,000

500,000

14,400,000

2,500,000

-000,000

This ip a szmplified version of A balance sheet in orderto rire-A.dr. -71ear eX-4111ple. Strat(!gic funds programmingcat. ilB 1 fcr mplex insti/itions.

RPcios

Long-TerM LE:bt xtd n-ce Ra-c.to = Long-Term_Oebt
Fund Balance

or 14,50a0aa =
2,800000

6 4



exhibit C

Iaz UniverSity
Source _and_Use-of Funds (1984-1985 FY)

Sources of Uses ofAssets:
Funds _ Funds

Cash D* $ 40,000 I*

Accounts receivable D I 200,0 0

Inventories D 200,000 I

Fixed Assets

Other Investments & ReceivaJles D 260 000

Liabilities and Fund Balance:

Accounts Payable I 200,000 1

Otner Short=term 1iábi±IIé I 200,000

Long-term debt I 100,000

Fund balance

Total

* D= Decrease; I = increase

300-4-000 D

1,300,000 1,300,000.

Note: This information was obtained from t e Balance Sheet.
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Case Example --Strategic Pundt Programming

Inttitution XYZ has the following goal it would like to achievein connection with its academic computer center:

To have_ all students take a college
basic computing skills course effective
in order to be eligible to earn
baccalaureate degree.

Four alternative strategies have been
goal in the computer center:

1. Upgrade Prime 9750 computer to
would be able to support up
microcomputers.

level
1989,
their

developed to achieve this

Prime_9955 computer which
to 250 terminals and/or

2. Install a second _Prime superminicomputer to augment thecapacity of the first computer._ _Using a data switch,
the two computers would support 250 terminals.

3. Acquire 250 microcomputer8 to equip microcomputer
laboratories.

4. Re_ _ce Prime 9750 with a Convex C-1 minisupercomputerwhich could suppor_t_ up to 500 terminals and provide
greater computing capacity for faculty research.

The financial impact on each strategy is shown below along withthe baSeline funding that has already been provided in the 1986budget (Exhibit A).

Academic Computer Center

BASELINE
STRATEGIES

EXPENSE CATEGORY FuNDING 41 42 41-
Salaries

salaried staff FTE 0 1 1 3 2

salaried staff $ 15;000* 20,000 20,000 60,000 40,000

hourly staff FTE 0 1 1 3 1

hourly staff $ 5,000' 20,000 20,000 60,000 20,000

student workers FTE 2 2 2 4 2

student workers $ 7;000 7,000 7,000 14,000 7,000

Supplies $ 1;000 6,000 6,000 4,000 8,000

Maintenance $ 4,000 20,000 50,000 60,000 25,000

Equipment Purchase $ 10,000 250,000 360,000 405,000 600,000
Travel $ 1,000 1,000 1,000 4,000 2,000

Software $ 10 000 40 000 -5-0-000 60 000

TOW. 50,000 334,000 504,000 657,000 762,000

Salary Increases
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The strategic funds programming worksheet (Exhibit D) can now becompleted.The_current funds budget for 1986 shows an excess of
revenue_over expenditureS of $_675,0r,0 which is the first item inthe strategic fundS programming worksheet. Trensfers_of_$100,000from current fundS Are contemplated, eo_thit leaves a balance of$575,000 strategic funds available for allocation considerations.As noted in Exhibit D, the decision has been made to allocate$250,000 of the strategic funds generated from currentoperations, to the academic computer center.

Exhibit D

XYZ University _

Strateg-ic Funds ProgramminAMorksheet

Estimated Total Funds
Available:

Current fundibudget
(1986)

For Entire
University

Allocated
_to

CCMLOutInn

AIlotated-
to Other
Programs

$ 675400

Transfers

Estimated funds flow
from operations 575,000 $ 250,000 $ 325,000

Augmented Debt:

Increase in filhd balance
(1985 FY) $ 100,000

L.T. dO)t to fiind balance
ratic af 5.2 $ 520,000 $ 150-400 370;000

Expanded nebt:

Newly:negotiated L.T. _

debt/fund balance ratio 5.4

Minus:current L.T.
debt/fund balance ratio 5.2

Expanded:_debt fattor
(Long Ter:0 + 0.2

Fundibalance of $24800,000
multiplied by expanded
debt factor $ 560,000 158-000 $.1 402,000

Total Funds Available $1655,000 $ 558,000 $1,097;000



Augmented_ debt was calculated by taking the_increase in fund
balance for 1985 FY of $100,000 and applying the existing long=term debt to fumd balance ratio aE 5_.2 to this amount which
amounts to $520,000 that could be borrowed as augmented debt. Of
this amount, the academic computer center received an Allocation
of $150,000.

Finally, a newly negotiated long-term debt to fund balance ratio
of 5.4_was approved which means that debt can be_expanded by 20
percent or $560,000. Of this amount, $158_,000 was allocated to
the computer center for a total allocation of $558,000.

The next step involves matching the available strategic funds
with the most successful strategy as shown below in the analysis
of funds use statement:

Strategic funds
available

Option A,
$334,000 requ ired

Option 8,
$504,000 requ ired

Option C,
$657,000 required

Option 0,
$762,000 required

Analysis of Funds use

From
Internal
Funds

$250;000

can do 75%
of projett

can-not do
full projeCt

can-not do
full project

can-not-do
full project

From
Internal Funds

-Plus _1 _

Augmented Debt

$400,00

can do with
$66,000 unused

can do 79%
of project

can not do
fUll project

can_not do
full preject

From
Internal Funds,

AugmentecliDebt;
Eic-04titted Debt

$558,000

can do_with_:::
$224,000 unused

Can de with :-
$54;000 unused

can-de 85%
cf project

can de 73%
of project

The question_ now becomes which Strategy is the best one toimplement- To determine the beSt strategy, cost-benefit Analysiscan be used. A strategy can_ be efficient in the tense ofsupporting the achievement_of a goal or resolving a strategicissue at the loweSt possible cost, but it may not_be a goodchotce from the Standpoint of benefits derived for the amount ofcosts incurred.

The basic purpose of a cost=benefit analysis is to determinewhether the_ benefits of an alternative strategy exceed the costand to choose the alternative tnat provides the maximum netbenefit. In this case example, the benefit issue is:

"To what ektent does required computing
Skills_ and ready computer access affect _a
student's decision on which institution to
attend."
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There are both tangible and intangible _benefits to conSider_.Because it is more difficult to derive_a_monetary repredentationfor intangible__ benefits, Strategic__ alternatives need to beexamined in terms of tangible benefits on the one _hand andtangible and intangible benefit& jointly on the othe/ hand. Thefollowing tangible and intangible benef its have been identhied.

1. Possible TAng_ble Benefits:

a. Increased Wit:AIME-Int --due- to 'marketing theUniversity_ ar :an institution offering studentsunique educational progradd (required computerskills);

b. Better-prepared graduates Whe Will be able to enter
the job market;

e. Increased-: student:: retention ad students pre
inclined to stay Vrith A system they have learned zo
use;

d. Increased faculty teaehing effectiveness sincefaculty can be assured that students have basic
noMputer skills.

e. More effective utilization of computer resouree
(debhomies of scale).

f. Support for faculty research could be increased;

2. PoSeible Intangible Benefits:

a; Publit perception of the: University AA an
institution-incorporating tedhhelogical change into
the curriculft.

b. University:gains leaderrp petitiOn in the ure. of
computers by the total student body.

c. Improved intudent and _fltday morale as:ithey
perceive that the University is making a commitment
te iMprove the learning environment;

The next step is to identify the benefit _assumptions associatedwith the tangible and intangible benefit8 for each strategy:

Strategy 1:

Strategy 2:

Strategy 3:

Strategy 4:

Benefits
Tangible

2.3%:grewth in
tuitin revmnut.

2.3tigro.e..n in
tuition rvante.

1.01:growth in
tuiLion revenut;

4.6%:growth in
tuition revenue;

Intangible

ImprOved fund
raising.

ImprOVed fUnd
raising.

Improved ftind
raising.

ImpreVed fiind
raising.
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From these assumptions of tangible and intangible benefits, the
following incremental benefit calculations are made:

:ricremental-Benefit Calculations

U4Ing-Tbesc Alternative Strategies
1 2 3__ 4

Tangible_ $140;000 $140;000 $112;000 $280,000

Intangible 100,000 100;000 70;000 400;000

Incremental c..::;st vread
over 4 yeahrs 83,500 126;000 164J)00 190;010

Net Incremental

Tangible A:1.-"r1.1; 56;600 14.00 -52;000 90;000

Tangible and : 156,:507. 114,000 -r.3,000 490;010

(1) Calcul. by 1.r.akin4 tahlitle benef,... amount iess incremental
dedt.

(2) Calculatediby taking tangible benefit am.oAt less incremental
Cost plus intangible beneit.

While strategy #4 has the highest tangible and intangible value,the funds available for each strategy must be considered as wellas which strategy has_the highest potential to be_responsive tothe goal to be achieved. ThiS brings the strategic fundsprogramming to the next step, the development of a scale_tomeasure the_level of support for each strategy. In this example,the scale used is as followS:

Level of Support fcit-the-Strategy
Seale

Strong .8 to 1.0

Mdderate .5 tb .79

Weak .0 to ;49

Alternatives that have poSitive_net benefits -hould be comparedto determine the alterhative_that offers the greatest value. Themaximum value of each alternative is obtained from the product ofthose factors that ultimately determine the succe2s or failure ofa strategy.



The three criterion use& to measure the success of each strategyin this example are as follows:

1. Impact:

a. Long-run financial gain

b. Number of people affeCted

c. Multiple needs se, nd

d. Ability to accomp-_,in goal

2; litiplementation:

a; Ability to estimate implementaticn cost

b. Degree of acceptanCi

C. Ability to plan implementatidn

d. Degree of certainty of implementation

e. Resources available

3; Urgency:

a. Value of proposed strategy

b. Political support expetted (internal)

c; CritiCality or need for a solution

d. Environmental deMands that favor solution

The calculation of the maximum potential for each strategy iscalculated as the final step:

MaiiiMum-Potential

Alternative
--Stratemv-

CRITERION

Likelihood
- of success

_i$ii
X level

Maximum
= nntential

Impact
Implemen-
tation X 4J-r-2DISY

I .90 .95 ;85 ;73 $156,500 $114,000
2 ;85 .95 .85 ;69 114,000 79,000
3 .80 ;9 .9 .65 _18,000 12^00
4 ;99 .75 ;8 .59 490,000 289,000

While alternati-e strategy #4 has the greatest maximum potential,only part of the_ project can be implemented with the fundsavailable. Therefore, strategy #1 iS the one chosen because ithas relative high potential and it is affordable.

By Dr. John L. Green, Jr., President
Washburn university
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT OF INSTITUTIONAL

EXPERIENCE WITH MIS SOFTWARE

DR. PAUL J. PLOURDE

BENTLEY COLLEGE

WiLTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

Theiresults of a survey ofithat wasiadministered_tb 458
colleges andi universities that utiI4ze comprehensi_ve MIS_
so' ware packages are reported in this paper. The primary
focus is on the experience of users with_implementation
and use of the software both fronIthe_perspective_of the
technical_staff and_the_encLuser_.__Some of the topics
covered_include; reasons and objectives of acquisition,
the impaction the application development and implemen-
tation cycle, and operational,issues such as useri
involvement, Implementation effort and system tailoring.



During the past ten years, an intreaSing -number of colleges and

universities have made the decision to acquire a comprehensive

MIS software package to satisfy the administrative systemS needs

of the institution. Three years ago, thiS Author Sent a

questionnaire to over thirty VendOr6 Of Software packages that

OUrpOrted to provide aa total MIS solution for colleges and

universities. The goal was to have the vendors identifY the

modules that they provided, the enVirtiMenta in which the

scftware functioned and identif their current users. With

this informatn, the intent was to send a questionnaire to eath

uner fo c'eterm their satisfaction With thiS partitUlar

approach to provid:r, he inStitUtion with MIS support.

nfortunatFly the study did not progress beyond the stage of

identifying vendors and users at that tiMe. In the fall Of 1986,

the study was revived with a VieW tO Publishing a monograph that

Might be useful in assisting individuals at institutions that

were contemplating acquiring such software; The tame SUrVey was

sent to vendors although there Were 6derel he0 companies in the

marketplace and a number were no longer marketing the software

that was available three yearn earlier.

The next step was the development of a questionnaire that WaS

sent to 458 ins :tutions that were idehtirid .endore; through

my personal contacts and consUlting and tifough _ continuing

review of The ChrOnicle of Higher Education ard Internal ehd tk-

ternal vendor publications;
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The survey was administered ih Odtibb6i- of 1986 and at the time of this

writing the response rate WaS 21 percent. A second mailing is scheduled

to non-respondents in January of 1987. The final Vet-sibh of the instru-

ment Is attached to this paper 86 pages 8 thi 0.

One of the questions sought tic-) determine the previous mode cf providing

administrative computing service and in response 43.67. previously did

in-house software development, 12.87. USed 6 SerViCe bureau, 3.2% par-

ticipated in aconsortium, a lilé Percentage used a regional faciltity;

6.4% used another paclagei while 30.8% used manual systems

The survey sought to determine why the software was Seletted, the Obje-c-

Ives the: sought to satiSfy and Whether or not those specified object-

ives were satisfied. The fact that the software was comprehensive or

functionally complete was identified by 13.6% of t-elibhdehts its the

reason for selection and WO6 moSt feedUently Mentioned reason in a question

that was open ended that iS the rei0ondent provided the response; Another

12.6% Indicated cost as the primary factor; 9;7% noted ease of use, 8.

indicated the software's Flexibility, 7.87. identified the iMpOrtance of

the customer base bld recommendationS and 6.8% viewed the intevation of

the college's functions as the primary reason for selection.

Another open-ended question dealt with the two most important objettjves

to be satisfied by the use of this softwaet patkage. Data integration

was specified by 17;6% bf reSpOndentSi 12.7% ibught to improve daily op-

erations, 7.87. Wanted tO provide an MIS/OSS, another 7;8% wanted to pro-

vide an on-line system while 6;9% were seel,Ang 6 U6-ei- friendly s -em.
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The survey sought to determine the importance of the hardware in making

the decision; In response, 18;2% said it was crucial, 29;0% said it W86

very important, 27.3% sad it was important, while 18.2% said that it WaS

somft;:'ht important and only 7.3% indicated that it was unimportant.

The questions of the amount of time for evaluation and to get the system

operational resulted

TIME

in the ftllowing reE,onses:

EVALUATION IMPLEMENTATION

6 months or less 43.2%

12 months or less 31.4% 17.3%

18 months or less 15.7% 21.2%

24 months or less 9.77. 32;7%

36 months or less 9.6%

Concerning the number of computer Orbfessionals on tre implementation

project 14.5% indicated one person, 43.67. noted between 1 and ; 1827. noted

between 2 and 3; 3;67. said 3 to 4, 7,3% said 4 to 5, 3.6% said 5 to 6,

5.5% 6 to 8 and 3.6% ssid that than eight people were Involved.

The issue of vendor support is always a key question when one considers

software acquisition and vendor involvement seems crutial ih the earlY

stages since 66% utilized the vendor fcr th-site traininig a'id virtually

all users had vendor support to inStitli the modules. Forty-nine percent

used one month or less of support; 23.1% used two months, 10.3 used 3

months; Jther 10.3% sed 4 to 6 months and 7;7% used Mbe'd than 6 MibeithS.

Whether dr not to modify the SOftWdre iS lin-Other key question facing pros-

pective userS and 71.4% modi:y the software once it is installed ark.; h
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am eVish greater percentage acquire the source code (85;7%); Regarding

the qUaition of who modifies the software, 69.1% inditated that the

computer center staff modif:e the application software; 41.1% said

the vendor does the MOdifications and 3.6% indicated that either the

uSers di- Some other group does. The percentage exceeds 100 Sinte

multiple responses were allowed;

The survey toUght to determine the extent of user involverent

thithgeS to screens and reports as distAct from the applitatibh COde

refrenced above; Eighty percent Of the respondents said that users

created their bWh reports and thirty percent said that users created

their own screens.

My initial hypo:h8515 W85 that projects of this sort usually start out

with ah underestimation of the budget requirement; Tha fin-din-6S dtih't

666H to lend overwhelming support to this notion since only 39%

indicated that they Were over budget and 24% said they were underbudget

and 37% inditated that costs were equal to the budget. Of perhapS MOre

iMpOrtance was the amount of the total budget fOr the aCqiiisition and

implementation; Twenty seven percent said costs were between $300,000

and $400;00; 20 5 said the range was $200,000 to $300,000, and the SiaMe

percentage Said it was between $100;000 and $200,000 while 2.3% noted

that it was less than $100,000; At the other extreme; 11;3% said costs

exceeded one million dollars, a siMilar percentacle indicated cOSta bet-

ween $600,000 and $1,000;000 and 11.4% said the range was $400,000 tO

$900,000.
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Considering the extent of these expentidures; the people commitment and

user involvement a logical question IS to ask whethei- tie- hot the original

original objectives were satisfied. Ih --6SO-OhSei 27.3% indicated that

they had been satisfied coriOletely, while 58.27. responded that they

were satisfied to a considerable extent, 12.7% said that they Were satis-

fied to a certain extent and 1.8% inditated that none were satisfied.

This high level 6f Satisfaction is further supported by the response to

on whether the implementation and use of this package Was a success or a

failur,t at their institution. TWenty three percent indicated that it was

an pverwhelming sUCCessi 59% said it was highly successful, 14% cited that

it was somewhat successful and less than 4% said that it was a dismal

failure; The major reasons for succeSS that respondents wrote-in were user

involvement (12.3%), vendor support (8.27.);and better communication amongst

users (7.2%).

When there were perceiVed prObleMS, lack of user training was the reason

most mentioned (11.3%) and the lea of c,. ;ified OP perSdhhel was close

behind with 10.37.. Problems with data ttitiVerSibh (9.27.); user resistance

(8;2%), bugs (7.2%) and latk Of -6)-r Poor documentation (62%) were other

problem areas -cited. It is interesting to note that problehs or success

were seldom due to lack t sOphi-stitatioh ti-r features and

were most often centered on petiole tie-ieht4.d

Perhaps the ultiMate Measure of satisfactin is whether the institution

would acquire the same software or recommend it tO Others. In response

sixty eight percent said that they Would acquire the same software
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IS% would acquire another packege and only 107. w tid develop their own

software; Similarly; inst.:tuticns reflect iheir sa..tzfaction by indicating

th-,:it they would recommend the eiftWaré to ototrs. Thirty six percert would

do so without o!la.lificaticn and 43% would give a strong recommendation;

Only 19% would qoalify their recommendation and a miniscule 2% would not

recommend the software to others.

In summary the findings indicate that users select software inlarge measure

because of the hardware on which it functions, they feel quite positive about

their experience, they modify the software, reports and screens extehSiVelY

and they feel that it rédUces the time to install applications substantially;

In terrs of advice to prospecticie -users 'of these various MIS OaCkages users

have a number of excellent suggestions as follows:

* establish a philosophy of end user involvement and ownership

* insure that management, the enduser and OP are involved

commit to an integrated System and acquire many modules

buy flexible software that supports this integration

* identify software needs before evaluating

* perform live site ViSitS

* buy enough hardware up front

* emphasize user training

4 dOn't buy futures or become a BETA site for hardware Or software

* have a realistic budget and impleMentatitin schedule

The next steps in thit StUdy Call f r analysis of the response to the

second mailing and a follow up with specific queries to respondents.
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MIS SOFTWARE USER SURVEY

RESPaNDENT NAME: TITLE:

INSTITUTION NAME:

ADDRESS:

1. MIS Software Name: Vendor:

STATE: ZIP:

Year Installed: If no longer in use, year terminated:

2. Computer system(s) on which this software has been implemented:

a) Computer Year b) Computer Year

brHow_significant_was the hardware in making_the_decision?_
Unimportant Somewhat Important Very Itportant Crucial

2 3 4 5

3. Please identify and rank order, the two most important reasons why
this software was selected:

I.

4. Please identify and rank order the two most important objectives to
be satisfied by the use of the software package:

1. 2.

5. To what ewtent have these objectives been satisfied?

I none 2 to a certain extent 3 considerably 4 completely

6. How much time was involved in the total evaluation of the software
packages? Year(s) and Month(s)

QUESTIONS REGARDING COSTS_AND FUNDING:
7. Software-Costs: 1-Purchase: $ - Annual Maintenance:$

8. Hardware Costs: 1-Purchase: $ 2- Annual Maintenance:$

9. What was the total cost of implementation; including
hardware, software, consultants, file conversions, etc.? $

10. Was this over or under budget? 1 Over 2 Under Percent

11. What percentage of the funds for the acquisition and implementation
of the software packacle came from outside sources? %

12. a) What were the sources of_these external funds(please identify all )?
1=Title III 2-Corporate Grant 3-Private Grant

4-0ther Government Grant 5-Other-identify

b) If funds would not have been forthcoming from an outside source,
would this specified package have been selected? 1 - Yes 2 -

c) Would any package have been selected? 1-Yes 2-No
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QUESTIONS REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION AND CURRENT UTILIZATION
13. Elapsed time to get the entire system operational? Years Months

14. How many people in computing services were involved in this task?
& number of Full Time EquivalentS(FTE)

15. How much systems Support(people) was required from the vendor to
install all of the modules? Months /Cost $

16. Did you use on-site vendor training? 1 - Yes 2 - No Cost: $

17. Are you contracting with the software vendor or some outside source
for continuing application8 Software support, other than the annual
maintenance? 1 = YeS 2 = No Cost/Year $

18. What was the previous mode of providing administrative computing
service?
1. In-house software development 2. Service_bureau
3; Consortium 4. Regional computing facility
5. Used another software package. Name of package:
6. Manual SystemS 7. Other: Specify

19. How did the use of a software_system impact the time required to
install the college's application system compared to this previous
approach?
- decreased substantially 3 - increased moderately

2 - decreased moderately 4 - increaSed SubStantially 5 -no impact

20. Please identify and rank order the two most important factors that
caused problems during implementation:
1. 2;

21. Please identify and rank order the two most successful factors that
you experienced during implementation:

1.

QUESTIONS
22. What

(Please
1)

2)

3)

2.

REGARDING USER SATISFACTION AND_FUTURE USE
has been the_effect_of_utilizing this package on the following?

circle_ Yes or No for each)
Yes No Ad-hoc queries can be handled more quickly.
Yes No Applications are installed more quickly. _
Yes No Data integrity (correctness) has improved.

4) Yes No Eliminate8 the requirement_for in-house programming.
5) Yee No Reduces_reliance on_in-house programming.
6) YeS No More information available for operational functions.
7) Yes No People adapt quickly to changes in procedures.
8) Yes No The computer staff is more involved in coordination of_

activities between the operational units of_the College.
9) Yes No Significantly more integrated(cross application)

information
10) YeS No More use of integrated information for management

decision making.
11) Yes No Users have more direct control of the System.
12) Yes No Users have more access to information on-line.
13) Other Comments:
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23. To what extent would you consider the implementation or use of this
package a success or failure at your institution?
1 - a dismal failure 3 - highly successful
2 - somewhat successful 4 - an overwhelming success

24. Do users create their own reports? I - Yes 2 - No

25. Do users create their own screens? 1 - Yes 2 - No

26. Did you acquire the source code? 1 - Yes 2 - No COST $

27. Does the college modify the application software? 1 Yes 2 No

28. If yes, who modifies the software? Circle all that apply.
1 User 2 Computer Staff 3 Vendor 4 Other

29. If you were making a decision to develop or install an MIS in the near
future, what would be the most likely action?
1) acquire the same_software
2) acquire another package
3) develop your own software
4) resort to a manual system
5) use a service bureau
6) participate in a consortium
7) other: please specify

30. Would you recommend the_use of_this_software to another institution
that is similar to yours in organization and control?
1 - No 3 Strong recommendation
2 - Qualified recommendation 4 - without qualification

31. What is the likelihood that this software will continue to be used at
your institution for at least two more years?
1 - no possibility 3 - good possibility
2 - some possibility 4 - virtual certainty

32. What advice do you have for institutions that are evaluating MIS
software? In other words, what would you do the same or differently?

33. Please identify the Softvare_Application Modules(subsystems) that were
acquired, on_the reverse side. Please distinguish between the modules
acquired initially and those that were acquired subsequently.
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POLICY ISSUES:SURROUNDING:1DECISIONS TO USE
MAINFRAME OR MICROS

Phyllis A. Sholtys
Northern Kedtucky University

Highland Heights
Kenturky

Since its inception, computing has demonstrated
economies of scale = the larger the computer, the lower
the unit cost. Now however, much greater
price/performance is obtained with a micro than with a
mainframe. Although large applications and large data
bases still require large computers, some traditional
applications are being implemented on microcomputers or
in a shared processing environment encompaSSing both
micro and mainframe capability. While this does not
signify the end of the mainframe, it does indicate that
major changes lie ahead_and that a rethinking is in
order for how and when each computer is used within the
university environment.

This paper discusses the major iSSues and tensions
associated with the the growing reliance on micro-
computers as serious business tools. Ideas are
discussed concerning organizational adaptation to what
is perceived as a fundamental change now occurring
within the computer industry.
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Background

Since its_inception, computing has demonstrated
economies of scale - the larger,the computer, the lower t e
unit cost. Now however, with the development of the
microcomputer, much greater price/performance is provided by
a micro than by a mainframe. "Downsizing" has become the
newest catchword to expand our growing computer_vocabulary as
mon:- and more traditional applications are being implemented
on microcomputers or in a cooperative processing environment
encompassing both micro and mainframe capability.

_ _ Ainew revolution is beginning in which "the battle cry
is_smaller, faster, and_cheaperi"1 While this revolution
does not signify the_end_of the_mainframei_it_does indicate
that major lenges-lie ahead and that a rethinking is in
orUer for w and when each computer is used within the
university environment.

Computer Economics and Implicatiors

Microcomputer purchases now dominate the market place
with more money spent on micros than on any larger class of
computers.2 An^ther economic fact of life is that today's
micros already possess the power of yesterday's mainframeb,
and microcomputer capabilities continue to improve
dramatically. As iñiärocompütër power increases, software
development is .making_corresponding advances in
sophistication, ease of use, function, and capacity.
Microcomputer software is inexpensive when compared to
mainframe packages. Moreover, the programming effort
required to develop a system on a microcomputer is much less
than that required for mainframe development. For those
capabilities available on a microcomputer, users can now
supported for less cost with a micro than by shared access to
a mainframe. Thus, in many situations, the potential exiata
to realize significant savings if micros are utilized.

The earliest use of microcomputers was primarily for
individual computing applications such as word processing and
spreadsheets and these two categories still account for the
major1.4 of all use Howevermicrocomputers are
increasingly used for more complex applications as evir;enced
by 1) use of micros to automate small organizations aAd
projects that have low priority for or little possibility of
mainframe support, 2) downscaling of mainframe software to

1Rick Higgens, "Find Out Where Your Networks Are Going -
And How To Get There," Information_Week, July 7, 1986, p. 22.

2Richard Makita, "Satisfying MIS and Users," Computerworl
Focus, October 8, 1986, p. 39.

1
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run_on micros, and_3) t. introduction of cooperativ systems
that use bt.th mainframe and micro;

_ The combination of_powerful microcomputer hardware_snd
SoftWäre has_made_it both possible and_COSt effeetive to
AWtomate small_organizations Or OPOjent8.:_ftall businesses
and_professional offices are rapidly adOpting_micros to__
mainta±n client and other businis redOri!n, While in_higher
education microcomputers areisuppOrtiri:4 tions ranging in
diversity from auto regittratibh to earec* :7;unseling;

In_addition_to_the_bevelop:i2ent of software specifically
for biöröa,_the_computer industry is experiencing_rapid
griaWth_in the phenomenon called "downsizing"_in WhiCh

:

software_originally written for largtr -cotputers:is being
rewritten for microcomputers. TWO-Majc:', categories of_
software are being reweitteh for microcomputer use _In the
first we find_ basiC_tObls_such_as_programming languages,
system development aids;_statisticaI packazes_data base
management ayatems_and_modeling systems;3 Downsizingiis
also_prevalent_in a second category of software that includes
applications such-as accounting packages0ipoint Of oale (POS)
syste,ls; inventory_ systems, personnel SyStetai_etd. In
ddi sn to the migration_Of VOndOr=aupplied application

pack so a geowitig nutber of organizations are converting
in- applidatiohs from mainframe or minicomputer t. run
on _cro i5

Further, ;A_modest but ;,r.owing_trend toward development
of cooperative mainframe=micro systems is occurring. A
"cooperative system" isLOnt in Whibh_Lboth micro_and_mainframe
are Ltilized as_a fundtiohal Unit; While not_full_partners
in a true diStribUtiVe_processing systemi_micros are readily
used:as sethiautonomous_data_entry workstations, as tools to
deveior_offline reports; and t(.i peovide ad hoc data inquiry.
The cooperating_mainframe provides-data processingl__ atorage
and_distribution; Software co77nanies are developing_
commercial packages tO support thia approach; _As one
exampleo_the "GOldengate" tio-O padkage Will analyze,
manipulate, and report on data extracted from Cullinet's

lIhdluded_in this wide array of mainframe and minicomputer
software now-available for microcOmputers are Coboli_
MicroCICS; SAS, Focus, Oraoleo IFPS/Petsonal, and numerous
otOer packages.

9Jordan GOldo "MoVe OVer Mainframesir_Comvter_Deltstans,
July 15_1986i 004 56-58+4 Also see Phillip Good,_"Micro
Accounting_Migrates to Departmental Computing," Software
Nems, October 1986, pp; 55-60; ,

--Wita_Shoor, "The New Software Resource," Infosystems, July
1986, p; 70;
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provide an interface beOfeen the mainframe prcAucts and
popular micro software.°

The Impact of Microcomputerm

What:does this all_mean_to the_MIS_professional? At the
very:least; a_rapidly_changing computing environment.
Traditional_data processing and large_mainframe_computers are
associated with centralization of computer_equipment,_

_

centrally controlled systems development and operation; and
strong, centralized control of_data_integrity and access.
The typical_mainframe environment_is_one_in_which_a -lata
proces3inudepartment_providisservices to users who-kr-c4
little_about__computers_or the Oystems running on them; _The
role_of_the user is largely limited to identifying the kinds
of_ser7ices and reports needed and to providing the:flow of
data required to maintain data currency. Non7-comouter_ _

personnel tend to view these monolithic computer_systglms_and
computer_professionals_as pert of_aimysterious; alien world .

the_blac% box_beyond the comprehension of all buG the highly
trained professional.

_The_implementation of microccmputers represents a
radical_departure from-traditional mainframe computing.
Microcom)uter equipment is located nc. ir centt:t1 areas) but
in users' offices. Officu-personrel-exercise-total control
over the computers; the software systems_running on_them; and
the data_stored in_them4_ Powerful_analysis_and_modeling
functionsi_data_bases_and_sophistiosed_graphics are all
readily available;__Offices can obtain information from their
systems at their own direction = a heady feeling indeed, for
those who previously perceived they:were at_the mercy-of-MIS
professionals, .There:is,..howItveri_increased responsibility
thatlaccompanies_the_increased_freedom_and flexibility. For
the typicaI_Micro_used irithe_ofIce .setting;_departmental_
personnel_serve .as_systems analyst; progrTmer, input clerk;
and_computer_operator.- Office personnel e.esign applications;
write the code, boot the computer, mount the disks)-key the
data),tend_to the printer; and (hopefully)_back up _files; a
marked_contrast to traditional_data processing where
specialists are responsible for each of these steps.

With_active micro use; some of-the computer mystique
disappears and greater:understanding_of computer_concepts is
developed._ There is_also growing evidence that _increased
minoocomputer use actually promotes use: Of mainframes; for
"...as peoplo get hociked on computing through the use of

6Information Associates and Systems and Computer Technology
(SCT) are among the vendors offering these links in
conjunction with their higher education application packages.

3
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ticros_they_turn_to larger computers for more_sophisticated_
applications. In short:i rather_than micros_stealing part Of
a fixed computing piei_the_new-found enthusiasm prompted by
mi^ros hcdps enlarge the pie."7

The mi rocomplter has won a solid place in American
ofrices and the_initial debate about th ir usefulness is
over, or at least in the last stages. Dst computing
professionals now acknowledge the ver8A4__lity and power of
microcomputers and they are are becom-g increasingly
concerned about how to best incorporate them within the
institutional computing environment. Confusion abounds and a
number of policy issues and concerns surrounding the role and
use of microcomputers must be addressed.

Policy Issues Related to Mninframe-Micro Decisions

Planning: The most compelling policy issue is the need
for planning. In many organizations, the earliest use of
microA Was ad hoc in nature, and not accompanied by formal
planning or_coordination of their use. Lack of a coordinated
plan and professional support for microcomputing are directly
related to moat of the major problems experienced with micro
use, such as uncontrolled proliferation of equipment and
software, data incompatibility, integrity, validity, and
security problema. To he truly effective, however, the
planning effort must aress far more than microcomputers.

The_major planning_issue is the need for an
institutional information systems strategy and_architecture
that answer the basic question cf 'rsow information can_
contribute to the operation of the institutioni_both in
longer term and day-to-day_operations_._ The_strategy
deVeloped should consist_of an overview of tne_way
information is to be collected and made avai'able to_the
organization while the planned technical arc"itecture should
not be machine specificl_bi,it_remain flexible enough tO
respond to new and thanging demands.

_ Ih_defining_the_appropriate role for microcomputersi it
18_important_to remember that few office personnel employ,
micros_for the technology's sake. Rather, miCro_use has been
a response to the urgent_needifor flexible, rapid_accessito
data to help people_do theie jobs. An effective information

7J. Victor Baldridgc, Janine Woodward Roberts, and Terri A.
Weiner,_The Campus and the_ Micr_ociompu_tem Revolution (New
York: The American Council on Education/Macmillan Publishing
Company, 1984) p. 34.
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systems architecture will incorporate that flexibility and
access into a longer term strategy;

A:fundamental_changeoccurred_in-the work place as_user-
computing became_commonplace:_ computing hasi for all time_o
outgrown the_data_processing department Industry-wide0 th0
move_to_decentralized information resources is one that_will
continue. According to-predictions, by 1990 sixty_to ninety
percent of all computing will be end-user bared.° In an
information-based society) it:is no longer feusible to
attempt to locate all data Ahd processing power on a_single,
centralimachine. The planning challenge, theni is to
accommodate these changes in a meaningful structure that ran
meet office needs and still prOtect ''5e integrity,
consistency, and safety of institutic:Ial data.

Coordination and Stariards: Formal coordination of
micrcomputer acquisition and use is_an essential step_in
developing a successful:information systems architecture;
Hardware and_softwareistandards must_evolve to eatablish
reasJable limits_on_the diversity of hardware_and software
to_be_supported_and to insure that they are compatible with
the broader_institutional 1.7.4;.%.ation systems architecture.
For_standards to be acceptr 7.:.z! maintained) there must be a
formal policy structure suil_by top managemento
implemented and_ enforced througn_the purchasing:pressoit,
reinforced by the continued availabiliZzy of trainingi hOtline
andiconsultingisupport_ifor_the users_of_standard_hardware and
software. __Hardware_and software support services may be
provided through_the user services branch of the computer
center or_provided by a separate information center
organization; However it may be organizedo_the unit should
be dedicated to assisting office_personnel in using computer
resourcto to their_ maximum advantage, The availability of
user-compLting support services_is_one of_the mos` effective
means for obtaining willing compliance with institutional
micro sta 'ards.

Fardwarel Software and Data Security: Data Integrity:
The MIS profeSSion hae Spent many yeara developing
disciplined methods to maintain hardware and software
securityt verify data and insure ongoing backup. Novice
micro uaers are often unaware of the critical importance of
these steps until problems are encountered. As a result,
there is growing concern about the validity, integrityl and
security If microcomputer-generated data. There are also
re,41'61 5scurity concern related to the sz11 size and
transpo'uabliity of hardware, soitwave, and data fi1e3,

8Naomi Karteni "Reshaping the Info Center," Computrmorld
Focuai October 8 1986, p; 37;



the relatively accessible office environment in which they
are located. All of these problems are becoming of
increasing importance as the use of micros escalates.
Microcomputer use policies must address issues of how data
and programs are to be verified anc protected, what
institutional data will be available for end-user computin
and the legal responsibilities associated with end-ilser
computing.

Successful implementation of these policies depends upon
effective 2ommunicat1on with users about the purpose for the
policies and the benefits provided. A support program to
instruct office personnel in appropriate procedures for the
use of microcomputers is also essential.1 Just as information
center support helps insure adoption of hardware and software
standards, the same support mechanism has been shown to be an
effective means of preventing and eliminating data problems
associated with microcomputer use. Data integrity problems
often decrease dramatically when micro users are provided
with controlled access to official institutilnal data
maintained on the mainframe. Mainframe computer systems
represent central data banks which are capable of_proviraing
consistent, valid and unambiguous data to meet office needs,
while the micro can be the vehicle to provide access to and
fltxibility in using that data.

Develo memt If_ computer po-^fessionals
deNpAcp_a cooperative_miero-mainframe system, the micro
component will most probably_be completediby professional
programmers zr.d will adhere to established development
standards. Development:responsibilities_for_other approaches
are not as clear_cut and responsibilities for user-computing
activities are in urgent need of clarification;

Any_micro user with access to-appropriate software can
become an application developer. In many organizations there
is a-tendency for MIS to ignorE all systems_developed outside
the traditional development shop or to write off_user-
developed appIications_as inefficient_and_Iacking in
technical sophistication;___Howeveri_if programs and systems
devsloped_by_users_are meeting defined needs; they represent
an_organizational asset which should be iden'Afied and_
protected; A major risk assoeiated with user-dev.;loped
systrAis is that_many laek documentation and training
materials needed for others to continue operation_of the
system_after_the original developer leaves the organization.
Appropriate training and ;)' '_stance for user-developers can
help_prevent this problem, s will communicating to
Jepartilient heads about the difficulties_that _result from lak
of documentation. The_servicesiof an internal auditor can
also provide an excellent incentive to insure that

6
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development standards are maintained by offices that create
their own systems.

_ I_The_need for complw(microcomputer-systems present- An
ihStitUtiOhal_dilemma_i_Microcomputing_is synonymous w'
USer=demputing;_buti_complex_applications may be beyor.
eXpertise of_ the_roffice_programmer;" Although guidelin_
Should be availatle,to define the types of_systems that ar-,

approprtate for_rtcrocomputer development_by end 1.18eP8j there
ean_be,no hard and_fast rules:or rigid ehfOrdeteht_tedhanism
to guarantee compliance. In:the_ fihal ahalySii if_busy
departmental personnel are willing tö_develop an_applioation
wih theie Owni_resourcesi_it_is strong_evidence that a valid
need exists. _Moreover, there Xe o effective way to inhibit

p,.ojecti_short of providing a professionally=developed
alternative;

Professional development of miorot,omputer appliCations
is an issue that will ultimately arise i eVeeY=Organitation
when creative ideas exceed the techniCal Capabilities of
office_staff. Orgenizational responses_tö thia_need vary
greatly! Some institUti ',Tide consulting time and
prossional_prciject_gu use-developers who need
addiziOnal_assistance _1,.4_ex project?. Some
information centerse ning to do application
development for_users. :ver_, this path reoreSehtS a
significant departure from_the basir mission of ihfbetatioh
Jenters, which is to assistiusersi not to_"do it for tliem.
Fihallyt_Sete development_shops_are_beginnirg to include
oidrodomputer_applications_as as_expansion to their ongoing
deVelopment activity. _Microcomputing is still so new tha.;
there_are no ready_solutions. Each institution must weig !
the various options and make its decision based ups:in
perceived costs, risks, and benefltS.

Communication_Networks: _CommUnidation networks are the
PathWays_to_a_successful information systems architecture;
MUdh_thought should be_given to deve-_opmen of an appropriate
network strategy to meet institutionA. needs, A tajor_iSSue
to_be resolved for each organization is_Whdther hetwork
development efforts should_emphasize iiainfratetier-
communidation or if greater benefits could be realized
through implementation of micro-to-micro communication
networks.

The prospect of microcomputer-based diStributed
processing networko is attractive to many, particularly
midd e managers who are protective of the newIy-won autonomy
aasociated with microcomputer use. A commonly held belief ,3
that Since micros provide freedom from MIS dominatioh,
microcomputer networks will provide even greater flexibility
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and freeeou access. At the present time, however, the
aiailable ta4.(:ro-tormicro_networks are relatively
unsophisticild and_"...a true distributive processing system
is expensive to design and tricky to implementi_cnd precious
few_tools ,esigned to ease this burden are available."9
Most present micro-baseo networks cluster_a_group of micros
in_a setting where one_acts like a mainframe by serving as
host for the others. Available network software lacks
sophistication and_there are_few advanced applicatin
packages:designed for this multi-user environment. Onde
technical difficulties are overcome, howeverv_large scale
data_storage and management functions can beimoved_from a
mainframe host to a micro-based network. This_approach
transfers all-of the management, maintenance_and_operating
respinsibilities now_associated with mainframes_to a
different_medium -ithe network. _The_resulting network
requires:the:expertise_ora professional organization to
provide_development support and_ongoing operation. _It is no
more a_user-operated undertaking than is the present
mainframe shop.

At least for the foreseeable future, the limitations
presently associated with security and data handIinp on a
micro-based network will assure a continued role f::c rhe
mainfrate as the host for institutional data. Cv,-,-
mainframe-micro links already provide a number of
capabilities: Micros can be used as collectors anu tAitors
for transaction data which is passed to a mainframe host for
inclusion an institutional data bases the means_are
available to extract and download mainframe data to the micro
for off=line analysis and report processing; micros can be
eaaily provided with the terminal emulation capabilities
needed to support mainframe access and user=computing; and
there_are a number of software options available which use
the mainframe host as a "post office" to collect and forward
messages and Jata files from one micro to another.

By usinumainframe-micro_networksf_users achieve the
economyf flexibility and_rapid_access of microprocessingf
combined_with a conduit_to mainframe data resources and the__
backupf security and power of the_ mainframe center. ThUsi it
appears_that, barring unforeseen price ?r1 performance
improvements in micro networksiithe marriage of_mainframe and
micro technology holds the greFter promise for the future;

People Issues: ItIthough_micros_quickly evolved_from
hobbyistsl toys to serious business tools, many mainframe
managers and programmers have been reluctant to acknowledge

9Michael K. Guttman, "Untangling Network Software Tie-Ups,"
Computerworld Focus, July 9, 1986, p. 26.
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their_usefulness. With the rapid infusion of micros into the
office,setting, MIS felt threatened by a perceived loss of
prestige and control and by competition for resources. The
traditional role of keepei" of the standards_was undermined by
the_autonomy of_microcomputer users. When it became apparent
trlat micros could no longer be ignoredi,MIS took on the task
of_organizing_them with the goals_of_reducing data:chaos and
integrating micros into the-institutional information__
architecture. Even_though MIS is_now largely_in_control of
the selection and implementation_of_microsi_there_is still
reluctance on_the part_of some professionals_to pioneer new
approaches that can fully utilize micros' capabilities.
Perhaps this is because of the_old data processing adage that
"Pioneers get arrows in,their backs,7 or it_ may be
reluctance to_advance the cause of the upstart computer that
launched a rebellion. However, itiis_important that any
grievances be forgotten and that_MIS_build to the_future,
using each available technology to its greatest advantage.

Because micro users frequently develop a sense_of_
ownership fo-.' their systems, office staff:may resent the
intrusion_of ltandardst rules and mandated_procedures; KG
beato controls Will be viewed as a necessary evil; _Thus, Lt
is up_to MIS to_provide_clear_communication_with_office_
persinnel_so_they will devIop an_understanding_of the need
for standards ane the benefits provided to_the office by
their aovion. Ct is important that MIS be perceived by end
use'..s as a partner in helping them make effe:.tive use of
their microcomputers.

It is alsy !mi-.ortant to keep top management apprised of
newer development,i associated with the evolution of the
computer industry; Information technology is moving rapidly,
many long-established concepts are being challenged, and it
is tmportant that decision=makers be kept aware of the
changes and their potential for the institution.

A major responsibility for MIS leadership is the need to
address the human issues )oth within the MIS unit and the
broader organization. During times of rapid change,
continuing open communication wit} all areas and levels of
the organization i3 absolutely essential.

Futu:A3 of Mainframe Computing Centers

What_type oi Uta prccessing will ult.imately prevath
I. 1..; t717.t like./ that both big and lAttle_cor.puters_will
coatinue_to be heeded-and- used. Small system Q11.4Te

appleaticrs_11 b,alt ard mvAntsined t 13:e an,1 !se r=
the_,nalycis F,nd_rep;

Institutional 6ata bast. systmov
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and maintained by computer_prof,zasionals who_ ill use large
computers to process:and stor-, 't_large data bases involved.
Microsi.will be tied to mainf7; by high speed communication
networks, thus providing th the benefits of both
worlds.

Thr mainframe computer center_will continue to play an
esse! role in this scenario.__A high_level_ of
profe7r,;AAl expertise_is_essentiaI_for building large,
compi 'ansactionf,oriented_data base systems and for
desis and coordinating_cooperative mainframe-micro:
system.=:. However, mainframe shops are due for major-changes
as_their role and responsibilities become more demanding.
They will evolve into organizptsional_data centers and_data
distributors. Much:time will be_spent_on_developing_and
implementing communication networksi_on_perfecting_ methods to
provide:a seamless-integration_of_micros and mainframes, and
on_developinumethods to assist users who will do much of
their own computing. _Distribution of data, presently:
achieved via printed report or CRT4 will be_extended to
include-distrihution_to a micro. With_theimplementation of
powerful mainframe7micro networks, mainframe_centers also_
become logical designees_to provide backuvand security for
critical micro data files._ Thus, the demands made_of MIS
professionals will increase in scope and complexity;

In preparing for the,futurei professional:staff
develop additional expertise in data communications, ftt-':thf
ultimate resolution of mainframe versus micro_issues_wiil
depend on:powerful communication networks._ The network is
becoming:the backbone of the modern information system and
Will be_the ultimate determinant of overall system
performance.

Mainframes and micros have different strengths and both
are needed_by the_modern:organization_.: The_chaIlenge to MIS
is to develop an information systems strategy and
architecture_that_can utilize_available technology to the
greatest_advantage. The planning im^erative is to develop
the appropriate integration scheme.
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Introduction

The "fields of force" which affect Lnivettity compdting and information

processing executives have OVtiled Significantly from those of thirty

years ago, when the key issues were capability, capacity, and

compatibility. Examples include such previously nbn-traditional activities

as supporting information centert, detiding when and how to use

"productivity tools", de.ling with purchasing rather than building new

services, and providing e:.adership in the overall area of integrating

college- and university:.!?ide systems intO One ctifieSive service;

While computing execut: who are frequently becoming krown as "Chief

Information Officers UJO's)", still have clear reSpOnSibility for central

computing services, the nature of thOte terVides today is simply not the

same as in years past; Their role as a provider of traditional computing

systems and services has been f,xpanded to include activities ranging from

network planning and management to acting 88 cOntUlteitt to what is

becoming a largely self-ditetted ommoity of users; The priorities

(Figure 1) are almost the inverse of those of ten, or even five years ago,

with tne role of "systems integrators" rapidly evolving aS the to0

priority.

The purpose of this paper is to explore various tools and models for

providing computing services which have evolved at a tesult of changing

technologies and user abilqiat The questions that the paper seeks to

explore are:

What were the key ingredients of each model or tool at the tiMe of
its evolution?
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How_and:where does:each model or tool fit into spectrum Of
approaches to providing computing and communications services
today?

What is the nature of the new systems integration imperative?

The paper begins with a re0ew of the original model; "competing classic",

and will consider tools aod models such as oistributed computing, fourth

generation languages, information centers, and the use of the computing

services industry, including "buy versus build" decisions. The conclusiont

should not come as a surprise to many -- all Of the models fit, and the

systems integration problems of today include all of the leadership and

management problems which have evolved through the'past thirty years.

Capability, capacity, and compatibility are still ittuet, bUt the kty ittue

turns out to be how ;-.0 best fit the range of alternatives avlable into

the solutions required by universities today.

Comptiting Classic

Older is not always better. An IEI 704; for example, cost about $2 million,

had 32,000 words of memory, and cost $800 per month to power and cool. The

mean time between failure was several days. Migrating through a seemingly

endless number of new architectures was at best; a labyrinthine and

uncertain adventure.

The organizational structure was clearly centrally managed; operations;

systems development; and all other services were provided from a pool of

central resources. Development models were batch oriented, without data

bases as we know them today, and with all of the problems associated With

-2-
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turnaround document ; centralized data entry, and difficult ad hOC

reporting requirements. Providing support for MOdUlet Of What should have

been a system, but was really a sequence Of prOgrams designed by different

people at different points in time; with different architectures and dupli-

tate data structures was an extremely difficult, if not impOttible tisk.

Capability, capacity and compatibility problems were the key issues.

Users, and to some extent, data center executives, were not sure what was

rotsible through the use of an "Electronic Data Processing (EDP)" faCility

and, almost invariably, needs quickly exceeded ttOtaqe -capacity, memory

capacity, and processor capacity. Nothing seemed compEtible with anything

else.

The classic model served well for many yeat'ti And, in context; is still an

important alternative. Today; the Model does not really exist in its

purest form; since by definition the acquisition of even one microcomputer

to perform processing at any non=central location begins the process; and

problems, of distributing computing, mahy Of the original problems with

this model have been solved theough database architectures and on=line

systems,

Universities should not, in fact will not be able to attempt to do without

this alternative. If the alternative exists for no other purpose, central

facilities will continue to be required to support university owned data

bases and to continue to support targeted operations which cannot cost

effectively support their own requirements for information processing. The
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term "computing begets computing" clearly applies the evolution of

microcomputing and distributed computing has caused greater sophistication

on the part of the user &immunity, and as a natural consequence; greater

pressure on central facilities;

Distributed Functions

At first, the problems involved whether to distribute; The issues were

whether computing executives coule maintain control, synchronization of

data bases, and compatibility. Capacity was much less at question, since

one could twitivably teititinUe to eXpand the distributed architecture to

meet .,...rocessing needs, but capability was an issue since no one seemed to

know how to build distributed applications.

Todayi the problem is what to distribute. Consider the following factors:

Interactive versus batch needs
Capacity of existing machine resources
Communications costs
Requirements for availability of services
Price/performance analysis
Horizontal versus vertical organization

There is no stock answer. The factors above affect that extent to which

one can distribute the functions which form the core of central activities.

Certain aspects of technical operations, for example, are more easily

distributed than others. The ouestions are where to put hardware opera=

tions, communications support, systems programming, production control, and
.

ea& Of the tither atoottt Of the fUhttion. Similar questions exist tor

applications development (data base administration, applications

-4-
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programming; systems analysis; systems documentation, user training; etc.),

and control (security, setting priorities, standardizing tasks, personnel

planning, evaluating products, etc.). While one might be willing to

distribute schedu!ing under a complex; horizontal organizational structure,

for example, one might not be quite so willing to distribute planning and

budgeting under the same structure.

Distributing functions can be an extremely effective alternative.

Organizationally it makes sense because data entry, data integrity, and to

some extent, the accuracy of reports can be assigned to units with the

greatest vested interest in the quality of their information. Admission

offices, for example, care a great deal about socio/demographic data;

business offices do not.

Similar arguments exist in support of the distributed alternative as an

effective agent for: computing planning and budgeting purposes

(controllable upgrades), solving access and processor capacity problems,

and dealing with some of the political forces which often affect

centralized facilities;

The alternative will fit into the spectrum of solutions even better in the

future. Technological compatibility will always be a problem, but the

issue is so well understood today that the problem has become routine.

Declining costs for technology will permit universities to distribute

increasing amounts of machine intelligence, and the real compatibility
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problems that Will evolve relate to the impatt of distributing data; and

consequently of seemingly incompatible reports generated by different

offices from the same data base.

Productivity Idoti,

The term "automatic programming" has become roughly equated to "applica=

tions development without conventional programming". Vendors will claim

that programMers, who normally average 10 to 20 tines of code per day, can

increase productivity to 1,000 lines per day. Buyers might conclude that a

one-hundred fold increase in productivity is possible, and that one ought

to be able to produce new applications systems at least Several tiMet

faSter With productivity tools than without. The tools have been divided

into classes: non-procedural languages; report generators, query facili

ties, functional application products, and fourth generation langUageS.

Each has a different purpose.

But conventional programming has traditionally involved many specific

steps: user definitions, design, development, pre-implemehtatiOn,

implementation. Each step results in specific deliverables -- a techrical

product; user manuals; and operations documentation during the development

step, and the act of coding is but one part of the applications development

process.

Figure 2 depicts one version of the process. Prototyping helps, but the

majority of the effort, from conception through operation, is not coding

intensive. Doing the job right involves paying as much attention to user

=6=
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training as to coding modUlet tO Update the data base; Equally important

are questionS tifch at effidiencies of machine use, response time, mainten-

ance, and 0-Ott implementation modifications. Expectations need to be

managed during the acquisition process.

A Chief Information Officer would select productivity tools and one of the

delivery agents for a great variety of reasons. First, and perhaps most

important, significant productivity gains can be obtained during certain

parts of most applications; Screen generation, as oae example, is easier

and faster with appropriate productivity tools. End user computing,

discussed in more detail in the section on "Information Centers", would not

be possible to the extent that it is today without report generators,

statistical packages, and query facilities. Finally, activities suct . as

entrally suppor ed ad hoc reporting, and some aspects of batch reporting

can be performed with significant increases in productivity, assuming that

the correct tools have been chosen;

Information_ Centers

Information centers have evolved as natural consequences of both the

distributed function And the productivity tools alternatives. Universities

are clearly dealing with an expanded applications development environment,

one in which programming is performed in at least three levels: tradi-

tional data center employees, information specialists (e.g., budget

analysts, institutional researchers), and a host of other, typically less

sophisticated end users.

-7-
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End users, however, are rapiely becoming more literate in coMputing because

of the increased availabilitY -of microcomputers and aro, therefore;

becoming more involVed in computing activities. Thit trend; coupled with

the trend toward increased use of Seletted productivity tools by end users

has significantly changed the OnVironment in which computing and

communications services dre provided.

The alternative that CIO's have it to either establish, or suppOrt, an

information center, or to attOMplish the same goals by apprOpriately

increasing the resources allocated to user servieet Within the existing

data center. Such centers serve to becOMe a focus for training and

antulting for end users, similar to a traditional academic cOMputing

center.

Information centers also can, and perhaps should, be used as agents to

reduce applications backlogs'. One important factor in the amount of

resource -..vailable to develop and maintain new core applications is the

requirement for Ad hoc programming. Too much ad hoc requirement in the

backlog generates problems such at:

Slow responses to requests
Delays in neW systems development
Unhappy users

Using an information center to reduce an application's backlog involves

developing policies Which would cause, whenever possible, initiators of ad

hoc requests to learn how to develop their own reports. The argument in
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favor of such an approach is that centrally funded and managed resources

are scarce and eXpentive, and may be best allocated in support of new

systems implementation; It is not clear that universities will continUe tO

be able to afford the luxury of a pool of individuals allocated

specifically to responding to ad hoc requests.

Whether information centers will continue to exist in their present form is

not clear, although it is probetle that they wilL Of greater clarity is

that end user computing Will Continue to expand as costs for technology

OntinUe to detline, uses of technology become less difficult and end USers

of technology become increasingly more sophisticated. As an alternative

for providing services, use of infOrMaticei centers or their derivatives

will become among the options selected with increasing frequency.

Computing Services Industry

The computing services industry began in the mid 1960's and has beer

growing at the tate of 20% per year for the past decade. It exist in part

betause of the nelative newness of the entire computing indUstry, in part

because of needs for additional expertise On an "on-demand" basis, and in

part because of the ability of any industry which has made significant

capital inVettments in people and products to leverage those investments in

cost-effective ways.

The industry offert 6 range of alternatives to a CIO trying to develop the

MOtt Ott-effective solution to the problems at his or her university.
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Products and services available include:

Consulting
Contract Programming:
Data ProcessingLServices
Applications_Software
Facilities Management
Systems Integration Services

A CIO's decision to turn to a vendor for a particular solution will almost

always be based either on the availability of in-,house expertise or cost;

or some combination of the two. For example; the trend toward purchasing

large; complex, Eskaged applications software rather than build, is based

on cost ratios ranging from 10 to 1 up to 100 to 1; and on time savings of

up to 10 to 1, On the other hand, a decision to buy custom software is

much more difficult to make because it is not nearly so clear whether there

will be significant cost savings; even in light of potential time savings

and possible lack of in-house expertise,

The computing service industry has evolved alonu with the remainder of the

industry. Increasingly, vendors offer relational data base products;

products which support upload and download capabilities, and products or

systems which are fully integrated into their overall product line.

Vendors are increasingly interested in trends in systems integration;

integrated workstations and mission critical systems; and; to some extent,

products and services are being offered in these arenas.

Universities have traditionally not adopted products from the computing

services industry as rapidly as their counterparts in the private sector.

=10= 0 5
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Need was perhaps an inhibitor, cost another, and pride Of in-house

developed sOlUtiOnt a third. Trends are reversing each of these inhibi,

tOrt. AS university executives become increasingly sophisticated in their

applications of technology, and as those applicatiOns become increasingly

complex, the tendency tO depend totally on in-house solutions will probably

become less; Finally, aS vendors continue to pour capital into the

development of a spectrum of integrated products and serviceS, the ability

to compete cost effectively for some of those SOlutions with in-house

alternatives will also probably diminish;

The Systems Integration Solution

Systems Integration is the term being used by mott ClO's for the

alternative that they ate tonttructing to solve today's computing problems.

VieWed at separate entities in the past, things like distributed computing;

communications, information centers, purchasing software Or services;

multiple vendor hardware environmentS, and all of the other elements that

comprise the infOrMation resources environment of today's universities are

hoW VieWed as all pieces of a single puzzle. Capacity, capability, and

compatibility remain as key issues; bUt the duestiont are now focused at

the component level tathe than at the systems level; Integration of

these components into one cohesive service is, and will be, the central

problem of the next decade. From the chair of the C10, it dOet tibt make

sense to have the typical attay of Capatities and machine intelligence;

from micros to mainframes and from copiers to facsimile devices, spread

throughout the university without having sow way to have all of that



intelligence talk to itself; One way to clearly increase the return titi the

investment that a university has made in technology is tO ted-ognize that

the integrated sum of that investment is signifiCantlY greater than the

accumulation of its elements.

Thirty years ago the "computing center" was a single entity in a discrete

physical location. We now need to think of our ucomputing center" as the

universityi with bitt and pieces of the center's machine intelligente

spread thrtUghout the university and linked together with a COmmunications

netWork; Communications becomes the integrator; infbrMation centers and

things like productivity toolS become catalysts that distribute.

The matrix in Figure 3 contains examples of the heeds which typically face

CIO's today. AcrosS the top of the matrix are the alternative modelS and

tools diSCUSSed in this paper; What one must conclude front thiS Matrix is

that neither the needs nor the alternatives form mutUally exclusive

subsets; Hence the need for a systems integrated oriented solution.

Good management dictates thdt one attempt to obtain the best possible

return on investment, whatever its level. Alternative models for the

delivery of computing and communications exist as never before, and it is

becoming increaSingly incumbent upon CIO's to optimize through finding ihe

"beSt fit" between Unive sity needs, available resources, and available

options for the allocation of those resources;

-12=
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CONVERGING TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRE FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATIONS

Carole A. Barone
Vice President for Information Systems and Computing

Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York

_
The creation_of the position of so-called computer czar
is only the first step in an institution's coming to
terms with the rapid change in computing technology,
the changing academic and administrative demands on the
computing organizaton, and the convergence of voice,
data, and video communications. Traditional
administrative processes and structures hamper the
flexibility that is essential for the institution to
flourish in such an environment. Syracuse University
has developed a planning process, implemented an
organizational design, and adopted a managerial
philosophy to permit the optimum use of available
resources, while at the same time achieving its goal of
creating a computing environment that strengthens the
University's instructional and research programs and
provides sophisticated administrative support systems.
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CONVERGING TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRE FLEXIBLE ORGANIZATIONS

As the computing environment on college campuses proceeds to
change at a relentless pace, academic institutions search
for ways to control the impact. Those charged with leading
the institution toward the achievement of its educational
and administrative goals strive to convince themselves and
the_community that the progression is Somewhat orderly.
Computing plans, the merging of technologies and of the
organizations that manage them, the rush to upgrade
hardware, and the scramble to install and network
microcomputert are common reflections of an institution's
attemptS to cope with the current computing convulsion. The
rate of change in the technological environment is so rapid
and chaotic that one no longer speaks of the evolution of
computing. Nor does revolution connote an accurate image of
the current turmoil; convulsion is a more accurately
descriptive term.

Coping with the Convulsion: Policy Issues

Administrators today are constantly challenged by the policy
issues associated with the computing convulsion. Their
policy concerns include: providing adequate_access to
computing and adequate support_services, addressing the
tension between the requirements of the instructional and
the re-Search users, clarifying user expectations and
defining_the respective responsibilities of the users and
providers of computing, planning and advisory Structures,
and alleviating the need to make Ad hoc decisions under_
pressure from the many lobbying factions that form around
perceived needs. Administrators must grapple with these
policy iSSue8 in the midst of a dramatic upheaval in the
environment.

The_convergence of voice; data, and-video_teChnologies, the
growing importance of the cOMMUnicationsinetworki_user
demands for online aCCett_toiadministrative data_basesi_user
demands for-the toOls to_manipulate_extracts from centrally
maintained data_baSes,__the_increased _use-of online data, ,

baset in_cOnducting_scholarlTresearch,,the,advent,ofivideo
based_instructioni the interest of_local industry in_having
adcess_to_academic-resources through teleconferenting, data
transmission; and document delivery services, are a fea__ _
examples_of the emerging teChhOlogicalienvironment_and the
concomitant eXpectations_of the'communitT._ Even_the
compositiOh-Of the_community,_ with which_we_who have-spent
our_professional_careers_in_higher education interact; has
begun_to_change_as_the state and federal governments, as
Wdll_as_the_industries themselves; encourage greater
communication and cooperation between the aCadeMic and
industrial sectors.
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Coupled with thiS convulsive computing environment is the
reality that virtually all academic institutions work with
limited resources- These conditions demand creative
management from those of us who hold leadership positions at
the_middle and upper levels. Traditional administrative
processes and structures hamper the flexibility that is
essential for the institution to flourish in such ar.

environment. The claSSic bureaucratic design with its rigid
chain of command and lines of_communication supports a
static organization and_perpetuates the past. We need to
design organizations that are prepared to plunge into the
future___This is the challenge of our positionS. It is also
the reward- The risk inherent in such creativity is
invigorating. Those who will lead their institutions to the
next tier of computing excellence need to have a vision of a
future environment and the guts to step over the precipice
to reach it.

It has become a banality that change is the steady state in
computing. Unfortunately, traditional computing
organizations are structured and populated in ways that
resist change and indeed are often muddled and strangled by
it. As you know, the currently recommended means to project
an academic inStitution's computing future is a plan. A
broadly representative_group is charged by %he chief
executive officer to produce a plan that will guide the
institution's effort to shape its computing environment.1
Such a planning exercise is as much a political process as
it is a planning procedure. Moreover, it is not the plan but
the planning proceSS that it vital in these convulsive
times. A good planning process is ongoing and includes
periodic review, revision, and update, requiring associated
adjustments in the computing organization.

However, the credibility of the adminiStration, and more
specifically of the computing organization, is frequently
damaged when the plan i8 only partially implemented, or
perhaps even ignored, because the organization charged with
its execution is not designed to include change as part of
its organizational culture. Even when sufficient funds
exist to support the enormous expenditureS required to_
provide adequate accesS to appropriate hardware, computing
power, and support ServiceS, academic institutions will not
be able to evade_the need for far more fundamental changes
in organizational structures and management philosophies.

1"Report of the Academic Computing Planning
Committee." Syracuse University, May 1986, p.2.
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Scarce Resources Demand Creative Management

In order to furnish the new-and itptoved services recommended
or_implied in most plans within'existing_budgets, the computing
organization must reorder priorities, _change areasiof emphasis,
and shift itSiftiCUS. Since organizational change is conStanti
the staff tUtt_be_conditioned to embrace change asia_poSitiVe
aspect_dfithe_organizational_climate. :The use of_innovative
organitationaI structures helps to prOduce_the_desired_fIuidity
and often results in increased vitality and_improved,morale.
One is:stimulated by being a part of_an_energetic organization,
an_organization thatiit COnStantly_sensing and probing its
environment_and Cteating_opportunities to improve the
institutiOn't Computing milieu.

The Information Systems and Computing Division of Syracuse
University will serve as an example of such an organizational
design._ However, it is not represented_here as the only
solution. Organizational designs and_structures, like
computing plans, like the mixture of computing equipment on a
campus, depend on the culture of that institution, which should
also deterrthe the strategy followed to achieve the
institution's goals. It is futile to try to impose one
inStitution's structure on another. However, many of the same
forces_are acting upon institution8 and aspects_of one design
may certainly be appropriate elsewhere. Similarly, although
there is no one perfect formula for organizational design,
fluidity is certainly an essential component in the current
environment. The Information Systems and Computing division of
Syracuse University incorporates in its organization.J1 design
elements of what management theorists term the matrix, project,
and team structures as part of a contingency approach to
organizational design and management. The adoption of such an
approach is a policy decision because it commits the
organization at the most fundamental level to the undiverted
pursuit of the institution's articulated goals for computing.

After a year_Iong planning process Syracuse University's
Academic Computing Planning Committee Strongly recommended that
the University move vigoroutly to_provide academic users with
vastly improved acces8 and supprt services including an
ubiquitous network,_establish a faculty computing education
program, recognize the convergence of new information
technologies and the emergence in the libraries of an access
and service orientation, and offer Strong support for office
automation and microcomputer uSerS. The planning committee
further charged the UniverSity to address the inherent tension
between the often conflicting requirements of research and

-3-
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instructional users.2 Some of the planning committee's
objectives could be met by changes in policy, for example, and
we quickly implemented changes in the acquisition and
divestment cycles, and became more aggressive in exploiting
conditions in the computing equipment market place, such as
vendor discounts, opportunities to divest equipment early in
its life cycle, and opportunities for outside funding. _We also
acknowledged that_we could not realistically expect to provide
on campus all of the powerful computing resources that our
faculty would need to tackle the large and complex research
problems of the future. Consequently, we have become active
participants in effortS to create regional networks, such as
NYSERNet, Inc., and we have_recently accepted Cornell's
invitation to become a "Smart Node" to their Theory Center. Tosupport this policy_decision, the newly crIted Research
Services unit in Academic Computing has established programs to
introduce researchers to supercomputing and to encourage and
help them to take advantage of the computing power available atoff campus locations.

To achieve the planning committee's access and support goals,
however, required a major shift in emphasis that could_only be
accomplished by creating organizational structures_that fit the
dynamic technological environment. The resulting design had to
reflect the University's recognition that a rich, robust, and
varied computing environment was essential_to its academic
vitality and to the goal of creating a computing environment
that strengthened its instructional programs3 and enhanced
administrative efficiency. This institutional policy is
reflected in organizational design at all levels of the
University's hierarchy:

1. the appointment of a senior level administrator to provide
strong and highly visible leadership for both academic and
administrative computing and related functions

2. the merging of_responsibility for academic and
administrative computing and the voice, data, and video
networks, i.e., network planning and design, inside and outside
wiring, protocols, gateways to off-campus networks, under the
senior information offictr

3. the merging of responsibility for computing services and
network systems, i.e.,_hardware acquisition, operations,
systems programming,_and networks, for both academic and
administrative computing under a_single, senior individual
within the new organization the Executive Director of Computing
and Network Services.

2Ibid., p.4.
3Ibid., p.5.
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4. the acknowledgement that managerial responsibility for
voice and video communications, i.e., installation of
telephones, billing, maintenance of the data base, and video
production, should continue to reside in the units to which
they were originally assigned. The rationale for the
separation of functional responsibilities is to avoid burdening
the computing organization with the delivery of the traditional
labor intensive video and telephone services

5._ the reorganization of the academic computing services
organization to emphasize the provision of access and support
services to faculty, students and administrators, such as a

Microcomputer Resource Center
Faculty Education Program
Research Consulting Service
Research Computing Unit
Indepth Consulting
Instructional Support Services

6. the encouragement of a close_working relationship between
and among the three computing service units: academic,
administrative, and computing and network services, by housing
in each unit functional and administrative responsibility for
providing a set of services that support the Work of the other
units and/or that require the effort of a project group
composed of members from the other units. Under this matrix
approach to management the assistant directors charged with
furnishing these_services are responsible both to the director
to whom the functional area reports and to the directors of the
areas for which the service is being rendered.

The examples that follow illustrate the use of the matrix
approach for the delivery of services. Administrative
Information Systems supplies security and standards support_to
an three computing organizations. While Academic Computing
Services provides_office automation and microcomputing support
to both academic and administrative users. Whenever there is
an interface between a micro based system and one of the many
online applications residing on the administrative mainframe,
academic and administratve computing staff members form
implementation teams to provide the user with the_tools to use
both systems to their best advantage._ A similar team mix
arrangement prevails on projects managed by the facilities
managements unit of academic computing. Often the construction
of_a cluster or the installation of an office support system
requires a cooperative team approach involving staff members
from Computing and Network Services, Academic, and
Administrative Computing, thus drawing on the strengths and
perspectives of staff members from all three computing units.

15
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These arrangements support a policy position to squeeze the
most out of financial and personnel resources by combining
budgets and staffs to provide all users with higher quality
service and equipment and more of it. In contrast to
traditional sructures that support a static environment, these
structures, using a contingency design, permit the targeting of
resources more effectively, the elimination of overlap and
duplication and the strengthening of weak areas- Furthermore,
these structures encourage a blending of organizational units,
and the crossing of organizational barriers; they emphasize the
achievement of specific goals, and recognize the rapia change
in the environment._ This design also fosters a Stimulating
professional climate and a host of career advancement
opportunities because individuals work with such a broad range
of technology and services. The staff has adapted to the
changing state and has indeed incorporated change into their
own planning. For example, reports of accomplishments
routinely address the_next set of changes that will need to
occur as a reSult of the current set of activities...a
remarkable shift, in a remarkablly short period of time, from
the siege mentality of an organization beseiged by demands it
felt it could not meet without adding the resources its members
knew were unavailable.

The blurring of organizational parameters implicit in this
approach has the subtle effect of snreading some of the
Strengths of Syracuse Unive,sity's vary Sophitticated_and
efficiently managed administrative systems and hardware to
benefit the academic computing environment. Figure I shows the
data base interrelationships of the numerous online systems
that use student data. Syracuse University has implemented 49
administrative online systems_since 1975. Because virtually
all of our administrative systems are already online, the
AdminiStrative Information Systems unit haS turned its
attention_Eo the development of an information management
strategy that includes providing the usert at distributed sites
with the tools to manipulate data stored and maintained on the
mainframe.

Since the publication of_the initial plan, the three computing
directorS responsible for the achievement of itS goals have
formed working and advisory groups to develop strategies to
implement the recommendations, to monitor progress of the
implementation process, and to revise and update the plan as
goals are achieved. The existence of at least ten different
advisory councilS and groups ensures that the planning process
continueS to involve broad representation from the UniverSity
community and fosters a sense of participatory administration
which is beneficial under the stress of rapid change.
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The policy decision to encourage the formation of project teams
and to use a contingency approach to organization design has
fostered a far broader understanding of and appreciation for
the academic and administrative goals of the University, and
even a richer, more_robust, and secure mixture of hardware,
Software, and systems for the University. SyracuSt University
is fortunate in having directors and profeStional staff in its
computing divisions who have the ability to work effectively
and sensitively in a computing environment where organizational
barriers frequently move.

The-coritingencyidesign_doesi_however; present a leadership
challengeiin_order_to_avoid_confusion_regarding
reSpOnsibilities4,turf_battles, buck passing, and Other
dysfunctional_behaviors._ Cooperation-and COMMUhication_are
essential_. Indeed:such designs need_leadett_With_secure and
generous personalitie$ leaders who_aLtend_to_their
organizationsirather_than observe_them,from above; and leaders
with the abilityito:share power and,the_credit for success or
failure-.- Nontraditional organizations need nontraditional
leadership.

A Focus on Self Reliance

The contingency approach applies to programs and policies as
well aS to organizational_design. If computing is to become a
pervagive component of the academic and administrative fabric
of the institution, and it must, then programS that encourage
individual and departmental self reliance are indispensable.
Instead of adding resources exclusively to provide central
services, Syracuse University targets_some resources to support
programs that produce an infrastructure of knowledgeable and
capable academic and_administrative users. Such programs have
a poSitive spillover effect as the more knowledgeable users
Support, encourage, and train their less experienced colleagues
and_eventuaily even apply pressure on thote who are reluctant
to adopt new techniques.

Educational programs that work with an entire college or
academic department at_the_same time, such as Syracuse
University's Faculty Computing Education Program, are an
efficient way_to use the computing center's instructional staff
and a relatively rapid means of creating the desired_spill-o:gr
effects and the mutual support that breeds self-reriance.
Programs that providt learning experiences for graduate
students, for example departmental graduate assistantships that
provide, with the cooperation of the computing center,
opportunities for graduate students to work with the latest or
the most powerful devices, serve as a means of keeping an
&cadent:4c department in tune with developments in the computing
center and eventually lead to the routinization of the
interaction between the department and the computing center.
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TheSe and other such programs require a policy that encourages
the academic computing center staff actively to reach out to
the academic units to form these cooperative relationships and
a funding structure that supports such programs by redirecting
funds from centralized programs, if necessary.

This policy applieS tO Office_aUtomationi_as well.. If,the_
central_CompUtingdenter'_s_office_automation_resource group
attempts=_thiproVide_in depth_consulting and support on an
ongoing_baSiS to_every department that purchases a
Microcomputer_for word processing and other busineSS fUnetiOns
it will_quickly_become-overburdened and/Ori0Verstaffed._ Here
the_need to foster self=reliance at the-Odttet is cruciaL The
professional staffichargediWith_tuppOrting_office automation
must_learn tOidteate_a realistic_level of_expectation in the
prospective micro_user_with_respect_to the amount of time-and
training it__Will_take_for_the individual or organization to be
productiire with_the new_device. The prospective user mUSt_':
understand_the need to have someone in-the UnitiWhOis Capable
of,acquiring_higher level,computing skillLwith_the_new device,
especially if networking is planned4 and_for the organization
to come to termsiwith the_fact in_the_future_the__users will
need_to devote tite_to_dealing_with_the_new_technology; If
there ate a humber_of devices_in_the_organization someone will
have_to_be_designated_as_the knowledgeable helper. managers_
are_slow_to_acknowledge these new obligations_and rtilet within
their organizations-and the central rescutte tupport_staffs
tend to be myopic about gauging the_learning__potential and
predisposition for-faildte_in_prospective micro_users; People_
who are'hooked_On'the_power:and_capability_of the microcomputer
seem_not=to_perdeive that_micros_are_an_inappropriate-and
itpettible_Solution_for_some individuals and organizatiOnS.
Getting_the "biggest bang for the buck" can lead tO an awfully
big_bust when an individual-or an-organitatiOn_is not ready to
deal with the technology, _we-need tti dti a better job of,__
formulating'institUtiOnal_pOlicies_and_standards_to acknowledge
that therei_it'airange of_appropriate office technology and a
range_of_abilities_of_organizations to benefit from its
introduction__Nonetheless, ithe_act of,introducing a:new :

technology_obligates the individual and the_OrganiZatiort to
proceed actively toward self reliance in itt USe.

The Library and Converging Technologies

What will the_future bring? It will NOT bring a merging of the
library_with the Information Systems and Computing division at
Syracuse University. Although it is true that the library iS
moving inexorably closer to_information SyStemt in the services
it provides, the creation of an organizational_structure that
joins two organizationS with vastly different cultures and
personalities is an artificial and perhaps even unworkable



solution to a problem that need not be a problem. The
contingency approach is applicable in this instance also.
Syracuse University has formed a Technology and Technical
Services_Group with members representirg academic and
administrative computing and the libraries to ensure that the
libraries are able to provide the community with access to
information and information services.

The answer is1 to encourage flexibility in the institution's
organizational culture by supporting arrangements that foster
mutual support and cooperation. The support must come from the
highest levels of the institutional hierarchy. The contingency
approach works when directors and those who report to them feel
secure enourjh in their positions to share some of their
authority with colleagues in other divisions. In this age of
technical convulsion, it is foolish to cling to traditional
designs that rely on fixed structures, hinder cooperation, make
any restructuring a traumatic and disruptive experience, and
will not work in a constantly changing environment. Converging
technologies require flexible organizations.

t
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INTRODUCTION

The computer evolution is in full swing in today's elementary and secondary

schools all over the United States. It has had an impact on colleges and universities

wishing to remain viable educational alternatives. Institutions must consider the cost

and benefits of development and implementation of comprehensive computing pro-

grams, faciles, and support networks. Institutions committed to addressing stu-

dents' computing needs should folloW a structured policy process: recognng the

present agenda; formulating the policy questions and developing alternatives;

adopting and implementing a policy; and finally, evaluating the chosen course of

action. This paper will help institutions to address important policy questions once

the question "What should be the role of the personal computer in the modern day

college or university?" has been asked, and show how feedback from students can

help evaluate courses of action.

LEARNING FROM OTHERS

Literature available to help American universities and colleges develop corn=

outing policies is limited. Most articles deal with the subject In general terms, typi-

cally directed toward the effects of computing on faculty and Students and not the

underlying policy issues. One of the major reasons for the increasing use of micro-

computers is the belief that they lend a more individual, personal, and flexible ap-

proach to learning than do the traditional classroom methods (Ku Ilk, Kulik, and

Peter, 1980; Miller, 1983). There is support that students will want to use Pc's in

various ways. These include: to rise their grades (Moore and Baxter, 1983); to do

word processing (Woolston, 1984); and to better meet future situations (Misiaszek
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and Young, 1984). Unfortunately, these and other studies Collins, 1984; Keine, 1984)

do not look at the policy implications of PC's.

Notable exceptions are articles by Gilbert and Green (1986) and Donald (1986).

Gilbert and Green note that "Campus efforts to acquire and integrate technology

raise complex issues at the heart of academic life. These efforts also involve signif=

icant costs" (p. 35). They discuss relevant issues and implications of computer usage

in general terms and provide some insight into the problems and opportunities aris;

ing from the computer revolution on the American campus. Donald deals specifically

with microcomputer policies adopted at Virginia Tech. He concludes that "The stu-

dent microcomputer programs at Virginia Tech are successful" (p. 14) but at the end

raises many policy questions which remain unanswered.

WHAT WE DID

The present study was conducted at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, founded in 1872 as a land-grant college. Virginia Tech's 2,600-acre cam-

pus is located in Blacksburg, Virginia, and presently serves 22,000 students with a

faculty of over 2,000. In 1983; Virginia Tech made the decision to require entering

engineering students to purchase their own personal computer starting with the Fall

quarter of 1984. It was the first public institution of higher education in the country

to take the risk of having to face strong opposition from potential students, parents,

or concerned alumni. It Is projedted that the number of personal computers at

Vnia Tech will increase at a rate of about 3,000 machines per year (Donald, 1986).

A questionnaire concerning student computer usage was developed and ad-

ministered by the Office of institutional Research and Planning Analysis at Virginia

Tech in the Winter and Spring quartets of 1986. The purpose was to provide policy

2
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and decision makers with the students' perceptions on computers at Virginia Tech.

The wording of the questionnaire was drafted with the help of several faculty mem-

bers active in computer usage matters on campus. Particular attention was given to

the concerns of the College of Engineering and the Computer Science Department,

since both of these academic areas require the purchase of personal computers.

The questionnaire was mailed to a random 10 percent sample of students who

had been regularly enrolled undergraduates during the Fall quarter, 1985. To allow

for subgroup comparisons, all computer science majors were surveyed as well. A

follow-up post card, in addition to two more letters containing copies of the ques;

tionnaire, were sent to all non-respondents. An initial mailing of 2,149 questionnaires

resulted in 1,693 usable responses out of 2,120 deliverable questionnaires, for a 79.9

percent response rate.

For purposes Of an overall arialytit, a 10 percent sample of the computer sci-

ence majors was selected from the students' responses, so that the institutional

totals would not be biased by the over-sampling of computer science majors. The

result Is a total oi 1,244 responses used for the campus-wide data.

POLICY QUESTIONS AND RESULTS

Student Characteristics

A fourth of thote responding used a computer at home while in high school.

Most students (56%) using computers began in high school, while over a fourth

(27%) first used a computer after graduating from high school. Prior to college at-

tendance, the moSt popular computer activities were writing software (30%), playing

games (23%), and running commercial software (19%). Only 1 percent have built

computer hardware. Nearly 60 percent spent some time each week using computers

3
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in high school, with over one in ten spending six or more hours per week. Only 21

percent of the respondents attended computer courses, camps, or workshops prior

to college, but over a third of these attended two or more such activities.

By the year 2000, according to the respondents, it will be most important for

people in their career field to be able to use computers for Statistical analysis or

simulation studies, followed by data base management, word processing or text ed-

iting, electronic communications, and computer aid design. Of lesser importance will

be program/software development, graphics or computer art, and spread sheet cal-

culations. All of these areas, however, have mean ratings closest to "very important."

Which clientele should be served?

* If students are required to purchase a personal computer, during what year

(freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, graduate) should the requirement be made?

Thirty percent of the students asked reported that freshmen should be required

to buy a personal computer. Only a small percentage of students felt that a computer

purchase should be required after the freshman year, Whereas 53 percent felt that a

PC purchase should never be required. These opinions were heavily dependent on

student curricula with applied sciences most supportive of PC purchases.

What impact would such a requirement or recommendation have on enrollment

and recruitment?

Donald (1986) reported that applications actually increased after the policy to

require a PC for all entering students was In effect. Furthermore, 32 percent of the

students asked reported that a requirement would increase their willingness to en-
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courage others to enroll at Virginia Tech, almost nobody said it would decrease their

willingness, while the majority responded a requirement would not influence such

willingness.

What provisions should be made for the currkulum, equipment, and supply?

CUIrktlitim

* Should service courses or tutoring sessions be offered on a regular basis?

Students were generally Satisfied with the help they received from fellow stu-

dents, while they rated their satisfaction with help received from faculty and staff

somewhat lower. This indicates that professional help should be available to the

students, either In course form or through less formal tutoring. We may be seeing a

lack of sophistication on the part of our faculty.

On the average students rated data base management and electronic communi-

cations as very important to their future careers, whereas 78 percent reported that

they Spend no time at all on data base management activities and 84 percent re-

sponded they have not used the computer for electronic communication. In the areas

of program/software development, statistical analysis or Simulation, and computer-

aided design, the results are equally drastic. It IS evident that in those areas, new

courses have to be developed and offered as soon as possible.

Equipment

* Should students be required to purchase or use a personal computer?
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As noted earlier, a large number of students supported such a requirement

during the freshman year. Eighty-five percent of the students asked believed that

students in their major should be required to use either a PC, the mainframe, or both,

while 73 percent reported that they would buy a PC if it were "highly recommended."

At Virginia Tech, the College of Business has recently advised incoming freshmen

that the purchase of a personal computer is very highly recommended and access to

a PC will be assumed for course assignment purposes.

There is a second part to this question. Many of our students are required to

use computers for their course work and over two thirds do so. At the same time,

about one in two find computers useful in courses where PC use iS not required. In

fact, about half of the computer use at Virginia Tech is for other than required course

use. This turns out to be some two hours per week of non-required use. By far, the

most typical uses are text procesting, programming, graphics, and games. The re-

suit of this usage is that most respondents reported that PC use improved learning,

grades, and problem solving skills.

Those who would make computers available must be prepared for at least twice

the demand created by courses and also understand that lack of sufficient resources

may be seen by students as placing them at a disadvantage if they do not have ade-

quite computer access.

* If the institution or the department does not require the purchase of a PC,

should the institution or the department provide access to PC's through computer

laboratories?

Almost half of the students surveyed use a PC on a regular basis. The majority

(66%) take advantage of the printing facilities at the existing laboratories at Virginia

6
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Tech. In general, students' satisfaction was neutral with regard to the convenience

of the labs' location, the access to a computer, and the availability of assistance On

the average, they were satisfied with the dependability of the equipment. However,

30 percent of the students reported that they use a friend's PC, indicating that they

largely depend on each other tor computer access.

* Should it also be required to purchase certain peripheral equipment (printer,

modem)?

Only 15 percent have their own printer and 20 percent use a friend's printer.

This places a heavy load on institutional printers since over half use computers for

text editing and doing their papers.

Virtually nobody owns a modem, but electronic communication is seen as very

important for the future career. Clearly the institution must decide to provide access

to modems if it wants to make it possible for students to acquire knowledge about

electronic communication. However, at Virginia Tech the administration already

raises concerns about increased mainframe access through modems. Computer time

Is expensive and easier access to the mainframe causes ccsAs to increase. Even

without a significant number of students accessing the mainframe from their dorm

rooms, the number of modems has increased university-wide causing additional fi-

nancial and mainframe-availability problems.

Should the same software be required for all students?

Three main computer languages (BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL), and two main

operating systems (DOS. CPM) are in use. Software usage seems to be discipline-

specific with, for example, computer science favoring PASCAL, the sciences using

7



FORTRAN, and business oriented fields preferring BASIC at their main programming

language. A, large institutions it seems necessary to make software requirements

department-specific rather than trying to find a university-wide solution.

* Should the instituticn support an electronic network for student computer

communication?

Virtually nobody owned a modem at the time of the survey, and the vast majority

(84%) of students surveyed spent no time on electronic communication while using

a computer. Yet they report that this is one type of experience that they think is im-

portant. Before an electronic network should be established, the institution must

decide on the availability of modems or other related communication software.

SupDIv

* Should the institution provide the student with the option or with the require-

ment to buy all equipment needed from the university?

The majority of students own'ng a PC (66%) bought the machine directly from

the institution, while cnly 7 percent made their purchase through a local dealer. Less

than 20 percent bought their PC from a non-local dealer, and virtually nobody pur-

chased used hardware from an individual or ordered from a mail service.

* Should repair services be provided by the institution?

Over half of the students did not use any repair services, while about 30 percent

used and were generally satisfied with the services provided by Vira Tech.

8
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CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study support that generally students are in favor of a policy

which requires them to either buy or use a personal computer. However, many

would purchase a PC if it were "highly recommended" rather than required. It is

evident that if an institution is considering requiring students to purchase a personal

computer, the students feel that the policy should be in effect at the beginning of the

students' college career. The justification of an additional financial burden, effec-

tiveness of necessary training, and usefulnest of a PC during college years is maxi-

mized if the student gains knowledge through early experience. At Virginia Tech the

influence of such a requirement in the College of Engineering and the Department of

Computer Science was positive with regard to the number of applications received.

Furthermore, a rigorous computer policy seems to encourage students to speak fa-

vorably of the university, which has a potentially positive impact on recruitment.

The data indicate that a variety of services should be provided by the institution

to satitfy hardware, software, and support needs if computer use is required in

courses. The requirement to purchase PC's creates new areas of need in which the

university must invest thought, time, and money. At Virginia Tech, the students cre=

ated their own support network. To a large extent they utilize a friend's PC and

printer and receive help from other students. Service courses, computer labs, in-

cluding printing and electronic communication facilities, software, and repair ser-

vices are all part of the evolving needs and require attention from policy makers and

administrators alike. These needs will basically be double the needs caused by re-

quired use in class.

A future-Oriented university can take into contideration its student opinions

when facing major policy Issues which directly or indirectly influence all of its stu-

9



dents. Asking for student opinions wili not only identify direct and obvious impli-

cations of the to-be-adopted policy, but will also discover latent or implicit needs

which otherwise would remain unaddressed.
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APPENDIX
More Questions For Future Research

One study cannot address the multitude of questions about PC use. The follow-
ing are some which await future work:

What provisions should be made for the organization, :.0ministration, and
staffing?

Who within the institution shoukl have the responsibility and authority to en;
force the set policies?

Who within the institntfon shOuld have the responsibility and authority to en=
force the set policies?

* Who should teach the seMce courses? Who would be responsible for ade-
quate tutoring?

* How much additional Malay and staff is needed?

How should it be financed?

* Should students pay for a required PC before entering the institution?

* Should the institution pr.-6%11de students with a PC and compensate through an
increase in tuition? What would be the consequences for the availability of financial
aid?

* Should institutions grant loans for the purchase of a personal computer? What
would be the qualification requirements? Should the balance be paid before or after
graduation? Should there be an interest charged?

" Who should pay for necessary repairs or maintenance of hardware and soft-
ware?

" If the institution provides repair services, how will the additional space and
manpower needed be financed?

* If the institution requires or offers the student to purchase hardware and soft-
ware directly from the university, should the institution offer lower prices than the
open market?
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What provisions should be made for evaluation?

" If laboratories wili be set up, should the institution (a) record the number of
times a software package was used, (b) record the number of students using the
services offered (equipment, tutoring), (c) determine the times of day or week when
the majority of students use the facility?

* Should the institution or the department plan to conduct Surveys on student
and faculty computer use and satisfaction with the services provided?

12 1 3
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ABSTRAcs

Cal State L.A. began in 1985 to fulfill the mandate a change in management of its
information resources by hie* a Vice President for Information Resources
Management, reorganizing existing units into an IRM organization, engaging in a
detailed integrated participative strategic planning precess, and hiitiating several
very significant projects. This paper eiplOris the steps taken, problems
encountered, future challenges and the critical suecess factors of a campus
undertaldng such activities. Major projects for_the new organization include a new
Adthinistrative Information Management System, itti integnited voice/data
telecommunications system, over 800 new instrucdonal Micrbcomputers and a
variety of academic minicomputer pnlects.
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I. The Setting

The California State University lCSUlis comprised of 19 campuses that enroll more than 325,000
students, served by more than 37,000 faculty and staff. Together they make up the largest
"University" in the world. The extended CSU cathpus stretches 1,000 miles from Humbolt in the
north to San Diego in the south.

The_California State University, LDS Angeles campus, founded in 1947 by action of the California
State Legislature, has become a comprehensive umversity offering programs in more than 50
academicand professional fields. The six Schools of the University house a total of 49 academic
dvartments and serve more than 20,010studentadistributedarnong the Schcols of Business and
Economics, 25%; Natural and Scicial Sciences, 17%; Healthand Human Services, 14%; Engineering
and Technology, 11%;AnsandLotters, 10%; and Education, 5%, with another 18% undeclared
majors. Nearly one third of the University's students are engaged in p-ostbaccalaureate study.

Lotated in nonheast Lys Angeles, its primary service area is ethnically diverse, economically mixed,
and encoMPasses many of the LDS Angeles basin's business,industry, and government districts. Cal
State L.A. is, thus, an urban, multicultural institution that is somewhat unique within The 19-campus
CSU. It is one of the most multialmic universitiosin the nation 32% White, 28% Asian Pacific,
25% Ffispanic, 11% Black and 4% AmtricanIndians and other non-Whites. Over 20% of its
students are immigrantresidents, while another 5% hold visas or refugee status. One in six students
have l*en utthe United States for less than six years. Six of ten students work half-time or more,
and over half are part-time students.

The campus employs 1,365 faculty members tuw1908full-time staff theMbers. Educational and
service needs currently are provided within a $75,515,540 State fund and $16,458,220 non-State
fund budget (FY 85/86).

II. A Mandate for Change

During theiastfew yeafs, Cal State L.A. has been developing and evolving an infonnation resources
management progTam to support the University mission, goals, and objective& Most saliently, a
campuswide Psidendal, blne-ribton task force spent 18 months examining_campus needs and
resources for information technologies. On February 14,1984the group suggested that, "In order to
assure the most effective deployment ofresources currently expended on information reaource
functions, the Task Force recommtnds that a senior level Office for Information Resources be
permanently established..." 1

The Task Force was asked to makedetatled recommendations regarding_what the unit should look like
and to identify fund realkications. kdelivereditsfinal report in September 1984, identifying
positions (96) and budget ($5.5 Million). After review by various campus constituents, the search
was tegun for a Chief Information Officer (CIO). 2 The positiormas adVtis` ed: "Under general
direction, the Vice President for_InformationitesourcesManagementis responsiblefor executive

'dance, dinection, and golicy for a coMprilonsiva and integrated Information Resources Program
including thefollowing: Administrative frifot'mation Management Systems (AIMS) Development,
Instructional Media and Ii&ithation Services, Information Management SupportServices, Data
Processing and Network Operations, Telecommunications Management and Ad Hoc Systems
Implementation."

The Information Resources Manegement(1RM) unit was _ought to life by the President in July
1985. This newly-created unit is one of less than 200 such units among the nation's over 3,000
institutions of higher education.
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Through the 1eaddis14 of the new Information Resources Management unit, the campus hasundertaken the cfeation ofan IRM organizational structure with the development of Mission, goals,and objectivesamong its first tasks. Their developmenthas been bastxt 1311 the beliaf that there arecornerstones for success. "These cornerstones [for implementingan IRM] are (1) defining the IRMconcept in the context of the organization where it is to be implement&L (4establishing governancefor the management ofinformation resources, (3) developing _a sitrirgy that defines the organization'sunique information archititur and the desired envimnment for ormation resources, and (4)establishing the appropriate level of technology standards that will allow the desired environment forinformation resources to be realizeti" 3

It is important to emphasize here that-the organizational =entre is one that includes not only staffassigned ta the unit,but also carnpuswide participation of academic and administrativerepresentatives, in shared responsibilities of planning&iv-setting, and implementation ofinformation resources. The mission, goals, and oectives of IRM likewise teflect the results ofcampuswide observations and commentary and are formally reviewed annually.

IRM OrgahliatIonal Chart, Cal State L.A.
December 1986
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IRM functions are accomplished through four major organizational units: the Vice President's Office,Academic Support_Services, Operations, and Administrative Support Services. This structureprovides campuswide support in Academic Computing, Media Services, InstitutionalResearch,PlanningandAnalysis, Networking, Telecommunications, Ancillary Services (MARServices,Reprographics, Administrative Manual, etc.), Office Automation, and Administrative Computing. Anevolutionary movement towaniariinformationutility is planned. The developed utilify will focus on amix of services and products, place onifiasis on client involvement, provideeducation and trainingfor a standardized "to-ol tfox" ofapPlications, stress the participatory prioritliation of services, providemaintenance for the campus network andassociated standardized devices, and lead the strategicplanning for information resources.
.

. .Three- major projects currently are being developed and implemented: Telecommunications,
Administrative Computing, and AcademicComputing.
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Cal State LA is in the prOcess of procuring a new digital telecommunicationt system. The currentenvironment is camprised ofaPacificBell Central Office Centrex for voice communicarions and aGanda If PACX Port Selector 6ased data network. The Centrex Serves approximately 2,200 phonesfor faculty andttaffuse. The data network functions over a twisted_ pair_copper wire cable plant
serving_app1oximately450 terminals. The new system will integrate a new_voice data switch with
upgraded versions of current data switches. Thenew digitalswitch based system (wheduled for
cutover in March 1988) will supp-ort approximately 3010voice lines plus 400 data lines. Over thesubsequent 5 years, up to an additional 1,200 data lines will be installed to support both_ academic andadministrative needs. High speed computer-to-computer communications will be provide& Thenetwork will supp-ort X25 andlocalarea netwodcs such as 'Token Ring, Starlan-3BNET and
Ethernet There are two coaxial cables that terminate in each building on campus to support videocapabilities.

The foundation of the campus' existing administrativecomputing environment is based upon
technology and thinking that are over twenty years old. These systems were designed to provide
information for the administration of both the campus and the CSU system, using an electronic data
processing approach.

The new ALMS philakiphy, thatof an Information Utility, contrasts with the enirent "data-
processing" efiVitOnment in severi1 ways. It uses impact ott indiVidnalt aS a productivity
mounter:tient Criterion_ as omosed ta machine cycles, while Shifting SoMe of the responsibility forSyStertis ikVelopment from the conventional programmingitiff to a koader-based,end=uSet
dorrithiiniv. This information utility involves interadtive, relational databases that the UniversityCothmuniv will use by employing system deVolapthent tools, prtxluctivity tools,_and triadeling tools,and provides for the development and perpetuation of secure data arid systerit integrity; The
information utility Will be designed toprovide a base for administrative systet* founded in newtechnology, developed in new concepts; and sumvorted by triciderli

The Ataddinie Computing Plan and strategy ambased tiparithe Carripus course- -course assessmentOf itirdentieCess requirements with input fiom Schaal donithittees and the ERM faculty advisory
Comnriftee. These mechanisms will ensure that aVailable resources are applied to develop a targetenVironment that meets specific etirrictilar demands.

The current academic computing environmentconsists of 2 CYBER mainframes and 14
superminWminicomputers. As of June 1987, there will be 428_student workstations with plans to addanother556 wancstations by 1991. Local Area Networks and Wide Area Networks are being
installed iri exisemg labs and will be utilized in new labs.

Adequate student access must bt paralleled with adequate faculty access. Cal State LA.'s goal is to
provide a microcomputer based woricstation for each full-time equivalent faculty member. In additionta the question of access to machines, the issues of access to training and development, provision of
adequate ongoing consultation services, andprovision for the acquisition of appropriate software to
meet instructional needs, must bt resolved. 4

M. Beginning the Planning 1%cess

Campuswide long rangeplanning is being developed simultaneously with the IRM unit. The CIO
currently leads the coordination of the process for tht President Thecampus has transitioned from an
informal rebound_precess to a strategic orientation resultingin the adoption of a formal planning
model. "During the past year it bteameobvious to thethng Range Planning Task Force thatthe
adoption of a formal planning methcidology, which has proven ta lx successful in other higher
education environments, would be extremely useful at Cal State LA. Various modelsexist, but the
methOdology used perhaps most in successful planning endeavors in colleges and universities has
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been developed by Dr. Robert Shirley..." 5 The Shirley methodology as adapted to Cal State L.A.calls for the developmnt of 10 tactical plans, one of which is IRM.

The CSU system also requiresinfonnation resources planning through its annual CampusInformation Resairce Plan (CIRP)_process. A CRP plan from each of its 19 campuses is thencompiled into- a syttem plan_M.ving State budget requests. At Cid State L.A. the opa, Arovided_arather detailed enanized plan as a foundationvn whickto build the 1RM plan. Eiterestingly, neitherone of the primary architects of the campus CIRI) had_been associatedpreviously Withthe computercenter. The fOundation for the CIRPrests ugrin a course-by-anzse listing detailing 483 courses inwhich_ovor 16,W0 course/students require 56,503 contact hours per week for an average of 3.43hourstach. Based on the assumption that each workstation is schedulablo far 53 hours rcr week, thecanipus needs 1,066 workstations to fulfill its course-by=course-demancE_The target environmentmust accommidate not only the total_demand but the mode of utilization taking into account thatsomecourses may necessitate hands-on workstation experience iittheelassroom setting while others needaccess to workStationsoutside of scheduledclass tin*in order for students to complete assignmentsor lahoratory work. The course-by-course listingreflects faculty assessments of the required accesstime a student enrolled in each rzurse would need to fulfill specific course assignments. Adjustmentsare made as curriculum analysis andrevision takes place in each of the Six Schoals. 6

A number of political conswaints face planning and_ implementation of a new IRM organization. CalState LA. is partof alarge State system, it has limitedresources for which there is great competition,it is a nontraditional canyus with unique needs, and it experiences strong faculty involvement inplanningsnd administration. Other realitiesinclude the Governor's cap ()litho number of Stateemployees, the mandate to serve aspecificgoographic area, the primary mission as a teachinginstitution, and the annual Statebudget eycle. The IRM Strategic Plan as developed throuparticipative process helps enormously by focusing political negotiations on an integrated strategicdirection for IRM in which each constituent has a stake.

IV. Avoiding "Poo-Ple Problems"

Inforrnation Resources Managementhasdevaloped a participative organizational decision structurecordposed- of fotw interzelatedIRM committees, each of which is integral to the successinlimplementation and operation of information technology systems at Cal State L.A. The structure,employing Liken Linking Pin Theory, has been used and fine tuned over a period of years at otherinstitanions of higher education. 7

The Informatkrn Resources nanapment Steering Committee assumes a fundamental mle in providingrepresentative, campuswide advice on IRM straegic planninz,policy, prccedures, and standards atCal State L.A.:rm Steeling Committee meets_monthlyarid consists of eight members. Twomembersart ap*ointed by the Academic Senate; two are imipointed by the Vice President fa,Acadaitic Affairs; two are appinted_hy_the President; and one, the Chair, is appointed by the VicePresident for Information Resourms Management. The Vice President for Information ResourcesManagement serves as Executive Secretary.

The Facultyinforrtationitesources Advitary Committeels tharged widi the following
responsibilities robed to academic infonnation *sources: provide advice on all academic projects;priorifize_projects insut of instructionalprograms; suggest areas where policy may need to becreated or revised irgaiftg academie prognims;_assist in the -evaluation of IRM units; andadVise onpriorities for distributing resources in support of Curricular activities. The committee Meets monthlyand its membership consists of sch6ol representatives appointed by the Academic Senate, with theDirector of Acackmic Support Services serving as Executive Secretary. Each Sehool also has an IRMadvisory committee.
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Cal State L.A. Committee Structure

for information Resources Management
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The Infonitatioit Remurces Management AdministrativeAdvito-ry Committee is diaiged with the
folloviing lestionsibilities: provide advice on all administrativeprojects; _assist inNeeds Analysis
Report (NAR) development; prioritize administrative work orders,_determine scpropriate membership
for administrative project task forces; develop new_administrative ures where needed; suggest
areas where policy may need to be created or revised; monitor 1,111 *strative projects and work plans;
and assist in evaluation of IRM units. The Committee Meats biweekly and its membership is
determined byappointments by the President Vice President for Academic Affairs, Vice President for
Information RiTsourcesManagemeri4 and Deans, with the Directorof Administrative Support Services
serving as Executive Secretary.

The kiformation Resources Managenrent Advisory Committee (IRIVIIkC), which meets weekly, is
composed of IRM Directors, Associate Directors, and SeniorManagers. IRMAC has developed the
following charges,emphasizing its involvement insix key areas: assist in policy reaommendations;
assist in procedural devdopment develop recommendations on owational standards; resolv
problems in administrative aMas of concern; develop resource allocation plans; and evaluate 11214
operations and services.

ReporTing lines and personnel needs are driven by defined IRM functions intheplanning process.
The goal is to achieve a fully functional, integrated err' nization. Several "new functional nichn"
including data administration, planning coordination, special development projects, and maintenance
management, all were added based on defiled needs.

Once the organizational needs are identified, supportive structures are created and existingstaff is
maligned functionally. The kens then turns to recruiting staff with different expertise thandiat to
which the campus may be accustomed. In Cal State L.A.'s case, some existing vacant Rositions were
redefined to meet urgent campus needs, andthese "new" positions (ie._ Assistant Vice President, Data
Base Administrator,AIMS coordinator,szid Teleco-mmunications Manager) will add critical expertise
to the campus' resource_base. Several other eritical j ositions dc not exist within the organization --
for example, academic consultants, administrative user liaisons, systems development manager, and
mainvAance personnel, as well as a complete telecommunications infrastructure. There also is a need
for additional student lab assistants so that instructional computing lab hours may heincreased and
new labs covered. At Cal State LA. each gosition must be reallocated either frcim IRM or other
campus units.
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. . . . .Creatmg a new IRM culture was considered key in getting the newly realigned units to function as acohesive division. IRM employs an_administmtive model that embraces the concepts that management
fimarily derives its authority from knowledge, skill and achievencnt, and that decision making,rather than being the Sole prerogative of administration, is most effective when it occurs_aftiong peopleclomst to a particularactiVity._ A patheipative committee structure is used to providet overall guidancefor implementation of Majorprojects. A matrix approach to problem solving is felt to Ix mosteffective and is utiliied_routinely. Planning that leads to the developnznt cif goals andmeasurableobjectives_which then are appropriately evaluated it emphasize& tearTniodt indecision making andongoing op.eration within the unit and with other organizational units is essential. The imprtance ofrole definition, a balance between organizational and individual needs, rewaxls tietto productiveperformance, and the necessity for personalinteOty are recognized as elementS integral to good
administration. Senior staff is encouraged to maintain an "open dcior" policy, and ombudspersons areemployed to promote goodwill and a results-oriented orveration.

V. The Plan

The development of the lRM Strategic Plan also was patterned after the "Shirley" model. The model,as adapted to IRM, called for an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, and environmental trends to feeda matching prmss relating-external opportunities and constraints to internal strengths andvalues.The matching provided the basis for development of an extended mission statement the delineation of
clientele, the development of goals and otjectives, and the establishment of an apprwriate programservice mix. These parametes then formed the basis for guiding the development of individual unitplans.
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To feed the matching process, 1RM compiltA a list of 19 trends, six strengths, and eight weaknesses,
all of which impact the institution's Uwe. The trends include: Information technology will
increasingly imp= curricula and the teachin&and learning processes. Decreases in traditional
enrollments and fuudingfor educationWill result in a need for more effectiveiadministrative processes
and productivity. Rapidly advancing technologies areifostering increased linkages between
universities andindustiy Hardware capacity will continue to gromiallowing softwaredevelopers to
make availableincreasineypowerful scftware tools. The rates of change inhardware and software,
and_the advent& converging technologies, will require continued institutional attention Growingnumbers of increasingly sophisticated users will necessitate expanded technical and consultative
support. Ethical and legal issues regarding the uses of iiifcmiation technology will demand increasing
institutional attention. The continuing impact of the divestiture of AT&T will result in incremental
increases in telecommunications cOsts.

Mee& themost profound _Strefiths identified is the University's deeply ifoltand_vVidaly-recognized
needmimprove information resources. The new 1RM organization institutionalizes an approach that
zecognizes information as a basic resource Whiekreqiiiitt_effective administration. The backbone Of
the campus' future data_network is a newinteted_voiceIdata telecommunication system nowin
procurerrent. -The campus has a richltiiiiisiiper-Minicomputer envirovment primarily for academic
usage. The AIMS commitinentWill bring_ iSignificant increase in the quality of the campus
administrativecomputingsySterii _:averall, the 1RM staff is well=educated and motivatecL_ Existing
lRM physical fatilitiesare adequate fcr the current environment_iThittigh its capability_toproduce
high quality Media niateials_and its extensive media software collection, Media Services assists the
University in maintaining a stmng institutional gosition.

Weaknesses, once identified, provide it fctitsforIRMartention and corrective measures.,Fori
example, communication chafirielijkitliformal andinformal so necessary for success in_IRM _

needed significant impmvement publishing the 1RM News)._,Campuswide standar& for
hardware, softWare,andsectitity:a* noided_ORMAC lxcame the fault forcOoirlifiationV
Administnaive procedures wizeinadequate and many Wlittert piticedtitet did notexist (addresiad_
auotighlinetk ;_ilielliVolvement of the University communily end users)in_the_development
of the IRM program (Le._ informaticn technologyprojectS) largely liat_beeninadeq-uate or
inappropriaw(being addressed by the committees). Anintegratedinf&thation technology
maintenanceprogramiincluding_meditequipMenti teletOmmunications, micrommputers, terminals,
and peripheral devices is needed (A plintiiiiitliaSjiiSteen_established). -The CYBER mainframe_
computer is inadequate for adMinittratiVe nee& (Addressed in AlMS). The Gandalf Fort Selector
Network is inadequate to meet Mire data transnias.sion needs (Addressed in the telecommunicatiOnS
project).

Cal State_L.A.'s mission and goal statements are long-range in natum, while the objectives art stated
in terms of the fiscal year. The 1RM mission includesstatements involving service delivery structure,
governance, and direction; service responsibilities and obligations; andresponsibilities to IRM staff.
As is appropriate, Cal State L.A.'s mission, goals, and objectives are documents upon which
campuswide consensus is sought.

Theptibialymission of theIRM organization at Cal State L.A. is to-foster thecommunication process
tithe institution; _to provide planning and technical guidance, in_ the integration of varied,_ fie*, arid
aiisting campusinformation technologies; anitto prOVidekaderthip_in_the efficient and effective use
of a vital university resource inforMatift_IRM'gfitrithiriontalpurpose is toprovide, within the
context of the University'smission, thehighestqualityinfOrmation service tothe campus community
that allOcated resources wiflailow. IriproVklhig _services to support instruction, research,
adniiiiiStrationiiiiid public obtreael, the Unitacts asan-agent of change with implicit accountability to
its elientee. 1RM is committed to develop human as well as technological resources. Ih so edit*, it
Continually tetki ways to further the goals of the campus and the CSU.
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The success of IRM planning is enhanced by soliciting broadbased participation in the planning
process and providing veitteal integration of the IRMplan into the cainpus Strategic Plan. A
recognizedneedta improve the decision process is addressed by ensuring that decisions are made in atimely manne4 at the most appropriate level, and with a view to the interests of the institution as awhole. Human repources development extends beyond the efficient and effective use of eadsting
resources ta cultivation of an IRM organization "culture". 1RM has made a major commitment toimprove not only the quantity and quality of services, but also ta maintain an alignMent hetwmn
services needed and those provided which is ensured by establishmentof evaluation mechanisms.Smooth development and operation of bmadbased IRM support systems suCh as telemmmunications,the campus television vstem, and central computing systems also are supported fully oy the goalsand objectives. There are 20 stated goals, holstered by 85 specific objectives, in the IRM StrategicPlan.

VI. Challenges and Opportunities

A number of cludlenges facedthe new IRM unit at Cal State L.A. as it implernented a change
methodology. _Themethadology facilitated transition from_ a group of diverse units to an IRMorganization. 'Me first steT was the assembly of the existingmanagement team to discuss the purposeand theory behind implementation of an 1.11M program. Then, in group sessions, the team evaluated,selected aid adopted a planning made. Planning then was focused on identification of functions that1RM needed to perform. Old unitt were reshaped intanew IRM components based an the functionsadopted by the team. The results were stunniaTtized in the IRM Strategic Plan and circulated forreview. Comments and suggestions were incorporated, where appropriate, and the new IRMorganization began implementation ofan information resource management program.

Transition strategies requirea clear and cancise idea of the target environment. They must be _politically sensitive but factually based and technologically sound. At Cal State L.A. both staffing andfunding must be assembled from existing resources, so it is imperative that IRM manage its resourceswell. It is also imperative that the investments guided by IRM are productive and stand up to the testof cost lxnefit analysis.

The IR1v1 budgeting ancl_Ar &ring profile is somcwhat unique. Sourcesof funds include directallocations to IRM, allocations from other units on campus, lottery funds, research funds,instructional eq rmlacement funds,and special pmgeams (such as CSU Television Network).So, rather than a g *te budget over which IRM has control expenditures far IRM are a complex webof sources under a number afcontrol units which must be mixed and matched, negotiatedand
coordinated, managed effectively and efficiently, and inartialed toward meeting the- information
resource goals of the campus. A primaiy_disTinguishinj factor is the "institutionarbudgetary thrust
undertaken by IRM as contiasted_with a mow common "departrnentarbudgeting perspective.
Several new instructional nticroconvuting laboratories, for example, required Sc ool funds, lRMfunds, Lottery funds, donations, and equipment funds to implement Pulling together these diverse
resources MaxiMized the use of available dollars and resulted in high imPact laboratories otherwise
unfundabla. In this manner, IRM is gairling experience with "pushing the edge of the envelope"
through creative stmegies and packaging invesmients.

VII. Conclusion

Factors critical to the succesiful implementationof IRM at Cal State L.A. are:

IDE.MANAMMEATMCW: The recommendation taestablish afilRM came from a
Isidential task farce. Commitmems bythe President Vice President for Academic Affairs, School
Deans, Department Chairs, and_ the Academic Senate must continue and intensify as questions af
University mission, campus policy, andiesource allocation vis a vis information resources
management arecanfronted A commitment from the CSU is necessary as Cal State L.A. moves
forward with AIMS and the telecommunications projects.
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PROJECADERSHIP: The_twopimary development projects for IRM are the digital
teleconununicationssystemaird the Administrative Information Management System. Each project
will rely heavily on a task fcrce comprised of both technical staff and users. Success is dependent
upon campus constituents taking an active role in planning and implementation.

PARIELEATIYEILMIUM: The IRM unit must continue to build upon the strong participative
planning infrastnicture already established.

sENEICAELUSTRMDLYE IRM must rely on continuous user input and evaluation to
ensure that the services provided Meet user neals. Users also have a responsibility for nieelmg their
information needs.

EDUCAIMISAM1211Mg&Q: The campus must commit to significant training of all users ;-
faculty, staff, and administrators.

PROCESSPOLIMANDPRCCEDURE DEVELOPMENT: IRM must derive a full methodology
for developing process, policy, and procedurs vis a vis information resources management andapplications development

TIMELY Key to_the success of the Cal State L.A.
Digital Telecommunications System is the ability of the campus to establish and support a
telecommunications organization appropriate to the needs of a utility which the campus is
implementing.

MMINQffateinaLancLinkmall: Implementing an information utility willinvolve significant
resources. IRMinust continue to "push the edge of the envelope? Funding_fortelecornmunications
and partial AIMS funding has been smured fmm the CSU. Continuing operating resources for these
systems must be_provided by the campus. Increased resources also must be made available to the
Schools and Departments and the Library to implement the significant information technologies
planned.

The development of an IRIVI prograthisan evolutionary path. At Cal StateL.A. we have had three
organizational chans irt a year. The next stage in the evolutionary process is a change in _thrust fromsetting up the organization (aecomplished this past year) to the campus implementation of new
systems (a focus for the coming year). On the more distant evolutionary horizon is the establishment
of an information utility.
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ABSTRACT

The University of Michigan has embarked on a major effort to transform
its information_technology environment to one which is_ network centered,
workstation_ based, server enhanced, and software_integrated. This vision
is widely accepted on campus, but its viability_depends to a large extent
on__creating an information network which ties together the various
computing resources noW in use by the University community.

Past planning Activities_of_the Office of Administrative Systems haveresulted in the _development of centralized data bases supporting
operational_activities and providing valuable information to departments,support for acquisition and ute of _personal computing resourcet and
office automation tools, And the development_of an integrated voice and
data network. Thit paper will _discuss the evolution of the Office of
Administrative System's planning_direction and its focut for _the lomingyear on atsisting the academic departments to plan and implement
effe4Itive use of information technology. Included_will be a discussion
of the organizational and strategic issues addressed in the plan as well
as the specific user-oriented Services required for its success.
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PLANNING FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING
IN A NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT

FORCES OF CHANGE

Computing technologies_ have 'become critically important to universities
and colleges. It has been said many times that ours _is _a knowledge
industry_ and our business is information. We create, manipulate, store
and distribute data. Computer technology has_become an integral part of
our world because it allowt us to do all of these activities faster, more
efficiently, more effectively, more accurately and sometime-a for less
cost. However, because of our very dependence on computers, developments
io computing and telecommunications drive change affecting our
organizational structures, our instructional and research methods and our
management_systems. Many factors over which we have little control are
influencing the direction and the amount of change which in turn must be
integrated into our organizations.

First, there Are several external factors which push us toward alteringour use and approach to information technology. Initially_and most
significantly is the rapidly developing technology which may__seem to go
through "generations" overnight. The day of the large standalone
mainframe is history. Today networks are the key to_delivering computing
power and communications capabilities to the desk_top. Digital switching
technology, new wiring schemes, standardized protocols and communicationsmodels allow for the design and building of products which move data, aswell_ as voice and computing power, to wherever the user desires
Workstations art becoming increasingly faster and more powerful. The
"3M" workstation is readily available and at a coat that is no _longer
prohibitive. The existence _of wordprocessing packages,electronic
spreadtheett and database_management applicetiona mean that almost anyone
cart _juetify the use of a microcomputer. All _of this technology ia
Available at a_iprice we wouldn't have believed possible in 1950 or even
1970. The _cost of the hardware is decreasing by a factor of ten every
decade. As technology becomes less expensive, it can be used more
intensively.

Coupled With this-3 rapid change_ in technology ia the fact that the
competition for the student _enrollee is intensifying among the top
colleges And universities. In order to remain viable it becomes_clear
that a university, with pretensions to superiority, cannot maintain
ittelf and ignore computers, networks, workstations or application
software.

Within the University of Michigan the following changes Are occurring.
The Information Technology Division (ITD) was formed almost_two years agoin order to draw together the resources of the academic and
Administrative computing centers, the Merit Network office and the
Telecommunications Systems office. This consolidation and the
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appointment of a "computer czae_has_focused attention andresources on
planning for and_using_ofinformation_ technology:it all attas of the
University. Even before_the organizational consolidatitin the University
embarked on a _"smaller but better": Apptorioh reSUlting_in_budget
reallocations; _This program has compelled fACUlty and_ administrators_ to
look to savings_through the use of computers;Further,_it_has made them
even more critical of the cost and effectiveness of central computing
resources.

TWo yeart ago, the _University decided to become its oWn telephone
company. The installation_of=a new multi-million dollar sWitch with all
new wiring and telephone sets is complete and operational on the main
campus in Ann_Arbor_ Along with providing digital voice capabilities,
capability for simultaneous digital data tranamiSSion is now provided to
each office via a dual telephone jack.

After 10 years of development, the central administrative databases are
readily available for use by all university, school and college
adminittratord. The user community is aware that computers are very
poVerful and can do "almost_anything". Consequently, We muSt either
provide easy access to centralized university data or the uters will do
it on their__own _using _microcomputers. MeSsaging Systems are _in
widespread use as evidenced by a new Provott and Vice President_for
Academic _Affairs who communicates almost entirely using electronic_memos
and_messages. The lesson here 1, that the demand for access to messaging
systems will increase, as viil the demand for bridges and gateways
between the various systems now in use.

At the CniVersity of Michigan_we_lisveattempted to -respond, to these
okterhal and internal forces_ of =change by:instituting A Wide range of
Services _and_ programs_ These greatly: affect the aCademic and
administrative staff :as well as the students.: TheSe_Orograms_currently
include_providing public_ microcomputer facilitieS for___members of the
University community;i providing request_accounts_for_staff; faculty and
students on the academic mainframecomputer; providing: a _pui-ehasing
mechanism for :selected microcomputers; _utilizing_ software purchase
agteetents; creating partnerships_with vendors to itttgrate their diverse
products within_the information:technology environWeht of the_University;
providing training_ and educational opportunitieS for the _entire
University community; rind providing a : Wide_range of specialized and
general consulting serVicesi as well aS other projects.

PREVIOUS PLANNING ACTIVITIES

MahageMent Information Systems

Planning for a Management Information System at the University dates back
at least as far as the mid-1960s; the "take-off" to sustained systems
development did not occur until the_ early 1970s. The key elements
shaping this development _were the organizational structure, the
technological constraints, and the futading mechanisms. Unifying the
whole was a vision:
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"A Management Information_System is aft asteMblage of _people,
Sei-Vicex,_ and devices_forming a network fOrithe purpose of
Oroducing_and_delivering information needed by managers_;__ _The
information__produced must be 'reliable And suitable,_and must
meet_the_needs of University_AdMiniStrators at all levels_in the
administrative, academic and aUkiliary 'lits;" (OAS Report 1974,
p; 5)

By 1974 the Univertity established an organizational structure to define
needed databate And systems _development and recommend priorities. The
key participanta were the_ Supervisory Groups and Task Forces which
recommended priorities__for_development and revitWed designs for_specific
projects. Significant attention was paid to inter-office compatibility
And interfaces between systems.

In_ addition to the organizational structure_other strong centralizing
forces were at work: the Size of the databases being contemplated
required a mainframe, acquisition of mainframe computers vas controlled
centrally, and development costs of approved projects were paid for from
central University funds.

Whilei the _long range goal of the Offite Of AdMinistrativeiSystems,(0AS)
has_always_been to provideisupport for the operational; management and
planning_ functions of the Universityi it_was noted in,a,1978 study that
"the_database development has_been_treated more as an end in itself 'than
as the MeAriS tO better management decision-making."(OAS Repcirt, 1979, p;
4).

This situation was clearly not compatible with OAS own definLion of its
goals and mission:

"to serve the administration of all units: central
administration, the schools_ and colleges, independent academic
unitt, And auxiliary organizations." (OAS Report, 1974, p. 5)

The result of_observing this dichotomy was that OAS_ turned its planning
efforts towards providing centrally-maintained data in usable form on the
desktops of the decision makers in the schools and colleges. Thit hasproved a challenging task. We now are_ beginning to see that acombination of new terhnological possibilities and new funding, as wellas a shifting of the organizational focus of OAS, will allow us to
complete the tatk we set for ourselves two decadeS ago.

Offite AUtoMation and Personal_Computing

Dutifig the_late_seventies, it became apparent that_office_ automation Was
be-coming _a__viable option in:the data _processing_arena, In order to
ensure integration, with other University information systems,
comprehensive functionality, and _an _appropriate level of- aUtOMaticity,
OAS_embarked ot the task of automating the office within_ the University
environment, The outgrowth_ _of __this plathitig : process was__the
implementation Of a scheme_which,provided for the pOrdhase, installationand, suppott of Wang _Labs:,_ Inc;_ ,OIS_ thared=reSOUrce systems; OAS
purchaSed a number_of OIS CPUs and placed theM in_buildings on campus.
Departthents purchased their own workstatiOna And printers, and, in return
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for_ an initial hookup charge and a monthly maintenance fee, were provided
free training, systems and software maintenance, and connectivity to the
administrattve mainframe.

The Pertonal Computer revolutionized the working environment for data
processing everywhere and the Univertity of Michigan was no exception.
Purchasing _agreements were signed with four different PC vendors, Zenith,
IBM, Apple and Wang, which provided for_the sale of large volumes of PCsvery inexpensively to University_ Faculty, Staff and Students. Supportservices were ettablished for faculty and ttudents through the
Microcomputer Education Center (MEC), a joint venture of the academic
computing center and the School of Education.

Planning for Voice and_DataNatworks

Planning for University wide data communications Letworks began _in _the1970's, Several planning groups_consisting of faculty and administrators
were establithed and the final report, issued in 1983_, recommended that"UMnet Should _be developed at a geographically broad-bated,
multi-technology backbone network under the management of a SingleUniversity organization." Concurrently with the issuance of thit report,OAS decided to proceed with the installation of a WangNet local cablenetwork. Thus 4 coaxial cables plus a fiber optic sleeve were installed
connecting all buildings on the main, north and south campuses.

Several events during the early 1980s sparked a' desire to investigate thepossibility of replacing_the existing University telephone system. Thefirst step in this process was the formation of a_ Voice Systems TaskForce in the spring of 1983 vhose Yr.embers were charged with theresponsibility of identifying the specifications for a neW telephonesystem. As a result of the efforts of this task force, it Wm decided tomove toward _the implementation of a University-owned and operatedtelecommunication system.

COMPUTING_RESOURCES ON CAMPUS TODAY

Hardivare-andSoftWare

The University enjoys a rich and varied hardware_environment. In the
"Mainframe Era", some control of divertity was exercised by a centralpolicy committee which reviewed proposed purchases with an eye toefficient_use of University resources. Control of PC acquisitions hasmostly come through the "carrots" of lower prices and serviceavailability for "supported" products. However, the size and diversityof__activities on the campus natur 'v requires a variety of systems to
support many particular needs.

The atadeMid Computing Center has retehtly inttalled an IBM 3090-400 Andusot i shared real7time ioperating system_the Michigan Terminal Syttem
(MTS)_i_first developed_ atithe University_inthelate 1960s. OAS _relies
on___the_ IBM databate products running on an IBM 3083 ptocessor. __OAS runsstandard IBM 3270 bisynchronousterminal tomttihibdtions and _MTS uses
asynchronous_ protocols.. As increasing nuMbett of faculty and_staff teedto go both places; connectivity posts prObleME Gateways and protocol



converters can overtOme_the obstacles, but at a tOtt in equipment and
administrative complexity;

In _the_years following the 1979 consultant!s_report. OAS contentratedion
completingithe task of building the foundation_ databases iand Operating
supporti_systemsi and finding or developing theisoftware infra=ttructure
netessary to distribute data_ and_ computing facilitiet -to tupport_ all
administrative: fundtions on campus; SAS, _ASI, MarkIVi_and RAMIS are
installed on the:DSC Mainframe and are available td dUttömers who want to
do their own ad hoc reporting;

The :advent _of_PCs_offered OAS both a challenge_and_an opportunity. -The
thallenge_came_from the east with which departments icould set _up theirown independent administratiVe systems The,PCs offered ah Opportunity
to_use_cheap_protessing poviat to utilize_the_ vast :resourcet :Of central
administrative data._ :PrOViding _good_facilities_for data tatetting and
downloading is_a top prittity in_the__new OAS :Information Center_._ __ASIquery has :emerged At our_ preferred tool to telett data_from_large
hierarchical_databates,__More_recently TEMPUSLINR hat been identified asthe_ best idownlciedupload tool for our heterogeneous population ofhardware and connections.

The combination of_the recently installed TOPSECRET_ Security stiftWate,Which requires___User IDs ahd profiles for_each individual emplOyee, and
the OAS_developed Access Ctintreil: Facility allow OAS to distribute accessto sensitive information, With a high degree of cOnfidende in itssecurity.

Networks

In_July 1984._the_University of Michigan Regents_awarded a 31.7 milliondollar contract to Centel Businett Systems for equipping and inttalling aUniversitywide telecommunication system._ The system architectureincludes a Northern Telecom DMS/SL-100 switch and 27,000 voice and_data
lines. Capability for simultaneous digital data transmission at speedsup to 19.2 kbt is provided at each desk and retidence haIl room via adual telephone jack. The system is operational on the main campus andwill be implemented on the two regional campuses next spring.

In addition to the capabilities provide:z by the new telephcommunication
system, there are many general and specialized networks on campus._ Threemajor ones are UMnet, the_ Office Systems Network and the Data SystemCenter (DSC) Network. The largest of these networks is UMnet which is apacket switched network using technology developed at the University forthe Merit Computing Network. The Office Systems_Network is a proprietarybroadband cable network from Wang Laboratories, Inc. covering 9.5 miles
and is in almost all buildings on camput The benefits of thit network
to_ University departmentS include document and daLa ansfer between_Wang
systems and Application and hardware resource sharing. The DSC networkis an IBM 3270 network with a variety of_hardware and_software componentsthat access the administrative (DSC) mainframe computer. Access may bevia either IBM 3270 compatible controllers or protocol convertert. The
protocol converters also serve as gateways into the DSC network fromUMnet.
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Data Resources

A wealth of informatiekia tUrrently_available_at the desktop for-_ute by
departments and in:the sthools and_coneges; _The Admissioha Syatem is
designed to support the_processing_of_ali University admitting Unita, to
proVide academiO departments_ needed ,information on:applibenta to their
graduate programs,__:and_T,to provide undergraduate: units_ information on
neWly _admittedEistudents; ComprehensiVe Student demographic_and_academic
data_and university,course information tan assist_anyunit=ireporting on,
tracking,: orneeding: tO totitatt atUdents and in:course7section:planhihg
activities._ Alumni and,doher information is__:avaiiable for fund7raiting
units. : Departmental fadUlty _and staffresponsible_ for Managingiand
monitoring accounts Ahd for__preparing_ financial reports: den Utilize
financial infOrMation. _There is data on :University bUildings and
Structures_accessibleiby facility managers., Individuals _responsible for
the_adthinistration of a :unit's personnel and_staff benefits_can:access
personneldata and up7to-date_ditettory information_is: available tti all
staff__ Those who tratk departmental purchases and invoices tab Utilize
purchasing inquiries.- An thline_system____for ordering froM UniVeraitY
Stores: :is also aVailable, At_present; this:vast data resourde ia_mainly
available at the-deaktop via_formatted_inquiries:. Some data _is set_ up
for :departmental_ access:and reporting with ad hoc query_tools Subsets
Of the informationare also made available fOr use_in personal computers,
thoughthe mechanisms to alloy ditedt access and subsetting are tot all
in place.

User_Support-Servicea

As a result_ of technological advances and the _ 1eratio11 of
microcomputerthe OAS organization was restructured in early 1985 to
address_the needs of the end uadr. As a_part of that reorganization, _the
Information Systems Servicea (ISS) Division was established. The goal of
ISS is to enhance and facilitate the_use of mainframe data_ by providingend users with _the necessary tools, information and knowledge needed to
access the centralized databases maintained on the mainframe.

ISS consists of_three units: Office Syttems, the Communication Assistance
Center and__the Information Center. Office Systems provides hardware and
software support for the Wang Systems on campus. The Communications
Assistance Center helps OAS uaers work with the network hardware by
providing problem analysit And resolution.

A variety of services for the user_are provided within the InformationCenter (IC). An IC hotline_ is available for end users who need an
immediate response to a data access, hardware or software question_ Inaddition to formal classes, the IC educational arena also provides online
tutorials, hardware_ and software demonstrations, customized training,
training documentation and help clinica. The IC_consuitants assist with
everything from accessing established database queries to downloading And
file transfer as well AS hardware, software and connectivity isaues.
Finally, the IC planning team assists Schools, Colleges and departments
in accessing the mainframe resources and in defining long range plans for
systems development, networks and cLunectivity.
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User__Support_ Services at: the Computing ICtiter are:addressed in four
different areas;_ education, decutentation, consulting _and____user
relations; , A Departmental ContUlting And Planning_Office, established
within the User RelatiotiA 4teiti iS Working_closely with the Information
center planners to OtoVide _the_University community with comprehensive
tyttems accessi_planning _and development in both the academic and
AdMinistrative computing arenas.

VISION

Our vision of the future is a totally_intevated networked environment
characterized as being network _centered, workstation-based, server
enhanced, and software integrated. The network will provide storage as
Well as transportation,_will provide compatibility with the multivendor
environment and _wilI_be ubiquitous. There will be at least a one to one
relationship between a_ cost-effective, multi-function workstation and
faculty/administrator/student desiring accett to the network. _Various
types_ of servers will be available for Archival, computational,
database/Iibrary access, output, Artifact production, and other
specialized functions yet to be developed. For ell these pieces to be
effective and useful, the environment must be_software integrated. The
software will have portability and present a singIe-system image to the
user. Such an environment will_ allow a user to use the hardware and
software of her choice to access a network, allowing her to send a
mettage to another user on campus or around the world with a simple "send
to John Doe" command.

Moving_toward this environment is an evolutionary process. Many _of the
components are already in place today but others do not yet exist. Our
new telecommunications project provided a totally new disL2ibution
system. A combination of tranamission media (copper wire, coaxial cable,
microwave links and fiber optic cable) _were installed to provide for
current and future needs. Many_units on campus have already installed
their own local area networks_ _Others are eager to do JO but are waiting
for guidelines _ as to compatibility requiremtats. Thousands of
workstations exist in offices, homes, residence halla and public sites.
But _not everyone who needs one hat one, nor do they all have the
connectivity necessary. SerVert exiSt in the forms of various hosts
mainframes, minicomputers, and printers scattered around campus, but
connectivity cannot be easily or cost-effectively achieved in most
cases. The diversity__and incompatibility of operating systems and
application software make information access, messaging, and file
transfer cumbersome and costly.

To achieve_ this viSiot _of- the fUture, planning is_criticai. Project
teamsihavebeen assigned:bythe_Vice Provost_to_study,iin depth, various
aspects of _the deSited _future_environment_and_to recommend directions,
deVelopment projects,_and_products_to facilitate the transition. :A :new
diviSionwithin ITD, :caned :the ,Center for Infermation Technology
Integration__(CITI), was created to help, us teseatch thisgoal _through
participation :in:joint development projects With vendors who are building
the products which will Make thia iiiSion _a _reality. Thei_University
community is an exCellent environment_for developing and:testing leading
edge technology because of_the expert faculty andistaff, the diversity of
existing technology and future needs, and the tcal6 Of expected use.
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AN ADAPTIVE MIGRATION STRATEGY

Planning=fortheIntegration of Infermation Technology

One of the challenges facing departments on campus today is to select the
proper mix of the many components_of information technology now available
to them. Departments_desire_access from a personal computer workstation
to multiple network services residing on different hosts- The
traditional administrative system user is noW interested in messaging and
conferencing systems available on the Academic mainframe _ and the
traditional academic user is noW interested in_ using appropriate
administrative data. It it important for those responsible for assisting
in departmental planning to be aware of_ the full set of resourcet
available within the Information_ Technology Division. ITD provides
centralized_ high-level consulting services to assist departments in these
planning efforts._ The three goals of this planning effort are: to make
the best_ use_ of the full set of resourcet Within ITD in assisting units
become more productive, to feed the needs of the departments back into
the system planning process for new or improved_systems and services, and
to enable collaboration among departmental efforts.

Functional responsibility for departmental planning lies within the OAS
Information Center. The planning team currently includes three staff
members from_OAS and two staff members from the Computing Center. With
over 55 combined years of experience, this group not only has expertise
in many areas themselves, but are aware of who the subject matter experts
are within ITD.

The focus: for _this _groupijn the coming year is to assist_the academic
units:and departments:plan_forthe-use-of ihfortation technology_ in the
Work?lace Improvement in the effitienty of departmental_operationsiand
the_effectiveness of management detiSions by_ incorporating _information
technology in theworkpladd: Will provide benefit not only to the uriit
but to the University et a Whele.

ThiS team provides planning_support to schools and colleges to assist
with equipment_ and software selection and purchase, network_connectivity
planning and implementation, local necwork planning, mainframe service
selection,Information planning and data Access implementation, training
needs assessment, and consultation on personnel and management issues
relating to automation. Mott Schools have established or are in the
process of implementing a computing committee with a charge to plan for
use of information technology within _the unit for instructional,
administrative, and résearct. related activities. Some of the schools are
also hiring individuals to be responsible for implementing their unit
plans. The growth of expertise in technology within the units is being
encouraged.

Promotion of Existing Services

Communications and netWork connections must be provided expeditiously to
encourage administrators to become familiar with currently available
technology and to prepare them for using future technology. We Are
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working to___provide_ _the_ optimum network :connectiona for the_ usage
desired._ _This_requires using the -current teChnolOgy in a way that will
also fit into the long-range planS.

The majority, of the _Main_ University_ administrative functions Are_now
supported by_large integrated database systems, These :_systems support
the_ main operating units_in carrying out-the bus:Lness of the University;
they are controlledj,i_stable, and secure. These :systems _also= provide a
valuabledata resource to faculty and staff_within_theischools; colleges,
andiindividual departments. WO ate endouraging_workstation access tO the
administrative :infOrMation durrently___avaiIable. Our strategy it to
emphasize direct Utilitation_of the _data resource _by the iendUSer to
support their Unit operations; management decisiont; arid strategic
planning needs.

FaCilitating Access and Delivery

Although we_have:a good_ bate ito provide users_access to :the_ data;
projects to enhance thia Student; staff, financial, :slid alumni=donor
databases _in order to: provide increased function tei departMental
administrators-_:and faCulty_are_now in progress. This i0pleMentation will
not only: benefit the user but will reduce _the huMber of onetime
information requests_ now causing e backlog with administrative
application programmers;

Efforts to _ integrate departmental databases _with institutional
information_ systems have begun. Information Center consultants provide
diskettes of class list information each term _to_ academic departments.Various data is downloaded to personal computers on request. Staff are
currently implementing file transfer software for use with IBM compatible
personal computers- And Are investigating improvementS for file transfer
to Wang systems. Endusers will have increased capability to accesscentral data for which they have been authorized. Requests for
modification of regularIy_scheduled reports to provide files suitable for
downloading have_ been received. Information collected and processed on
personal computers will also be uploaded and input into batch database
updates. _ This change necesSitates the development of appropriate and
controlled procedures within the application programming and information
center environments.

We continue to strive to_ provide a "seamless" network and application
interface for our users. Our users complain about the number of screens
they must pass_through and the number of system identifiers and passwords
they _must remember in order to utilize database transactions and
electronic _mail systems. Efforts to alleviate these nuisances While
providing adequate_control mechanisms are underway. Implementation of
Top Secret is almotit complete_ An interface between Top Secret and our
"home grown" Access control facility used to provide subsets of
institutional data has been developed. Planning for overall network
Security mechanisms have begun.

A_task force of adMitittratiVe _systems personnel has identified: our
specific requiremehta for a relational database package. OUr gosi is to
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increase the productivity :Of the AdMiniStrative application developerS,
to speed the process_of database enhanceMenta and_ modifications, and to
proVide enhanced mechanisms for end user computing;

Providing Functions via Networks

Completion of the primary database systems must still occur. The
development of an academic record system and a new Student accounting
system are needed and underway. Fund raising activitieS ere now carried
out in the schools and colleges and the demand for gift dollars has never
been greater. The existing alumni and development_system does_not meet
the need of this decentralized environment and needs restructuring_ A
University system to support research activities and grant administration
is needed.

A system to provide electronic_preparation and routing of documents is
now being _developed. This system will allow paper forms to be replaced
with electronic forms, will route documents for obtaining authorizations,
and will provide input to various nperational systems. Thig_system will
use the network to transact the busine&s of the University. Food stores
ordering, purchase requisition proceSSing, and personnel budget
processing are but a few current paper systems that are planned for
electronic document transfer.

User Support Services

The need _for administrative user support services has never bee:.
greater. Immediate plans to enhance support to Administrative users
include: providing training support at the user's workstation to hell
and encourage use, developing improved written and online documentation
Adding to the nuMber of consultants available to assist with information
retrieval and use, increasing staffing for first-line telephone
assistance and troubleshooting, increasing emphasis on researcl and
development of mechanisms to facilitate end user computing, introdncing
an Infordetion Center User Group and associated newSletter for all
administrative end users, and activating an ITD user services project..

ISSUES

Many issues still need to be resolved. A great number of issues revol..1t:

around funding. What services in such an environment should be charge.:
back to the individual units on a usage basis? Which ServiceS should be
supported by central funds? Which services merely subsidized?How does
the University support such a massive move to new, _expensive technology?
PerSonnel resources are required ass_ the space to house these
resources. _Support from a top administration vitally concerned with
academic excellence, continuation of research activities and funding of
basic services is required. Coordination acroSt campus of an ever
growing number of activities and decisions is an Absolute necessity. And
above all, we must cope with and Accept the challenges offered by a
changing technology.
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LONG=RANGE STRATEGIC PLANNING IN A DECENTRALIZED
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT

William M. Gleason
Director of Resource Planning

John C. Moldovan
Director of Administrative Information Services

Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, Virginia 23284

The paper describes:the process and_experiences_associated,with
Strategit planning_in_a recently decentralized_administrative_

_

infOrMatiOn_isystems_environment_ Background information on why the
UhiVertity decentralized the,authority responsibility andi _

attoUntability for theidelivery of administrative information
terVices to_major administrative units'iS4retente& The_key fatets
of_the decentralization plan areidetCribed_intlUding_the creation of
a senior-staff pOSitionito:,7oordinate_the_planning_for

university=wide_administrative information services,-management
reporting and_decision_support_and_the development-of a:long-range :

strategit plan;___The_formulation:of,theiplan includes the development
Of_planning assumptions_,__criticaliitsues, goalsi:objettives_and

ttrategies_foradministrative:systems,:communicationsi_management
itiformationLoffice,automation and centraliCbmputing services; The
changing_role_of the computer center an4 the development of
departmental computing is also discusted.
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LONG=RANGE STRATEGICPLANNING IN A DECENTRALIZED
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS ENVIRONMENT

Setttmg the Stage for Decentralization

The hardware and software realitieSiOf the_197WS and early
1980'S hetessitated a-university administrative_computing environment
that_typically focused on a-central_gtoup:responSible:for the
planning:, development/seleCt1OniAtplementation4_operation,
maintenance and cOntrOl_Of_all_administrative,application systems.
These:unitS_generally_Oncentrated their:efforts on the:primary
adminiSttatiVe_applitation:systems_such as the financial att-Ohtihg
SysteMi: the_ttUdeht_information:system-or theipayroll Syttem. _The
"battli":Mode_e_processing_predominated and while_Mahy_talked of
integratioh_of_data and_data bases,,the few that:attempted_it found
it_to be a traumatic experience that did not deliver What they had
hoped fot.

Concurrent-with the attendance_of_the:centtal administrative
computing departMehti_Wat the_realization in the-administrative
operating Unitt that_Mahy of their information needs could be
satisfied:thtOUgh_the_use:of_the computer. T" fact; thiS
"infOthiatiOnikplosion" was fueled by the c..4uter_indOttry with
promites_e_increased productivity, better decision makingi_and_lower
cosh. Unfortunately, the-results Were more_negatiVe than_positive.
Operating:units increased their-leVels_lof:expectation_beyond what-the
macnines and programmerS were able_to deliver. The_demand-for datai
reports,:and modificatiOnt tO Systems soon far:outpaced the-ability-_
ofithe central ADP depattMent_to:meet_it.___We_had entered the_age:Of
the-"backlog".: SOme_experts_predicted:that manyiOrgatlizatiOht_had_
backlOgt Of 2-3 yeatSi_avalmost insurmountable_barriet._ BUt_teports
of_thett_batklogs_did_nothing_to appease the_appetiteiftit_Mote and
more infotMation_or changes to application_systems.___CoMpbter
tetWate_tompanies capitalized on:the Situation by touting products
that_"increase programmer productivity" and "eliminate development
backlogs".

-In-SOme_ihttances4_the_"backlpg"-was the retult Of
inadequate_itieteates_in_resourcesiavailable to the-ADP depattMent and
a_laCk_e_tontrol_over_the_ Information demands,_ While some
ihttitUtions_lid make inroads-into this_quagmirei_many_attempted to
blame_the_%ser" for the_prObleM,_ Departments_requesting:system
modifications or data repOttS__were often_forced_to,plan requests and
design reports monthS_Wadvance_.__Changes_meant-further delaySAnd
frustrations. -ThOte:requesting_changes,often had littleiCOntttil Over
the enVirOnmeht CaUsing the_change_but were often labeled:at poor
planners ahd_MAiiigers by the ADP department for nOt antitipating
these changes;

The realization that predicting_internal,and,external_
changes and_anticipating iliftitmation needs is,difficult at bett ih a
dynamic environment helped to bring the problem into focUt. The
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Ortiblem_wasn't_entirely poor planning_tit:inadequate_ADP_resources.
Ineffectivecumbersome-and_outmoded tOftWire and hardware were also
major contributors to the problem.

-The_advent_of_fourth-generation_languages and mittOtomputers
in the mid=seventies_has_done much to-put-computing in_thei_hands_of_
the-uSer, yet, ivits own way,,has-contributed tO yet_anether_era_of
riting_expettations, _The_central-ADP departMentt_haVe steadily_lost
their_control_of_the allocation_of.coMpUting retources.__These new
toftware_and_hardware tools_have:enabled_the_tomputer_literate-user-
too access institutional data. that Was_previously untouchable without
technical assistance from a prograMMer or analyst.

AnOtherinteresting_development was emerging the growth_lh.
:endUteru_computing; 1,4as-the traditional centraliZed.ADP_department

game_in_town? -Were the et000Mitiandisecurity
jUttifications for centralized ADP servites Still Viable? Are there
Other options?

ADP Oecentral4zatIon-at-Virginia Commonwealth University

--Virginia_Commonwealth University (VCU) is a- state_Supported
institutiOn-with=an enrollment_of approximately-19,500 undergraduate,
gradUatei_and_health_professions students-and 3,900-f- 'ilty_and
Staff,- The university_was,formed-in 1968threUgh t rger_of the
Medieal:College_of_Virginia,-foundei-in 1838, and the Riehmond
Preetsional Institute, founded in 1917.

Unlike most largei_research-oriented_institutions,-VCU did
not_evolve-with separate academic and_administrative computing:- ..

centers, Instead, Until_recently4 the_academic and-administratiVei
areas-shared a-single_i_central_Mhost computer, AtadeMie computing
did, howeveriAlave some_iodependence in computing_WithiteVeral
satellite_academic computing centers providing act-Ott to a
mini-computer;

Until,19M the,management Of_the tentral_computer centeri
academic_computing_and'administratiVe_data_processing was centralized
under the Computing_and_Information_Resources organization; Thit _
unit reportedito the senior__Vice president-for adminitttetion_;_ _The
central_tomputer_center,thenihad,4 staff Of_tWentp4Wei_academic
tempUting_had_twenty-one,positionsiland adMinittratiVe data
preitetting had thirty=five on its staff for a total of seventyeight.

In some respectsi_VCU_had_Operated,in a,quasi=decentralized
administrative computing_environment_since_the,mid=seventieS. The
student information_systemiand financial_aid-system were oottated and
maintained Under the_direction and_contrgl of the Univertity
Enrollment Services_unit,which:reported to:the prOvtitt_ Howevm the
Other_Major_administrative_application sySteMS thth at the financial
aecounting system and the_payroll/perSOnnel tYttems were the
responsibility of the central ADP department.
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In_1981. VCU approved alive,=year plan for administrative
data processing.- The plan included an extensive:listiOf prOjettt
thatiwere to-be initiated and completed dUring_that_five,year_span.
The,primary:thrUSt Of_the plan Wat tb_replace_most_of the_ major _

administrative applitatiOnt tyttems or make major enhancements to the
exitting systems,

Probably_the_ most critical need in 1981 was to replace the
seriously_outmoded_payroll_and personnel systems.--Both systems_were
"home-groweiand,had,undergone-extensive modificatiOnS OVer tithe.
These_systems represented significant bartiert_tOiittreased-
productivityand_imprOVed_SerViCeS at-the University._ The_decision
was-made to_buy anexiSting:ittegrated_human_resources system
"off,-the-shelf".:___The_adVantages_Were_the_reduction in development
costs.:a_fasteriMpleMentition Schedule and reduced maintenance costs
since_the_vendor would_provide_software upgrades and enhancements.
The administrative-data processing-unit was responsible for the
implementation of the acquired system.

In 1983, after more-thatia:yeat Of_falte-_starts_and_project
delays, a decision-waS:_Made tti_thift_the_responsibility for_the
implementation:Of theihUMat_tetources system_from_administrative data
processing:_to_the_adMiniStrative_unitmost_concerned-about the
projecti_the financial_operations_unit.- Staff from-the
adminiStrative_data:processing_unit-and other-administrative Unitt
(e4,._Persontel,_Plannitg,& Budget) were-assigned to thit_prOjett.
some_tempprarily-and-some-permanently. The hUMan:retaitteti_tystem
responsibility_was shifted-to-the Personnel Depattment at the
completion of the implementation.

The_human_resOUttes_system_implementation_proved_to_ be an
unqualifiedisuccess., itidemonttrated_that_the_implementation of a
majoriadmitittratiVe applitation_system_could be accwplished under
the_direttion of the_operating unit with the related Functional
responsibility; It paved the way for decentralizatict.

In-the,spring_of,1985. the_UniVettity_embarked on another
majPr-administrative appliCatiOnitytteMAMplementation._the_financial
records:system, This iMpleMentation_effort was the first_to occur
under the newly:approved_ "Plan for Decentralization of Administrative
Information Systems and Services";

The Decentralization Plan

:Decentralization and centralization_ate_hot mutually
exclusive,choices they_tan_toexittii
what functions:_and_protesset_ate_bett managed_in:a _decentralized mode
versus_those that_are_tett_managed in_a_centralizedimanner. In our
case_weihave clearly_decentralized_the_management of our
administratiVe inforMation applications systems by making theM the
responsibility of major administrative units.



While_the_management of_the administrative applications
systeffit itAecentralized4 the systems themselves:are not distribUted
Systems._ _The_primary_administrative systems-reside_and fUnttiOn Oh
the central host_computer rather than on distribUted COmpUterS
lotated and controlled in functional departments.

Essentially the planicalls_for_the_!!authority;,___
responsibility and_aCCOUntability_for_administrative_services and
related-inforMatiOn_systems"_to be_distributed to theichief
administrative officers_for the TAjor areas of-Financial OperatiOnt;
Ehritillment_Services4 Employee: Relations; FacilitieS_Managemeht;
Public_Safety and Business-Services;,Planningiand BUdgeti_and
University Advancement._ Administrativefunctions_within_academic
units such as university_librartesi deans'_ offites_and academic
central-administratiOn_were:to_also_be included under the__
administrative deCentralization umbrella. The primary objectives of
the decentralization plan are:

To improve the effectiveness of essential administrative
services;

To enhance t e management of administrative information
systems;

To encourage:the:integration of information_servicps into
each adminittrative function in the university.

The_administrative areas affected t:;,the detentralizatiOn
plan haVe the following functional resoon5ibil1ties:

DINelopment/acquisition of new or replacement application
systems;

Operational integrity and accuracy of production systems;

- Maintenance and enhancements of existing systems;

Information requests-including ad_hOt_repOrtihg; audit
inquiries and other information requests;

A:sharedirespOntibillty:with_other. administrative-areas in
the development of an administrztive services strategic plan.

The central_administrative_data processing:unit was._
ditMantled_and the_personnel,apdibudget were_distribUtediattOtt the
adffithistrative_areas assuminuthe,added ADP responsibilitiet:.
However;_the_central_computing and,communication.serVitet_Were.not
totally_decentralized.: The_ central..computer_center_retained the
responsibility for prOdUCtiOn. control .and_scheduling_;technical
consulting; technical data base management; and procurement support
for office automation.
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To_provide overall coordination of the planning_and delivery
of_university=wide administrativeinforMitiOn systems; services and
management-reporttngi_aitehide Staff potition; the director of
administrative infOrMatititiztervites; was_created; -This position
reports t0-_the:aStOtiateiVice president for planning-and-budget.
More specifitally; thit individual's primary responsibilitieS ate:

Coordination of_the development of the_university's
administrative information systems plan;

Participition_inithe_selection of administrative
applications software systems;

Pladhing_and_coordination_of the university's management
reporting and decision support systems;

Data base administration coordination;

Data administration including evaluating the quality,
integrity and use of data elements in the university's
administrative systems' data bases;

Developing policy_recommendations-for-standards_and____ _

procedures-concerning adminiStrative_information_systems,
services and related management rcpnrting activities.

A committee strUttUreiwas_established..to_suppprt-the

decentrallzed_envirohliieht._ The:fote_committee,_the_ Administrative
Information-SySteMt__AdVitdry:Committee_(AISAC),-hasirepresentation
from eachiCifithe adMinittrative_areas_affected-by the,
decentralilatift_including,the_university-librarieSi_deant'Affitet
and_tentral atideMic,administration. AISAC is chaired hy_the_____
attOtiate_Vice_president for planning-and_bUdget; _The_committee
idiiitet,the_ associate vice president fOr platitiltig_ind_budget_ and--
provides_leadership and directiOn_thithe Cohtihiling_development and
coordination of the univertity't adMihittrative information resources.

A subcommittee to AISAC was also formed to deal with the
operational and implementation issues concerning administrative
information systems, services, and management reporting. This group
is made up of technical managers from the various administrative
areas. The subcommittee is chaired by the director of administrative
informamon services who reports on subcommittee activities to AISAC.

Let'tireVieW__i few.salient,points which have been made thUs
fat_thatipertain_to_the_systems planning procesS.TheAniversity h;
a_long_history_of_planning. ,InstitutionaliptiOrities_which_include
broad_long range-goals; shorter term ObjectiVes_and. specific__
strategies have been:prepared_for_yeart In addition, the budget
process is well eStablithed and .qUite_sophisticated. Information _

systems iS alto tid Winger to plarning. As we mentioned earlier; a
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five year information systemS,Olan_Was_prepared in 1981 which
included a very ambitious- liSt Of projects;

For varibUt_reatons_progress in_implementing_the_plan Was
not progressing_l_aniacceptable rate. -As a result; tytteM
develOpment_respontibility was decentralized and_has_proVen to be a
SUCCessfulisolution for decreasing,the application_backlog. At this
pOint In time_about_half of the originalLprojects have been
implemented or are in the finalistages of iMplementation. Sinc, many
changes have occurred over the latt_teveral_years the remairinq
projects are in,need Of reVieW and re-evaluation. It shoulci_altb be
noted that the 1981 plan tonCerred itself only with applicatioh
systems.

Different Approach to Planning -i---sN-e-e-ded

Although decentralization is an effective solution ,r
solving the application backlog problem a number of factco's rPluire
careful attention.

Incompatibility;__As_each department:is proceedi-,7-,

independently_in addreSsing,their svctem development_needS_thve is a
real_danger that_the,resulting s:yste-lisicOUld_be_incoMpatible.
Undoubtedly; data created in one department_needs to flow, to other
departments_;_itiwould be advantagedUt not to:have to re=enter this
data; Perhaps even-more-important is_the ability for variouS:Sthddlt
and departments,to be,Ableitti_eiSily access and manipulate data
regardless of where the data resides.

_ 'Replication; There is-a tendency to replicate_oVerhead or
SUPport functions since_each department is accountable_for controls
andiprocedures in_developing and operating their systems. This
tendency:highlights the need for standard procedures to eliminate
dUplication of effort.

Certain functions are-central:in_ -_
nature. Perhaps-the,MOttiprominent_example of such_alUnCtitin_iS_the
administration:of_data;__ Since_a_great deal_of-the_same data_i-s -used
by various_systems_it_is_a_distinct-advantage:_to:_have a_tentral
plannIng:function_that_is responsible-fOr such_things as data-_
architecture;_elimination of dupliCatiOn4:_and_uniform_definitions.
Provisions_need_to be-made to identify these central functions and
assign clear responsibility fOr theM;

ParOthial_Vi-f*S;__ Identifying-and resolvihj ittues_that
affect more than_one dePartment_becomes-a-very difficult_task;__The
veryinature of detentralized_responsibility promotes_a parochial view
00 the:_part:of_the_functional departmentSDepartmental_managers
find:themselves ,.:_verwhelmed by the,j0b,Ofilanaging the new
information resources and are nOt_ in-dined to look for additional
tasks outside their realm of retptintibility.
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Due to_these,factorsand ,hanget itliptiOrity,_reassignment
of_personnel, and changing technolcOes it_had_become_:necessary to
prepare ainewinformationiSysteMS_plan. Agreement had also been
reached:that the plan needed_to_be ttrategic_in_nature and,could_not
be limited:t0 !iAt_applitatien Systems. Which specific tssues_to__
addressi what_planning:_tethodology to use; and who to involve in the
planning process was, however; not clear.

Identifying Critical Planning Factors

Crucial to the success of the planning process has been the
ability to understand the organizational factors which would
influence it.

_ Management style. One way to characterize our management
style and lur strdte6ic planning is to call it "pragmatic".
Executive management stays involved in all activities by setting
broad agendas and delegating specific authorities to senior
management. On the other hand, wide participation in the management
process is fostered by establishing advisory committees that Make
recommendations to senior managers up the line. The result is a
flexible, participatory type of management that can draw on all
resources of the university as needed.

DepartMental independence.- Departmental managers were
enjoying_thetr_newly_found,freedom by proceeding relatiVely _

ildependently with-their system development_effOrtt.- Since_the_same
managers_were the key to-developingia_viablei_tentral information
systems_plan it was-crucial.tbiget_theM_to participate in_the_
planning effortThey:needed_to_see_the_importance of identifying
and addressing issues that iM0e-ted on all of them.

_ Committee membership;__AISAC_members'are very_bUsyLmanaging
their_departments_and-their relatively,new data_pretetting_function.
They,have committed two hours periMOnthit0 thei_regularly scheduled__
meettngs. Any more:time-is COASideted_tdd_MUCh_of_a burden onitheir
schedule,iiIn_additiOn,ithere it tOme_Untertainty_as_to_the role of
the Operations SUbComMittee..____Oh_one.hand, AISAC wants the:
Subcommittee to ihitiate_recommendations, on_ the-otherihand the
SubcommitteeAsiltioking_to AISAC_for_more---direction. _As we:gain more
experienceithe_interaction between-the committees_is improving and
more.time is spent on substantive issues rather than Oh pi-ocedural
nEtters;

r.suiljacli
Plan:outlihe_. Contiderable research was done_to find a

planningi_model:whith Could be adapted_to_meet our:needs. _knumber of
CAUSEipublications_were _ordered_and reviewed.- The content and
organization of aur_plan,were_based on those documents and_the.
University of Miami's plan which they were kind enough to share with
us.
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Mg/hDlology.With a planning outline_in place_we neoded tO
decide on a planningMethodology. Thej :__seminar "Long Range
InformationiSyStems_Planning" helped:put the-various-fOrMal planning
techniques_intti_pertpective._ BSP (Business Systems=Plahning)_ind
Nolan's__Stages of_Growth-methodologies-were_rejected:oh the_basis
that_they_were too lengthy and too COstly_i,=CSF (Critical Success
Factors)_was rejected-because it it_tbil_quick and would not yield
enough details to lead into action plans.

The methodology we-chve based_on the,planning procest
the universtty utet tO:develop .OF Statement:of Institutional :

Priorities frOM_Whith_the_unive .!ty establishes its goaltAtid

objectivesThe:process_consts,of,identifying-broad_ittUet_and
planning AtSumptions -aseiinto goalsi(5=6 year planning
horizon) and_objectives (2=4 year planning:horizon)i_eid_then defines
specific strategies (1=2 year plzInning horizon) to achieve those
goals and objectives.

-iAlthOugh_developinc7 tha plan is the
responsibility_Of. the Planning and_Bu4get_ticr: plann.:ng-
activitiet_need_td invelVe all those affected-by thii.plan. _Sihte_the
AISAC_members_repretentAll_administrative activsithey Are_the
logical:_choite for doing_the planningifor adminiStratiVe SyStems.
Although_there_has_been fair representation:on AISAC _we are___
investigating having more direCt representation by the Library and
the Provost's Office.

a

ProgreSS,had_beem quite satisfacAory lur the:Nett _Si*
months of_thit_ekerCise.__We_had-brought the seniot:staff_member_on
boardi_the__COMMittees were_startingito meet_regularlyiAnd_we started
the_planning process. _We had selected_a:planning_mathodology, a-plan
outlineiAnd-theipersons who were_to_participate in developing:the
plan._ _WithAll the toOlS in plate_We_were_ready_to roll. He had:
started to pick up-Momentum and anticipated-to continue to -(16 SO b-t
instead txperiented a ndMber of dramatic delays.

= Other to. &Wes._ Administrative departmente_forging,
ahead with_plans to_improve their SyStems. =As a_result a number of
major system_nrocurement reqUeStt-Were waiting to_be_reviewed by
AISAC_.__We diicovered that We needed_a process that-insured-
compatibilitybetween_the SyttOms_ahd_involved-the AISAC-and the
Operations-SUbCOMMittet. __Consequently, great_deal-Of tiMe_ahd
effort_went'int0 developing_procurement review_proceduret for_
administratiVe SyStems and the reviews of the procurement requests
themselves;

Conflicting schedules-. OUO-tO__the_normal burdens,of-
departmentalimanagement and the-Additional systems responsibilitiet
AISAC_members' sChedUlet WereAlready overburdened. It became cleat
that-in order tO Make fatter:progress more time needed tO be:_deVoted
to the planning prOteSS. This presented a real dilemma to the
members.
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Beeds assessment. Needs for system development work had in
the past beer expressed to the central data processing staff. After
decentralization the major administrative departments provided for
their own needs. However, their are a number of administrative
functions,_ such as the Provost's Office and the Dean's Offices, that
cannot afford their own data processing staffs and still need
support. At this point these offices do not know who to call on for
support and AISAC has not yet resolved how to deal with this issue.

Varied expertise. Degree of familiarity With and_interest
in technical issues varies a great deal among committee Members.
Time is required to acquaint members With current technology and
related issues. To convince some members that their participation in
the planning process is really important is sometimes difficult.

apt44ting the Process

Despite_the problemsiwe stillifelt that the_planning__
Approach was souncL We,had been strivingifor aifeW Short,_highly
productive_planning sessions with the AISAC Meither-s_that_would_yield
the major_thrust-of_the plan. It betaMe_tleat tO d-s_that_the reason
for_our_lim&ted success was that the AISAC leaderShip conducted the
sessions. We needed_the services of a fiCilitator who was not part
of the planning group.

After_interviewing a umber of consultants we Weed that
the_person_we_needed_had_to be,temillar with our enVitOntent. We
Were:very fortunate to_find_a member of tlr aCadeffilt adminstration
Who is an expert in-group dynamics and
The committee-agreed to-a series_ofLthree_half-day_planning sessions,
moderated by the facilitatori_that_ftilloWed_the outlineof the plan.
Each session was_preceded:_by a separate meeting during which
background materiat for the upcoming planning session was to be
provided.

Using a facilitator from within the university has been very
successful. Everybody's focus suddenly shifted from within the group
to the outsider, the result of which was more freedom of expression
and increased participation. All of this was enhanced by the
facilitator's skills.

The-Final Product

Only after extensive discussions d d the rollowing
objectives of the plan become clAar:

The plan must help the University achieve its mission. To
that end the plan needs to be strategic in nature and based
on the institutional goals and objectives.

The plan must lead to specific actionS._ Consequently, a
pr gmatic approach was needed and the gap becween the
conceptual foundation and the actual project plans had to be
bridged.



Needs must drive the use of technology. New technology
should not be used unless it is clear that it will address
specific needs and the costs are justified.

Guided by these objectives and considering a number of
existing models resulted in the following outline of the plan:

I. Introduction. This section describes our past planning
activities and the sponsorship and objectives of the current plan.

_Broad statements about the
objectives of the plan_are:made in thi!!1 section and create the batit
foundation for theimaterial_that_follows.- (e.g.-Access_tO
informationi including the_converting of data into:inforMation, will
becOMe_the central focus in administrative information Systems
planning.)

_ III. Issues. These_art_ekpressions_of what-the planning
Floq,considers-to be the-MOtt itportant_administrative systems--
topics that-need to be addretted.__He identified end user COmpUting,
Interconnectivityiand tentralization_vs-decentralizatiO0 at:the
major issues_and elaborated on each one by,providing a destription
and a discussion of Various aspects of eactL

IV Goals. The stage is now set fOr_closing the_gapibetween
the conceptual and_the:actual by USing_the_backeround_in_the previous
Sections to_develpp specific_gbalt in all areas of information

,

systems; _For that purpose thti broad area of information systems wat
divided into:

Applicationt, Systems_ Communications
Information_Management Securitti
Departmental__Computinq Organization
Central Computing

V. Strategtes-. With_tiatibaCkground=we are,now inia
position,to_examine_current_tethnology_to,decide on alternatiVe
solutions to,improve_dUr_CUttent_environment.: We are_conttahtly_
asking

ourselves_where_We_iint_tcybe,withinitheinextiseveral years
and:what technologies_we want_to employ duringithat,time period. As
in the_previous_section, the-approach:is Organized_by_d-eVeloping
Strategies_for_applications-systemsj infOrMation_management_
departmental_computing, central cOmpUting_i_communications, securityi
and_organization._,In additioni eath set of strategies is preceded by
a_description of the CUrrent environment to insure a common
understanding of our ttarting

Approved

Consensus for the plan by all AISAC members is the primary
requisite for obtaining executive management's support. In order to
arrive at consensus varying points of view need to be discussed and
reconciled. Presumably, the members are in the best positioo to make

twwwwWmwets Pl
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recommendations_in-this area-and through_thit protess are given
ultimate freedomhin makiog choices. It also fi-ees up executive
manwme;lt to address higherAeveliagenda_items by reviewing
recommendations which have the full support of the AISAC.

iiThe final step in the approval process will be a Wide
circUlation of_the plan to all:major University adMinittraterS for
COMmentsi incorporation of those comments and:subMittiOn Of the plan
tei the President's Council for formal approval;
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PULSE: AN "OFF=THE-SHELF" DECISION
SUPPORT SYSTEM AT DICKINSON COLLEGE

RONALD E DOERNBACH

DICKINSON COLLEGE
CARLISLE

PENNSYLVANIA

PULSE is the nickname givem_to_ Dickinson's on-line .
executive leVel information_ system. Authorized Staff
are presented with data_ screens on their terminals
organized by broad subject area. Readers receive new
Screens when they_ read their electronic mail and may
retrieve ADM screens from on-line files. Readers may
also communicate to reporting offices_ and request
clarification or further information while logged on to
the screen in question. The_system was designed to -age
existing electronic maii commands and required no
additional expenditures for staff, hardWare, or
software.
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Background and_ Project Origin

Dickinson College is a small, private, independenti highly

selective liberal arts college located in Carlisle,

Pennsylvania. When founded in 1773, the College was conceived

as institution primarily for the preparation of scholars,

lawyers and clergy. Today, its 167 faculty prepare some 2,000

students in over thirty different academie disciplines ranging

from the classics to computer science. The College's 20% growth

enrollment over the past decade has made management by its

forty-six administrators increasir4ly more complex and

technologically more sophisticated; Administrative computing

began in 1966. In 19740 the College installed its first

time-sharing computer, a DEC PDP 11/34 and simultaneously

delivered computing power to virtually all administrative

offices. By 1977; the College developed its own electronic mail

System called DREAMS which is still in use today. In 1986,

academic year, the College's computer center Vas proViding

computing service ro the entire College community from two

networked mainframe systems - a DEC PDP 11/84 for the

administration and a VAX 8600 for academie users. Oh the

administrative side, all administrators have either a erwinal

or a microcomputer on their desks. The major applications are

Word Processing, data base inquiry, and electronic mall; Ih the

latter area; use of electronic mail has become more important

than the telephone for on-campus communications. Most

administrators access their mail account several times a day to

receive or send messages.



Detpite this relatively high level Of COMputer literacy and

usage, senior administrators often to:Olaf:bed that more time was

spent sorting through data to ascertain the facts than was spent

making decisions. Most important issues we;ii 'A-dressed With A

totbination of previously prepared rodtihe reports, ad hoc

papers and last minute verbal updatea. The mix of information

sources used usually meant that no senior officer had the same

information base as another on any given issue.

Objectives

It Was in July of 1985, and in the context of the situation

de-scribed above, that the President add Sehieir Staff asked for a

solution to the information problem; The objectives were

broadly Outlined and inciuded: a confidential exetutive level

information base, timely updating, diStribdtion to a limited

group (see Fig; 1), and simultaneous delivery of important

changes; Irbnicallyi given our familarity with the computer and

eledtronic mail communications, the sogpated delivery system

was a loose-leaf fact bribk Whith Would have required frequent

and annoying maintenance.

PULSE Desfgn, Desmioloment-, lutd Testing

The job of creating an executive information system

inVOlVed two principal tasks: identifying what infOrmation is

really "executive 11 in nature and detertiioiog how best to deliver

it. The Office Of Institutional Research was given the task of

-2-
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surveying the adMinistration on the most crucial information

needs. Consultations with the senior officers revealed that

their reeds could be categorited intd six areas of interest:

Enrollment, Admissions, Development, Finance, Resources, and a

Ne4a/Facts "carch-ail" category; To trim down all the data

these areas could encompass, each Offide with responsibility in

these areas VAS aaked to provide what information they thought

was basid to describe their area and what they considered

important to monitor; The ground rtilS Viére Simple; the

information that they thought to be vital had to be captured on

one page. Althodgh initially incredulous at the prospect that

their operation could be monitored on one page of ihforiaationo

most reporting offices finally acknowledged that their principal

vital sighs could be tracked with only a handful of statistics;

Reaction from the senior staff and President to proposals for

the information models had the effedt of summarizing many

separate data itedis even further and indicated the need for an

ektehded, though somewhat different, distribution fur each area

of information;

After three mohthS of deterWining needs, attention shifted

to the beat Means for information delivery; A larger and more

complex routing was now evident (see Fig; and it vas clear

that many administrators would &it receive the reports for all

areas. Thid fadt, döMbihed with a much more limited information

base, inspired us to look at the computer screen as a solution

to the problem. Enthusiasm was tempered after a month long
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search failed to reveal any information system package§ that
:-

were affordable ih terms of either software expeti3Oe or impact on

the computer system's resources; A brief inquiry to our own

highly competent computer staff found them challenged by the

task but already overektended on current projects. Looking at

what software WAS already available or "Off-th0=Shelf" revealed

only DECWORD, DEC's word processing software; and DREAMS,

Dickinson's own eletttoni6 mail software; DEOWORD had the

composition, fotthati and screen scrolling feathres but lacked

extensive communication capabilitieS. DREAMS had extensive

communication powers but virtually no screen compoSition or

display featUres; The other major drawback te DREAMS was its

lack of backward screer Fling Which precluded the sending of

two or more related Size pages of Information tb pretent

one report; This VAS An important hindrance betaiige A Computer

screen holds 2,000 characters of information cn an rA0 column by

25 row matrix whereas a typeWritten 8 112" X 11" page permits

upwards of 3;600 tharatters depending on font and Spacing.

Graph paper laid out to identical dimensions of the computer

Screen characters indicated the need for more data paring and

extensive use of abbreViations; After several drafta; the

Enrollment Data SCreen (see Fig; 3) was ready for Composition

And uploading; For the tedious task of composing a data screen

format; DECWORD was the way Solution for offices with only CRT

terminal equipment. For offices with MitrOCOmputers;

spreadsheet software enabled not only quicker formating but

-4-
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provided an Opportunity for the incorporation Of formulas which

would adttiMatically recalculate assOciated data.

Though by no means an elegant means to coMpOse a data

screen; both approaches were tested; documented; and diJtributed

by the Office of Institutional Readdr-ch to aIl reporting

offiCea. The Enrollment Data SCredii was the first screed tti be

ready and was sent via electronic mail on MarCh 14, 1986. A

standard tail system diagnostic on that date revealed that all

PULSE readers had read the scree0, Within two hours with no

special advance warning of its delivery. Subsequent diagnostics

have revealed that a data screen is read by the authorized

readership witl-n an average of tWO hodrs and fifteen minutes

after transmission; It is now standard practice to release a

new data screen At the end of the business day 4nd readers have

come to dkpect this timing.

Accompanying the first data screen and all Subsequent

screens is a tWO page users "manual". The first ridge is always

listing of the most commonly used Mail commands and an

explanation of their effect. The second page is an explanation

of the data screen being Viewed. It is prepared as a

reproduction of the screen with the borders containing

expansiOnii of the abbreviations aaedi data definitions; and an

expected reporting frequency.

Documentatibh for reporting offices tun be a

major eft-Ott while that performed for teS

ReAder6 had seen hard copy drafts of the screens ;_tny times

-5-



that they were complet.ly familar with the iodation and

interpretation of the information. Since all PULSE screen

commands are identical to normal Mail commands; the usually

important aspect of training on a new system was literally a non

event.

_PULSE in Practice

Perhaps the most telling tribute tO the PULSE system's

success is the fact that the offiderS who report out the data

screens have stopped receiving phone calls on any items coveted

by the data screens. This was certainly &it the CASO when hard

clpy reports were issued on the Sathe areas Of information.

Another interesting observation has been that prior to PULSE

streenso Most errors were caught by the reporting office before

theY were discovered by readers; now just the opposite is true.

Users report that they often converse with the sender about

informatiOn oh the screens Via the action line at the bottOM of

dadh Sdreen. Often questions raised aro of h general

interest that the reporting officer copies the que5Lion and his

response back to the entire readership; Readers report that

they did not have the time to engage in this kind of dialog when

hard copy reports would have necessitated phone calls or in

person meetings;

PULSE commands allow the eaCiei tO respond to a data Screen

in Many ways. A data screen can be replied to With a request

for more information from the sender. A screen often generates

=6-7-
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the deaird for A "party-line" conversatic:n between one recipient

and one or more or aII readers; The entire authorized

readership can be addressed by cne password. Screens can be

Cdpied te an on-line history file reserved for that particular

screen type with a maximum of seven keystrokesi aetrieval of

the latest or an older screen takes as little effort. Sertig

tan be alSO printed Off for use n conference room environments.

Occasionally, a screen shoulc be sent to a reader who is not

normally on the regular distributio list; The priviledge to

forward a t enior staff.creen is limited to the President al

At certain times of the year, some offices may issue new

screens as often as one per day. To quickly 'dentify for the

reader what has changed without the need to do a tedious acreen

to acreen comparison, the use of an arrow (>) symbol in front of

a new data element was incorporated as a feature of all screen

formats. In addition, certain changes in need of special

ekplahatiOn are accommodated by the use of a "remarks" block at

the bottom of each screen.

_Preliminary Evaluation

With wily t6ti months of experiencei it would be premature

to State that PULSE screens have an assured place in our

decision me!et.zig process. Currently, the4 do represent a

substantial improvement over our old ways of communicating

infOrMation. The use of electronic maili though embraced as a

last resort initially, has had an advantage no other commercial

information system contained - the positive delivery of new

-7-
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information every time the user reads his mail account. ThfL

attribute alone has been so effectve that we woUld incorporat

it into any new major revision Of the system.

Another unexpected honus was the electronic mail SyStem's

inherent capability to permit PULSE access twenty-four hours a

day whether at work or at home ard even while traveling away

from campus via the use :if laptop computers with Oh board

modems. The Ability to access the latest infOrMation after

normal working hours and anywhete there ia a telephone is a

popular feature.

Two of the Major drawbacks of our current tyatem have

already been alluded to: lack of multiple page reports and

the somewha: awkward updatifig Otocess. Arnther drawback is the

use of the (>) to flag changes. A ter way would be to

highlight or 'bold" ,:hanged items. Nice J ha alSO Wodld be a

graphics capability d a menu driv-0) approadh to scen access.

Plans for the Suture

-The three sdreehs now on-line, Admissions, Enrollment, and

Development, are soon to be supplemented by three more -

?inance, Resources, and a NeSs/Pacts Screen. If these screens

are evaluate aS aiieditfuli it is likely that we will tUrn our

attention to the development of a menu driVen on-line

institutional fact book with coMpletely open access to the

entire campus community. Such a system would be much more

detailed atd totprehensive than the current PULSE Screens but

Would be updated only on a semi-annual basis.

=8=
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Date Sharing Among Campuses: SUCC3S and ProsTvJc s

Daniel A. Updegrove
Vice President

EDUCOM

and

ThomasiJ. Abdella
_Assistant to the Director

Office of Budget and Finaacial Management
Wëllesloy Cellege

with_the assistance of
John_k.Dunn,_ Jr.

Vice Planning, Planning
Unjversity

ABSTRACT

In_the_absence of absolute measures of inatitUtienal healthi_colleges_
and_universities often compare themr:11Ve3 With peer institutions, using
h4storical tread data and ratio anala. One promising approach to peer
group data sharing:is the Tufts4DIXA Data Sharing_Project, which now
support:1 bVer 50 liberal arts_colIeges_and 17,private research
ind.;.V-r*',;ties.__More than a_rae_data bank on finances, enrtalinentso
fitdult:ri librariesi_and_computing,_the Project includes:
carefullyconstructed data profiles, builtin r ic Ahalybesi and
semi,annual meetings to discuss policy itplidatiOnsi new data comparison
areas, and system developments.

This paper will_provide aroverviewiof the Project as well as case
hietories. Implications for other peer group efforts will also be
explored.
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Data Sharing Among -ampuseL.. SUccess and Prospects

How healthy is your college or university? You know the budget is

bala -iroliment is declining slowly, the capital campaign seems to

be ot ,e1 students like the new online library catal,-,g, and your

athletic program has avoided scandal for five consecutive years -- but

there don't secm to be any absolute indicators of institutional health.

Thus, you are led to comparisons with peer colleges or universities,

using data collected through telephone surveys and discussions around a

bar at the annual conference. Isn't there a better way?

Experience with the Tufts - EDUCOM Data Sharing Project (originally

EDUCOM's Higner Education Data Sharing Project, FEEDS) indicates that

there is a better way, which (not surprisingly) .;es computers. Both the

data sharing 7;roces8 and applicatic.ns tO ins-::tUtional research and

planning will be surveyed in this pA3e1-.

The Process of Data Sharing

The Project is now five years old, and enrolls eightsen universities and

fifty colleges as members (Appendix A). Itl purpose is to support

college and university planning and management by facilitating

self-assessment and comparisons with peers, using complterized

data-handling and analysis techniques. Nov fully supported by membership

dues, the Project received three start-up grants from Exxon

Education Foundation, and software support from Lotus Development

Corporation;

At heart, the project is a shared institutional database. Each school

supplies its own data, generally in the form of copies of national

surver5 (e.g., HEGIS and IPEDS). The staff at Tufts !,>:ates the data

from all members and produces reports t1.-ato in addil-on

recapitulating the data, produce a wide variety of trend indicators,

ratios, percentages, and graphics of key items. Using a set of national

2182
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economic, demographic, and higher education data, the figures for

individual institutions and the group as a whole bah be related to the

brdader context: financial figures are deflated by Higher EdUcation

Price Indices, admissions data tracked as percentages of state high

school graduates; and salaries seen in relation to national averages.

The database iS intentionally broad. Members contribute data on

finances; fund-raising, enrollments, &dud-del:mid, student charges and

financial aid, libraries and computing resources, filCU14 numbers and

Salariea. Sponsored research, facilities; and personnel.

The Project asks for a minimum of added data OtilleotiOn effort from the

members, taking advantage of existing silry effortS vhereVer possible.

only Where good survey don't exist (e.g., degree-completion rateS), or

where a few additional data elements are needed to complete an

understanding; are project-specific ETIUrVeyd Undertaken. The added value

,:f" the Project comes in a number of ways. Survey results- aro &vailable

more quickly than from the national source. The reports emphasize

insight, not data, through extensive use o cs, ratios, and

indicators. The breadth of the datablee nrrwit: Julci-ditensional

studis and comparisons. A monthly r rter facilitates communication

on relevan isslIen. Finally, part Meet at least twice yearly to

reView and discuss results, and to share probifts or Opportunities they

endoUnter on their individual campuses.

But what about problems of cmparability and acCUrady? NO two

institutions are truly alike; and there are inconsistencieS in

reporting, even with careful data element descriptions. To minimize

problems, each survey goes through a tWo=round iroduction cycle. The

first is a ,luick hard-copy feedback of reported data, ratioti, and

graphiOS, to be reviewed by the contributing insttutions for accUracy.

After any oorreotions and/or added analyses, a final report is produced

both in hard copy and on diskette._The adVaiitage of the diskette output,

Oich ..Iscs Lotus 1-2-3 formet, is that planner and tanagers can

construtt their own peer groups, conduct special analyses; and produce

their own graphics;

183
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App3ications

The first question that arises in "peer group" data sharing is, which
_

institutions form the relevant peer group? Although thera are many

familiar peer groups; such as the Big Ten (but Northwestern is private)

and the Ivy League (but Cornell is part state-supp(rted) and a gro!.ing

number of less familiar ones (like "..e Dirty Dozen" and "The Sit

Pack"); many analysts would argue that the definition of the peer group

changes with the problem being ftddressed. That ia., for a study of

student financial aid, Wcilsley College might be interested in policies

at MIT; whereas it would probably not include MIT in a study of campus

cmputing expenditures.

One approach to defining a relevant peer group is shown in Appendix B.

Ih this graph enrollment is plotted against expenditures per student

(educational and General expenditures plus mandatoy tranafers), whicL

indicates other institutions that are of a similar size and wealth.

(Campuses are coded here to maintain the confi-entiality of the data;)

A related mesure; especially relevs for pe.Nate institutions is shown

in Appet-jiX C, whereih ehrbllmeht i3 g:aphed agrinst endowment market

value per student; Thus wie of the fLrt payoffs Of data Sharing is

gaining a better definition of an institution's peer group; Then; what?

The distinction among operational; tactical, an:' strategi0 decisions is

4 crude but useful one. Within an institution, operational decisions are

ihada on a daily basis and involve routine activities. They require

information systems with a high devee of specificity, timeliness and

accuracyi The bursar must know at any point in time who has paid tuition

and how much. Tactical decisions are more complex They tend to require

more aggregated information; are more apt t4 have a future orientation,

and often require data from outside the institution. The chief business

officer's selection of a different mix of tuition pyment plans Would be

an exr,ple.

4
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Finally, strategic decisions are infrequent and impre- i : ve

longer=rahga policy, and are often based 06 itprebSiOn6 :'z,(r.,'7 than nara

data because relevaht data cannot be gathered. These deci8i::: uSUally

require moz2 undel'standing of the context in *fhich the inatitutiOn i8

operating than of specific data from withih it. The President's tuition

r.cing and financial aid strategy, for instance; ib related to the

mission of the inStitutioni to the competitive marketplace, to

judgements about tradeoffs between incre:Ised charges and prograth

itprOVOMents; and the like. It is in the area of Strategic and tactical

decisionq that COMparative data can be most useful, by prOViding clearer

understanding of the Context in which the institution is operating.

Examples may be helpful. Wesleyan University in Connectieut has

described itself for a number of years as a "little university," and has

worked to develop a selected numl)er of restarch and graduate educatiOn
programS. While administrators had known lot Sot-0 time that their

tuition pricing pladed them a bit above most selective priVete Colleges

and a bit below the leading private research universities, they were

reasSUred t6 see from an analysis of expenditure patterns that their

sprmsored research actiVity fell in the same area.

At Tlftd UniVersity, a great deal of effOrt hab gone into fund-raising

in the last SeVeral years, culminating in the recent SUCCeSSful

conclusion of a major capital campaign. Using both national COMMittee

for Financial Aid to Education (CFAE) data and information frol the

TUftd = EDUCOM Data Sharing Project institutiOna, the planning office

has carefully tracked annual performance on a variety Of indicators. At

the operational level -- e.g., for soliciting specific prospecta == this

information is anhe'4ful; In budget planning tactical procena), they

have learned that it costs a good deal more per dbllar reibed than most

successful competitors, and have begua to focus expenditures iiibr6

carefully. At the strategic level, however, given the magnitude of

suppOrt and the budget leverage being won by peer tnatitUtions, it is

clear to Tufts that cOntinhed aggressive fund-raising; even at

substantial expense, is essential.
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Several features of this applidation should be noted; First; operational

data on gifts or expenses for one inYitution, when shared with or

compared with similar data from others, yield ilaefUl inaighta for

tactical and strategic planning. Second, indicators are much more USeful

than rali numbers. Percent of alumni/ae contributing, ratio of support

from individuals to support from organizationS, proportion of support

froth elUtni/er. Nrersus from unrelated individuals), relative dependence

on large gifts, and ratio of expenditUres or pera6nnel to IuAraising

results in each area -- these and similar ratios 166ked at over time are

tOre Meaningful than the raw data on which they are based. Third,

despite the presence of a fairly comprehensive and extremely helpful

national survey, collaboration among A groUp of similar aniversities to

exchange additional data agreed on collectively was eaSentiel to the

Ubefulness of the outcome.

For further information

The project staff at Tufts Consists of John A. Dunn, Jr;, Jennifer

Mauldin; Audrey Adam, and Kate Hill. They Work under t1:: gula=nc of a

project advisory committee consisting of nine repr8entatiVeai four each

elected by the university and college members; as well 48 Daniel A.

Updegrove of EDUCOM.

Metbership in the Project is by consent of the present tetbera.

Interestetl selective private -olleges and universities are invited to

inquire. In addition; the Project Staff WOUld be interested in talking

t6 and possibly providing support f-r persons fr)m other types Of

institutiOn::: (e.g., technologically oriented universities; public

universities) who are considering fOrMing peer groups. Contact should be

with John A. Dunn,Jr., Vice Prent for 'Iannit,g, Tufta Univesity,

Medford MA 02155. Telephone 617-38 -3274.
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Appendix A

Peer Groups participating in
Tuft-6 EDUCOM Data Sharing Project

Private Research Universities

Brandeis Universiy_
Carnegie Me31on Univorsity
Cornell,University
Duke University

Emory University_
Georgetown Uriversity
Lehigh University
Mercer Unive-sity

Allegheny Ct,ilege
Amherst Col ;e

12.17nsrd_Col._:ge

B.:wd)in College
-Lryn_ Mawr College

Bucknell University

Carleton College
Claremont McKenna College
Clark University
Colgate University
College of Wooster
Colorado College
Connecticut

University Of Miami
New York UniVereity
UniVerSity of Pennsylvania
University of Rochester

Southern Methodist UftiVerSity
Tufs Univereity
TUittii6 Univerbiti' _

Vanderbilt University

WaShingt-on University

Liberal Arts Colleges

Davidson Coll-we
Didkinsoa_College
Franklin and Marshall ColIege
Gettysburg College
Grinnell College
Hamilton:College
HaverfOrd College
Harvey Mudd College

Kalamazon College
Kenyon College_
Lafayette College

Lewrence_College
Lewis and Clark University
Macalester College
Middlebury College
Mina College _

Mount Holyoke College
Mnhlenberg College

Oberlin College
FomonaCollege
Reed College
St. John'S_College
Scripps College
Smith College
Sirarthmore College

Trinity College,

Trinity University
Union College
UniVeraity of the South
Urainus College _

Wellesley College
WesIi..yan College

Iheaton College

Williams College
Wittenberg .College
College of Wooster
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PLANNING WITH TECHNOLOGY - LRISP III ON TIME WITHIN PHASE AND BUDGET
Paul Costello

M. Lewis Temares
University of Miami

Coral Gables
Florida

University of Miami is midway through its seven year Long Range
Information Systems Plan (LRISP). LRISP has spawned a cycle of
planning and implementation efforts, as well as annual updates to
the Board of Trustees. These planning efforts have been
especially challenging. This paper discusses ongoing planning
efforts and how technology. in the form of personal computers,
word processing ana spreadsheet_software, and networking have been
utilized. The LRISP implementation began in January 1984 with a
total project cos,: estimate of $13.68 million. Thiswas1 revised
to $15.2 million in fall 1984. Since then, the plan has been
updated twice (fall 1985 and fall 1986).
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INTRODUCTION

The Universitv of Miami, a private, independent, nonsectarian university
was chartered in 1925 as a nonprofit institution_ of learning, whose policies
are _established by a self-perpetuating Board of Trustees. The University
serves approximately 15,000 credit and non-credit students each year. The
Information Resources organization supplies information systems,
telecommunications, planning, and institutional research services as needed by
the university to support its institutional objectives.

In 1983, the information systems organization was so burdened with
maintaining old, poorly documented, hatch systems, it could not make
sufficient headway towards new systems implementation. Clamoring for new
systems was relentless but, the ability to deliver was constrained. In an
unorthodox move, the University suspended all new systems development
activities for four months, in order to put together a Long Range Information
Systems Plan (LRISP). Two teams were formed; one team_of senior nersonnel_was
assigned to develop the plan, while another team was devoted to reducing
backlogged maintenance work. In a period of four months, a plan consisting of
approximately 250 pages and containing six major strategies for the future of
information systems at the University of Miami was approved by the Board of
Trustees.

IMPLEMENTATION TO DATE

This year marks the midpoint of this planes implementation. During the
last year, the overall LRISP implementation time table has been reduced by
seven months and for the third consecutive year estimated total LRISP project
implementation costs continue at $15.2 million. This ambitious project
presented the following major challenges during the past year: continuing to
control implementation costs, overcoming the experience curve for new software
development tools, working within the dynamics of the organization and,
limiting_ employee turnover. These required considerable adaptability
affecting the University community as well as the information systems
department.

There were many notable achievements during the year. Two major database
application systems were implemented (Accounts Receivable and _Student
Records). Projects were combined, in consultation with project_sponsors,
resulting_in an estimated one-half year reduction of the seven year plan. The
Project Definition and Planning (PDP) phase was completed for two projects
fHuman Resources and Purchasing/Accounts Payable). Completion of the
Preliminary Systems Design (PSD) phase for these two projects is expected by
the end of December. A reorganization was effected, combining database and
applications development staffs, under one directot% An IBM 3081 was
installed, providing sufficient computing capacity to meet projected needs for
the next 24 months. Last, but not least, we began a major systems conversion
from our UNIVAC 1100/82 to the IBM 3081 in anticipation of a May 30, 1988
departure of the UNIVAC computer.

This year the two projects successfully completed, Student Records (late)
and Accounts Receivable (on-time), were delivered in time to be used for the
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Fall, 1986 semester. lhese important new applications have not only put
information at the fingertips of the University's knowledge workers but, they
constitute the initial integration of database information for virtually all
subsequent applications such as Enrollment Management. Additionally, the
purchaie of software packages is allowing us to aggregate planned projects in
a more functional manner. This results in a planned reduction of one-half
year of implementation time from the plan's horizon. Attachment A shows an
implementation overview of project activity.

With implementation of foundation systems, overcoming the learning curve
and reorganization, our momentum is increasing. During calendar 1987, we
intend to implement Recruitment/Admissions, Development/University Relations,
the Housing portion of Enrollment Management, and step I (convert to on-line)
of Financial Reporting.

Microcomputer usage continues to grow. Training users involved in
systems installation_ includes courses in WordPerfect (a microcomputer
wordprocessing_package), Lotus 1-2-3 (a microcomputer spreadsheet package) and
dBase III (a microcomputer database package). These classes are assisting us
and the Univetsity community become more proficient in the use of computers.

Implementation of Phase Ont of the academic and administrative hardware
plan approved by the Board (in March 1986) has been completed. We expect a
continued increase in demand for hardware resources because of new LRISP
application installations, end-user computing, and widening access to the
central facility environment. Hardware upgrades to central facility
resources, as anticipated in our Hardware Plan, are_ Scheduled with the
installation of additional disk drivet (December, 1986), additional tape
drives (June, 1987) and upgrading of disk drives (June, 1989). Funds for
these upgrades have been allocated.

_ New tools_have been acquired in order to monitor and gather pertinent
hardware and software performance data. These tools enhance our ability to
tune systems effectively.

LRISP pointed out the necetsity for implementing certain Local Area
Networking (LAN) strategies_for inter and intra-campus data communications.
While not as a part of, nor funded by LRISP, it is important to note our Coral
Gables (main) _Campus LAN (UNET) is now a reality. A backbone connecting all
Coral Gablei CiMpus buildings has been installed and is presently available
for student, academic, and administrative use. This network enables wider
access to our IBM, UNIVAC, Digital and AT&T hott computers. In addition,
intra-building networks are being evaluated for standardization to permit
departments to share resources.

Important organizational support has been obtained from our:

o ComputeAdvisory-Comi-ttee-(-CAC)-. This committee, chaired by the
Dean of the College of Engineering, continues to oversee LRISP
issues as well as other academic and administrative computing
issues. It has addressed project scope and priority issues and
approved a series of computer policy statements.

2
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Systems Coordinating Committee (SCC). _ This committee consists_of
project steering chairpersons, Chairman of CACi_ PrOvost't
representative and Vice President for Business_and Finance; Meeting
monthly, the committee helps coordinate LRISP issues.

o PrcrectiSteering Committees. Each_project_has_a steering committee
consisting of faculty_and key management users of the:particular
system; They provide input, oversight; validation; and consensus
building for the projects.

Information Amalysts. The assignment of experienced University of
Miami personnel with user department experience has proven even more
beneficial to proper system development than anticipated.

Consultants. As recommended by our Board of Trustees, consultants
have provided quality assurance and project monitoring services.

There is some bad news (we prefer to say there are challenges) as well.
Certain critical, vendor supplied, end-user and central facility software,
designed to facilitate access and other end-user computing functions, hat
failed_to meet expectations. "Hands on" experience has highlighted the
propensity for this kind of software to consume high levels of resources and
to be potentially cumbersome and/or error prone. Vendor resolution of these
difficulties, while being addressed, is a year or more away.

In the interim, necessary guidelines defining anpropriate use of these
software products are being drafted. Use of these products will therefore be
somewhat limited during the coming year. A search is underway to determine if
other products are available that would serve us better.

Resignation of the Director for Applications Development, while causing
some disruption, resulted in an opportunity. Management of database and
applications development staffs was combined under one director, thereby
increasing coordination and reducing conflict. Retention of qualified persons
in the_positions addressed by LR1SP continues to be a challenge. Staff
development and career enhancement programs (including video taped and

computer based training courses) seem helpful in keeping turnover at
approximately 20 percent.

USING TECHNOLOGY

Personal computers, wordprocessing and spreadsheet software, as well as
an intra-departmental network have been critical success factors for our
ability to sustain the LRISP implementation (with its annual updates te the
Board of Trustees), develop a hardware plan, and contain both regulai
operating costs and the LRISP implementation within budget.

We have migrated from Display Writers and early off-brand microcomputers
(we bought two ACCESS microcomputers) through 1BM PC compatibles (two portable
Columbias) to IBM PC XTs and Leading Edge PC XT compatibles. Both the ACCESS'
and the Columbias came with wordprocessing (Perfect Writer) and spreadsheet
(Perfect Calc) software. While these easily met our initial needs, we now use
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Word Perfect (for all our wordprocessing), Lotus (for All our spreadsheets and
all but presentation graphs), and LISA Draw for presentation graphics.

Our business office support unit (six PC Xi's, including departmental
secretarial support)_is networked with 3-Com Ethernet. This allows for file
sharing and_ aulti-station use of shared print facilities. This intra-
department network s a test installation. We are still evaluating other
network solutions (for instioce IBM's Token Ring, and Ungarmann-Bas3' UNET).

We use spreadsheets to plan, budget, monitor, and control costs for
regular operations and LITISP implementations. This allows us to underrtand,
report, and control_ LRISP application development costs at both individual
project and total levels as well as by broad category of expense (Personnel,
Software - including miscellaneous, Hardware, and Prorated).

PLANNINGAND BUDGET I NG

Each year LRISP _implementation costs and benefits are recast by
individual project. Thii starts with two rounds of consultation sessions with
project_sponsors. The scope and viability (continuing need and/or benefit) of
each project is reconfirled and updated. The first round concentrates on the
continued need to do already defined projects And sensing the need for new
ones as well as confirming the scope of each project. The second round
concentrates on measurable benefits. These are noted (relative to project
implementation date) in a Apreadsheet as they are confirmed.

Following the first round of sponsor consultations, information systems
management, including project managers for ongoing projects, translates first
round results into a Gantt chart listing each project. Completed projects are
well known, concrete entities' on the chart. Ongoing projects are relatively
well known entities, but ones that introduce soMe uncertainty. Least well
known and accordingly only crudely sized are future projects. Naturally these
contain the most risk and uncertainty.

The Gantt chart, portraying each project's duration, is _now used as a
tool to help budget total LRISP implementation cotts in four broad cost
categories (Personnel, Software = including miscellaneous, Hardware, and
Prorated). A separate spreadtheet is prepared for each cost category.

Since a specific_personnel pool is dedicated to the LRISP implementation,
this cost is perhaps the most easily budgeted. First an assumption is made
(it is invalid for close monitoring of individual project cottt but works fine
for the broad scale of estimating required at thiS point) that each project's
personnel costs for a unit of time (a month) Will be the same_ _That is, in
any given month during a project'S life,_a project will use its pro-rata share
(one sixth for six concurrent projects) of pooled personnel resources.

Total personnel cost for the upcoming year is budgeted on a line by line
basis, one line for each authorized position (without respect to projects).
The effect of a planned for merit salary pool distribution is accommodated.
Salary amounts for Project Managers, Systems Analysts, Information Analysts,
Data Base Analysts, Programmer Analysts, Secretarial Support, and College Work
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Study Aides are all listed in a "next year's budget" format. This
spreadsheet's total is entered in the project total personnel spreadsheet for
the upcoming and for each successive full year. The last, partial year, has a
prorated amount entered based upon the number of "pro;:ct mon A full
year consists of 6 projects active for 12 months, or 72 "pruject months".

Next a project total personnel cost spreadsheet is prepared. Projects
are listed vertically (rows). Fiscal years are listed horizontally (columns)
with two columns devoted to each year. The first1 column for each year is
filled in with the duration (in months) a particular project will be active
(obtained from the Gantt chart). The year's total personnel budget is filled
in (at the top of the remaining column). Actual (booked) personnel expense is
filled in_for each_project_for_ past _years._ Personnel expense for future
years, is prorated among active projects for each fiscal year. For six
concurrent projects the formula is simply the total year's personnel experle
divided by 72 (6 concurrent projects for 12 months) and then multiplied by tae
planned duration (in months) for each project during the year.

Similarly, a spreadsheet set is prepared for_ project total prorated
costs. Prorated costs are the common costs (exclusive of personnel) shared
equally by projects during their active life. These include, but are not
necessarily limited to: space rent; telephone and data line service;
consulting support; equipment maintenance costs for terminals, printers, PCs,
PC software, and mainframe software used only by the development group; as
well as certain start up costs (for instance the acquisition cost of
furniture, terminals, printers, micro-computers, etc.).

Two additional spreadsheets are now prepared, one for project total
hardware costs, and one for project total software costs. Just as with the
two previous spreadsheets, actual costs to date through the end of the current
fiscal year are entered first. Individual project software costs are then
estimated based upon decisions and/or expectations to purchase package
roftware. Amounts are entered for the remeinin projects based on size
(small, medium, or large). Individual project hardware costs are estimated in
a similar manner.

LRISP project hardware costs fund terminal access only. Only a minimal,
required level of access is so funded. With few exceptions LRISP projects
have paid only the acquisition cost of terminals (or an equal amount towards
the acquisition of approvod plug_ compatible replacement equipment, for
instance a PC equipped with an Irma card). Installation and recurring costs
for data circuits as well as acquisition and recurring maintenance costs for
remote terminal controllers are funded by the central facility.

These four spreadsheets (LRISP Total: Personnel, Software, Hardware, and
Prorated costs) are now "rolled into" three different project total cost
spreadsheets as follows:

o Project Total Cost by Category. This lists each project vertically,
and the four cost categories (and project total) horizontally.

o Application Development (Project) Total Cost by Fiscal Year. This
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lists each project vertically, and the project total for each fiscal
year horizontally.

Project Total Amortization Cost by Fiscal Year. Thit litts each
project vertically. Project total cost at Well as 14 fiscal_years
are listed horizontally. The total for each project is then
amortized over 7 years_(84 months) beginning the month following the
scheduled project implementation. Naturally, each fiscal year is
totaled.

Concurrent with the1 budgeting effort above, a second round of
consultations with user sponsors is being held. This round concentrates_on
identifying measurable benefits (reduced costs and/or increased revenues)
attributable to individual projects. These benefits are summarized by fiscal
year for each project. In_ this_ process _individual projects are listed
vertically, and fiscal years are listed horizontally. A final budget schedule
i3 now _prepared (by the budget office, from the amortization and benefit
schedules) showing ret cost or benefit by university budget unit (college,
school, department and or administrative unit) for each fiscal year as well as
total university by fiscal year.

MONITORING AND CONTROLLING

Each month project costs are extracted from the financial reporting
system and entered in a set of monitoring spreadsheets. Project costs are
examined at a detail level and summarized by each of the four cost_catagories
used in the budgeting crocess. Summary schedules are prepared for each fiscal
year listing monthly costs, by cost category for each project as well as
annual schedules showing actual cost by cost category within project.

During each of the first two (PDP and PSD) phases of a project Lere are
attempts, on the basis of more detailed information about the work to_be
performed, to more accurately forecast project cotts using the same_fcur_cost
catagories. At the end of each of thete first two phases, a management report
is prepared (including a more detailed analySis of both costs and expected
benefits) and submitted to the project steering committee and senior level
university management. Since project steering committees are composed of
those who will lbear the_ project amortization expense for the seven years
following system implementation, a reasoned and contciouS management decision
to continue or to abandon the project is made at both of these bench marks.

We look foreword to implementing our new Financial Reporting System and
resolving certain end-user_software ehallenges. Our intent is to automate the
down loading_of departmental financial data. Ideally, the data will be loaded
into a dBase lii file or files, and from there into Lotus spreadsheets. Thit
will eliminate approximately two to three person days (noW accomplished by a
senior in the Honors Program) of data entry and Screening immediately
following monthly financial report publication. However, the discipline
forced by our current need for manual data entry has been constructive.

Attachments B and C are examples of a LRISP spreadsheet and report.
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LESSONS

have__frequently_found _it necessary_ and/or_appropriate _to_adjust_an
initially prepared___planning and__ budgeting___spreadsheet. __For instance; the
expense impact to-various-university organizational units could be significant
if a project,was delivered ahead of schedule.- Accordingly, we usually prepare
two_amortization_schedules,:one matching the Gantt chart, and one showinuthe
impact of _earlier.installation :dates for appropriate: projects._ The budget
office is then_able_to..better understand and plan for the variability inherent
in our development efforts;

-We have found personnel costs and -prorated-costs to-be -the ones that
require the most careful monitoring. Thesei_ costs are effectively regular
"burni. rates", operating. --as a-- function -of- time- -and -resources in:place.,
Additionallyi these account_for. the_:bulk ($12.2__ million)_ Of_ our_estimated
$15;2_Million_total_cost;__Accordingly,_much_attention_(on a_recurring_monthlY
basis)_is devoted_ to_confirming these costs_are held at or below budget levels
and these resources are being effectively used.

Software and hardware- costs -are controlled at specific,p0ints in the
project life_cycle. Typically, it _is important _to confirm ,initialiscope of
theseicosts as early in the PDP :phase as practical, and ttr_aCtively attempt te
contain them at planned levels during appropriate points of the PSD phase.

SUWARY

The creation of a Long aange Information Systems Plan forms the basis of
a common goal for the organization, describing a future state of affairs. It

channels day-to-day decisions towards realization of that future environment,
rather than leaving the future to happenstance. Planning is not an activity
performed in isolation, but is best served by participation of those seeking
to bring it to fruition.

In order to succeed, we must pay more attention to information systems
management. _Unfulfilled plans are legion, having been relegated to the
shelves of good intentions. A working plan must be dynamic, but not
capricious- It should be molded by reasonable adjustments, based on the
wisdom gained from experience.

Spreadsheets allow us to quickly respond to changing needs and to report
at varying levels of detail, or granularity, to our different constituencies
(Project Managers, Information Resources Management, Steering Committees,
Computer Advisory Committee, Board of Trustees, Senior University Officers,
Faculty and Administration groups.

The Information R2sources organization will continue to change in

response to changing technology and increasing demands from a more "computer
intimate" university community. During 1986, increased emphasis has been
placed on the integration of applications development and database management
as Well as project cost controls. The introduction of new systems
significantly affects the way the University community does its business.
Training, coaching and advising are new roles we are seriously addressing.
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LR1SP IMPLEMENTATIOWTDTAL:COST BY PROJECT
AT 1166/87 RATES
OCTOBER 1986

PROJECT ORIGINAL
BUDGET

MINER
EXPECTED

THRU 6/31/66

EXPENSE
FORECAST
9/66-END

FORECAST
MALL
616/66

CARPUS DIRECTORY 315,06 474,413 474,413PNCILITIES DIRECTORY 262,213 217,361 217;580COURSE-M CURRICULUM 476,16. $67,650 511T,1150ACCOUNTSLRECEIVABLE 664,161 1,631401 1,037;801
STUDENTIRECORDS 436,766 666,767 861,717
PROJECTS DELETED-1119416i: 669,526
--SUBTOTAL-OOMPLETED/DELETED : = ::: 3,119,926 3,246,300 _ 312461300FINMICIALAUSPCIITING 1,951,571 1,017,006 1,164,094 211511100
RICRUITUINT/AINISSIONS 654,511 641,914 550,541 1,266483
DEVELOMMENTS UNIT. RELATIONS 719,162 606,763 538,518 1,143,213
ENNOLLIMMIT-MANAGIBIENT 112631516 451,393 1,632,888 1,413,462
HUMAIUREECNEMEUU=-- -1---: 1,556,692 3390317 757,726 1617,646
PURCHASING/ACOGUNTS PAYABLE 966,635 35,110 , 111;572
:=SUNTGTAL IN PIKOCISS 7,145,973 3,1611,442 = : 4;125;356 701114,7116SPONSORED PROGRAMS 411,116 15,055 458,617 474,632
NESBARCH-PROJECT SUPPORT 2361166 15,055 4310426 441,461
PLACIRIENT-_-__ 239;166 15,055 463,712 475!47InuMmissavicas 16,1113
CAIN-MANAGENENT 211,196 15,055 1F1,561 13;556

:141213
UTTLITICSJIMMADOWIT 236,166 15,655 143;436 156;491
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH 236,166 15,655 1430435 158,4111
TEBTINO-BUREAU----- 236,116 151655 143,436 156,466
ICHEDULINO_ALSPACE_NANAGENENT 236;166 15455 521,617 542132
DETNIERAUDIT/ADVISING 239,166 15,655 543011113 5511,46
PRINTING A NAILING 239,100 15,655 1430435 158,410

_16,293
PAIIIMMORAWICLUREGISTRATION 2310166 15,656 193,963 20111046
TELECONMUNKATIONS: 230,166 15,655 201,11It 216;974
MAINTENANCE A comsTRucrloN 239,166 15,055 262,761 217,923SUBTOTAL 313021099 195,715 10670167 30662,600

TOTAL" 13,5660066 6,611,457 615920543 15;264:000
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INJECT 1014 CI1S1S 19116/117

:: prOJECI
11104

IS/86 86107 87/66 68/09 89/90 90/91 10iK
1 1211110 81NECIIII 271,397 189,712 2,224 0 0 0 11,000 0 074,413

2 FIC11111ES 810ECIOBT 16,06 207,467 _1,224 0 0 0 U, 0 276469
5 ell$51_0011183111110 611,159 171,106 113405 0 0 0 11,000 0 567,050

111:0181_111_115a1161111 84561 305009 411416 146,015 0 0 11,000 0 1,037,901
$ Sile21:111180118: 80,567 397.751 312,701 64,804 : 0 0 1 1 ion 0 668,767
6 FlIVICUIL WINN 110475 408,5111 513,8411 054,461 111,154 61,175 11,000 0 2,151002
7 INIIIITIENIAINVISIONS 5,686 151,443 30000 456,121 112,91b 0 11,000 0 6200.442

wounun 1 61104.LNE1A1IONS 5404 15,0,1Jf 442,264 561,71U 64,422
_ o 1 I do 0 1,141,213

0 1311111114011111181EMEN1 16410 21475 171,205 743,626 321,920 162,149 11,000 0 1,483,401
111111011:151111110E8:: : I 26.030 44,125 48,467 57,6261, 1941381 0 1110/4 0 1,097,047

1 flOGOIS1NS4111 01214011146 ?MAPLE 11.112 14,450 9,448 401,097 360,941 91,424 11400 0 919,573
2 101111511101016 5,466 7,225 4,224 0 345,051 71,201 20,7111 0 474,032
I MALI PINLJECT SIMI 5,616 7,M 2,224 0 220,502 190,205 20,718 0 4441480
1 Wage 5,604 7,225 4244 0 0 381,682 80,110 0 4)8447
1 CAIMMOSEMENT : 5,666 7,225 2,224 0 0 151,111 13,312 0 113,554
i 11211171E6 101016016411

5,406 4225 2,214 0 0 130,103 14.342 0 150,490
1 1111111111110. LESIMOI 5,616 7,225 2,224 0 0 130,103 13,332 0 158,490
1 17011110 PAM 5600 7,225 2,224 0 0 130,143 13,332 0 150,4
P SOIEVILUS_I_011a:IMMSEILMI 5W 7,225 2,224 6 0 357,131 170,946 0 5431133
1 1561U4$OW86111110 5,606 1A225 2,224 0 0 2346050 307,943 0 559.048

tt1111116:161111116 5.666 7,225 2,224 i 0 110,103 13,332 0 158,490
MIA 0 (MU AE6101601186

5.406 4225 2,224 0 0 45,141 146,252 0 209441
inamionsus sift' 7.225 2,224 0 0 126,415 40,110 0 215,600
4611114MANCE 1 LIVISIN0C1I00 5444 7,a5 2,224 8 i 114,421 116,439 0 212,621
56614461 837.470 2,407,627 2,415,042 3,596,384 2,299,295 21572.207 1,142,572 0 15,202,624
N00141446 moot

1,376
TOM

8171499 21407427 2,415,042 3,590,304 2,299,295 2,502,207 1,142,572 0 13,204,000
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Track III
People Issues in Information Technology

In an era of converging iriformation technologies, people are_ a critical resource, Issues
which affect members_ of the campus community such as management, training,
organizational concerns; the role of end-user computing and personal computingare
coVered in this track.

Donald Har*astk
Baylor University

Coordinator
FlOjd R Crist bY

West Virginia University

4-1

14itTegrovei-EDUCOM, end ii Anne _Woothworth
Theism Abstain, Welksky Coltege Unireriily Of Pilibirgh
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THE STKFFING PROCESS:
SELECTION* MANAGEMENT* DEVELOPMENT* RESULTS

Donald L. Hardcestle
Baylor University

Waco, Texas

The Staffing process of the 1970's_resulted in a
mikture of experience, potential and training not
capable_of meeting the demands1 of the 1980's. A
new process was initiated which is resulting in a
staff that has the breadth and depth needed to meet
the challenges that _the present and future
information technologies_ demand. This proceSs
which is basically_ a "grow your own" process is
presented. Critical components discutted include:
employment of students, interview, selection,
management and development. It it anticipated that
by 1990 the goal of having a matUre staff capable
of me,ting the new challenges of the 1990's will
have been accomplished.
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THE-STAFFING-PROMOSz
SELECTION, MANAGEMENT, DEVELDPMENTo RESULTS

--Many Of Us face_ difficult__situations_; _The _administration
belieVeS thecomputer salesmen and the ads that appear_on
television_produced Jpy_ computer vendors; They want today's
questions answered_ with tomorrow's itechniques ,andithe reStilts
delivered yesterday; ,The :faculty does, not_uhdetstand why the
computer_center cannot solve the :parking_ problemk_the_alumni
blame :the, computer_ for:_their bed:_feetball tickets and the
students blame it ,for_their__not_ having ,a date_on_Friday night;
OUrrequests_for_adequate_funding levels and staff positions seem
to fall on_deaf_ears. _We are told that past funding increases
have not produced correponding results.

We have followed the _conventional management methods developed
for average companies doing business under normal circumstances
These have not produced the desired results. In order to
effectively_address these_ problems we must try new techniques
which will require new_and creative thinking by our staff. We
must then have a creative* resourceful and productive staff.

I ntrmluction

Baylor UniVersity_is_a_privatei_churchrelated universityi owned
and Operated_by the_Baptist General_Convention of Texas,_ with an
enrollment_of 11,000_students; Emphasis is placed on teaching
and_a liberal_arts education; It_ is composed of a:C011ege:Of
Arts and Sciences,- and :Schools' of BUSine8S, Eduoation, ,ftaid*
Nursing* Law and Graduate Studies: OUr Law School graduates
consistently'surpass_those_from other _schools on the_state bar
egatt our debate team regularly_ wins the_national championship,
and_Our football_team this year is regarded nationally,as the
best_team_with_three,losses (of one, three_and_sig points). :Ten
percent of_ our students are in _graduate programs ihcloding
doctoral programs :in Chemistry, PhySittp PSydhology* Religion,
English and Education.

The Computation _Center_ supports_ all administrative computing
areaa_on campus__and all _academic, areas_ except_ -the School of
Business. _It _is ,composed of four sections: Administrative,
Academic, Office Automation :and communications. These settiOn8
are housed _together and_ there :iS a dOnSiderable AMOUnt of
interaction between their personnel.

Over 400 terminals _and_ 300 microcomputers have access to the
central computer Micom switch that allows access to an IBM 4381,
Honeywell DPS 8/49, VAX 11/785 and VAX 11/780. The Center
operates five faculty centers, four Student Macintosh labs, two
DEC Rainbow 100 labs, one Apple-II lab And five terminal centers.
The School 'of Business has an IBM 4361 and several IBM-PC labs.
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The :computing _deVelopments _to date_ have resulted from the
initiative_and_efforts of a_ __few individuals; not from any maSter
plan_or_planning group; Our philosophy of operatiOn in_recent
years has_been to anticipate_ the needs :of Oilt Clientsiand_have
acceptable solutions available by the tithe they recognize their
needs.

We: now basically_follOW__the idea _suggested by Peters and
Waterman_i_"'Doing_Things' (lots of experiments; tries)ileads tO
taPid___and_ effective learning; adaptation, _diffusion; and
commitment;: it is- the hallmark of the well-=tutl_ company_._
Moreover; our excellent comvanies appear to do their way into_

strategies, not vice versa."

This paper deals with our _development from 1980 to the present
and our concentrating on the staffing process. During this time
we have_installed all new computer hardware, added conSiderable
software and have had a large turnover in staff.

The Need for change

In 1980 When I took_on my_present_responsibilities we_had too few
Staffi SeVeral did not possess college degrees; only one person
in_the_Center had an advanced degree; and we were unable to
attract any of our own Baylor graduates.

In reviewing:our,sitUatiOn: it 'Was quite clear_that_the present
staff was:not only_incapable of carrying_us into,the 1990's but
could: not even_ get us_ startedr_ into the 1980's. The old
experienceS could_not_deal_with the new technologies that were on
the horizon,and,the old training did not provide the ground:work
necessary_to implement newi concepts :that were tUrfading_within
the_computer:industry. :we lacked creativity, inventiveness and a
willingness to take risks.

In order to make changes we__needed to know where we were, where
we wanted to go and then determine how we would get there.

We had one central computer with 85 terminals supporting all
academic and administrative functiont. A decision to_purchase a
VAX 11/780 for academic Support had just been made and our one
full=time academic support person_had resigned. We had developed
an excellent on-line computer registration system in the mid-
70's, but had not been able to develop other on-line syStems.
None of our systems were of a database deaign.

We went through an evolUtionaty deVelOpment_in_determining_ where
wewanted to go; an .6VtildtiOn that___is _still_in progress.The
following areas have been_ identified as important: database
systemS,___Oh=lihe _menu driven accessi microcomputers; office
aUtomation4 communications;: networks; computer as:isted
instructioni_faculty and staff training, Management support
systems and an environment conducive tO Change.
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Three:fundamentals important to a_ university_environment have
been identifiedi-_our computer_systems must_be easy_to_usei_must
enhance our students' educational experience, _and must help our
clients_solvetheir_ business problems; Albert Einstein once
stated that_"the concern for _man and his destiny must always be
the chief interest of all technical effott."

It is important that our academic support staff understand the
learning process, be familiar with the instructional environment
and have_ teaching opportunities. They will not be able to
contribute to the_ learning process until they understand the
dynamics of the teacher-student interaction.

In_ the :past our administrative computer applications have
supported clerical processes. This is no longer-sufficient. In
the future-they must directly support management_decision making.
An :individual_ can bridge the__gap _between the business_and
technical_areas_only_if_they_understand_both areas; This demands
broader levels of expertise among our staff.

We realized that we needed to _begin -a:major thange in Order tci
provide the foundation:necessary fOr fUture developments. _There
was no chance of changing the _facilities we_were_in_and_to some
extent:_the hardware or software systems that_were available to
us. The major_opportunity for change_lay within_the staff, which
would_have_to be productive in a rapidly changing technological
environment;

Adaptabilityi:creativity, development potential and: a will_to
achieve must become as iMportant in our_staff_selection process
as experience,:education_and past_ ar:omplishments. What chance
does a university have to hire this typeof staff?

The Staffing Problem

This past summer one of_ the -discussion_sessions at_the_Academic
Computer Center Directors_Conference_in_Snowmass, Coloradoi dealt
With_the issue_of_staffing__±our computer centers; The discussion
began by listing the _problems associated with the staffing
process. These included:

1. Theicomputer center hag a _poor image which hinders_our
ability tO recruit our graduates, especially our better
graduates.

2. University _computer _centers traditionally have lower
salary scales than that of the surrounding businesses.

3. University computer center _shops :are often too small to
allow adequate advancement opportunities.

4. The staff_does_ not have the diversity_and depth that is
needed for today's highly technical environment.
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5. The_people_we _do _get we train, and once they get
experience they leave;

6. There are too few staff positions.

Each institution_can :add additiOnal problems to this list but
most of us have prObably experienced many of these;

The Staff: The Most Important Asset

All organizations have several major assetc, and cOmputer centers
are:no different; We have- hatdWarep SOftwarei_facilities and
staff. The most important Of theSe resources is the_staff; I

have seen successfUl identerS__With_ hardware_ that is considered
second rate and fadilities that were atrocious; I have also seen
centers_fail_even_ though_ they were equipped with the best Of
hardwarei_software and facilities. The key to succeSs or failure
is the staff;

Within:the,staff there:ate fiVe_iMportant_elements: _the_quality,
quantity, depth Of training,_ breadth_of training and experience;
Often times:we are unable_ to control the_quantity of staff that
we_have aVailable.__We_all know, however, that there is a minimum
threshold that is essential in order for us to:have aisOrvivable
situation,and_we may find ourselves :only able to tread_water
without enough strength to :swim ahead. We MUSt also_have_a
balance in the breadth and depth Of_training_and_experience_that
is :necessary:it° Operate _todas _sophisticated_ information
systems. Of these_fiVe factors the one that we may be able to
have:the most_ceintrol overi and the _one I believe we should put
considerable_emphasis on is the quality of,the staff. There iS
no_substitute_for_quality, but quality can often tiMeS substitute
for lack of experience, training and quantity.

Staff Recruitment

At this_Stage we_had determined_where we were and where we_wanted
to goi now_we_needed_to_determine _how to get:there. In theipaSt
we_had_advertised locally, regionally and natiOnAllye with little
success. We still have_ found_ tiO_ Set :pattern to_foIlow in our
recruitment.- The-methods -used tiride 1980 to hire each of the
twenty plus individualt added to the staff offers many unique
stories.

i_convinced the Provost that I reported to in_1980 that we must
have new blood, and we must start in a new direction. In_the
past I had submitted well prepared memos trying _to_justify
positions, all without succett. This time I simply pleaded for a
hew position and got it.

4ow:came_the challenge_of _finding _the person_that_WoUld be the
,eginning of,the_change process; I would like to:tell you that
4e_ran_ asuccessful, well-planned recruiting and interviewing
?rocess and found the ideal person. It did &it happen that way;
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The day_after_the_position was approved a former StUdent of mine
called and_asked if-we had any positions:Open. She_had been one
of_the _top students in, one Of my classesi had a__B.S in
mathematics, ,an -MBA and f0Ur yeare of _experience including
working_with two:different_human_resource_systems. I, of_course,
said that we:would consider her application along_with all others
and would_dAll_her_back_in a few weeks. Actually I interviewed
her_the_next day_and made an immediate offer which:was accepted.
This_was thei,beginning of our: change.: It waa also one of the
quickest answers to prayer that I have had.

We:needed to Ian Our: AdadeMic Assistant Director's position.
Rather than fill it With an inadequately, qualified,person we
borrowed_a_computer _science faculty member one-half-timeifor a
yearA__At theend_of_ that, year, out of desperation I atarted
wandering_around,campusilooking in all-_of OUr graduate student
offices to see-who_would_beifinishing a Ph.D. that year_i_ I_found
a:physics graduate,:student Who heeded an additional_year_to
finishihisidissertation. He had a__lot_of potential_and a good
understanding of_the_teadhing environment; A full-time salary
compared to a gradUate_assistantship was attractive enough for
hiM to accept the position.

As we realized the need _to develop a data:dommunications network
on campus we approached a_ phyaica graduate student who was
supported by a _gradUate _aSSistantship from _the Computation
Center.' His past ekperience in electronics,_ physics_ and
televisionicomMUnidations provided the desired background for
this position.

Our_first,entry level programmer/analySt :poSition_was_filled by
convincing one of our :bright :dbmpUter science_graduates_that,he
could_either-enter:gradUate_tdhOel and_complete_a masters degree
in_a year and a half, earning a_graduate assistant's pay,ior work
f011 time _at__a competitive_ starting salary and complete the
masters_degree_in _three years, also, yaining three years
experience; This package deal was attractiVe td hith.

Our start in Office Automation itupport began_when I_was_able to
obtain a, one-half: tiMe: pdtition _for an__office _assistant by
eliminating a oneEhalf tithe data entry position; One applicant
only wanted to_Work_half_time_so her job would not interfere with
beri_tennis. Her_business degree, several years of:teadhing:in
high_school, _initiative and having_ just initiated an_office
automation program in a large:,company prOVided_the_background
necessary to manage our university offide Adtomation development.

One of the computer science faculty_members worked part-time in
the Center for_ several years. He would employ the bettor
undergraduate_students to work in the database programming group.
On__several occasions, when one of these Students would be
approaching graduation and we had a poSition to_fill, we would
make an offer before he began to interview for other positions.
We now have four of our Staff teaching part-time that help us
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etplby-the better_undergraduates. From this group we get future
fUll=tithe employees.

Until_the summer of 1985 we had tb aCtiVely Sell students_on the
idea_of_working in the Computation Center; Now studentei_even
the betteristudentst come to che Center _to _see,if we have any
vacant positions. They___haVe Made the_following observations:
the better graduate_students_now, work _full time in the Center,
Seite of their_better_teachers are full-time employees of_the
Centeri_our_starting salaries are competitive and_they can_earn a
master's degree and have three years fUll=tite work experience in
three years;

Recruitment isino longer_the_major problem so we can now turn our
attentitin tip the staff development process;

Interview and Selection

Before an interviewitakes,placeiall infOrmation_necessary for the
selection process should beaVailable and carefully reviewed; It
is the candidate's _responsibility __to _see that allforms,
transcripts aLd letters of_recommendation have been submitted. A
Candidate that_does_not take care of this responsibility will not
take care of_other responsibilities either. We alto require_the
same information,of all applicantS no Matter _how well we know
them. It is important that they understand the value of this
process.

The ihtetview should_be at least_ one hour in length,and have one
either tanager present; It should accomplish the following:

1. Verify_information received.
2; Test the applicant's,ability tO CommUnicate_i
3; Transmit internal valueSand standards to the,applicant;
4. AOt as a training_ session_for_ other management staff

MeMbers in the interviewing process;

In_addition to_discussing_the applicant's edUCatibnal backgroundi
experiencei test scores ,(GRE ACT# ,SCT WA* etc.4_which show
potential to learn),and future edUdatiOnal and training interests
we ask them the following four questions:

1. Describe a past accomplishment and why you ate proud of
_

2. Describe a problem that you have had and hOw you resolved
it.

3; What was your most Satisfying_educational_experience;_
4; What was your most unsatiSfYing educational experience;

On seVeral occasions the _interview has caused us to rejeCt a
Candidate that otherwise looked good on paper.

Candidates should be selected based Oh their ability to_fill_the
immediate opening and their long terM pOtential to develop
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through the ranks. .Table :1_ provides a listing_of the_skills
required and_behavior _traits that are needed _at various job
levels. Potential, adaptability, creativity and_ a will to
achieve are essential factors; ,An individual without long term
advancement potential should not be employed.

We must either employ
factors necessary 1for
job_levels and with
behavior to meet our
needs;

or grow individuals that have the critidal
us to have a balanced staff at the:various
the_ proper_ mix of_ knowledge, skills_and
changing and diverse information systems

Staff Development and Advancement

We encourage _staff development_ in three :ways. _All of_our new
StAff_must_qualify_for, have an_interest in_and_nter_a_graduate
program._ We_are rapidly_approaching _the_time when almost all of
our_professional_staff will hold an advanced_ degree; In,the
beginning we needed individuals with technical degrees such as
computer: science and computer : engineering. We: are now
encouraging:some of our staff to :obtain advanced:degrees in
computr-science:and others _to _obtain_degrees in business areas
such as information systems and management.

We are also starting_ to hire, lidividuals with degrees
representative,of our client support areas both in the academic
and_administrative :sections.: Iti,is our _experience that the
computer center must build the_ bridge: to the client areas, not
vice:versal thus we:are: seeking_ a _balance_in_the diversity and
depth of the educational background of the staff.

Each year most_ of our staff will attend one or two professional
meetings, seminars or short -courses. These range _from:the
technical to the_applied. Employees are:now encouraged to attend
the professional meetings of our client departments, i.eo
financial* registrar, instructional areas, etc.

As_our staff_gain_experience, _theyare _encouraged to submit
papers_ for presentation at professional meetings and for
publication; In this stacie of computer development, any:staff
member that is, not advancing is regressing. We must grow
(develop) our staff.

As the number_of staff_members_increase_and they_gain experience,
we_are_creating_ advancement opportunities; These advancements
are_not,given_on the basis of seniority; there are more important
criteria including:

1. The individual:currently_ takes_on added responsibilities,
that iSi he makes his job bigger.

2. There is a need within the computer center for this new
position.
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3; The individual works well with others and is respected by
his peers.

4. The individual_ has ,demonstrated good jUdgeMent in p st
tedommendations and decisions.

It_is_important_not to promote individuals that_have not already
proven their ability:_for,a:neW: position. It not only hurts the
computer center:and ehe_individual,._ but it also sends a message
to the rest of the staff that promotions have no real value.

Timing is_important__ When:we sense :that a:staff MeMber_who has
proVeh himself_is beginning to feel:the need fök__Advancement for
WhateVer_reason (financial, recognitioni_eta) _and an_opportunity
cartibe justified,- we will,act. This_has_keptius from having to
fill_several positions: where_ resignations_ would have resulted.
We alsoikeep individuals informed as to when an opportunity May
be available.

Staff Needs

We_may_be able to-recruit: the best of_talent but_if we are not
able_to meet the fundamental _needs _____of these employees we will
not_be able_toikeep them. These___needs go far beyond the fOOdi
clothing and sheqer that man_ needs to survive. Frank Stanley
provides _a_ liSt of thirteen staff needs' for ouk work
enVit-onment:

1; AchieveFent
2; Recognition
3; Work itself_
4. RespOnsibility____
5. Advancement opportunity
6; Growth
7; Salary

8. Relationships
9. Status
10; Compan:i policies
11; WorkingiconditiOht
12; Personal needS
13. Security

Our staff naeds a Work environment_that_provides love, joy, peace
and hope. As managers we must be able to provide these.

managdadtit of the Computer Center

The management of a
university environment
unstructured computing
In order to develop a
the basic leadership
-.enter. They are:

highly technical staff _ia_structured
and:in _the midstof,a,rapidly changing,
environment_is_nowour major challengt:.
management approach we must_first idehtify
tasks of the Director of the Cdtputer

1. To get results
2. To grow (develop) people.
3. To set and transmit values.
4. To motivate the staff.
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The first two_came to my attention -in a paper
3

given_by Brian
Walsh, formerly Director :of the NOttei Date CdtpUting Center4
They are worth: our consideration. The Olassic_functions_of
planning, organizing and :controlling_ are _important management
fUnCtionsi but do not in themselves provide leadership.

Peters_and_Watermanexpound_ these: ideas in their discussions.4-
"Managers,prefer working with people, leaders stir emotion" and
excitement; Our excellent organizatiOnS "Create an OnVirOntent
in which people:can blossom4 develop self=eSteeti_And_otherwise
be excited participants." LeaderShip__ "bdildk_on man's need for
Meaning, leadership creates institutional purpose."

_

They__go on to_say, that leadership, 'is patient,...alters:agendas
soithat_newpriorities, get enoughiattention,...is:invisible when
things are working well,...is building a :loyal teat at:the teip
that speaks more or:less with one voice,.._.liStent darefUlly_much
of the titer...is tough whennecessary." The leader_is_the
"valUe_shaper,_the_exemplari_the_maker,of_teaning.'_ All of these
put together_provide_the staff _with a reason to produce results
and a motivation to want to grow.

As we are reminded:that our Staff ate out tOtt ValUable resource
we_can agree with:the 'senior JapandSe_executive who_stated, "We
are very different_from_the_rest _of_the rrld. Our only natural
retddrce is the hard work of our people."

Results

All of the staff members that we have hired during the paSt_five
years_ under the new process areistill_at Baylot. ThiS is_a_major
accomplishment. :We _have_ moved from _less than one_degree per
Stall_tember to 1.6_as__ is___shown___in _Table _2.When the 9 now
wokking_on_M.S.__degrees complete them_the ratio,will be 2.0. The
staffis now very young with 18 of 23 having 10 years experience
orless. We have ia broad range of degrees represented. Major
developments have been made in :OUt database, adadetido office
automation and communications sections.

1. Thomas j._ Peters and Robert H. Waterman,-Jr., In Search Of
Excellence (New York: Warner-Book, Inc. 19841 p. 74.

2; :Robert E. ,Umbaugh Ed.,i:The HandbOOk---Of MIS Mahagetent
1Pennsauken NJ1 AuerbachPublishers ihd,_19851_pi_578.

3. R._Briah_:Walsh,:_"The___Management _of a Highly_Technical_and
Structured_ Service___Unit within_ an__Unstructured Technical
Environmenti" Proceedingsof -the _Fitt_h=Alinua-1--Seminar= for
Directors Lof_Academ_ices, August 1974, p. 85.

4; Peters and Waterman, p. 84-86.
5. Peters and Waterman/ p. 39.
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COMPUTER

Knowledge
Required
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TABLE 1

CENTER STAFF REQUIREMENTS

Staff Requirements

Skills
Required

Entty Programming Idea organization
Programmer and presentation

System
Analyst

Project
Manager

Section
Manager

Client needs, Analyting _

-departmental DOCumentation
Listening
Creative

University needs Leadership
-local Integration

Good jUdgeMent
Retpönsible

UhiVekSitY heeds __Planning
-national _Communicating

Decision, making
Value shaping

TABLE 2

Behavior
Traits

Problem solving
Client oriented

Active,infor7
mationiseeking

Efficient

Eéllënt
communications_
Results oriented

Initiative

Excitement
Institutional
leadership

MAJOR

NUMBER OF DEGREES OF STAFF

B.S. M.S. (IN PROGRESS) PH.D.
Computer Science 12 (8)
Business 3 (1)
Physics 3

Mathematics 2

Educational Systems 1
Other_ _ -4 2

TOTAL 24 (10) 3

Total Degrees earned by 23 staff: 36
Ave. Degrees per Staff: 1;6
Ave. Degrees & In Progress per Staff: 2.0

PROFESSIONAL STAFF EXPERIENCE

Yeard Experience Number of Staff
0 to 5 11
6 to 10 7

24 to 40 5
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ORGANIZING FOR MORE EFFECTIVE END USER COMPUTING

DENIS PICKRON

RICK SEAMAN

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

CHARLOTTESVILLE
VIRGINIA

Consumers of data processing resources have become much more

self-sufficient and sophisticated in recent years. Although data

processing departments have altered their perspectives, services

and organizations to meet the new demands, the organizations are

not positioned to consolidate these independent efforts into

highly coordinated interaction. Many institutions are at a point
_

where the end utert And data processors are approaching real

limitations on productivity while experiencing increasing needs

for automated problem solving.

This presentation will show the historical evolution towards the

current environment from the differing points of view of the data

processor and the end user. A suggestion toward consolidating

the organizations will be presented for your consideration.

2 4
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In the beginning, the data processor was a technician and the

end user was his client. They existed as separate entities.

The barrier of technology was high enough that their attempt to

identify an automated Solution to a business problem was often

uncoordinated and unsuccessful.

The user had no expectations about what a computerized system

should be. Even so, the results were often disappointing. They

did not understand the technology well enough to know what was

possible or how to describe their business problems in a way

that the technician could understand.

Although there was a lot of satisfaction in being a technical

wizard, the data processor paid a price for this flexibility

later on. The client was constantly requesting enhancements to a

perfectly good systet until the system began to be patched like a

quilt. The original system documentation often disappeared when

the napkin that the original Specifications were written on was

thrown away. The technical aSpects of the job were so demanding

that there was limited time and interest in learning more about

the client's business environment and problems.

This novice-to-expert relationship continued for quite a few

years until the technology became easier to understand and the

client began to see through the mystique and the technicians had

time to learn more about the user's business problems. Then, the

clients evolved into users, the technicians became

advisor/builders and their organizations, while still separate,



moved into a more intimate relationship.

Although the data processors became much more aware of the

user's needs and had development tools which greatly increased

their productivity, this increased productivity led to Lacreasing

user demands and an increasing backlog of work. The increase in

quality and consistency associated with the new system

development methodologies came with an associated cost in time.

Unfortunately, the uSer still had expectations based upon the

more expedient sy-stems development of the past.

From the user's perspective, the situation had gotten both better
_and worse. They were feeling much more comfortable with computing

technology and ware beginning to see how to make it work for

them. The quality of the systems the, were receiving had

improved greatly. However, they felt increased frustration with

the time it took to get projects accomplished and their

dependence on a service over which they had very little control.

In an effort to reduce this dependence and backlog which was

creating unacceptable system delays, many computing organizations

eStablished Information Centers to address and satisy the user'S
_

simpler requirements. Generally, Information CenterS were

developed with Small staffs to be on call to support all users

and their diverse problems. While they were more aware of user

needs, it was difficult for these organizations to devote

resources to long-7-term project development and subtequent

maintenance. The user is often required to accomplish much of

3
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this type of development while occasionally getting assistance

from the I.C. This has not always worked out well since the

users are not full=time programmers and have only limited tools

and training. Often their expectations exceed their abilities.

Some institutions have taken the next step toward independent

end user computing and created departments within the

organization to establish user computing coordinators. These

users, with data proces:zing experience, supplement the services

provided by the central computing organization. They act as

coach, shepherd and information specialist for all eni user

computing activity that occurs within their department. They may

plan and implement hardware and software acquisitions for their

departments and do systems development work at the request and

direction of the department manager. With the establishment of

departmental information specialists and an independent end user

coordinator, institutions have begun to realize the potential of

user-directed data processing. They enjoy a great deal of

independence and feel that they are starting to control their own

destinies. However, there are a number of risks associated

with the end users developing their own systems independently of

the data processing department. They may miss out on years of

existing experience and will most likely reinvent the wheel while

learning the same lessons already learned by data processing.

The likelihood of data and perSonnel inefficiency and redundancy

within the University is a certainty as different departments

4



satisfy their computing needs without coordination with the

activities of other departments. Even if the user computing

department overcomes these handicaps through the hard work of

diligent employees, they will always be extremely vulnerable tc

the turnover of these key employees.

Anyone who is involved with end user computing may be at the

point of making a decision about the direction needed not only

with uSer=directed computing, but also with all data processing

at their institution. The induStry trends indicate that the

users are at a point where we may begin to break away from the

centralized data processing model and develop independent data

processing units. Users are starting to establish independent

systems and operations using micro networks and departmental

minicomputers. Some central computing organizatjons have

attempted to control maverick user computing efforts by

instituting "hard" controls on purchasing and/or independent

systems development. Other central computing organizations have

taken a hands-off approach either because they do not want to

deal with the issue or because they feel that, given enough rope,

the users will surely hang themselves. Regardless of which way

data processing responds to the independence of end user

computing, the results will be that a wedge Will be driven

between the two groups, and the resulting competition and

conflict will work to the detriment of both groups and the

University.

5
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An alternative might be to consolidate functional computing

groups within the University into a partnership which solves

problems through cooperation. Think of the individual departments

of an institution as forming an administrative service ring.

Within the ring, these departments are usually grouped by

functional areas (such as Student Services or Finance) into

departmental cluSters. Each of these clusters could have their

own data processing staff, trained and certified by the central

computing organization. The number and sophistication of the

resources would depend on the needs of each cluster. These

departmental resources could provide: ad hoc reporting,

departmental resources for major systems- development projects,

technical consulting to department managers, prototype

development for small systems and most maintenance and

enhancements of mainframe production systems. This shift of

responsibilities would necessitate a redefinition of the role of

the central computing organization. Working toward this new

environment of cooperation, the data processing organization

might also be modified. The central adminiStrative computing

function is represented by an organization referred to as the

"CORE". This group would be responsible for:

Coordination of System Development

Oversight of Production Systems

Repository for data, documentatiOn, Standards and programs

Education of all UniverSity computing resources
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This computing CORE organization is composed of the Staff

necessary tO SUpport the functions which have a need to be

centralited such asr Technical SerVidet/Operations; Data

AftiniStration/Security; Applicationt Cdordination (Standard-0'

Documentation, Project Leadership, Master programmer pool)

Information Center and Training.

All projeot development would occur oUtitide both the computing

CORE and the administrative departments. The project teaMt would

be staffed from both these areas but would exist as a completely

independent entity for the life of the project. The project team

could draw from the additional expertise within the computing

CORE and adminiStrative areas as needed. The typical Makeup of a

project teat would draw upon the administrative departments for

the Project manager, business analysts, maintenance programmers

and thqlprogrammer analysts and Iron the central computing CORE

for the project leader, system analysts and master

programmers/analysts.

filfflthlitiaLTALABEIL
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A key consideration of this proposal is: what happens to a system

once the development project iS completed? The department(s)

that own the system Should be responsible for any maintenance to

it which does not require creation of another project team. In

order to ensure the ongoing viability and integrity of the system

however, the computing Core must coordinate the planned

modifications and be the repository of all source code and

systems documentation. It is the intent of this proposal that

generally accepted computing practices not be compromised.

The Departmental Computing Coordinator would act as an agent

of the central computing CORE to perform the following functions:

coordinating initial data preparation and control

coordinating system modification requests/monitoring progress

enforcing standard system development/computing procedures

performing the initial review of program/documentation changes.

The barrierd that exist between consumers and providers of data

processing se *ces are, today, largely psychological and are

based on a notion that computing consumerS and providers should

be kept at armS-=length from each other. We will all be more

productive if we mingle computing professionals and business

professionals and create an organized and coordinated

partnerShip.

Many institutions are at a point today where a direction for the

future should be set. It seems likely that if no conscious

effort is made to bring the groups closer together they will
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automatically drift apart. Data processors are perceived by users

as purists who have circled their wagons in order to preserve a

pure environment. The end users are perceived by data processing

as mavericks who are pursuing quick and dirty solutions. In

order for the data processors to capitalize on the knowledge and

abilities of the end user and to get closer to the business

problems to be solved, it will be necessary for them to relax

their constraints and territorial mindset and join with the users

to form a functional partnership by extending their organization

into the administrative departments. In order for the end users

to fully participate in autotated problem solving and to enter

the computing mainstream, they will have to sacrifice some of

their freedom to pursue fast and loose Syttem solutions and

accept some of the data processing disciplines and standards.

Thomas Jefferson, it seems, has something quotable for almost any

occasion: "Here, we are not afraid to follow truth wherever it

may lead, nor to tolerate any error so long as reason is left to

combat it".

9
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ABSTRACT

The proliferation of microcomputers On campus _has_ broughtabout lithe need for ,resources _t0 support_ microcomputer
uSerS. MatiY Campuses, have established centralized offitetwhith provide_ technical_ s4OPOrt for _microcomputer Ulcer%thrOugh the use of formalized instruction, or informallY onAn as needs basis;

It is clear that many microcomputer users_(or potentialusers) Will_ not_ take advantage of the resources of Acentralized office but would benefit from another approach of&slivering technical support.

This paper will detcribe a model used for providing technicalsupport to microcomputer users which encourages the diffusionof microcomputer competency across the campus.
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FACILITATING THE USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS ON CAMPUO
THROUGH THE CONCENTRIC CIRCLE MODEL

INTRODUCTION

Virtually every college and university has felt the itittCt of
the proliferation of microcomputers_on campusi_ The Owvances
in microcomputer technoIogyiboth_hardware and softwar,' have
put computational power in the hands of facultyi and
students today that was only available on a hanokli of
mainframes Just twenty years ago. Indeed, ellitr's is
substantial evidence that the technological advance"' have
outstripped_ the_ability of the users._Resistance and allkiety
to computers have plagued many campuses inhibiting ttle full
creative use of the technology.

In a search to assist and even stimulate the acceptar;te 04
microcomputers on campus, many institutions have est ishedabl

centralized computer information centers.1

While such efforts have been successful, they often orlitikrily

reach-the more experienced users. In such a ei1.744tion

the education of the novice user often is left m0i-S

haphazard interaction within the organization.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this paper is to identify a model
the dissemination of microcomputer information that
provide a framework for administrative planning anti

further research.

APPROACH

fOr
tan
for

The approach is to_ examine the concept of ddr"ft)tric
circlesi and to apply that concept to the disseminatiQn 64

microcomputer information.

THE CONCENTRIC CIRCLE

The term "concentric circle" is formulated here to Olikribe
the network of informal interaction by individuals acr(224% the
campus who are exchanging information about microCP,Duter
technology. Just as technology is changing, the* is
considerable_ evidence_ in the .literature_to suggest 04t the
way employees interact in the workplace is Also changille
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Alvin Toffler Speakt to the.changes in the needs of workers
in hit book The Third Wave: He_categorizes the progression
of civiliketion_ in three "waves". The First Wave was
precipitated by_the_invention of agriculture. The Industrial
Revolution triggered the Second Wave. Toffler suggests that
now what we are experiencing is the _Third Wave, a new
civilization creating signal_changes_in_society, the earth,
and humankind. The Third Wave will reveal, a workforce seeking
more responsibility and _commitment to work that fully
utilizet their talents and a workforce that is more aware of
hoW their work dovetails with that of others in the
organization.

David Reisman in his work, _ The Lonely_Crowd depicts a
similar theme of the individual today being drawn to
greater dependence on peer groups, a dOpArture from the
hittarical need for seIf-reliance.

Work by Virgioia Hire and others has identified the
recent shift in the Western World from a hierarchal society
characterized by more _rigid fthrrnaL structures to one
that it more egalitarian with increased reliance upon
networks to accomplish specific tasks.4'

John Naisbitt in his best teller Megetrends_identifies such
shifts in the tociological, structure among the ten most
important "neW direttions transforming our lives."'

The Concept of networking has been applied to the overall
process of establishing links horizontally at well At
vertically in and out of organizations._ Evidenrm of the
successful application of_ such_networking_is visible in
many of the Japanese companies and in a growing number of
the mott_tuccestful_American firms as they_establish quality
circles to increase productivity and worker satisfaction.
Avon Products and Pacific Sas and Electric are two of a
number of companies who have noted benifitt from micro-
computer experts decentralized throughout the organization.4.

The concentric circle_v_is similar to quality circles in that
both have the common goal of improving organizational
productivity and communication; and both depend on the
effectiveness of the circle facilitator. However, the
concentric circle differs from the quality circle in a number
of important ways.
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First, concentric circles emerge on their own without formal
organizational involvement, as contrasted with quality
circles which are a result of direct management intervention.
Second, the concentric circle, as proposed here, brings
together individuals from across organizational levelsi
whereas quality_circles tend to be_made up of people doing
the_ same_ or similar work within one unit. Third, the
concentric circle does not focus on increasing its member's
participation in organizational management, while quality
circles purport to be established with this objective in
mind. While concentric circles and quality circles have much
in common they differ in origin, scope, and focus.

Facilitating the use of microcomputers on campus through the
concentric circle model should produce positive outcomes
similar to those documented with the establishment of
quality circles. This can be accomplished by formally
recognizing and supporting concentric circle leaders who form
the primary circle (see Figure 1).

APPLICATION

The application of the concentric circle model in the
dissemination of information on microcomputers is a three
step process:

A) Identify_ leaders=of tho_primary circle
B) Institutionalize the_concentric circle
C) Reinforce the concentric circle

In_,facilitating :the use of _microcomputers_ it should be
emphasized :that the- -concentric circle : model ::i4 _4
structure to facilitate the_ :process_ of interaction. AS
such, the process is more important than the structure.

Identify_Leaders of the_Primary_Ctmcke

The process of identifying the most ideal members for the
primary clrcle -involves knowing the distribution of
microcomputers within the organization; knowing the
characteristics of the various members of the organization;
and selecting those individuals most likely to succeed.

In examining the distribution of equipment Within the
organization, one must do more than.simply look at a list of
equipment. At the University of _Alaske, _Anchorage (IJAA)_,_

each terminal was plotted on an organizational chart and
color coded to represent the type of equipment. This enables
those selecting individuals for membership in the primary
circle to see at a glance the organizational location of the
microcomputers.
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FIGURE .1

The Concentric Circ e Cöñcept

Physical
Plant
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The facilitator of the primary circle should be someone who
exemplifies the dual characteristics sought in all members of
the circle. That is; she or he should be techhically
competent in the use of microomputers and have the ability
to teach others to usw them effectively.

Once_ the _primary facilitator is identified; she or he can
assist in the identification of other potwitial members.
As a general rule; it is suggested that the initiA. size of
the group be fixed at eight to twelve members to ;Acilitate
interaction. The very nature of the model provides for the
formation of additional circles. It is important that_ those
initially involved in the primary circle support_the concept._
They can in turn identify others who will make_ good members
of subsequent circles, At UAA; members were identified from
throughout the organization to maximize the ripple effect of
the circle.

Inetitutionalize the Concentric Circle

Every institution has a cadre of formal leaders whose
influence initially flows _from their position within the
organization._ Likewise; evory institution has a number of
informal leaders who influence others by virtue of the manner
in which they inturact. The concentric circle model i* the
institutionalization of informal instruction that i5 already
taking place across _the _campus. This is initiated by
brihgihg together concentric circle leaders into a prinary
circle with the following agendas:

Meeting

1. IntrOductions
2. Importance of_technological_improvements
3. Problem of _providing_adequate_training_for new_users
4. Special characteristics of_those selected to attend
5. Concentric CircIe_Model_concept
6. Invitation to participate

Meeting II

1. Review_of Meeting I
2. Discussion and selection of goals
3, Discussion of incentives for participation
4. Discussim of opportunities to give concentric circle

members recognition within the organization

The: ipurpoli Of Atie meetings is _to_ institutionalize the
participation_t4 the informal leaders in the goals of the
formal organization.

228
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For mftbers Of the CencentricCircle_to_sustain _their
direction_and enthustasm4_some type of_ reinforcement__should
be provideth __Ufider_the model_devetoped_at_UAA,_individual
reinforcement_comes_frow three sources: formal-recognition by
the_institutionvhardware and software preference for circle
members; and the intrinsic rewards that core from teaching
others.

Formal recognition includes 1) announcement of the formation
and_pw.posa mf the group through o4ficial channels,-the
higher_the_rank_ of the_ official _releasing,ths information,
the_better_ (iie_the__President as-opposed to the Dean) 2)
pet4odic reports -on the activities of the gr.oup designed to
generate institutional -enthusiasm _and- support 3) formal
citation of primary circle aeftber's participation.

Because _the__members__Of_the_primary_circle are_selected_for
böth_their_technical_competencw_and_their_ ability_ to__ teach
others,__it _is_ logical_that_enhancements_to their technical
competence__should_ be rewarding. -Offering_ new -equipment
and/or software to -members -of- the primary circle actsias
reinforcement for their participation.- -Additionally_o_as_ the
group is so rewarded its status within the organization is
enhanced.

Teaching others can _be _a very rewarding xperience ,as
attested to_ by, the large,number ofifaculty_Wlo take up the
career,despite its general financial limitations.
Sinceithe-setection cif the_primary group loaders_presupposes
that the leaders_are_people_oriented_and_enjoy helping_others
learn*_some of the_reward will_ be intrinsic__ This can, be
rein4orced_by_encouraging group members to_discuss their
teaching_techniques_and calling attentim to the individual
successes of the leaders.

In summary, th reinforcement for the concentric_circla can
be through formal recognition,_hardware or so4tware benefits
orthrough_ the intrinsic value_of teaching._ Whi:e all of
these_take some planning _and thought, one of the great
strengths of the concentric circle model is that it need not
be expensive to support. Most aspects of the model are, in
fact, things that a good manager would want to do anyway.
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CONCLUSION

The concentric circle model as currently in use at UAA it
emerging AS a viable _Alternative for encouraging And
enhancing the tile of microcomputers across the camput. The
model Appear* to_be an effective_ means of reaching thoke
individual* who would not participate in ttructueed
claSse.ddm settings or make use of traditional computer
information centers. Further, it offers institutional rewards
for those who help otherS become more sophisticated users.

The implications for institutional administrators Are
intriguing, in that4 the continued proliferation of computers
Will undoubtedly impact administrative processes and decision
making in the future.
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min-tisKR CCEPUTING
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A combination of policy, _resource allocation and institutional
change has been required to support the "ucer initiative" at Tenn
State Universit,-. From the top down, there has been a desite to
make computing accessible to local offices. It began_ La 1981 with
the introduction of the 4th Generation programming language NATURAL,
and the relational database, ADABAS. Successful involvement of
users has been achieved Atith the clear signal that they are
responsible; users_must_ demonstrate their need and finance their
participation. Each user office operates according to its own
"initiative" with a few setting the pace. The central
administrative computing office is a strong player in the "user
initiative" and provides the structural base which enables it to
flourish. Training and certification is providiA at a variety of
skill levels from simple inquiries to data downloading. The "user
initiative" at PennState University has shown that user involvement
does not just happen; it evolves from a commitment to make it
happen.
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=MISER COMPUTING;;--
THE CONTINUING EVOLUTION

The inexorable rise of end-user computing in the latter half of this decade
can not surprise those who have_witnessed the evolution of computing in
organizations_and society. In the 1980's, computers have become aS much a part
of living as radio and television did in the 1930's and 1950'S. Bits, bauds,
memory and modems are commonplace terms among young people today. Mathematics
is being taught with calculators. Children are accustomed to computers as
instruments for solving complex problems. These same children, when they
mature, Will continue to resort_to_computers to solve complex organizational
problems. People_are growing_comfortable with computers and computers are
proliferating in organizations. "End-user computing" is here. What, if
anything, are we going to do about it? Fight it? Ignore it? Or, "embrace" it
as the next stage of computing in organizations. This is a paper about
"embracing" end-user computing.

THE MONOPOLISTIC ERA

In 1933, computing began at Penn State with the inStallation of a 7-Bank _

Electric Accounting Machine, a Horizontal Sorting Machine and_three Electric Key
Punch Machines. As you might suspect, these machines were first put to work on
payroll. 1933 was also the beginning of the_"TONOPOLISTIC ERA" of end-user
computing as described by Gerrity and_Rockart. From 1933 through the
mid=1970's, Administrative_Computing at Penn State was the sole domain of a
single_organization known originally as the Tabulating D3partment later changed
to Management Services. Throughout the MONOPOLISTIC ERA, central data
processing saw a need to serve end-users, but did not have the proper tools.
Its work was regarded as a specialty, much like printing, photography and
publiShing is today. It was compartmentalized and limited by the technology of
the times.

In 1958, the first electronic computer, an IBM 650, was installed at the
University and featured stored-programming capability. This new machine
encouraged rapid expansion of computing applications_in_Accounting, Alumni,
Academic Records and Admissions. _The IBM 650 was a single thread machine that
could perform only one task at_a time. It had less than 10,000 characterS of
memory and no terminals. The applications were basically card proceSsing
replacements that were aimed at operational efficiency rather than informational
analysis. In time, the IBM 650 was replaced by larger IBM_computers but the
transition from operational systems to informational systems was slow.

Throughout the MONOPOLISTIC ERA, there was no need for integrating
applications since each_ application stood alone. The emerging need for
management information made it necessary to reduce application separation and
data redundancy. By 1968; with in installation of on-line terminals, the

Thomas Gerrity and John Rockart, "End-user Computing: Are you a
Leader or a Laggard?" Sloan Management Review, Summer 1986;
pp. 25-34
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Bursar's office began sharing information with the Registrar; Payroll began
sharing on-line information_with_Ftrsonnel. The problems of Stand alone
applications became_apparent. Accuracy and timeliness were important. Cross
office processing was increasing. It was obvious that applications had to be
integrated._ The MONOPOLISTIC ERA found its culmination in the "Total System;" a
concept that was overtaken by time. Penn State did not achieve a "Total SyStem"
because database technology WAS not sufficiently developed to support it.
Neither were the uSerS. Today, it is obvious that an Integrated DatabaseJthe
modern equivalent of the "Total System") requires a knowledgeable,_involved and
committed user community. Before Penn State was ready to develop a "Total
System," it had_to_move beyond compartmentalized, specialized and centralized
administrative computing. Users had to become partners.

THE LAISSEZ-FAIRE ERA

It seems that progress occurs only after extreme conditions have been
reached. The pendulum must swing far to the right before it can return to the
left again. The natural courge followed by most_organizations, and certainly
that of Penn State, requirda them to pass through an era of LAISSEZ-FAIRE
before achieving balanced end-user_computing. By the early 1970'S, it was clear
that the MONOPOLISTIC order_was passing and something elSe was taking its place.
The first signs were that the "Total System" approach was failing. More
importantly, it was not possible to produce useful "management_information" out
of the operational systems that were in place. To compensate for these
failings, an entirely nevi organization was established, outside of Management
Services, to analyze data. Thia new organization was not saddled With the
day-to-day operational responsibilities of Management ServiceS. It had, and
sill has, the freedom to use data, creatively, to defend Penn State's
instruction, research_and service goals. This office is now known as the Office
of Bud,get and_Resource Analysis. Instead of processing data, it uses data. Its
activities are not compartmentalized as with Management Services. A variety of
computer files are used; both internal and_external to the University.
Statistical tools available at the Academic Computation Center are uSed to
analyze, correlate and extrapolate meaningful results from data. Comp!...rtzlental
limitations of Management Services are bypassed, screening out redundancy and
bridging between_divergent systems. This new organization is "data oriented,"
not "process oriented." The information that it produces is used by the
highest levels of University mankiement to make sound arguments about the
University's future.

Another clear indicator of the LAISSEZ-FAIRE ERA was the expansion of
distributed computing. Originally, Penn State had little knowledge of word
processors_and office computers, so they were controlled by Management Services.
The_early machines were expenSive and their functionality limited. It wag not
clear whether they wtre doWnSized computers or upsized typewriters. The
relentless search to improve office productivity throughout the University,
however, demanded that a separate_organization be established to foster and_
encourage rdaSonable_office automation solutions. Again, from the beginning,
this organization was not limited by tht compartmentalized, centralized
solutions of Management Services. ItS objectives were to seek solutions that
were most appropriate to a variety cf office needs. Recommended solutionS Were

- 3
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independent of the central computing office because they were thought not to be
relevant to central computing. The solutions provided local and immediate
results. There was little concern for compatibility or sharing outside the
local office.

In time, local word processors grew to be departmental processors and word
processing grew to data processing. By the late 1570's, departmental data
processing solutions became apparent, most often in auxiliary enterprises which
were unique_and separate from the University-wide_solutions. Specialized
computers have been and are being used at Penn State to support Book Stores,
Dining Halls, Food Services, Central Control of Buildings, Health Center
Operation, Police Services, etc. Each of these computers is improving the
University's ability to plan, manage and control vital services. Each has also
contributed-to the general accessibility and 1awareness of computing. The
LAISSEZ-FAIRE ERA dashed the notion, once and for all, that computing is the
eminent domain of a specialized organization_it_is, instead, a capability that
is required in diverse ways throughout the institution. The LAISSEZ-FAIRE ERA
opened the door to a real partnership - one which provided exciting new
possibilities for sharing complementary strengths and working together towards
an excellent University.

DATABASE ERA

It is not intuitively obvious that a database draws users and central
computing together, but it does. As early as 1969, the University envisioned
the need for an integrated database. In December 1969, President Eric A. Walker
(Pennsylvania State University President 1956-1970) established a Directorate to
implement a University-wide Management Information System with an Integrated
Database._ This_vision was pursued_throughout the 1970's. Not until 1981,
however, did_the_vision_finally become_clear. With_hindsight, it is apparent
that an integrated database was required in 1969 but was neither technologically
nor organizationally feasible at the time. President Walker vas too early.
Comparing disk storage and cpu cycles alone, Penn State's modern databases run
on machines 56 times more powerful than those available in 1969. Beyond that,
Penn State was not organizationally ready for an integrated database it had
not gone through the LAISSEZ-FAIRE ERA.

The DATABASE ERA brought with it a realization that organizations have to
behave in an integrated way to achieve a fully integrated database. End-users
must work together, among themselves and with central computing, throughout the
design, development and implementation of systems. The institution as a whole
has to_rally_around a common objective_-_this is not a simple_undertakingl__The
database is the instrument that focuses the institution; it is the precursor of
end-user computing. In 1969, the "Management Information System" was thought to
be separate from operational systems. Hindsight now shows that such separation
is unrealistic. The integrated database provides both horizontal integration
and vertical integration - the database is of little value if it does not
integrate strategic, management and operational computer systems. To achieve
this unity, end-users are called on to_define organizational_objectives_as well
as operational objectives. Perceptions change. The goals of the University
take precedence over the sub-optimal goals of the separate offices of the
University.

=4
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After a decade of false starts, President John W. Oswald_(1970-1983)
charged a Presidential Task Force to recommend a course of action to achieve an
integrated Administrative Information System_(AIS) for_Penn State. The Task
Force_concluded that it was necessary to hire an independent contractor to-Steer
Penn State into the DATABASE ERA_._ Among_other findings was the fact that Penn
State Vtas following_the traditional "Nolan Curve" of development And was in
Nolan's Control Stage, Stage ITycharacterized by fruStration with_results and
concern about escalating costs). Nolan claimed, and the Task Force agreed,
that it was necessary to retrofit existing application systems in order to move
to Stage TV, Integration. The independent_contractor was the catalyst to make
it happen. In April 1982, Penn State_contracted with Electronic Data SyStems
Corporation (EDS) to design an_integrated database for six administrative areas
and implement the_database in one of those areas, the Student Area. By early
1985, EDS had completed its work and the Student SyStems were turned over to
Management Services for maintenance. The indirect resultsof the EDS contract
were more beneficial, however, than the designs and systems that were turned
over. EDS successfully united diverse user offices with a common purpose and a
common plan. It also shed central computing of its last vestiges of
monopolistic computing. The users and central computing became partners.

INFORMATION RIMOURCII MANAGEPOCNT KRA

Today, Penn State is still retrofitting its administrative systemt into the
integrated framework. This_work will continue through 1989, at leaSt. The
integrated Student Systems are everything that they promiSed to be. Student
Registration, for example, is integrated with the BurSer to prevent instruction
without payment. Financial Aid is integrated with Academic Records to prevent
aid to_students who are academically ineligible. _Housing_is integrated to
prevent room assignments to students who are not_registered. Academic
Departments are integrated to prevent students from graduating who are not
approved by the Dean. The Faculty Senate is integrated to insurd that only
couradt approved by the_Senate are taught. The systemS uSed at the largest_
campus (at University Park) are also used at the Smallest. Penn_State is truly
a single University of 22 dispersed campuses because of its integrated database.
The database would not have been possible without the tireless dedication of the
Registrar's Office, Bursar's Office, Admission's Office, Colleges, Campuses and
many others who worked toward the_single objective of having an integrated
databaSe. These users are now the driving force behind continued improvement,
development and utility of computer systems.

Prerequisites

End-user computing is a reality_at Penn State but we have barely scratched
the surface. We know that the next decade will bring a neW generation of
end-users who will be every bit as talented in computing AS they will be in
their own disciplines. Computers will differentiate progressive organizations
and institutions. End-users will be looking to the strategic value of data to

2
Richard L. Nolan, "Managing the Crisis in Data Processing,

Review, March=April 1979, pp. 115-126
Harvard Businss
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Attiat in decision-making, allocate scarce resources and analyze alternative
courses of action. _To provide a rich opportunity for using data, experience at
Penn State shows that these are prerequisites:

Policies which encourage end-user computing
Integrated relational databases
Fourth Generation languages
Distributed telecommunications network
Security at the_file and element level
Emphasis on education

Collectively, these prerequititet characterize the INFORMATION_RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT ERA. In thit ERA, data must be administered in a way that encourages
its use; policies and procedures must be established to accomplish this purpose.

User Initiative Committee
Upon examination, in 1985, many of the policies and procedures at Penn

State were found to be oriented toWard monopolittic computing. While the _

University had been maturing, many of the policies and procedures had not. To
rectify this situation, a USer Initiative Committee was appointed to bring the
policies up to date. This Committee is represented by Academic Services
(Registrar, Admissions, etc.)_, Controller, Budget, Business, Human Resources and
Management Services. The Committee has nearly completed its work and has
documented many changes. A new policy, AD-23, hat been publiShed which provides
for "Use of Computerized Institutional Data." On the surface, such a policy
would seem unnecessary the uSe of data seems self-evident._ But. AD-23
explains the rights and responsibilities_of users, as_well as, stewards of the
data. AD=23 also establishes the basis for_which approval is given, daily, to
new users to use_data. The Committee also prepared a Data Administration
Charter which explains the purpose and value of administering data in th..
University. Again, this is a point which might teem Self-evident. It is not!
The Committee revised the baSic policies Which govern data security_and
penalties associated with unauthorized use or access_of_data. It prepared a
document to explain the complementary roles of_central computing and end-user
computing, The document explains_that users are responsible for entering and
using_data while central computing is responsible for administering and
processing it accurately. Users write programs inquire againtt-data while
Management Services writes programs to update am. aaintain data. Penn State's
User Initiative Committed is producing documents which shift the orientation of
computing to a partnership between end=users and central computing.

Information Retrieval Working Group
Time has shown that the User Initiative Committee is comprited of atypical

end-users. They are members of a larger circle of central computing elite;
organizations closely affiliated with computing at Penn State over the past
twenty years. They have come to be known as "the operational offices"_as
contrasted to true end-users in_colleges, campuses and academic departments. To
a great extent, the central operating offices are as sophisticated and versatile
in their use of computing as Management Services itself. To expand the circle,
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and bring the concern§ of more end-users to light, a second committee (the
Information RetrievaL Working Group (IRWG)) was appointed at Penn State. IRWG
is made_up of campus representatives, colleges, central §tudent services offices
and_other non-traditional computing organizationS. IRWG has discovered
"'pockets" of successful end-user computing throughout the University. IRWG has
become a forum for highlighting theSe successes. IRWG has also become a support
group for offices wishing to use data but not knowing how. All the policies in
the world are not a substitute for the creativity that occurs when people with
likd problems meet and compare experiences.

Resource Allocation
End-user computing is more than ideaS and committees;_it is a shift in

resources. More is spent, for example,on_databases that are shared by
end-users than otherVise. More is spent on computers to run programs written
in fourth generation_languages. More computer equipment is required to support
the Additional "programmers" resulting from end-user computing. More _
programmers naturally means more demand for computer equipment. _Offsetting
higher_computer equipment cost, however, iS the reduced cost of more productive
programmers both in user officeS and in the central computing office; trading
people productivity for equipment expense. End-user computing changes
investment from central computing equipment, exclusively, to an increased
overall expenditure for both central computers and distributed computers.
End-user computing is a shift towards higher telecommunication costs and data
storage_costs to support the varieties of work files, file sharing and
associated files used by end-userS.

CONCLUSION: A CONTINUNG RVOLUTION

At_Penn State University, the question is not if but when and how fast
should_end-user computing expand. The fact that computers_are becoming tools of
the proletariat is indisputable. Either we manage end-user computing or it will
manage us. From the top doWn, at Penn_State_University there is a realization
that policy, resource allocation and institutional change is required to
accompany the "User Initiative." It is not an urgent issue as much as it is an
intuitive one._ There are few road maps for measuring progress as with
traditional_computing. There is only the realization that sooner or later
end-user computing will be the norm. USer offices do not have to become
involved today. But, as they become involved_it_is necessary to have the
framework in place to support them. User offices recognize that end-user
computing is their "initiative" requiring their commitment and their time and
resources. The promise, for those that make the sacrifice, is a better
organized, more efficient, more competitive organization; whether the
organization is the University at large or one Small department.
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ENOUSERiRESPONSIBILITY:WITHIN
INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS

Betty-Marr-Laster
WinthropliCoIlege

ROCA Hill
South Carolina

Perhaps-end-user-involvementor lackiof itr-bas caused more grief in the
realm oflinformationprocessing than any other single issue. The advent-of the
micro=and distributed processing- has-furthercomplicated the problem. The
organization's-administration-must accept itsishare of the =responsibility for
the problemi but data processing departments have been contributors also.

End-user-responsibility cannotibe establishedmithout consideration of the
organizatione_structure itself; After this has beeti-definedi-there-are at-least
five approtithes-to the use-of -information processing resources_ eadh _with a
unique-list -of responsibilities. _ The_ _rules= governing the end-users'
responsibilities must then be drawn to fit the situation.
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. _Todayisociety_has:at_its disposal a 7ast array of tetbnological devices. Wewer-and better
concepts-And-ideas-relative-to technology-ere-announced-daily.-In-most professional-periodicals*
the thrust:of the written:word is:no:technology and,: in_letween these pages af: text, vendors
display and extol the virtues of their- latest prOdUttS.-These predUcts are *Ade-to-appear as-the
panacea for-any-given problem. -Unsuspecting-business-persons-are-tempted-to rush-out and buy-at
once. Oddly:enough, vrithAill. this _commotion, technology !a simpIy_.thel vehicle: by _which
informaticn- is gathered and disseminated. -The need fer gathering and disseminating information
Is the causer-the-resulting-technology-is the-effect. In this-case the capability of the effect
by far surpasses ottr mbiiity as a society to use it for tbe cause.

Why have we not been able to exact from technology the full measure- of -its capability?
This question of course can be applied in general terms:referencing any technology, but Iet's
define the scope of this discussion as "information tethhology."

Through:empirical reasoning I:conclude that we:have failed to give:due consideration to the
huMah-element involved. We have not-concerned ourselves with the conditioning-of- the-userswho"
ironically, are-the-sole-benefactors of-technical-innovations. 'As a:direct result users seldom
scratch the surface in respect to the effective, efficient use of technology;

Given-this-undesirable situation* who-shall we say is responsible? Again, observation
teils_me the_ansueris:twofoid. First, as_data_processing professilnals, generally speaking, we
have alienated users- through arrogance" -lack-of-effeCtive-communication, and involvementwith
projects which:consume inordinate amountsof time. We :never seem :to :get anything: done in
accordance with our first projected time-frame. In fact it tank me twenty years to figure- out
how to predict-accurately-the-life-of-a-project. This is arrived at by calculating how long it
should actually:take" multipying:byAvoii and then raising:to_tbe next highest unit ofateasure.
So a project which Should logically takt two montht vill take four years, . . And so forth.

And_then we have some users who must accept some of the responsibility. These_sre the users
vho are still looking for-a bUtton -to press- tbatwill-canse--throngh some-miracle--the computer
to-regurgitate-information-to-their-exact-specifications.:The little_device is expected to_know,
perhaps:by osmosis,:exactly:what=information:is needed and In what formt._ These users have not
even bethered tip notice that we &tilt literally talk to computers. -It-will-eventually come to
that, but you can be sure it will have to be a structured coherent conversation.

So-beth-the-providers-and-the-users-have-contribUted-to-the-problem.- Succinctlyrestated,
providers havefailed to:perforsas:intercompany team:players and usersihave been_ reluctant to
get involved. Together, these situations have rendered latent the use of information technology.

Thisis one of those problems which evolved, :as opposed to:being:the result of: capricious
acts on-the part of-these groups.--It probably originated in the fifties- and- sixties- when
anythingiaccoeplished-by-the comuter-was-considered-rather miraculousr -so-the-users--gazed -in
awe at some simple list that was shoved ah_them. Complain??? No. In tbose days analysts and
programmers-had-the-remainder-of the work-force- so intiaidated-by the-mere fact -that-they- could
"turn-the computer on" -that the users_dared not:question their logic. :Further,- the--analysts
conversed with top Ieve_management. Kiddie managers and_those: involved_ at the_ tactical: or
detail level-never knew What to expect until-they-were the prOUd-owners of- a- computer- system.
During that period user responsibility was confinedAo one phrase: wlearnLto work with the new
system or-make a_ career_decisionr- Whether the system was effective or efficient was beside the
point. -Management-had-invested-megabucks in this computer, and if it didn't work out it vas not
going to be the fault of management.

-But along aboUt the-early-seventies we-finally±caught on--to--the--fact--that that- -methed
wasn't working. :The computer profession, :therefore, :set about to devise some structured plan
which would "invite" -the-user to take part-in his systems design. Wooks were written on the
Subject-and ideas-were-tossed-around for-severalyears. -In--the meantime--the--technology--was
changing:so rapidly that by the time:we figured out the solution, the problem bad changed. Users
bad-fOUnd-out AbOUtaticros, yersonal computers-And canned software and they were charging off
in-all-directions to buy these-things-to solve-data-problems:thatib:dseemed to:bog:down-in :the
data_processing_department..I:think:that_secretiy we:D.P.'ers were_ delighted because it get some
users off our-backs,--at-least-until-they began asking gpestions- about -tapping on- to -the
mainframe. Technically speaking, this:did not seem like a monueental request, but the associated
management complexities were and still are there;

:To eeen:begin toialleviateithissituationvit isimperative that these two_groups--the user
and the provider- get organized in their efforts. The following is a systematic approach which
is working for my organization, but first' allow me to define the "end-user."

The information processing enl-user can be described-in several ways. 1) A remote_ site
connected via some-communications method is a "user-site" with unique responsibilities. 2Y
Additionally, locally connected departments utilizing daSb terminals in an on-line environment
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are:users; -_3) PersOnal computer-or-micro owners, where:the:equipment is attathed or-unattachedto the mainframet-areiusers. And finally, 4) some depart-Montt Or locations-have no equipment at
all but receive services from the data processing department and they too are users;

The responsibilities associated_with_each of these cOnditienedre so diverse they:cannot be
jointly addressed; _The remote users' responsibilities: historically have been defined- -moreclearly than-for any-other-group; This±is especially true_when the prOdetting is inter-scbool;The rules governing tbe interface should clearly be Spelled- out via contract or writtenagreement; Scrh a tvntraCt-Should, at-a minimumoiaddress mattere_of: AV:equipment Maintenance*(2) equipment expenslon-dapabilty, :(3) cost of:services, (4) SOftento Maintenance, (5) scheduleof services, (6) communications equipment trOUble-theoting and maintenance;

_In this definition of the user, there is less "grey area." Since there is usually a bit of
money changing hands, rules are drawn to monitor the expenditure.

The rellaining-grouPs of userwIocaliy connected-haveretpentibilities which tn_a__Iarge
degree are:common amd can_he jeintly addretted._-It is:inTthese areas that user responsibilitieshave a_tendendy ta be ill-defined:and-0:as a resat, they have been d tddirdd of-contention, orlinOXime cases-all-out-warvbetween data_processing departeents-and using departments; So since the
confusion:over responsibilities seems to lie in the local site area, r want te direct thispresentatiOn to lOcal-site situations;

The chart:(Figure I, page 3) is an-attempt toidepictAbevarying responsibilities- of -theehd,10Ser by-sitUation. Essentially, ithe 1) type of organitation, 21-method of use, and 31 type
of-equipment are the three determinants for the-level-of user-involvement; Questions relative toeacheinst be addressed before-anyiwocedureecan be drown delineating the reqdired involvementOf dither data processing or using departments;

If we begin With the-request-for service and answer the tesic questiOnt, we will follow aOath which leads to the appropriate rules governing eadh situation.

The first question-should-be, !Does your organization have an itifatation--center?" This
will-be-determined mainly by:_the Site Of -the -organization- or- the__IeveI la reliance oncomputerized support. At-thit point-at-Winthrop we do_not haveione, althOUgb the reliance_ oncOmpUter Mipport-is-fairly high. A modification to thiS tentept it to provide micro-computer
support only. This is what ve are doing at Winthrop.

The-term Information Center, :or IC,_was_ first uSed iethe-year-1976-by the IBN Canadian
sales force; At that_time it was being used as-a selling tool for ram equipment; When-it movedinto:cmtmer Organizations' the term: was_ used::to describe- a WM DP/Vier -liaison--group
originally-intended to help:botb departments equally. It-evolved-to-the-current-dayiconcept_:ofbeing_a distributed processing or micro support group, leaning more toward the user than to DP.

-----If-you-will permit me,_ interject-time personal-opinion at this point_which _is
absolutely:free of charge; Ifeel-that-this:profession-information_center

specialitt=-would-notDOW dicitt -if yeas dateprocessing:professionaIs had been &tag- Our--jobs.--The- DP:iprofession
evolved as youTknow frosu the _organizatione-need-to-have-someoneispeak:in languages the CMputerunderstands; But-over the-years-somehow a lotiof us:Iost our Ability- te Speak English:vend-as-a
retUlt-could-not carry on a coherent conversation With a-neer. SO -information centers evolved totranslate forius lathe oppoSite direction--back--to-the

humans; _YottdOn't have to be- Phi BetaKapim-to COnClUde that-obviously-ve_converse with=inanimste ohjeCta better than-we-converse with
0401e; -Some oflus isolated_ourseIves int° a ebrldef bite1 --nytes0-megabytesi gigabytes, not:to
mention NIPS,::KOPS, EBCIDIC-and-ASCII1 -and-we- began:to_viewAhe user as an am:Wince -which
interfered With our-driveito-cooquer the tools of the trade; ThUS, the heed for a USER LOBBY, soto speak. Well, so much for that;

If the IC-exists in your organizatiov, the interface at thit point is between the user andthe IC. If it does not exist, the request must be analyzed by the user and the DP department. At
any rate, it it at this stage tbat the desAny of the request is deterlined.
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_within thiS trea-liet-the-first-and most important of_the userresponsibilitiOS IFigure
It-is-bere-that the problem should: be accurately defined and- aTiproposed_ solution :drawn. For
purposes of this presentatind-we-ibould-assume that this:is a _request for an- applidatida--of
aUtelationv-e. -g.-a-StudentiRecordeSystem, a PurchaSing System-or-Pan-ell System;:as opposed
te_someismallisystems modifiaation; The place-to beqin:here is with:a brief:= feasibility studywhich:is devoid Of predonceived notionsbiiInithimarea

oner_must get deft te the basic questions:
"Why does this department exist?" and "This departMent ter-forms what functions?"

_ _After the feregOing-have-been answered; the scope of the requett begint-to-oeerge4-For data
processors this isLaphasethat is-prone te etter.-Ne-have-aitendency to:limit the:solution to a
particuIarpiece of-hardware or-software-that is alreadt_in existence and te prenttnrely definethe Objective: e. g.; "What kind:of report do you want?" Ori "CT this-data0-what-do-you need:toretain?" Forget the reports amd the detail-data-right now and defincthe total objective. Thisis the reaSOn Selenew-systems-are-so-hard

to:evaluate. No_one seems te knOW -or remember exactly
what they were supposed to have accomplished in the first place.

E*fibitide.- This-is-the:areethat requires a 1ot-of input ftte-the-User.--The -product of
this:process win determine I) package dr customiprograms;:2) databaseorconventionaI fiIesi or
3) distributed et Mainframe-processing: -If theuser is dealing with the DP-el-Old-tee:itat -this
point-heiwilli more times than not._ believe that be-must think-and:express himself like::a DP
professional; and this baotts his-ability-tncommunicate.- (This hampers anynotes ability te
tentanicatel-This-is ntotally false:perception ow the-part of thnuser.=-How-do-you remedyLit?
Well; theuser knows_what his objeCtiVe it. That's-alreadyibeen estabIished_in stepone._ Nowihow would he aCtOmplith-this manually?i "But this can't be done wanuely." cm-yes it tie! It
mat take-SOO-people 18 hours_a day seven_days a Week bet-it-can-be-done-manually. :In Lfacti: my
observation isthst in basineaS-00CeSSing, if_itnannotibe described from a manual otwndpoint
it iS bOt-A CIO-ant-defined-project._ Here the user_shnuld not be concerned-in his- description
With-duplicationi :extra :data: copies for matiple--sequences-Jor anything that smacks: of
inefficiency; Just deteribt the kanual-process.-Itwill be the responsibility of the analyst Or
/C specialitt to Convert to the technicaIi explain the options and assist with the decision.

_ _ _ _
The databue eleadett-are-important. The_useritamtotal responsibility it thiS tree- inert

from-record-codes0: keys:and tracer:numbers which will be a part of the technical process. The
logical sequence of events td ettAblith the database is:
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1. Review the decisions to be made which were established in step 1. (System definition)

2. Review the function which must be perforeed also covered in step 1. (System
definition)

3. Cdepild a list of the information Which is mandatory to accomplish these two steps.

4; _Add information which would be desirable to have.- On this list a-user enSt-be careful.
Nothing should-be-on this-list-that-does not-have-a-maintenance method that isilwortable. Data
that Is not:properly maintained:is vorseithau absence of_ data. Let me share a simple (orm_ with
you Which should provide some direction in evaluating the user-proposed data. (Figure 3) The
object is to have the user complete the form. The rationale is obvious.

- DATA CLEMCNT DETERMINATION

Data Description Dita Name Approximate
Length

Source of
Original Info

Maintenance
Scorce

NNIMOneible Position
(for Maintenance)

Figure 3

Prevision for control eboUld-come-out-of-the design-stage. --(Figure-2)--Control-or-balancing
is a dual:effortiof:the user and data processing; however, the control design:is definitely the
responsibility of-the user. Data processing's contribution is purely teditical. Contra should
serve-to isolate processing-into-manageable-units-for-protaes resolution. -Control-should embody
the best methods for error protection, not allowing the error to permeate the system;

--Another-step in-the-design-stage -is--the- audit trail development. This, too, is: the
responsibility of:theiuser, =since it is the user who must answer- the questions of auditors;
Besically, the audit trail should serve to prove that output is equal to input.

New; WRITE IT DOWN!! COMMIT IT TO PAPER FOR FUTURE REMENCE. This doesn't mean it is
etched in stone. But it dOes mean that you will start out with an ORGANIZZD effort.

Once this process is complete, -responsibilities of-beth-the-user-and data processing have
been:defined,tacitly at:least. :The outcome of the:foregoing will enable DP-to answer the next
question. "Did this solution dictatssainfrase_or_distributed processing?" (Figure 1) _We win
not-address-the-issues-involved-with making-this-determination-because-that has nothing to do
with user responsibility. In:fact, anientire session wouldiprobably not be_enough time to deal
With the Stibject fairly. At any rate, depending on the answer to this question, the
responsibilities vary.

If mainframe processing was the solution, we must-further--define-the system- as- either
on7line or:batchThe two: methods have,:differingi user: responsibilities.- If we recommend
diStribUted processing-we-have several other decisions to make. Do ve have micro-support
capability?--- Is-the -proposed--system to be attached to---the--mainframe--or- is it to be
free-standing? Each answer leads to a unique set of responsibilities; (Figure 1)

You-will note-that as-the- user's processing freedom- increases- so- does his -scope: of
responsibility._ It's pretty__simple for a user when the-design- is_batch-oriented. It's_a whole
new-ballgame-when-the-user-goes-on-line. -Further, when the-micro-enters -the- picturewithout
microi_support in±the:organization-nisers bear_theientireiresponsibility.-±LITLISAIDTEWORTHY THAT
THE CHOICE OF INTEGRATING A MICRO SHOULD NOT BE GIVEN WITHOUT A MICRO-SUPPORT GROUP.
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Figure 4

-If et leek-at the mainframe solution first, we can see that thit:firSt Sik-requirements are
indigenoutto both on-Iine and batCh processing;:-If Itlayidomment on my general experience;
users are slatk as a rule on items one through five; Users have an uncanny ability to stay ontop of number six.

Leettake-d-dloser-look at-situation A,:_which requires the least inedlWetett. Whether-it
be with-mock- data--or live data In parallelf--the-jinal itestingLioL-the isystea is the
responsibility of the user who must provideithe data andithe action; Ideally, there ihenld be
plenty-of-time-planned:for the user_to de tbis. In practice it-does-not-alwaysi work that way
because of Using constraintS; Be altermate-method--to use when: _parallel operation LI not
possible it to process-a random- sampling:representative of a predetereihed-period of-time.-Prove
the-system by requesting that DP dump all-files and_print -ail -reports: so :that they can beanalyzed; Probably 95% of yourproblems will:be located using thitmethod, but yoU dab dein:it on
the retaining 5%-to surfaceiright in the:all:Idle of your most dritidel-Period-perhaps-six monthslater. In &ny case the user must take Whatever-measures-possible to test-_ thei outcome _ofi thesystem. Only USera are in a position to determine whether the system iS fetidtibbieg properly ornot.

Implebeetation-follows-successfulitesting. The ispiementation date LS determined by the
user and must be closely monitored by the user.

-Sdietimes a new system or procedurawilI dictate a thange in-the-Organization of an office.
In some cases_thts is not even thought about until-the:System is in use; As a result; sometieda
an entire department-is engagedlinicivil war; It is entirely up to the eSer to- determinewhen
position descriptions must be rewritten ea a result of procedural changes or functionalrequirements;

--The using department:must be aware of recotds retehtionirequirements and make a decision as
to what should be retained on hardicopyias well asimagneticimedia. This sdundS eldientary but-in
eel cases-magnetic-retention isinot_mentioned until there is a- need- for- "last year_ detailgeneral ledger_transactions." Likevise a written release of data tapes must come from the user
when the data "dies," so to speak.
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Security within a batch system requires the user :to nrotect:IaII hard copy: data. Data
processing-ensures-protection-of-magnetic media. But it gets a little more involved as we move
to_an anTIine system; Let's skip the evaluation now and cover it with the on-line duties.
(Figure 4)

_ _ Security-, in an on7line or interactive mode of operation, is a very misunderstood- area.-For
some reason-there is a tendency-to-think of this in terms of internal:security only; While this
is-mandatory togood-programming-policies-and procedures, it is meant to--be a "last resort"
effort after all other security measures have failed. :These:other-security -measures- are--very
basic and are the responsibility of-the user. Simply sign _off_terminals_not being used.: Keyboare
locks-are-there-for aAmtrpose.-Passwords-provide-zero security when-they-are shared With others.
Millions of dollars are spent:each year:in:America on security:software:when' just good :common
sense-would-cut-dOwn on violations by-abbUt 60%. Departments will-be-extremely lax about-leaving
terminals aCtivnwhen-they-would-be-appalled-at-a-file drawer-left open.--There-is no-difference
except in the formatiof:the"information. AII it takes is a little:motivation on the part of
someone inside or outside of your organization and you have the potential for a prOblem.

Backup is extremely important. Man B should be ready to bring:into play as soon Las: it's
determined-that an-on-line system IS going- to be down for -a- While. This type of backup
(procedural): is the total responsibility_of-the user.--Now-it maybe-that some-sortoflisting
will be needed on a regularly scheduled_basis. The user must communicate:to the data processing
staff what is needed to te able to carry on in circumstances such as the described.

Disaster backup of course is the responsibility of:data processing.: This is, among other
measures, retention of files' off-site file storage, off-site recovery plans, etc.

One of the most-important aspects_of new_ systems installation is what L:call office
"conditioning." -This-appears in-quotes because it-is intangible. It has to do-with the mental
acceptance of a:new method orprocedure. It act77_al7ylgoesaIong with office organization which
we-discussed relative to batch systems, except %bat in a batch system employees do not tend to

get as "bent out of shape" because their routines are not as upset.

The user department-head-must determine whether_the inputs_or outputs_ of_ the new system

will require more or less-manpower. If more manpower is the case-, long before the systemit
iMplemented_a clearly defined position:description should be drawn.: Any organizational changes
should-be well described-to-and understbbd by-any current-staff meMbers. If this-is . handled

correctly, the computer:system:becomes the_object to-blame-for-the confusion. This-kind-of-error
Will ensure dissatisfaction_with the new system; I have witnesseditotalidisruptionof:an entire
office's-activities-over-the-placement or locatioza of a printer. It is the responsibility of the
user department head to condition the minds of the staff to the new method or procedure.

How-about-procedural-training? All too often-employees of -other departments_ call data

processing:to_ask how to perform a particular:function or how to"process-an-unusual-transaction;
This-should never happen. -The department head should have written_ the: procedures_ for ch

function-in-his Area-whether-they-are computerized or not. It--is -ludicrous to assume that

merely changing the_tools used:to perforwthe task should make:"another department responsible

for-procedural guidance. The departMent head may want to ask the DP department tn:assist with
employees' technical training sessions* but the ultimate responsibility lies with the user.

A lot has-been said about-ergonomics. I think it was the "word of the year" last year. The
year prior to that, :it vas "synergy." Remember-that-one? In essencei--ergonomics-is the most
optimum blend of qualityi production and comfort; User involvement _hereshould :include:,all
decisions in-regard-to-equipment-locationL desk arrangement and height, office chair selection,
lighting, etc; A terminal selection, where possible, should include a tilt-base0 an adjustable
keyboard, and a non-glare screen.

In an an-Aine systemv_since there:is:no manual intervention between the data -origination

and-dateLprocessing, all-the input control must be the responsibility of the :originators;
Certain:checks:can be automated-such as-monetary-field limits,-nhecking-forproper data-type and
so-forth, but the responsibilitrfouestablishing such checks is still the responsibility:of the
user.--The computer cannot-possibly know limits unless -they are conveyed formally to _the

processing_center._ Raw data control should-at-a-minimumprove that-what-was-entered-vas in fact
successfully recorded and that_there were no illegal:entries.: Proper:handling of:the documents
used for input and some sort of computerized transaction listing would satisfy this requirement.

After the-system has been in use for severainonths, the user and data _processing: should

critique the system. You can see by this-time that this system is not going to be viewed by the
user as_"the crummy:mess that data_processing dumped on Lus." If -these procedures have--been
followed, the user has a stake in the development, too. This allows for tote objectivity ±n the



critique_because tbe emotional issues are not pre:tent. No4 the two departments can expend energy
resourcefully.

SITUATION E

INTEGWATED MICRO OR
DISTRIDUrED swam WITH
I.C. OR MICRO SUPPORT

-RESPONSIBILITIES

-MED-

I. PURCHASE

2. MPLEHMATION

3. SECURITY (INFO)

4. OFFICE ORUNIZATION

9. OFFICE "CONDITIMING"

6. nao RETEArION

7. BACKUP (PROCEDURAL)

8. EVALUATION

1.

L. EDUCATION

2. TRAINING

3. INSTALLATION

4. COMMUNICATIONS

CrECHNICAL SUPPORT)

5. HAMMANa

SHARED

I. ERGONOMICS

SITUATION D

DISTRIBUTED OR MICRO
FREE-STANDING_:SYSTEM

I.C. OR MICROguying?
RESPONSIBILITIES

PURCHASE

IMPLEMENTATION

3. SECURITY (INFO)

4. OFFICE ORGANIZArION

5. OFEICE Izsmarsemo"

6. MED RETENTION

BACKUP (PROCEDURAL)

8. EVALUATION

I.C.

I. EDUCATION

2. TRAINING

3. UNSTALLATION

4. MAINTENANCE

SHAM

I. ERGONOMICS

Figure 5
. _

:When microcompute:s entered-the-Stet* (Fight* 51 the-responsibility issue became:even more
complex.- I-think-the-typical-approach was for D.P. to ignore:PC's and maybe they-would go away.
So we did and they:did not; _Their:existence_ in thcorganititioh treated-an entirely new-set of
problems. One of the reasons shetild-be-apparent-just-by viewing the:chart. (Figurel) Back .in
round-one the:feasibility dialogue should:have takempIate between-the Utter and DP at-inditated.
1Rememberi: ee_are looking at PC'-ewithOUt ilidni-etipport-or-an-ICSituation C-!-soithe dialogue
had to be-between the-user-and-DRJ-If-in-fact theproblemicouldibe solved by the _use of- -a
micro,: it should have been:recommended by_DP, _who at that- peint-VOUld-hafti known that the user
did=notineed the corporate databate end that-a PC-package-would-do-the job. THE PROBLEM WAS THAT
THIS=FIRST-DIALOGDE-NEVER:TOOK-PLACE. :So this entire:portion of the procedurewaS tircumvented
andia PC showed_up:im a user office; In some tailed-it tat there-for-Weeks-because-what-was sold
to -them as "friendly"--and-"date--thrtied:outito require a little more:than a power outlet; Now
the-next-thing that:happened was that the_ user began te -ask questiritiS abdUt tapping-the
organization's database. In the abSente Of dtganized-micro-support-thisicannot be done without
jeopardizing security. The potential for releasing data without authorization ts great;

So when we follow this-path and- seledt a-micro, the user--must assume these responsibilities
or-he/she-is goinq to be very unhapprwith_the :situation; As you can tee, there is -some
commonality with the previous lists; but we've added-PURCHASE,-EDDCATION,-TRAINING (technical as
well as procedural), INSTALLATION, and MAINTENANCE (hardware and software).

SZTUATION C

MOD OR DISTRIBUrED
FREE-STANDING arm
Know I.C.-OR MICRO
1,14.0/.11

RESPONSIBIL/TIES

USER

I; PURCHASE

2. EDUCATION

3. TRAINING

4. INSTALLATION

3. MUMMA/ION

6. SECURITY

7. OFFICE omwazzrios

8. OFTICETONDIrKWING"

9. MAINTENANCE

D. KWONOMICS

I. INFO RETENTION

2. BACKUP PROCEDUNAL

3. EVALUATION

_If the situation is free-standing with IC ot micro-support,- the user gets some-relief4 and
the-four-added responsibilities:default to the IC or support group.: Ergonomics should be A
shared responsibility based on expertise of the tupport 064 And a final decision by the user.
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Learning a software package is time-consuming, as end-users have found out. That-is why-I
would recommend standardization if:a microsupport facility exists. :It's: impossible:for even
this group to have a gdOd working knowledge of all the packages- -that exist at Winthrop, -for
instance.--Itwould seem-to me that-three packages-each-of-the popular-office automation- series
wouid_te sufficient for most operations.: :There will aiways:be non-standard" situations -_which
abed "non-standard" solutions, bUt if this schematic is followed, the IC is well aware of What
is needed and is prepared to deal with any deviations from the norm.

When-the micro needs to-be-attached to the mainframe, we have a new responsibility for the
IC-or-support-group. -The-communications-problems must-be addressed.--These -can--be--technical
problems:or:software problems:brought about:by-the need to convert data from one format to the
other. Again, -the user is aided to a great degree by the IC or micro-suppott and, as in
situation Di ergonomics is a shared responsibility.

In summary, irigure 1) taid-user responsibility cannot-be established without consideration
of the very organizational structure itself,: and:the establishment or avoidance of an IC :or
microsupportmust be an administrative decision._ Next, throw% a joint _effort of the
4ppropriate-DPAroup-and-the-user,-the-technology-is-selected which-best-achieves-the-objective.
The rules governing the responsibilities of both provider and user are then determined by the
resulting situation.
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FOUndations for Successz_Creating a Working Partnership
with your EDP Auditor

by
Pamela Clem, AsSistant_Manager, EDP Audits

and
Mark Olson, Director, User Coordination, Student Information SystemS

University of Southern_california
Los Angeles, California 90089

Introduction

The Cause '86 National Conference theme, "The Impact of Converging
Information_Technologies", encourages us to consider the impacts, the
effects,_ of the, dramatic convergence of SyStemb advances and
technological accomplishments we've seen in the_paat few_years. This
paper and the arguments we propose, result from such a consideration,
for the authors find theetelves working_on_a project that was born of
this same SyStem advance_and_technological growth. As we use fourth
geaeration system development tools, new application design equipMent,
and the latest advances in communications technology4 Re feel their
impact in_ many ways. With data base design "on the fly" and screen
mock-ups at the fingertips (ours and the users!), traditional design
models fail to account for the dramatic impact these_tools have on the
design and development project. Lvevelopment calendars are literally
cut in half, and application programs _are prototyped often before
their functions are articulated entirely! There are many impacts of
thiS technology and our_focus here will be directly on the role of the
EDP Auditor and_the Systems Development Teas during an 18 Month
project_to dtsign, code, test, convert and inStall a comprehensive
integrated Student Information System. We Will tuggeSt that_with this
convergence of technology those involved in systems development must
develop close partnerships to form a basis for success in their
efforts.

In the May4_1986_issue_of_CABSEVVIECT, George Carr011,_ the diteotot
of_the__Center_for__Computer and :Management- SerVidet___At Ragersi
presented_an argumentfor, teamwork:4;1th _EDP AUditingi "Computer
center managers should view EDP:auditors_as_allies_who_can_heIp them
manage more:effectivelyi_especialIy_in_the area_ of_ security; The
audit -fUnetiOti:_atid computing_mamagement share _the objective of
Mattering a_reliablei_secure_,data,_center;" We_ are extending_ Mr.
Carroll's argument_ to address system development and AUdit't 'r.014 in
thit function as well.

The-Context

A word about the context of this_project: In the summer of 1985, the
adeinittration of the_ University of Southern California made a key
decision: all administrative computing applicationS Would migrate
from the IBM mainframe environment 0_a MIME Computer environment.
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The university had experienced great success with the in-house
development of a financial accounting system and a budget
administration systen_on PillME, and it was decided that the remaining
administrative _systems_ lould be well served on the PRIME 9955
computers. These systems include: Payroll and_ Personnel;
Alumni/Donor (University Relations); and Student Systems. Our focus
is on the Student System development project, which formally began in
Moventw of 1985. The SIS (Student Information System) includes four
primary student administrative applications: Admissions; Financial
Aid; Registration & Records; and-Bursar Operations. These
applications will run on three PRIME 9955 super-mini computers linked
together with PRIME's sophisticated network communications
architecture. The SIS supports a student enrollment of about 27,000
FTE, including undergraduate, graduate and professional students. The
development team 1483 given a 'update to bring up a functional base
system by June of 1987.

The SIS development team consists of a project director, four1 project
leaders*_one for _each_ of the_ primary system_areas, six full time
programmer analysts, two part time_student_programmers, a three member
User Coordination Group, and an administrative assistant. The User
Coordination Group, UCG, i3 responsible for ensuring that the system
meets user expectations, that the user community is closely involved
in the design and development of their system, wld that they are
trained in the use of the system when it is-installed. It is through
this group that the partnership with the EDP Auditor was founded and
through_which the working_relationship_described below is__maintained.
As of this writing, the project is on target and has been fully
supported by the user community. The success to date is due in part,
we feel, to the working partnership established between the
development team and the EDP Auditor.

When the SIS development-project began, the University- Bursar was
asked_to oversee_the_entire_effort,_being rloaned" from the_Financial
Services Officb_for_the 18_month_project. As well, the director _of
the_User, Coordination _Group Aniva_borrowed from__the_Admissions_and
Financial Aid Office where _he, directed_ a distributed computing
resource center.- It -is important to note that- this- sharing,of
resources epitomizes -the -university's approach to -this system
development_effert The shated:positions are a result ofithe:school's
desire_to_ ensure user_participation, cooperation, and_dedication.
Ultlmately,__the_ expectation_ _i3 __that through close working
relationships, me will deliver a system that_functions_well and_meets
user-expectations. The-partnership with the EDP Auditor is _grounded
in the very same presuppositions as those underlying the intimate user
involvement in the development project.

Our_EDP_auditor*_and_most_with_Ohom I am_familiar4 has a background in
data processing* systems analysis* and programmin& From the
beginning_of the_projecti_we approached_the_development effort as a
team._ Early on_ we addressed_the part that the auditor_would play_and
agreedithat _hers iwould, pot be a passiue, rlook over the_shoulder"
inspector role* rather her :role would be_ based on participative
involvement. Here iiwas another resource in- an environment of very
scarce resnurces. We were setting_out_on:an 18_month project with-few
experienced MIME programmers, a new development tool, and a skeptical
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user population._ It waS clear_itio_ us that we should _take full
advantage of any resources_ available. So from the very outset, our
EDP-AUditOr -WAS_ eeen as_ a__resource,_ a_ willing supporter and
partidipant_in an_ambitious_project4 _And we discussed our partnerShip
in_thead_ very terms,_ directly, openly, and candidly._ TOday,,Wd_dan
look_back _and_reflect ,on the wiwdom ,of -thoSe diredt_ and _open
discussions, for we have worked _wellitogether_khOWing_the roles we
were to play. Our auditor was going to be a re:lode-de, not a rat -- a
suprorter, not a spy.

AB indidated derlieri_our_systems_devalopment_effort is taking place
in the kidat of_a_convergence of _technological advanceS. adat
apedifically_in_ terms_of_softwere development tools. -We-are-nail% an
advancedi_fourth-generation development :tool', Called TOADS JTotal
On-Line_Application Development Systea) Whidh_hat draiatiCally_changed
our_development- approach. In_ brief, Ot Ate using :an _iterative
prototyping method that prOduces_startling_resultsi_and_in_ reaarkable
time frames. W.:minimize _frontend _design documentation -and

SPOCMCation._and_begin_with_functional_specs that_ quickly produce
data bate_designis and,transactions with,fully,op*rational_screenS in a
Very_abbreviated_,amount_ of_ time. This approach iS gUaranteed_to
trouble EDP auditors! ,It was clear that :we needed to inVolve: our
auditor if _for, no other reason than td_entdre_her_fiailiarity_and
comfort with this fast, iterativei_iprototyping___approach _to systems
design_and _developaent._ Odt partnership secured _her_involvement,
support. and Understanding, as the following discussion will reveal.

The Par tnership__from_the__Auditor_s-P' erspective

The internal audit department at USC consittt of nine staff persons.
Of that nuaber, there is one administrative assistant, a _director, a
aanager, three Senior auditors, two auditors, and me, assistant
manager of EDP audits._ In spite of the title, no one reports to me-

and for all intents and_purposes I am EDP Audit at USC. On occaSion,
however, my_colleagues and I work on projects together. At thit time,
I should point out that ultimately both the SyStemt development
director and I report_to the same person, the Senior vice president of
administration. Our EDP Audit responsibilities fall into three major
areas:

1) Data_Center Reviews - there are-two major data centers
and several smaller centers at the university.

2) Application Systems Reviews 7._as_in_any_brgabization,_
we have payrollt accounts_payable,_and_similar systems;
Of course-0 as_in all universities_and colleges, we also
haVe Student systems which need to be audited.

3) Systems Development

It_is under the_third area that my-involvement With My colleague Mark
Olson, and the Student Information System lidt.

Ap auditor's rOlei_veryibroadly_speaking,_is_to,ensure that people and
system ate functioning properly, efficiently, and in a
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control-conadiOus environment, __In_ a_ systems aevelopment audit, an
auditdr_hat Continuing involvement throughout the systems development
life cycle.

The life cycle of a system starts with an accepted idea and continueS
through the following phases:

= General-system_design and hardware selection
= Detailed system specifications
- Programming_ard testing
- System_testing
- Conversion
- System acceptance and user approval
= System maintenance

Of course,: thrOUghout the _system_ development __life_ cycle, the
documentation of each phase plays an extremely important role;

My_involvement with_ the SIS _development team began shortly after I
joined_the_University in late 1985; There was support for_ aUdit
participation from both -my management and the prOject Management.
Having previously audited several- developing projects at other
organizations, as well as having been a systems analyst, I_knew what
to expect in-a development effort and how I wanted to impact the
project, Thit Was the first time, however, that I was_to_be involved
with a fourth-generation tool and the speedy prototyping that it
allowed,

"But what exactly is the role of an EDP auditor in systems
development?", other team members were surely asking themselves. Mark
humorouSly suggested in our initial abstract, "The _EDP__Auditor:
Resource or Spy?" My idea had been "resource_or rat," but seriously,
should an EDP auditor function as a watchdog, an advisor, consultant,
designer, analyst, a little bit of each, or none of the above? We
tend to think that the auditor is a little bit of each, and, depending
on the project, and the talents of the auditor, the mix of functions
can chant.: although the auditor has to be careful to keep his or her
independence. In an organization with several EDP _ auditors,
independence can be achieved by having one auditor_involved with the
development process while another_ audits the system following
implementation, _At USC, independence will be achieved by having a
non-EDP auditor perform the post-implementation audit.

My involvement with the student-systea-began after :the decision had
already been -made to- go:ahead with the system_and_to_do_it_on_PR1ME
0-deputets4-- ThOS, audit had no input as to whether moving from an IBM
to_a _PRIME_ OnVironment_was_advantageous_for the_University; Hhving
seen similar_moves_from_IBM_to_smaller_systems_both_fail and_ succeed,
with_individuals in both_camps chortling,_"I-told you so", I was able
to_remain impartial even though recognizing the-heavy bias tbwerds-the
PRIME environment. Although I was suPPOSed: tO be itt full=fledged
member of the--project- team, I do not think-I was viewed_as such_by
management until_approximately three months later. I did not attend
meetings, fOr_exakOliii_in_Ohich policies and systems_requirements_were
discussed with the user groups, _That is_not_to say_that the exclusion
was an intentional slight or lack of support on management's behalf =
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it'instead reflected a lack of understanding Of What the auditor's
eold could and should be.

Which brings up the subject of problems that auditors can and do face
when attempting to become part of the systems development team.

1) Politids and personalities

Some departments and users don't want to be under the Scrutiny of an
auditor nor do they feel that an auditor Should be involved in a
System that hasn't even been implemented. Usually, it is very easy to
convince the doubters that the proverbial stitch in time saves nine,
or in other wordso_controls designed into the system are cheaper than
implementing thee after the fact.

2) Time constraints - other job responsibilities and
not being a full-time project team member.

These_items have been lumped_together_because_they_all,have-to do-with
the-time factor. As mentioned_previously, being the-only EDP:: auditOr
at USC -meanS werking_on several_projects-concurrently. -In the idea
Rorldlithere wouId_be_two or three other-EDP auditorA at USC _dIxowing
Mt to devote_more time_to_one project. HoReVerl Many do_not_see_audit
participation on _a _development-iproject -4A--a fdlltime_or_even_50%
proposition._ While that is notLthe case_at USC, the amount of audit
spartidipation in each project depends on the nature of the system and
the audit department's budget.

3) Lea Of tipertise in all areas

I_think_it can be safely stated that moSt EDP _auditors are the
equivalent of the medical world's general_practitioners - we're jacks
of all trades and_while We can be masters of_somel it is unusual to be
masters of all. So, juAt as a GP could not be expected to be both a
brilliant brain surgeon as well _as a sought=after cardiologiSt,
neither Should an EDP auditor be expected to b.: an expert in aII_Areas
of data processing, including hardware, operating systems,
programming, systems analysis, networks, etc. as_ well as the
application areas to te audited. This was my_first_foray into PRIME
time, for example, making me necessarily less effective than had the
move been made to an IBM environment where I have had more experience.

4) Laek ef controls in other areas

A_Systemean_have,every possible control desighed_inte it _and__still
fail_when ImpIemented.,:iThe syStem isinot_an island_unto_itself - it
operates_hand in hand with US data center_and_With the users in the
applications area. : Control weaknesseS_,existing,_in either -.Area can
pause "the-systaan to faiI. _Indeed,_weare planning:a follow=up audit
of our PRIME- data center_to_ascertain_that its procedures are_idequate
to-SUpport the student_systems,and all others proceSSed there. Our
audit program_will focus_on all data_center fUndtiOnt_Whidh_naturally
impact the_smooth,processing of any systalvitlatidiat physical security
of the data center, backup procedures, di-Satter recovery, development
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standards, etc; A- fellow-up audit of the PLUME center was scheduled
fOri"sometime" in the future. -However, we-felt that with two major
systems having been implemented in the_pastiyear, in this case payroll
and_personnel, and_ alumni donor, and,with the major additiOn Of the
student system_over_the_ course_ of_ the_ next_ year, it_ would be
advantagems_for_ audit_to_move up its planned coverage. In this way,
we will ascertain whether or not the system will be operating in a

control conscious environment.

HoW hat EDP audit impacted the student information system project?
Certainly, the addition of an auditor to the development team it in
itself a__statement of management support for developing an efficient,
controlled system that will_satisfy user expectations. _ Whether this

support is consciously or subconsciously perceived by the development
team and users is really not important. What is important is that
it's there. Secondly, it has provided the team and users with an
independent sounding board to whom they can express hopes, and

frustrations. Thirdly, at the beginning of-the project, a checklist
was given to the team to state what we as EDP audit expected in a

development effort _in terms of deliverables, documentation, testing,
secwity, etc. This in turn_has_led to testing_screens as they become
available, reviewing documentation and timetables, and, as previously
mentioned, a planned audit of the PRIME data center. Finally, we have
laid the groundwork for more complete audits of both the student
information system and the relevant user areas in the future.

From_the_standpoint_of audit_documentationi_the_moSt important thing
to_remember is_to keep_everything_produced_ty the_project team. _Well,
perhaps for audit_purposes, that_is a_bit_too_much. _What_we have done
is to keep a chronological file of all memos, file descriptions,
systems-overviews, and user documentation that have been- distributed.
In addition, the results of- all tests-performed on the system have
been_filed_into workpapers. After a problem has been encountered and
discussed with_the_appropriate project_team_member0 a tiekler file it
set up to ensure that the error has been corrected.

It iS hoped that with the majority of other projects_put to rest, more
time will be available-to-spend on the student system; Time will also
be dedicated 'to an: in-depth, study -of TOADS, the_ advanced,
fourthrteneration development tool which has- so impacted the

development_process. This will, of course,_assist us in the audit Of
systems to be developed on the PR1MEs in the future.

Approximately six months following implementation of the final segment
of the SIS, or two years after Day 1 of the project, internal audit
will begin auditing the systems in their respective user areas. The
insight my fellow auditors will gain from our participation in the
development will facilitate their reviews, and hopefully Shorten the
number of budgeted hours per audit.

Tying in _the theme of "the impact of_converging technologies" to EDP
audit:participation in development projects, _it can_ certainly be
stated that we are as--constantly_-impacted by the converging
technologies as are our colleagues in the data processing world. , At

USC, thiS impact is manifested in the willingness of a project team



and audit department tO Share_theit ekpertise and resources in order
to develop a student syStem second to none;

With_thorough_and_comprehensive attention to the many phases of_a
design_and_developaent,effortj we feel:the partnership_has enabled____us

_ftundation for: the neW SIS. The Internal_Audit
Department,feels_very positive:about the detighj securityj and control
Issues_being _addressed in the _syttelli _because_ we have in fact
participated in the development effort as a team member;

The Partnership from the_System__DevelopmentDirector's Perspective

The_"success" _we _refer to- in the title Of dilt presentation_has_a
specific_meaning in this context. We will succeed Only _if__the__SIS
projectiprovides a- -fully fUndtiOnalj_integratedi_base_system within
our 18 month timetable. The_System_must be a responsive) _reliablej
and:secure application SOlUtion___to___our user information processing
needs and expectation:S.__ We__refer__to "foundations" in_ the_title
because only those_are_in place today) though certainly:60re then_half
the project_is_compIeted. Only when-it is finished Will_we_be able to
know_whether _Wye- succeeded or not. The finel_success_will rest on
the systems' security) reliability) effidiendy) And_integrity.and on
the user-- community'S :40deptande___And Siipport. _From_my_perspective.
faced with limitedLtechnidel_reteurces. amd_charged with securing user
support.-gaining_EDP_AUdit endorsement was a key step. Gaining EDP
teehnical work and review WW1 a coup!

If_the___users_are_aware that-the systemsidevelegdent group_meets_every
other_week with-the EDP auditor) and that the__AUditor_attends_all _key
committee meetings) -they gain-a denfidende in_the project._,I look at
the,"image" issues alontWith the_teehnidal onesi and havelearned
that-the user community_taket delfort_in_knowing that the audit office
is closely_Anvolved _in__the development work. Pe7iceptions cannot_be
ignored._and_wb have_buiit an open and responsive sySte6 development
atmosphere that carefully _keeps, the users_informediand_olo-1 to the
project.__Thelrsense,of:ourprofessiOnal pride and tategr,ty_
glven,even them 11 beliefthatLWe dah_addoiplish_o-ir_ambitio0-.! goEI;
that we'll succeed. We=doUbt Well_tMddeed if we don't hay- tht;
belief well sr.lured, thiS foundation laid.

Particular examples__of_ the _auditor's work- on the _project c.hould
provide_beth speeificity,and direction for others atteapting to build
partnerships withauditors. :When applitatiOn rUhdtions_arl r.rat
requested_by_the user representatiVeS. the Utter Coordinatlun _i3 iTt)

provides quick write=upSiand 00dittentatiOn_that_takes varying
Sometimes notes and queStiOnt tetating from a,meetingform the
design documents.i_ _Whatever _the_,case. we place_a,premium on:go:1,c
response time with notes_and_minutes_to meetings): with- our ,wriide,

think__welre_ hearing,,the _users asking-for.: We in t!er
expect_quick_response_frokthe users) and-in very littlei_timej_we___are
looking,at screen prototypes anditranseetiOn-prOdeSses thtLrenipulate
test_data._ ,,The: processes are doeUttented With fairly_fortal "process
overviews" that,deseribe their fUndtiOnality_and_usej amd plt ontee.
gystemmenus _tnat_are _addeSSed_ by_ the users_and the EDP Auditor.
Through frequent meeting., With the auditor) we review these processes
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as they move through the test stages;

The TOADS development tool provides menu-driven transactions to
display various test screens as they are being developed. We have
given our auditor an account on the test computer,_with_access to all
of the test systems._ Regularly4_she logs onto the system and_ reviews
the prototype screens_and transactions_as they are being built. Often
our meetings will address issues raised when these test screens were
reviewed. Should changes be necessary, we review them with the
primary user representatives, and implement them accordingly. The
iterative development process includes the auditor in the loop.

System and user documentation must be audited in this _development
process as well, and we have_made this_one of_our_specific_tasks in
the_project._ As_our_processes go into the test system, they are
accompanied by on-line help documentation designed to provide user
support and assistance. The auditor reviews these help documents to
ensure that they provide clear, direct, awl succinct support for the
processes documented. Process overviews and other technical documents
are also reviewed on a regular basis. In many ways, our auditor is
our "test" audience for the written_documentation,_and we depend_upon
her ability to understand_and_approve the language and terms used in
the documentation. Her comments inform later efforts these system
narratives.

A-major area of concern at USC1 and certainly all schoolst-centers on
the-security systems protectingithe data bate, . and restraining_access
tO the filed. We_rely_on our EDP_auditor_to_review_our data_security
approaches0_as_ _well_ as_the physical_security_aspects_of the_center.
We_ask_our_auditor to_help_us find "holesr_in thesecurity, and_ _with
her_background_ in_ computing, she has proven-to be-very successful at
finding logical and technical weaknesses-in the system.- As-these are
encounteredi-they- are documentedl-logged, and addressed. Sone months
ago, we:found just:how valuable-.this. "silent"-audit is:: one of the
key:system _menus_included a submenu_for_initiating_batch_processing.
We_did_not.realize_that_the_sub=aenu_options_were_not properly tied to
the_security_system-mnd_only_through _our auditor's_ review
catch_the error. (4ha_project_leader for the bursar's_system was glad
wecaught _it tool-as we might-have run a-month=end process in-the
middle of the month!) So our-auditor is working on the SIS project
even when she's not in a meeting with us and the users.

Credibility_during_ the_development_process comes from only a few
sourcesi_from_users_experiencing_prompt response to _their expressed
needs, and_from_users,getting_what they ask for; We've mentioned_that
weput a_ premium on getting,quick turnaround_on system documentation,
process-prototypes, and other -user -requests. We can only :keep
credibility when we_ can demonstrate that we meetthe_dates:scheduled
on our master development_calendari_andbere_ again_ our EDP Auditor
plays a. -key role. Out auditor_Makes_it_her_job_to_inquire_as_to the
status of_projects_on_the calendari_and_she insists_that_ww_notify her
of_any_changes_or_updates_to this __document.___ As a_ partner_ in _the
projecti_she is_as concerned-as the rest of the development-group that
we,hit the deadlines and delivery dates scheduled on-the:calendar. To
date, qe've _teen meeting _these- dateso and credit does_go to our
auditor for her assistance in reminding us of our commitments. One
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reward is a strong credibility level amongst our user population.

Finallyvit _Web _iiportant for _our _entire projebt- to tUpport_our
partnerShip With_EDP_Audit. Our mechanist foriacObipliShing_this_goal
Wes_through direct_communication-between the: _design__and prograaming
Staffi_the_ User__Coordination -GroUp, andithe_user community, and the
EDP_Auditor. Again, meetings with_the entire staff_help_here, but the
most_ success came from anOther source. With_the_shared development
systems, and the_-eaSe of reviewing screens and- transaCtiOns_ in
progress, OUr aUditbr_has been_able_to, stay,.current _on_ithe _design
yrogresso_atid- tb review _screens:in-a timely and COOperative_manner.
Theianalysts_have_come_to_see_the-auditor_as one4Ort "pair of__eyes"
to_look_for_buip_and_to test-functionality. _indeed_i_after_the initial
hesitancy_on the part of the programming Staff, we"ve experienced a
cliaste_of c'.4feration and_enthusiastic sharing of code, screens, and
4014,P3 on solutions to spedific problems;

_attemped to describe our approach tb_bUilding a workipg team
_ he FDP Aulitor and- the System Development group; Through
r;IN;ar1y sL,_.;eduled meetingSLiwe_build_user_credibility and ensure
teawork. Through earefUl audit review_of,system transactions we gain
additionalireSOUrbet And technical analysis _support:: dUring _
developmentiptbdeSS, _not after the fact.- WI% SeCUrity_scrut_Ioy we
ensure the_ihtegrity_of the system, and-with :calendar monitoring we
assure_timely delivery of system modules.Ahd With coordination and
cooperation_between-audit and the programers and analysts, we truly
build a foundation for teaaWOrk.

We are very sentitive to_issues of a political nature and 46 attack
then directly4 With_ candor_and open communication. We recognize _our
limited reaources___and the constraints of title, And _through such
awareness are better able to accomplish our goalt. We document and
record our activities and thuS can review and_evaluate our progress,
making adjustments where necetSary, as we proceed with the project.
As George Carroll commented, "in open., honest approach will serve best
in the long run beamed in_an_audit situation it is vital to maintain
credibility." We have_gained a high level of credibility, and that
belief And support, from both the users and the development staff, are
fundamental to the success of our endeavour.
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ABSTRACT

The application of electronic technology to library
operations over the past fifteen years__has heightened
the frequency of change_at exponential rates; There are
more innovations which are introduced and which must be
accepted within_ institutions; This environ-ent raises
new expectations and new needs in personnel ii.anagoment =
- including but not limited to, a redesign of the kind
and content of existing staff development programs to
ensure skill and competency in_ new technological
applicationg. The escalated_ rate_of change_requires a
corresponding change in staff training and retraining,
oriented away from individual needs and towards institu-
tional_need. One solution is proposed which demandS top
administrative support and routinization of innovations.
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A MODEL FOR MANDATING TRAINING POLICY CHANGES

The:rapid:growth of electronic technology in the
past twoidecadeS presents universities_with:the
first major transformation_in_the_transmission
and_storage_of_ideas_and information since the
introduction of_printing,in, fifteenth-century
Italy and Germany; It is,ap absolutely shattering
development; requiring:rethinking for nearly every
aspect of higher education ii).

From the perSpective of_almost any_type ot part of a_college
or university in _North_ America; Keller_ is_ highly accurate;
Furtheri_there_ is_general _acceptance of Naisbitt's declarations
iI?.94_that_(i) the industrial_age has ended; (ii) :the:informa-
tion_age _has _begun and (iii) industrial COmmodities have been
surpassed by information ag the nation's number one product (2)._

As a result of this new emphasis; managers of major respon-
sibility centerS icananticipate_ newi_ greater; _and_different
demands attheir institutions for_rapid access to information;
demandswhich _heretofore; did _not exceed the ability of the
institution to_responc4 With: _the application of information
control technology however; constant change has been introduced
as a more significant factor- in the management _equation.: TO
illustrate; it has been :said:that if we could define_a "unit of
change" and then measure how long _it__takes for_ that unit_to
OCCUr0:We *mild find that in_1900 it took ten y.--ars; in 1950; one
year;_in 1970one month; and in 1980; on1;., one day for that same
unit of__change to occur (3); Although our experience:has been
with libraries in particular; the ,present influx of On=line
systems for organizing;_storing and disseMinating information:is
no longer unique in universities.: In almost every responsibility
center the _present emphasis on introducing technology is but a
precursor for _continuing_ changein procedures; systems and
services. While_the experiences and the_ model presentedknre are
derived primarily from libraries; it is,applicable,_to any
responsibility center in a college or univetisity that it
undergoing rapid technological change.

The Pace of Chanqe

_Librarians and_other information specialists may look:upon
the present _as turbulent technological_times - times when it iS
admittedly difficult to maintain one's bearing-St: make decisions;
and manage.: ,While it may appear that technological:evolution is
more rapid today than in the past; an historical perspective
indicateS that_ Change always comes about_in_dramatic bursts._(4)
It iS alSo_Comforting to_know that bursts_ of_change_ in_a given
area generaIly_run _their course in approximately 50 years;
followed_by a_period_of stability; If this theory holds for
libraries; the beginning of the next century should see a more
stable state for the most advanced information systems. Drucker
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_notes that particularly long lead times are required wheninnovation is knowledge-based and depends on many kinds ofknowledge_ (5); If and when an applicaion transcendS thisperiod, it becomes a paradigm that captures the esSence of thetechnology and provides a sound solution to the problem itoriginally addreSsed. If,__therefore, innovation and change canbe shown to follow relatively predictable patterns, it ispossible to establish reliable bearings on the present and tomanage the future (6). Prediction, then, should serve as acritical Aid to library management. Further, library management
should place more emphasis on recognizing tnat:

1; Any new information__systems product takeS time to
engineer, and if managers are attentive and looking in
the right direction, there is_Sufficient time to prepare
Staff and plan operations for technology under deve-
lopment;

2; New, successful information control innovationg will
become more predictable; and

3; Paradigrwi should be watched for and identified, as they
signal the turning pof It towards stability.

The Curren_t_Environment

Large library systems are_ labor intensive and it is thestaff (clerical, technical and professional) in these organiza-
tions who are headed into an era of evolutionary changes in their
work place (6)._ Over the past fifteen years a large number of
libraries have had a taste of innovative technological changes ininformation systems, moStly through (i) coin operated copying
machines, devices for facsimile transmission, (iii) SyStemsfor digital image enhancement, (iv) electronic databases, tv)
online catalogS, (vi) disk oriented image storage And retrieval,
(vii) multimedia learning systems, and (viii) microcomputers with
telecommunications capacity. Because thete changes were intro-
duced relatively slowly, a library's staff was_able to adapt and
learn new systems at a fairly leisurely _pace. Those staffmembers who could not _be trained to use these systemS could
usually be acccmodated elsewhere in the library, with jobs that
were less technologically dependent;

The future will__probably not permit librariet the luxury of
having staff who cannot use new technology effectively. At the
same time, libraries will be_concentrating on preserving ths
traditional parts of their collections, while adapting to a
quicker rate of change in new informaf:ion systems. With micrc-
computers, electronic publishing, compact disk technology, and
videotext technology_ emerging in the information butiness at the
same time that libraries are installing fully_integrated on-line
systems, it is easy to fore*ee that the rate of change in library
operations will escalate. Thus, work=flow, assignments, and

2
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organizational structures in libraries have already begun to
alter with increasIng frequency. As a result, staff will need to
be trained and retrained more often than ever before.

Staff Development_and _Training

Bs,- most_ standard:definitions, staff development is oriented
to on-the-job:performance. Its goal is to improve the perfor-
mance :of both: the -individual and the institution, and_it ie
typically_viewed as obligatory on the _part_of_ the_institution;
Continuing_education/professional_devalopment, on the_other hand,
places more emphasis on an_individual's personal and professional
growth rather than on job skills. It_is therefore_viewed a.van
activity requiring-only partial instttutional- support. Wtile
libraies have:paid some attention:to the need:for staff develop-
ment_and:training in :the :past, it has mostly been fro the
perspective_ of_ an_ individual's -development, and_not fro
point of view of_the library_organization and_its_future_racyJire-
ments.__ In future the latter must be given considerably
emphasis;

Ideally,:staff development and training should be a pystema7
tiC attempt _to harmonize :individuals' interests and wishes wjth
the_forthcoming_requirements of the iirititution_in which_they
work (7).__In_the early_seventiesi Kser noted_that "There_has..-
been practically no literature, and apparently only_limited
recognition of the_desirability_of_such a systemic approach to
the_problem in America's large libraries" (8); Ten years later
only modest: gains appear to have been made according to a-1982
survey-by the Assciation of Research Libraries (9). Although
libraries--and their- parent institutions were assuming greater
responsibility_for planning* encouraging and facilitating prog
rams, most of the efforts appeared to focus_ on_individual
opportunities,__rather _than total organizational requirements;
Most _also still _appeared _to be_ addressing only continuing
educational opportunities,:for individual, growth, lacking a
framework for growth and the most efficient use of institutional
resources to:meet organizational needs.

Obviously theni-there has long been a need for libraries_to
take_a_more_systematic_approach_to_staff_development_and_training
according to_expert observers_of the field; With automation and
new technology touching every aspect of the operation of large
libraries, the need for improvements, in staff development and
training has become even more critical.

Increased Necessity for Staff Development and Training

The automation of library operations through the use of new
technologies is forcing libraries through a period of turbulent
change. The resulting organizational and operational changes,
such as new staffing patterns and growing pressure to improve
productivity, are primarily responsible for the current need to
extend staff knowledge and skills. Recent forecasts related to

3



office automation reveal that:

1. Managerial, sales, and technical/professional jobs of
the future will require significantly different skills
from those of today, and totAlly new jobs will be
created;

2. The capabilitie8 of office work stations by the year
2000 Will include voice input, access to a multiplicity
of remote data sources, and the ability to serve as
personal filina systems;

3. The smaller number of clerical jobs in the year 2300
will demand considerably broader responsibilities and
will require substantially greater skills in clerical
job8 (10).

While libraries are still seeking a paradigm in terms of
providing access to information, it Will probably be a user's
work-station similar to the one mentioned above. It is commonly
envisioned that a Scholar's work-station will be one that (i)
allows access to the scholarly record regardless of location,
(ii) allows manipulation of_ data from various databaseS, (iii)
followt a single set of user protocols, and (iv) contains an
operating_system with sufficient intelligence to improve_on its
own_performance. This paradigm will free librarians and parapro-
fessionals to turn their attention to: the kind and content of
the full range of service capabilities made possible by the
paradigm; the management _of a knowledge-based information
Service; enhancements _in service; and enhancementS to the
paradigm, &ncluding new requirsAients for syStemS erganization
And management.

Civen predictions .!lat users' foci and ekpertise will still
be narrow and restricted tu a Single area of study falbeit an
interdisciplinary one), librarians_will be expected to be able to
organize diverse data files in customized fashion, using_criteria
dependent upon abstraction _and analogy. The technology will
provide endless capabilities that demand these neW Skill levels.
It will,_in many cases, also be in the proce88 of teaching new
skills, as public access microcomputerS, for ekample, are used
in computer-assisted instruction.

Without a means to maintain staff competency in this
environm,mt, a_libravy cannot_achieve_its mission nor can it keep
staff satiafisd with their_work. Staff development and training
Will increasingly have _to be seen as one of the vehicles to
overcome resistance to inevitable change.

In the early seventies the factors that had_ emerged as
pointing to the need for more effort in ttaff_development and
trauling included er:onomic constraints accompanied by decreases
in staff in libraries, by the emergence of Management theory that
emphasized itS cost-effectiveness, and by the growth of opportu7
nitieS for continuing education. More recently, the lack of
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;mobility in a tight job market :has further :stimulated the:need
for:libraries to ensure the continuing evolution of_new skillS in
their staff - skills that_normally would otherwise come to an
organization through new hires (11);

A Suggested Solution

There:do ,not appear to be any rea,ly-made formulae_available
foe: the _development of a systematc::staff development and
training:program _in a large_rece_library; Howeveri_a_study
o- life_history_of_innovationr by fin_ (12) demonstrated that
four. key_ internal_conditions t Hnovations becoming routinized
are: specific support of the top -ajministration in _an agency;
training practitioners -to :use the innovation as frequently as
possible; ensuring that:the innovation displaces an_old:practice;
and having the innovation operate:effectively._ The latter_two
factors are_operational ones* not_directly related to_ the_topic
of this paper;_ _The_first two howeveri nur_proposal;
In_fact_ it is difficult to envision that _eftlioyees -;an be
"trained as_ frequently as possible"_without strr:c; and-svcific
support of the administration; Therefore, tha-procss of moving
from a: :sporadic, unrelated set of activities to a:planneu or
systematic program with clear objectives_geared to individual and
institutional: requirements _must_ be_ approached_ not_ only_in a
stepwise fashion_i_but_also in_a_corrolled and top,,down manner;

The_following __is_an__outline of _how a library system with
limited resources might approach_the problem - given-administra7
tive commitment; -What is depicted is a deelop2ntal plan based
on the roles of-key individuals and,groups in the staff develop-
ment:process. The outline also provides some _generali_guidelines
(mostly from an administrative :perspective1_ for_the planning
process. It_assumes that each individual or groupwill_use
a basic systems _analysis_approach_to_planning with respect to
defining_ needs and_ objectives* examining_ constraints* _and
selecting* :impmenting* evaluating and modifying:methods/ac-
tivities. The strategic roles for those involved_in the develop-
mental plan ,(e.g. library administration* training :ar0 Jevelop77
ment specialist* advisory group) are recommended to he as
follows:

Administration: articulate _short-term_and long_range goals;
provide an jrganizational view_ of -staff development -needs;
appoint a person at a senior level to take,primary:responsibility
for_planning,_implementing, monitoring*and_evaluating_ithe Staff
development program. A- goal- -of the -program might_be*_for
example to develop_a _staff:capable _of initiatingand_accepting
rapid change; A specific_organizationa:: objective_related_to
this goal_could be_the development of staff at the:professional
and paraprofessional level with the following skills/competen-
cies: computer literacy; report,:and_ proposal writing;_analysis
or, problem- solving (i.e. defining problems* data collection*
data analysis); cost/benefit analysis and systems_ analysis._ Any
well designed program should include the use of external sources*

5
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Within _and outside_ the organization - viz, libtaty school;
neighboring institutions with strong programs local _higher
education councils; and other lo-calo regiOnal and national
organizations to:which the libtaty SySteM_belongs.

Training and devel0Ment_Specialist: develop a long7range
planwithin:two years__at most; that is_ sensitive to-organiza-
tional _requirements__and, constraints; develop: a_ PERT; CPM or
planning chart to_establishtime-frame and bench=mark events for
developing a systematic program;, develop prOgram: evaluation
criteria_;:work on_the establishment Of a SyStemwide_advisory
committee; include all: isuperVitbry_ Staff in the planning;
organizing and implementation Of_the program _in order, for it to
become an :integralipart _of_each_unit'_s operations i.e. not:an
add-on activity; develOp_program policy; delineate: existing
library system _and_institutional _resources_available to support
the_program_ieog_release time; travel support, fUnded reseArch
programs* in,house_ publications,:tuition refUndS; formal_course
offerings;_ workshop/seminar _registration Support* etc.)4 and
prepare proposals for_extei-nel fUnding of innovative_programs.

Advisory/Steering: Committ0e: a unit-,wide committee,: with
representatives froti_the_Staff_and managementi_ with responsibili=
ty for advising_the___Deveicpment Specialist --oti time frame;
acceptance _of the_program pn, policy gui;.W.11%,s4 resource
materials_ and specific training arid tittl-cipment needs and
activities.

Staff: participateiin thC pto0-4, Contribute to the needs
analyses: discuss inStitUtiOnal doai roq ets and_con7
straints with AdvisoryiCommittee_members; in_relation_to personal
development_needs;_assist in preparation of training ahd develop-
ment materials;___and_make_recommendations for,prOgrat improvementi_

Institution: prey Is _resource pergbhhol :from other_offices
such as Human Resoucces,: AffittatiVeAction, _Computer _and
Information Systems, f-iltiet fedit professional schools; other
counseling personnel:a:10 the Development Office.__

,The many techniqueS_that a_Iibrary can upp within a staff
development: program_areireadily_found in articles-Or _bOOks such
ag :thosei_ by_ Weber___(13)i Creth (14) and Rutledge f151._ They
explain the_utility of activities such :aS jOb_ exchanges* job
sharing; and, in-house_iseminarg or WOrkShdps,i_Some_less common
techniques for an i"in7house" prOgrAM such _as assignments to
committeespithe establiShtent of a "buddy" system with library
and information science facultyl_ and use of thi.4 new technology
itself =: all poiht _to the need for the plannersiOf a training
and development program to be creative and in vative in their
thinking,

Conclusion

Mostilibrary systetS are currentlyliving through turbulent
technological ti-,es_With dynamic effect on the rate andinature of
Change in _(4,erations. Due_ to the process:of technological
Change in knowledge-based applicationS; it it pOSsible to

6
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predict__the_ nature_of _future technological_ innovations in
libraries and to prepare staff and _operations accordingly; :We
thus: see _the need for :active staff development programs for
existing staff -and revised: minimum requirements for new hires.
These are directly related to the present and future requirements
of library organizations and their:involvement in the development
Of_ the next paradigm for rapid and comprehensive access to
information.

Most_ libraries _have_ had_ experience__ with only minimal
levels of staff _training and_ development_activitiesito date;
Future changes in these organizations_4= largely :due to the press
of new, technology, :will demand that the top administrat%e
levels in library systems must show 'commitment-and provide the
support_needed: to make frequent training possible, While some
of an_institutioes_resources must_be allocated to ensuring that
an innovation functions_effectively and becomes,troutinized part
of_operations,,unless frequent training:is ensured, it iis highly
likely that the innovation will-fail to make an impact, ,There-
fore a more systematic and controlled approach is recommended.

This paper has specified roles for :key individuals in a
library organization :that wouldiset:them_in motion_to_articulate
a_deveIopmental plan_for_staff _development_ and _training, __The
delineation__of these _roles_ assul:?s _tha::_ a standard systems
analysis approach will be used in specifying_needs, constraints,
and:options _and_in implementation. While ths approach may:not
lend itself to all:environments,_it may serve as a guide post in
libraries which' to_date, have had only limited or uncoordinated
Staff development and training activities,
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Planning Model for Computing and Telecommunications

Frank Slaton
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If you are developing separate plans for compufing and communications

networks you may not be responsive to the expanding need for access to
today's information resources. This paper describes a simple
micro-based spreadsheet model that can help you (I) Identify the types
and quantities of computer and telecommunications resources involved,
(2) Better understand the relati aships between these resources, (3)
Identify changing requirements, (4) Budget for multi-rear growth of
your telecommunications network and (5) Assure a secure and
responsive network.
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We are being challenged to explore the impact of converging information technologies. Our

relative comfort with computing technology may keep us from harnessing the full
telecommunications power our Univefsity needs. According to Clemons and McFarlan "To make

full use of the opportunities that telecommunications presents, managers will need some help from

experts. Bridging the gap between scezialists in telecommunications technology and general

management for purposes of strategic planning is, however, an enduring problem. Since general

managers axe often uncomfortable with technology, many are unaware of new options the

technology provides and the ways in which telecommunications can support strategy." 1

The model described in this paper was designed to provide a comfortable, yet meaningful,

bridge between you and the sometimes confusing world of telecommunications.

Some twenty years ago your campus terminal network may have lcx)ked like the diagram in

Figure 1. A few terminals were connected to a host computer - probably located miles away from

your own campus. To link the ultimate Prolifefation of work stations to a wide variety of host

computers, the data communications technology has brought us the terminology shown in Figure

2. To show how this family of data communications equipment might be used on your campus, a

simple spreadsheet mcdel has bezn developed. The Model can be implemented on any of the many

popular spreadsheets available for your micro computer. In Figure 3 you will note that the main

segments of the spreadsheet relate to the three columns on Figure 2. The brand and model of host

computers are entered under Column A, etc. The spre&dsheet dna can be printed without grid

lines and column headings, and lines &awn in to show the linkages (Figure 4).

Now that you have the model built, let's look at ways it can be used ) capitalize on the

"r.:11 verging technologies". Figure 5 lists 21 possible uses of the model, arranged under the

following categories: (1) Exploring critical issues, (2) Evaluating alternatives, (3) Incorporating

new te hnology, (4) Developing service level agreements, and (5) Anticipating the future.

Exploring critical issues. You may have already identified issues that are critical to

telecommunications at your University. As an example, the issues may involve: maintaining

on-line services, authorizing access, accomodating growth, and controlling costs. Left look at

how the ,..itodel can aid in these important areas.
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Maintaining on-line services. With your University staff becoming more and more
dependent on on-line access, there are certain types of information processing you may deem
particularly critical (e.g., student registration, financial inquiries, student labs). To minimize
disruption to such processes the model can highlight alternate mutes that are a ailable in the event
of network failure or sch&luled interuption for maintenance or upgrading. Portions of the model
Figure 3 (Rows 18, 20 and 25; Column L) shows the "TAB" m6del of workstation being used as
both an asychronous terminal and as a bi-synchronous terminal (by being attached to a "Renex
ctlr" (a protocol convertor). The use of standard equipment may allow the relocation of
workstations during repairs. If you are maintaining your own cable plant, your vulnerability to
interruption of service rzmy be detecwd in the model. This is particularly important if you are in a
thunderstorm area or are undergoing construction.

Authorizing access. Access to central computinr facilities from the work stations is
authorized by one or more of the following controls: (1) Password, (2) Account number (3)
Hardware "lock outs" or _(4) Some combination of the first three. The mcidel can help identify the
controls in place, al assist in security revie7.- The switch labelled "MICOM' in Figure 3 (Row
27, Column E) is an example of comb: Jftwarc/hdware control; The work stations
connected to the MICOM switch may he miticted V) certain processors by software controlled at

the console of the switch. This control of course is only as good as the security of the console
location.

Accommodating growth. To accomodate growth, the model can show the
communicadons hardware's expansion capability. Modularity may allow additional cabinets to be

added, given that you have the floor space and can stand any degraded response time that might
result The model in Figure 3 (Rows 12, 27; Columns B D) shows that the processor on the
CYBER series CPU's can be expanded by adding addidonal ports. Although the asynchronous and

bi-synchronous ports are show as being in separate processors, they are actually in a single
cabinet, and the asynchmnousibi-synchronous mix can be changed by simply changing boards.

Controlling cost& The first step in controlling costs is knowing the components of costs

which the model can identify. Costs may be compared for alternate workstationinetwork
configurations. Once this is known, plans and budgets can be developed. The model can help you

develop the project implementation plam Segmenting contracted and in-house maintenance is aided

by the model.
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Evaluating alternatives. Management often has to choose between alternate funding
sources. Many of these sources are providing single-year funding which favors purchasing.
Contrast this with the changing technology that may favor leasing. Consider a typical equipment

lease contract that has a purchase option in it Figure 3 (Rows 6 - 12, Columns J - M) shows a

typical 32704ype configuration of controllers and displays (connected printers are not shown). If

you exercised the purchase option to purchase some previously leased equipment, this model may

help you decide which devices you would purchase. With controller technology changing, you

may opt to only purchase the displays.

The model can help you compute the costs of providing access to different categories of
users - students, faculty, administrators (Figure 3, Column N). The needs and access patterns of

the different categories of users may justify different contention ratios as well as different access

speeds.

Incorporating new technology. The model can illustrate the opportunities provided by
incorporating new technology. Software at the master station of a LAN can now allow
asvnchronous terminals to access host computers bi-synchronously. A bi-synchronous controller

may now be augmented with a lmal precessor to provide office automation type functions from

existing work stations without tying up the host

Developing service level agreements. The model will help in your defining and
negotiating service level agreements. If your only service is providing "utility company" type

access, the m6del can illustrate the access routes (buildings and departments served). If you are

providing the "information center" type services, the model could k a visual aid during consulting

and training, a control sheet during project management of installations and help you group like

workstations when "negotiatine maintenance service agreements.

Anticipating the future. The model comes in handy when forecasting the impact of
technological changes. Additional off-campus access, including voice mail, could be an added

service of the switch function. With more and more teleconununications services handled through

the switch, costs may be accounted for by users through billing softwar
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Conclusion. As you gain experierk., in developing and using your model you will
undoubtedly think of ways to customize and expand it. Figure 6 suggests several ways to add
value to the mOdel--either by adding columns to the spreadsheet or linking worksheets with more
detail. Once you have expanded the model you will find additional uses, such as predicting
workstation response times and calculating departmental telecommunications budgets.

1 "Telecom: Hook Up Or Lose Out", Eric K. Clemons and Warren McFarlan, Harvard Business
Review, July-August 1986, page 91.
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USING THr MODEL

EXPLORING CRITICAL ISSUES

MAINTAINING ON-LINE SERVICE
1 Alternate routes
2 Standard equipment
3 Cable rlant

;:ZING ACCESS
4 :-.oftware
5 Hardware
6 Software/Hardware

ACCOMODATING GROWTH
7 M6didarity
8 Capacity
9 Response Time

CONTROLLING COSTS
10 Costim alternatives
11 Devefrving Plans
12 contrwiing maintenancP

EVALUATIUtil ALTERNATIVES

13 Funding options
14 Cost/benefit analysis

INCORPORATING NEW TECHNOLOGY

15 LAN acftware
16 Local Processors

DEVELOPING SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS

17 Access
Locatbn _

Wort-stations
Software

18 Infonnation Center
Consultation
Training
Installation
Maintenance

ANTICIDATING THE FUTURE

19 Off-canpus access
20 Addition of voice input/output
21 Accounting for costs

Figure 5
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EXPANDING THE MODEL

Adding columns

Cable plant

Gosts

Application

Modems

Linking worksheets

Processors

Switches

Controllers

Workstations

LANs

Year/month
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
A CASE STUDY

Batbara L. Brownstein, Ph. D.,
Provost

and

Michael ! Hathaway
Associate Vce President,

Computing and Information Services

Temple University
Philadelphia, PA

Many colleges and universities are evaluating their
communications needs and planning to implement campus Wide or
multi-campus voice and data communications sysems. Temple
University has completed the installation of its comprehensive
multi-campus communications system OWLNET. The project
includes:

O
a multi-campus MOOD 5 1ón voice system,

date Accecs to all computing resources at 19.2 KBS,

O
host-to-host communication between major University
computing centers, and

O
catalog search in the University's main library.

Projects proposed for completion in January 1987 include
University wide electronic mail, bulletin boardand video text
services, as well as full circulation and reservation -access to
the University's six major libraries from all campuses.

Temple's experiences in defining its needs, developing a
strategic communications plan and implementing that plan
present a case study in integrating cost-effective
communications with requived services in a complex, Multiple
campus, major research university.
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TEMPLE UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS PROJECT
A CASE STUDY

INTROOUCTION TO TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

_ Temple University_is a large urban research university composed of
31,000 students; over 2,500 faculty; and approximately 120,000 alumni. It

has an annual budget of $480 million. The Niversity is over 100 years old
and maintains a strong-teaching and research mission dedicated to making
affordable education of excellent quality available to students of richly
JAverse backgrounds. This:mission_predates:Temple's becomingaimember of
the_Pennsylvania Commonwealth_System_of Higher Education in 1965 and hiS
been considerably strcngthened through that relationship. The University
is comprised of fourteen schools and colleges:

o College of Allied Health Professions
College of Arts and Sciences
School of Business and Mar,gement

o School of Communications Jd Theater
o School of Dentistry
o College of Education
o College of Engineering, Computer Science and

Architecture
College of Health, Physiu.i Education,
Recreation and Dance

o School of Law _

o School of Medicine
o Esther Boyer College of Music
o School of Pharmacy
o School of Social Administration
o Tyler School of Art

Temple U;,iversity's Paley iibrary is a major research library with
distributed holdings in every schooi and on every campus. Temple's
Libraries are members of the Center for Research Libraries (CRL), the
Association of Research Libraries CARL) and the Research Libraries Group
(RLG) with access to the Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN) and
the On-line Catalog Library Center (OCLC).

The schools rnd colleges offer over 100 baccalaureate and a similar
number of master Ir.vel degree programs, and 78 doctoral programs. They
also offer certifjcate opportunities and hundreds of continuing education
courses. Temple owns and operates tw r! international campuses, one in Italy
and one in Japan. It also has ongoing major collaborative programs with
institutions in England, Ireland, the Netherlands, Germany, Nigeria, and
the People's Republic of China.



The University has five campu 5 in the Philadelphia area:

Main Campus: 17 blocks north of Philadelphia's City Hall,
this campus covers 85 acres in the heart of North
Philadelphia and serves as the center for all but the
Health Science Schools and the Tyler School of Art.

Health-Sciences Cent4e (HSC located Oh a 16 acre tract
Of_the ain Campus., this campus houses the

_ _

new 500 bed TeMple_University Hospital,:theifour Health :

Stietite Sthools_and_Colleges,_and most treatment facilities
ahd Consultation offices of the University't CliniCal
Faculty Practice Plan (CFPP).

Ambler Campus: located ih a_suborb of_the city:on 187
acres,:this campuS attommodates_the Universities_ space
intensive lahdscape_clesign_andhorticultural prograMt,
Ambler:also provides a campus of convenience tO Ste-dents who
WOrkiin_the_large office, manufacturing, an6 retearth
corridors:to the_North and West of PhiladelOia and offers
undergraduate and graduate courses to a StUd.Int body of
approximately 5,000.

Temple University CenteriCititiCCI: located in two center
city_Philadelphie office buildings, this ,774mput WV-et at 4
fetal point for continuing_education and offers t Arses in
70 dePartments of 13 schools to a s,...udcnt 'AO of
3,000.

TYler Campus: located on 14 acres just North 3f KiladelpHa,
this campus houses the Tyler Scho-:1 of Art.

Temple also maintains two conference and retreat facilities in the
Chestnut Hill section of the city phnut 10 miles from Main Campus: the
Albert M. Greenfield ConferencP uentei at Sugarloaf and the Eleanor Widener
Dixon House.

TELECOMNUNMATIONS PRGJECT BACKGROUND

By 1933, Temple had embarked on a number of major new initiatives.
Temple's Hospital and Practice Plan staff were in the process of plannino
for the construction oF a new 500 bed facility and the complete renovation
of the old hospital fo,' use as Clin!cal Fac_.;tz' Prictice Plan treatment and
office space. The first pnase th library computerization project was
underway. Through the leadership of ghe University President's thief of
Staff, Robert G. Scanlon, a 13ng range strategl Aan for Computing Pnd
Information Systems (the, Scanlon Plar, wco begs. . r:ciu'ly, and ,ost
importantly, TeMOle's Pr:,.ost cibarked on a mass;ve eftort to completel:-
re-examina the Unlversit -fsission, coals, struct: -a and ras .rces
short the developmPr` of the Tempi, Uliversit,:, Aca&mnic F .n fur the ten

2S2
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year period ending in 1995. At the same time, Temple was attempting to
cope with and plan for far more mundane matters such as the divestiture of
the AT&T system. One the projects which immediately fell out from these
processes was the_Temple University Telecommunications_Project. The

immediate_needs of the Hospital and Practice Plan coupled witFt the long
range needs identified in the Scanlon Plan and the strategic L'Irections
defined in the Academic Plan all demanded a state-of-thP-art
telecommunications system which would allow the to control its
destiny in terms of costs and its ability to add seri ind to support
the future mission of the institution.

PROJECT GOALS

The combination of immedia...e and long term needs directly translated
into three primary project goals:

To install new telephone and telecommunication service in
Temple University Hospital in conjunction with the opening
of the new Hospital facility.

O To provide improved telephone service at a lower price to
the University community.

O To provide every faculty member, student anC relevant
administrative and staff position with a means to access
approprate computing resources and capabilities.
Ultimately, this_access is to include the library
circule-ion system and remote data bases through such
facilities as the Research Libraries Information Network
(RLIN) and other off campus networks and data bases.

The process by which these goals were selected recognized that, with the
divestiture of AT&T and the impending competition of Bell operating
companies in a growing market, the types of telecommunication services
available were in a state of tremendous change and that consensus standards
were nt likely to be completely defined for years. It also recognized
that vendors of telecommunications systems provide products based on
different ssumptions about system architecture, cabling media and network
configuration.

With these issues in mind, the first task was to conduct a
comprehensive inventory of the University's current telecommunication
system environment. This task was dividev into three major components:
voice, data, and video.

DEFINING lEEDS

Assembling the basic voice communication equipment inventory was a
-f'atively straiatt forward process. Temple was a Centrex user, all
vq: ipmert was ownel tv Bell and was billed to the University on a piece by
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piece basis.
included:

0

t e time of the development of the RFP, the equipment list

r 6000 lines,

3000 six button hand sets,
over 3300 buzzers,

hundreds of ten and twenty button hand se s, and
over 10 call directors.

There were also almost 109 foreign ekchange lines in heavily called areas.
In addition tu the existing service, the University also wished to extend
v..)ice service to its 3000 dormitory students. Prior to this initiative,
dormitory telephone service was independently contracted between students
and Bell.

The inventory of data equipment and exi#: ing service, though
requiring more inhouse effort to research, was made easier by the fact
that there wer-. a limited number of data circuits. The primary difficulty
was that there were various sOurces for data communication services
including Bell owned intra and intercampus lines, inhouse intracampus
wiring, low speed dial up, and high speed DDS circuits. Basic data service
at that time was divided into three classes:

o
the administrativeinetworkjADNET)_which provided_3270
type terminal service to the University's administrative
offices,

o
Jhe central_academic network_(EDNET) Whith:terVed_the
net-As of users of the certral:data tenter_by connecting
ascii terminals and remote job entry Sites via modems,
and

miscellaneous networks, some Bell owned and some
inhouse, which were strung pointtopoint throughout
the institution and usually used to connect various
devices to a departmental computer.

Of the three classes. the last was by far the largest, Hosttohost
communication was limited and tended to occur at a departmental level when
it occurred at all (. g., c)nnection of two PDP or VAX types of Central
Processing Unit's)

Two video applications were also unning at Temple, a meeical
education channel which was used as part of a network established by
medical schools in the city, and an electronic bulletin board displaying a
calendar of upcoming events and other information of general interest.

In this environment, the definition of neWs had to be cognant
the following factors:

all existing services had to be maintained when the
new system was installed,
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O plans for future services ranged from the well
oefir,ed to statements of direction to bare
speculation,

O projected growth of service ranged froal constrained
(as in the voice area, where projected student
enrollment and, therefore, staff size was to
increase minimally, if at all) to exponential (the
Scanlon Plan outlined an environment of almost
universal data service to virtually all academic
and administrative staff and where investments in
academic computing would provide students with
orders of magnitude more capabilities), and

O Technology in the data communication area was
changing rapidly and, when the installation phase
c;f the project was completed, the University wished
t, be in a position to be able to take advantage c.f
appropriate technological advances which were at
present undefined.

DEVELOPING THE REQ4Ez.7 Fop PROPOSALS

The Request for Proposals, developed largely by Temple's Director of
Telecommunication ichn K. Patterson, and the Director of Telephone
Services, Claire addrt. :,ed the issue of different competing
venoor approaches tu try. JIng irit.-9rated voice, data, and video
communication in a ct t-ont by specifying functional
requirements rather than ,7>ecifyg a preferred approach to the problem.
This method had a number of advantages. First, it allowed each vendor to
creatively present the particular strengths of their technical straegy
within the Temple environment. Second, the task of matching system
features to Jniversity requirements fell on the vendors and not on the
limited University staff. The i'ndors, after all, had access to the
engineers who designed the sy .2.1 and could best i.:isess its strengths and,
at least by omission, its weaknesses. Finally, tne functional approach
taken in the RFP alloed the University to demand and receive, as soon as
they became available and as part of the initial contract, products which
were not yet developed when the contract was signed. The performance
objectives included all anticipated needs including:

O conversion and ten year projections of voice and
data configurations in aggregate and by building on
each campus,

O minimally acceptable transmission speeds,
bandwi-ith, and switch features,

O required and optional system, management, and
station features of the voice component,
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0
cabling requirements, not in terms of specifying
the cabling plan, but by demanding that all cable
would be new and that both inside and outside plant
wiring was the responsibility of the vendor,

acceptance periods and documentation standards,

initial training and transition assistance, as well
as development of materials which could be used to
train future users of the systems,

0
post installation service support rs.- oemerts, and

financing requirements.

Given Vat vendors were going to propose various approaches to
meeting Temple's communications needs, it was critical for purposes of
evaluation to impose on them a strict standard proposal format so that
cross vendor comparisons could be made with a minimum of effort. This had
to be accomplished without impinging on the requirement for each vendor to
Present their system features in_the best light. To meet these objectives,
the proposal format specified required chapter contents and optional areas
for each proposal topic.

PROJECT MANNING

Specific golsi_Objectivesi system design and architecture for the
Temple Communicationt project_were laidj1c.wn during the contract
negotiation prOtets. _The_contract incorporated the vende,e 070potaliand
more clearly defined resphsibilities between theitWO1.0-,ititiet._iThis
prOtett_totik_several months and vas undertaken_with_the_tk finalists in
the telettion_process. Only_after a_cOMolete:understanding of:each
technical proposal was gained,_did the selection committee present the
alternatives to Temple's_Pretident:and_Executive Cabinet. Ten year
detailed cost projettirns indicated_that substantial:savings would attrUe
over the coutte_of the expected life of the system with_MOtt Of:thOte
coming in_the last_years, The financial_projection included ntilY_taViv:
frOM Voite communications; the-opportunities afforded:by_the installat.,
Of neW_Wiring plant and capacity had, as far as the financial projectio
were concerned, a marginal Ott Of zero, Vrisi the system wos cost
justified on voice alone.

Temple chose Bell Atlantic to be its telecommunications project
provider. The project that was ultimately define° as Bell's responsibility
included installation of two PBX switches, one at Health Science Campus and
one at Campus, installation of wiring conduit where required,
installation of fiber optic cable and twisted pair wiring throughout the
various campuses, installation of all voice instruments, cross connecting
all wiring to appropriate levels at floor closets, building or main
distribution frames and switches, wiring and station data bast development
and control, and day-to-day project management. After a review of the cost
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to provide data communications through the PBX, the project team chose to
acquire a separate data switch from another vendor and to use the wiring
thlt was part of the project for basic terminal service.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

. .

Once the selection process was complete, Bell and the Univer-.ity
assembled a joint project team. The University staff supplied to .0- team
included:

0 a full time project director, who was to be the
Director of Telecommunications when the
installation phase was completed,

o a plant and wiring consultant, to_review the wiring
and cross connect work as it was completed (who, as
it happened, was the retired field engineer
formerly assigned to the University by Bell and who
was very familiar with Temple's environment),

staff from the existing Telephone Services,
including the director of that organization, to
assist in the development of station plans for all
offices in the inv.versity and to review the wiring
and station data base as it was developed, and

0 _ .

a liaison person within physical plant.

This last was required_because though all wiring was the responsibility of
Bell, the particular technical solution chosen required that a number of
switch rooms be built on all campuses. Each room was essentially a
comput.:r room with an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS), emergency
generator and redundant air conditioning cevr ity sufficient to cool all
installed and planned sWitching equipment. It also allowed Physical Plant
to piggy-back conduit work which it needed with the work being done by
Bill.

From the University's perspective, it was absolutely critical that
its project director be able to devote full time to this implementation
effort. As this extremely complex protect developed, critical decisions
had to be made or escalated tr the appropriate decision maker in a timely
Manner. Required decisions ranged from revising the projPct to substitute
Tl carrier for originally proposed microwave transceivers to changes in the
entry point of conduit to a particular building. These decisions could
cnly be made by a senior University representative who could get the
required attention from others within the institution. In fact, in
hindsight it would have been useful to have had more representation from
Physical Plant to keep the two phases of construction more in
synchronization than they were.
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Conversion (cutover) to the new system occurred ir phates as
specified in the contract, with the Health Scierre Center being the first
campus to make the conversion. This conversion was timed to coincide with
the completion of the new hospital. The coordination between these two
major projects was difficult. Delays in the construction and move
schedules for Hospital departments were hard to predict and had clear
impacts on the ability to deliver each telecommunications phase as
originally scheduled._ Other portions of the project were adjusted to
minimize_the impact of these and other delays but the_final cutover _

ultimately occUrred about ten weeks later than scheduled At the_beginning
of the two year project. Put another way, this is A ten percent schedule
variance -- within what one could expect on a project as large as this with
the constraint that Hospital service was absolutely required to be
coterminous with the opening of the new facility.

Before each campus_converted, a massive training effort was
undertaken. The new system allowed more features and provided 2ven
familiar features in a slightly different manner than the Centrex system it
was to replide. The attendance goal of the training effort was to reach
every telephone user on every campus. Training effeirti also included
Publication of a detailed telephone users _Manual. Training sessions were
held at central locations on every campus and used a mix of video
presentation and live instruction. Class size was limited to_tWenty.
Attendance at the training sessions averaged about one-half of the
scheduled participants and there was a high negative correlation between
post cutover problems reported by departments and the attendance rate.

Originally, the project team had scheduled a two month period for
parallel operation of the new communications system (since named OWLNET)
and Centrex service. To address the pervasive lack of comfort With the new
service, its features and new ways to invoke them, this period was usually
extended.

The final cutover to OWLNET occurred in mid=Narch. This project has
been a great success and achieved all of the originally stated goals.
General user satisfaction levels have steadiV increased with the voice
system as experience and familiarity have increased. In the non-voice
areas which were to be addressed by the network progress has also been
dramatic.

O
Data communications service is available to all
dormitory residents who request it.

O
All 1Un11veitycCntrálsitécoputing resources are
available on the data network (now named the
WISEOWL network) and terminal service is provided
at unblocked speeds to 19.2 KBS.
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O The Paley Library computerized catalog is available
to any individual connected to WISEOWL, as well as
from terminals located in libraries at Main and
remote campuses.

The library is acquiring an upgraded circulation
system to allow full library Boolean catalog
searches and book reservation services from
WISEOWL.

O The Office of Television Services has installed the
first video application using the system.

Data service is being extended to the offices o
to half of the full time faculty.

O Bridges are being established from major
departmental computing networks to WISEOWL.

O A pilot project is underway to establish a network
node to provide additional value added services
such as formalized University wide electronic mail,
bulletin board and video text.

O Off campus network nodes have been or are being
added including BITNET and NSFNET.

o A very high speed host-to-host communication
backbone is under evaluation to connect all
appropriate CPU's for such applications as file
transfer.

INTEGRATING COMMUNICATIONS WITH EXISTING AND FUTURE SERVICE

The-implementation-of-Temple's Communications Project-represents an
important_investment in_the_Universitys_future. By installing_large
amounts of bandWidth over and between_its:campuses_as part oftheioverall
telecommunications system_and by being_able to_cost_justify_thatiinvestment
on-the basis of-savings in the voice_area alone,_Temple is_positioned to
take full advantage of future-technological advances in computing; data
baseiaccessability and communications. By committing itself to and
acquirinuonly_those_protocolsi products and services whichit can use
immediately, Temple_can afford_to wait_until consensus standards_are_ _

defined_within_the communications industry, thereby decreasing the risk of
aligning with a product which is a "non-survivor";

: Temple is also in a position to serve as a partner with corporations
WhiCh_are willing_toishare in its institutional missions and assist_it in
deliverinvservices_to its_community_of_studentsi scholars and neighbors,
Partnershivarrangements_can take_avantage of_the foundation of technical
capabilities in which Temple has already invested to_meet:both the:
bussiness needs_of the corporation and the educational and research needs
of the University. .
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Can WANs and LA s

Make Good CANs.

_ Stewart N. Robinovitz
Information Technology Division

The University of Michigan

ABSTRACT

Can W;ide Area Networks (WANs) and Local Area Networks (LANs) make good

Campus Area Networks (CANs)? Or more concisely, can those products

purported to be LANs or WANs make good Campus nets? This is an important

question because it seems computer users are clamoring for local area

networks (even though they are not really sure what they are; while

administrators are clamoring for campus networks (and are equally unsure

what the current wave of campus nets should be).

The terms LAN, CAN or WAN, are so ill defined, or in reality posses so

many different meanings, that they verge on being useless terms. we

Will, therefore, look at a new classification schema for networks.

Once defined, we will then apply this schema to the current offerings of

several major vendors, and see how they might fit into campus wide

networking.
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CURRENT NETWORK TYPES

There are several defacto classifications_that are currently_used_for
networks. Vendors often use only the classification that makes_their
network look_ibest, and_ignore the others. These_classifications-Rre
usually based_on a vague area of coverage, 'service or:functionality,
sometimes just the vendor name, sometimes the protocol and sometimes the

media.

These_categories need to be specifically stated, and when possible should
reference existinustandards. Then_a_given network product can be
adequately compared to another as:well as compared to the requirements
and constraints for a given situation;

OSI MODEL

The International Standards Organization (OSI) has developed a model that
is designed to describe networks, and serve as the framework for
standards. Any classification scheme should take this model into account.

The model is as follows:

Higher Level Functions

Application Layer Layer 7
Presentation Layer Layer 6
Session Layer Layer 5

Transport services

Transport Layer
Network Layer
Link Layer
Physical Layer

Layer 6
Layer 3
Layer 2
Layer 1

We will not go into details of the OSI model at this point except to note
the following:

The "transport services" are those things that will get
messages data or connections from one node to another, while the "higher
layer functions" address some of the real work of the network. A good
deal of standards activity has gone into the transport services, and now
higher layer standards are also beginning to emerge for such functions as
electronic mail, file transfer and access and virtual terminal
attachment.

The object of_the lower layer, or transport services standards is to
allow multiple vendors products to coexist in the same physical network,
to allow different lower layer networks to i:iterconnect, and to allow an
independence of higher layer functions from those below. The higher
layer standards will allow interactions at a functional, application
level, and further promote independence of higher layer functions from
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those beloW, The end result would be that one could pick and choose
components of a network, within layers, as Well as between, from various
vendors. While this is the goal, we will see that certain vendors
intentionally blurr the line between layers, to force customers to an all
or nothing choice.

PROPOSED TAXONOMY

A meaningfull taxonomy can_be developed, that can help compare and
analyze various Aetwork vendor's offerings. The categories can be
grouped by those that fall within the loWer layer functions of the OSI
model, or transport categories, and those that apply to the higher
layers, or functional categorizations. The categories are:

Transport Categories

Topology
Physical_Media
Area of Coverage
Link Protocol
Speed or Bandwidth

Functional CategorieS

Highest Layer Served
Application Layer Services

Topology - The topologies commonly used for networks include the ring,
star, tree, plex, and folded ring or pseudo-star.

Rtng - A ring in its simplest form is merely a closed loop. The
significant charcteristic of a ring is that the nodes are
sequentially ordered, with the first connected to, and following
the last.

Star - A star is composed of independent branches, each connected
to a hub. In a true star each branch is independent.

Tree = A tree is a multiple branching configuration that can be
either directional or not. In its simplest form it is a single
trunk, with drops.

PTex - A plex is a multiple connected web like structure with
multiple paths between many nodes.

Pseudo=star or folded rIng - Pseudo stars or folded rings look
like stars but act like rings or trees.

Physical Medta - The most common physical media includes oaseband
coaxial cable, broa0and coaxial cable, baseband twisted pair cable,
along with minor usr: of infra red, microwave, and low power radio.

Baseband coaxial cable - B,seband coaxial cable is used mostly for
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Ethernetsi_with some_use in proprietary token networks These work
for room;_building, and building clusters; but complete
distribution is not usually-practical. These have been the most
popular for high speed; full function networks, but twisted pair
is beginning to surpass it for full distribution.

Broadband coaxial cable-- Broadband coaxial_cable technology is_
used_for_building through campus sized networks for medium_to_high
speed networks. This-technology was dominant, but it was soon
found-that the cost of design, installation and maintenance-was
much higher than originally anticipated, _and:grew even:higher in
proportion:when_full building distribution was attempted; Thus
broadband is starting to be used solely for trunks;

Ba-sebantrt-w-i-s-ted- pair =- Baseband twisted-pair (whIch is ordinary
twisted pair) is-currently used for telephone systems; campUs,
metro and even-wide area networks. Twisted-pair wire is being used
commonly for_191200 Bps;_asynthronous; and 56 Kbps synchronous for
transport networks_at_campus distances and In_some cases_metro n9t
distances; It is also_being used for 2;5 Mbps; for building
cluster-networks and up to 6 Mbps. for floor distribution
networks. There is also a specialized shielded twisted pair that
IBM:recommends for floor distribution; but it has not gained much
acceptance.

Ether-optics - Fiber_optbeginning_ to be used_in networks;
Wide area-networks-are-increasingly carried on long haul high
capacity single 'nude fiber optics.- Metro networks-are
experimentally_ustng fiber, and fiber is being used to link :

building andibuilding_clustered..:concentrators;. Fibees..biggest
drawback_is_its_lack_of_standardization; There are_several__ . -

different_ proposed standards,_all incompatible, and_so at present
it it prudent to limit its installation in massive quantities.

Area Of_Coverage:-
. Area-of coverage_is a useful .categorization; Many

networks_fell_into_specific area_coverage_based on technological
considerationsi_due_to the transmission_techniques_and_media_ However;
some vendors_then_tried_to_turn_this_around and claim that_the networks
were_designed_this way on purpose because that is how organizations map
to building geography.

The area of coverage categories are:

RoomIcoverage Networks_that are_primarily for room_coverage
generally _extend-for distances in the 50,to 100-foot distance.
They are generally full function, low cost, medium speedi-personal
computer networks:using:Awisted. pair or "thin"-or-"cheap":baseband
coavorioccasionally fiber optics.: They tend to be:somewhat
inflexible limited capatity networks best for open lab or classroom
use;

Floor distributed=fletworks = Distances of_up to 400 to 500 feet.
These:tend to beihigh speed and use:twisted pair,:baseband or
broadband coaxial cable. -The limits are..generally_imposed by the
transmission:techniques used-_, so that noise and:signal distortion
often precludes large networks in terms of total distance and
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number-Of nOdes._ The initial_AT&T Starlan fell within this as does
the IBM TOken Ring on standard wire.

Building - Distances of 400t0 900 feet_i_similar to floor
networks, but-with:More robust_transmission methods. AT&T Starlan
now falls withilithit, 4s_does_the IBM Token-ring (but only if one
useS:the tpecialized_IBM_shielded twisted pair wire).- SOme-___
bateband Ethernets are also uted for this_COVerage_but complete
to4ei4ge is expensive, and difficOltitid:Maintain, due to the vast
numbar of nodal drops, for complete building coverage.

Cluster Of_bUildings__, _Distances_of_2,000-to 3,000 feet,--Thete
werelnitially_covered_by_baseband, coaxial cablei_tpeCtaliZed_star
arthitecture_networks,suclias the Wang Office InfOrMation System
and__the_IBM_3270. _Northern Teleconiand DaVid Systems are now ,

offering_2 to 2.5 Mbps._general_networks4 with_2_,000 foot distances
on_unshielded_twisted:pair, _that_offer_great promiseifor,complete
coverage within bUildings, ,at_high_speed,and_low,cost. -Broadband
coaXial_networks_were_once_touted as the ideal solUtitin for thit
COVetage4 but their_high,cost of installatiOA, detigerand
thaintenance,,, especially forifull diStribUt1On4 hat_caused them to
be_offered more and more.las_trunk only netWorks;_ with an
increasing use of twitted pair for building distribution.

caMOUS,-= Dittances_of I_ to 5_miles.- Broadband-and:fiber_optic
MetWOrks_predominate here, _with-a mixture_Of Offerings of
transport only networks to full fun-al-Oh netWOrkt. Also offered
are connection oriented data sWitch netWorks; as -_.111 as low
power, microwave networks.

MetrOPOlitan__,_ Distances_of_10_to,25 miles. This iS the.part of_
the:network world that the_local telephone-rOperating_companies_are
dOMinating_,_since_thelocal-cable TV-franthitert haVe_failed_to
organize any sustained_services,-Jelephone,local loops, data over
voice-and an-increating_use_of_fiber_are the main_ media. --Speeds
are within-the YOW to-__medium_speed_range, for_copper, with high
speed. pOssible:for_fiber. !Some,feel that cellular-telephOne
SerVites_may_also become important-for metro nettibUt_others feel
that bandWidth and:speed constraints Will liMit_itt Ute to
tpecialized, low speed, connection oriented networks.

Nide-Area = -These networks_are for_inter-city,--inter=state and
international, and_include twisted,pair, microwavei-satellite and

Speeds,have:been creeping up ftom_9,600_bits per
tetOnd_through_ 56,,000 bits per se:condi-and A-OW ektended 1_3
Million_bit_per second "Tl" networks. :Mete haVe tended_ to be
connection oriented, bilt effective higher layer bridges can
function at these speeds.

Link Protocol - There are several link protocols that are "official"
standards or vendor standards. These are:

Ethernet - This is a contention protocol standardized by IEE
standard 802.3 and has a one Mbps. twisted pair form, along with
baseband, and single and dual broadband forms for 10 Mbps. There
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also is a variation called XNS, supported by XEROX, that is slowly
loosing popularity.

Token_bus - This was proposed by General Motors and the MAP group
for factory automation, and is a broadband single cable standard,
heavily used in factory automation. It is standardized by IEE
802,4.

Token Ring - This was proposed by IBM and is now standardized by
IEE 802.5. It is a shielded twisted pair and limited unshielded
twisted pair standard.

X.25 = This is a medium speed international wide area transport
standard.

SNA/SDLC - This is a proprietary IBM transport for its mainframe
based networks.

ISDN = This is a proposed standard for medium speed digital data
transmission on local telephone loops.

Speed_or_Bandwidth - This can be divided into four general categOries:

Low Speed = Anything below 19;200 Bps.

MediUM Speed - Anything from 19;200 Bps. to under 1 Mbps.

High Speed - Anything from 1 Mbps. to 12 Mbps.

VeryHigh Speed = Anything greater than 12 Mbpt.

Highett Layer Served_- _This_categorlzation_is one that is based on
temlOtiltig the services that_a_network_provides,to the OSI reference
model; and determining the highest layer,thati_the given network offers
service. For example many_networks_merely_offericonnectlibh_OriVittUal
connection services4 and thus would be:transport layet netWOrkt; Some
of the current IBM PC:networksioffer full_application services; and thus
WOUld be application level or Full function network.

Functiona,L=Cate_gorte-s-- Some networks_offer_specialized higher layer
functions and are_classified accordi41y. SignifiCant among these ate
the electronic mail networks.

MAJOR VENDOR OFFERINGS - PHYSICAL NETWORKS

The major players in the network world have all announced building_or
premesses wiring schemes, and a network architecture to utilize their
reSpective schemes. These are_all forms of twisted pair wire and the
consensus seems to be forming that the next wave of networks, especially
those for university or industrial campuses, will follow one of these.
The current crop of limited baseband Ethernets, and somewhat larger
broadband networks will still be used, the former for small localized
networks, the latter as internet trunks. The major netWorks that will
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be reviewed are the IBM Token ring, the AT&T Starlan and the Northern
Telecom Lanstar.

IBM_-___IBM's token ring requires IBM_type_1:or type_2_shie1ded_twisted
pair_wire_ to_ function maximally.:-These_cables_are_considerably,thicker_
and,more difficult-to-WOtk:With_than standarditelephone wire, -They:_take
an-excessive-aMOUnt: Of table_tray or_conduit space as-welliaSAUge floor
"closetS"_.--ThUt_IBM_Wiring_is_not_practical fOt eXiStIngibUildings nor
multi_buIlding_campuses. IBM has announced theit:_tdken_ting for.

.

unshielded twisted_pair; but- when_one.looks at this_one_finds_that there
are_severe_distance-and size (MaXiMUM nodes.72)_restrIctions on-the use.
It_should-be_noted that the_reatoh_IBM limits_its networks is that.
&though they 100k.like_star_wiring_,_they really are folded_rings With 2
pairs_e_Wite_pet_Workstation;_so that signals- must.ttaVel_Up_and back
frolva:hrib_thtough every_stngle workstattom, thereby_eritoUntering_noise
and_delakproblems; which-get accentuated_on_unshielded _twisted pair.
Further more_all floors that:ate:interconnected actually create an even_
bigger_folded..ting. It iS AltO:the case that all the workstations,Share
a common-4 megabit pet_tetond pipe._ Thus the IBM scheme-is Mote fit for
new-single bUilding_locations. or at most, a very,limited aitokitit of use
Of_the IBM:töken ring network in very small buildings or Oh 4 few
scattered floors where needed.

AT&T AT&T's Starlan_netWOtk Is a 1 Mbps. twisted pair. Itallows &
maximum distance:Of BOO feet_from a network adapter to a-workstation to a
Starl4p:hUb.:_Like_the IBM_Token Ring, it is really_a_fOlded_detign
rather than_true star,_using two-pairs of wite_for_each workstation;
except_it_is_an_Ethernet buss rather that_Token_Ring.__In addition
individual nodes, located in the_tameiroom;_for_Instance,_ can be--"daisy
chained" together, toAaVe_Oh_Wire back to the hub.- Due to the .1-MbOt.
bandwidthi_aitypial Statlan's hub_will be_limited to 10_0-12-nodet-.
Hubs can bellened together,_but_this would mere(yJUtthet_lbad_up_the
network,__TheSe 1 Mbps._Starlan hubs may,be_bridged_by_ISNt Which_have_a
7_Mbps_. _bandwidth. _These ISNs-can_haVeJiber_concentrators forpicking
up_Starlan_hubs. The ISN-further,_provides. both inbound and outbound
asynchronous connectiOnt tO attathed_Starlans.__Finally the ISNs_Can also
act as bridges fOt 10 Mbpt...Ethernets,-but these 10 Mbps. Ethetnets
cannot talk tti the 1 Mbps. Starlan Ethernets.

Northern Telecom_- Northern TelecoM_Offers two_products_that _use twisted
pair_wire,systems. Both ust_AWO_O&Irt_of_unshielded wire that provide,
a_dedicated,2.5-Mbps. link_at. dittances_of up_to 2,000 feet. One,ptOdUCt
is_the. Lanstar Patket:Ttantport_Equipment, (PTE). The_PTE connetts the__
2.5 MbpS dat&i_linkt_to a,hub_with_a 40- Mbps.,buss that_itASed fet_voice
andAata_._:Eath_hubican_support-over,1,000 data_linesi althOUgh_thts
Iumber_woOld most_likely-be smallet_AUO:tO performanCe_tonsiderations.
Northern_has indicated that-these PTEhubs_will_beilinked_butzhas only
announced:11 1.5-Mbps. andiPBX:11nkage _They are_an,active participant
in,the,curtent efforts tO__deVelop_a 100_Mbps.,?iber_network standatd
(FDDI2) soione:May_tUrMite they_are_considering,large fiber rings to .

perform thit_linkage._ The PTE is-currently marketed_WIth_a Lanttar_PTE
PC..LAC.._Thit_suppotts a MSNET network, licensed_from_Mittosoft, _but
given_NortherWs,"Open World" direttlOn,:eand the fact that_ they_have
offered,the,Lanstar Link fbt-Standardization, it_would be reasonable to
see other networks_-;_-such as thOte ftom Novell, Banyan and 3 COM will be
available on the PTE.
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The_other_product from Northerm Telecom is-called-the DV/1. -The DV/1
uses_the same 2,000 foot 2.5-Mbps. data link of the Lanstar PTE, but
connects many fewer lines. -The smaller DV/1 System_ is_packaged as.a.
combined_data:and volce.systemi_offering_a mix of network-likeiand-
Mlnicomputer,like functionsi_ including one for_IBM and compatible PCs
that uses the DV/1 as a server, and can also perform messaging and other
functions with the DV/1's own software.

The Lanstar PTE-would appear to be a good choice-for .camps networks,
provided.that high.speed linksiare developed, and that it is supported by
the leading network vendors; interfaces for standard Ethernet devices
are developed;

HIGHD LAYER NETWORKS

Higher layer networks today fall into several distinct worlds. These are

The IBM compatible MS network family
The TCP/In UNIX family
The specialized proprietary networks
The OSI networks

The first three represent real working networks, while the last, the OSI
networks, is a future goal. As will be seen in the following section,
what is really needed is one integrated network. Instead, what one must
settle for today, are several separate networks from each of these
families, and try then to develop adequate gateways.

Required higher=layer_functtons - When surveyed, users report they want
the following in a full function workstation based network:

1. File sharing- The ability of network users to access and
. share each others files and documents. This must be done on a

controlled, secure manner.

2. Printer sharing- The ability to access and share various
draft and letter quality printers. These printers need to
scattered geographically.

3. Shared application software- Users would like the ability to
share a common library of select software.

4. Message systems= There is a need-for comprehensive, easy to
use message systems; that- are fully integrated-with various .
other message sy. .ems. -This_cao be.interpreted to meanithat
there_must be loc._ local message systems that_are able to
interface to using the SMTP or X;400 standards;

5. Communications gateways- There needs to be gateways to other
networks_, especially those supporting the X.25 with X.29 pad
or TCP/IP with Telnet standards as well as IBM SNA and 3270.

6. Apple Macintosh integration - Apple Macintoshes should be
fully integrated both at the file and message transfer
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function as_well at at the fUll application layer, for select
applications.

The IBM compatible_ MS-network_ family =_ _The largeSt_faMily_of_higher
layei'_ networks, from-a commercial:pertpettiVe, it_that_centered around
IBM_PCs and compatables. IBM:contracted_With__Microsoft,--Inc., to
develop their networking,_.:Whith It for systems using the MS DOS and PC
DOS operating. tyStemsi _and is. commonly:called MS-networks-. The:IBM PC
NetWOrk:ahd Token Ring are_ based on this, as is MSNET Whith tan be
litensed by vendors to develop compatible netWorkt;

MS_networks.define-serversi_and workstations; _Servers within basic MSNET
include print and-file,While_IBM_and.other_leading compatible vendors
such as 3=COM4 BANYAN_and Novelradd,other server-functiOnS iheluding___
COmmUhicationsi gateways.,_ _message systems_and enhatiCed_tecurity;___There
is:nothing within_the__MS network-design-to ptetlude a tingle machine from
being both vserver and workstation at theitarne_time,_but constraints of
memory_ and cpu, at leastup_to_and..intlUding_80286__based AT class
machines, as well_asilack of Otiltiple processing_ in_ MS DOS at present.
preclude a=given: machine from being_a _server and workstation

_

cOntUrrently; This should change with the 80386 claSS Of Mathines, and
MS DOS 4 and 5, however;

The result_of this-constraint_it_that true_fully_distributed-networks are
not a reality,in-theiMS network family today,,_and instead there it
generally a diStinction between_server and workstation:prOCestOrti _A
more_seVereiresult_of_these hardware and -oftware contttaintt it that
latle efficient servers cannot-be MS DOS_bated and to Vendors have had to
develop proprietary_server hardwareiand sciftWarei Which they then try_to
make MS DOS and MS networkcompatible; This also should change with the
80386 processors and MS DOS 4 and 5;

While IBM_offers both the_PC Net and Token_Ring and:_NOrthern_Telecom and
AT&T__offer__MSNET__based networks, the_tUrreht tOp_thoite,in the MS
netWork family includeithose_from 3=COM: NOVell_ahd Banyan; 3=COM is
the most MS DOS_compatible_i_iand even_Will be interfaced at the NETBIOS
level, -but 3=COM:_has tended to try to market their network on_theit own
Ethernet card. -(Thts_is due to,the,fact that_this was_the company's
originJ_ Recent indications,areithatthe software_netWOrk_is now being
Mbre_agressively_unbundled, so it is beginning_to appear_on many
transport systems Novell_and:Banyan have_alWays offered their network
mother vendorsitransports_and_so haVe more_transport- options at-thit_
time. Novell and 3=COM have focused_on smaller networks, while BaOyan
has focused on larger networks and sub networks integrated ow Various
transports.

The_gateways are beginning to appear, but at present the most common
gateways are to IBM 3270 and asynchronous ports. They all have message
systems and are all talking about, or are just releasing, X.25
gateways. Integration of Macintoshes_and TCP/IP do not currently exist,
although 3=COM offered a Mac server in an earlier network, while Novell
and Banyan are committed to TCP/IP and Banyan acknoWledges an interest in
the Mac. Banyan appears the most advanced in internetwork bridges,
network management and remote management as well as internet standards.
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Vendors of applications software for MS DOS are now releasing versions
for MS networks and finally are ready to address sight or network
licensing and shared programs.

The TCP/IP:UNIX family =__The_TCP1IP network standards were_originally
developed_by_the_DARPA community butwere rapidly and-enthusiastically
adapted_and_enhanced by_the_Unix community, especially those-using Unix
based_high powered workstations-and Digital minicomputers-. This haS thUS
become the_ defacto network standard-for-thit class netWork,_ and_due to
its wide spread_use_haSinow_bectiMe the internet standard_for academia;
and:is now_moving into_industry_;_ _This is still a limited commercial
market_ however, _so many_vendors are_only acknowledging it through
gateways from their_networks. except for the CAD/CAM area. Some-

vendors, such as SUN, are also beginning to support servers for MS-
network based systems on TCP/IP UNIX systems; so some interconnection is
beginning.

The specialized proprietary_networks - Many vendors offer their own
proprietary networks. Some such as Domain from Apollo are excellent,
fully distributed, full function networks. Others such as Digital, have
indicated a movement to standard networks as they develop. IBM has
defined a network based on Application to Application Protocol (AAPC)
that is part of its proprietary SNA using a Logical Unit 6.2 (LU 6.2),
that is an alternative to the MS network for the IBM PC family.

The OSI networks = The International Standards Organization is working
on a complete set of network standards, and most vendors indicate they
will move to these standards as they develop.

CONCLUSION

A campus wide network, for a large campus, must use a lower level
transport that will get a high speed connection to as many desk tops as
possible, from a minimum of nodal points. That transport must support
the current network offerings, as well as future ones, and provide high
bandwidth interconnection of those nodes. No single offering meets that
today, but the Northern Telecom PTE transport seems the closest_at this
time. Northern needs to add high speed interconnection, cross agreements
With major network vendors, and Ethernet and token connection to be
fully acceptable. At the higher layer, a combination of TCP/IP networks
and MS Networks (such as those from 3 COM, Novel and especially Banyan)
would offer many of the services needed. A major weakness would still be
the lack of integration, so that the integration of these separate
network worlds would be a critical next step.
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ABSTRACT

la 1983 it became very apparent that Carnegie Mellon University was embracing a steategy ofdistributed yet interconnected computing for instniction and research functions. Concommitantlythe central computing resources availabk for administrative purposes were being stressed with noimmediate plans for expandingcentral administrative computingresource& The need forinformation and computing support in all the traditional administrative offices was growing. Thispaper describes the planning for or lack thereof, the implementation of, the care and support of andthe lessons learned from the 250 node administratht LAN (Ethernet).
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PART I. THE CAMPUS COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Carnegie Mellon University is located in Pittsburgh;Pennsylvania Comprised of the College of
Fine Arts, the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, Mellon College of Science, Carnegie
Institute of Technology, the Scnixil of Urban and Public Affairs and the Graduate School of
Industrial Administration, it offers a computer intensive environment to its 6500 students, 400
faculty and 1900 staff.

Currently, Carnegie Mellon ovvns in excessofthree thousand computers. These include IBM
3083, RT, AT, XT, and PC class equipment,DEC 8650, 11-780, 11-750, 2060, MicroVax and
Pro350 class equipment, Sun I, II, and III workstations and Apple Macintoshes. In addition to
university owned computers, nearly thirty percent (30%) of the student body own their own
computers and over forty percent (40%) of the faculty own their own computers. The University
employs over 350 computer professionals, more than 150 of them in support functions.

Administrative computingis supported on two DEC 2060's, three ViiX 11-7110's, an IBM 3083,
the PCLAN, severalAppletalk networks and numerous standalone personal computers. The
stated direction is to migrate all adthinistrative applications from the IBM 3083 and the DEC 2060's
to an integrated, distnbuted database environment, operating on a cluster of VAX 8700's running
VMS, over the next three to five years.

To reach our goal, we will use mainframes, sophisticated data commtinications and database
management software, high powered personal computer (Microvax, RT Sun III) workstations and
local area networking (LAN) technologies to meet information and data processing needs in the
administrative areas.

IL THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAN

In the September 1986 issue of PC WORLD, Bill O'Brien, a technology writer and computer
columnist in New York City, states that the average size of a LAN is 6 to 10 workstation nOdes
with 20 - 40 MB of hard disk storage, one file server; one:print server and two printers and; if
unstable, might require asimuch as_10 - 12 hours of technical support per week; (O'Brien; Bill;
"Network Management: Tips and Traps", PC WORLD; September 1986: pp. 228- 237.)

Administrative Systems appears to have one of the largest pc based local area networks in the
country. In addition to its size, the uses of the network have extended beyond electronic mail,
shared printers and shared general purpose software. The Administrative LAN at Carnegie Mellon
University, which is the subject of this analysis, has over 250 workstation nodes, 2.5 gigabytes of
disk storage on the thirteen file and print servers and 12 printers (including dot matrix, daisy wheel,
and laser).

The tarpits between conception and deployment of LANs are numerous and occasionally deadly.
We will describe both the current operation and review some of the major issues that were
addressed on the way to network stability.

The factors leading up I&th e-currendy installed administrativeLAN had their roots in four streams
that were convergingin 1983. First, demands on theadrninistrative DEC 2060 hardware had
grown to the martimum kvel that a single system could accomodate. The decision point regarding
additional hardware acquisition was approaching rapidly. Second, the commercial availability of
personal computers appeared capable of supporting administrative users. Third, there was a
growing need to standardize office automation applications for ease of support and development.
And the fourth was the on-going technological thnist of the CMU ambiance.
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One of the major differences between this environment and most other iirstitutions of highereducation is the tools utilization (technology drives service) emphasis on the part of senior
management.. Few organizations have the type of technologically based user community among thesenior administration that is_present at CMU. This environment tends to seek advances intechnology to address problems even if these technologies are not completely stable.

Evaluation of the points ofconvergence Of these streams and development of a strategiposture for
adMinistrative computing was thereSpbriSibility ofSenior Vice President Richard Van Horn; ViceProvost forCompufing and Planning Douglas van Houweling, Director OfAdMinistrative SystemsJ. Ray Scott, Office AutomatiOn Coordinator Lynda Barner, and Senior sy-st6dis and TechnicalAnalyst Anthony Schaller.

One Of the initial decisions marle was to halt furtherapplications deVelopment in the DEC 2060Arena and to begin the process of planning for the next generation of applications developinentThe personal computer was proposed tO absorb some of the application demand Overload. ThiSallowed the use of personal computer technology for the development of ititerith Applications;

The first phase of the plan to meet application needs called for the purchase of several personal
computers by_administrative _dTartments. To add fiscal support for this direction, the cost thatwould have beenincurred viith the purchase of additional mainframe hardware was used to
Subsidize deparuriental acquisition of personal computers. This direction was in line with the
universitYs stated policy regarding a transition from a timesharing to personal based computingenvironment.

As the need for shared access to data became clearer, the advantages of having powerful personalcomputers for use by individual staff seemed to Ix outweighed by the need for common access toinformation and by the consftints that are imposed by multiple versions of files. Other issues thatsurfaced included the frequent need for printing capability, the requirement for greater storagecapacity than provided by standard gersonal computers, and the expense of the systems that hadhard disk access.

After careful examination of theOpticins, it appeared that using Local Area NetWOrk (LAN)
technology provided many OftheadVantages of timesharing computing and Minimized thedisadvantages of stand akine personal computers. We could still meet the intended objectives withthe LAN solution, therefore the decision was_made to investigate this technology for possibleapplication opportunities in administrative office-S.

Planning for the LAN included system specification, vendor selection, product acquisition, locationplanning, cable and hardware installation, software installation, user training, applications
development, planning for enhancenierits, and planning for replacement Each of these activities
was addressed to a greater or lesser degree in the implementation of the Administrative SystemsLAN.

1. SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

Tho_LAN specifications were developed by _technical staff from Administrative Systems. Amongthe vecifications were that the technology of choicewas the ethernet bus technology. Data
transmission rates were to be irt ticess of 6 megabits. It was desirable that_ the architecture permitmore than one file server on the network. Print queueing and spooling were fequired. Variousaccess schemes for files - - public, shared and private - - were to be supported. Goad diagnosticcapabilities hullo exist in order to aid problem solving as we entered into an new environment.
Systemsoftware provided by the vendor would indicate the forethought and planning placed intothe product.

The system had to utilizeAtandardDOS to assure applications software availability and permit useof all DOS commands. The applications that could be served by the network had to include sharedfile access, database, wordprocessing, printing, and interdepartmental mail services. These
additional utilities would pnwide services that v ..r.t previously only available from the mainframe.
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It was anticipated that we would expect the same robustness from application software on thz LAN
as we were accustomed to on the timesharing systems.

We decided to estabEsh a pilot installation to evaluate feasibility, support requirements, and
usefulness of the software in a production environment.

2. VENDOR SELECTION

During late 1983, the Administrative Systems technical group investigated various network vendors
who were active in the field. These vendors included Orchid Technologies, Corvus, Novell,
Pnotton, and 3Com. During this period we weighed the stated product directions, compatibility
with industry standard protocols, and interest in the CMU environment.

After preliminary investigation the group selected the 3Com Ethernet products for both hardware
and software for the proposed pilot.

3. PRODUCT ACQUISITION

Underthe agreement fofmalized between CMU and 3Com, both organizations would benefit from
this committment to LAN development CMU would receive pricing incentives for network
intefface boards used within the campus and a site license for the Etherseries® server software.
3Com would tenefit from the sale of boards, which would increase as additions'. servers were
deployed, and CMU would serve as a showplace for LAN development. In addition, CMU would
be permitted access to source ccide to obtain better understanding of the product and accelerate our
network software development.

In hindsight, this agreement was problematic. Although it had provided a mechanism by which we
could grow our LAN very quickly, it did not clearly state what our status was with respect to
technical support (see Lessons We Learned for a more detailed explanation).

4. LOCATION PLANNING

Location planningfor the initialLkN site included selecting an area where the cabling could be
installed with minimum user disruption; the server could be housed appropriately, the LAN would
receive high usage; and installation of the LAN would add significantly to the efficiency of the
operational unit.

The Financial Aid Office of Carnegie Mellon was selected as an appropriate location for the
introduction of this technology. This site was chosenfor several reasons. They had limited access
to mainframe computing andmany worlcrequests in the queue; the applications they requested
were primarily dependent ondata collected by the financial aid office; data involved in the proposed
applications, that was not already on the 2060, was not needed by other offices; the unit was
centrally located; the applications would have high visibility; and the Associate Vice-President for
Financial Resources, Walter Cathie, was a willing and supportive collaborator.

5. CABLE AND HARDWARE INSTALLATION

At the tithe the:initial network objectives weir establishal, the IBM Personal Computer was
seected asthe hardWair enVfronment. The fmal configuration included one XT to act as the initial
network server; four PC's with two disk drives and seven PC's with a single diSk drive each.
Every rersonal computer, regardless of type, was equipped with a memory expansion Ward; 384K
of RAM, a Hercules Graphics Card; and a 3Com Etherlink card and appropriate cabling and
connectors.

(Ince theselocdon of networic vendor and the site was made, the installation of the necessary
ethernet cabling and connectors proceeded very quickly. The wire was pulled for the first
installation in late 1983. Based on the recommendations of external consultants we used the coaxial
RG58 cable with screw on connectors. This proved to be a costly mistake. (This will be discussed
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in Part II. Impact of Exiting Technology an IMplentation of the Administrative LAN.)

In addition, personal computerS Were configured for the depanmental stiff as network workstations
accessing a departmental serVer for printing and file StOrAge Each _workstation was equipped withDOS_and rietwOrk drivers_to enable it to use the netWOrk. We alsoprovided standardited batchfileS fouroutine operations (ie: logging into the network and linking to data volumes) aS Well as the3COM Etherseries® user software.

6. USER TRAINING

User training was conducted on-site. In each of two sessions, small groups of the financial aidstaff were trained. The first pari of the trahting involved hands-on practice to introduce and practicelogin, linking, using the system help facilities, and network services like mail and printing. Thesecond part of the training dealt with the specifics of using the applications programs developed fortheir use.

7; APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

Tofacilitate the applicationa_deVeiopment effort, standardS were developedifor drive specificationSand-other networklotations that would need to be tOdedinto theapplication. The initial tiSdtapplication was identified and theprogrammer analyst who supported financial, aidbri themainframe:was assigned the PC develOpintfit effort. This individual Os( provided USer training inthe itse of the application on the netWork.

8. PLANNING FOR ENHANCEMENTS

Initially, two types of expansion were foreseen. The firStwas an expansion of the capabilitieS andutilities of the network. This was accomplished thrOugh the development of ,Alitional tigerapplications, batch files; user greets and neWS Messages.

If the pilot was deemed successful, the second type of expansion would involve additional nodesincluding the applications supportgroup (AS) and other student related Administrative offices(registrar, admissions, student affairs, etc).

9. PLANNING FOR REPLACEMENT

It is iiiipOrtant tha2 any projects initiated at C4MUbereadily compatible with the ANDREW_ campusWide_rietWca. Future plans include ititegrating_the network into the campus Wide tokenringnetWork, either thrqughigatewayabt tiiigh it conversion to the tokearinghardWare and software.Of major consideration isiproviding the mechanism for apathinto_ the ITC diStributed network andmaintaining the speed and functionality to which our LAN tiStrs are accustomed.

The respOnse to the Oil& Wasextremely favorable.- fit LAN_technol-gy made use of txistihg datafroit the Mainfraine, provided the way rd aegid a rieher information contcxt fOr the finantial aid-Office staff, and provided a m-odel for Other adininistrative areas in the blending:cif older and newertechnologies. It offered a clear transitiOn path to a more distributed data processing efiVironment inadMinistrative offices.

The intensity &this response created so= resource allOcation probleths for AdministrativeSystems, as other offices began to clamor for the same type of environment and services. (Set PartV Maintenance, Operation and Training Support Necessary to the Successful Life of the LAN.)

PART II. IMPACT OF EXISTING TECHNOLOGY ON IMPLEMENTATION OFTHE ADMINISTRATIVE LAN

A. EARLY IMPLEMENTATION DECISIONS AND RATIONALE

As the LAN gained wider acceptance, there was more of a deniand for additional administrative
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units to tx connected. Various scenarios and options were weighed in determining the best method
by which expansion couldiake place. Our expansion moved towarda "grow and react" strategy
mostly because of limited funds and_personnel. Once we reached a critical Mass within our LAN in
number of offices supported, we were able to resume a more proactive stance. The strategy was
developed that would encompass LAN access for all of the remaining departmental units.

During this growth pericxi, there were numerous considerations which impacted the implementation
strategy. The costs of the physical wiring was an important factor as was the physical placement
of the connections resulting in varying lengths of network segments.

Baseband Ethernet had traditionally operated on thicic Belden 8262 cable with costly drop cables
that connected to each workstation which was attached. One advantage which the 3Com network
offered was the ability to run, Ethernet on a thin RG58 C/U coax cable and eliminate the drop cables
entirely. This saved considerable cost on the network cable and the drop cables thus reducing the
per connection cost significantly. The drawback, however, was that upon considering distance, the
thin RG58 cable had a maximum recommended distance of 10)0 feet per segment while the thick
8262 cable could support a 3,000 ft segment (1->3 ratio per foot).

In addition, each, cable supported various types of connections to tap into the network. The thick
8262 tablerequired an external tnnsceiver tapped into the cable with a drop cable running between
the netwo± and the workstation. The thin RG58 cable only required a r-connector placed between
pieces of network wire with the vertical portion of the T connected to the back of the personal
computer. When using thick cable, the drop cable brings the network connection to each
workstation, while the thin cable must run by each workstation that is to be connected.

This approach of "tappinginto" the network is characteristic of a bus network. Each machine
connectedto a segment will listen to the cable to see if it is clear to transmit data. Iftwo machines
collide while attempting to send data simultaneously, they each wait a random period before
retransmittin. Elecfficail_ the bus nquires a terminator placed at the both ends of a segment of
cable._ If a t.eak in the segment of cable occurs, all users attached to that segment are unable _to
communicate on the network. An advantage to thick cable is that additionahisersmay be tapped
into the network without disrupting other users. Adding users to the thin cable requires bringing
the network down, cutting the cable, adding connectors to attach to the controller card with a T
connector and bringing the network back up.

Another meth5d Of connecting close quartered clusters of people is by using a Delni (Digital
Ethernet LoCal Networkinterface). This device permits the connection oft drop between the delni
and the network;_then other drops are connected directly hetwee:n-the delni and the WOrkstation. It
provides the advantage of a star network while maintaining theiEthemet SpeeifiCatiOn. _Onemay
isolate problems easily by removing ditycables freiritackOf the Delhi Connected machines until
the malfunctioning machine has been detected. Also the addition of a Delni adds no physical
distance tO the length of the netwoffc cable, irrespeCtive of the length and number of drop cables.

Itireviewing thevriginal topology_ of the LAN, it consisted of thin cable running through the
Financial Aid department with an eventual connection to thick cable in a pipt Shaft. The thiek table
crossed tetween_ buildings underground and_then ran_ into a wiring tray in the_halhkay to the
Administrative Systems colridor. From that point it mergedbaek kithin Cable andran through the
develogers' offices. A benefit Of the chosen_ network tothnology was the ability for one station to
be down and not affect other users on the LAN; ThiS aided us in localizing trouble to a particular
machine.

An additional segment was added to the end in the Financial Aid office that extended via thick cable
to the Universiw Planning Office Imated on the third floor of the administmion building. Shortly
afterwards, an extension was added to extend the network onto the fourth floor accounting area.

As the network segment was extended, we found that performance began to degrade as the length
of the network went over allowable specification. In order to improve performance, the network
was split into two segments, and a repeater was installed between them. The repeater served as an
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!iamplffier" to take data packets heard on one segment and send then' Onto the next segment.Research into various thitt proVed that Digital Equipment offered a reliableproduct at reasonablepricing.

Further growth_of the network continued throughout additional departments on the second, third;arid foUrthfloors; It was during this peritid that the deoiSion _was made to move tO ampologywhich sLpported a trunk, runningthrotigh the center of the building, connecting:to segments acrossfloors-. Part of this decision Wat_the realization that the Ethernet specifitatiOn did not supportmultiple repeaters withirLaitirigle logical segment. The preferred app.-oath was to have a repeaterbetween each segment Of the network and the main trunk.

In oar quest to provide_good performance for users on the LAN, we found that the servertechnology was a key factor. Early in the implementation, we proceeded to explore integration oflarge disk technology with fast access times as a way to overcome the I/O bottleneck associatedwith normal PC XT disk driveS (id: 140 mb drives with 20 ms access). Once file servers wereavailable we examined their capabilities and limitations.

Surrounding the research into faster hardware, analysis of fast efficent software took place. Out ofthe search for fastIlatabase Software, we discovered operations to be more I/0 dependent andlessCPU dependent. Faster disk controllers and drives would reap more performance benefits ratherthan merely speeding up the CPU. A sophisticated benchmark was developed for testing hardwareand software for comparisons.

In addition, we examined the availability of file and record locking mechanisms to incorporatewithin our software development As a key feature of timesharing was the ability to share datafiles, we wanted to provide this capability. Here again, it had to be fast, reliable and efficent.

B. WHAT WE LEARNED ALONG THE WAY

It would beicleal if all of our choices and decisions were without mishap and the network remainedreliable throughout its expansion. Obviously, as in any new endeavor, it was and is not without itsproblems. We will review the lessons learned and provide some insight as to how theseconclusions wete reached.

Use the correct equipmeht
The network cable was pulled for the first installation in late 1983. The thin RG58 coax was usedthroughout the Financial Aid department and required connectors inserted for each of the personalcomputers to be connected. After an initial two months passed, the network was unstable andcontinued to have intermittent problems. Some further research into theTroblem revealed thatscrew type connectors had been used rather than crimp-on connectors. R658 cable had a braidedcore which wi gild not support a screw-on connector. In addition, some RG59 cable h.d been usedin error. Connectors were replaced and the bad section of cable *Placed.

Due to the initial limited commitment of financial resources for this pilot and our naivete', most ofthe initial cable was pulled by Administrative_Systerni technical staff rather than by CMUelectricians. As we began to make use of the electricians, we worked closely with them to identifywiring specifications and_they began to physically lay the cable and install fanners. Eventually, thedata communications staffwas contracted to install the connectors. They currently work with us inny diagnosis of the physical cable.

ialyze the cable iiistallation:
Installation of the cable requires a great deal of care. Sometimes it is useful if the group handlingthe installation knows the impactif a mistake is made. Follow-up is sometimes required to insuretthat the cable was installed successfully or to fmd and correct flaws.

The mak cable_which ran bc.tween the two buildings had been installed by another organizationwithin CMU. Three conduits were available for cable; one was empty; one contained asychronousdata communication lines; and one contained power cables. After investigating a pOtential problein
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caused byelectrical interference:(thenetwork tended to go down at 5:10 PM every day); we
diSCOVeredithat the cable had been laid in the same conduit as the power cables. Our thick network
Cable Was then removed and reinstalled in the empty conduit thus ending the mysterious problem.

Advpt a network which ares industry-standard protocol:
In the confusion of various networks available as well as different protocols with claims of faster
transfer due to larger packets of data, etc., one must realize that vendors who conform to
industry-standard protocols will provide the most flexibility for expansion. A variety of repeaters
and bridges from various vendors are available that communicate across those protocols. It is best
to invest in a Liklg solution that offers a wide variety of choices for the future.

For Administrative Systems, an attractive feature of the 3Com LAN was the X/sTS protocol that
their software used.

Fasten tke cabte sely and securely:
Many of our problems occurred due to loosecable that had been u_tucked" along the Underside of
baseboards; Frequently this cable would either be tugged by people moving their PCs around,
beConit crimped Or rolled over by chairs; Just the process of fastening the wire properly aided in
stablizing the network;

Banda common environment for the clients and the s are:
As with any computer system, there is a need for a consistent interface for the clientcommunity.
This accelerates their ability to learn new software as well as understand how to navigate through
the network.

We found that standardization of drive letters within the DOS environment helped meet this goal.
System software tended to always reside on a E: drive while personal disk areas were on F:. RAM
disks were used to insure that both users with and without hard disks maintained the same network
chive designations.

Establish naming conventions:
Network servers require that log4n names are assigned to each user on the system. These names
should be unique across all servers.

At CMU, users= assigned unique id's for the timesharing systems so it was very convenient to
adopt the same names for the network. Servers were given names that were relative to the
department for whom they provided service.

Insure that all servers on the LAN know about their neighbors:
When a server goes outof service, kis very easy to disconnect it from the network, perform the
required repairs, and thenre-install the server without attaching it to the cable. Perhaps the work
may take place while the segment has ad.nional connections spliced into it so the cable is
unattached to the rest of the network.

Generally we found _that if a server did not know about the rest of the servers on the LAN; iti User
community were not able to see those other servers. This affected the ability to link to other SerVerS
for accessing files or spooling prints. It was imperative that we insure when a server went taken
down kir service, all Other servers were notified of the change; Conversely; when a server was
bretight into service; all other servers were notified of the addition. The 3Com software included a
provision for this;

Build network catalogfor all flocks:
When diagnosins problems or researching information regarding:machines attaChed to_ a Segment of
the network, it is Very useful to hat it stored centrally within a file accessible bY all iiSerS.

As thenumber of machines continued to grow, we updated a file containing serial number of
machine, name of the user to whom it belonged, TCP/IP address which was assigned, and other
information.
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Perform preventive maintenancepractices to reduce disk data errors: _Disk management -becomes Mort of anissue when disk size exceeds 10 of 20 MB. The largerdisks on some PC based servers recriire specialized contmller software. These disks needreformatting at periOdic intervals to reassign bad sectors and to place data in a contiguous area.
There were a number of instances when a server would operate with intermittent success due to abad Sector encountered after 2=3 monthS of operation.

Partitian sizes place boundary on file sizes:
A presupposed advantage of large disks on the PC based serve s_was that we would he able tocreate volumes to hold files that were the size of the disks themselves. Unfortunately, due to the32MB size limitation, we discovered_that larger disks were_partitioned on the server. Although onecould make all of the partitions available for use, volumes for files could not extend across them.
Monitor disk space usuge & encourage -line archival onto floppies:
Based on our experience with timesharing systems, we realized that diskspace is probably the oneresource which is consumed thefastest In order to minimize_this problem on the file servers andinsure that enough space remained for airplications to run, we encouraged_people to utilize floppiesforpersonal storage. Each general user was assigned 16401( of space on the server. Exceptionswere made based upon the warranted situation (ie: large databases for statistcal analysis, or largespreadsheetsetc.). The thail facility provided a methodfor users to accept mail that was storedcentrally on the server andplace it onto a floppy once they chose to receive it from the pool. Thiswas especially useful as the number of electronic mail messages increased over time.

Use repeaters to minimize Life_ct of network maintenance and aid probleM deterrnirration:Repeaters linking segments_of cable to a trunk provides the ability to easily isolate sections of cable,for adding connections or detdnining problems on a segment, without limiting access to otherservers for other users on the LAN.

Establish a probTerni*orting & togging procethire:
Problethreporting and problem resolutiOn was initiallyprotelematic. The ustES tended to reportproblemsto see which ever network technician they saw first or knew bett. NO records were keptin A systematic way and there wat itO *ay for all of the people charged With SirPporting the networktO know what problems haddeddifed and their solutions unless they Were directly involved_in theOroblem resolution.: There WaS alSo no control to assure:timely re:Solution of network prOblerns.The current thechanismfOr receiving problem repOrts utilizes the Services of the AS Secretary forproblem logging; the network manager to allotate resources for problem resolutionizand at leasttwo people who can be assigned responsibility for assessing and resolving the problems throughrepair, referral; or education.

Problems may be "ref ections" _on iiinOther:
Intere- stingly enough, when one eicathines a network via the TDR meter, it is possible to see signalreflections on the cablei :At tithes; when a user experienced trouble with his machine on thenetwork, the actual pllysieal_problem could exist with the cable on the other side of the Segment. Itjust so happens that he experienced the reflectiOn of the problem.

1/iidei4reirid what prodact support is ditittible
It iSimserative that good suppOrt is aiiailable. Nothing wasmore frustrating than to have aproblem that could not btiresoliied femotely via a phone call. In addition; having access to localsupport for parts and repair is cfitical, especially if there is no spare equipment available oft site.

Know the littVantaps pf&agnostic and PtiatatiAg tools available:Nothirig is askustrating as trying to diagnOst a "ghost" problem that exists Within the network.YOU eannot seem to track it to a particUlat Machine however it is affecting USett On that segment.Diagnostic software and instrumentS afo the best tools you can have in trying to combat the network"gremlins."
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These are Some of the tools which assisted us in our implementation:

Netayorklialr:These ptogramS are able to monitor packet flow acrOss:the network :

lxtween user machines. Eatkpacket it titSithed a type_ depending_upon the type of traffic._ The
3Com network uses the XNSprottidol. :The TCP/IP protocol:is identified as another packet type.
If a personal cortpiiter *At: ft-an-mined invalid data due to a bad rransceiver circuit, it would appear_
on_thespy progratit _ItiS alsapossible to trap a group of packets and examine each packet to inStire
that itis fanned Correctly. Obviously these should be safeguarded as the potential existS to trap
sensitive data if written to a server while monitoring.

= Within:the 3Com user software; a didgnostic
network program is provided tO tett the internal network interface card as well as the attached
network. This program tan att at a Server to be used for remote diagnostics against it, or transmit
packetS for tetting purOciSeS against another server on the LAN. This was used frequently to -check
new segments oftable nrior to installing the server or to test the interface card in a machine
suspected of having problems.

,A-

Dianots_acone - A Time Ccomain Reflectometer (TDR) should be required equip-bent for
network installations. Many problems which stem from faulty connectors, crimped network wire,
open wire, distance problems (cable length being over specification), and babbling transceivers can
be pinpointed with this device.

Early in the implementation, we sought a sophisticated device to help diagnose the_above problems.
After some investigation, we discovered that Hewlett Packard manufactured the TDR meter. It not
only could locate all of the fore-mentioned faults, but also proyide accurate distance measurements
of the cable segments for both thick and thin Ethernet cable. This was a major factor in final
stabilization of the network.

Provick for power loss & surge protection on file servers:
Rower loss on a file server can result in trashed data or worse total disk failure. Furthermore,
spikes in electrical voltage can have a similar effect or cause temporary disruptions in service
should the machine reboot.

The servers located in the adminstration building were subject tapower fluctuations quite
frequently which resulted in-machines rebootingduring the night. After researching the market for
backup power supplies, the POwerMkX® power supply manufactured by Panamax was selected.
A critical factor was the switch-over rate during a power failure. If the rate was too slow, it could
interrupt the hard drive during a read/write operation resulting in a loss of data.

If affOrdable, maintain equipment redundancy:
When you rely on systems for production, triOre than a half day of outage can be disastrous.

We found that it is envitable thattlitkt iWill_fail_with_no recovery possible. In addition, a repeater
may fail resulting in a seginent Of the memo& unable to communicate with the rest of the rembte
population._ (Early On Wedecidad toplace servers for departments on the same segments_asithose
departments. Theni if a repeater went down the network users would not be isolated fronitheir
own server;)__Transceivers that are used for drop:cable connections_ to the network can also fail
over timeresultingin the same problems as a failed repeater; Having spare disks and network
components can result in quick uptime fOr the affected users.

Logan chaages to the hettiiikk-:
As the network iseXpandedOr inodifie4 all changes should be recorded. We found that generally
if a problein &ended; it usually did after something had changed on the network. After cheeking
the .6g; the thange could be undone and the problem would vanish.

Plan fir office renovations and changes:
As organizations grow and chatigei di-ft are ineVitable remodeling and facility_ changes. Once the
network is installedi these -changes Can overly impact the layout of the network segment in those
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areas. Analysis must be performed to understand how the new space willlook and if the cableroute should be adjusted accordingly._ Even if it is possible to preserve the existing path of cable,users on that segment must expect to have down time while the remodeling takes place. If only aportion of the segment is affected, a bypass section of cable can be installed to continue service tothe rest of the clients in that area.

Once the temodeling has been completed, the cable should Ix checked for any damage which mayhave occurrai unintentionally.

PART III. MAINWNANCE, OPERATION AND TRAINING SUPPORTNECESSARY TO THE SUCCESSFUL LIFE OF THE LAN

Networking technologyrequires technical skills, developthent skills and maintenance_ skill&Support Liues fall into five catagories: planning, haidware and software maintenance, operations,user tfaining and consultation, and applicatiort development. It is clear thatany LAN project needsto be addressed by a careful analysis of the adivity amas and an allOcation of the resource's tosupport the required activities. The adMinistrative LAN currently requires 2.0 FTE for technicaland user related support.

The network manager is responsible for the support of the software and hardwareihat is a part ofthe networic A network technician is responsible for the operations component of the LAN.Current network maps are maintained, system upgrades are installed and general systemsmaintenance is performed. Thtnetwork manager is responsible for the day to day operation of thenetwork including performing regular system backup, rrouble:shOoting and arranging for usertraining and consultaion asneeded. A trainer/consultant provides user training and support.Applications development and Maintenance are primarily the iesponsibility of applications
programmers in Administrative Systems who do not also share network maintenanceresponsibilities.

Each seever area has a user representative designatedas server administrator who has localresponsibility for the network. Thisperson receives additional training in problem resolution andlocal support issues. The training of new departmental users in network use and applications onthe network use are among the responsibilities of the server administrator.

Another area of support entails the co-ordination of the server administrators meetings whereon-going training, resolution of support issues, and coordination of network wide events occurs.
A. PLANNING

The development of a cherent plan for the stabilization, development, expansions and support Ofthe ethernet is criticaL The planning effort needs to he technically sound; administatively feaSibleand explicitly dOciimented.

To thit etd Standard operating procedures were deVeloned and communicated to_ the useit Via theserver adMinistrator meeting asappropriate. PrOCedures for reporting problems and problemresOltition fall in this responsibility area.

Research arid technology exploration is another aspect of on-going planning. Like other areas inAdministrative Systems, the future stability and usability of the network relies heavily on thequality of the research that is done.

On-going needs are for clear procedures, clear technical documentation, and administrative attentionto resource allocation.

B. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE

Basic maintenance includes_preventative maintenance, trouble shooting, problem reporting,refeffing for action, and dispatching of resources. Upgrades to network system software must b-d
1-41: 311
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scheduled and tested prior to actual deployment.

The mechanism for receiving problem reports is in place. This is an area of high exposure. The
appropriate operation of this area utilize the services of the AS secretary for problem logging, the
network manager to allocate resources for problem resolution, and at least two people who can be
assigned responsibility for assessing and resolving the problems through repair, referral, or user
education.

C. OPERATION

Operational issues include file transfer, disk backup, and file restoration requests.

Production systems require a high degree of data integrity on themetwork. Some also handle large
scale file transfers to or from the 2060 and vaxes and the network for manipulation or inquiry by
local users. Systems that rely on local data entry are especially vulnerable to data 'Loss. The
standard established for the network is that no more than one day of data will be lost due to
network or disk failure.

An automated syStem for backing up all servers operates Via the:BACKUP server located in the
UCC building. We make use of two types of backup, full and incremental;

The weekly full backup copies all fileS on the server onto tap; at a pre-set time. Full backups are
scheduled during the night tO assure that all files are closed during the backup. All files art backed
up even if they have not changed since the last backup was performed.

Incremental backups copy only the files which have changed since the last backup to tape. This
insures that volatile data is saved to tape on a daily basis.

Through these two methods of backup, wt can recover from almost any disaster. If the disk drive
on a server goes bad, we can restore allfiles to a new disk. (See "What we learned" for caveats.)
This insures that the maximum data which can be lost is the changes that occurred since the last
backup (full or incremental) was pefformed. Back-up tapes are kept for a month.

With the autorriatiC remote backup method, it is not necessary to take down the servers while either
incremental or full backups being performed.

D. TRAINING

Training and supgort are offered by a group of four; two technical staff, one miner consultant and
one manager. Training is provided to users of the network in three parts. _The first part of the
training involves_a lecture and demonstration of basic networking issues. Terminology specific to
networlcingis introduced and general concepts such as volumes, users, and working in a shared
environment are presented. The second part of the training involved hands-on sessions to
intro:luce and practice login, linking, usingihe system help facilities, using the network services
like mail and printing and using shared softwareprograms. The third part of the training deals with
the specifics of using the applications programs developed for the administrative unit.

In addition to user training, on-going technical training for the ethernet technical support group is
provided.

E. APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Since_the programmers who& applications development on the LAN have typically come from
mainframc development enAronments, it is important to communicate appropriate parameters for
application development. The application engine is still a PC or AT and, as suchAas limitations
that are to be expected with the compute capacity and I/O constraints of current PC and disk
technology.

A
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PART IV; DETAILED TECHNICAL DESCRIVTION OF THE LAN
The network is comprised of thineen servers (One VAX 11/780, three 3Com 3Servers, one AT,and seven PC/XTS) and over 250 PC XT and AT nodes; The cabling is a combination of R658C/U COAX Cable and Belden 8262 cable. BOth in-line and vampire transceiVerS (3Com and DEC)are used on the LAN for attaching drop cables; Four buildings are includid hi the present networktopology;

Servers are equipped with various dot matrix, letter quality, and laster printers. Software basedonvarious servers rang from Vadolls database packages, spreadsheet and pop-up window-software,to terminal enitilatiOn software for accessing the Mainfranies. Applications written With COBOLuse network Stbroutine libraries for semaphOre locking on the servers.

The XNS protOcol is used by thelCOni Etherseries & 3Plus softWare. NetWoik users are able toattach td the mainframe using TELNET terninal emulation software adross the network using theTCP/IP protocol. File transfer is also possible across the LAN froth the mainframe using FTP.This utility also uses TCP/IP protocol and only transfert to/fiorn a non-network disk. Those userswho also have asychtenous connection to the mainfraines use KERMIT for terminal emulation andfile transfer.

The administrative ethernet is connected to the CMU campus network through a network router.This device isolates traffic destined only within the administrative LPN to remain there and passother packets of data on to the_destitied LAN on campus. The remainder of the networks on thecampus consist of tloth IBM Token Ring and Ethernet with fibre-optic links.
PART V. IDENTIFICATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES-0 FUNCTIONSAND APPLICATIONS BEING SERVED

Carnegie Mellon 's central administration is comprised of five major responsibility areas, eachreporting through a vice president. The academic groups report through aprovost and a vicepresident. The administrative vice presidents direct the_activities in Business Affairs, UniversityRelations, Alumni and Developrhent, Enrollment, and Computing and Information Services.Offices in each of these responsibility areas use applications on the LAN.

Applications_common to all servers include support for word-processingandprinting, localdatabase access, data entry, report generation and mail services. Each area also has access toapplicationsspecific to their business. Applications make use of progranis like Lotus 1-2-3 and orword processing packages, ur are based on database packages or are coded in third or fourthgeneration languages.

Some examples_ fromBusiness Affairs include the student accounts receivable cash entry system inthe cashier's office, the applicant tracking androttieval system and the temporary employeeservices system in the personnel offices, and the_purchasing, encumbering and payables systemand accounts payable systems from the accounting office.

Exarwles from the Enrollment Division include Career Services Cainpus Interviewing application,commencement system andacademic audit in the Registrars Mee, Student Aid and SiblingVerification tracking systems applit-ations in Financial Aid, and some enrollment analysisapplications which identify whyapplicants who request information on CMU do not apply or whowere accepted at CMU and choose to go elsewhere.
.

University Relations applications include an automatic newsrelease ap,plication notofying hometown newspapers of student honorsand milestone events, the faculty biography profiles, the mediacoverage system and the media backgrounders applications for Public Relations.

For the Development Division, Alumni and Individual Giving are supported by the telemarketingapplication.
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Computing and Informafion Services are represented by Work Order Tracking and Retfieval
systems for Administrative Systems z-d other analytic applications for the Institutional Planning
Office.

PART VI; THE FUTURE OF THE LAN -- TECHNOLOGICALLY AND
ADMINISTRATIVELY

The current LAN, aS Well:AS the larger campus network must meet the stated objectiVds of
providing distributed proditetion capability, the ability to grow at the local leVel, and develop
additional compUting power. It must be responsive to end user computing requirements while
recognizing the Changing face of central computing resources; As users move from timesharing we
must contifine to lead the way for expanding USer resources at lower cost.

In the future, the LAN will_play ari important role in the new distributed information_SyStems that
are developed. It will cOntilitie to serve as the access mechanism forusers to get at their data; As
information will be diStfilatited acr-oss machines, so does the potential for a split-See-6nd interruption
in service. The petentie fises with the number of networks interconnected betiveen those
machines; Stieeessful access for updating and retrieving data in that environment will depend on
the ability of the software to maintain integrity of the data

The integration of the develOpitent being done by the Information Technology Center On the
Andrew project, the filatt optic Campus wiring being supported by the TelecOninitinicatiOnS office,
the installed base of IBM arid MadIntosh personal computers and Appletalk and ethernet LAN's are
all entities included in the planning process. The end user access to departmental; University wide
and external databases; to the system utilities and to the computing core are iinportant
considerations in the continuing network strategy for Administrative Systems.
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PENN STATE'S INTEGRATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
AND TELECONFERENCING NETWORK

David L. Phillips
Director-of Video Communications_Services

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

The Pennsylvania State University is the land-grant institution
for Pennsylvania_with campuses in 22 convenient lotatiohs theough.=
out_the Commonwealth; As "one-university gedgeaphidelly dis-
persed_ir Penn State has the potential foe MattiVe communications
problems. Its Teleoommunioatioht Steategio Plan recommends_an
integrated organization and an integrated_network for_teIecommuni-
cations. Speoifioally* foe dommunications_with remote_campuses,
the_Plan calls for T-1 car-iersi using_half the 1.544 mb/s capaei=
ty for vdida_and_data, the_other_haIf for compressed video. AS
demand for data communications grows, the number and speed of
circuits required can, in many cases, justify the Cott of the T=1,
thus giving video a "free ride;"
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The_Pennsylvania State UniVerSity is_the_land-grant institution for_Pennsyl=
vania.: It has teachingi research, and public service responsibilities
throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

To oarry_out_its_land-grant_mission of accessible educationt,Penn State has
developed a system of 22 conveniently located campuses. _Headquarters is the
University Park campus in the town of State College in the Center Of the
state;

In_addition, the University is responsible for the management of the Cooper-
ative Extension Service with_offices in each of Pennsylvania's 67 counties
and Agricultural Research Stations in five locations;

It_views itself as "one University geogeaphidally dispeeSed." That means
that_faculty of the_total uoivereity Are represented_in_a_single_Facuity
Senate with responsibilitiet for the complete academic program of the
University, _Eadh faculty member is a_member of a discipline department that
is based at_the_University Park Campus. Admissions, record keeping, housing
and food_servioes, library services, computer eervidee,_aod_othee adadethio
and_administrative services are, for the most part, centrally planned and
administered;

This geographic dispersiOn Creates Unique_communications_problems_for,Penn
State. FOr severaliyearsi units of the University_have_increasingiy_used
telecommunications teOhnologies to_meet these communications needs, but
until recently this development was mostly ad hoc and uncoordinated;

In_October_of 1983, as the breakup of AT&T WaS imminent and tele-communica-
tions was_ advancing rapidly, the President'S OffiCe Created a Telecommunica-
tions Task_Force to study the peObleMS and opportunities these changes _

presented:in the context of_Penn_StatOs system,,wide needs; The Task Force,
representing_voicei_datPi and_videoiinterests, presented_its Strategic Plan
for TeIecommunications_in_October, 1984, after an intensive year of Vol*.
The Flan recommended how_zhe_University could best approadh itS dh&riging
'Ie:ommunications environment.

The_internai Teview_showed that Penn State is served by a vaeiety of tele=
phone_systems across the Commonwealth; The seevideability of these_systems
varies greatly; at the time Of the Study == and Yet today -- many require
upgrading.::Changes in government regulations_make it possible:for Penn
State to_think of buying_its own voice_.switches (PBXs) rather than using the
reguiated_facilities_of the Bell System and other companies:and paying
tariff charges This means that the University:can place SiMilar switches
in all_locations_to meximizeitheicepabilitied of_its_statewide network±AII
the switches_coUld communicate With one another and provide common services
throughout the Penn State system.

There are four major central data processing facilities within the Penn
State system; ali are located at the University Park campus.

The Computation_Center provides COtpUting facilities and support services
for the instructional and research prograte Of all academic departments and
all campus locationS. More than 4,000 graduate students and faculty
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involved in research and some 17,000 StUdenta doing class assignments use
Computation Center facilitieS in ehy one semester.

For the Commonwealth Campuses_- our "branch campuses" == access is provided
by a growing number_of 9,600-bit-per-second leased lines; Within a couple of
years, there will be_an:iaverage of six to each of the 21 remote campus
locations. Each_line uses a statistical multiplexer to permit as many as 32
terminals to communicate with the Computation Center. These lines are
shared by other data services.

The Management Services Center_supports the administrative computing needs
of the University. Its new Administrative Information System (AIS) is a
closed system that provides_interactive information capability to all campus
locations. Some 1,200 terminals are planned for thiS System. Among other
things, it_streamlines the student application and enrollment process,
automates student registration, and permita "drop/Add" transactions to take
place by telephone.

LIAS, the Library Information Access System, integrates all current biblio.=
graphic information functions and services of the University Libraries at
all campuses into a single computerized system.

A_LIAS terminal (or dial-in microcomputer) can search throagh millions of
bibliographic records in seconds to make available to the user the total
resources of the Penn State University library collection statewide. LIAS
is now beginning to add bibliographic access to other university and commer-
cial database services and national library networks.

The Pennsylvania Extension Network of the-COOpeatiVe EXtension_Service_
serves_67_county_Extension offices, four Regitinal Extension_Offices,_and_
five Regional_Experiment Stations.At eadhilocation,_a microcomputer has
been_installed that communicates throUgh the_inten.campus_network to a
dedicated data processing_facilitY_at_University Park; Auto-answer modems
at each county office enable EXtension Service clients to enter the_network
directly_and receive ablutions to specific problems or to aooess databases
Of Significant information;

Later this fiscal_yeari_theyennsylvania Department of Education and hun-
dreds of school districts will begin using the system for their own purpos=
es.

All of these data_support services are growing at remarkable rates, consis-
tent with the pattern seen at other inatitutiond and butinesses.

Imvideo, The_PennsylvaniaiState_UniVerSitY has been a_leade_in_the devel=
opment of instructional Mediaiand telecommunications since the early_ work of
C. Ray Carpenter on the effectiveness_of_film_and television as teaching_
toola. Ih 1952, at University Park, Penn State_built the country's first
on=oampue Closed circuit cable television system.

kToday4 the_live_classroom system_uses one=way vided_to teach some_900
students in 27 classrooms with live interaotiVe etidio feoin each of the sites
under the instructor's control. The DiViSion -of Melia and Learning
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Resources continues to be very active in the production and delivery of
instructional materials.

The University's_partnership_with_the_PennsylvaniaEducational Communica-
tions Systems (PECS) makes televised courses available to more than
TOO-thousand cable subscribers throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

On campusvstudents can gain_access to audio recordings of classroom leo-
tures,_supplementary instructional materials, or more general information
through a Dial Access audio_system_or through_TIPSi_the Telephone Informa-
tion Program Service. -Available through special telephone lines or regular
dial-up telephones at Uhlversity_Park for years, these services are now
being extended to students at other campuses.

Penn State also operates its own public broadcasting station, WPSX-TV,
broadcasting to a third of the state on Channel 3. Its weekly current
events series for fourth, fifth, and sixth graders is seen by a million
school children across the country.

As in_data and voicei_the demand for audio and video services is growing
throughout the Penn State system, as it is in institutions and corporations
throughout the country and the world;

The Telecommunications Task Force reviewed external pressures, such as the
breakup of the Bell System, substantial deregulation, and dramatic advances
in telecommunications technology, and looked_at Penn State's_growing needs
for improved information services, then op.?d for an approach that inte-
grates_voice, data, and video communications._ During_the period of its
deliberations, exciting new developments in compressed video were surfacing
that seemed to fit right into the Task Force's planning;

The Strategic Plan_argues_that: organizationally, it is more_efficient to
have a pool of engineers than to have several individuals scattered among
several_units; installing cables together to serve voice, data, and video
needs_is much_more_economical_than pulling_them_separately and at different
times; for_communications_between Penn State locations, integration makes
possible the leasing of high bandwidth -- in this case, T-1 circuits at
bulk prices rather than leasing several individual lines for different
purposes;

T-1 circuits have been available for use outside telephone companies only
for a relatively short time. A T-1 oircuit can carry the equivalent of 24
digital telephone lines -- 1.544 megabits per second, counting control
overhead.

The Administration accepted the basic premises of the Task Force Plan and in
February, 19854 established a new Office of Telecommunications with the
mission_of_creating_an_integrated network for_the transport of voice, data,
and_video information between and_within University Park and the_ other_21_
campus locations; _As mentioned, one_of_the_key_recommendations_was the_use
of high=bandwidth (T=1) carriers between_University Park and_each of_the 21
other campus locations; Voice traffic would become a local call to the
University Park Centrex,_and from there would jump onto the state's private
network or onto the public switched network. Data traffic would be on 19.2



kb/s civcuits at less cost than the present 9.6 kb/s lines, and there could
be more of them. And the availability of half the T=1 for video made it
possible_to_think about the new adminiStrative tool of compressed video
conferencing. If half of the T=1 can Support voice and data needs -- and if
those uses could cost justify the T=1 when compared with individual lineS -=
then videoconferencing uSing compressed video could use the other half of
the circuit virtually for nothing.

One of the major projects in the last year has been to establish a prototype
T=1 carrier between University Park and Penn State's Behrend College in
Erie, Pennsylvania, using AT&T service.

The choice of Behrtnd WaS based chiefly on their administrative needa,
although they have a very heavy demand for data communications, as well.
The TaSk Force found that one-and-a-half adminietrators, on average, from
Behrend were traveIing_the 200 miles to University Park on nine out of ten
Working days,_a four-hour trip each way. That meant thct the University was
losing 13.5_man-days every two weekt ==, 350 per 260=day-yoar; It was felt
that video conferencing could reduce thia travel time dramatically, although
certainly not eliminate it. Anticipated data growth, both academic and
administrative, promided to make the financial equation advantageouS.

Later, the instructional media staff_in the Division of Media_and Learning
Resources became interested in seeing hOW -Compressed video_can be used for
instructional purposes; Credit cOUrSedi a series_of breakfast_seminars on
high=tech_for business and induStry, amployment,interviews, and staff
development training 868Sidft3 feom University Park have been diatidtioted in
the two semesters the Video link has been available;

Another T;-l_prototype_is_being planned for next summer_between University
Perk and the_University's Hershey Medidal:Center_100_miles_awayi using an
alternate_vendor,,Pennsylvania Educational Communications Systems; PECS is
the_private_microwave systee bUilt by cable operators_for the express
purpose_of delivering credit and nen=eredit_courses to_subscribers, hOttat
as_mentioned earlier. _PECS id nOWAnterested in building upon:its baSit
system to provide thelkind of_communications services Penn State needs._ The
Hershey prototype_is being driven by instructional nqeds rathee than admin-
istrative. Genetics and_biotechnical departments are at University Park;
Instructors there teach at the-Medical Cehter and physicians from the Center
traVel to University Park to teach.

The_Universityls Budget Teak Porde the_peopIe who allocate dentell fUnds
77 have added to the basic_prototype_budget enough money to pdedhade two
codecs manufactueed_by_Compression Labs, Inc.,Jcnown in teleconferencing
circles:as CLI.___(Codecs are "coders=decoders,fl the ape-dial-purpose com-
pUters that create smooth motion Vided With less than one per cent of the
original information;

The_decision to use CLI equipment came_after,visits by skeptioal Teak Foece
members to_variOus Showe And demonstration sites to_see compressed Video_
equipment in action. Besides CLIi_vendors contacted_included NEC America
and GEC MOMidhael in the T-1-type equipment, WidCowin 56:kb/3 Speeds, and
Colorado Video in slow scan Early oni the_slower technologies with more or
lode jerky motion were judged not appropriate for the kinds of
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administrative and instructional applications we were contemplating.
Judgments were more difficult among those that operated at T-1 and half-T-1
speeds.

For those of you who are not familiar with compressed video, iet me offer an
oversimplified explanation to help you understand why it wasn't easy.

A standard analog television signal in the United States is nominally_6
megaHertz wide. That means that its transmission requires 6 million cycles
per second. Compare that to a high-fidelity audio signal, which takes 15
thousand cycles per second, or 15 kiloHertz. A regular telephone line
operates at about 4 kiloHertz.

Today, though, digital technology is changing how we are able to do things.
The televisiomisignals_coming back_from space_flight are_digitali not
analog._ That 6 megaHertz te3evision signal_would_translate into 90 megabits
per second of digital signal,- 90 million bits of information per second
needed to reconstitute the individual_frames of that high quality television
signal to maintain the same smooth motion and picture quality; If you were
to force it through a transmission medium not able to transmit that fastl_
then_either some of_the_information_would be lost picture quality would
degrade OR it would take_longer to send all the bits and to build up each
frame, so the motion would become jerky.

Various companies have found different ways to accomplish essentially the
same thing: crJate a_computer program smart enough to send only the picture
elements that Jhange from frame to frame. In a_conference setting, with a
camera staionary on two or three people, the wall would not change and the
table would_not change and most of_each_person would not change. In fact,

they discovered that, on average, only about 10 per, cent of a typical
conference picture changes from frame to frame. That means you only have to
send 10 percent of the information: 9 million bitu a second instead of 90
million.

But a T-1 carrier is only one-and-a-half-million bits per second. So

algorithms were devised that could predict movement: if points A, B, and C
show movement in a particular direction, then the system assumes that points
D, E, and F will continue in the same direction until the receiving machine
is told differently.

These programs are immensely complex -- some run at 200 million operations
per second -- but that's the general idea in very simplified form.

A crucial question is: what happens when movement actually exceeds the
available bandwidth. Maybe the discussion gets heated and the conferees
start swinging. One approach is to maintain picture quality by allowing
motion to become somewhat jerky. A second is the opposite: preserve smooth

motion by allowing picture quality to degrade slightly in specific, p/anned
ways. CLI is one vendor that 11303 the second option and preserves smooth
motion. We felt that was preferable in our applications. We were also able
to work out a very attractive arrangement that allows us to gain experience
with compressed video technology in an educational setting. We've been told

that Penn State was the first university to use two-way interactive
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compressed videoconferencing, tither fOr Adtiniatrative purposes or for in-
struction;

:Alice Penn State started_trying,out_CLI's half-T-1 video, Otherivendors
Claim to have developedithe,technology_to provide what iS Called "fUll
motion" video_at 56,kiIobitsiper second so it Oan be_transmitted on a_ _

standard digital telephone_lineiisuch as AT&T's new Addunet_Switched
service; Even though_we_will_not_have acCeSs tb_that_service_for several
yearsi Penn,State is talking_tO thede Vendors and_hopes_to_become a Beta_
test site for one_of them thiS winteei using the 56 kb/s channels available
on the prototype T-1 circuiti which employs digital techniques;

Meanwhile, in late Fail, Bell of Pennsylvania filed a nes4 tariff request to
offer 56 kb/s dedicated lines within the Federally defined service areas
known as LATAs. This intra=LATA service id priced very attractively as a
replacement for multiple data lineS noW being uSed.

This ham led the Office of Telecommunications to begin planning to use a
regional communications hub approach rather than the T-1 star network
proposed by the Telecommunications_Task Force. Campuses within a region
Would be connected by 56 kb/s Iines to a central point, Which then would be
connected with University Park through a 1%=1 carrier.

To test_multiplexing and networking equipment from different vendors, a
prototype with 56 kb/s lines from Altoona and DuBois campuses back to
University Park is being proposed as a preliminary to installing the first
regional hub next year. If the timing works out, this cculd also give us a
vehicle for a Beta test of 56 kb/s compressed video codecs.

Another consideration in videoconferencing is the room being used. For
years, the early pioneers have emphasizd the need for specialized confer=
ence rooms that optimize video and audio quality as well as ease of use.
These can easily cost a quarter to a half million dollars or more.

MOre recently_i_creative manufacturers have developed "r011about" units that
incorporate fixed cameras, monitors, and codets. They are designed to work
in "regular" conference yooms, meaning those Without special "conditioning"
for video and especially audio.

Because of cost considerationS, and because Penn State has very good exist-
ing video facilities, the decision was made to begin the prototype with what
we already have available. One of the television studios is converted for
each instructional application into a simulated classroom. Spe.lial tables
and chairs were purchased for this purpose. Trial administrative meetings
are conducted in much the same way. There are drawbacks to this approach.

One real disadvantage_is the,heavy_manpower requirement for a manneditelevi-
Sion facility4 A second_probIem_is the lack of privaoy when_a television
creris on handi Cleariyi_the President won't CondUet COnfidential discus-
sions over the system as it is now constituted.

Two newly converted facilities_ard hOW being Olanned_i_ These would be
amaller_rooms with_some automated Camera gear, but they will still not be
the fully autOMated rOolot being used in some commercial applications
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Our experience with_the Behrend__T-1 and_particularly the video conferencing
has_been very encouraging; Faculty, studenti4 and administratorn by_ and
large react favorably to compressed video_conferencing. No special_training
sessions were conducted, although instructional_designers and_ television
specialists worked with the instructorsi as they_would for any_televised
course; After_a very_short acclimatizatich_period, people begin_to_work
with_the interactive system in a_very natural way. _There has been no
indication of_rejection because of the_ quality of image or motion character-
istic of the compressed video, and there has been a very poaltive reaction
to the convenience and accessibility made possible by the system.

A new unit called a "desktop workstation" offers promise for most one-on-one
or small-group administrative conferences. These have a color camera and a
microphone and speaker built into the color monitor housing. The newest of
these combine speakerphone, PC display, and voice-switched video into small,
easy-to-use, and affordable packages; We expect to have units from two
different vendors for trial within the next few weeks. Units like these,
coupled with the low transmission costs of 56 kb/s lines, will go a long way
toward popularizing videoconferencing and video instruction.

Because_it_is dispersed across a statei Penn State_can_justify_these_k±nds
of telecommunications technoIogies_now, but as prices come down, there_will
be attractive opportunities for institutions that are only spread out within
a city or_even_scattered across a, large_campus area; It_i another example
of how voicej data, and video technologies are converging and making possi7
ble new and better ways of commUniCating inforMation, Which 16 the heart of
What our inStitutions do.

--END--
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PROFILE OF UNION COLLEGE

Union is a-selestive,-independent liberal_arts_ college with a
division .of_engineering: With:an enrollment of approximately
2;0G0:students; a faculty_of 160._and_a 100-acre campus; itS
profile is clearly that of a-small college. Yet the speccrum of
academic-applications-is anythIng-ut small. -Computer-Scice and
three engineering_departments consume the largest share of central
computing resources; but_faculty and students all across_the
curriculum are quite _active and make increasingly specialized
demands for computing service. -A-project-team in the humanities-
has-been developing_computeraided _instruction modules_ that it now
wants_to implement in courses. :Faculty in_the social sciences are
pressing for customized data-extraction software for use in their
research, as well as for clas:.; assignmencs. A number of
professors_in_the_natural_sci$7inces _are asking that their formerly
micro-based applications be extended_to_make use of the:central
minicomputers. Obviously;_these calls for service constitute a
diverse-and complicated set of processing and communications
challenges;

In 1381i At: the _directive of:its president; Union committed itSlf
to- a-major-build-up. of computing facilities---Without_much
fanfare,- the college had in fact:made a strategic decisiom -to
build unusual strength_in computing so as to bälster_its ability_
to recruit students and faculty in an era where the technological
supports-for-the-curriculum werol becoming-inc;reasingly important
in the_competition for_both of these classes of_ people. A_
five-year; five-million-dollar_plan_was drawn up and:has since
been carried through to this; the final year._ Computing and
network capacity is now_quite-strong: a-cluster-of-five DEC VAXes
for "General_Cui7ricular"_ support; another VAX and several AT&T _
3132's in a Computer Science Laboratory; and various departmental_
minicomputer and:microcomputer facilities_providing a considerable
stock of processing-cycles. A statistical-laboratory with-a
MicroVAX,_microcomputer workstations; .and access to .the central
cluster is scheduled to come online_this winter; adding
significantly to the resources available in the social sciences.

But- for-all the_readily _apparent growth_ in the number of
processors; it:is probabIy_the investment in networking
capability7-which is largely invisible_ to_users--that is emerging
ag-the most critical aspect-of--the-computing-environment, -While
not a-major_flcus_ in_the original planning the linking of devices
has become the_dominant theme as the plan draws to a_close. In
fatt; the remaining issues to be resolved in the last major
project under development (the-automation of the campus library),
have to do with network connectivity and compatibility.
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For the purposes of this presentation, "network" is used to mean a
system of mediated links between computing devices. The connected
netWorkS at Union, known collectively as GARnet/UC (General-Access
Resources Network) includes three_distinct technologies. The
host-to-terminal needs for most of the academic and administrative
buildings are served by a data-switched RS232c network. A
Develcon dataswitch allows users to connect to their choice of
several central computers. The physical connections are made over
twisted-pair copper wire cable that iS terminated at either end by
an RJ-11 jack. Line boosters_ensure that the 9600 baud signal
does not degrade over the sometimes lengthy cross-campuS routes.

Since_thisSeptember, 750 Clormitory_rooms have_been_connected to
the VAX_cluster on aDirect-Memory-Access LAN frOM Xyplex
Corporation. Here the_transmission media_themselves are_tiked.
The_signal-leaves the dorm room via_twisted pairis_routed
through coaxial-feeders from:each floor Of_the dormitory to a
point in_the basement where it-is converted,tO a light_Signal for
inter-bUilding transmission_overi At_the
computer,center, the-,DMA switch both_routes signal andserves as a
front end for_the_VAXes- handling:I/O iniblockS instead_of the
Character-interrupt mode that is_the,achilles heel -Of VAXes. The
cost-per connection is_much higher than in the-RS232_solutiOn bUt
it_has been bundled-withithe new telephone installation,that was
done_at the same time, -Each:dorm room hasitWo_RJ-II_Jacks: one
for:data_and_one for phone-_-_which is_switched )Dy a PBX._ While _the
anticipated iMprovement_in_system performance is not calculated AS
a_cost-savings, it should improve the quality of the college's
investment in the VAXes.

The third hetWorking_technology consists of several,__
implementations of-Ettrnet, The VAXcluster is itself,a_DECnet
linkage among VAXes, a, cluster, controller_and shared storage
Media.: A,second segment running:DECnet_extends in two loopS
through the science and engineering: buildings in_order to:serVe
those sites anticipated_to require high-speed and high7volume
transfers of data; _This_technologyiserves host7to-terminaI
connections but is_destined primarily for compUter-tb-COmpUter
links,- ItS firSt_itplementation has been in theMechanical
Engineering Department,Within the Computer Science Laboratory,_-
(an all-Unix environment) Ethernet will be use to_link the various
MittotOmputers to a VAX 11/750 and connects that VAX tO the DECnet
backbone.

These three technologies represent partial solutions, each at its
own price/performance ratio, to meet parts of the over=all need at
the Colle9e. They represent reasonable options in tnree of the
leading transmissions without necessitating an exclusive focus on
one or the abandonment or existing cable plant. While the RS-232
network may be reaching an economic breakpoint beyond which
further investments might not be wise, it is expected to give good
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service for years to come. The Ethernet topology is well-suited
for the kind of incremental expansion that is likely to occur,
departments and faculty members obtain the funding to t.i.p into the
backbone and connect their computers to the network. The DMA LAN,
on the other hand, has the benefit of being a one-time expense for
installation. While_it was costly to ,put in, it_reached all
anticipated points of service on its first day of operation.

The most interesting outcome of these efforts in networking is the
diversifir-ation of environments in which computing is done at
Union.

UNION'S SEVERAL COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS

The base of computing at Union continues to be the computer
center. The VAX cluster and the public-access terminals are still
the most_visible forms of computing on campus. They represent the
largest fixed base of resources and the focus of most of the
support provided by the center's staff. No hard information
exists to show what percentage of computing at Union is done in
this environment, but it is probably safe to say that as a share
of the total, it is losing ground to two others: departmental
facilities and single-user stations.

Public_-access facilities; consisting predominantly of terminals
available on a first-come; first-served basis represent the the_
continuing presence of the time-sharing form of computing and the
primary-means of-access-for students; These devices are
reasonablyiplentiful and_convenient--virtually unused_at Iow
points in the daily schedule:but swamped during the the last_ week
of the term and-even during the mid-term exam week. The work
environment at-these sites-is-cold and-impersonal, compared by
some to_bus stations; Students_comtortable with computers appear
to complain less about this quality; students_less_sure_of
themselves or less-at ease with computers tend to find it
inhospitable; Faculty and administrators would rather do without
computers than work in these conditions;

A second envrironment that is growing rapidly and_ will probably_
rival the public-access-domain in the future, is the-departmental,
or ''satellite" installation These_have evolved from remote
terminal clusters and:collectionaof_stand-alone micros to sitea
vithia-lbtal host, attached workstations, and network access. The
first to implement this configuration was the-Computer Science
laboratory; The growth_of general_academic computing_inevitably
comes_into conflict with the_special, resource-intensive_
attiVities of this academic discipline. _:It_appeared logical to_
buffer this contention by creating a dedicated environment for the
CS_curriculum and research_computing _The question of-the--
appropriate:operating system: for advanced work was immediately
resolved: the CS lab would be an environment; while the
public systems would remain VMS. The management of the systems
and the monitoring of usage characteristics is directly under the
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jurisdiction of the CS faculty, functions that would have been
prohibitively disruptive for them_to do on the public system.
Perhaps most importantly, the single-discipline focus of the
facility-has proven to have educational benefits. The know-how
concentrated in the facility at any given time is much greater
than in public-access places. -And, faculty feel at home in this
environment, as well. Students and faculty working at adjacent
workstations makes informal, educationally useful interaction
easy. The students frequently Say how much they appreciate this
way of working.

This winter a Statistical Labora ory operating on much the same
model will open.

Although Union has elected not to require studentS to purchase
microcomputerS and has not provided every faculty member with a
workstation, many students and faculty already work in private on
a device uniquely at their disposition. Privacy is of course the
environment of choice for most academic work. Until recently, only
administrative and staff workers were likely to have a terminal or
workstation at their usual desk-=and in many cases it was put
there without their advice or consent. The data=switched and DMA
components of the network now reach virtually every workspace on
campus, with the exception of most_of the classrooms and the
library carrels._ Students in the Graduate and Continuing Division
typically dial into the data switch from their homes or offices.
For people working in the private environment, the network becomes
a utility like electricity or water, and the computer center is as
invisible as a pumping_station The principal disadvantage of this
environment is of course that support is not necessarily close at
hand. Phone calls fi-oM remote locations already occupy a
substantial portion of the Users Services staff's time and could
grow to even higher demands as more students take advantage of the
dormitory connections.

PROBLEMS

The new challenges for Users Services are only one example of how
distributed computing in the environments described presents
problems that were not as severe in the traditional setting of the
computer center. There are in fact several kinds of personnel
costs that tend to get overlooked. The installation, repair, and
mangagement of networks are typically tasks added to the
responsibilities of existing staff without thought to the time and
new expertise they require. While the operation of computers
themselves has been streamlined and simplified over the past two
decades, networks have not yet matured to that state. Technicians
trained to install and repair computers are not automatically
qualified to do the same for networking deviceS, yet this often
the management's expectation--and has been the case at Union.

The growth of networks shifts the computer center's focus of
attention from computing devices to the supply and maintenance
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data connections The College still receives:numerous:surveys
asking how many- terminals, -microcomputers, printers, etc. it has,
The answer-is-that-we-don't really_know anymore While keeping an
inventory of devices Thelongine to:the computer center:continues
as a_responsibility;:it is difficult to keep track of those owned
by departMents, grant-furiprojects,-or individuals. The
question is equivalent-to asking_the water company_how many
bathtubs_it fills. A critical_capabiiity:we willi need:to develop
is a means of_actively monitoring tha status of the network: it
iS eMbarrassaing to learn from the users that a connection has
gone bad.

Diagnosis and repair:seem to be inherently more complicated and
frustrating in a-multi-vendor-environment. Occasicnally the
vendors'-repair-technicians_will insist that_any elusive problem
must be_in the:next vendor's segment_ of the network.The issues
range from_hardware handthakes to sUbtle incompatibilitieS ih data
communications protocols.

But_the_most_pervasie problem_ accompanying the dispersal of the
users throughout the various_ environmentsiis that they have :

virtually no overview of computing activities or of the-amount of
resources-they consume, -An expanded bi-monthly-nowsletter, with
sections-devoted_to_the_sub,communities of users has been
instituted to address this problem.

The benefits of GARnet's diversity are, howeverconsiderable.
The-system-is-highly-flexible,_ able to_accomodate_such_varied
applications as the single-userminicomputer; micro-baseci
wordprocessing;_ timesharing; and remote host-centered:facilities.
Where two years-ago, there was-much-discussion-about institutional
choices-in hardware acquisitions, the_focus_has nowmoved to one
of network connectivity. Decision-making:on applications7specifiC
Issues caninowibe done:at the:departmental or end-user's level,
The- educational-benefit in-this flexibility is that the-users have
much-more latitude_in choosing_the form of computer support that
is:the most approprtate for_their work.
All:of computing_is increasingly end-user driven: the multiple
environments offer a better chance of zmeting the diversity of
calls that we see;

From-the College's planning an,i funding-perspectives, GARnet-is
easily-expanded, modified, or-replaced in segments. An obsolete
minicomputer_can be swapped for_a_new one without having to:change
much more than _a single box. _ Local area networks ca7. be added as
project funding permits. And the inconvenience due-to failure of
a single device is more easily localizable.- Basically, the
variegated-network more-nearly_matches the_nature of the academic
workplace than did either the timesharing or stand-alone
configurations.

To many at Iklion, the-biggest-pedagogical innovation_encouraged by
the newly_computer-inteilsive. surroundings is the_opportunity to
explore new kinds: si collaborative work between faculty and



Students, :Student programmers-have-worked Vithifaculty in anumber of dittiplines. Student consultants-at-the Computer Centerserve_in some situatibht at-teachers to both students and faculty.
The Iong7term potential in,these new fcrms of interaction look
promising but cannot be assessed yet.

With_the,golden age Of-Spending on computing,passed,-or-at least:
in etlipse;_the-multi-technology netWOrkloffers the best_means,of
0kt-ending and deveIcping_computer-support in_ the academic setting.
What-vat only_recently discussed as_the_"tomputer-intensive:
campue_or-the-tatoput Of the: future" is already, fast-becoming the
norm:for all_schools Even where large expenditures are not,
POSSible; there are many networking advanteS that can be ad-lieved
at far more mcidést costs;
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NETWORK INTEGRATION AT CSULB

Stephen W. Kelley

_Assistant Vice President-
:Information Technology SerVides

California state Universityi Long Beach

Abstract

The_converging technologies:of voiceo_ datai video and
c011ipUting_hold_the-_possibility_of_significant benefits
throdgh_their_synergy. HOweveri_the_benefits of this,:
integrative-technology:are_unlikely_to occur without first
addressing the,integrated_management_ of this teChndIogy4_
This

presentatiOn_describes_the,organizational_iSdues_that
lead to:integtating_the_responsibilities-fbr Voicei datai
adminiStrative_computing,academic 00Uptitingi and micro
compUterisupport into:a single organitational unit at
Califörhia State University, Long Beach (MUM);

The_presentation-al40 describes_the current state Of the
hardware integratiOn'of the CSULkdigital voide/deta_PBXiits data switCh_and_its__X.25 :network. The_exiiiting_networkconnects terMinals_and_micros emulating_terlitinalivto a
variety Of_domputing_services forstUdentsi_faculty_ and
staM_ Migration plans and the_firttilitplementation step$
Willihe discussed toward0 a_comprehensiveinetwork whichLwill
provide_full-connectiVity_for PCs_in_one LAN t0 Other_LANS
And_to mainframes, ThisLplan_features multi=vendOr- LANd_:_chosen on the bailie of_priceverformance full fundtionalityon day one#=And_the_use_of_the existing X.25 hetWork as the_interim baCkbOne. Migration to a higher Speed backbone will
occur as fUndS become available.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Converging technolcigieS for_the_transmission and sWitching ofvtice_and data maks possible a management concept of an
integrated campus cottiMbications utility that can prOvide
superior Services at_lower_cost than-a fragmented_dollection ofpublic utility and campus systems. Further the technologies of
communications are_converging with the_tedhnologies of computing.These changes in technology and the changing needs of student,faculty and staff are presenting colleges and universities not
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only: a great opportunity, but two challenges. The first is
organizational, the _second technical. Natiageltent must
successfully reepOnd_tO the:Organizational _challenge of these
technologies befbre_the technical: challenge can be taken up.
This paper _describes how California State University, Long Beach
responded to both challenges.
California State University, Long Beach
California state University, ibrig Beath_ (CSULB) is patt _of_ the
California State UniVetiiity (CSU) System,_ which_is _composed _of
nineteen camp_uses_employing_ 000 faculty and staf f to serve
over_330,000 students. Campuses range in size from 3,000
students to over 30(.000, with a thousand miles separating the
southern and northern-most;

CSULB, the second largest UniverSity in the CSU,_ currently
enrolls 33_1_586 Studenta (234_961 PTES) and graduates over_4,700
students annually. _Note than 3,844 full_and part-time faculty
and staff provide both direct and indirect support for these
students._ The campus covers 322 acres and contains 78 buildings
consisting of 2,882,955 square feet. The library contains
942, 645 volumes.

The general mission_ Of_ CSULB- is to provide quality_ instruction
through: the illasteel__ degree _in_the_ Ltberal__arts _and _sciences, in
fine__atts,_ in_ applied fields,_and_ in_ the_professions. _At
present, _CSULB offers 128 baccalaureate_ programs through 65
degrees_ and__ 70_ master's ,programs through, 54 degrees. The
university emphasizes Um essential functions of instruction,
university:and:community service, and creatiVe aCtiVity__and
research necessary for maintaining_ a -quality_ ifitttUdtional:
program. Research and creative adtiVitied ate emphasized in many
schools.

The communicatiOn_ptOdeee_titilized_ to_ donvey_knowledge and_
provide services_to_stUdents is continually enhanced_ by rapid
changes_in new__teahnology;_ The Integration of computer
technolow with_ communication technology is enab_ling CSULB to
move_from- the computer era of the past to,the irifOrmation era of
the, future; CST.ILB is committed to -distribUte _deitiptaiter

capabilities and tools WhiCh are _tied tOgethet_through
communications: tO indiVidualifaculty_menbers, staff, and students
enabling individUals to realize their potential.

ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGIMTION

Goals of Integration
The CSU has always_been_terced tmistekthis most cost effective
way of providing_services td_enSure_the quality of its_programs
are not sacraficed; _This_has been particularly true at CSULB;
The_University went through a procurement and installation of an
Ericsson ND-110 voice/data PBX to improve telephone services and
reduce costs. Once the cutover WaS made, the University decided
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organizational integration was necessary to_ reap_the potential
benefits_ of- this new technology._ :__It __Was felt_that _a- fragmented
organizational approaCh to __managing__ high technology_ resourceswould significantly restrict the options available to the campus.
In making the_ organizational integration of computing andcommunications, several managerial benefits were anticipated:

* Improve service - one stop shopping for voice, data andcomputing needs.
Improve planning all _future computing and
communicationaL purchases would fit into a cohesive planto allow the network_and computing to evolve
incrementally as funding opportunities developed and toensure compatibility._
Cost avoidance - service could be_ improved by sharing
overhead and better personnal
Singlt point of contact all trouble calls_for
telephone, terminal and micros_w_ould_go: through a
single dispatcher, who would__schedule appropriatepersonnel. This would ineure consistency of response
and uniform_management tracking of responses.Increased flexibility - personnel would be crodstrained_so that _calls to severral different peoplewould not be required;
Considered a prerequisite for technical inteqration.

Reorganization

In_ August 1985, CSULB_.consolidated_ responsibility _for -voiCe,data, administrative_cotiptutingi academic computing and-
microicomputer_supPort into--a.single-organiZatiOnal Unit called
InfOrtiation_Technology, Services (ITS)(888 Eichibit lt. Thispaper_i will:focus primarily on the communidations portion of theorganization.

Communication0 en& Offide_Services fpOS) was created within
Information Ted/biology _Services _to :support voice _and :data
communications,__terminal and microcomputer repair: and_themailroom (see _Exhibit 2) Its missiOn is to _prOVide effective,
reliable__communications between people_i_betWeen people,andComputers_ and between computers.__Condeptually,Communications andOffice Servides_iS:responsible for all_terminal equipmenteibe it:
a telephonei-Computer:terminal or_microcomputer, all_sWitdhes.and
all cable.- Responsibility forithe traditional Mail tbdti allows
the pcitential for intermixing paper and electrtinid Mail.

SUCh_organizational integration_was_ncit_intahded to_preclude_
Separate cable and switching:. systems: for_voice and:datai rather,
it facilitates the:flexibility of using the most cost effective
solution whether it be integrated or not.
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The Campus Information_Resource Plan for 1986=1991t_compIeted inMay 1986, crystalized many of the communications plans discussedin the second half of this paper. It called for interconnecting
all existing_voice and data switches into a single network.
Further it laid the foundation for a high speed campuS widebackbone system to interconnect Local Area Networks of PCs asthey developed.

Challenges

The-morganizationitook placeia *With after_the July, 1985:0UtoVerof,the 3200_line,Bricsson MDIIO:Voice/data,PBX. MOst or-theOffOrt_priorito the reorganitation_was spent_to enSUre the
dildoessful switch_cutoveri_kith_little attention paid.tb_thedemands of-the ongoing_operation_ of the neWcampus telephonecompany; When ITS:took_responsibility after the cutover, it wasfaced with the falowing problems:

* No_suitable billing Software for the new telephonesystem;
A directive to eicpand_ohargeback from billing only
non-general fund departments to billing all general
fund depertments_as well;
No written procedures for anything._
A one year delay in delivery of data on the system
Too_few personnel to handle_the greater complexities
of running a telephone company.

All of_the original plans for integrating voice and data were _initially_ :put on hold in_thireffort to keep our heads abbve thelarge number of moveel adde abiztuumpms (MAC's) after thecutover._ Plans were further complicated by delays_in hiring keypersonnel. But by February_1986 a programmer had been hired, acomputer documentation Specialist was helping with the MAC,s anda_telecommunication consultant had been hired to address thebroader policy issues;

After_a:Iittle_more than a yeati_and_despite serioudirettairdelimitations, COS has made Major advances on all frontis:

An integratedtelephone and postage_billing system that
prOduces itemiaed_bills, plUS_departmenti, school,
division and university SUfteries was developed.

A_fuIl_chargeback Byetem which-allows rOSOUrded_to_be
managed at the_diVitioni_school

or departinent_IeveI, _at
the-choice_of dadh_division was-deveIoped._Transactionsto the-campus llnancial Accouttitig:System_(FAS) are
generated automatically by the billing system;

Data is_fully operational and fully integrated into theother campus switches. (More about this later)

ProcedureS for Many of the major processes have beenwritten.
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Integration After One Year

Significant prOgress_bas_been made after only one year. Further
improvettehtS__are_needed but the University believes the structure
is in place to accomplish all of the anticipated benefits. The
current status is:

Improved-service = CSULB has_gone from ailimited_rotary
dial system to teuchtone_atievery desk_with_advanced
featUres tO- improve productivity._Altbough_ service has
Significantly:improved;_it_can_further_be improved;
partiddlarly in the area of more prompt MACS;

Improved planning - this has been achieved through the
Campus Information Resource Plan.

Cost avoidance = Cost savings of $60,000 were achieved
in the first year.

Single point of contact - to make this work effectively
requires_an integrated database. We have not been able
to find any off-the-shelf software that runs on
equipment we own or at a standalone system with a cost
we can afford. An internal development project should
be completed by July 1987.

Increatied flexibility - Our computer equipment
technicians_have become very skilled with the voice and
data features of the PBX , as have our our
administrative computing consultants.

The benefits of organizational integration are real and _
significant progress had been made. With over one year's
experience CSULB Still believes that organizational integration
was the right approach to take.

NETWORK /NTEGRATION

Current Network - Terminal to Mainframe BeSed

The ultimate goal of communications _is to _be able to communicate
with any other_ device oh the network. Standardization plays a
key role_in_meeting this goal whether it be for voice or data
communications.

CSULB_has_standardized computer-worketatiOne Chatadterietibs.
For_asynchronous terminals the VT100_Wad_thokien,_:thOugh some_VT52
terminals remain. The synchrohous terminal:standard Is_the_IBM
3270., The caMpUS hetWOrk_airrently only_switches_asynchronous
terminals_and:IBM cdhpatible micros_and_MacIntoshes_emulating
VT100_terkinals._ The Kermit VT100 communications package is used
onistudenti_faculty and staff micros and is placed on all
mainframes/minis.
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Over 500 of_these workstations are-currently connected to one olthree switches that serve the CSULB Students, faculty and staff.All were obtained prior to the organizational integration and forspecific purposes;

Ganda lf PACX _1000__ Primarily to connect student
terminals and micros emulating terminals to the campusmainframes . Speeds typically are 1.2kbps

Dynapac X.25 Switch Originally used as the gatewayfor_faculty and studentivinto CSUNETi the X.25 _networkthat_links all nineteen campuses of-the CaliforniaState University_ system plus the UCSD Cray_and othercomputerS. The switch supports trunk_speeds up to56kbpS, though 9.6 and 19.2kbps predominate;
Ericsson MD110 - A 3200 port voice/data PBX servingfaculty and staff. About 5% of the ports use data at9.6kbps

By_June 1986 these three switches had been interconnected, so allresources are acceSsible by any terminal or micro connected toany of the switches (see Exhibit 3).
New Data Cotitunications Environment

The Communications environment _at_ CSULB has changed_ over_the lastfew:__years.__ The existing_systett_was_ designed to iconnect _terminalsWith:limited intelligence ta_mainframes or _itinisi__where_ theterminal_ user wbUld__shara the _computer's prOcessor,__printer and SOftWare.__ Speeds began at- 300- to_ 1200bps,, withdesired speede of_9Akbps. _The cominUnidations _were terminal tohost oriented. __That Is a class or_ diliVides called terminalscould _cOntiedt_ to__ a_ class of deViCtie Called_"ports" or "TIOSte._Terminalti Could_ not readily_ connedt _to_ other terminals and hodtscould hot readily connect to eadh other.
°Vert the last few- years_the_data__communications__environment hasChanged._ Now that Micros _are_ becoming the.' dbininant _workstationon_campus, micros 4none area want to cOnnect_to each_other toshare files_ and printers-and to be able_t0 _Share__ files andprinterS onmicroa across campuS _at :wen As to be able to Adddditcall of _the_kitinframe-_computers.__: TO- effectively_ transfer_ filedbetweeti_ilystems and to handle antidipated _traffic volumes, _Speedsin: the __megabits per- sedondi range_ are_required., -A _network 6f,.netviorks, is needed_ to:provide connectivity and far _ higher_ speedsbetween_ workstatiOns than the 9.6kbps that the current systemsupports;

Planned Evolution of the Network
The_ new_network strategy it* bilged on PCs connected together_inLocal_Area Networks that MI shake mainframe, mini and microresources throughout the campus and off it. The ekisting X.25network will form the backbone of this network until funding for
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the high-speed broadband network_becomes available. The_ EricssonPBX will be used-by fituIty and staff _with terminaleand_stand
alone micros. _The_Gandelf will be, phased OUt_ad_iittident
terminalsiare_phafied_out._ Although the initial focus is_on
student ladtokii sufficient security eXititit to Ali administration
LANS tO attach to the same network.

The:gbaI_is_several years away._ Rowever_-_a,phase-in strategy
makimizing_current resources:has_aIlowed_CSULB to begin an:
implementation where the_ful_I_features_of_the final tetWOrk are

Vith_higher speeds_and additional
connections as funding bedomes available.

Much attentiOn_haa_been focussed-on the 101itet leVels_ of the _

network SUCh ed_whether_to use Ethernet,_IBM_token_ring; Starlan
or other_netWork systems.- While important, these decisions arebeat left to_how TAuch performancee LAN__Owner is willing to payfor._ _The overriding campUsiconcern_dhould bn_with-the network
operating:system and-the_interconnection of LANs For eXatp_lei
even if_ all LANs title- the same:Ethernet card, if one datapus_LANuses 3 COM.'s-3+0 anether_Novell_Advanced NetWartvand another_
Banyan's NINES,__they_wiI1 not be_able t-Oharet_diek, printer;
communiCationd resources, and campuswide_appIidations such as
mail, Certainly not as transparently ad desired.

While_several satisfaCtdry solutions,may exist, CSULB_had plansto_standardize on Banyan's VINES__network software,:_baded_
primarily on egUipkent_already installe&in the:Sdhool_Of _
Business aS a_rekillt_of_a competitive bid. :_lt_fitatures a strong
integrated_ddettnications support in additioh_to its print andfile serVer Capabilities. It currently features:

IBM_NETBIOS-compatibility____
VT-100-and IBM 3270_terminal_emulatiOn

* SNA-and_bidync_commurications interfaCe_Up_to 19.2kbps
X.25_00bAunications interface_at:Up ti5_64kbps
suppott of Ethernet, IBM Token ring, ARCNET, Corvus
Omninet
Can_interconnect brOadband and baseband networks
Remote async dial-in
Async-dia1=0Ut__

* True file_server
GlObal:_resource_naming and sharing adreiss all LANs.
COUprehensive_security

* Eictensive system and net k Management facilities

the_middle of evaluating thiti_arrangement-andiwill
decide_soon_whether to go_fOrward:in_February 1987 with the_iinitial connection of-abOut_I70 microw,on,six-file-serVers at
variouslocations-dn_the:campus_(see_Exhibit-4).: TheSe Microswill have the fUll_fUndtionality:ofithe final-nettikirk,:though
some operatiOnS_Ittik a remote_file server Will_take slightlylonger than_those on_a local server due to the Slow 56kbps
server,to=derVer_Iink This slowerspeed *till be eliminated whenthe broadband backbone is installed.
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In- the first phase of this new Instructional NetWOrk different
LANs are connected, through the_ existinq X.25 itiiitCh at 56kbps _
(1 im ited by switch)_, __When _ia ihreedband_ baokbone_ is intitalIed_ in
mite future year- _simply adding_a_broadband _card _will allow__the
LANS__to_comiittniclate_with each other_at _megabit speeds. Nothing__
heeds to be thrown away._ Everything that is purchased during the
phase-in is usable on the final network.
The initial implementation of Banyan's X.25iimplementatiOn _

supports server=to-server- functiOnS, Only. ElteiteVeri by using the
async- dial=in and-dial-out capability_ plus__An eiciating _Packet
Assembly-Disassembly (PAD) devide,_ PCS _on any _TAN may use the_
terminal: emulator_and access any mini or mainframe on the X.25
network through menus.

The_Ericsson__MD110___ and the Gandalf, which are already, connected,
network,_ _allow -PCs connected to -them- to, attach to the

TAN and,actilogically as, if they_were locally attached to the
LAN.The,slow 9.6kbps,link for the Ericsson and-the .even slower
Gandalf_link to,the LANimakesisome__Of_the. dapabilitied
impractical, but does allow the sharing Of files and access to
mail.

Banyan VINES_ allows various levels of resource management.
Communications and Office Systems, will, control the, entire
network, -however schools will control their studente and
resources, and may delegate further dOWn tO the departtient level.
Data iS not the only network_component redeiVing_planning
attentiOn. _ :Service will_ be expanded to two new buildings planned
for dokpletion_in_1988_ and 1989. Weplan to extend services to
the_ on-campus student dorms in FY88/89 which will add about 2,000
phones toi_the system. We are seriously investigating serVing the
Chancellor's Office some seven miles away With abdtat 600 phones
through remote cabnets to our:sySteili. The firdt_phate Would
provide service to the_ChanceIlor'S Offide Office of Computing
and: COmmUnications Resources (CCR) when they move into a new
bUilding in early 1987.
Such expansion of the voice and data system will have
organizational impacts. We are investigating the pdatability of
establishing,Communications as an Auxiliary Enterpriiiii, which
would_ significantly increase its fleicibility in serving the
diverse campus needs,

Canal:tie-ion

The- organizational- integration of -communidatiOn teC1.ri6lOgies: at
CSULB_ has brought _benefits iand__w_illi_Oblitintie_ t_d_bring_benefits__as
varioue infrastructure_projects _Stith as the Institictional Network
and__the _integrated_communicationi ditta_bass__are__completed._ _This
integrated_management_has__enabled a _clear development plan for
voice_ and _data_to be articulated in order to expand and improve
services to faculty, staff and students.



Track V
Special Environments

All institutions are affected by the recent developments in information technologies;however, there art certain types of institutions (e.g.. Small colleges, community andother two-year colleges, multicampus/state systems medical/health science centers,and independent institutions) that have unique concerns not shared by those outsidetheir special environments. This trackoffered a forum for discussion of such interests.
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ABSTRACT

Theplanning and_coordination required to implement administrative systems within a single institution
issignificant Such an effort across mulfole institutions will sacceed only if the_membersof each
institution feel that -the whole is greater than tha-sum of the parts.' This_has been the case with the
six public institutions of higher education in SOuth Dakota. Theseinstitutions have planned, worked
closely together sad are now completing thiaimplementation of a statewide student information system
to serve the needs of six campuseaand the Board of Regents; This paper discusses issues related to
planning arid impWmenting software for use and access by the six institutions and the Board.
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INTRODUCTION

The South Dakota Board of Regents (BOA) is the govemingboardlor South_ Dakota's six_public
institution& of_ higher_education; In_addition,the BORgoveras twaspecial schools for _the handicapped,
visually _handicapped and deaf; The Board is authorized by the state Constitution and statutes. All Board
meraters are awintal by the Governor normallrfor six year terms un6ss filling a vacated Board
seat. -The &Yard mintains an ofrice in the Stab Capital, Pierre and is administered by an ExecUtive
Director arid a staff of 15profissionalt, including the Information Systerns Director wito report& to the
Office of the EXecUtiVe Directer.

Thesix_public instittitioneof higher educationincludetwouniversities andfour collegeswhich
areadministered byPresidents appointed by the Board. The tare special schools are administered by
Board-appointed Superintendents; In acaolemic year 1985-86 the two universities and fourcolleges
enrolled approximately 21,003 students and were supporteai by an annual btxlget (fram all funding
sourms) of 6175 to $180 million, a total work force of approximately 4300 full time equivaWnts and
library koklings in excess of 1.3 Million volumes.

Institutional Profiles

The UniversitytifSouth Dakotk Vermlinort
USD was established by the Dakota Territorial Legislature in 1862 and txgan classes in 1882. It is
locatakl on the Mown River in ttm seutheastern rxirt of the state mar the Iowa and Nebraska lines.

Seuth Dakota State Univeraity, Efreolcirgs
SDSU was establiehed in 1881 by the Dakota Territorial LegiSlature as an agricultural college. It is the
land grant university arid the largest South Dakota institution serving approximately 7,000 students.
SDSU is located in eastern South Dakota 20 miles from Minnesota

South Dakota_School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City
SDSM&T, located in western South Dakota has an enrollment of nearly 2,600 students, provkles
education, research wet =immunity service to the state. Established in 1885, it opened in 1887.

Northern State ColWge, Aberin
NSC, Waited in norticenthil South Dakota. 50 mikis from North Dakota was established in 1901. 2,700
students areenrolkscleithe colksge which offers 46 majors emphasizing education in teacher training,
business and liberal arts.

Black Hills State College, Scatarffsh
BHSC with nearly 2,400 stecrentri is kitated in the northern Black Hills 50 mi6s northWest of Rapid City
end 5 m166 item WyOraing. The territorial Wgislature establithed the institution in 1883.

Dakota State ColWge, Madkon
Foundedin 1881.1M Is located 35_milessouth and westef Brookings and 40 miles from Minnesota
Since_1984. all programs prepare graduates both in their specialities and the information processing
and technology; Approximately 1000 students are enrolled;

Objective

The impUmentation of compre4winsive admin6trative information systems for all Board of
Regents institutions was estal:AishecLase major Bead objective for EY19115_andf_Y191M. This
objective required a planned Implementation program;_theirstphaseof whickwas the planning and
implementation of a student informatial system. Thestudent information system was to create an
integrated data baseof information related to the academic curriculum and performance _of each student.
The student system was to accommodate other student data relatal to marketirg, recruiting,
ecimlulors, tuition aryl leo anomonent, student billing, financial aid, housing assgnments and
blegrapkic and cremcgraphk data aptuis. This paper addresses the manner in Which the Board and the
institutions planned for and lmpIemelted the SIS.
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Existing Status Of StUtWait into4matien Systems

Etch inttitution had developed theirown administrative sysams independently from theothers.
It is urk*Mtandabie then thatthelechnology on which those systems were based was also different
each campuslo the others. Table 1 summarizes the status of student information systems at each
campus in 1984 and shows that ext environment Wat predominantlybatch oriented. Further the
systems in place refitxted a &woad generation cWsign apPrmich This status povided the rationale for
selection of Ow SIS as the first Otto of the implementation program.

1984 Statusef Student Information litckluieS
at South Daiwts BOR InstitUtions

Institution Admissions Fkvistration Financial Aid
Billing and

Records Receivables

A VO I/0 0 B
B 0 0 B 6c 0 B B B
D B B B B
E B 0 6 B
F B B B B

I = INTEGRATED, 0 = ON-LINE, B = BATCH

Tibia 1

PLANNING FOR CHANGE

Vision
Normally the planning activityis oriented toward what procedwal steps need_to_be_taken. when

and in What oixktr._Planning; _to be effective, shouid be based on a cWar vision, a welLaniculated
strategic purpose and azonsensus of dm critical CO:Witte-Ms or beneficiaries. 'The vision for a
computingsystem may Le simply staW1 at in the case of Vitginia Tech's °An Information Systems
Strategrdated Novemter 28, 1985. The VT ViSion (as statsaisof a "single system (maple; their
strategic planning for tom-Mang and informationsystems necessarily_then follows that Vitieh. The
guiding vision for-SoUthiDakett Otiniptaingand information systems in-_1984 was Was diabitiOUS (than
Virginia Tech). The V4kin Was topromotecenters of aeadeffliC exci4Vstice threUgh iribleased access
to compUting resources and tonmid_the goals for administration and management otthe _
six Board of Regents institutions with the goals of thi BOR. *John Nakkett in his best seller
MEGATRENDS said °strategic planning Is not enough; it becomes Manning for its own sake.° Strategic
planning is worthless -- unless there is first a Strategit viskin.*

Strategy

Selection of a Project

The strategy for achievementof the vision win to first select a project of joint mutual and
individual need which would be in the path of tie vision. The stucWnt information system (SIS) was
&termined to be such a project for them reasont:

Common_ swan* IM*mentationernongtheeix institutions would encourage
interiristitutitiriatteMMuncation and cooperation,

itittleinatitutional projectwould give the BOR the_zumutgliutijaittbti the outcome
and ensure_ thatregental requirements woukl be addreSsed.
The system set the stage to take advantaga-af-eaatiainiaaaf-scaleshould those economies
result
The SIS tanaues of its potential Wiped on students and faculty not only was (thought to
be) a stv towani achWoment of the vision but also provided the opportunity to gain-the
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UntWratariding the Environment

Strategy at _the same time requked anunderstandingoi the political,economic, governance and
academic environment withinwhiththangewas_to_be integrated._ Suchouestions as: Who ere the
political forcee_in the environment?_ Who can say ryes" and who can't say "yes! but
gan only_say ''no"? I. there a clear cu4 agreed upon need for change? must be
asked and answered.

For South Dakota these specific questions were important to be answered:

Should the computing systems environment be enhanced?
To What extent shauktcomputing/OSOU11:011 on_campuran be enhance:I?
Whichexisting TOSOurCes should be used aeastarting point for enhancement?
Can higher education proceed to enhance academic and administrative computing
simultaneously?
Should Filannliv cxxur simultarosously for microrimmputers, mainframes, communications,
rkvartmental competing, sterUntcomputing arid-faculty computing?
To what extent shouid centraliled compaing be fcistered and enhanced when distributed
and depanmentra computing was emerging as a clearly viabVeeption to meet many needs?
With thechangingtechnology and adearth_of qualified information technologists in South
Dakota, for how many years could_the vision extend?
How much enhancement can be operationally sustained or finaf ciaily supparted?

SNking Sanction

Strategy inclUcWrimakiggiando& Sup-porters granted their permissiOn; adversaries Withheld
their permission. Theeupporters iriciticWd a cbalition of the Eloard, the Presidents and the Govemor whc
each supported change._ Thedirection and &taile ofihe change was almoner of_debateanddIscussion,
but productive changeee_a sharedvisionechieved earticonsensusibereweresomeedversaries_toihe
state wide commonsystem wholeffthe technology was pointing toward more distribution of computing
resources rather than more centralization. It is clear that this view was and is meritorious. Sufficient
financial resourms were not available to achieve six separate solutions tot* administrative
information system requiremnts. The most achWvabU solutien seemed to be through a common
system. The strategy tor academic coMpUting was, however, to embrace distribution of computing
resources.

Selling tWe Change

Strategy_required sang both the need for and the direction of change. Given the depletion of
resources in support of administrative and academic computing in 1984, the rood to enhanos the
resounun santsx1 obvious. Selling a stakl-wirW system nAuirmtpreeentation arid explanation to a
much broader base of clients than for singW institUtion solUtion. Rather than sOlicitation of support
from one Preskierit at one ifittitUtion, Six Fietidents neecWci to be convinced.

The ikard al Regentsi theStateLegislature and the Govemors_Office were key participants._
The Baard had_to be convinced_thatimplementation_aa student informationsystem would_contribute ta
thevision ther had for_higher_educationanecomputing. Not all Board members were equally convinced;
some were opposed._ Because the State livielature was askaxi to (pertially) summit the plan with tax
dollars they were rankularly skeptical. The Governers Offrce was tiw critfcal linchpin to the
suctovsful l'uaW1.- The Governor had WI the State in an effort to pUce resources for enhancement of
computing aridinfOrMation sysbms-throughoUt all state agenc*a. -in-particUlar the framework for an
information technology camputat Madiuon was Costal:dished, The SIS was vie*ed as a logical extension
of those efforts. Without the Governors support the SlS would not have moved forward;

Cost/Benefit

To athiove their objectives the Board recognized the wee to ammit substantial funds from a
variety of Jources so as to invest acWquately in suppart of their vision. lUfore the implementation
would begin the Board required an explanation of the prc;*cted benefitt as well as costa.

3
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Benefits Criteria

The primary criteria for investment in dm installation, irspFementation and operation of a student
information system were:

enhance amxtuntability for eapenclitUre of student tuition and fees; state appropriations, and
ft:demi funds.

create -an information resource toprovidethe Presidents and the Roard of Regenta With
tiMely informs** about degree programs, academic dircirgines and Supply and demand for
courses anttprograms
provirfe moratimely and consistent information to the LegialatUre and the South Dakota
Bureaudf Finance and Manaismswit.
enhance the academic advidrig and acacV3rnic career planning for all students.
support more effastiveirecrUlting, admistions and_ratentionotstudents for all institutions.
elimirmte or subetaritially reduce the current maintenance burden asszciated with eXiStirfg
computer programs.
redube aridtor eliMinate redundant entry of common data Into the inStitUti-ons' data beim.
peowcw information to enable the institutions to manage more effectiVely and efficiently.

AnticipaWd aottit%nefits

The anticipated tenets of the-new stacwit information system wem defined as eithor tangible or
intangible. Tarvibb benefitS were belieVed to have financial impact; intangble benefits were defined by
improvements in service, management or operations;

Tangible Mnefits

The opportunities for tangible benefits to be cblivered from the new student information system
were stated as follows:

Opportunities for Revenue Enhancement

The itri*mentation of afulifunctionbatch and on-line registration sySteM COUOM With a
tuition and fees calculation anctassessment macluW wouki proyicW the oppbrtunity to collect
tuition_and_fees approximately one =nth earlier than presently done.
Thedost of administrative computer systernS (hardWare ahe software) are legitimate
ingredients in omit recovery Mee for Fec%ral contracts for research; public service and
instruction.

OpportUnfts for Cost Reduction

The oppniunities for cost reduction asscciated with the itti&Meritation Of tse SlS 1, ere
expecten to be:

The creation of a new est of ablAkvions softWare operating na data_base manap mont
environment whrch wouid eliminate _the need tdcontinue_maintenance on ths
existimg (ctimputer) apilications programs performing the same or similar fix ,. ;Coo:
institutions.
The requirements for the SISdall_forfederally mandated_ ichanges to fi_ nantial .

tO be drdvistml by the software vendor; the cost of maintaining those th:inges
done by each institution) could be avoided.

Intangible Benefits

intarigbM benefit-3 proXcted for the new student information system are:

Enhanced academic advising for students through more complete information readily
available to their advisors.

4
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Enhanced miection of courses ler any given registration through the opportunity for both
theatudent and the advisor to work together interactively and on-line toward a feasible
student schedule of courses.

The anticipated benefits provided the opportunity for savings or change;
however, policy decisions or changes in procedures still are required to capitalize on
the opportunity.

PUNNING

Assumptions

In ori:*r to preceed from vision toward amomplishment of the reality, many of the strategy
questions were answered. Thes3 answers then formed the Manning armumptions for the SIS project:

The academic computing resources would be enhanced in conceit with the SIS
implementation.
The campus computing_resources would be enhanced adequately to progress on an orderly
path toward implementation of the strategic vision;
Existim mainfram-computing in supp:ort of administrative information needs would be the
startingpoint for enhancement &pecifically this meant wgr**Iirg the existing IBM
3031=AP at the USD to a 4381 Fitedel Group 2 arid coneolidating all mOor administrative
informatien applications on the sing* machine using ADABA * the data base management
system.
Planning fora levels of instilutionaLcomputing wouktproceed in concert.
Implementation _for all institutionalcomputing would be thejoint responsibility of the
institutions and the BOR, specifically the information Systems Coordinator..
System=wide centralization of wiministrative computing would be promoted during the
first 5 years (1985-1990) of the plan; computing in support of academic needs would be
irnpmented in a dittrit:iuted faShion first by campus, then by department and individual.
MOM* vendors woad be act,* recruited for sUppen of academic computing.
The Man was to have two primary time horizons: 5 year iMplementation planning for
administrativecomputing ands 2 year planning_for academic computing.
New funding sources andcost savings would have to beidentified if _themision was Ao be
met; the dearth of discretionary funds in the institutional budgets made it clear that they
aim* amid not awry or sustain the burden of all the enhancement to the computing
systems environment

Planning Ingredients

A significantpart of planning is toidentifythose ingredients which can contribute to success or
conversely can promote failure; For the statewide student information system these ingredients were
relevant and, we telleve, prowei significant to the success of the effort:

EStablish new or use existing communicatkin channels among the institutions.
IcWritik key institUtional personri& Who can make the prOWct a success; get their
commitment.
Select ester withinthe system to facilitate the planning and direct the implementation.
insist that the institutions write a set of functional requirements whether or not a request
for propasal (RFP) will be used.
Review your requirements in many forums (campus**, vendors, other systems or
institutions).
Evevelop a timetable for all steps of the process; visualize the completion.
Determine project costsandmvenue streams.
Make sure The advocates are informed, the adversaries are involved, the decision-makers
and funders are interested and the facilitators are in the wings.

5
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Rifting The Plan Together

357

.
Organization

The organization of the SIS planning procesacreated a central coordinating role at the BOR office
to ensure inviemantation of the vision white Wills same time vesting the resnslbily and authority
for the Spcificaticint, oVersight and management jointly with the institutions and the BOR office.

Toimplement a newstalewide studentinforrration system it Wat necettary to establish an
orgarlizational_framewort_ This framework inducWd bringing tegether ticith adVacates and adversaries;
Furthertheparticipants were -wkicted on the basis Of their intiMato khowiedge of the various _functions
to be incorp3ratixt within the SIS. -Three Financial Aid Directorsi_Adrriissiont Deans; a Registrar, a
Computer aenter DirectOr and-a M.LS. Director served oaths SIS_Planning Task Form. A President,
two BuMness Mat agers; one Stii&nt Servkes flirectorone_Compuler Center Dirmtor,- one Director -of
Learning Resources and the information_Systems Coordinator _servedon tlie Student Information System
(EXecutiVe) Sidering Committee; The organization established to plan tor the SIS iMpleMentatien it

wn in Figure 1;

The extent i'ind 000peration of the campus participants cannot be _overstated; As one task force
itatml early in the process, 'the tatk force seems to have_done a tremendous job in coming
in an area that hat seen nearly a century of independenteffort" A century tray overstate the

it but the Spirit Of cooperation was evident even to the task force mentors themftives.

Organization for SS Planning

Figure 1
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Plan A

Schedule

Planning for the impUmentation of a system of this scope requires a plan that is tlexibW.

Theitial plan was to: (1) develop the functional requirements, (2) review the requirements
both internally and externally, (3) use Ow requirements as the core for a raluest-for-propcsal (RFP),
(4) transmit the RFP to appropnate vendee arid deveko evaluation criteria, (5) receive and evaluate
prowosafs, (6) seWct the best combination or singW vendor to meet the requirements, (7) negotiate a
contract and (8) proceed to impbmentation. Tisk; approach seemed quite conventional and had been tried
with varying *yen of success by others. Tat* 2 shows the timeline for Plan A.

_During the fire_three_months of_the planning effor% the task force decided ihat a more intimate
knowledgeof what_was available In the 'Marketplace' would be helpful and desirable. Toward that end
five vendors were contacted and subsequently provided on-site presentation and in some cusses
demonstrations of their systems. Tte core:Wan of the task force was that only two of the vendors
woukl be abU to meet the needs of the ex institutions.

A second factor impirigrki on the original Oen (A). Through discussions With theBOTI Legal
Counsel arid the State Attorney Generab office itwas reveakkithat SauthDakota law dagsLa require
compelkbidsforoomputer softwaxe purchases._ Thisknowledge_coupied_with the unanimous
conclusion of the taskiorce that only two of the five vendors woultor could adequately respond caused
the task force to abandon the RFP steps in Plan A. Plan A gave way to Plan B.

Plan B

The revised Wm eininated the need for_ a formal RFP prcQSaI effort byihe two vendors and the
subsequent evaluation._ In ackiltion to expedkingthe planning_timelink_elimination of _the three steps
also resulted in reducedexpense_toboth the ~dor and to South Dakot& The revised p;an was to: (1)
use the requirements document toconductin depth evaluation ofeach vendor% product, ;2) require that
each vendor review the South Dakota requirements, (3) subject to incluslas In any future contract,
identify those repirements which would In nwt by Itw vorkles software, (4) debrimhe the extent of
modifications to utftware wanly in each case, (5) gain access to vendcr's baseline software for
testing against requirements, (6) selact the better fit to requirements from the tWo vendors, (7)
prOceed to negotiation of software contract with the "Wee of the two vendors and (8) proceed to
imcgementation. Tat* 2 shows the timeline for Plan B also.

During the nextfew months theiesk force began_to realize that the ultimate expense of the
modifications to the 'baseline' or `vanilla software woukl excised ttw sowesmes of Ow baseline software
by a factor of 1.5 to 2.5. This realization alov with Ito redization that the omit*, functionality and
Watures of the bewline software in either case WWI not satisksctorily discernibb from the hands-on
experience carted the plan to change again. Pin B gave way to Plan C.

Plan C

Because of the uncertainity the task fome plan changed to allow time for more In depth review of
to two vendors and their products. Tim plan (C) as revised included: (1) Intensive review with
currrent clients of both vendors, (2) reevaluation of functional requirements, perkularly as thoss
requirementS dictated signiacant Medifications, (3) estalAishment of contractual Modification



specifications, (4) seks.tion of tlw more Mk* toAs-eticcestful implementation canner from the two
vendors, (5) renotiate tontractual terms, (6) no* the other vendor of intent to negotiate, (7) if
reagotiation is mutually agreeabU agn a contract, otherWise, (8) begin negotiations with other vendor.
Plan C likewise is shown in TabU 2.

The SIS Test Force seleeted_and recommended the purchase of the Integrated Student information
System (ISIS,3) from SCT Corporation of Malvern, Pa along with die StucWnt Aid Management Sy Stem
(SAMS)andthe Loan Application Prcxxissing Syetem (LAPS) from SIGMA Gerptiration thitiUgh SOT. The
S.D. Board of Regents_ approval contract negOtiations with SCT at their April 1985 meeting: Contract
negotiators tetwown the BOR and SOT began imMediately and were completed with a signed contract on
August 31, 1985.

EXpendlture and FUndlng Plan

Incrder toachieve both dimensions of tts NriWon" i.e. creation of contort of academic
oollen°. through Incremed ammo to computing resources arid to meld the goals for
e drstration and numprnent, a consolldated expenditure arid revenue plan was developed
concurrently for both acacW.rnic and adminStrative computing.

Miring the'llalkirr of thevision_to_the_participants in the change; the need to put together a
d i:Mesh/a, comprefrenskre_Mnding planbecame evident _Further_it was evident that while the institutions
supported ihelriskm, nors_wereiria position to divert substantial futxls from existing acacremit,
academic supportor administrative programs to meet the furklirs_requirements. New sources of funds
wouldneed tobeidentifitst _At the same dm wither theLegislative ner the EXticirtiVe brarfch Viers
disposed to foot *tenths bIN but were very Mtich interest-61_1n the iMprevementof theadminIstration
and managemnt of Ito Institutions through kicteased use of computngiachnoicgy._in_additioniirapidly
increasing atqubitions Of cOMpUting hardware and _toftwareby departments, _colleges and institutions,
proved tttiat aca&Mic admInStratorsfacultyandetudentswarepiacing greater demands on existing
tOrriptiting reserribes and required substantially greater awns to now resoure.m.

_ An expenditure and funding pignoton, was (Wrived using by° baee atetirriptibrit: (a) the benefit
to_be derived from enhancirkl the (*muting resources woukl be fell directly by Stlidents,_faculty,
administration,- arid BOR arid indirectly over the tong term fry state govemmentandeltimatebtby_the
taxpares; (b) **cost wotiki be shared by WW1* warfcibenefit__Theexpenditure plan identified an
average of $1 Million per year for tily.musln additionalcomputing_resourcec_ _These excenditures
were tri be ititi* ficirl*th_hardwareandsoftwasitosupport implementationef thrw major
adminittratvesystems_ISIS,_FinancialInformation Systems and a Humenfiewource informatiim
Systemland_replacement or upgrade of campus, departmentai and instructianal lahoratory COMOling
equipment_ The expenditure plan requests:I for an immdiaw infusion of kink for Milch heeded academic
and administrative computing rutources. The Oan-akiorecognited the need to Continue to enhance the
resounse for years to come. The plan spacifloally kreritifWd the beneficiaries;

Since the in-created expenditure ol funk vavuW have to be mei vat a corresponding increase in
revenue, a revenue plan was devekced. The menu, was planned to be derivoi from four smack:

(1) Cost savings_ and revenue enhancement from Vs new administrative systems. (26%)
(2) Increase in the student fon to to ~I near exOluelisily kir ataitWornfc_ coMUting. (45%)
(3) Inc:roan in-en stab appropriation tO be Wed Firlinerily for inVestment in the

adninbtrative sy8Wma. (17%)___
(4) Wcyc_Wd fnetitUtibbit Luria frorn_otherprogramsprimarilyinto academic computing;

since additional funds were being appropriated for wiministrative computingtiw campuses
were able to concentrate recycled funds into their own acisWmW needs. (12%)
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The result of this propsed distribtrtion was that over a 10 year period the institutions were
expected to provide suhstantial savings tO support the enhaticernent. If this does not happen, then,
either the enhancement will sloW down or StucWrit Wee will increase to pick up _Me slack; it is also
possible that the Governor would ask for additions to future years' budgets-. Table 3 summarizes the 10
year expenditure and funding plan.

SUMMARY OF 10 YEAR FUNDING PLAN

Fiscal Year Expenditure

Adithiletrithro Atediimk
SyStorni Computing

Student Fee
(flicr,hr;)

RaVenue

Appropriation Institutional
Contribution

1' 221,000 500,000 103,800 221;000 396,200

2 1;010,000 600,000 490,000 720,000 400,000

3 550,000 500,000 500,000 270,000 280,000

4 500,000 500,000 500,000 100;000 400,000

5 600,000 500,000 500,000 200,000 400;000

6 550,000 500,000 500,000 200,000 350,000

7 400,000 500,000 500,000 400,000

8 400.000 500,000 500,000 400,000

9 40G, 300 500,000 500,000 400,000

10 400,000 500,000 500,000 400,000

*FY85 (July 1, 1984 to Jurie 30,

Organization and ManagTmeat

1985 )

Table 3

IMPLEMENTATION

The impkinientationforthe Studentinformation System is managrx1 through the Board of Regentt'
Central Office. _TheAdministrative Systems Development Director (ASDD) is the prcject manager. The
Higher Educationeomputer System applications_ programmirig staff reortS to the ASDD.
The ASDD reports to the Revents' Informatkin Systems Directer.

Policy and budget %Sued related to the projeOt are referred tatheAdmiriistrative Information
Systems (AIS) Steering C.;tmrriittee for recornmendations.__Rewrnmendations from the AIS Steering
Committee are forwarded to the information_Systems Director °rifle Council of Presidents. The AIS
Steering Committee is_composedof one representative from each of the institutions Out the ASOD.
The institutionafrepresentatives are senior staff memixirs at each of the iriStitUtiOhs. The AIS Steering
Committee started_out as a SIS Steering Cwrimittee. The oharg4 of the CoMmittee WAS Changed in
October 1986 to include all central administrative 4fateMS. Thit indliii:WS a central payroll/personnel _
system arid a future finerioial inform-Mien tyttiat. The committee's title was changed at the same time.
The AIS Steering ComMittee meet; approkimately once a month.

An implementation teamzomprised_of the Institutional implementation coordinators makes
recommendations_to the ASDD_or MS Steering Committee on issues related to the implementation The
implementation team Is involved in training, table bulkling, testing, and smcifying_p0Sible
modifications to_the software. A campus jmplementatin team exists at oath inStitution to plan and
direct the implementation effort at the institution. The totmat and MakeUp the r ampus teams varies
from institution to institUtion.
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This organizational r.tructure as shown in_Figure 2 has resulted in the involvement of a large
number of participant* from thelnstitutions__Three of the six Institutions hsve had their
impUmentaticin team leaders leave the institutions dun% the prciAct. The impact of these turnovers_
has been minimized by the large involvement on tto CAMFILISOS. The major change resulting from the
turnover Vs a change in the comrilexion of tto impUmentatidn team from a user oriented group to a data
processing oriented group.

SIS PRO6JECT ORGANIZATION CHART

Council of

Presidents

_ - Information Systems
Director

Administrative
Info Sys Wm&

Steering Committee I
Administrative I

Systems - -
Development Director 1

Higher Education
Coniputw Sy Stem

Applications Staff

Figure 2

S1S IntrAementation

Teatti

Canpus
lmpsmentation

Teams

The SCT organization kt headedby_a Regional Manager, The Regional Manager works with the
ASDD and ISD on policy and contract issuesbetween South Dakota and SCT. The SCT Project_ Manager
works with the ASDD on training, testing, implementation, -and technical ittues. The SCT technical
project Wader works with Higher Education Camputer SyStem Staff on technical and program related
items.
Schedule

The project Schedu6 at the time of the contractsigning called for a dual path iMpWrnentation.
The Student Aid Management Sysienv(SAM) was to be kriplenvonWid an a stawd altine basis for the first
year and then intergratrxi withitie Integrated Student Information System -(SIS) . South Dakota did not
contract for any modikations tathe SAM System. At the sari% Mile, the ISIS implemention was to
Occur concurrently with the SAMS stand alorz impem-entatien.

_The_SAM system was schedtiWd-t0 be in Production by February 1;1986, The first registration
with the_ISIS system WaS sched0WcIfOr NoVember,1988 atthree of the six institutions. The other
three institutions were SchediiWd frd.r !Arty registration by April, 1987. Put System was schedUled
for full impUmentation by June, 1987;

The SAM implementation system was put into prodoctien in Atigusti 1988. Th&conversion of the
SAM system from the CIES telepromrsing_monitor te the COm-plete teleprocessing monitor was much
more difficult than had been witimaled. Thit tOriVertibri was the primary reason for the delay in the
implementation.

356
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The current schedule for ISIS implementation calls for early registration at all six iristitutions in
April, 1987. The system is still schedule:I to txt in full prcxluction by June of 1987. Turnover arid
charge among the SCT staff causki cMlays in the production of th4 cWtaiWd specifications.

The original SChTKIUW calWel krr inclination of a baseline in March, 1986 Which would have
included the KtultipU Institution Facility NIF) and the integration of the SAM syslera. The baseline
which was installedin_June.198&didnotindude the _MIF modfication or the SAM integration: The M1F
modificationis being _done atthe_sametims as the South Dakota specific modificatioris. The SAM
integration is scheduledio be completed by April; 1987. Figure 3 and 4 show tlR. original and the
current implementation schedules, respectively.

ORIGINAL PRGJECT SCHEDULE

Specify changes to baseline softWare 09/01/85 - 12/31/85
Approveddetaikid specifications
for modAcatians 03/15/86
SAM sl;atem available inprod6.7.+1on 02/01/86
Install IS1S-VADABAS baseline 03/01/86
Modifications-to baseline 04/01/86 12131/86
Early-registration at 3 institutions
(DSC, USD, SDSU) 11/01/86 - 12/15186

Early registration at remaining
institutions(NSC, BHSC, SDSM&T) 04/01/87 - 05/15/87

Full implementation 06/01/87
Figure 3

CURRENT PRGJECT SCHEDULE

Specify changes to bateline software 09/01/85 - 12/31/85
Approve cWtailed specifications for
_modifications 05/01/86
SAM system available for production 08/01/86
Install IS1S-3/ADABAS base!ine 06/01/86
Modifications to baseline 06/01/86 04/01/87
Early registration at all institutions 04/01/87 05/15/87
Full implementation 06/01/87

Figure 4

Implementation Issues

The specification for modifications_lxgan prior to- the contract Wing signed. A series of meetings
was held tetwarn SCT wrisultants arid aouth Dakota staff members to compare the requirements
document against the SCTbasline software.- The meetings were batted- on Modu6s of the ISIS system.
There were meetir-qs ftrf admissions, reglaration and records, financial aidi and accounts receivable.
Staff mernbers from eh iniitftution attended the sessions. EveryiterninAhe requirements document
was compared to the functionality of the baseftnesoftware._ The baseline_software_met many_of the
requirements. Other requirements were deleted after discussions on_ the alternatives available with the
baseline software:__Snmeof_the_requirements weredeleted by South Dakota as unrealistic, at least in a
financial sense:_ The participants needed to understand the functionality of the baseline software, their
own needs, and the rtimxls of the other five Institutions. The result of these meetings was a document
referred tc; as the macro-spvtcifications.

SCT prepared an estimate of theeffort necessary to performihe modifications specifiedin_the
macro_specificationsdocument. The_originalSCT estimate wasat _least nvice as much as bad been
budgeted for modifications: South Dakota and SCT worked together to reduce this estimate by fifty
percent. South Dakota withdrew the requests for severalmodifications and SCT revised estimares for
modifications based on more detailed understandings of the modifLations. The resulting document
became part of the contract between SCT and South Dakota.
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The macro-spocificatiOnt heeded _to beiumed into detaiki vecifrAtiont to that SCT could
modify the in:sonny sOftWare. Theprocess used to create ft matro=speci. .,aticina Was used once again
to create the tUtaiWcf Specification& A series of meetings was herd, Again by functionaLunit, to define
the specifications. The production of the detalloci specifications resulted in a system specification for a
single system to mot the needs of all six institutions. This processiequired a great deal of effort,
sharing, and compromise by all particVants. The needs of all six institutions had to be addressTad and
included even if the modification was coly heeded by one institution; In some cases encire than
one meeting was necessary to coMpUte that section of the specifications.

SCT-wtt a draft Of the detailedspecifications to South Ca for reVieW On _March 3;1986:
Each institUtion reviEnved the dwument_forSO days cvn treArf 44,Vr, campus. A meeting was held between

P.. South DekOta insititutional representatives in :few the specifications; The
spo ..uonsi with a couple of exceptions, were given 17,:oruval in May:

The SCT software neecial to be modified to accommodate six institutions using the same software
and _files;_This modification is-reW3rred ki_ AS the Multiple_ Institutionfacility (MIF). All rectirde in the
system_have an institutional idtiriti%r at pan of therecord and as part of the key to that rec-ord.
There is no shared thta between institutionsexcept for some aystem tabreS. -All bia-ch programs have
the institution code at a parameter_ The online system security was mediried institution
code in the securitY schemeAU users of the system are assigned to an iriatitutica and -,ziay anly acek
recordt with that institution code:

A great deal of ditrussion was hdici Concerning _the design of the MIF. The sharing of tome basic
biographic and demographic infOrMatidn Was dist.ussed but discarded in tne final decitiOn. Due to
severalextension progranis it it not unusual for a student to be attend:1-g rnore than one of the
institutions during a giVeri Wrin. This presented some serioir ootential prolAAMS foe the data sharing
concept.

The ISIS_and_SAM systems will be integrated in early 1987. reali there v. be some
integration and someinterfaces txtween the WO SyStems. Tile integration will be mostly !r the area of
biographicAnd demographic informatieh. The interfaces wili_be predominately txdween tho ISIS
arAxiuntsieceivable moduka and the SAM ditbursement module; The sixcification fOr the intergration
was prepared by SCT and Stift and teriewed and modified by South Dakota staff. Again all Six
institutions were involved in the reiriew process;

The impWmentation being done in_a mexiular fashion. The -Order of_the_modules has been a topic
of a great tWal of discussior.:_The cycle for-financial aid it different frointhe_cycle foradmissions
Which it different from_the _cycle for registration ant billing activit6s.__The implementationagproort
and_ orderhasbeen determirsxf_to a tzWgive Ly the ioal of_early_registration as the first visibW
event:Thus, catalog and scheduW WAS the firstmodule_delivereck_Admissions and Veneta! Student data
was the second mociuW. Wgittratikai and feesssessment wi e ft:third modUledeliVered; Accounts
receivable will be the kiiirth Meduki delivered and academic histoiy will be the fi nal Module; The_
finaricLal aid integration Will be trelivered_during the wistration and acounta receivable deliverie&
This approach has resulted in the admissions =du% being_impWmented in_th_e middle_ of the cycle._ This
will Cause some extra workin the conversion proceed. The financialaid integration should cocur at the
beginning of a new financial aid prowssing year Minimiting the impact of the conversion effort.

_The training for ft gsterrit IS being done_using a Irain the trainer approach. A traininO
sessionis presented by SCT tci a groupoomposed ofioneto three people frOM oath inttitUtion. One of
the institutional participantS it usuallyThe_implementation team niember. The Other participants are
from the ftinctional areas affected; These participants then return to their inatitutionsand train the
other campus users. The Higher Education Computer System hat a Wier Liaison/Training Coordinator on
Staff. This person coordinates the SCT eupVied training and assists the institutions in their campus
training.
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Contract issus
LESSONS LEARNED

There have been_a_variety_ofcontract issues which have arisen during the project The_contract
between South Dakota and SCTshould have been more detailed in several areas. A more specific
contract would have been to the lxirofit of I:43th SCT and South Dakota. Contract generalities and
understandings be4come even more difficult when turnover occurs on either staff. There has been a
change in thTi SCT regional manager and the Information Systems Director in South Dakota since the
contract was signed.

The Board of ileventsrexpred ihatthe _contract include &performance bond. The contract should
also have_included penalty clauses based onzertain key deadlines in the schedule. The performance bond
is really useable only in the case of ultimate failure and inability to resolve outstanding issues. Penalty
clauses may have helmd keep tte project on the original whedule.

Basellne SOftwar. Issues

The baseline software for ISIS-3 under the ADABAS database, management system was _under
development during_thespecificationprocem This tack otalosmat baseline after proved to be a
problem duringthe specification procem_Specificaticrz weresornetirnes based upon assumptions that
were not correct once the baseline was complete and those specifications h7-Ad to be modified. This
mused a fair amount of confusion nvarding the implemaraafion.

The opportunity to install arid work with the best4r14. :-:,ottWare before specifying rnfi:.0,s
would have been beneficial. The use of the batane sofMaie would have presented alternatfve ....eays of
achieving the required functionality. The numberand significexe c1 the moaications may_have 3een
reduced. Experience with the baseline wouldalsohavu made imiltc.contation I th e. production sy5.-.1ern
easier. Users would have_gained artunderstanding of the relationship-.s ;;V:i !he system
tables. There are many _complex relationships among the data elements and the system tables. The
ISIS-3 baselire utilizing the ADABAS data base management system was not available to use during the
time of the specification effort.

Other Lessons

The ftinctional units_which had_workea together_in the pasthad a much easier timeduring the
specification procem_These groupsalready had a good understanding of the needs of the other
institutions: The areas which had had minimum communications among institutions medal time to
develop an undersanding of the mods of the other institutions before they coal specify the needed
system functionality. A key to4uture success is continued communications betWeen the users of the
system at the various insitututions.

The institutionairepresentatives_have worked very hard on _theimplementation The ability to_
understand needs_beyondtheirimmediate office andinstitution has been crucial to_the ..uccess achieved
so_far. Theiparticipants have been able to examine alternative solutions to the problems and to make
the necessary compromises. The successes ittccomplishal SD far would not have be lossible without a
lot of hard work arkl dedication on to pad of the South Dakota participants.

The BOR end thO campus participants have developed e great understanding of
the institutional and system wkle information needs. The campus staff members have
become bette_r_tt articulating their rts and uMerstanding the relationships between
functionslunitsThepertie- Ants _have aisogained aperspective of the Independent
information needs of the Institutions and the Board of Regents. The by-products of
cooperation, mmmunication and underatandIng schleval by fly) campuses snd their
reproment dives may ouhvMgh In do Wiser term the VOW end .boneflts of the
system.
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LIBRARY AUTOMATION AT A MULTI-CAMPUS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Deirdre A. Farris
T-stems and Computer Technology Corporation

Hillsborough Community College
Tampa, Florida

A new Solution to the charge of automating 1-braries cn alimited budget! Hillsborough Community College will
present how they _converged technologies to_ meet their
automation_ objectives. The SyStem utilizes a VAX 11/780,
IBM-PC's_and MS-DOS Software. Following a_description of
this system, a diScuSSion of considerations, implications
and suggested guidelines for library automation projects
will be presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Computers. As recently as ten years ago, people had to enroll
in special programs at colleges or technical schools to obtain
hands on training with computers. Now, In 1986, there is no
escaping them! We use computers every day, barely taking
notice; automated teller machines, grocery store check out
counters, ordering dinner in your favorite restaurant, and even
in designing your dream home. The children are addicted to
video games and five-year olds are using computers in
pre-school.

Have you ever stopped_to think how much more free time you -have
now- that your daily- activities have: become computerized?
Although_some argue that computers: eliminate an individual!s
thought process, the opposite is_actually:more_accurate._ People
that.iinteract with_computersitodayi:actually have more time to
spend working towards achieving their goals

Computers haue been migrating into libraries across the country
for the last five years or more. Why? Is it just to keep up
with the trends? Is it fulfilling a software vendors dream?
Or, is there really a valid reason for automating libraries?

Automating library functions is one of the most effective uses
of computers today. Library personnel have a tremendous amount
of tedioudetailed_tasks_to_perform. Ordering , cataloging,
and distributing of materiaIs Circulating books, preparing
overdue notices, reference searching, and verifying check-ins.
All these ,-Ipetitious duties are done manually , ttus wasting
the valuable ;esources that qualified library staff members
possess.
An automated system,_collecting ail related data in one place,
would create a more proficient running facility for library
staff and patrons.

From a patron viewpoint, using the library can also be extremely
cumbersome. The card catalog provides information to users
seeking materials,_however the time consuming process is often
abandoned_in frustration.
An automated library system in a college environment can prove
to be one of the most valuable learning tools that a student can
use. Instead of spending endless hours invelttigating a topic,
an automated system can provide this infol ation in a fraction
of the time. -Thus, freeing the student to begin researching the
materials. In addition, Library Automation paves the road to
faster inter-library loans,_whether across town or across the
state, providing the library patron with virtually endless
amounts of information on any given topic.

Automating libraries also provides easier methods for cataloging
new acquisitions, producing overdue book notices, preparing

1
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annual inventory reports and automating the preparation of
catalog cards and spine labels. In addition, it would better
utilize all available titles.

THE HCC LIBRARY AUTOMATION EXPERIENCE

Hillsborough Community College (HCC) made the decision to moveinto the world of library automation during the summer of 1985.
Like any large project there are certain prereguiSites which
must be obtained prior to commencement:

Define objectives and goals

o Administrative support of the project

o Financial Support of the project

Knowledgeable individuals dedicated to the project

o Sufficient personnel for the project

o Participant enthu8iaSm for the project

All Of these prerequisites_were obtained iat j1C-Cii_some_ easier
than_others_._____Staff_,members from eaCh:_a__HCC's four_campus
libraries_formed a-Library AutoMation Committee;_ This committee
woriwd__ "together to deterMind the goals and objectives. TheSe
were outlined as f011OWS:

o The master_union_catalog must be accessible at all four
campus__Iocations. This allowS all libraries to know what
other campus holdings contain.

o Each campus muSt be able to automate their circulation
taskS.

o Each campus must have access to the status of other campus
circulation records.

o The capability_to tie into local and state library systems.
Therefore library record standards (MARC record format) had
to be implemented and maintained.

Our next hurdle wat_obtaining funds for the project. As a
result of two newly adguired systems for Academic (VAX 11/780)
and Administrative (IBM 4381) computing,_the financial support
available was limited. What is limited? The directive not to
ekceed $20,000;00 was cast.

To automate a library on $20,000.00 is a simple taSk....for a
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single location, 20,000 title library. However, Hillsborough
Community College has four academic campuses and a minimum of
50,000 titles. Obviously the work had been cut out for the
project team members!

Finding a librarian that understands_computers is as_ difficult
as locating a "computer-person" that knows the workings of a
library. Fortunately for the project, HCC managed to combine
several different people to cover every aspect. A
computer-literate library staff member joined forces with a
member of the Computer Center staff (not library-literate) to
form the automation team._ One of HCC's librarians was appointed
project leader for the retrospective conversion process.

Once the translation of each member's language was complete, the
three joined forces and-began educating both administrators and
library staff members. This not only generated enthusiasm and
support_for the project, but also enticed more personnel to work
cn the time-consuming conversion process.

SOF-WARE

Researchion_various_library automation packages-was conducted:by
both metbers_of_Data Processing_staff and the Library Automation
Team; The market of such software is not very large4 therefore
all _the _systems which could _be_used in HCC's_environment_were
investigated; The Data Processing Department inquired-at other
college sites- for the , kind of software being used for this
purpose as well as_contaCted_various vendors.-- Members of the
library automation team_concentrated primarilyion,software:for
microTrcomputers_in_order to keep costs at a level which could be
realistically addressed;

The process of eliminatior, was conducted by comparing the
specifications of the software to the list of HCC's objectives.
Any product_unable 1to fill all requirements was discarded.
Software priced within the correct range was then reviewed.
After a lengthy term of research and evaluation the library
automation team chose two software packages which met all the
needs outlined in their objectives: BiblioFile Cp.talcj
Production System and Ocelot Library Systems.

BiblioFile Catalog Production System:

The BiblioFile program, marketed by The Library Corporation of
Washington, D.C., is a Laser Disc Based Catalog. This system is
designed for a retrospective catalog conversion process, as well
as for current catalog maintenance.

A_set_of compact_laser_discs_containing_a_database_of_the_entire
Library_ of Congress MARC format _records _accompanies _the
software; The software provides the utilities required to scan
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the database for records_which match the holdings found at the
'user' library. When a match is found a new site-specific MARC
format union catalog entry is created.

When a specific record is selected it can_be edited if necessary
before saving it to the site=specific database. This eliminates
the need to manually type_all the HCC holdings individually into
a database, a much more cost-effective procevs taan could_be
achieved by contracting an outside agency, Therefore,
BiblioFile will not only save time on the tetrospective
conversion process, but will cut costs.

The concept of_building the HCC catalog with MARC records is
technically advanced. Using this international standard record
format, the objective of eventually integrating HCC's system
with the State University Automation System could easily be
realized. If the records were entered manually, the large
amount cr. information that makes up a MARC record would probably
not be included. In_addition, the accuracy level would be below
the near 100 % of BiblioFile.

BiblioFile will provide several benefitS to HCC's libraries.
First, it will assist in the retrospective conversion of the
50,000 titles included in HCC's collection. The
state-of-the-art laser disc technology provides a productive,
cost-effective method to perform the conversion in-house. The
utilitie8 will also accommoda-e ongoing cataloging for new
acquisitions.

Ocelot Library System

The Ocelot LibrarySystem,:available_from_ABALL Software, Inc!,
Canada, is- a fUll_servide: library_automation package. ThiS
Syttet_consists of three modules: Catalogue* CirtUlation, and
Purchase

The Catalogue module accepts MARC_ records from BiblioFile,
storing them under Authority_ Control (names, subjects and
titles). It will also support enA-ries of local catalogue
records. This module provides on-line Inquiry of_records,
including boolean searches (and,or,not) and cross referc.nce
features such as "see" and "sed also." This program is
interfaced with the Circulation module, and will provide
circulation status of all holdings. All campus libraries will
access this module.

The Circulation module is designed to Support the Catalog
Module. All standard circulation functions are supported by
this module. For example: check-in / out status, renew option,
reserve book status, overdue fines, payments and notices are
maintained here. Status reports on all circulation information,
such as overdue listings, may be produced, both on and off-line,
daily, weekly, or monthly.
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An optical wand to read preprinted barcode: is available to
interface with the Catalogue module. By running the wand over
the barcode (optionally entered in the catalogue module), the
book information is automatically generated for the librarian.
This module does_not_have networking capability, therefore each
campus supports their own circulation module.

The impact of maintaining individual circulation moduleS on each
campus is minimal. Each campuS will access its own files by
default. Each campus will have read=only access to other campus
circulation files, however, in order to view whether a book is
available for check out.

The Purchase Module is an acquisition package which can support
up -to 15,000 orders per year. Capabilities 1.ange from Request
to Purchase to Payment Vouchers. In addit.ton, items such as
Full fund accounting, _including Summary rlind; online Vendor
Flle,_Claims, Cancels, Returns,_ and Status requests are all
included. Proper security options are available for this
module, although Library Technical Services would have Sol
access.

The Ocelot Library System software is very easy to use. Once
the database has been built, very few_keystrokes will obtain
information concerning all_four campus library's holdings. The
search__ keys to call this information is flexible, thus
encouraging multiple searches. The Circulation module will
automate repetitious record-keeping functions. Lastly, the
Purchase Module will maintain important acquisition records and
orders, and complete the loop of automating library tasks.

HARDWARE

While researching the library automation software options,
various hardware configuration8 were investigated: IBM
mainframe, DEC-VAX mainframe, Micro-network with File Handler,
and Micro - Standalone at each library site.

Research uncovered some expensive Software to run on the
mainflme options. As much as this software would_benefit and
meet tile needs of HCC, the Library Automation Team had been made
aware of the budget constraints for 1985-86, and were looking
for a package whose cost could realistically be proposed for a
state grant.

The micro-network concept was an interesting one, howe er, since
the co,lege currently supports two campus=wide networks and
their accompanying communication lines, it was determined that a
third network and all the required communication equipment would
not be the most cost efficient for the college at this time.
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The stand micro-computer had only a few software options
from which to choose. Due to hardware/storage constraints, most
would only support a small library collection. Thc BiblioFile
system was attractive as it supports up to 50,000 titles, as a
result of utilizing the laser disc technology.

Late into _the_ research, "CARDWARE" , a hardware/software
solution for gaining access to MS=DOS from a DEC mini-computer
(such as the VAX 11/780 currently installed at HCC) was
discovered. CARDWARE, manufactured_ by Logicraft, Inc. of
Nashua, N.H., iS comprised of two parts -- a board with 3
micro-processors on it, installed into the Digital CPU, and the
MS=DOS software_which runs as the operating system on the
micro-processors. The results are the same aS MS=DOS running on
an_IBM-PC, however the hardware/storage constraints of a micro
are eliminated. Therefore, by adding additional disk storage to
the VAX, HCC's Union Catalog would have unlimited growth
capacity.

This hardware option_also_made it possible to :load: the Ocelot
Library System softwareonto the VAX, thusitakingi_it accessible
At_All_campuses._ To ,implement this-:00tidn, the HCC _Union
Catalog would be derived :from the Bibii6File_laser_disk, and
"uploaded" -to the VAX: using _communidation _software: called
Dataware (also produced:by Logidraft)_._ This will make the UniOn
Catalog database available at all campuses and accessible td
Ocelot as well.

IMPLEMENTING THE SYSTEMS

Implementing the Systems...the fun begins!
The proposals and recommendations looked viable on rkper, the
time had come to see if it would really work!

The compilation of an implemenation schedule was a challenge in
itself. No one has a system configured like HCC's, thus there
were no models to follow.

The inStallation of_micro, single-user software into a mini,
multi-user environment was an overriding consideration
throughout the project. The simplicity_of toftware_running on a
single micro unit had disappeared. HCC pioneered into
utilization _of_ yet another state-of-the-art
technology...CARDWARE...MS-DOS software running on a VAX.

BiblioFile and_Ocelot are separate software programs performing
separate_ functions within the Library Automation project.
Therefore the decision was made to_ begin the retrospective
conversion first, and become As familiar as possible with
BiblioFile capabilitieS before embarking into Ocelot.
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Training personnel in BiblioFile was a simple task. The
difficult part was eliminating the hostility that the staff held
toward computers in generall HCC's master shelflist was matched
with the Library of Congress MARC_database. When a hit was
made, minor editing was performed (year of publication, campus
location) and the record was saved. If the record required
editing by a cataloging librarian, a partial hit or no hit was
recieved, then the card was flagged to be edited at a later
session.

This process proceeded slowly in the beginning, however as the
staff became more acquainted with the system the conversion
process went faster.

Ocelot was installed approximately two months after _BiblioFile
was started. The installation into the CARDWARE boards went
smoothly. Some tailoring to the unique configuration of the
hardware was required, however once this was done the
installation was fairly straightforward.

The implementation plan called for uploading of a predetermined
number cf records (50) into Ocelot's database. Testing of_the
Catalog Module_and Circulation_Module was to_follow this step.
It was at this point that the project slowed and some
reevaluation of the implementation plan was made. It was soon
discovered that the fields which were added to the MARC record
in BiblioFile were not automatically recognized in Ocelot.
Acir;itionally, Ocelot expected information to be included in
4..)ecific fields that BiblioFile did not generate.

These problems were not detected_at a stage too late to correct
them- Approximately 2500 records had been added to the
database. These records were deleted from the database, edited
where necessary, and re-added via a new conversion table. The
set back only encumbered a two week period.

A new consideration made its way_to the priority list at this
phase; Ocelot was designed for public library use, not academic
library use. There are differences, fortunately most of which
are additional information fields provided for public librarl,
use which can be ignored in HCC's academic installation.

Once the Catalog Module met all HCC's requirements and the
database was rebuilt, demonstrations were scheduled for all
library staff members. Three seminars were held, Introduction
to the VAX, "How to BiblioFile", and "How to Ocelot--the Catalog
Module". These demonstrations were held at each campus with
groups of three or less. They were very successfC , assisted
in generating a lot of enthusiasm and questions a 'hlists"
from the library staff. It is the intent of team
members to continue to__schedule these short ,.rations
throughout the implementation to alert all staft ,rs to new
features as well as maintain their interest in the project.
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The Circulation Modules were installer at. the point when all
were satisfied with the status of the Catalog Module. _Each
campus will have on-line access to their own circulation module,
and read-only access to the other libraries' circulation
modules.

Weekly status meetings are attended by the project team members.
Monthly meetings of_ the original Library Automation Committee
are heldA monthly status report is issued to all library
staff members and administrators.

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATION STAGES

There are several phases to the project which have yet to
implemented.

Barcoding The project team members are currently investigating
the beSt alternatives for obtaining barcode labels for the
books. There_is a field within each book's record to store_ the
associated barcode. Therefore when a student brings a book to
be checked out Lhe barcode will be scanned, bringing the book
information to the screen. The student will be issued an HCC
library card, that is barcoded, which will be validated each
term.

An additional_use of barcodes on books will be to automate
annual _inventory. The master databaSe can be_divided into
campus collections. Once the inventory data has been collected
a comparison of the two campu8 listings will provide an accurate
listing of missing materials.

Overdue Notices The _Circulation
overdue books and patrons holding
reports will be used to obtain
student system and overdue notices

Module produces reports of
those books. Data from these
student addresses from the
will be produced.

The Purchase Module will be installed
system. It will be maintained by
Services.

on a stane ne micro
District Library Technical

Currently each library has one terminal connected to the Library
System. Future plans anticipate more terminals will be
installed to provide on-line searching by students.

The Tampa Bay_Library Consortium has approached HCC to consider
sharing their_database with other members of the consortium,_aL
well as storing other members recordS on HCC hardware for
external access.

All libraries are expected to go on-line during the summer _of
1987. The retrospective conversion is expected to be fifty
percent complete by this time.

8
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Recommendations for your Library Automation Project

1. Define what the needs of your library are, prior to
beginning to research software.

2. Establish guidelines; financial, physical (i.e.
staffing, etc.)

hardware,

3. Determine all standards and long term implications. Will
the library tie into a state or cal library network? Will
the size of the library drastica_ly increase over five years
or maintain status quo?

4 . Must be a team effort. Include members of your library
staff, representatives from your Computer r -ter, and key
administrators.

1) Educate your team members!

a. Teach your library members the basics oc-puters.

b. Teach your computer center representatives the
basics of library science.

c. Teach your administrators a little about both!

2) meet regularly to report statuses and maintain
enthusiasm for the project

5. Develop a method to filter all automation information to
entire library staff , during research and during
installation. This will alleviate any fear or threat caused
by unknown concept of 'library automation'.

6. Appoint a project leader on both computer and library sides.
This will promote project organization and give related
personnel a contact person. Good implementation schedules
must be followed and maintained.

7. Finally, once the installation is underway, don't stop your
research. Always keep abreast of new concepts and
technologies.
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This paper briefly reviews current policies and organizational patterns
in higher education nationwide, especizilly as they _eelate to the converging
technologies of computing, communications and libraries. Case studies are
:r,3vided from two distinct types of university settings = The California
State Univtrsity encompassing 334,000 students on 19 campu3es, and Duquesne
University, a IongestabIished, small, private eastern university._ _

Suggestions are provided regarding policies and organizational patterns
which apperr most profitable in handling the converging technologies so as
to maximize service ar minimize costs.
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POLICY AND ORGANIZATION OF COMPUTING*
COMMUNICATIONS AND LIBRARIES IN DIVERSE UNIVEnSITY SETTINGS

INTRODUCTION

Computing was first seen in higher education in the Iate 1950's and
early 1960's, primarily in the mathematical and statistical lablratories of
the major universities' and in Schools of Business providing the power to
drive_business simulations; Batch processing dominated these early scenes,
in which large mainframe computers serviced an_everT.expanding number of
clients; Use first spread to the financial and_student_reeorda_areas_of_the
administrative arm of the campus; With the advent of time-sharing computing
in the late 1960's and 1970's, usage quickly spread to other areas of the
campus; _The_arrival of the microcomputer ini1980, along with the_instantly
popular spread sheet_and_word processing software, brougnt down the last
bastion of defense in higher education -- the humanities. Today the
corputer finds use in literally every area of the campus, so that what was
once a depart. resource and problem must now be considered a campus-
wide resource ani problem.

The problem part of computing* of course* relatesito_the development of
policies and_organizati-mel_structures which result both in good service and
the feelL'il. on the part of ail_clients that they have been treated fairly;
And this :Aust be done at the least possible cost....

The high cost of compu'Aig has led to many basic policy decisions in
higher education, not the least of which was the decision to centralize
computing services on many dmpuses_in the early use period. Separate

centers for instructionaI/research and administrative_computina_developed
primarily only on very large campuses where the economy of scale provided
the raticle. As usage continued to grow, however, and as mcre and more
institutions viewed computing as a campus-wide resource, the trend towards
one centr3 coordinating office continued.

During the early 19n-r,lai along_with_microcomputers and office
automation,software,icam.4 the need for data communications; The rise of the

communications industry followed. The need to automate university libraries
began_to_emerge_in the 1970!s# and by the early 1980's had become_one_of_
higher_education's_most pressin3 concerns. _Most recently* developments in
artificial intelligence offer significant_improvements in software
capabilities in the near future, and, of course, much is likely to be gained

from this current revolution. As Jack McCredie stated in the early 19801s,
Writing as the president of EDUCOM:

Higher_education in this decade will be rocked :

by waves of change_caused_by t's;a_converging tech.r
nologies of computing, high.,speed Iocai_an0 satellite
digital communication, video disk and other large
capacity informationstorage-devices, graphics, two-
way cable srltems0 and artificial intelligence
appliCations. (MCCredit 1983)
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These_predictions_have_so_far proven_quite_accurate_. Applying t:Bse :o
higher_education campuses which have struggled to make the most use of
computers since their introduction, McCredie r1983) and Updegrove (1986',
identified a number of factors characterizing these campuses in regard to
information technOlogy0 as follows:

1. A single coordinating_office
2. A_decentraIized information-processing environmen:._
3. An understanding of_tr,e_need for personal workstations
4. The development ofilocal and campus-wide networks
5. A focus of automation cn university libraries
6. A universitywide_thrust_in_the area of computer literacy.
7i An interest_in text processing
8; An enthusiasum for electronic mail
9; An increasing emphasis on the use of-computer-based education (CBE)

methods (Chambers and Spreacher, 1983).

14..: would add to the above:

11; n itreasing une of artificial intelligence in the development of
systems and intelligent tutors for CBE projects (Sleeman &

Brauti, 1982)

Finally, organizational patterns_in_higher education_institutions
aross_the country_today are reflecting the increasing importance_-_of
computing, with many campuses_creating_Associate Provostior even Vice-
President positions encompassing_computtng and communicatiOns, and Sometimes
library, instructional medie, And office service components.

CASE STUDIES

The Californi 'JLate University

Tnr Lilifornia_State University._SU) consists of 19 campuses and
covers_more_than 1400 miles from Humboldt State Un17ersit in the north tip
San Diego State University in the south; The,systemi7mrollment now exceeds
334,000 students and_employs over 19,000 faculty; The entire system is _

linked by a highspeed, data nommunication network commonly called CSU net or
the CSU X.25 network. This network_allows any student or faculty member to
access any computer within the system.

Policy and organization for computing and communications are addressed
through the Information Resources_Management (IRM) process which is an
annually updated, five year plan for the system. It is based upon the 19
individual campus IRM plans. _The_IRM_planning process is a topic of a

separate paper which will be presented as part of the "Policy Issues in
Higher Education" track of this conference. This section will focus on
specific campus goaIsi objectives, needs and their visions of the future.

Three campuses have been-selected to represent a cross section_of the
CSU.L These campuses, Chico, Sacramento, and Northridge, were selectecrdue
to their size, geographic location and areas of specialization in computing
and communications.
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Since each ofthe tree acpu.planst.3 several_hundred_pages_long, and
since the plans are dynamic in nature, the case studies_are presented in
terms:of highlights which show the flavor of the plan ratIv-r than the
detail. Iniaddition, since Library_planning is separate from the IRM
processo activities in that:area will be,presented first and cast as ,

systemwide activities. _Following the Library discussion, each case stUdy
will be presented with brief conclusions presented at the end.

Library it

The planning for IRM activities in the library area has been
coordinated_by the Library Affairs office within the Chancellor's Office.
CSU libraries rely on the CLSI System which is a DEC-based, turnkey system
for circulation control Additionally, the libraries utilize PC-based,
video disk access devices and also access external resources such as the
OCLC system and MEDLINE library.

Currently, pilot efforts are underway to ihstall OLPAC (On-Line, PUblid
Access, Catalog) systems on_a systemwide_basis._ CSU_Chicto_has_an_OLPAC
system installed and the__Northridge_campus has a procurement underway.
These sytems will replace the CLSI systems_and_enable library users to__
access the "card catalog" via computer workstation, even_from home or the

dormsi In addition* planning is underwaylat the Nbrus.:idge campus to__
implement an Autellated Access Facility_which consi:ts of compartmentalized
library sheivinl systems with a robotics-Iike retrieval component that
allows a_user to secure library materia vil OLPAC without library staff
intervention.

CSUi Chico

_California State University_Chico_is_located in the northern portion of
California's Central Valley. With an enrollment_of 14i1a5 students and a
faculty of,1,045i _Chico is classified as a medium sized CSU_campus, 0co
has taken theileadership in many technology rtuated_projects and currently
has an entensive distance learning program which utilizes ITFS and satellite
video transmission facilities.

The IRM organization at Chico reports to_the President through the_
Provostiand Vice=President_for_Academic Affairs; The IRM -ngram designee
iS the Associate:Vice PreSident for Information Systems who is responsible
for the Instructional Media Center, the Computer Center and the library.

Highlighting the goalz and objectives of the campus are:

1. Creation_of a fully networked environment with_access via work-

_ station to central and distributed computer nodes;
2. Access_to modem video capabilites;

3; IrJreased_training;
4. Improved information software tools; ard

5. Consolidated equipment maintenance bydgets.

To achieve these goals* the_academic related needs have been identified
as student_access oriented. That is* there_is_a need for student access to
word processing, computer graphics, spreadsheets, etc. Access is also a
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preSent need_for the_academic administration for SUChAtems_as access_to
networks, access to office automation tapabilities_and access to library
resources; In_addition, a third arta Of_need can be generally categorized
as a need for increased capadity ih the categories of professional staff,
maintenance and training.

_ _Chico_has_projected,it's future as intlUding a_professional workstation
for each professional staff_member andia Clerical_workstation for each
clerical position; In_additioh, training_programs in literacy and_
applicationiskills_will be prOVided_for_all employees._ In terms Of
methanits,_the backbone network is anticipated_to_utiliZO a broadband medium
suth aS fiber optics and carry voice, data and Video tranathissions.

CSU Sacramento

California State University_Sacramento is located in the northcentral
portion of the statt'S dentral_valley. With 23,000 stUdents and 10800_
faculty-4 Sacramento isiclassified as one of_CSU's largett_campuses. _The
taMpus_has a strong_IBM program and currentli seri/en as__CSUls_piIot_campus
for computer_conferencing and the_PLATO_CAI project._ In addition; the
campus_has_installed a supercomputer and proVides a supercomputer training
program for the system.

The IRM_organization reports_to the President thrOugh the Executive
Vide-President who_is the_IRM,program denignet. :COMOUting_services report
to !:;ie_Execut4ve Vice_?resident., SacratientO'S Objectives include_the
estnblishment_of_a_voice/data_netw-Ork._ Significant progress has been made
in this regard with the installation:of the_campus AT & T_System 85 and
rel.,ted_ISN. Other objeotiVeS include mierat'7 1 central word:
processing to_a distributed system;,inc-eale.: facy,:ntaff training,
increascJ comvtitg resources; and datr: ontett 4ith /Sao report
generators, et;

To_achieve these goals, adadeMic_neeus have been defined to include
expanded faculty 6rg..! stUdent_access; expanded_support for large research
fUnCtionsi increased CAI capabilities; and expanded reSOUrces both in terms
of the campus network and the campus mainframe coMputers.

In terms of administrative tieedso_iMproVed online systems with
query/update_capabilities and An expanded number or interactive ports have
been identified._ In addition, modern office automation tools and
replacement of older, COBOL-based systems are needed.

Sacramento's future is er-isioned to include elimination of current
workstations Orough replacement With microcomputer-based workstations,
including word processing applications. In addition, a common, 4GL
capability fJr mini, micro and mainframe computers Wil be pursued.
Finally, an expanded raculty/staff learning center will be established.

CSU Northridge

-California_State:UniversityNorthridge is in the northern:part bf the
LOs Angeles basin. It is eilso_one_of CSU's large campuses with an
tnrollment of 29,000 students and a faculty of 1,700. The Northridge campus
haS a long history of significant IRM=related activititt including serving
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as the CSUls Southern_Regional Data Center in the 1970!s and later providing
leadersh4.p_in pioneering_office automation in the system. Today, Northridge
serves a'; the Specialization Center for the ICECJInter=university
Consortium_for EdJcational Computing) project and is developing software for

advanced workstattons.

The IRM organization at Northridge reports to the President through the
Vice-President for Administration and the Vice-President for Academic
4'unctions. The computer center, via the Director of Ii:ormation Managemen ,

-eports jointly to these two vice presidents. The Vio.--President for

Administration is the lRM Program Desif-)='!.-

The goals and_objectives at Northridge incIude_a desire_to establish a
microcomputer-oriented computing environment. Inclued in_this concept are
goals to increase the usage 0' grapnics and electronic publishing; to,
establish guidelines and standards for acquisition anC deployment; and to
provide_discipline_specific faculty training. Other goals involve the
transition to_a 4GL administrative computing_envi:ormenti installation of a
university-wide_hierarchicaI network, and replacement of the Centrex
telephone switch.

Current academic_needs_relate to access:and are defined as the need for
improved student end faculty access to computing resources. The non- _

academic needs _include a_shortterm need_of increasi4; the current mainframe
capacity and the long term need to acquire state-of-the-art computing
hardware, software and productivity tooIs.

The projected future:environment includes an_e_xpanded microcomputer
iabi and_bridge 'moftware to allow commuations between:the Cyber, Prime,
AT & Ti PDP.; jlIkand_AppIe computers. In Aditioni $tandardi lowl.cost
microcomputer software is envisioned w..-c:h instruct;onoI software development

for advanced workstations.

Duquesne University

Duquesne Universityi a privatei Roman_Catholic_university_with a_
current_enrollment of MOO i'lidentsi was founded in 1878. _Set nn_a hilltop
overlooking downtown Pittsburgh, the university is highly selective in

admilsions. It offers training through the doctorate and is most well known
for its schools of law, business and pharmacy.

Duquesne is not_a heavily scientificoriented_institution. _Thereforei
computing_mme late to the campus, and a_singIe central coordinating office
was not developed until 1980. At that time the Arthur Anderson firm_served
as consultants in the development of a five_year computing plan for the
campus_(Andersoni_1980)0_which emphasized adMinistrative applications. :More

recently, in the_spring of 19854_a_new_Vice,,President_for_Management and
Business_was_appointedi_and in_Decemberi 1985i l_new_Director_of_Computing
and Management Information Services (the senior author of this_paper) was
appointo. A Compw Steering Committee, representing all general areas of
the_campuz was creat:edi and the college and schools of the university were
requested to develop five year academic plans, of which computer usage was
to be defined as one of the major components.
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_ The new_Center director arrived in February 1986, ;4(.t. 1 lasi
Force on Instructional/Research Computing With Wit i-W-Ottit,ve from eaoii
college and_schopl, and a Task FOrde on Administrative Cmp.a1.-tt:e, with
representatiVes from each MajOr_nonteaching_area, including 1-.he University
Library ane the_Law Library._ He met with the co3lege,and al_cOtputer
committees and participated _in the deliberatLns which re$Ulted in the
completed five year computing plans. The non=ttaChing ares then developed
lon7-range computing plans.

All of these:plans then_served_as_the bases for the development of a
five_yeariuniversity-wide_plan_for computin3 and communications (Chambers,
1986)._ The plan_was reviewed_during Octber and November and redeived final
approval by the computer advisory committees in early DedeMber; 1986. It is
c:rrently_under review_by the_President and Viet=Presidents and is expected
ta be approved for implementatiOn in JahUarY, 1987.

The overall purpose_underlying the integration of computers,into the
baSic_composition_of_Duquesne University is to elhance the intellectUal_and
motivational_capabilities of,its students, its faculty and adMinistrators,
and its staff (Chambers & Sprecher, 1983). Major goal6 of the plan include
the following:

1. Achieve computer literacy for students, faculty, administrators
a'A staff. _

2. Integrate the computer into the curriculum.
3. Enhance the work environment of the entire Duquesne community

through the computer.
4. Provide support for the development of undergraeuate and graduate

programs of excellence in information science and related fields
such as computer science and management information Systems.

5. Provide support for development of research projectA and institutes
of the highest calibre ir the informOtion sciences area.

The results Of the long range plan over the next five years are
expected tO include he following3

1. Workstations for all faculty, administrators And Stafr who need
and desire_them.

2. A fiber=optics communications netWOrk Connecting all buildings on
campusviwith gateways to_the major external networks and data
base0_(1100hti_1985;__White, 1985).__

3. Office automation_tools for all university offices# faculty 4nd
staff, iuctuding electronic mail4 calendating# Word-=processing,
spread sk.eets and data_base management:to-61Si With accrss from
all work stations to all deMpilt doMputing resources and the campus
libratitS.

4. Ititegratedi_on4ine management information systems;
5; Completely_automated libraries, both the university library and

the law library; ,

6. A Center consulting and development staff providing consultation
and_training campus74ide.

7. Student computer:labs_in every_university_classroom_building and
dorMitoey providing creative_writing and other computer=assisted
instruction programi_electronic mail, word=processing, spread
sheet and dsval base management tools and access tO all CaMOUS com-
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puting resources and the collections of the university and law
libraries.
A new computing facility and d new campus mainframe computer.

The Center reports to the Vice-President for Management and Business,
and has been reorganized as follows:

1
DIRECTOR I

I

I

I 1 I

'Assoc; Dir4 'Assoc., Director, j jAssoc.,Dir.
!Systems & I

Frogramrilni

!Educational_
1

Communica-
Consulting & Dev.

I

tions_&__
_O

As may_be noted, communications_has been made an integral part of the
Center; Although the university library reports to the Vice-President_for
Academic Affairs, andithe Law_Library to the Dean_pf the Law School, the
directors of both of,these units serve on the_newly-formed Task Force on
Administrative Computing, and are fully_cooperative_with the _7enter_in the
development_of_automation_plans._ The University Library, in conjunction
vith the Center will shortly open_a Software Resource Center and a Computer
Lhboratory in the library building;

Overall, the thesis of the Center for Computing ano i is e /ice.
ThT strategic Center policies may be defined in brie!' as follows:

1. Consult,_ rather than conspire
2. Cooperate, rather than compete
3. Never take anything too seriously, especially yourself.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The IRM process in The California State University reflects the CSU
posture to place the_responsibiliity_for campus TRM planning at the campus
level. _Bas1,1 upop_the combined results of:the 19 individual campus plans,
systemwide strategies can be developel. .The case Etudies above, for
examplei indicate_that there_are_some_goals and_needs_which are_common amoAg
campuses. .These would incIude_the_need to improve faculty and student__
access to computing resources and to expand existing resources especially
for_administrative computine. Thte common :eds-represent areas vhere
systemwide efforts could be of p.ianif!cant benefit 11 terms of leveraging
quantity discounts, promoting standarczation, etc.

_Other goals and nocts are unique 1,.1 a camp:- *- '!bset oV ariws*s
and do not justify the adf.r.d com;lle71ty cf systemAde coordinatioh._
However,_a third ^ma of o, c-tunity ei2sts whith i nOt raf-I-ed 1. tht:

case studies. A marp3ment rodel t,.at addrczoo:Id thf.4 need .3 preJant,'
belOW.



Management Models. The California State University has implemented a
managment model to facilitate innovative use of technolcgy. The model is
related to a newly created organizational structure called Academic
Computing Enhancement (ACE) Institute.

The-ACE Institute is governed_by a SUb-cOmmittee of_the syst.::nwide
Academit_Computing Planning Committee. This_committee_structure provides
representation from the nineteen_campuses_and the Chancellr's Office. Tht
model was created as an interim soIution_to the "just4f on" barrier to
implementation of new and innovative computing technol:

This_problem arises in the formalized bUdget prof1-1: which_utilize a
Feasibility Study Report (FSR) type justifiCation and_rt4Ire "assurances of
success". Typitallyo the assurance_is provided through use of proven
technology (e_igi_it_is not new or experimental). In addition, a
demonstrable need must be evident (e.g. h-:.4 many students will not graduate
if this is not implemented?).

The process generally follows the negative, circular cycle below:

No Experience with the new technology

No "FSR Justification possible

No funding juStified

No experience with the new technology

The solution has, !.1 the past, been to wait for other universities to
"prove" the technology and then to justify through comparison. That is, to
detail how CSU needs are Similar to the existing proven situation. Tcday,
however, with rapidly changing technolgy, this procedure mandates
utilization of outmoded technology.

The ACE approach provides an alternate:method ror application_of_new
technology. The process_begins With:support of an_innovative_proposal by
the ACE tixaiAittee. :The PrOjeot it then funded_on a pilot campus basis;
However, the prOject must be systemwide in nature, usually through use of_
the CSU_Xi2L-, data network. The funding is normally on a shared basis with
the pilot campus participating in support.

The other eighteen campustS Within the CSU gain experience_ with the
technology dUring the pilot prOject and develop curricular materials.
Therefnrei_at the_end of_the pilot, FSRtypl j=ltification can be developed
aid %ased upon limited, boa actual experience;

Pn exakple of an ACE project is the Molecular Design_Laboratory_for
whia CSU Fullot'Lon is serving as the pila Campusi__The_project is_designed

permit CSU CheMistty facOlty to gain experience with computational
conceptsi The Molecular Design software package was *he initial

ickLge acquired.

Amding for Ole project included apprOkiMately $150;000 fo: somputing
cirTei:_(i.: Prime 9755 super minicomputer),_graphics_boaras, soitware,

t-A-Velo etc. The campus_ commitment includel released
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time_for the project director, space, facilities management for the
equipment, an se of terminals, plotters, etc.

Systemwitv ;nvolvement was insured through the negotiations_of
systemwide sci--re licenses,_remote access of the software via_the data
network, a c conferencing facility, and systemwide training a0
support;

In terms of proected future activitiesi_it is_envisioned that sejectel
campuses will implement "clone" environments basediupon their_experience
with the pilot center, In addition, the pilot center is being expanded via

NSF instrumentation Irant proposals. Finally* as the complexity of the
projects_increase, more advanced problems will require access to the San
Diego Supercomputer Center via the CSU Network.

The ACE concept is effective in the_current CSU environment_in
establishing pilot centers and in effecting tc..L'-nology_transfer to
participating campuses through the creation of_a low risk environment for
experimentationi__The ACE_concept is also_being used_for other_CSO
innovative projects such as: the_Inter,university Consortium_for
Educational Computing; Computer Assisted Design/Computer Assisted
Manufadturing; computer conferencing; and supercomputer training;

_Single Campus Organization. Returningito a single campus:environment,
and considering_the_importance of_the_com?uting mnd communications functiOns
to the overall mission of higher education, it woula appear_that an_
irganizatior pattern including a Vice-President for Communications and

Inrormation chnology would be profitable. This admiiAstrative unit could
encompas.:, znmputing, communications , the library_and media_areas_

(i1c)Aing televisionl, office publfshog, and contining education. The
orly major new area_which has_not_yet been associated with information_
technology is_continuing education. If this area is considered_as a form
of distance learning, in which instruction is brought to the student rather
than vice-versa (which in_reality should be the case), then computer-based
education, down-loading through_cable TV,_and the like, all fit th-
management pattern for information technology,
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DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED LEARNING (TAL) CENTERS

IntrOdiiction

The development of computer applications in health care is accelerating at a

bewildering rate. As technology improves, the costs of automated data
processing decline, spurring new applications. Issues that were discus- at

major national meetings three years ago are no longer relevant. We candot

anticipate the issues three years from now. What we do know is tha: thL
computer is transforming the way we conduct our lives and our business.

That computers will increasingly pervade the environment of the academic health

center is not in doubt. Economic and technical forces will compel change. Oat
is in ubt is how the change will be managed. The task if done well should be

proact e, and not reactive.

"There is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful of
success, nor more dangerous to manage than the creation of

a new system. For the initiator has the enmity of all who
would profit by the preservation of the old institutions,
and merely lukewarm defenders in those who would gain by
the new ones."

Machiavelli, The Prince

The task of managing_the information resource in the academic health center is
not easy;Hard choices must be made if change_is toitake_place. Admittedly_

complex, the academic health_center can be understood as a system. The_inputs

to the_system are students who require an education, patients who_need care, and

the resources necessary to those tasks. If the process is successful; the
outputs are_trained_health professionals* treated patients, and that unique

product of_the_academic_environment contribUtirn to new knowledge. Central_

to the system and its functions of education, clinical care, ;,.nd research is the

transfer and/or application of information.

The mission and tasks of the academic health center are education, research,
patient care, and public service. Effective management of information is
essential to this information intensive environment, yet in the majority of
institutions the management of information is inefficient and awkward to the
detriment of the education, researr:h, and patient care objectives.1

Information Resources in Education

As ar_educational institution, the academic health center_faces two major tasks

in the area of information resources_management. _First, the_faculty must
educate the student_about information_processing and its:applications. Second,

thejaculty must begin to use the enormous potential_of_the computer to
instruct. Failure to address these issues_within the next four years can have

serlous:conv2quences Universities are requiring personal computers_upon
matriculation (CannegierMellon, Drexel) and are_wiring_their campuses for access
to central computing_from:every dormitory room:(Brown University). _As the

students from these schools move irito our:health:sciences centers, the mismatch
of students to this environment will not be trivial!
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The_term_computer literacy_it_Widely_used_to_convey the concept that-every:
Student'should_be exposed_to and_be comfortable with_computerized_infOrMation
processing. _ManY_in_the_field diverge, however, on_precisely_What literate_ _

means. _The student:should not only be acquainted With:the anattimyAor hardware)
and physiologyjor software) of the computer, but thOUld_be capable_of using,
existing_software,packages to prodUte alittidUtt. it_is not intended that the
student be engaged in programming Or tdding_Aetivities in his or her
professional_career, rather that the process provides and emphasizes a true_feel
for what is involved -- the power of the technology and the limitations of the
computer.

It is estimated that the biomedical information base doubles every 7 to 10
years; the halflife of this info-mation is only 5 years. For more than 15
years, faculties within our academic health centers have conceded that it is
mandatory that we develop instruction in problem solving, and evolve tools and
techniques that will encourage self directed learning.2 That message is at the
core of the AAMC Preliminary Report on the General_Prafessional Education of the
Physician.3 Yet virtually all of the instructional effort of medical colleges
is mired in the didactic lecture format. In general, faculties are resistant to
change == notwithstanding a few successful models which are well known.

The_tools_are_at_hand to_bring this_ universally accepted coli:ept of-Self
directed education_to_fruition. The-chief administrative offitet Of:the :

academit health_ center _must deploy the resources,to entourage,and_allOw the_
development.of effective, state=of=the=art_tOmpUter attitted instruction and
students must have access to the Wit:WS data batet currently available;

A strong .note ofiration_it_indiOated._ More than_ 60 percent of medical schools
report some_utilization_of_computer _assisted-instruction. In most instantes_the
capacity.resides_in,stand alone_systems and is rarely reposited in_a_language
compatible,with,potential_clinical data_bases. CAI programt ate_usually outside
the_mainstream of the:educational effort,of the_sthopL They are viewed by many
of_the faculty_as irrelevant. _Computerbated edUtatiOn must move beyond
electronic drill, practice, and page tUrning.

Innovativeprograms_have_been_deVeloped_ata number of health-sciences_centers.:
Those:developed_at_the _Massachusetts General Hospital, Ohio State, Minds, and
MtGill in Canada have been widely reviewed. A number-of-eXtellent_programs
reside_on a:variety of health_education networks. _All_Of thete programs
emphasize independent learning_where. the StUdent tan_apply critical and_analytic
abilities to,problem.solving as opptited to being burdened with unnecessary (and
unmanageable) memorizationiq

Computer_based instruction__ that mould represent transformation of learning_is
harder_to_come by, but_such programs are on,the way. ManningitOgently,points
out that it,is_now possible,to_weave-education SO tlptely td_the_practice_of_
medicine:that it would be difficult (afid odbably heitirelevant)_to_separate_ the
two.9 Patients can be ihdexed by_prtibleMt_And tonditions. :Practice_profiles
can be_created._ It is easy tts_supply_information at the time and place where
the physician:or student_is:developing diagnostic-and-therapeutic plans.- Any
hetWOrked_work_station_may_access_such __existing data bases as the AMA/GTE_
netWOrk and such future public domain data bases as CADUCEUS, MYCIN, ONCOCINi
HELP, REMINDER, and ARAMIS. The prospects are limitlett.6
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Prospects are also proliferating in the management of bibliographic information
and print resources. In a manner unmatched in any other academic medical
endeavor, medical libraries in this country are extending their services through
information technology, with the result that librarians today are in effect
information resource managers.

Currently there are over 160 bibliographic data bases. Searches can be made by
author, title, subject, or cross referenced subjects. Abstracts can be scanned;
in some data bases, wtole papers can be called up and printed out. In addition

there are at least 900 other numeric and information data bases that can be used
for online searching by libraries. Commercially available bibliographic data
bases, such as the AMA/GTE network, are available with other (drug, diagnostic)
data bases that will provide the physician/researcher of the future with
efficient and reliable literature searches. Anyone with a terminal and a modem

may access any and all of these.7

The definitive document exploring new roles for libraries has been written by
Matheson and Cooper.8 It underscores the need for the health scientist to
become thoroughly familiar with the resources available and the need for the
health science librarian to be an expert in information technology. We must

encourage the merging of medical information scientists and planners, often
referred to as medical informaticians, with the librarian information broker.8

DEVELOPMENT OF TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED LEARNING CENTERS

Initiatives at the University of Maryland. With funding from the National
Library of MedicIne, the Campus for the Professions in late_1983 entered into a
three part process for the strategic planning; model development, and eventual
implementation of an integrated academic information management system (IAIMS).
Central to the IAIMS concept was a vision of a networked, distributed system
serving the entire campus. This system will link the six professional schools
and the graduate school, extending the power of their individual microcomputers
through local area networks and through gateways to a mainframe database
management system and fourth generation languages.

Responsible_for theipilot implementation of this system are the Information
Resources Management Division-(IRMD)_and the Health Sciences Library (HSL),
which_together _serve as core facilities,:providingia full range of services to
the campus communit)%_ This_alliance builds upon_the baseiestablishediby_the HSL
as the first fully automated medical library in the United States, and.iallows:

te University of Maryland to be at the forefront of the national trend towards
werging the computing center and the library.

Th_1985,_the University_of Maryland Campus for-the Professions began its plans
for a system uf Technology Assisted Learning tTAL) Centers. Moving beyond an
information_center_run_primarily_for administrative:users, theAnformation
Resources Management Division (IPMD)_in 1986_established_two TAL_Centers,
located-within the-medical and the-dental school, but open to_the entire campus.
In opening these TAL Centers, the IRMD looked to further the role of the
University of Maryland as a prototype site under the IAIMS initiative;
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Mission and Purpose. The TAL Center concept has as its foundation the idea that
the health sciences must become increasingly receptive to recent technical
developments in the transmission, storage, and dissemination of information.
There can be little doubt that the traditional learning systems which support
health care education today are suboptimal. Still dominated by the lecture
format, the systems at the heart of traditional health education attempt to
deliver large amounts of information in condensed time perinds.

We acknowledge that the techniques of classroom and laboratory instructthn have
met the test of time. Our thesis is not that these models should_be discarded
as obsolete, but that they must be augmented by appropriate lase of technology.
Thus, the TAL Centers function not only as service delivery sites, providing
access to commonly used information technologies, but Also as demonstration
centers, highlighting innovative new technologies and their applications in
education. For example, the TAL Centers are currently developing new laser disk
applications as well as showcasing existing laser disk programs.

In their first year of operation, the TAL Centers_are providing a focal point
for students at all levels, by encouraging the informed adoption of the new
educational technology in as many ways as are appropriate to meet the needs of
our undergraduate students, grAuate students, faculty, researchers and staff
users. The Centers are accompl.ishing this by assembling resources which
illustrate the state of the art in technology assisted learning and facilitate
the progress of learning systems research. In future years, the Centers will
build upon this base by disseminating information to practitioners,
academicians, and health care affiliated associations.

Development. After planning, the IRMO has continued to play the key role in
establishing the TAL Centers_. This involved assembling available resources
within the health sciences_center for use in the TAL Centers. To ensure
success, the IRMO allocated a portion of its own operating budget to the
Centers, to cover_site preparation, equipment acquisition, and personnel; _

Th-ough negotiating with the schools where the Centers were to be locatedi_the
IRMD_was able to suppllment its limited resources_by_acquiring spare for the
Centers. This process_also served to validate that commitment from the faculty
and administration would be continue once the Centers opened. It should be
noted that the two schools making space available for the TAL Centers lacked
such facilities, whereas other_schools on campus, such as Pharmacy, Social Work,
Nursing, and Law already had microcomputer labs of some deacription available
for student use.

Site preparation of the_first_TAL uhteei partitUlarly_in the_area of space
allocation and designi_resalted_in Markedly_Jifferent decisions in the
preparatiOn_of_the setond_Cehter4_ Each-Center was quartered-in-a renovated
fatilityi designed to be permanent. Early experience with_the_firat_Center
showed_it to be__too,small and stressed the impOrtanteitif allowing for
expansion. Design_questions surfaced_aa_theifitat Center_attempted to take
advantage of the state-of=the=art_iitergeneMitt it well_as_thelatest_interior
design techniquesAnticipated probleMs in wiring_for_connectivity_to the
mainframelas well_as_microteMpater_peripherals were_exacerbated by the Centers'
multiple:functionality._ These functions required the accommodation_of-_
workstations_in_the_same facility as videodisk equipment-and-large_scale_
projection equipment.i-Resultingly, layOat and_lightina:had to support two very
different functions, as well as to create a Setting Conducive to learning;

'
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The standard considerations and ergonomic_features proved not always to_be _

flexible enough for the multifunction facilities; In_the first TAL Center, work
surfaces and chairs appropriate to the individual workstation were found not to
accommodate multiple users. Partitions between workstations occluded the view
Of the projection_systemi1and _lighting-designed for microcomputer work
detracted from demonstrations:of the videodisk:system._ Fortunately, a certain
amount of_flexibility was built_into the_facility, through_the acquisition of
modular furniture; Modifications have been_made_on the iirst__Center.
Adaptations were factored into site preparation for the second Center, which
fortunately was sited in an existing_facility with a false floor, providing
channels:for electrical power and telecommunications lines and permitting future
modification;

Acquisitions were made to provide the desired_capabilities in the most cost
effective mannner. When possible, software, courseware, and hardware available
within the IRMD were reallocated to the TAL Centers. Substantial acquisitions
were also made, totalling over twenty microcomputers and associated equipment.
Where .he workstations were to be used to access the campus computing network,
the IRMD acquired less powerful microcomputers, which were1 then linked to the
data communications system. Where the workstation was to be used in a
standalone capacity, linkages were not installed and microcomputers were
selected according to planned use, such as instruction in word processing or
DOS. For graphics applications4 more powerful machines were selected. Printers

were shared between several workstations.

The_two_TAL Centers_opened_within_the samei.calendar_yeari creating newLdemands
on_the IRMD'S Client_Services_Department_whiCh_was_responsible for_staffing
them; -As the Centers moved into full operationi_staff_relationships_were
defined-and structured. -Keeping the-Centers_open, even in the evening hours,
required,a,level of 3taffing not fully,anticipated; Work study-students were

recruited:to-make_extended_hours_possible. In addition_to the staff directly
responsible for_providing_services to:usersi a cocirdinator proved critical_to,
the success of_the_Centers; This _individual _negotiates_agreements_for_support,
projects, talenti_software, courseware, and hardwarei_as_well as handles public
relations. This function is absolutely essential, and we would urge that the
position be created and filled at the start of the project;

During the first:year of_operation4:the TAL_Centers-have organized and offered
workshops emphasizing hands_on_skill development. _These_ have generated
visibility_for_the_TAL_center_and_provided:high quality support:for:the faculty
who_must_pioneer the new_technology; Supplementing_the_IRMD's traditional
course offerings in_statistical_packages SAS, SPSS) and_replacing earlier
courses in-electronic mail and-mainframe based word_processingi_TAL_Center
offerings in the first six months of operation included short_course%_in the
standard_packages, such as basic introductions to microcompiting, word
processing,_and_computer_conferencing. Plans-call for additional offerings in
microcomputer_database_management packages_and spreadsheets, as well at
mainframelinks to office automation products and eventually a mainframe data
base management system;

Future Directions. In partnership with the- Health Sciences Library, the IRMD
sponsored_an_InfOrmation:Technology Day,in October 1986, which brought a-number
of vendors and state_of the:art applications to the campus for review.- The
TALCenters-are currently building-upon this exposure and becoming involved in
efforts_whichiWill:make:the exhibited technologies and others available to the
campus community, including: -
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* Videodisk applications
* Medically oriented data base otiIization and interaction
* Authoring techniques for computer assisted learning
* Design of medical simulations

Making these and other technologies available in the TAL Centers can enhance
independent learning for all students and establish the mechanisms for life long
learning patterns for all health professionals.

As part of a related initiative, now that the TAL Centers are up and running, we
are looking to bring a health informatician in courseware development and
medical informatics onto the academic side of the IRMD. The TAL Centers will
serve to support the informatics programs developed by providing appropriately
equipped facilities.

We are also pursuing outside funding for the TAL Centers from both private and
public s^urces to support it: development activities. Reallocated IRMD funds
can suppurt only the acquisition of_basic resources and the operation of
classes. It is most important to secure the funding to allow the TAL Centers to
respond to the ranid developments in information technology. It is only in this
manner that the Centers can fulfill their function as demonstration centers for
innovations in educational technologies.

To realize their role, the Centers will continue to serve as a focus for studies
in the basic sciences_and clinical sciences and utilize the latest technology
assisted learning practices and resources available. Worlshops are being
planned which will encompass all areas of technology assisted learning, at both
basic and advanced levels. Libraries of videodisks, interactive vid:74),
audiovisual, health sciences software, and computer based courseware are being
established by the Centers in cooperation With the Health Sciences Library.
Eventually, they will be made available online, as will access to national data
bases, now being planned for under a separate initiative.

Clearly the informatics initiative necessitates an evolving relationship between
the IRMD and the Health Sciences Library. We two organizations must work
together to offer this campus and its professional schools truly integrated
information resources management. To this end, we have forged a merger between
us, and share a single policy committee made up of the deans of the schools and
senior level officers on campus. Our TAL Centers and Client Services areas work
in cooperation with the Library's Information Management Education Department to
provide the highest level of service to the campus community. Indeed, the IRMD
hopes to assist the Library in establishing a TAL Center within the Library
itself.

Over the past_year we have_tome farther_than we_would have imagined when we
first wrestled With_blueprints_ahd budgets; We have translated the TAL Center
ta_concept into a_reil and dynamic force within the University of Maryland-_-_
Campus_for_the Professions; The_Centers' visibility willistrengthen our efforts
as_we enlist the continued commitment of campus-poliCy Makert_te___
state-of-the,art information technology.:and till:the resources necessary for its
support. The mission of thiS campUt And Of others deserves no less.

3, 7
siJ1.
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flarlinal&MICROCOMPUTER INTEGRATIQN: NANAGENEWTDIRECTION

Linda Heidel

Stanford University_
Information Technology Services
Medical InfOrMation Services
Stanford, California 94305

The implementation of_microcoMputers in administrative_settings cohtifiiieto expand exponentially. Key to_control of:thiS growthis,manageMentdirectiori and user suppett programs that addreSs_the_leffectiVe uSe_ofmitrorJmputeriitechnology and_emphasize the iMportance of integration withether _complementary Computing resourceS. As the installed _Wise ofWorkstations expands; and_as technology_advances;_user SUpport_programsmust_be responsive to_an expanding clientbase; increased informationdemands; and hardWare/softwart innovations In addition.; since usetsdevelpp hitit only_personal applidationsi_ but_also operationaIsystems thatbenefit the organization AS A Whole management direction needs_te beprovided _to _ensure _that users have adequate access to plithS;documentation, and training.

"Ilia paper will_revieW_a_program that has achieved suctets in providingsupport to administrative
clienta within .10arge-UniVersity MedicalCenter; It_ Will dis_cuss the ioTigin and_ evolution_ of Management programsthat have proven instrumental in guiding the iMplementation of acost-effACtive microcomputer workstation enVitOnment in a comple*environment.
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MICROCOMPUTER INTEGRATION: MANAGEMENT DIRECTION

ENVIRONMENT

StanfordUni*et-aity Medical Center

Mddidal_Cent
large; requi
At_Stanford
Medicine, St
which provi
geographical
responsibil
policieS, and

ers_are typically_very complex_environmepts, generally very
ring 24 hour/7 day A week staffing ancisysteruaVitilhility.

the-medicali center_ environment includes the School_of
anford University Hospital; and the_Faculty Practiceyrogram
de-a-tate _through a system of ClinicsThese units_are
ly interconnected and medical tenter_personnel often have
ities in all three areas, yet the information systeMsi
financial processes are quitd different.

In spite of these differences, however, each unit is experiencing the same
phenomonon: the rapid growth of microcomputers and the need for their
integration into the information systems environment. This trend has been
accelerated by three key factors:

* COSt rédUctions have made the technology more accessible

* easy-to-use software has betote Widely available

* business pressures have der-derided the rapid and effectiVe USe of
technology

As a consequence, Stanford_has_experienced an expansion_inrhe_number of
departments,etquiring microcomputers_to deVelop and_access_tools thataddress their business needs; Iniaddition, there_has_been a demand byusers,for Management_programs that directly support and encourage theeffectiVe USe _of these_systems and asSOCiated software thereby prOtoting
better integration into the busineSs enVironment.

Historically, the acquisition of new technology evolves through four
predictable stages of growth:

Phase I: Initiation (early experimental use)
Phase II: Contagion (rapid expantion)
PhaSe III: Control (management direction)
Phase IV: Integration (technology effectively integrated)

Stanford University Medical Center has progressed through the first two ofthese phases and has now entered the third phase. There are nowapproximately 475 microcomputers installed in the Medical Centerexclusively for Administrative use, nearly double the amount last year.
IBM microcomputers clearly dominate the installation profile, representing83% of the installed base. Projected growth in the_coming year is 18%.
Therefore, it is imperitive that we continue to_determine how we can best
manage this_growth without deterring the important benefits that end user
compuring_has to offer (such as timely information, reduced central costs,
increased departmental control, etc.). We believe that the keys tosuccessful management direction_are to put the appropriate control
mechanisms in place early and to implement support programs that have
proven to be succeasful in distributed computing environments.



Medital-Information ServiOat-Microcomputer PtegtaitOrigin and Staffing

The Associate Dean for Administration in the School of Medicine realizedthat a coordinated program and plan would_be necessary if the_MedicalCenter was to meet its information management goals. As a result, hecontracted_with the University Data Center, Information TechnologyServicet (ITS), to direct and develop support programs that wouldencourage the use of compatible systems designed to integrate well withthe existing mainframe environment and insure the realization oforganizational goals._ It was thought that_the Data Center staff wouldhave_an awarentat of the_ existing mainframe environment and anunderstanding of how departments would use these systems. In addition,the Stanford University Data Center had taken a very Supportive postureregarding microcomputer technology and_had deveioped training programs andmainframe tooLt which promoted cooperative procesaing. The contract withthe Data Center, which is reviewed and renegotiated annually, has been ineffect since January of 1983 and has grown to include support for theHospital and Clinict. (These functions were formerly performed by theManagement Engineering department in the Hospital.) Current staffingincludes one P":sgram Manager, one senior consultant, and five part timeconsultants.

MANAGEMENT DIEEGTION

Our strategy for planning for microcomputer integration includes thefollowing:

* senior Management endorsement of the program

* ettabliahment of
anAdministrativeSystems,CoMmittee_Withrepresentives from department management, the University DataCenter, and the Deth's staff

* publication of general system_guidelities_to_aid_in the ptotuteMentand developmeut process inciuding_identification of "supportedproducts" And University computing Standards

* development of an automation plan focusing on administrative
computing "tools" including:

- standardization and implenentation-of
financial_templates- mechanism for processing selected

UniVeraity forms_on-line
- identification of communication pathWays and alternatives

* development Of an End_User support Program which provides tentUltingant' training for administrati*te Staff

* implementaticn of monitering teas such as an annual departmental
survey and consulting data base

* examination of the infOrmation flows within departments
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Adminfetra-tive

One of the more important elements in this_strategy was senior management
endorsement which Vas reflected by the establishment of an Administrative
Systems Committed (ASC). Initiated in_1983, the Committee, consisting of
twelve representatives appointed by senior management, meet monthly and
repretent A broad spectrum of interests in the Medical Center. The
Committee has the following charter:

- develop guidelines for ty§tem procurement

- develop a strategic automation plan

OdidelltitSystem Procurement

In_ tackling the first charge, the ASC established two major goals:
implement systems which are compatible with the information system
environment and standards at Stanford and_ provide support program§
targeted to specific products, _It_was anticipated that managers would not
respond poSitively to strict rules governing the equipment they could
purchatd. The guidelines stressed the importance of sharing informationelectronically, being compatible with the University and_Hospitai
mainframes (IBM 3084 and 3083), and moving toward a common communication
goal. At the same time, the Univertity was finalizing agreements with
IBM, HP, and Apple for hardWare discounts on microcomputers and associated
products. At the conclusion of the negotiations, a list of supported
products was developed and published. Following in-depth evaluations,
software product§ were also selected for the supported list including:

* Multimate for word processing
* totus_123 for_spreadsheet management
* Dataease for local data base development

Ta_address the need for COMmunication_with_the_Data Center mainframe, la
communications patkage WAS-developed_by_the_Data_Centeriwhich_permitted
terminal iemulation And file _transfer between the IBM _mainfraMe And
microcomputer§ (indluding IBMi IBM compatible; and Apple Macintosh).

Use of supported products benefit departments since they cmal take
advantage of consulting support and training clasiss. The list is under
continual revision by a University committed as new products enter the
market. Department Managers quickly taw the advantage of selecting
supported products, and accepted the committee guidelines.

Development-of-Strategic Automation Plan

The next step taken by the ASC involved the development of a strategic
automa_tion plan_ which focused on issues of compatibility, end user
support, software tools such as financial templates and on-line forms.
The purpose of the Plan is to:

- ensure th4t systems developed_within .the MedicaI_Center adhere to_

uftivetsity AdMinistrative system standards and are compatible with
the el-dating computing environment



guide the development
ofi_administrattire computing "toole, such astemplates And on-line forms, and eh-Courage electronic COmmunication

ensure that the_existing and planned investment in eqUipment isprotected via training and support

Since the_speed of change in this technology has been so rapid, theCommittee_decided ta focus on_the planning process and the ability tomanage change rather than developing a Static, long range plan.

.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The Administrative Systems Committee recognized the need for a mareefficient means of implementing software tools, providing training, andestablishing end user support programs. As such, they identified severalareas where structured requirements and programs were necesSary.

FinancialTettlates

As departments develop their_own applicatians4 one of-the likelyconsequences is
reduhdant_effortiand_ineffitiency. In the Medical SChool,for_example, there are 20 individual-departmentsi_each

perforMing similaradministrative ifinidtions_such
as:budgeting_and_managementreporting. Itis_clear that theSe functions_would Adapt very wellito Standardization viatemplateS,Jeading_to more_data consistency and better Understanding Ofthe, financial_picture within the_School. "Templates"_may_be defined ASsoftware "tools" that_primarily take_the form Of spreadsheet!.-based (LbtUs123) models designed tolfaCilitateifitantial activities within adepartment;: If_the ainctionality ofitheiModel_can_be applied adrassdepartments; it thenibecomes a potential Medical Center tetplate;Stanford is in the early_stages of iMpleMenting this template Process;Current templateiv_include those uged for the faculty salitty settingprocess and long range financial forecagt.

Development: Any departmental staff member may develop a template andassociated_documentation and submit it to the Administrative SystemsCommittee for revieW. Standards which clearly identify the necessarycharacteristics of templates will be developtd by the ASC.

Review: The Administrative Systems Committee is responsible forensuring that the templates are reviewed by appropriate specialistssuch as the Controller's staff for financial templates, Personnelstaff for salary setting templates, etc., before they are released.In addition, other staff may become involved as necessary. _The reviewincludes nat only an astessment of the accuracy_and efficiency of themodel, but also the completeness and clearness of the documentation aswell.

Approval: Final approval is the reSponsibility of senior MedicalCenter management based upon the recommendation of the ASC. Once thevolume justifies It, a master file of approved templates andassociated descriptions will be maintained on-line. Training will beprovided in the Medical Center training facility as part of the EndUser Support Program.
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On-Line Foras

An "on-line form" may be defined as a mainframe-based software form that
is usually associated with a Stanford University requisition number and
signature lhierarchy. Integral to its acceptance ,and use is the
development of an electronic signature methodology and corresponding level
of security. Since most of the forms that are candidates for
computerization involvt other departments within the University, the
University Data Center (ITS) will be responsible for their development.

Prioritization: Working with central University offices, ITS will
develop a list of potential forms and Assign development priorities
based upom anticipated productivity gains, dependency upon other
systems, ease of development, and required security.

Development: ITS will be responsible for development and maintenance

Implementation: ITS and the office ultimately responsible for the
infc 'nation will co-implement the forms As they become available.

Current forms include a faculty Appointment form, Stores ordering, check
requests, and requisitions.

Planning forMediaal Cdtter Electronic Communication

With the development of new administrative tod1C the Medical Centerimust
plan for the_capabilityto communicate eleCteonically As_a_recognition
Of_tts_importance; _a new position WAS eStablished_for_a_communications
planner; :This _individual_will be reaponsible for_examining current
capabilities and recoMMehding future direction; _This will_be, a _very
challenging responsibility Since_the Medical Center_topology inclUdeS
Xerox local_ area netWorks_;_3COMilocaI aren_networks, data communicationS
via a telephone SWitchi_and gateways to the academic netWork SUnet. In
terms of adtinistrative data; one of the greattSt Challenges is prttecting
the integrity and security of AdministratiVe data that is accessible via a
network.

END USER SUPPORT PROGRAM
IMIIIII1111=MOIIMINIIII11111111111.11

The goal of the End User_Support_Program is to provide centralized Support
while_developing _and_ implementing distributed support programs. In many
Schools at Stanford_;_departments are implementing microcmnputers at a pace
thatioutdistances the_development of tOcitdinated support activities.;___As_a
result4 there is_some loss of prodtdtivity as_users duplicate efforts
already iniplact or under deVelOpMent in other departments; It is
important to develop at effettiVe End User Support Program to help_stAff
members become involvtd ini"doit=yourself" computing through consulting,
training, and dsta coordination.

We have implemented a distributed support program which includes:

* the establishment of a Medical Center Workstation Resource Center

* de.ceIopment of a Regi,onal Specialidt Program
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Workstation Resource-Center

Experience indicates that end users_continue to need assistance withselecting and using hardware and_software tools. A central WorkstationResource Center provides a cost-effective environment for these services.Services include:

- syStem purchase advice

- installation and Support for new and exiating hardware and sOftWare

- education, inclUding course and materials development

- consulting= assistance with queStionsi problems, design, and accessto data

= reference library

- product evalUatiOn center

- workstation laboratory

Regional-Specialist Program

The Regional Specialiat Program,_also termed the "local expert" group, isthe second important component of the End Uaer Support Program. RegionalSpecialists ard thoei individuals who, through experience and initiative,have effectively assimilated and adapted_to the technology_ Thesespecialists become the "keystone" for distribLyed support. _They ensurecommunication between professional users and the Support organization,reduce duplication of effort, and supply the neceSsary resource for usersupport. Specifically, they:

* provide effectiVe oh the job training of new users

* provide a point of control for auditing and security iSaues

* Understand the "busitege of the department

in some cases, deVelop applications for departmental staff

* provide an essential communications channel to the central supportorganization

Direct involvement of user department personnel in the Regional SpecialistProgram manifests=ithe department's commitment to end user computing_ TheRegional Specialist Program provides cultivation of local_experts andcoordination of User Group sessions. The User Group sessions constituteinformal training opportunities and provide a forum for_sharing helpfulhints and demonstrating
user-developed procedurda and applications.
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}LANSING AND EVALUATION TOOLS

In order to monitor the effectiveness of the End User Support Program and
remain aware of the needs of the institution, two management tools have
successfully been employed:

1. annual survey of department managers

2. consulting data base

khnutlSurvey

Each year._a survey of department managera has been conducted. Surveys
are_conducted in January for the Hoapital and in August for the Medical
School. Nearly 100 intervieWa Are conducted in person, each requiring
approximately 45 minutea to complete. Data from the survey has resulted
in several benefitt including:

* an asseaaMent of the direction of automation and conformance to the
Plan

* a hardware/software inventory

* a reference dOCUMent for consultants; Regional Specialists, and
department managers

* an indication of the level of satisfaction with support receiiied

* identification of new set-vides-

* identification Of prebleM Areas where additional training is needed

This year, we were Able_to_compare our_findings with those of the preiiiouS
year. Some of the more significant findings indicate that:

* The number of microcomputers has doubled in the past year, from 180
in 85/86 to 360 in 86/87. Thit represents an investment of over
$1 million in microcomputers alone.

* IBM products comprise 81.1% of the installed microcomputers.

* There has been a consolidation of_software selection around
Universitysupported_software,_with,65% of the departments using_
Multimateifor,word processing (29% increase). 84% uaing Lotus for
spreadsheet management (44% iticteAsOi And 42% uaing Dataease for
data base development (100% itcrease).

* There was A 77% indteaae ih the_number_of_data_lines_installed to
the Data Center (37% of the departments_indicate that they_use
mainframe systems; and 27% indicate that they use electronic mail).
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* There:willibe an I8%_increase in the mmber of microcompUtertinstalled in the_next_year.
IBM:Will_be_seIected for:92% ef thesepurchates. _Projecting out to 19904_it_is estimated that over 700workttations will be ih place for administrative computing;

* 75% of the departments utilize microcomputer services offered byMedical Information Services (MIS), a unit of ITS, and rated thesupport as excellent to highly satitfactory.

* There it unanimous agreement that Users Groups have been of valuein the MedicaI_School. In addition, managers agree that a MedicalSchool training facility would help improve staff computer literacyand Afford a curriculum responsive to School plans. More_trainingis desired in basic DOS commands and advanced software features.

The surveys have been greatly appreciated by management. Although theprocess is very retource intensive, the retults are extremely valusold tothe institution. Future surveys may be conducted on-Iine, with A smallersubset selected for one-on-one intervieWt.

In order_to_track the effectiveness_el resourte utilizatIoni_a consultingdata _biste was developed_by_ ITS_ using Datatase. Consults:or elientencounters; intlUditig telephone_calls for atsistance_and_on-sitt tUppert,are_recorded and entered_into the data bate. Although this may appear_toinvolve a tentiderable_effort, the retUlt has been_management reperts thatisolate:specific_problem areas (tUdh as using the:HP Latetjet printer)that allowithe_deveIopment:of wokkahops_or the applicatieri _of_ resourcesfericommOnly reported problems. _In_addition, department_managers tartreview4_via:J)eriodie reports4_theitype of sUpport_the_department itrec_eiving; who is Uting the service, and What problems the staff itexperiencing.
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SUMMARY
MEN==1:=1=

Where are we now?____Recentiy; ITS was Asked tb independently examine_the
flow_of_data within the School-it order tb iMproVe the management_of
intomation; _This resulted it theigeheratiOn of_"Aata_maps" whIch
identify the primary souroes and dektinatiOns of information;_the format
of_rhat information,,and hOV Often it i-s_updated;__ _ These data maps are
similar to dark flOvi diagrams liaetin__the_process_ of software
development., cloarly, Seine of_these_areas_can be,assisted via financial
templatesiand On=line firiS; The changing_administrative environment may
force fundamental_changes_in_the organizational structure. This year_we
plan to make significant progress toward mtutimizitg awareness of central
administrative__ systems; locally developed applications, and decentralized
support programs;

The Medical Centerlhat ,alSo inCreased_its_independence; now_that it it
more comfortableii4ith thetechnologyi and_relies less on central support.
Asiairesult, senior_management_is_deveIoping an organizatiOnalistructure
t4hith t4ill deal with_both academic and_admioistrative computing_in_the

wiIl_maintain a liasion with the Data Center so as_to minimize
the necessity to provide redutdatt resouttet in the Medical Center;

Stanford University Medical Center is in the third_phase of technology
acquisition and it rapidly approaching the fourrh phase: Integration. We
anticipate that this phase will require a maturation of our support
organizations, but since we have predicated our direction upon feedback
from our planning process and our ability to manage change rather than
predict technological advances, we believe Ve are well positioned for the
future.
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Implementation
_of_a

Uteri-Friendly University Recruitment and Admitsions System
in a

Multi-Campus EtiVirontent

by

Ratricia_Nassett
CIelia iobosco
_Ruth spitz ,

Chris Barbariaht2

Fairldigh Dickinson_University
Rutherford
New Jersey

and

Michael Fox

Software Research Northwest, Inc;
Seattle
Washington

In Search of a user-friendly recruitment And admissions system
for a multi=campus environment, Fairleigh Dickinson University
(FDU) chose the ReWlett-Packard 3000 and a software package

developed by Software Research Northwest. Installation of both

hardWare and software was accomplished in a relatively short

period of time with impressive results; This paper will address

the selection, inStallation and implementation of the system.

AS With any system implementation there are obstacles to deal
with bUt in this case, an outstanding prodUCt totbined with

unbridled enthusiast produced a viable and productive admissiOna

information rystem.
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Selection of System Software

The IoWah cornfields seem the unlikeliest setting for a first glimpse of

the recruitment and adMissions system that became the integral_ component

of Pairleigh Dickinson University'S (PDU) AdMiSsioni IhförMatiött System.

Developed by Software Research Northwest (SRM)i the system supports all

the functioni of adMissions from pre-inquiry to post-admissions follow-up;

Last year, VDU was faced with a dilemma familiar to many institutions,

declining enrollments coupled with increasing competition for the

available college-bound high school student. A number of recruitment and

admissions systems were considered for installation at PDU =- software for

the IBM System 36, the Wang VS 85 and the Bewlett-Packard (BP) 3000. (See

Chart I on page 8).

In a multi-campus environment with a centralized AdMiSSiOns office, the

need for a system providing prompt and efficient processing of student

inquiries and applications, as well as reporting and personalized letter

writing capabillties was evident. Additionally, interface of any

admissions sys:em chosen must ultimately link to the University'S

mainframe, an IBM 4381 on which resides registration and bursarial systems.

Clearlyi it would appecr that acqUiditioh of tiOftware running on an IBM

would ensure easy interface with the University's mainframe. ficilever the

Available software was much to be desired. In the case of the Waug

compatible software, any package purchased would need considerable

programming modification for adaptation of proprietory school admissions

software to meet the needs at PDU. Time was of the eswence -- it was

August 1985 and a system had to be operational for FaIl 1986. The

ultimate selection therefore was the SRN package Which mina on the HP 3000.

Identification and Installation of Hardware

The question of hardware identification became the next key issue.

Equipment considerations included: to purchase refurbished or brand new;

What kind of printers; selection of terminals and tape drives; how many

4 0
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should be bought or 1easz4; hoU Were telecommunications to be set Up
between campuses; and what type of modems? Additionally, the network of
campus Admissions' OffiteS is not conveniently situated in one office
building, but is intersperded in a mansion and once stately residended in
three different _cities; After title tiOn of the campus location for

University Adtissions, a site for the central processing unit (CPU) had to
be chosen -- the Choided -- an atic, a basement and a porch. HP
personnel inspected_ the possibilitida With the basement winning out; But
the fun had just begunl Carpeting was torn out to make way for tiling and

a raised floor was inStalled to protect equipment against possible flood
damage. Environmental cOnSiderations such as air conditioning and

relative humidity were addressed; Inatallation of a 100 Amp panel with
emergenty shunt trip breaker and nine direct lines Were required; And

finally, measurements Wert taken to ensure that computer eqUipMeht would
clear doorways while movers doUld proceed down several tenuous stairS tO
the basement level.

The day for delivery had atriVed when a 60 foot electronit padded van
pulled up in front of the admisSiona house and out stepped the movers -- a
husband and wife team. This delivery was to be far from ordinary. After
unloading all the equipment while an ever present threat of rain existed,

the first item, the CPU, Web Wheeled across the backyard only to Sink into
the damp grass. Once this obstacle Was overcome, it was discovered that
the CPU which had a depth of 34 inches would definitely not fit through a
doorway measuring 32 inches. A frantic call was made to the HP

salesperson who in turn called the district manager -- the instructionS
Were not to accept delivery of equipment. Needless to say, we were not
about to send back Well over $100,000 worth of equipment When we expected
to be in operation by January 1986. After further "discussion", within 15

minutes two HP representatives arrived ir ominous looking staff car.
They rolled up their shirt sleeves, lc ed their ties and proceeded to

lift the 1,240 pound CPU oh its side and sI ease it doWt the stairs.
Barely missing the low ceiling it eventuaily found its home ill bilk

basement.

The Fairleigh Dickinson UniVettity Recruitment and Admissions System rUhe
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on a refurbished Hewlett Packard series 3000 model 48, better known as a

System 48. Our System 48 contains 3 megabytes (MB) of main memory,

a/lowing for rapid report generation via use of a technique known as disc

caching. This feature loads the most often used files into main memory

thereby cutting down on input/output time needed to read disc based filtS.

Disc space is available on four Model 7925 drives each having a storage

capacity of 120 MB. Each drive has a removable disc pack. Our combined

disc space, totalling nearly 500 MB, allows for a considerable on-line

student admissions system spread out among 37 master, detail and automatic

datasets.

The Student Admissions Module (SAM) is comprised of three databases, two

of which are fully backed up every day using magnetic tape and a 1600 BPI

tape drive. In addition, the drive is used for the loading of tapes

received from agencies such as the Educational Testing Service. Student

test and biographical information is read from tape and is updated to our

on-line system. Student Search Tapes may also be downloaded into our

student search database.

The remainder of our hardware inventory includes a 400 line-per-minute

system printer used for all of our report printing. On each campus there

is a 200 character-per-second printer for that report that just can't wait

overnight. All of our letter-writing is done on two 7 page-per-minute

laserjet printers. Currently, plans are being made to upgrade these

printers to accommodate the growing need for different types and greater

quantities of personalized correspondence.

The HP communiciarAs with the other campuses using Paradyne 9600 baud

modems and HP multiplexers. These enable us to use one telephone line per

four terminals with no noticeable decrease in transmission speed;

Tertinal inventory at the present stands at 15, utilizing the slim-design

HP2392A and HP150II CRT equipment.

One sub-system of the HP 3000 we plan to begin using is Remote Job Entry

(RJR), which enables the System 48 to emulate an IBM 3780 Remote Work

3 4 9/2



Station. A Student record, once created for admittions or recruitment
purposes must then be trantferred to the Student Information SyStem (SIS)
on the IBM in order for a registration and bursarial record to be
created. The reverse is also true; A student record created on the SIS
must be transferred from the IBM back to the HP. Thit Would occur in the
case of a direct admit; a stUdent who wishes to apply and register on the
spot. Currently tapes are :zed to exchange data from the HP to the IBM
only. Once the reverte cycle software is completed And the RJE is fully
operational, the HP and the IBM Will be constantly updating each other.

Additional features of the EP System 48 include the ability to handle up
to 152 users. Our Service contract ensures a 4 hour hardWare And a 1 hour
software problem responee time. Our preventive support feature allows the
CPU to diagnose itself for potential hardware problems, and then calls the
report in to the HP Response Center in Atlanta. All in all, the System 48
is a very user-friendly system that can assure uteri; of virtually
trouble-free operation.

Installation of the Undergraduate Admissions Component

The Student AdMissions Module (SAM) installed at FDU is a stand-alone

component of the Integrated Records Information System (IRIS). As such,
it may serve as the front end componert of a fully integrated IRIS

installation, beginning with admissions and running through to financial
aid, registration, itudent records, academic adViting4 he:kiting, student
affairs and culminating With alumni and development; Or, as FDU
demonstrates, SAM may functitin on a stand alone basis with batCh
interfaced to the existing SW resident on the UhiVertity's IBM 4381

SAM was designed to handle CoMplete admission processing, With heavy
emphasis On the uniqpe marketing needs of higher education; While most
admission systems Are built around application proCeising and tracking,
very few support eve* Aipect of admissions' marketing; frot direct mail
Contacts with students during the tOphomore or junior year of high tOhcifol

right through to orientation and Initial registration at the institution;

4
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SAM builds a single record for each prospective student and, once

application materials arrive, that record is expanded as the student moves

closer to registration. Data is never rekeyed and admissions may segment

its prospects and applicants into an unlimited nuMber of unique

groupings. SAM treats each user-defined group as unique and FDU has the

ability to construct completely different processes and communications for

freshmen, transfer students, graduate students and any other market

segment it cares to approach.

SAM is built around four interlocking parts:

BOX - stores all name and address data; in addition, BOX includes

full letter generation capabilities without the need for

downloading to micros or engaging in mail merge functions.

STS - stores all data off tapes received from testing agencies

(ATP, ACT, GMAT, GRE, SSS, etc.).

SAM - stores all data pertaining to prospects, applicants and

admitted students.

UCX - controls all of the data values used throughout the system;

specially formatted screens permit users to define and modify

virtually everything in the system, from major codes to screen

formats without having to alter source code.

Every portion of the data base is accessible from a powerful, easy-to-use

report writer, which may be used for printed reports and analyses; In

addition, the report writer may call the letter generating capabilities of

BOX, thereby permitting users _to initiate very personal correspondence

with any group of prospective students and/or applicants.

As mentioned earlier, data is never rekeyed; All data cf"des are stored in

user-defined tables within the UCx. These tables control each stage of

the marketing process by interactively automatically prompting

correspondence, reminders, reports, summary comparative data and

5
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permissible changeii to individual records.

1.-nere ere also several types of date screens depending on the information
being accessed. There is an inquiry Ocreen, five different applicant
screens, a biographic screen and a letter screen to show the history of
mailinge. These screens are designed to follow information gathered from
our application for ease in data entry.

A Student's progress within the Syttem is logged by changes in a Student's
statui. Por example, when a student is entered as an inquiry, the
student's Status is "IQ"; once an appliction is received the status
changes to "AP"; and is continuously updated through the status of "RG"
ftir registered.

Once a file it complete and a student'S applitation is ready for review,
the system has an auto admit routine which takes aver. Based upon
predetermined criteria programmed into the software, when a student's
rank, SAT scores, etc are entered, the student's status Will
automatically Change and inform us whether the student is eligible for
admission or needs tO be referred to a Committee for further
consideration. This is a unique feature of the software which was
implemented to expedite the review of non-marginal candidates.

Staff training required that eVeryone get acquainted with new hardware as
well ad neje software; In order VI Make this transition as simple as
possible, the Coding of information Was kept the same as that currently

_

being used on our IBM student file. After a general introduction to the
concept behind the SRN software, a hands on training period began With
everyone required to spend time inputting infOrMAtion on students already
accepted; As of the Spring 1987 semester, We have made the tntaI
transition of data entry on all inquiries for undergraduate and graduate;
and the application processing for full=tiMes and part-time students.

With the adoption of our own computer system, came the capability to
access and summarize data on our applicants stored in the data base. The
concept behind reporting has 4 steps:

6 405
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1; The user selecta the Criteria pool and report format. For

example, info/nation can be summarized On atadditida, advertising,

teat totals, geographics, college and majors;

2; The general inttiface prograt deterMihes the optimum path for

data retrieval.

3; The_general abstract prepares a sort file for just the pool

Of people requested in the reports;

4; The format program produces the desired printe( report or

several reports containing different summary data on the same

pool of students;

A final component of SAM ia the Online Totals Display or TAD. TAD

displays to the terminal screen, summary hiStory and comparative data

relative to a specific semester, student population, etc. This

information can be stored on a monthly, weekly or daily basis.

Conclusion

In reviewing our selection, (See SyStem Profile on page 9) we feel that

our decision was one well made. Since the inatallation and implementation

of the Hewlett-Packard equipment and the SRN softWard, We have been able

to accomplish even more than we had anticipated. /n addition to

processing applications for undergraduate and graduate admissions and

tracking inquiries through admissions and regiitration - we are able to

generate a number sophisticated reports; moat notably, our new

advertising reports which help to measure the effectiveness of the various

forms of advertising in which We engdge.
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OPTIONS CONSIDERED-PORSELECTION

of

PAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITYS

RECRUITMENT-and-ADMISSIONS SYSTEM

HardWare

40 VS 85 - 2 MB main memory;

64 users_(maximuM); field up-

gradeable to VS 100

IBM-System 36 - 1.75 MB main

memory; 45 devites (maximum)

HP 3000 - 3 MB main memoryi

152 users (maximum); upgrade-

able tO Other models within the

3000 family; refurbiShed

8

Software

Clifton Computer±SoftWare - prospect/

admissiOns system to be developed for

FDU needS; tUtteht software was for

use in proprietory athbOl environment

ColltgAJNYL2IgaNAIJAaLligAgagllaitiTt
SOftware System developed=fior

Chamolein-C011ege - integrated mod-

ular design systeM itUppOrting both

academic and administratiVe

functions; most functions stand

alone

Integratedi_Retordt-InfOrmation System

(IR/S) of Software=ReBeartliNbrthwest

= Student Admissions Module

(SAM) ie a etatid=elone component of

IRIS which tracks student8 from the

point of inquiry through registration
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PROFILE OF TEE

FAXRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION SYSTEM

Hardware

HP 3000 Series 48 (refurbished) with 3MB of main memory; 480 MB of disC

storage; 1600 BPI Magnetid tape drive, two laser printers, one 400 LPM

system printer, two 160 CPS letter quality printerS; three 200 CPS

printers, one PC, and 15 terminals;

Software

Remote Job Entry, Cobol II Compiler; HP Word

Student Admissions Module (SAM) = deSigned to support all the functions of

an admissions operation ranging from pre-inquiry marketing activities to

post-admissions follow-up. SAM is built around a multifaceted data base

that i8 linked to:

1) user defined UCK (Universal Code EXterisibb) tables

2) flexible, easy-to-use data entry screens

3) a poWerftil report generator

4) an interactive letter Writer

SAM's data base is comprised of six files:

1) Prospect/Applicant File: An individual master record is built

for each prospective student with only essential data entered

at the inquiry stage. When the student applies to FDU this

same record expandO to retain the data necessary to make an

admissions decision. As studentS progress from one stage to

another, their statuses change, allowing for the control,

sorting and definition of multiple populations.

2) Name Search File: A KSAM (Keyed Sequential Access Method)

9 4es



file alloying quick identification of Sttdeitt in the data
base through a name Search methodology;

3) STS File: The Student Tape SyStem data base stores student
information from the following tapes - Student Search, SAT,
ACT, ATP, GMAT, GRE, GMASS and NJ Distinguished Scholars.

4 ETS School lode File: Stores the ID numbers, names and
addresses of an high Schools, colleges and universitiefl in

the US as weIl as many foreign institutions.

5) UCX Filet StOrdi and maintains all definitions and values
assigned to data elements in SAM.

6) LTG/Letter File: Contains letter text and letters used in
corresponding With Students, rarents and school:4 during the
admission process.

Special Features

1) The Series 48 may support up to 152 users

2) Commuhitation is currently linked to 5 reMote locations

3) Future IBM 2780/3780 emulation

4) Tele-support to HP ReSpense Center in Atlanta

5) Capable of storing one milliOn student records

6) Automatit admit function on SAM software

University Admissions InformatiOn Systems

;10 409

December 1986
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Hardware

PROFILE OF THE

FAIRLEIGH_DICKINSON UNIVERSITY

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION SYSTEM

HP 3000 Series_48 (refurbished) with 3 MBiof main memory, 480 N3 of disc storage, 1600_13P1 magnetic tape drive,
tO0 laser printers, one 400 LPM system printer, two 160 CPS letter quality printers, three 200 CPS printers,
one PC, and 15 terminals.

Software

Remote Job Entry, Obbol II COMPlier, HP Word

StUdent AdMissions Mioidule (SAM) - designed to support all the fu ctions of an admissons operation ranging from
pre=lnquiry marketing activities to post-admissions follow-up; SAM Is built around a multifacited data base
that Is linked to:

I) user_defined UCK (Universal Code Extension) tables

2) flexible,_easy-to=use data entry screens

3) a powerful roport generator

4) an Interactive letter writer

SAM's data base Is comprised of six files:

I) Prospect/Applicant File:_ An individual-master record Is Wilt for each prospective student with only
essential data_entered at the inquiry stage. When the student applies to FDU this same reoord_expands

to retain,the data necessary to make an adm;ssions decision._ As_students progress from one stage to

andther, their statuses change, allowing for the control, sortiag and definition of multiple populations.

2) Name Search File: A KSAM (Keyed Sequential Access Nettled) file allowing quick identification of

students In the data base through a name search Methedology.

3) STS File: The Student Tape System data base stores student information_from the following tapes -

Student Search, GMAT, ACT, ATP, GMAT, GRE, GMASS and NJ Distinguished Scholars.

4) ETS School Code File:_ Stores the ID numbers, names and addresses of all high scheels, colleges and

universities In the US as well as many foreign institutions.

5) UCK File: Stores and maintains all definitions and values assigned to data elements In SAM;

6) LTG/Letter Flle: Containaletter_text and letters used In corresponding with students, parents and
schools during the admission process;

Special Features_

1) The Series-48 may support_up to 152 users

2) COMMunication Is currently linked to 5 remote locations

3) FutUre IBM 2780/3780 emulation

4) Telersupport to HP Response Center In Atlanta

5) Capable of_storing one million student records

6) Automatic admit function Oh SAM software

For additional information:

Michael Fox _ Patricia Hassett Clelia Lcbosob- ROth Spitz
V.P. for Mktg./SRN, Inc. Asst. V.P. for Enrollment Mgt. Asst. Systems Mgr. Unlv. Admissions Mgr.
206-567-5194 201-692-9735 201=460=5229 201-460-5293

University Admissions Information Systems

Uecember 1986
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Track VI
Microcomputer Issues and Applications

The growth of microcomputers on our campuses has raised issues, solved1 latent
computer needs, and changed our computing philosophies. Papers in thiS track discuss
micro policies, problems, and experiences, and analyze solutions to the integration of
the micro as an effective partner with other computing reSources.
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THE ACQUISITION_ AND USE OF
MICROCOMPUTERS ON

COLLEGE CAMPUSES

December, 1986

Gary Devine
Wayne Donald

Jim Vanderpool
Michael Zastrocky

NCIIEMS Man*tnent Service3,
Boulder, Colorado
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Abstract
Long before the advent of the computer age, Thoma§ Carlyle observed "Nothing is more terrible
than activity without insight." How relevant his words reMain today.

As the race to -computerize the nation's campuks contindet, the risks and rewards of such en-
deavors loom increaSingly larger.: The chairman of one computer kientes department aptly catches
the paradox in noting that his Sehool "wants to be out in front in understanding what the personal
computer means for scholar-Ship (btit) We're excited and scared to death at the same time."

The importance of alleviating unneceSSary fears while identifying genuine issues cannot be under-
estimated in establishing viable administrative pOliCieS.

_ .Over the past few years,_ the National Center for Higher Education _Management Systems
(NCHEMS) and its subsidiary, NCIIEMS Manasement Services, Inc. (NMSI) have helped dozens
of colleges and univeriitiei assess their _current academic and-administrative computing plans, and
develop appropriate strategies for the future. Although different institutions have different com-
puting needs and mquirements, every institution is bisinning to have a common problem: What
to do about the microcomputer explosion on cAmput?

This paper examines the_ results of a NMSI survey _to 30 _Major Colleges and uiliversities on the
strategtes and policies_adopted for the acquisition and Ilk of triad-computers on campus. Insights
which were gathered froM the -survey will be presented in the following kctions: Pace-Setters and
Influencers; Factors Affeeting The ACqiiiSition and Use of Microcomputers; Acquisition Policies,
Procedures, and ArrangementS; MeaStireS of Adequacy; and Effects on the Infrastructure._ The
paper concludes with a summary and girrie tOrrimefitS regarding the survey. Either author may be
ecintatted for more information about the survey.

Special recognition needs to 1* give to Dr. Jana Matthews, for th,; many hours of _work she pro-
vided in preparing for this activity, and working with the interviewers to prepare a report

Abitract
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Introduction
This study began in NOVember,:1984; when Dr: Jana Matthews, then pe6i-deht of N_MSI, met withDr. Vinod Chachta, then a Senior Piagram Consultant, to_discuss the WthicSfationStiategy Study:It was decided:the triciSt feaSible- strategy was -tG select a __-set- of itigtitiitibt* _knd the
questionnaire/interview:guide-to the PreSident of each institution in the _sample, and -ask hindhetto appoint:a designee to:respond via a telephone interview. Gary Devine, Wayne Donald, JimVanderpool, and MiChael Zastrocky were selectedto_ conduct to phone interviews; and assist in
preparins the final repott, They also suggestad several additional types of infOrniation that could
be collected during the ititetvieWS.

The Respondent

NMSI chose to contad Pfesidents directly, thereby eliciting their tacit supPort for the study, Itwas felt they would apPoint the most appropriate person on campus_to itiporid to_ the questionsbeing posed through the ihtti-Vis. It was aAso reasoned the designated person WoUld teSPOnd fully
to the interview, knowing the President had appointed him/her to respond on behalf Of the insti-tution.

NMSI Staff called each Presidents office to aseettain the name and telephone number ofthe petsondesignated:to be iiiter=viewed: In all cases; the person being intervieWed had studied the question-
naire, and had collected SOthe Of the required data ahead of time. Those intétVieWed were prepwedand_participated willingly in the ititChriew process; It is felt they gave the hed iMormãtion and es-timates they could provide.

The Instrument

A revised_instrument waS field tested at five institutions,_and after_some minOi iiitidifiCations mailedto all _Presidents -of the itiStitUtionU that were included_in the sample. It Via§ a diffieult set of
questions forpeople to answer,but the inStinnions responded to the interview because they felt theissues were important ones; and because they felt it was important to share and find out what otherinStitUtions are doing.

The instrument waS_8 pages in_length; and therefore important that deSignated persons had tointerview guide ahead Of tirtie. The instrument was broken into four majot

Institutional Profile

Current Profile of WcitIcStatiOnS Oh Campus

Concrete Plans for 14-ekt YCat

Future Computing Plans 1989=1990

Introduction
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Pace-Setters and Influencers
Introduction

The impact of the media _on-all aspects 0111k iS readily apparent Glaringiheadlities and blaringtelevision and radio reports proclaim_the day'-s 'saline and "sinners,"_ the _Thaves"._and the "have=nods." In recent years institutions of higher educatiou lave _not been immune tothe power of themedia. One arena in higher edileatiOn that has been-heavily influenced by the inediais athletic&The prestige and image of an_inStinition is bften canied to thefield of play. A neW arena in highereducation is the_ arena ofitechnology. InttitUtions recently have baxime -more adept at using thJmedia to promote their 'technical prowess." New high-tech programs on_campus, major acitiatiOnaof high technology equiPthent and expertisz, and mitrOtomputers!'going to college have been etedin the media. This coverage is having an impact on the image and prestige of some institutions.
Who are considered by their peeri to really bethe pace-setters in technology in higher education?Do they influence decision making at atherinstitutions? Isthere a sort of "peer pressure" operatingin the acquisition_ and use of workStationi in_higher education? Are institutions _trying to emulateprograms or characteristics of-those petteiVed leaders; or are they perhaps operating in a diode Of"Mutually Assured Computing"?

Survey results indicate that there are a goup of lbStitutions who a re _perceived to be_pace=settersby theitivers. Results also &int to some other factors that may be influencing decision makingand operations at the surveyed institutions.

Pace=Setters

Responses to several questioni in the survey indicate that while some names frequently surface as'leading institutions,' these leaders ceem_to wield little day to day influence over other institutionsin their quest for understanding and in defining the role of workstations on campus. It is interestingthat many schools expressed more concern about 'keeping up with the other people in the neigh-I..orhood" than with trying to emulate the pace-setters, although several institutions were quick topoint to their recent hifing of key people fmtn the leading institutions. Respondents appear to beinfluenced much more by their peers (other schools in their athletic conkrences, their region, orother schools similar in size, status, and misiion) than by the schools who get publicity and do-nations for leading-edge projects and programs.

The top five vote receivers listed in reSponse to _the question "Name the top three ilstitutions whichyou consider leaders in acquisition and use of WKS on campus," are listed below.

Institution Number of Responses

Carnegie-Mellon 2.3
MIT 15
Brown 10
Stanford 10
Dartmouth 4

In responie to the questions, "Are computing directions at your institution influenced by what otherinstitutions (neighbOrs or peers) are doing?" and "If yes, what institutions influence your institu-tion?" the top five are listed below.

Pii&--Setters and Influencers
418 2
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Institution Number of Responses

Carnegie- Mellon 3
Mir 3
Stanford 3
University of Wisconsin 3
Brown 2

The rest of the responses included general and specific references to peers and a host of schools from
the athletic conferences of the reporting institutions.

%lefty rettiltS indicate that many of the institutions who are perceived by th!-..ir peers to be leaders
in the_ acquisition of workstations, are not_ considered by these same people to exert hifluence on
their own institutions._ For exarnple,while Carnegie-Mellon it perceiVed to be a leader' by 23_ re-
spondents,_it is perceived to exert influenct on only 3 of thoft sam ntitutions AlSoi tile clear
majority of respondents listed at least:one institution from within_ their own- athletk conference,
their own fmancial arena or loCal region as_ an institution which :influences their -computing di-
rections.- -This tends to imply that While national reputation Mak influence whether or not an in-
stitution has a name as a high-tech leader, actual operating influence iS greater among those
institutions deemed to be ''peers-.-

Influential Factors

Respondents were asked to list 'Tactors encouraging or aceelerating acqUisitions: Internal and Ex-
ternal.- One _cluster listed peer-pressure, one-ups-manShip, or neighbOis as internal factors en-
couraging actjuisitions. Another chister listed_ peer-pressure, marketing stiategit, national trendS,
other institutions or public relations as ex;ernal factors encouraging acquisitions.

A similar question asked respondents to 'rate external _factors that are likely to influence plans to
acqiiire WKS- for_1985-86 and 5 years from now. The clear majority (28 of 30 for 1985-86 and 25
of 30 for 5 years from now) rated peer group pressure as a positiVe or a very positive influence;
What mAy be even more interesting is _that over 1/3_6f_theiinatitntions rated -peer group pressure"
as a more Positive influence for 1985,86 than 'availability of funds,' and over the he'd 5 SrearS More
than 1/4 considered 'peer group pressure- tia be more influential than 'availability of funds.- In the
Sathe Vein about 1/4 considered 'peer group pressure' more influential than "deals- with vendors
for 198586.

Summary
.There are several institutions:who have built strong reputations as leaders in technology.' How-

eVer, it Stems that many of the institutions surveyed are more concerned with their peers and feel
more pretSure from their "neigiWors" than from the leaders when making decisions. Also, the ability
to hire key perTonnel from the leaders seems _to be important and etihandeS the iMage of the insti-
tutiom It appears_that the respondents_may be more_ concerned with parity ainongSt the CoMpeti=
tion and the_real measure of effectiveness of the policies and decisions made may be decided by the
titithbert and qualityof the students who show up in the fall. Finally; although financial consider-
ations are considered important when making decisions on the acquisition of workstations, peer
pressure may be even more important.

Pace-Setters and Influencers 419 3
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Factors Affetting The Acquisition and Use of
Microcomputers
Introduction

Planning a strategy to gain control of the acquisition and use of micros requires that the institutionask:

What negative factors should we be aware of that could hinder our progress?

What positive factors can we concentrate on to achieve the most beneficial im act for our el=forts?

The study _considered current and long-term influencing factors, and attempted to Separate thosethat oriimated from within the institution from the external factors. No single factor appeared tobe predominant. However, a number of influential factors all point to an undeniable conclusion -the evidence of management commitment is the catalyst for any of them to lead to a suceessfulprogram.

We will_first examine some of the _negative factors, which fortunately are few. We will also lookatthe positive factors we found, and discuss how some of them may be used to influence the patternof acquiition and use of microcomputers.

Limiting of Inhibiting FactorS

Not surprisingly, the lack of funding was most often cited as a limiting factor. As we shall see,though, simply pumping money into the program is not the total solution to this problem. Onevariation that is particular to MUM schools is the inability to es4blish quantity discount programs.
The Wide-open Maxketplace , while quite competitive, c also be unnerving for a lot of users.They are confused_ by the vast array of hardware and Software on the-market, and are often furtherconfuted by 'advisors' who have their profits in mind more than the users needs. Because tech-nology changes rapidly, some are hesitant to make a purchase for fear it will soon be obsolete.
Even though micros are becoming rnore commonplace, they are still computers, and are still afearful mystery to some. Part of the problem is felt to be a lack ofawareness of the benefits to theparticular iidividual, and part is attributed simply to the feu of failing at something new PAd un-known.

Although it WO not mentioned fràiuent1y_by itself, dixossions of many positive factors often ledto the conclusion that none of thern wOuld_ work without proper evidence of "Management com-mitment". Without it, micmcomputers seem to be viewed as -playtoys", or at least not "real"computers that solve 'tear piobliths- Restrictive purchasing procedures are Seenas an attemptby management to keep microcomputers but, which they don't. They get bought anyway, butcome in through the back door under all sorts of disguises, always labeled as anything but a com-puter. So lack of management support may discourage some, but mostly it causes the institutionto lose control of microcomputer acquisition and use.

Factors Affecting The Acquisition and Use of MitrocornputersA 4
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Encouraging or Accelerating Fattors

Existing Desnand: For the Most part, thit it the least of the institution's problems. Because of a
great deal of media exposure, and examples of friends or c011eagues who are productive with
micracomputers, there is a lot of peer pressure, and a general feeling titsi this is something everyone
tray Should do. Many people are atleast vaguely aware of what sorts of things a microcomputer
does and how it can benefit them, and feel that not getting started using one will cause them to fall
behind in their profession.

Management Commitment: Inclusion of micros in long range computing plan and budget seems
to be the single step to show that management really is committed to mictocomputers as a com-
pining teSotiree, especigly where computing funds are redirected to this new resource. If they are
addressed in a $eparate plan, them is the impression feeling that they are not considered to be "rear
computers, and nm a poor second to those that are.

Especially important is the commitment of special staff to do microcomputer support exclusively.
Some institutions have hired in staff who are already faitiliar with such a support operation.

Streamlined purchasing prOtedures are seen as _encouragement ta acquire and use micros. Central
approval by support staff is not teen at inhibiting if the rest of the steps are simple and direct.
Many of the restrictive procedures in place were created for far more expensive computers, with
nothing nev: being done with the advent of newer, less expensive equipment.

Establishing agreements-with a small number of yendors for a standardized set of products reduces
the fear associated with a wide-open market, and instills some degree of confidence in the products
Selected. Again, if management shows encouraging signs, then users are more likely to invest the
time and money necessary to start using a microcomputer.

Funding Matinee: Volume discount programs of some sort were the most popular Inethod of
monetary support. Establishing campus micro "store' or a buying arrangement with the bookstore
can often channel the volume sufficiently to take advantage of vendors volume discounts. If an
operation in the bookstore is chosen, prices are usually somewhat higher, and the emphasis on
identifying uier needs less than that found with special support staff consultants. For schools that
are too small to generate the volume required by most vendor discount programs, the buying_con-
sortium can provide the antVver. Small state institutions can look to share m the arrangements
made by their state government agencies.

Additional money was cited as being beneficial only if it is accompanied by increased support from
management. Cost sharing by the institution is seen as more effective, the rationale being that the
individual's investment will be cause for a greater personal commitment.

Lastly, one should not forget that the prices of micros and their related devices are continually de-
creasing.

Skills Development /Outreach: Beyond making arrangements that facilitate acquisition, the insti-
tution has to follow through with encouraging the most productive use of the equipment and
software. Some suggested starting with introductory seminars that discuss the benefits of micro
applications, and include 'hands on" demos, to ensure awareness of possible benefits, and overcome
the leas of failure. -Continuing education includes Seminars for installed products, espeCially for
begbners. A newsletter keeps users informed of successes of their peers, and offer valuable educa-
tion through lips and tricks' items.

to identify needs first and products later make a valuable contribution by
ISeuringrtnest:ffusers &rectly to productive effo'rts. After having gotten them started and tramed, the
support staff, knowledgeable a small number of pro u s, can offer *hotline" support, and keep
the users operating through day- to-day crises.

As users become more adept, they may develop applications that would be us-able by their col-
leagues, and they should be encouraged to share theii work. An offer of anonymityjnust lye made,
however, to allow the developer to avoid a potential flood of support Calls from new users. Cer-
tainly, one of the best ways to ensure development of software that will be usable by others in the

Factors Affecting The Acquisition and Use of Mkrocomputers 5



institution is to encourage use of micros in the classroom. For instance, one university has an an-nual srant program that funds proposals for the most creative and effective use of microcomputershi the curriculum.

Factors Causing Change in Pattern of Acquisition
The institution can steer buyers in the direction they want by indicating its wishes through someof the positive factors we have already examined.

Agreements with a small number of vendors for a standardized set of products presumably wouldbe for the kinds of products the inititution wants to tee used. Likewise, volume ditcount arrange-rnentt would not be made for products the institution does not want. Especialiy in a cost sharingarrangement, the institution can express its desires for the types of products used, but also whereand by whom.

While being careful to Satisfy user needs, support staff recommend only those products that can betupported later. The user may be allowed to_purchase other items, anyway, but will receive no'hotline support for them. Inclusion of a central approval point in the purchasing process zanensure that the same kind of advice it given to all buyers.

Introductory seminars discuss benefits of applications of the kind that *he institution fmds desirable,providing an influence Erom the very start of the users experience.
Alto, through academic grant programs, the institution can encourage the kinds of aPPlications itwould like to see offered in the curriculur..i.

Summary

Because of broad media exposure and peer pressure, buyer demand already exists, but there is alsosome fear.

While a lack of money is very inhibiting, throwing money at the problem is not as important as isevidence of management commitment. Discount programs, and other means ofassistance, can beimplemented, and prices are always dropping. Apy tolution should be part of the long rangecomputing plan and budset. Assistance is also needed for developing skills for the beginner, offeringday-to-day guidance, encouraging creative use by more advanced uters, and then encouraging themto share their efforts with their colleagues.

Without administrative support and commitment, a negative feeling exists that discourages somebuyers, but alto may cause the institution to lose its control over the acquisition and use of micros.
Emphasis on some positive factors can set the pattern for acquisitions. Demand can be guided bysupporting and developing expertise in the use of institution-preferred products and applications.

Fitcto-rs Mteding The Acluisition guti i.lse of Microcomputers
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Acquisition Policies, Ptoce ures, and Arrangement
Introduction

Not too many years ago, data processinwprocurements in a university environment were basically
noting procedures. Some state supported institutions had control agencies for data processing
procurement activities, but most institutions utilized their already existing purchasing procedures
and offices.

Acceptance of the ritierbeomputer into: higher educational activities caused_many- chanses. The
workstation concept had a tremendoirS inipict on acadernic,:research, and administrative comput-
ing fromithe -outset. Ctitriculum thangeS to incorporate microcomputers placed vaiied demands
on _computing resources. _-Private institutions attempted to Meet these demands by being the first
to reqtrire_ students to_ havetheir own workstation for use while attetidliig the institution. Inisome
areas of the country, students began arriving on campus-with-their own workstation In addition,
microcomputer laboritoriai *ere one answer for many institutions in mmting immediate -demands.
Technological advances pitVid6d iieSearCheri4ith more resources in thelaboratory and better-op-
portunities to compete- for valuable reStarth ftinds. Adritinistrative systems on a standalone_ work-
station reduced dependence on mainframes and provided fleXibility in analyzing and presenting all
types of university data.

Results of this_ suncy support _the impression that workstations hAve made an impact on higher
edifeitiOn. This section examines: acquisition and purchasinz policies, procedures, and arrange-
ments for the r4rtithOiti1ik inititutions and provides an insight into workstation trends in higher
education.

Acquisition Policits and Procedures

The influx of workstations in universitirs over the past two years is_astounding._ Institutions that
participated in this survey provide figures that clearly support the growth of workstations in the
educational environment. The 30 institutions interviewed had purchased over 10,000 worlcstations
in 1984. What is even more impressive is the projected growth of workStationS to be purchased
by the institutions in 1989-90 -- 115,000. Private institutions-project a workstation growth at the
rate of approximately 50% peir year; public institutions project a workstation srowth approaching
100% per year. These figures and projectioni are only for workstations owned by the institutions;
they do not reflect workstations" purchased by faculty, staff, and students with personal and/or
spccial funds. This_ type of-workstation growth necessitatea the decision and implementation of
purchasing policies and procedures.

Some coordination for purchasing institutionally funded workstations appears to exist in all_ the
surveyed institutions. _Most institutions interviewed have some type of centralized purchasing pro-
cedure. Ofie deTinite aspect of the centralized purchasing procedures is involvement of computing
personnel in an approval procesi. The degree of involvement and type of person(s) varied between
institutions -- Manager of Office Automation, Director of Computing, campus computer store,
Associate Provost for Computing, Vice President km_ Computing. Computing personnel were also
instrumental in most of the inititutioni ming decentralized procedures in the approvalprocess.
Few of the institutions interviewed reiponded that computinspersonnel had no involvementin the
process for purchasing institutionally funded workstationt. These results indicate that institutions,
whether with centralized or decentralized coordination of purchasing, are involving computing

Acquisition Policies, Procedures, and Arrangements 7
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personnel in Ere approval process. This ty0 of ''ilionitoline by specialized personnel will Certainlyensure some level Of standardization and should prOduce fmancial savings through proper equip=mem purchase and vendor negotiations. The actual approva process valies, but purchases arenormally initiated at the dePartment (or project) level and then are proceased tluough a series ofapprovals before an order is issued.

It is common today for sorne States to act through certain controls in the_ proctireinent process-.These states often negotiate: with venddia for SpeciaLstate contracts. For the public inatitiitionsinterviewed, _leas than half have no state contract drains Ofithe public institutions with Statecontratta, only one indicated it was able to secure better prices through a university contract withthe vendor. The public inatitirtions with state contracts did not specify whether they are ''required"to purchase from state contracts or whether they might have the freedom to negotiate separate in-stitutional contracts. Only one private inititrition interviewed has a state contract Offering, and thatwas availableonly through a tonfOrtitifil. Many :vendors are approaching single inStittitiOnS and
consortiums for aPeCial purchase arransements. Thit type of vendor marketing could cause_prob=lems with those public institutions that do have some level Of State control and state contracts.

Special Arrangements

Special arrangements for workstations ate either special funding arranaements Or special purchaSingarrangements. Only one ingtitution responded pnitiVely to the question of tuitions-and fees ear;marked for workstationa;-_ This :response_ was-from within One of the professional schools-at -theinstitution.- Three other inatinitiOns have:proposals in -one stage or another for tuitions and feesearmarked for such purposes, but each feela that it will be 2-3 years before any resulta art realized;
Administratorsare extremely senaitive to earmarking tuitions and fees for workstations. The costof higher education is increasing annually; Consequently, institutions requiring workitation pur-chases are developing innovative options for financins such purchases. However, many institutionswill continue to meet the student need by providing "public access" labs aroundthe campus. Thoseinstitutions that do require the student_ to_ have a workstatkm will continue_ to develop alternativesand negotiate for special purchasing arrangements. Eannarked tuitions and fts for inah purchasingwill probably continue to be a rare Sight and not a viable alternative.

On _the other hand, special purchasing arrangements oantinue to increase. Almost a complete ma-jority of institutions interviewed have Some type of special_Tarangement with one or more work-station vendor. Most svecial arrangementi with vendors allow full-time faculty, staff, and studentsto purchase workstations al an attractive discount. Interview responses indicated-that approxi=mately 75% of all workstations purchased-with priVate funds by faculty andstudents were pur-chased through srtcial institutional arrangements. This high percentage indientes that theseindividuals appreciate the opportunity the institution offers for workstation procurements. OneoveAooked aspect of this situation is the willingness of workstation vendors to work with insti-tutions of higher education for special purchating arrangements.

Summary

It is quite obvious the tremendous growth of workstations will continue for the nein 5 years. Thisgrowth rate- will impact many areas within an institution. Most-institutions interviewed have_sometype of centralized purchasing to handle their anticipated workstation growth. Because of different
characteristics, the type_of control purchasing varies from one institution to another. What it bas-ically means is _that somewhere within the process a person or group will advise, oversee, and/orbe responsible for workitation (in some caws it might be all data processing) acquisitions.

When such a centralized procedureis implemented, most institutions have found itadvisable tohave data processing (normally coMPuting resources) personnel directly involved. Their involve-
ment could simply= be an advisory role, but most institutions have found it important to include
computing resources_ in the actual approval prckess. Such involvement is important for severalreasons. At most institutions,:computing resources is knowledgeable of whet workstations are
currently being used, and whnt is available in the market. If an institution allowa too much diversity
in workstation vendors, problems will arise in many areas, particularly support. Therefore, corn-
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puting resources involvement can provide some level Levandardizationin workstation_ purchases.
Mother reason :to include computing resources in this approval_ process is they are normally_the
group that *ill have to provide-internal support support for hardware, software, maintenance,
and perhaps, communications. It is very criffitillt for computing resources at any institution to be
put_in a,position where they have to 'react' to a workstation-environment. It is much -1*tter to
have them in the approval process so_that_ support issues can-be addrested before ptuchases are
approved; Finally; halimg computing resourcesinvolved in the _process_ provides _the opportunity
to negotiate special agreementn with vendors. Not only special agreements for hardware, but also
for software, maintenance, and so on. With icentraliied proCedures an: institution: normally has
more leverage to discuss special agreements to b-enefit everfone involved in workatation purchases.

The responses in these interviews and-other publications in higher education show such centralited
procedures have-worked. When- you_think about it, it's a-natural. If your institution is purchasing
supplies; a much:better -dear can be arranged if you standardize on brand; color,lype; size; and
so on than if an individUal department approaches a store or dealer. The same is true with work-
stations. The workstation growth in the next several years is going to require institutions to con-
sider these issues if they want success in their workstation environment.

Acquisition Policies, Procedures, and Arrangements 9



Nka Wises of Adequacy, Effectiveness, Efficiency,
Usefulness, Etc.
Introduction

Few people would challenge the observation that the rnicromnputer has ''Come of age." Micro-
computers are found virtually everywhere, in businesses, industry, education and numerous otherprofessions. Microcomputers havealso become a symbol of efficiency and Status. While some
people might still argue about the usefulness or pervasiveness of microcomputers, that they exist in
quantity on campuses isléss arguable. How do institutions measure the usefuEness and effectiveness
of microcomputers in higiL=r education? How do they know when they have reached_ the right mixof micros and minis and mainframes? Is there a formula or ratio that will help institutions knowwhen the mix is fight or when saturation is reached? Have we developed a technical measure ofadequacy or effectiveness?

Not long ago, computer center personnel would_measure the adequacy of computing ourcesoncampus by walking to the computer center or computer lab and counting the numbirof students
(or faculty) waiting in line to use a device- If the lines were long and if they remained long until
after midnight, then it mi4ht have been judged that the resource was becominginadequate. An-other criteria that was often used_to_evaluate adequacy was system response time. If users hadenough time between screens to go_ to the restroom or get 1a cup of coffee and a sweet roll, then
system performance was likely to be appraited as being inadequate.

Are these "measures of adequacy' appropriate for workstations today? Can institutioni judge ade-
quacy by measuring length of lines or by measuring response time, or are there other measuMathat
are appropriate for meaSuring the adequacy of microcomputers on campus? Do the histitutions in
the survey have a precise formula for measuring adequacy or are they operating by 'the seat of thepants?'

The results of the survey provide some interesting inights into the issues sunounding "meaSuresof adequacy, effectiveness, efficiency, usefuhiess, etc.'

Measures of Adequacy

While the =Ivey supports the almost universal acceptance of microcomputers on campus, it stems
clear that none of the institutions surveyed, _small oriarge. public or private, have devised or eventhought about the issues surrounding measures of adequacy. Of the thirty institutions interviewed,
none uted any standard meaiane of adequacy and one candidly stated tho "didn't know of any in
use.' It appears that no tichnieal measure for measuring adequacy or efrectiveneii I currently be-
ing used or evenihought to exist by those surveyed. This is particularly interesting when reviewingdata from the queationnaire which indicates that the 30 institutions surveyed have already purchased
more than 10,000 workstations and expect to add more than 10 times that amount by 1990.

The results of the survey seem to imply that either some informal, 'non-technical' Measures of
adequacy or some other Mr-Silures are being uted to define adequacy and saturation.

Measures of Atequacy, Effactiveness, Efficiency, Usefulness, Etc.
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Measures of Saturation

What does saturation of microcomputers mean to a college or university? Does it mean that ev-
eryone who wants one has one, or-does it mean that sornepeople- need none while others may need
several? Survey responses indicate that institutions are struggling with the issues surrounding sat-
uration. Respondents were asked to identify _possible_microcomputer/faculty ratios for 1986 and
1990 and microcomputer/snident ratios for 1986 and 1990.

There was a clutter of institutions who expect a microcomputer/faculty ratio between 1/1 arid 114
by 1-986. Another cluster expects a ratio- somewhere between 1/5 and 1/10 hy 1986. The majority
indicated __that _they weren1 sure what the ratio might- be by 1986. Regarding the
microcomputer/student ratio for_ 1986, there -_ was: a cluster of institutions who expect a
microcomputer/student ratio around 1/10,_ another cluster that expects a_microcomputer/student
ratio greater. than 1/10 and again the majority indicated that they had no idea what the ratio might
be. It seems that institutions have some rather vague notion concerning saturation levels for faculty
and studentsfor_1986 hut it does not appear to be a sophisticatal tethnical approach to the issue
that is driving the acquisition process;

The idea of saturation_ levela for 1990 iseems to_have more meaning for the respondents saturation
levels for 1986. _ The majority of institutions _ indicated both inicrocomputer/aCtilty _ and
microcomputer/Student ratios of around 1/1 would be a good indication of saturation by_1990. A
few respondent&gave various responses includingone who defined saturation for 1990 as that point
'!Where thenumber of_micrommputersequaled_the =number of- typewriters and calculators on CAM-
pusi" and another who indicated that saturation might well mean a ratio greater than 1/1;

The question was asked if saturation would be reached_by 1990, and if not why? The clear majority
of institutions surveyed indicated that saturation would not he reached by 1990 and funding was
fisted as the major reason for not reaching saturation by 1990. There was another cluster of re-
spondents who indicated- that people concerns, training and staffing, would be an important &Mir
in the q_uza-for-saturation While responses did_ not_appear to vary-by region of the country or size
of the institution, private institutions expressedmore optimism in reaching saturation by 1990 than
did public institution& _Morethan_1/3 of the private institutions surveyed believed they would reach
°duration by 1990 while 1/5 of the public institutions surveyed expected to reach saturation by
1990.

Summary

There are several interesting aspects about measurements of adequacy and usefulness of micro-
computers on campus as addressed in the survey. (1) It appears that _there are no technical meas-
ures for evaluating adequacy, effectiveness, efficiency, and usefulness of microcomputers on campus
(or if there-are, they are unknown to those surveyed). () While a significant numher of micro-
computers_are expected to heRurchasednext year, the acQuisition of these units does not seem to
follow some formula or pattern based orta measurement of adequacy or usefulness. (3) Looking
ahead to 1990, while many institutions indicate &saturation level of Knight be a worthwhile goal,
there does not seem to be a formula or pattern that others may be willing to follow. It is possible
that institutions may not acquire wisdom in this area until they over-invest and measure what does
or doeset happm with microconvuters when a-saturation level of 1/1 is reached. (4) Other factors
including availability of funds and personnel may have more of an impact than measures of ade-
quacy, efficiency, effectiveness, or usefulness when addressing the issues surrounding acquisitions
of workstations.

Measures of Me*acy, Effictivepess, Efficiency, Useibiness, Etc. I I
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Effeett on The Infrastrue ure
Introduction

Many- institutioni that haveacquked-lanp numbett of microcomptiters have--not considered- th6impact-of these devices tin Other computing /mums. Central computing facilities; -communicationnetworks, and- staff often etperionee Signfficantincreams in demand- aliniost OVernight. _Accommo;dating these increases may require Siibitantial investment& -Once the commitmentit Made to ac-quke microcoMputersinsubstantial number& &Mond for community services Will inereak, andthe entire computing infrastructure-of-the institution Will be placed underpressure pretiiire for=mit to-central dirta bases and storage facilities, for elettrimic mail anct message_ tervices, high=quality_ printing and plotting, and expert advice-. The- common faCility which is involved with allof these services is the campus telerOmmunications system.

The successful -assimilation _of microcomputers into the academic environment_will depend:to _agreat extent upon the availability Of inititiniónal support for a wide range of ficilitiei and services.

Computing Facilities

If other computineacilities hitt Software or data files _which many people wish to access, _the ter-minal data manipulation Capabilities _of _microcomputers serve as_ tonvanient_andeffective tools for _accessing them. Mierricomputer: users- recognize this potential and request ordemand access in these_facilities. Unless the inititution, in planning the acquisition or inieroCOM,puters, anticipatel this demand, the results tan be surprising and can present sigitifitant darigiii tothe integrity of institutional data;
.

It is quite natusal for _users_ of -microcomptitert tO wish to access-central administrathre data files-.The einntetion of accounting data_for thote ad:bunts over_ which-one has responsibility or data re-garding_ the sttidenta in the classes offered by an acadeinic
_ departmentifor processing: by avreadsheet progratii or date:base management toftware ca replace_manual:recordAteping okprovide new analytical capabilities. At the_ volume of this type of access_ increases,_it _can:have anegative impact on the responietithe of other_applications, and once-Ilia access isallowed:to OC;CtI4it it difficult to stop. In addition, unlestadequate securityis provided onthe central computer,it can be possible-for-the microcomputer US& to perform unauthorited alterations of the data in_thecentral files.___Atmicrocomputer usent betiothe more sophisticated, they will alio likely Want addi-tional softwaM capability on_the central tomputer_and they may want to create special data basesOr files on the eentral computer. This new dethand for diik storage may not have l*tift aritithpitedin the planning process;

Teltvommunication Fácilitiës

Access to other institutional computer:4 &Wit priniarily through the ute of exiSting tSlephoriSIt is a relatively ample matter- to connect a initmcomputer to telephone lines using an ineXpenrivemodem and then to gliin access to computers Oh tatnpus or literally _anywhere in the country. Thiican be a convenient and apparently inexpensive way_to Access data bases; exchange data with oth6tmicmwmputer mem and eitend the caPabilities of the Microcomputer through amen to toftwareand other facilitiel Of other computers;

Effects on The Infrantructure
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Most telephone systems_ were designed and inStalled to:handle only voice communicatiorc_ The
length of the average telephone conversation was assumed to be four or five minutes. AS computers
becamemore -sophisticated; it became possible-to use -these same voice communication line-s for the
transmission of_data _and_ for_communication_between_ and _among computers. The length -of-the
average data transmistion scallion is much greater than that of _thetypical telephone conversation;
It is not unustial for computer -communication sessions to lastfor hours;_ While this often created
noticeable problems: with existing telephone _systeiris, the problem quickly beCante acute for many
of-theingitutions which acquired microcomputers in large numbers. The number of people using
the _telephone system for_ data communiagionincreased- dramatically alinost- overnight-. It betaine
more cEricult to get _dial:tone, busy signals_ became incretsinglycommonplace; and requests for new
telephone lines exeeeded the capacity of the telephone switching equipment;

The solution to_this problem for mostinstifutions is the replacement _of the_entire telephone_system
with new equipment which can accommodate both voice and data communication; _Such:systems
often require replacing the entire telephone: cable:plant all_ telephoneLsets with new eleetronic
phones, and hiring of staff to operate and maintain the new equipment. Frequently:a new building
or major iemodeling of an existing building is required to house the new equipment.

Costs are iieneially -measured-in-the millions-of -dollars. It is significant that the majority of intti-
tutions in the survey have recently_installed new telecommunications _systems,- are currently involved
in such a project; or plan to replace their existing systems in the next few years;

Electronic Mail Systems

0%/ff -the past few years, many institutions have implemented electronic Mail and message systems.
Usually_operated-from--central institutional- computers, they have provided convenient communi-
cations_ among_computer _users._ _Using a_ computer-terminal; a_ user -can- compose a -message on his
screen and transmit it _to a central computer, where itis stored untilthe individual_to whom it was
addiesied accesses it via another terminal Because thistype of communication occurs one line at
a time and editing capabilities are Whited, messages tended to be Short.

But the introduction -of the- microcomputer, with ita lOcal processing and storage capabillty; has
increated the flexibility- of elettronic- mail and extended it to include the creation and electronic
transmission of entire_documents,-often-many,pages- long. Using-word processing-or text-editing
software; the microcomputer user can create long _documents; edit them, and_ gore-them on floppy
diSkS. The electronic mail facility can then be used to transmit the entire documentto_one _or more
other users of the Mail syStetri, each of-whom has a-complete electronic copy which can be stored;
manipulated; and printed or re-transmitted to still other users.

The effect has been increaied consumption of network facilities, in terms of computing cycles,
network connections, and especially disk storage.

Staff

The intioduction of microcomputers will require new and different skills on the part of staff who
are _responsible for-providing computer support. Advice and-consultation on the best brand of
microcomputer, the most effective software, the cheapest modem, and countless other aspects a
microcomputing will be needed. If Staff are not identified and trained for this role, anyone with any
knowledge at all will become the target of the inquiries and questions. By providing this kind of
staff support, the institution can more readily standardize on a brand or brands of microcomputer
and, in_many casts software. Certainly, the items with which staff are familiar are more likely to
be chosen by the novice. The quality of advice and consultation_ can be controlled more easily if
the staff are given resPonsiFility excluaively for microcomputer support.

It is easy to underestimate the _knowledge required_ by_microcomputer_support _staff._ Potential
microcomputer users want_compilitions of the_ advantages and disadvantages of different brands:of
hardware and software. While it is beComing increasingly_common for institutions tostandaidize
on basic equipment and, in some cases, software, it is Milikely_that Standard items _Will satis6r the
diverse requirements of faculty, staff, and students. This diversity of configuration of hardware and
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software is one of the most iijnificant advantages of the microcomputer in _higher education, butalso requires a very broad range Ofknowledge on the part of the support staff._

_Tiiuning for_ the_ute of microcomptiteia it quitedifferent than_most training that has _been ACC0111-piiihed for computing prior to -now. Ne*_Skills are "required to_ teach computing _t0 beginner&where Often the greatest task_ is to get-them beyond a fear ofcomputers; Traditionatuser traininghas-been for users:of syitems :developed_by _data- procesting, with well-defined _function& Usvertrainingin our context is shoWing niers how:to do_their own computing, which is lr More open-ended_ and creative. -.Tome instittitioria haw hired staff_ who_ already have those _akiMi _rather_ thanattempting to develop themjn CUrreht Staff. In any case, additionat staff are_required for training,and they may _well be different from thote Who are doing consulting; Similar_"people" skills_ arerequired, but the necesairY organization and pretentation skills are quite different for the consultantand the teacher.

Summary

The introduction ofimicmcomoners Oh eaniptii Cart have a significant impact _on other facilitieS.Communication with other campus_ computerS tO query data base& access specialized- softWareritteknes, Or take advantage of large data storage capacity will be commonplace; The impact of thiscommunication among computeri on institutional telecommunications and data Communicationsfacilities is likely to be substantial.

Of the 30 iintitutions surveyed, 24 expect the acquisition of microcomputers to increate the re=quirement for other computing resoixrces on camput. A number of risons were cited for this an-ticipated increase. Some kit that mi ,computers would serve to acquaint laige numbers ofpeoplewith the value and potential of Computingand that this will, in turn, result in increased demand foraccess to other institutional computing resources.

Nearly all of the institutions reported either that they have or expect to have electronic mail in thenear future and while this service was the ono most frequently mentioned, institutions alto indicatedplant for a variety of other services, including access to commercial data bases, national computernetworks, on-line access to typesetting and printing tertrice, and campus-wide electronic bulletinboards.

Among the-reasons given to itipiinit a_ belief that_microcomputers Will decreaSe the need for (..`sher
computing_resourres were the expectatiOn that work will_be done- on micsacomptitert rather thanon larger computers; iOne-institution repOrted that t mainframe _computer is now uted wily forword processing, a function that can -easily (and Moire:effectively) be accommodated on Illicit=c-omptiters. one institution interviewed believed that there will be an inciiise in need for othercomputing resources fonooiert* a laVeling-off as the iarger computer(s) are used mainly for ad-ministrative data bases, large file& and sPecialized software.
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Summary
The interviews revealed a number of issues about-microcomputers on_collegecampuses, howcver,
some _of _the more-iitteresting issues revealed were those not directly -addrested by the questionnaire.
Before_ the interviews began-,_ it was -assumed- most institutions- had dealt explicitly with toth the
polieiei arid the PMetical issues associated with _assimilation of this__new_form_of-technology into
their computing emironment. As _the interviews_ got underway it_became apparent_ that_ most in=
stitutions have not,: in fact, planned- the broadatale intrciduction of sophisticated workstationsinto

campus-eomputingenvironment. This is not to suggeSt that chaos reigns and that all micro-
computer acquisition and uw_decisions _are left entirely to-the individual faculty, staff, or student.
HoweVer; few institutions interviewed have actually_developed_a strategy for the integration of so=
phisticated microcomputers into their overall computing environment;

InStitutions that are dealing with this issue are finding _there are many questions still unanswered,
both at their inttitution and many institutions around the country.

What is the role of computing (including microcomputers) and communications on the cam-
pus?

Who should be responsible for the policies and purchasing issues dealing with microcomput-
ers?

If microcomputers are to be widely accepted on the campus; is standardization necessary?

Should students be required_to_purchase microcomputers? If not; how does the institution
support programs and needs? If required; how does the institution support the program?

What is the plan for integration of microcomputers into the curriculum? How Will students
use such a device?

What will be the impact on the infrastructure of the institution?

What is enough?

The list can go on, but the important point is that institutions must realize new technolou is going
to: haie an impact on the institution; In order to repare for the new technology, top level ad-
ministrators must take steps to plan and develop a strategy for the integration of workstation de=
vices into the overall Computing and communications environment; If you go as far as you can
go, you will see farther when you get there."

Summary 15
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STRETCH YOUR PC DOLLARS - BUY CLONES

by
Dr. John F. True_

Director, Computing Services
San Francisco State University

July, 1986

ABSTRACT: With limited state resources and demands for microcomputers increasingexponentially on campus, an opportunity to purchase twice the number of PCworkstations for the same dollars available becomes very intriguing. Questions ofcompatibility, vendor longevity, support, and other risk management issues must beweighed against the low cost of import products. This is the story of how this campusevaluated the off-shore PC look-alikes, considered some of the risks involved, anddecided to purchase over 100 of these units.
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BACMEaUtia
According to the old management maxim, "If you see a parade forming, you can either
get in front of it and lead it, or watch it go by, or get run over by it." Recently I saw a
parade forming. It began in the form of casual inquiries by (younger) faculty members
as to why we were not taking advantage of the low-cost IBM PC compatible products
appearing on the market and the frequency of inquiries was increasing.

As the campus official responsible for approving all computer acquisitions, I had never
enforced a standard product policy directly. However, by only providing maintenance
support for selected products, we have had a defacto standard for IBM and Apple
microcomputer products. At a meeting of our Instructional Computing Advisory
Committee (MAC), a straw poll indicated that departments were ready to purchase as
many as 100 PC clone units immediately. The parade had indeed formed and it was
time to take the baton.

WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
The typical university response to any situation is to form a committee to studthe
Problem. A subcommittee of ICAC was formed to study the issues of PC clones. They
surveyed the recent literature (there is no history or performance track record of these
new products) and reporturd their findings and recommendations to the full committee.

They found that several large corporations are evaluating and purchasing low-cost IBM
PC compatible computers as are a few other institutions of higher education. From
advertisements and vendor discussions, they determined that a generic PC/XT with
dual 360Kb drives, 640Kb RAM, Hercules compatible dard, 135 watt power supply,
serial port, parallel port, clock calendar, keyboard and cabinet with at least five
eicpansion slots could be acquired ,or letS than $800 each in quantity purchases.
They did not find any hardware horror stories.

They recommended that the University acquire PC-XT clones for evaluation and use
during a three year period. They recommended that for maintenance purposes every
fifth unit (or 20%-of the purchase amount)be transferred to the pool of spares managed
by Computing Services. In return, Computing Services agreed to provide full
maintenance for the units for three years. Three years was picked to coincide with the
length of the pilot project and was based on the fact that we did not know the useful life
expectancy of these units. The twenty percent figure works out to about 6.7% per year
which is less than the national average of 10% per year.

Having accepted the subcommittees' recommendations, we in Computing Services
set about identifying other issues and developing selection and implementation plans.
This was to be a $100,000 procurement (out inStitutional limit above which the State
Department of General Services must conduct the procurement) and risk management
issues quickly surfaced. For example, do these off-shore imports have Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) and UnderwritetS Laboratory (UL) approval?
Can some of the upstart companies that assemble these units deliver in quantity and
will they be around next year? Which unit would we select and will there be bid
protests from other vendors? Can we find one or two units to "standardize" on for the
pilot project? Would these units need monochrome or color monitors, graphics
adapters, LAN connectors, and which style keyboad would be appropriate?
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LECIASEEIfidaMMILMILE
After reviewing these issues,E -the other management maxim which states, "Nobodyever got fired for buying Big Blue," crossed my mind and I wondered why I was outtesting new waters. The results of the issue review told us that we needed to involveour campus Purchasing Department and some users in the selection process. Weformed such an ad hoc group, wrote some preliminary specifications, and invitedvendors to bring tneir products to a Low-Cost PC Faire (internally we called it a"clone-off"). Several vendors brought a total of eleven units to our Faire which lastedone week. We set the units up in one room and invited faculty and staff to bring theirfavorite software to see if it would run on these units.

The general criteria for the entry of a unit to the Faire included:
1) Advertised IBM PC software compatibility
2) Keyboard plug compatible with the IBM PC
3) Memory Size: 640 Kb
4) Empty _slots for expansion
5) Monochrome monitor
6) Heftles be Hercules compatibility for monochrome monitor or color

graphics adapter with (composite) monochrome monitor
7) Provide list price, warranty information, and delivery time
8) Clack/calendar with battery backup and software to set it
9) One parallel and one serial port

10) Power supply: ULIFCC approved
11) Two DSDD disk drives, 360 Kb, half height if possible
12) Inolude 8087 co;proceSsor if posSible
13) Provide documentation on system setup and operation

The University supplied the printers and reserved the right to inttall additional cards(i.e. LAN adapters). We, of course, assumed responsibility for security and damageswhile the units were on campus.

EVALLAIKIELEBODEPLIBE _
We planned four types of evaluations. The first was a simple survey of responses fromthose attending the Faire. They were asked to rank their favorite units as well asranking Molt they found unacceptable and to supply comments.

The second test involved software compatibility. We tried to load various commercialapplication software packages on each unit.

The third test dealt with hardware compatibility and performance. We inserted LANadapler cards in each unit and tried to establish communications with our 3Com LAN.Wefilso ran soMe "workout" benchmark software on each unit to time random diskreads and writes, sequential disk reads, and prime number generation.

The fourth evaluation criteria was the "unoffidial ball park price" which we obtainedfrom each vendor. We asked for these unofficial quotes on quantities of 25, 50, 75, and100 units.
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Although not part of the formal evaluation, we did schedule a couple of hours with each
vendor during the week to obtain information about vendor support, longevity, and
additional produci data. The vendors were all quite excited about the Faire and eager
to participate and please. It was during one of these sessions that one vendor said, "I
hear you would be interested in a three year warranty and we will provide that for you."
When I responded that I had not heard of such a poliey and asked when his company
had initiatEKI it, his reply was, "We just initiated it this morning..., for you."

EVALUATION RESULTS
Apart from the formal evaluation process, we made some general observations during
our research period. It appears to us that there are perhas three tiers of PC clones
available totlay each at a lower price level than the other. The highest tier is perhaps
best called an IBM PC "equivalent" rather than a clone and is priced only slightly less
than the original. I would put the AT & T product in this category.

The second tier would be those models that Rre distributed fully assembled by
nationally known companies and are a few hundred dollars less than the original. I

would put the Tandy 1200, Leading Edge Model D, and Epson Equity I in that tier.
These models also seem to get the most exposure in national magazines both in terms
of paid advertisements and reviews.

The third tier is composed of those units assembled from a variety of imported parts
and generally costing less than $1000. In this category one can assemble his own or
buy an assembled unit from an upstart company.

Our PC Faire included models from tier two and pre-assembled units from tier three.
We gathered all our data and scheduled an evaluation "showdown." Without
identifying specific models in this article (risk management must involve a certain
degree of liability avoidance), here is what we found.

The survey responses from Faire attendees ranged from fluff (I like the color of this unit)
to good technical comments (Does not allow DOS shell switch except when booted
with PC DOS). The negative comments were as important as the positive comments.
There were many comments related to ergonomics (monitor flicker, couldn't find the
power switch, easy tilt) and to keyboard layouts (footprint, return key size & location).
In terms of ranks, a model from tier three came in first with twice the points of a tier two
model that came in second. Interestingly, only that one model from tier two (the models
with all the publicity) ranked very high.

Mentally filing away that reference point, we looked at the software compatibility load
test results. All of the units tested passed the commercial application software load
test. So on to the hardware test.

We got a chuckle when we opened the units to insert LAN adapter cards. We found
that three of the bottom tier units had the same mother board and several of the disk
drives had familiar looking decals on them. To our surprise, some of the tier two units
did not (could not? would not?) talk to our local area network. We didn't pursue that
further; they either got us a network prompt or they didn't. There was no significant
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difference in the random read, serial read, and prime number generation (raw cpu
power) tests among the units. However, some units from both tiers took four times as
long to pedorm the random write test as did a genuine IBM PC/XT. This seemed to be
a function of which manufacturers' disk the vendor had installed. We didn't put a lot of
weight on that curious result thinking that PC users probably do more disk reading than
writing in an average session.

Lastly, we looked at the ball park prices. In many cases there was little ($30/unit) or no
difference in quantity pdces between 1 and 100 units. The prices ranged from $850 to
$1434 for the 640Kb, dual floppy units with monochrome monitor, expansion slots,
and keyboard.

Now it was time to determine what factors would be absolute "killers" in terms of
disqualifying any units. We determined that network mompatibility was a must for our
campus and that eliminated two units. One unit did not have sufficient internal
expansion slots and was eliminated. Finally, we decided that if we were really trying to
stretch our dollars, we should set $1000 as an upper cost limit disqualifier. Five units
from tier three met all the requirements and cost less than $1000.

ETS GO FOR IT
The next step was to announce our results and begin the actual procurement process.
Departments across campus were bold of our results and asked to submit requisitions
to Purchasing for as many low-cost IBM PCIXT compatibles" as they r:!shed at $900
each (not knowing what the final bid price would be). Within a week we had
requisitions for a total of 105 units.

Meanwhile we composed a list of technical specifications (see Attachment A) primarily
based on the unit that had received the highest Faire attendee survey score and the
Purchasing Department sent out formal bids. To keep within the $100,000 limit, weexcluded printers and enhancement cards from this procurement thus allowing
departments to choose their own printers and features based on their unique
requirements through normal procurement channels.

When the official bids were received, the winning vendor (you would not recognize the
name) offered the product we required at $799/unit plus tax. We ordered 125 units.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
The units have arrived and the vendor installed them as part of the contract. We have
spare units and-spare parts. The users are excited and want to buy more. We've had
visits from Big Blue wondering what we're up to and providing us lectures on loyalty,
reliability, and subtle hints of future incompatibilities. We think we've been responsiblecustodians of the State's (shrinking) resources by providing more microcomputer
access to students, faculty, and staff with the same dollars. If it is a success, we'll let
you know in a follow-up article and, if not, look for a "Don't Buy Clones" article by a
different author next year.
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PC CLONES AT SFSU: Sixth Month Progress Report

1. As of December 1986, we have acquired about 250 workstations. The initial order
order was for slightly over 100 in June 1986.

2. Quite a few users are choosing to order the color monitor option (+ $179) andfor the
Seagate 20mb hard disk option (+ $410).

3. Working with the vendor, we've solved two minor problems:
a) the ROM '3105 would not generate the appropriate characters that Lotus 1-2-3

wanted to see to execute an Abort Macro command so the vendor changed the
BIOS chips for us for free, and

b) the instruction code for initiating the clock was incorrect so the vendor provided
correct instructions.

It is important to note that by having one clone vendor, when we solved one
problem, we essentially solved 250 problems.

4. Some users found the floppy disk drives too slow when initiating a new diskette
or copying another diskette. We are evaluating a faster disk drive which the vendor
is willing to offer those impatient users for a small additional fee.

5. Due to the increasing number of units we are acquiring and their rapidly expiring
warranties, we are planning taissue a maintenance contract to the vendor.
Essentially, an extended warranty, we plan to swap spares for dead units with
our users during the week and have the vendor come one day a week to repair
the assembled collection of defective units. We have only three full time technicians
to support over 1000 workstations and components on campus.

6. The California State University, Sacramento campus (with six technicians) has
chosen to bypass the vendor interface and is acquiring parts and assembling
clones from scratch.

7. The Caliimnia State University, Long Beach campus recently conducted a survey
of PC_AT clones and has identified the Zenith 248 (full blown @ $2600) as their
choice.
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APPENDIX A

SEEMEMMILS

IBM PC Compatible corriputer with :

445

640 kibbyteS RAM_ memory.
Motherboard with IBM-PC compatible expansion slots. At least five free expansion slots must remain afterall specified options have been inserttd.

IBM PC Compatible ROM BIOS.
Dual-speed CPU Optration (4.77 and 8 Mhz), switchable from the keyboard.
RS-232-C port, and parallel;InMer port.
Diskette drive controller with 2half-height 360-kilobyte 5-1T4 diskette drives.
135 Watt (or more) power supply
Battery bacRed-up clock/calendar chip.

"Hercules" compatible monochrome text and graphicsdisplay adapter.
Monochrome monitor with 1446th diagonal amber screen and swivel base, Ciu:.riaic DM-14_or equivalent.15 Systems to quote wfthout monochrome Monitors and monochrome text and graphics display adapters.Ipproximately 34 SystemS are to haveflip top" cases, the remainder to have "slide off" cases.
Maxiswitch brand IBM PC XT/AT corrpatible keyboard.

Systems shall be demonstrated to operate correctly with the following hardware and software:

3C0m EtherLinkr_EtherSeries, and EtherTerm
IBM_Cobr Graphics Adapter
Seagate ST-225 disk drive and controller
Lotus 1-2-3 with Hercules graphics driver
dBase
Microsoti Word, Multiplan, and Flight Simulator .

it is the iritentbn of the University to purchase unts that are 100% compatible with IBM PCs (expecting
BASIC ROM compatibility). We reserve the right to testproposed systems with other PC-compatible
hardWare and software before accepting a system for purchase.

Vendor must provide six racmth warranty ar, all components. During this time Vendor will repair or replace(at Vendors option), on a depot retOrn basis,components identified by SFSU as defective. Vendor shall
not be responsible for rernoval or installation or repaired or replaced components. Average turn aroundtime for components to be repaired or replaced shall te not more than two weeks.

Vencor shall install all systems in their opirrating locatbn, and verify correct operation with a power-on test
of at least two hours on the day of installation. During the firs130 days a system is in service, defective
components sha8 be replaced within tWo days of their identification as defective.

Please indicate your best delivery, not to exceed 30 days. Any delivery Shown must be met.
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LINKING MAINFRAMES WITH MICROS FOR REQUEST BUDGET PREPARATION

William L. Tetlow

Vantage Information_Products, Inc;

Boulder

Colorado

John Graham

University of Colorado

Boulder

Colorado

Betsy Maguire ,

University o7 Colorado

Boulder

Colorado

ABSTRACT

In may 1986, a prOJect_was_launched and completed tO iMproVe the
Request Budget procedure at_each,of,the campuses Of the University of
Colorado. Officials described_the former mainframe_process_for devel7
oping_request budgets as inadequate, ineffectivei_and_difficult_to_run;
The project entailed extracting data that was_maintained:in,central

mainframe computers and downloading it_to floppy magnetic diskettes
that were prefOrmatted_for use_with Lotus 172-3 and Symphony toted=
Sheet programs. This permitted_the budget officers tO redUte, Sighifi7
cantlyi the_amount_of manual data entry, calculation, and preparation
time_for final_budget_requests; The Budget Offite Ottablished_specifi7
cationsiithejkliversity,Office of Management Systems_developed the_data
extraction and downloading procedures, while_the_development of_micro-
computer spreadSheet teablates, documentation; and end-user training
was Sub7Contracted to Vantage_Information Products, Inc; From all per=
Spectives the project_was successful because it betaUto an effettive
team approach was_adopted that,involved the end user in a very direct_
and_immediate fashion; In additiOn, the decision_to engage an_external
developer enabled the,University to optimize its scarce resources and
effect a quality tOlOtion in a very short period of time;
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A Mid-Eighties Problem

At the pertbhal computer revolution expands and matures; an ever increasing number of end users

seek access to data and information that they know is already in Mathine readable form at main-

frame computer irstallations; Frustration levels of computer center personnel and end users

Alike are ettalating rapidly because resources are limited and shrinking while demand is escal-

ating. "Can't you download the data I need so that we can escape the processing queues and

system bottlenecks?" is a refrain that is threatening to surpass the football team's fight tong

as a campus anthem.

Computer professionals; wary of cloning the sins of the past =latk Of seturityi integrity,

documentation, inadequate design; implementation and so forth .;4re searching for ways to sat=

isfy the demand without sacrificing one iota of quality; Not surprisingly; the solution lies

in a tOOperative endeavor that involves end users in a significant fashion and which assembles

the required expertise from sources both internal and external to the system._This account con-

cerns a successful implementation of a mainframe-micro linkage at the University Of Colorado

that improved vastly the process of developing the annual request budget for submission to

higher authorities.

To fully appreciate the solution we need to provide some background of the budget environrfent

at the University of Colorado; the request budget process and fi:Ally; look at the decision to

move from a Mainframe to a PC. With the dynamics established; we will outline the technical

specifics and then describe the major design features of the mitre) iMpleMeritatiOri.

BOdgeting at the University of Colorldo

The Univertity of COlOrado is a multicampus; public_University with a total enrollment of

40;000 students. Each campus is subject to the policy detitiOnt Of a publitly eletted Board Of

Regents and the authority of the Board of Regents is bounded by the Colorado COMMiSsion of

Higher Education (CCHE). The Commission makes recommendations to a number of Legislative com-

mittees, including the Joint Budget committee (JBC). The University of Colorado is unlike many

-+.t,her public universities in that it is subject to a unique legitlatiVe "MeMbrandUM Of Under=

ttanding". This Memorandum stipulates that the Legislature will designate funds for the Univer-

sity as a Whole, and the executive arm of the Board of Regents (plus the campus administrators)

will allocate these funds to specific programs. As one would ekpett, this taMpUt;leVel alloca-

tion it subject to extenSive and ongoing negotiations In addition; auxiliary enterpriseL, sub-



mit proposed budgets for the uptomihg year. Both the budgets for continuing and aUkiliary

attiVities and the actual income and expenditures aro then summari7ed in a standard format.

This multi-layered decision-making approach lends itself to a "request budget' process;

Mistory of the Request Budget Process

Every year each of the four campus administrations submit a budget proposal to the Board of

Regents. The Board considers these proposals in light of the strategic plan of the UniVersity.

the combined and consolieated University
request is then reviewed by CCHE and the request as

well as Commission recommendations are finally submitted to the Joint Budget Committee of the

state legislature. In general, the process requires the collection and collation of financial

ind budgetary data by each campus. The actual accounting information data is collected for

every Campus account across all University
actiVitiet. Similarly, budgets for ongoing Univer=

sity activities are "rolled-forward" and incremented for the request year package.

This process of data collection and collation was computerized at the University of Colorado in

the late 1960's. It remained substantially unchanged until the summer of 1986. In the late

sixties, an outside consultant programmed a package that would collect data from all Financial

Reporting System (FRS) accounts, assign each account to specified categories of acoxints and

topy income and/or expenditures from eath at-di-tint to a file called "Phase0". In a siMilat fith-

ion, budgetary figures have been categorized and tooted to the Phase0 file. These numbers rep-

resent the current budget. The current budget figures are them incremented by tome anticipated

rate of inflation to arrive at preliminary request budget figures for the subsequent year.

After the Phase 0 file he )een constructed, a topy of the file is printed and reviewed by the

Budget Offite. Edits are made to correct mistakes ih the file construction, to make adjustments

arising from negotiations, to add further calculations to the file, and to alleCate_what are

known as "cash funds" to various tat-Wits of expenditure; Usually, a number of edit tettiOns

are itiVO4td. Eventually, a second file is treated , khain as "Phasel", that contains data that

has been summarized further. Any temporary budget additions or deductions are also included in

Phasel. After additional edits, Phitel is printed, published, and distriboted fOr review.

Major Problems with the Existing_Systma

As one might expect, this process has been lengthy and laborious. It is one .:hat is iterative,

time consuming and subject to demanding dead-lines. Initial budget edits have usually required

seiieril Weeks of review and reruns. In addition, the package design has limited the number of

functions performed by the computer. Documentation is virtually non-existent. Poor documenta-

tion has frustrated both the budget office and data processing personnel. For example, neither
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staff has been certain which input files should bn attached at process start up. Often, a num-

ber of runs have been conducted in order to identify and attach the correct files; Each year

the budget office staff has also Jiade a very large number of calculations by hand, calculations

that should have been performed by the computer. This lengthy and iterative process in conjunc-

tion with the decision-making demands has led to a search for an alternative process;

Initially the Office of Management Systems (OMS) was approached by the Budget Office and asked

to develop a new computerized process to alleviate problems mentioned earlier. Decision-makers

required timely information when data retrieval and summarization was time-consuming and some-

times unreliable; The preliminary idea was to develop an on-line system. This system would

enable needed changes to be made dynamically and reduce, by a substantial factor, the overall

time to complete the process.

OMS examined the Budget Office request and asked basic questions:

What system would enable the most immediate and flexible access by the Budget Office to

request budget data?

What technologies were available to build such a system?

How could OMS best utilize its development staff?

How could OMS best allocate its computer and staff resources and those of th.. Budget

OffiCi?

A set of evaluation criteria was established and used to select the best solution among a num-

ber of alternatives; The result of this inquiry was the recommendation that a personal computer

based request budget program be developed using personal computer spreadsheet technology;

Essentially, a Phase/Phasel file was to be constructed on the mainframe and downloaded to a 5

and 1/4 inch floppy diskette. This data file would then become the input file for a Lotus

spreadsheet template; Edits would then be made directly to the Phase/Phasel data now contained

in the template, additional allocation and FTE calculations would be performed by the computer,

and a thorough documentation would facilitate start-up and overall execution of the request

budget process. The resultant file would be downloaded from a mainframe to a PC diskette and

provide the initial data for loading into a Lotus template.; The Budget Office staff could then

manipulate the data as frequently and whenever desired using Lotus;

The Budget Office was already familiar with Lotus. Thus, they could immediately make required

edits with minimal additional training. Lotus would also be a much more effective vehicle for

edits than the previous system of manual calculations and multiple iterations of mainframe pro-
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cessing. Further, OMS would require a single staff person to restructure existing files for

doWnloading, and they could readily contract an outSide firm to develop the Lotus template. By

sub-contracting the conttruction of the Lotus template to a skilled and experienced outside

developer the OMS could significantly reduce the development time and incorporate state-of=the=

art features in the resulting system. In addition, OMS would conserve its computer processing

resources, rely on the Budget Office staff using their microcomputers to make necessary edits

and calculations; Additionally, OMS had retently acquired and tested a number of downlOading

packages. This option would represent an ideal first application for the selected download and

permit implementation of the overall project with COMparative ease. Finally, the requisite

resources were available to eiecute the project and develop a real-time SysteM.

Atseeibling An Expert Team

Once this recommendation for i PC-based solutior was accepted; a team Of three Otaple was

assembled. One represented the Budget Offitei drew up budget specifications and acted aS a

liaison with OMS and the external contractor. The second person, a senior systems analyst from

the university Office of Management Systems (OMS) developed the download file. The third team

member represented vantage InforMation Products, Inc. (VIP) - a subsidiary Of the National Cen-

ter for Higher Education Manage:writ syttemt (NCHEMS). VIP built the Lotus template; WrOte the

documentation, and provided training and assistance to the Budget Office staff users; The

Director of OMS attUnied responsibility for overall project coordination.

Technical DetailsoftheBudget Data Assembly

The first step of the Request Budget procesting is performed on an IBM 4381 using COBOL. It

matches the "actual year" dollar information from the Subsidiary Ledger file in the Financial

Reporting System (FRS) With the continuing dollar and full-time-equivalent (FTE) budgets from

the Budget file in the single entry Budget System. Increment tables provided by the campus bud=

get offices are then used to derive projected dollars and FTE budgets for the "request year".

To understand the extraction prOtett it it necessary to have a some technical infOrMatiOn on

the source of the data. The FRS subsidiary ledger file is a Virtual Access Storage Method

(VSAM) file Which contains dollar and attribute information for accounts, or budget units, that

are used by the departments. Each 7-digit account is further defined by i 3=digit object code

with specific object codes reserved for budget pools. Each budget pool relates to specific

expense or revenue object codes which are similar in nature (e.g. office supplies, travel,

etc.) The relationship of budget pools and object codes has been predefined in the system.
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The Subsidiary Ledger File also contains attribute information needed for the request budget.

The request budget uses two of these attributes, the State Budget Format (SBF) code and the

line number. The State Budget Format code is an attribute established at the time the a 7-digit

account is created and is used to identify the state schedule to which an account relates. The

line number is an attribute associated with a 10-digit account; It is updated weekly using the

SBF for the 7-digit account, the budget pool, the detailed object codes, and tables maintained

by the Central Finance Offitt.

The Single Entry Budget System is an online system which provides entry of all budget data,

including base amounts and FTE budgets, continuing and temporary budget revisions, temporary

reallocations, and position information. It is maintained by the Campus Budget Offices; The

budget pool record used in the Request Budget contains budget data by FRS object code for each

Subsidiary Ledger account with c budget or an expenditure; The Request Budget is only con-

cerned with those budgets that are carried forward to the next :iscal year. The continuing bud-

gets are rolled forward automatically to the next year for state funded accounts. When the Bud-

get Offices have entered all of the revisions, a backup tape file is frozen for the Phase0 run.

The third source of input information is a set of tables provided by the Campus Budget Offices.

One is the Standard Request Year Increments with increase percentages by budget pool within

campus; a second contains other major adjustments; The third table is a line number table of

required line numbers within State Budget Format with a description used for reporting purposes

only. The last source of input data is miscellaneous tables and files already established in

the Financial Reporting System; These tables files are used to determine the State Budget For-

mat and line numbers for accounts that are not established on the previous fiscal year FRS and

to derive actual FTE from the FRS dollar amounts. The first program on the mainframe produces

two reports and a summary file. The first report (Phase0) displays three sets of columns of

data; The first column is the actual dollar amount expended in the prior 'iscal year; it it

derived from the FRS subsidiary ledger file. The second set of columns is the continuing dollar

and FTE budgets from the current year ("estimated"). These data are from the "frozen" budget

file; The third set of columns is the "request" year data which is projected by multiplying

the estimated year dollars by prescribed increase factors proVided by the Budget Office and by

adding ra^ deducting !Pecial amounts provided; Totals for all columns are by line number and

State Budget Format. The second report is the same three sets of columns of dollar and FTE data

included in the Phase0 report summarized to line nuMber within SBF.
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The Download Procedure

A summary file containing one record for each line it prOduced at the time the previous main=

frame reports are run. This summary file is reformatted to an output file using a second main-

frame program. In this program the EBCDIC numerics are reformatted to ASCII numerict, each

field is separated by a delimiter, and state budget formats and line numbers can be reassigned.

The output file is then ready to be downloaded to a 360Kb PC floppy disk using Virtual Disk

Access Method (VDAM), a file transfer softWire package from vtaser-Systems. VDAM runs under

IBM's OS/MVS operating system with Advanced communications Function for Virtual Telecommunica-

tions Access Method (ACF/VTAM). iDAM and a resident terminal emulator program -the University

of Colorado is currently using IPMA -allow the PC and the mainframe, or host computer to commu-
nicate with each other and share files.

Once a user is signed_on to VTAM and VDAM a virtual disk dtiVe can be created and mounted

on the mainframe; or host computer using VDAM. Then VDAM allocates blotks Of direct access

stdrage spaces to create a VSAM file; AlthOUgh thit VSAM file acts like a floppy ditk attached

to the PC, it it not a "real" disk; Therefore VDAM lit tilled it a virtual floppy or fixed

disk, or VFD; It can be accessed by both the PC and the host computer. The PC user is allowed

tO move, or "capturc', a held outpUt file to an OS sequential dataset or a partitioned dataset

member on the host cc, i1-:. The University Of Colorado has created one sequential datatet to

be used for all down?... 'ng. At the time the host job iS Captured it can be deleted automati.=

cally from the held ouu - qtmu, fr?eilig up resources on the nutput spool. This captured out-

OUt file can then be mov-^. from the ditaset to the VFD created with VDAM. NOW the VFD can

used as if it were a ext: tiory dis: the PC. Using the DOS copy command it tan be COpied

to another fltiMoy disk. Ar ur,c )f prcessing it it necessary to dismount the virtual floppy

disk and sign off to VDAP b c *viAM.

Although VDAM has unloading as wr'' s clOwnici functions, the University of Colorado hat

limited itS Ott tu down1oLd1r3 for security and file integrity reasons. For space management

the use of a held output file Which is deleted from thu output spool after the downloading pro-

tess is complete was seleM1 because one OS sequential file can be used inttead Of many files

created fOr each user. Currently the Reuett Budget process is the only procedure using thE

downloading function but there are manv potential appliCatiOnt. Users that are currently hand

entering data into LOTUS spreadsheets kiting data from mainframe files are anxious to Ott

the downloading process of VDAM. The major problem facing them is how to get their EBCDIC num=

erics used on the IBM mainframe converted to ASCII numerics used by LOTUS and other software.
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For the Budget Office staff use both spreadsheet and database software were considered. The

Lotus spreadsheet (all 1-2-3 and Symphony versions) was ultimately chosen for several reasons.

First, the spreadsheet metaphor was familiar to most end users whereas database structures and

procedures were considered the domain of computer specialists. Second, the users needed the

ability to make modifications themselves in a relatively "clear-box" environment rather than in

the more arcane "black box" that is the normal user perception of computing. The capability

for the end user to examine directly the formulas and inter-relationships - in essence, the

source code - is the feature that has made the electronic spreadsheet the "manager's program-

ming language". In excess of four million users have some fluency with Lotus 1-2-3; a statis-

tic that few other languages can begin to approach. This decision was not taken lightly, how-

ever, because spreadsheets do not permit much error trapping to be built into the application.

Consequently more attention had to be placed on logical design so that errors would be very

OVident.

To organize the spreadsheet it was structured in a reference "screen grid" design. Since a

personal computer screen can display 20 spreadsheet rows at one time (19 for DEC and HP) and 72

characters per line that became our grid unit. The final template consisted of approximately

100 screens each displaying a maximum of about 1K of data and labels. It was decided to make

the screen image conform as much as possible to the state budget forms so that the users would

feel more comfortable with the technology. The user would thus be filling in an electronic form

rather than ering data into a special input area. The spreadsheet was "locked" against

accidental ovev-riting and user input cells - 99% data - were highlighted;

.:ould modify any label or formvlc however, by deliberately "unprotecting" a cell to make

Tc maximize user cenvenienc and access, macros - preprogrammed Lotus commend routines

- were osed extensively; Users were gi ,n several options for moving about the_template with

defaut option btrog menu selection. Custom menus are themselves a special form of Lotus

..amming and ry'.us were chained ahe cross-linked extensively. To accommodate a need

7.: 4ata Oiat always contaiEeJ more than 72 characters several columns of data

Atr: by sp^ci'i Jicplay macros; i user could opt to have any two of the three

di al..one.t.ee. Special priat_macros, selected by menu, controlled theexpan-

Oz.n o immediately prior to printing and obtained the necessary header and

fooZ:er cmpenliite for the inevitable "mis-execution" by a user an "OOPS macro" was

al4r esta5lishA to r:.et %ll parameters to default states.
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Documentatich_and_Traihing

Prior experience with developing documentation for end users led VIP tO keep print documenta-

tion to a minimum. Readers seldom consult the manuals and almost always wait until they do not

know how to proceed; The design of the menus, and the Oh=ttreen documentation were thus

intended to solve that problem; Training of budget office staff was planned frOM the Start of

the projett. Although group sessions were considered, the logistics of the situation made it

more logical to train one primary user in each location in a personalized "one-on-one" basis;

Telephone support was provided "on demand" and proved tO be vot-ii Offettive in solving 80-90%

Of the problems. Users could be talked through the process ant make torrectiOnS On the spot.

"The Bottom ti.hb

The ultimate test is to ask the question "If you had it to dO Otter again would you do it the

same way?" The development of the personal computer request budget teMplate was tathet OM=

plex, requiring a large nuMber of design decisions; Crucial to the successful development of

this package was ongoing, inforMal communications. Every team member had immediate access to

the other, and everyone was free to ask questions and make suggestibm throUghout the project.

From the perSpective of all participants this project was accepted and completed ih ohly ninety

days because an effective team approach was adopted that involved the end user in a very direct

and immediate fashion; In addition, the decision to engage an external developer enA)led the

UniVertity to optimize its scarce resources and effect a quality solution ih a veil, Skirt

period Of tithe.
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MIGRATION OF HOST COMPUTING TO MICROCOMPUTER PROCESSING
AT BENTLEY COLLEGE

Thomas Maggiacomo

Bentley College

Waltham

Massachusetts

This paper describes the Bentley College migration
from a highly centrAlized hostomputer-oriented
environment to our current mixture of
microcomputer and_host computer, and the problems
encountered distributing 4nformation from a
centralized sulject data base to a microcomputer
environment. The planned evolution from an
environment consisting of host computIng,
communication servers, file servers, ana
microcomputers to one of a centralized _processor,
departmental prncessors, and microcomputers will
be described. __Anticipated problems of
connectivity, data_base synchronization, universal
dictionaries, hardware, security, data
administration, and software will also be
discussed.
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I. OVERVIEW

Historically, most data processing resource plans_are the result
of tedious capacity planning sessions involving estimated user,
application, and hardware growth. Then a quest for a computer
that will satisfy the requirements is started. Usually, it is
the next biggest computer that the vendor makes. After much
haggling by management over costs, the upgrade is made and
everyone is happy for some period until the oemand again exceeds
the supply, and the process is started all over again.

This paper illustrates a different approach for providing
adequate computing resources for the administrative offices of
Bentley College. It is an evolution from a highly centralized
computing environment to one of departmental computing, yet
retaining the advantages of centralized info-mation.

It_will trace_the_evolution of Bentley administrative computing
from a centralized host computer to terminal environment, to a
phase of centralized host cownuter to terminals_ _and
microcomputers with intervening file and communication servers,
to a desired environment of centralized host computer networked
with departmental computers serving terminals and microcomputers
of individual departments.

Bentley_College is fortunate in having a truly centralized
"subject" data base, and the software and hardware which supports
this type of data base, the Prime Information computer. A
subject data base is one in which there is no redundant data.
For example, a person's name appears only once in the data base
and is _available in its most current form to all the offices of
the College. Many schools and businesses desire this type of
data base, but few obtain it. There are,_however, technological
and procedural problems that must be overcome if we are to retain
this type nf data base with our desired environment of
departmental computing. These problems and possible solutions
will be described later in the plan.

II. INITIAL ENVIRONMENT

When Administrative Systems started using the Prime computer,_the
configuration was that of a typical centralized computer system
(see Figure 1). This consisted of the Prime_computer connected
to the terminals through wires attached directly to the terminals
and a_front-end communications processor (Micom) and then to the
computer. If the computer or the front-end communications
processor vent down, all users were without computer service.

The initial computer was a Prime model 850, which was upgraded to
the present moJel 9950 in January 1984.

The system software was Prime INFORMATION running under PRIMOS.
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The application software was the1 I Academic Institutional
Management System (AIMS) package which had been purchased_from
MUSS. An existing Work Order/Inventory_ system was converted
from the DEC version of the program_to the Prime computer and was
written in Cobol; all other programs were written in INFO/BASIC.

In a relatively short time period (August 1982 through September
1984), modules of the AIMS package were implemented to provide
computer services to the Registrar, Admissions, Alumni,
Development, Finan-;a1 Aid, Student Fusing, Accounts
Receivables, General Jger, Fixed Assets, a eneral Mail.

Major enhancements to the existing modules and additional
customized modules were added later to provide computer services
to Purchasing, Accounts Payables, Campus Police, Student Affairs,
Continuing Education, Evening Division, and the Graduate and
Undergraduate Schools.

The basic goal_of_this_environment was to provide a reliable,
workable, integrated administrative computer system, and provide
at least basic computer service to as much of the College as
possible in the least amount of time.

III. PRESENT ENVIRONMENT

The present Prime 9950 computer wi; installed at Bentley Cllege
in January 1984. Since that time, asage of the computer has
increased dramatically. Listed below are a few factors which
show this rapid growth over a 14-month period:

FACTOR

AVG. NO. OF CONCURRENT TASKS
TOTAL NO. OF USERS
AVG. CPU UTILIZATION
NO. RECORDS ACCESSED/HOUR
TOTAL CPU SECONDS/MONTH
TERMINALS AND PRINTUS

MARCH 1985 MAY 1986

50 85
182 294
43% 78%*

643,851 1,369,599
771,824 1,127,305

93 124

*Because of the architecture of a virtual computel, Central
Processing Unit (CPU) utilization never reaches 100 percent.
75-85 percent is maximum CPU utilization for this computer.

In February 1985, a planning session was held with
representatives of the administrative departments and the
Administrative Systems staff to ievelop_a two-year computer plan.
One of the goals set by the department as a result of this
session was to provide microcomputer resources to the
administrative offices, with the objectives of providing word
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processing, spreadsheeting, secondary processing capability, and_host to microcomputer download capability.

The objectives with respect to the computer center were tooffload Some of_the_processing load and relieve the host from theheavy And increasing word processing load that it is performing.Additionálly,it would give the users independence with respectto the Prime computer in obtaining solutions to some of the minor
application needs.

There are presently over 60 microcomputers in the administrative
offices. Some of these microcomputers are connected to the hostcomputer through an local area network MANY, and a few are
attached to a file server. With this configuration, we have
entered the second phase of our evolution shown in Figure 4. Themicrocomputers are a mixture of IBM XTs and Hewlett PackardVectras (IBM AT compatibles).

ln aelition, moSt of the 125 terminals are connected through a1..AN to the Prime model 9950 host computr. Figure 2 shows thecurrent phase of the evolution.

The system software is still Prime_INFORMATION running under
PRIMOS._ Of course, several newer releases have been installedsince the initial installation. The microcomputers are using
MSDOS as the operating system.

The application_software on the host is Still AIMS, with many
enhancements and customized modules. Other administrative
offices_now serviced_ include Office of Career Planning an('
Placement, Office of Student Counseling and Development, AdulL
Referral and Information Center, Computer Equipment Inventory,
Library, Public Affairs, and Student Activities.

The administrative microcomputers are ittued_with WordPerfect andLOTUS 1-2-3 as word processing and spreadsheet software,respectively. Several of the departments have REVELATION running
on_their microcomputers and use it to download data from- thehost. _REVELATION is a 1Picksystern very similar to Prime
INFORMATION, and can also beused as a standalone databasesystem on the microcomputer. A few of the microcomputers areconnected together__using Ungermann=Bass Net/One giving themacces$ to a file server. An electronic mail System (The Network
Courier) is also available to these microcomputers.

Some technological problems_ have occurred using the download
software that had limited the expansion of this facility_to othermicrocomputers. _ There is a communication problem thatoccasionally loses records being downloaded. Modificatirns hadto be made to the host download program to allow ind4vidual
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fields of a record to be downloaded rather than the entire
record. Modifications were alsomade to the host downloadprogram to provide an audit trail of the downloaded records.
Other software is being researched in the hope that Something can
be found that Will Solve these problems.

Dramatic growth_of AIMS users and systems has caused performance
problems of the centralized host computer. Since many
technological problems have to be_sQIved before the next phase of
the plan can be implemented, an interim upgrade of the computermust occur. The present environment will be expanded_ to
introduce more microcomputers to the network for the next year or
so, At which time we will have reached maturity with this phase
of our evolution and will be ready to enter the desired
environment.

IV. FUTURE ENVIRONMENT

As the number of microcomputers and the processing demands of the
College's adminiStrative_ offices grow, otzr current computer
environment will not be able to keep pace with thede demands. In
abcut a year's time, we will have individual departMents thatWill _have processing demands that will warrant their own
computer.

Since we do not Want to abandon the advantages of the centralized
data bade_structure we have now, it will be necessary to_provide
access to the data base and still give them the processing power
they need. This is where the concept of departmental computing
comes in (see Figure 3).

This environment will require drastic changes in the way we will
provide computer resources. __Essentially, the central computer
will become a Super file server, security enforcer, and
depository for the universal directory.

AS a super_file server, it will be required to provide access to
the data base data for the noqueSting _departmental computers.
The key elements to this function will be a high-speed method of
data transfer, and a universal dictionary. The hightipeed_ data
transfer will be_supplied by the LAN. The network_now_takes on a
greater importance, as the central computer becomes just another
node_in, the network, albeit an important node. Survival of the
network becomes more important than_ survival of the central
computer, as without the central computer_some processing can be
accomplished (assuming that one of the departmental computersassumes the file Server role), but without the network there is
no access to the data.
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The universal dictionary is alrio a_major key element as it will
provide the location of the requested data, and will figure
predominately in the security of the system.

Good_software is essential in this environment. The operating
system/ network, and application softward become more tightly
integrated. The operating SyStem of the _central computer mustnow deal with the operating_ systems of the departmental
computers, and such things as synchronization of internal buffers
and cache become critical for data integrity.

Network management_boftware is critical also because the data_is
floWing throughout_the system, and thingS Such as location and
health_ of the network nodes, ttantaction volumes, and usage
statistics becom4 very important for maintenance and planningpurposes.

The functionality of the AIMS software will remain relatively the
same, but emphasis will shift from providing information to
collecting information that will be delivered to user departments
for processing on microcomputerS at their location. In this way,
the AIMS package will be the vehicle to input data into the
centralized data base.

For departments whose processing demands exceed the capacities of
a microcomputer _and require a more powerful minicomputer, major
modifications_to the AIMS software must be made to enable these
departments to run subsets of the package on_their computers;
This_arrangement has some nice advantages in_that overall system
security is enhanced because_the_department cannot access other
modules even if they could bypass the system security, as themodules do not reside on their computer, and the operating
efficiency is increased with the smaller application subset.

V. CONCLUSION

For Bentley College to remain_in_the forefront cf administrative
computing, it is necessary that a long-range plan be implemented.
This plan basically consists_ of two steps. The first is _a
required upgrade _to _the present computer to be able to satisfy
the present and short-term computer demandS. The second and most
difficult stevis to proceed toward departmental computing. This
step _will require solutions to Several_ doMplex technical
problems. However, the result will be a computer system that
will be affected less by performance problems and less expensive
incrementally.
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ELECTRONIC STUDENT FOLDERS

Robert D. Adams
David Mannering

THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

Lawrenceo Kahtat

As more-and _more_universitieS adopt_automatedsystems:fdt tracking a- student's progress_toward a
degree;_it becomes_importantit0 attess_the whole systeMof StUdent record keeping and processing.

One traditional diStribution of academicinforma7tion,has been_to keep_theiistudent'S-transcript on acentral mainframe database while petitions; and_otherexceptiOnS remain_ in,paper fileS.i In this_state thestudent record does not lend itself to machineprOCessing.

The_ Unirsity of:Kairitas_has adopted the principlethat all academiaiinfbrmation on a-student_is to be
contained in:_the_Student's transcript, Further;this
informatiOn_iit_ to_be_ coded in a Standardized,format sOthat COMputer programs can adCUrately process theentire adademic record.

_ The types-of processing performed on,the Studentrtcrii by various schools within the university_mayvery:_; _Thus the student,record is made_available,on_a
read7only:balis to_administrative miCrocomputers for
specialized processing;

KU's Akcademic Records Tracking System providesexamples of the procedural and technical issues thatarise when implementing an automated system under thisprinciple.
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EleCtripni 4Mudent Folders

The _phrase "graduation requiremeatr" is simple and well
understood. Simple and well underStood until one attempts to
evaluate the record of a student who has been at two or three
schools and has changed hiS intended _degree two or three times .

rie have all experienced this difficulty in evaluating a stu=
dent's record. Mott often we have a staff who have been in
place for a number of years amd understand, or should I say have
assumed they understand, what the intention of the original
requirements were. In most cases, they, are writtem_but in a
number of cases the intentions are part of the folklore of the
individual school. With the availability of computing power in
big and little packages all of us have thought at one time or
another of turning over this tedious "graduation check" task _to
a machine. Then ge Start the _difficult task, the algorithms for
implementing the folklore which has built up through the years.
The grandfather_ clauses, the accepted exceptions, the "we do it
this way" and other idiosyncrasies.

We soon realize that many Of_theAdiosyncrasies and excep7
tions are- small- pieceS tt tapet and_notations_ An what is -most
likely called at all tChbols; _a student's -confidential fOlder.
What we want_to deSdribe_ in this paper is how we took Auch_a
system :at the_ _College_ of_ _Liberal- Arts_ end :Sciences_ _at _the
UniverSity_Of_Kansas_ and are transferring it_to _a_ computerized
systerti.____Vie_are,still in-the traneitiOn VtOdeas which will_ take
some_ time to_ complete we watt-tb detcribe _to _you a- little of
the_history, of the- prOdeSS and :the underIining_principles which
we have adopted and the trahSition to a new system.

Let me start by describing the "old" system. There are two
parts to the student's record in the old System. The student's
transcript and what is nominally called the student's confiden-
tial folder.

The student't tran_Sdript_ is- kep t in two forms.: _ _The
official _recOrdL is paper record kept -in the Registrars
offide. A_Sedond_record. which is essentially equivalent _to_the
Official_paper record;, is kept on the studerit _Record_ Information
System,_database in the main adMinittkative_computer;_ Until
recently; :the student databasetranscript did_not,contain all of
the material 00 _the i_paper _transcript. In particular, correspon
dence courses_were kept_ only on the paper transcript. :_Thit hAS
been_ corrected_ so_ _that all of the -inforMatiOn_that _is_on_the
paper_recordis,presently contained On the StUdentdata_ base.
Unfortunately4, some courses SU-ch_: 8A COUrses transferred from
other ,universi ties CLEF_ _COUrSet_ ahd_other _ speci al types, of ,non-
standard university CoUrSeS Ate_ not in machine readable forM.
This_ means_that the diadipline _in which the course belongs iS
noted in the cdUrSe number sectit f the data base but a coLirse
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number is_not included- The information on-the spetifics_ofthecourse is contained in the course description.__AIthough thiscourse-description is standardized sUCh _a _mechanism does notlend itSelf easilvto a:machine bated_system. In factkia
univer-Sity-wideisystem or philOSOphy was mot in_place Until
recehtly_to prescribe how these Courses should be placed oh thestUdent data base;

The:second:partioUthe_student's-recordiwas the student's
confidential_folder whiCh:was_kept--- AM a_iiling_cabinet--- inthe school in which_he_ was enrolled. If,_for_exampla, a student
changed_ SChooIs_from the College Of Liberal:Arts and-SciehOettothe Sthbol

of___Business,-the:Sdhobol_of_Business -uvuld,prodUde_aheW_Confidential folder fOrthe_student._ The initial tthool_i_in
this_case_ the-Collega_of Idberal Arts and Sciencesi_would keepthe_ folder.

It_is_easy_to_see_that-a.StUdent_may end_up withseveral confidential_lblders with those Tdeces_of:informatiOhwhich:pertain to_the_ particular sch0Ol_in_which helves currentlyenrolled_but failed_ to indicate the specifics with regardk_tohis progress:_in the .other Sdhools_:Although-thiS.WaS_not aSignificant difficultyi Ofte_deit_easily_see that it it4titild_be__aSource_of, confusion. EXaMples are:easy_to_note_ __If a studentreceived_an exemption frtith_the_beginning English_ requirement inthe_ College of. Liberal. Arts and ScienCes,_th_a_transfer to_a
School-of-Business_Which_has a similar_requirement this-exemp=tion-might not_be_carrieliforwaA.- Other_modifications thrOUghpetitions or_other mechanism_Of the student's degree:1'640re-mehts- -are_kept in this-confidential_folder. Since thit_oonT-fidential folder is-furnished to_the_student evety_teMetter foradvising purposes the teddrity_of_the folders_in anY sense wasfact, the_return_of_folders-to-the:central file was notguaranteed and caused considerable difficulty.

PrObleas _related_with this _are_obvious,but,let me reviaiiithem Very. luicklyi ,Since_the_ttUdent_'_s 4mTw'ess waS. UpdatedManually this was a reladVely_slaw_process- Once aiyeat_wasthe_minimum. In someicates_a student-wouldihaVe his_folderUpdated:more often but clearly the probability_of_a studentsprogress towar.ds_degree..being_correct_at the_time be:received
his-folder:was_unlikely; _Much of_ this_updating_was done bystudent- belp_And_student help tUrhbVer_guaranteed- that therewould be _difficulty_ in- Maintaining_the_ accuracy of .theSefdlders_. A_loss of a folder and the_contained recordSiVoUld. bea_Significant loss. ThISAS__eSpecially,true-of-infOrMation suchas approved petitions, special exemptions and what haVe you.

: An alternative to the:single confidential_loIder_ wou31-be
toikeep two_folders,77:one to be retained by,the,central otfiCeand the_other issued tothe studehti___This_duplication of. -reedidhaS a cost. iIn_the College:0f Liberal _Arts and scientas4 theCbst _of _maintaining sUCh duplicate folders was Consideredprohibitive;
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In _providing ,an automated- mgraduation chedW__which would
provide_updated information to the_student_withiregards_tp_his
progress, thelolder-waS a key issue._ The_challenge_isgetting
all_academic infOrniatiOn_on__a____student_in_machine readable form
so that aiStUdeht!tiprogress_could_be determined, automatiOally_.
Part:Of theidiffidUlty_is_quite_cleari :courses whiCh.:ard_hot_in
machine_readable form__should be_placed in machine_readable_form
A_syttem_must_i_be_adopted to-code these,ini.a mnemonic_way_so that
both __this:machine-and people, can:read the_course_number, The
code_should,reflect the relatiotiShip_iof_a_course to the_students
progress:towards graduati011.:_Including all_of the information
on petitions, speCial eicemptions and:what have you, in machine
readable form _Vas..more difficult.

, In_ OnyeVent,: Our
consideratiOn6 at this point lead us to adopt three primary
principles:

I. All academic infOrMation.,__Ancluding peti-
tions and any_Special exemptions; must be
contained MI the student data base;

I . The present structure of the data base could
not be changed.

III. Only the Registrar and the*, authorized
representativeS could updat.-- the student
data base.

Prihelple__Il_emerged because the administration_felt_thatit; :Wit-114_14d too expensive to modifyi_a_number_of_their programs
and_therefore that we should accept_the_present_structure of the
data_base._ This was accepted.- _These basic principles led us-to
a number of-develOpMehtS Whieh_we_will_describe
point of thiS ga_per_is_that even though one haS aitOmptiter
programi_tb_prodeSs machine__readable student records, there are
many other_problems which must be faced prior to the Adoption of
such a system.

We will addresS below how me answered these questions in
the College of Liberal Arts And Sciences. A second question
which arose at the time when we initiated the study of thiS
sySteM, waS a choice of machine -- mainframe, mini, or micro-
The mainframe_is _obviously easier but it was not clear at the
time_we_ were considering options when_the mainframe programming
coul4 be done. At the other extreme it was not clear _that a
micro computer had sufficient memory or speed to take care of a
school with 12,000 to 13,000 students;

_Ke_VertheIeSS_, _ _we dec ded to explore- -the possibility_ tif
using a midrocomputer. We- started by writing:a rough:program
which was _equivalent; at least in processing time, td the final
system which we desired. We then used this program ac a
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benchmark to deterMine_Whether_we could,prOdeed to base oursystem on-a microcompUter._ Our initial timing Was_three to fourand a half seconds per student,--sufficiently faSt to handle mostneeds of a student body of 12,000 to 13.000.

lie_then proceeded to impleMent_the_system. The teChnicaldeadrIption___of- what waS:-dene is containedibelOW.
Mention_in_passing that aIthough_the_ibasic- -able-et:Of_ the systemWas_to_provide a,method_of furnishing to the_StUdent_an up-to7date _statement of_progress_on_demand, we found_Many_other-usesfor the basic_systerEL For example, checking_ student-athlete-afor satiSfaCtion_ef_the,NCAA acadeMiC:rules_proved, a natural_forthe system and_helped us immeaSUrably_in_keeping the-AthletidDepartment advised_ of- the Statusi_of_their various schelarshipStUdents._ Atiditional infOrMation in pre-enrollment adViting wasalSo_incorporated_as a Separate part of the systeiti. Other usesare on the drawing beard.

Once the primary principles were adopted implementation ofthe system began. Several practical guidelines_were adopted tohelp Specify the format of the new data within the existingdatabase:

1. The data must be_coded in a form that is meaningfulboth c-mouter programs and people.

2. The nc . data must be terse in order to conserve
mainframe storage.

The new data must have a minimal effect on existing
programs that access the database.

4. The_ data sbould_ be able tti be "phased into thedatabas0_ rather than requiring that the entiredatabase be updated at elide.

Sinca the structure of the_existing databaSe could not bechanged, we decided to use pseudo-courses in the studenttranscript to hold the new academic data. This solution hadseveral advantages:

1. There were already some pseudo-courses in use (foradvisor assignment and fee payment), So the concept
was both technically and psychologically acceptable.

2. The transcript was already being disseminated toStudents and advisors, So no new system for distri=
buting the new data would have to be developed.

The pseudo-courses could be implemented compactly,
quickly, and with virtually no impact on existing
computer programs.
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There Were two main arguments against the use of
pseudo-courses to represent the new academic data:

1; The cotirses would not be able to represent all of the
necessary data.

2. The courses Would create clutter on the transcript and
cause confusion.

In_answer_to_these_ arguments it was_demonstrated that_the
necessary data_could_be. cod4Ved yery tersely, (for example
only_ the effect-of a petition, not its full .text nee4 be
included), and that only a small number-of cOdeS:Weteirequireth
Clutter would-occur in some caSeS4 bUt the_Majority of:Students
would have at_ most oneOr VA, pseudocourses_on__their_trans-
cripts, Flnally* 8fte..d.tinfUSion.was admitted_ to be .a necessary
by7-product of any type 0f change in the venerable manual folder
system;

The pseudo-course has three components: a department code,
a_course number, and a course title. (It has no grade or credit
hours.) Since most of the foldtr data is not specific to a
department, a new department called "NOTE" was created just to
hold the pseudo-courses.

The second component of the NOTE course is the course
number. The first character of the field is a letter which is a
code for one of the schools in the university. =_Liberal
Arts, B = Business, E Engineering, etc.) ThiS identifies the
origin of the NOTE, since StudentS may be doubly enrolled in two
schools or transfer between schools. The rest of the course
umber is a unique _nuniber which gives computer _programs enough
nf_ormation to process the NOTE. The number has little
intrinsic meaning to a person except that as much as possible it
parallels the normal covrle numbering system.

-The course.. titleSin the_Student_transcript are_liMited_to
16: charactersi_so _the_NOTE!s_ haVe to_convey_ their_ human_readable
data__v_ia_extensive. abbreviation; The essential Anformat,.on_ can
be_captured_in_ that_space;. However,- 4t has seemed prudent to
make available to students and advisors an explanatory sheet
which demrstifies some of the more creative abbreviations.

Someicourse_titleS_AIto carry_machine. inteIligible_data;
_These_titles_have _a_specific_structure_with_places to fill_
the_ blanks with specific_ information; By including_ this
feature, the number of different NOTE's was kept to a minimum.

6
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NOTE s car be OlaSSified into three general areaSt

1. Exemptions, waivers, and advanced placement

These are the most common NOTE's, and they arise outof university rules, administrative actions, orpetitions.

An example_of a 110TE arising_trom a uniVersity rule
Wouldibe_"NOTE A101 Exmpt Engl 101 ACT._" _This NOTE
exempting the student frOrk-English 101 is applied
automatically if the StUdent's ACT English score is
above 26;

"NOTE A106 EXMpt__Oral Comm HS"- rOSAltS Irom_
adminiStratiVe detion. _A-student-who_thihkS his HiF,N
sChoolispeebh cours3s will exeMpt_hiM_from_the Oral
Communic&tions_requirement may_take his_high sch001
transcript to_ the departitieht for_evaluation, and they
will issue the NOTE if appropriate;

"NOTE Alli_EXhipt_Calculus Pet" is a an ekaMple of aNCTE arising from_an approved petition; Denied peti-tions do not create NOTE's.

2. Transfer work evaluation

A_second categOry_tif NOWs deals with OValUation oftransfer cOUrbet;__ When transfer: Vtii7k _denn_ot _be
immadiately eValriated_because it JS the_first of-its
kindiIrom a_particular institution_i___"NOTE A404-Hold
Ci:edit_ValidatID"_ is placed Oh thetranscript until the
necessary information iS Obtained from that inItit=
Ution.

Other NOTE's 1axist.tO allow flexlity in the evalua-tion of particular transfer courseo. These are of a"fill in the blank" variety and allow c(urses to be
evaluated for partial credit, t1 cancel other courses,
and to be equivalent to other courses. rin example is"NOTE A408 SPAN 1042.7H CncI", which cancels 2.7hours of the Spanish 104 course. Some of these NOTE's
may also be used on resident courses as tho result of
petitions.

3. Comments

A NOTE with a blank 1cbtSenuffibermay be entered With
a free form comaent in the title field. Thit NOTEwill be ignored during computer processing of the
transcript. These comment NOTE's are used primarily

7
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to flag special canditions that_should-be broueht_td
the ttentien of_ whoever_is looking_at the transdript
An .tiiple of this_would be "NOTE Prey Wrk Net Coded"
to_sticw_that the student has prior CdUrSe Work not in
the database;

In_the_College of Liberal Artsiand SCiences_petitions and
administrative actions are_entered intc the_student record via_a
microcomuuter based "LIdettehic_FoIder System (EFS)." EFS-iS_in
effect a window-ititO the studen's record,-both acadeffitd_and
non-academie. -The academic dti, is stored in the Mainframe
database_asi_hat been_described. non-acadeMi0 infermation is
stored_either in electronic 2..ias on_theiMidroteMputer_er An
ardhiVed_paper_reerds.- The non-academic information consists
of__t_he fun text of petitienti_summaries of Aenied petitions
records of grade changes; admissionsi_and dismissals; and-leg4
of,student conferencet. iVf.i; stores summaries of this_dataien
disk; and keeps an index to paper records still kept Oh the
student.

When logged_into a student's electronic_felder_th(E_Idminis-
trator May_obtain a copyief theistudent_transcript_direct17 from
the_Mainframei run this-tIantcript_threugh the Academic RegiirC_.
ments Tracking Systeya (ARTS); and/or enter_petition summarit et
administrative actieht.- If_the_petition has been apptieVedi_or
the-administratiVe action_generates a transactien (hdlUding_e
NOTE) agairitt _the student record,-e tratitadtie_record isforwetded_ tix_the Office-of student_Rocords for entry _onto the
Central_database. EFS keeps_a rer:!ord_ef_this transaction, and
whe-, the student transcriptits next_downloaAed from thema_3:4frame _EFS vF-rifiet that the_transaction was correCtly
entcred. If theittUdent record is_correct then the,rederd of
the transactieh_isideleted from EFS-. This asSUret_that informa-
tion 18 het-duplicated between the central databaz; and EFS.
Only_data WhichAces not_generate NOTE'S (like denied petitions)
or_ other _changes in the central student record are kept
permanently in EFS.

A NOTE appears on the student transcript like a normal
course with no_furtner explanation. Kowever, the most_common
contact a student hos with his transcript is dluring enrollment
sessions_when it appears as a part of the ARTS term. The ARTS
form, contains a detailed audit of the student's current standing
in relation to degree requirements. Part of this form liStS
explanatory information regarding special rules or problems With
this particular student's record. NOTE's will typically be
listed here as well as on the transcript. On the back_of the
ARTS form a_complete listing of NOTE's for the appropriate
school_As listed. During enrollment each student receives an
ARTS form to take to his advisor, so the NOTE's are well
documented at this critical time.

8
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Implementing tbe_NOTE deprtment_has gone smoothly tith aminimum of side effects, A of yet no student has tried toenroll in a NOTE department course;
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SUPPORT FOR MANAGEMENT MICROCOMPUTING

ONE STEP BEYOND

Kathy ealy Brey
Ito) .-. Gruver

Lehif Uni- ersity
Bethlehem, PA

The rapid acquisition Of Microcomputers by administrative
offices on campus tequiret a Support response somewhat different than
that_ which addressed the Ptoliferation of faculty microcOniptitdit,
University managers and others involved in primarily adininittrative,
rather than academic functions; need a more structured microcoirputAl
support mechanisin than the'traditionally mare independent academic
and research pekSonneL__Lehigh has rtsponded tiaithiS SUpport
challerg- with_the establishment of the Information Center which
addresse, Ihe special needs of the adiatinistrative_oommunit.: TheInform:. on _Center provides UniVóttity administrators 1) acceSt
to_central:y located and SUppOrted Zenih microcomputer sySterfit, 2) a
Home Education Loan Program (HELP) which provides mictOcOMputer
systems on:long-mini ',ova_ for at-home learning,and 3) aectSi to
portable microcomputet syttenis for ptofeSSional travel and off campus
wrorkithrough_the_Portable Education Pirogram (PEP). _This payer
&Scribes:the evolution o: the Lehigh University_Information Center,the current status of its prOgtams, and -ovides a retrospective
analysis of its develOpMent.
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LEHIGH UNIVERSITY

Lehigh University is a _private, coeducational uhiversity rounded_ in 1_865 in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. It it dedicated to educating the complete person; while
at the same time pursuing_aggressively the research which makes a complete
education possible. The University has an_undergraduate enrollment of 4,400 and a
graduate enrollment of_14900 in four colleges: Arts & Science, Business &
Economics; Engineering & Physical Science, and Education. Advanced study and
researchat Lehighis conducted in 16 interdisciplinary research ceritert and eight
University _institutes; as well as in individual departments. Total research
expenditures exceed $21 million.

A full-time staff of nearlT 1;100 indiVidualS -Conducts the_business of the
University. Lehigh employs 370 facultY, 300 Professional; and 400 support staff
working in over two million square feet of classroom; labor..;tory, and off:ce
space. The value of the current physical plant is $313 million which vigil increase
significantly with the Universit.":, recent acquisition of Bethlthein Steet Homer
Research Laboratories. Generous .,upporters and befiefactOrs of the University
continue their_contributions to an endowment Of $158 Million. This year's
operating budget $108 million *hi-eh tupportS öne of the Unive7sity's most
ambitious undem trigs on its history: the Lehigh University Network.

NETWORKING at LEHIGH ;

InteCom IBX/80

After a year or rc,tory stucly and review, and anoth,tr year's intensive
search, Lehigh cont. Ath InteCOrn Of DallaS for a caMpus-wide voice/data
communications network. It it the most complicated zonstruct', prpject in the
University's history. This network of heady enough twisted-pair wire and fiber
optic cablt to encircle the globe links 126 campus buildings, includir '.. cl,sst oms,
offices; laboratories; and living areas. These links position Lehigh on the
threshold of a new era in education.

The Lehigh Network has the highestritiö of data to_voice_ ports at any carnpu
in the eduntry. Sixty percent of theithighiNetwork communications lines are
dedicated to data. It is a highly_data-intensive system designed to support ithe
revolutionin how education takes place, as well _as :n how the enterprise of
education is managed. The Network brings all the resouats Of the University into
each individual office, elpF.c:room, laboratoryi and living area.

Mainframes & Micros

Simultaneous voice and_data lines_ for all memb,-rs of the Lehigh community link
indiViduals_to each other;to over iS campus mainframes and mini-computerl:. and to
the vastarray of data resources outside the University. An integral part of the
implementation of the Lehigh Network_was a plan for dittribvtion of miei-ocomputers
to all Lehigh faculty and installation of miciO ottoit at University public
sites. With the cooperation of Zenith Mt% Syttefrs, Lehigh has provided; at no
cott to departmentsi microcomputer "windows" the Lehigh University Network for
aid' faculty member. In addition; approximately 200 Zenith ii1iLroF hilve been
installed in 2ublic sites, such as the libraries, and micro labs across the campus.

ONE STEP BEYOND . . . Pdke 1
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Since microcomputer sytteiiii Withautsof tware are of little functional value, theUniversity has provided with eachinicrocomputer system a "software survival kit".This kit CciliSists of the_site-licensed packages Freestyle and Inte dc for_wordprocessing_ and spreadiheet_respectively, and several public_domain packages for database, graphics and communications. Provision of this kit makes the microcomputer
immediately_usable; Nevertheless, while the "free" software is adequate fo: mostfaculty_and_student needs, it does fiat Meet the needs of most administrtitive -officeenvironments. Other software Which does is supported by the Information Ce:iter andis discussed below.

Network Services

These microcomputers, mainframes, atid communication links are themselves veryimportant tools for Lehigh. However, the point at which they all come together isNetwork Services._ It is here that the machine-to-machine data capabilitiet of thedigital PBX and the people-to=PeoPle information and communication faeilities arebased. Lehigh and IBM art involved in a two-year joint study project to develop a"network services" prototype for colleges and universities. This Lehigh/IBM projectimplements its information communication setiices under the MUSIC (McGill Universitysystem for Interactive Computing) operating SyStem. Lehigkis working with the MUSICtetit to develop and document requireinefitt for product considerat'In.

Lehigies _network server isian IBM 4381,_ m.:Jel 13; It supports titctrOnit_iiiaili
calendaring and scheduling, file and teit services; printing services, amtiMtinicationsta the tibrary on-line catalog; other University computers and access to eiternalnetworks. Potential future services _could include on-line class and okam schedules;bulletin boardsi a software library; and access to departmental acethinting
informatiOn. _User support is a major part of "netWork :.ervices": and an online,
conteXt=sensitive HELP facility is provided in Order tc, belp members of the LehighcOmmunity use this sophisticated tO01 ittoSt effectively; A consistent user i;..erfactwith the same menus and screen foritiats helps reduce confusion. Cur,ftntly, thenetwork is operating with a volunteer group of facolty, staff, and students; butnet;;ork services will be made available to the entire campus community during the
Spring of 1987.

COMPUTING at LEHIGH ; ; .

Lehigh, us most institutiont, relies greatly upon computing resources for
instructional, researrh, and aJministiative processes. Symbolic of the new era ofcomputing at Lehign was th dedication in Spring 1985 of the new E. W.
Fairehild;Martindale Library_ and Computing Center. Th's facility houses the
Computing Center and Administrative Systems officts, a large user's area,
microcomputer lab ant the central site's four mainfrtmes: a Control Data CorporationCyber 180/850, a Digital Equipment Corporatior DECsystem 2065, an IBM 4381 model 13,and an IBM 4381 model 11, the latter uteri exclusively for administrative proceSsing.

Administrative Computing

Support of administrative computing at Lehigh is the task of the Administrative
Systems Office. The ce is compoted of three sections:_ (I) Systems and
Programming, (2) Infwitiation Center. cod (3) Data Management Off..c. Systems idprogramming provides new syttems design, systems analysis, and programming Seivices.

ONE STEP BEYOND . . . Page 2
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The Information Center is responsible for microcomputer support and is described in
detail below. The Data Management Office is responsible fot managing the online and
batch production data and applications, scheduling arid running production jobs for
the users, and providing batch data entry support. Total staff of the Systems
Office is 23.

Administrative Applications

None of the administrative applications are over 5 years 1d, and each
application is available real-time, online. Although there is a mix of purchased
and Li-house developed applications, major applications-were purchased from
Information Associates, Rochester, NY. They include: Financial accounting,
accounts payable; purchasing; Human Resources; Student Systems - student records;
financial aid, student billing & receivables; and Alumni/De.'clopment.

The implementation of rzticro-mainframe data sharing (download/upload) for a'l
applications has been a major recent endeavor. Prior to this project, there were no
specific, publishe,.: University guidelines for information responsibility and
security. There certainly was a need for such policies before, but now there is an
even greater need.

There is a formidable amount of physical security_in the administrative
network Dedicate"; terminals and printers iniocked offices; no microcomputer
connections, nr or _downloading; password protection (for communications
lines; app1icat .a elements); and secured distribution of output all
support contr: _;3 to information ilnd printti rem ..ts. However, making data
availabk :muter use permit.-) easy changing of information and further
electronic distrib..)n to unauthorized user._ How is distributed information
protected? Given people's almost unquestioning acceptance of computer printed
output as a legitimate informati,sn_ source, how is database authenticity maintained?
How can information that is nncontrolled e sai eguarded? The Micro-Mainframe Data
Sharing Policies & Procedures Manual (availabl", upon reque.,i) addresses these
questions and identifies information as a University asset, exp!4ins the purpose of
data security, lists responsibilities, and details procedures.

Support

The computing support which Lehigh delivers as an institution varies, of
course, with_ the needs of_different user groups. The form in which we provide that
support depends upon the natur of the differences between they. groups. At Lehigh,
there have been two major user groups: academic/research and administrative.
Academic and research support rvices are concentrated in the Computing Center's
User Services office and adminl.trative support services are provided by the
Administrative Systems Office. The form in which support is provided depene.s upon
1) the user's level of computing independerce, and 2) where they go for support.

The academic and renarch communities are much more independent in their use of
computing. They run their own jobs. They pick up their own output. They backup
their dstabases. Quite often, they develop and modify their own programs.
Administrative users, by comparison, can be characterized as dependent - a
chaTacteristic encouraged by the traditional administrative convating structure.
They are provided ongoing application program support, production support,

ONE STEP BEYOND ; ; ; Page 3
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/cec:ove.F erti disaster planuing. Although they are intimately involved inapplicat v;ts, involvemnt is usually limited to the functLnal aspects.y rely upon thc dminLtrative Systems Office to take care of the technical

The locus of support is also dif ferent for ac lemic and administrative users.The academic and research communities have a central site orientation. Their
computing power, their help desk and hot line, consulting support, and training are01 at the _central site. They are accustomed to bringing their problems "in" to theComputing Center. Administrative users, on the other hand, are accustomed to having
support delivered.

Microcomputing Changes

In planning for microcomputer support, these user differences must be taken into
account. For the academic users, microcomputing provides "central site" computing_
power to individuals who are already accustomed_to usir.F. that power themselves. For
administrative users, microcomputing adds new demands and responsibilities:
development, testiag, trouble;shooting,_backup, security, and information
management. These are responsibilities they are not used to dealing with. Support
services have to be available to help administrative userS cope with their new
responsibilitiet. Our goal is to help users develop theSe newly required skills,rather than assume the responsibility for them.

The critical support service differences correspond to key differences in theuser groups. In the area of Data Ownership, academi:: 2sz.rs usually have
individual custodial retpontibility. Administrative: 'icer , on the other hand,
require interdepartmental data sharing with central r.!,. responsibility. TheSoftware Choicei of academic users are dictated by i dual preferences, whilethe choices of administrative users are dictated by University and departmental needsand goals. Problem-solving among_academic users is normally internally generatedand geared to discovery support. The process is often more important than theresult. Problem-solving among administrative users, however, is externally forced
and geared toward deciSion-support. The process is rarely as important at the
result. Academic computing has always been end-user computing. Computing
Responsibilities have resided_traditionally with.the usm The tradition in
administrative computing has been to rest computing respontibility with Data
Pi:).cessing. Requirements for Direction And Control are Significantly different
in these two_user populations. Academic computing is guided hy the principle ofacademic freedom. Non-standard hours are the norm and flexible tim,.ibles are
common. Administrative computing is subject to extensive internal and external
regulation. Standard hours and rigid timetables are the norm.

Because of these significant differerces, support mechanisms to meet
administrative needs must include:

Policies and procedures to clarify data ownership and accessibility.
Standards to guide software selection and use.
Immediate help (hot line, consultants) and prohlem-solving.
Policies to control security, backup, maintenance, and information releaw.

ONE STEP BEYOND . Page 4
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THE INFORMATION CENTER ...
The InformatiOn Center meets the special needs of the University administration

through centrally located equipment and services, on-site and phone help, and
education progrania, information Center equipment iconsiStS Of Zenith microcomputer
systems, several donated by Zenith Data SysteiriS._ The Walk 4n Center is equipped with
one AT,.compatible ZW-241 and Mb XT=comPatibla ZW-158's; The 241 is used by the
Informat;on Center manager fOr deVelopment of educational materials, sample
applications, communicationt, and program management functions. The 158's are
available at all tiiireS to UniVarsity administrative personnel .; professional and
support stiff for word processing; spreadsheet, data base, network communications,
or other applications;

In addition to the Walk-In Center machines, five additional micros support the
Information Center's education programs. Two XT-compatible 158s are dedicated to
the Home Education Loan Program, and three ZFL-171 Portable micros are used for the
Portable Education Prosram. Most of thisInformation Center equipment is maintained
in a secure, alarm-equipped office environment. However, the Portable Education
Program, by its very nature, demands additional protection. After investigating
numerous alternatives, the Information Center obtained a microcomputer insurance
policy covering its equipment and media against loss or damage. Most policy
restrictions are acceptable and the portables are covered in most situations.

'renter Services

Ark_ important Part of Center services is the walk-in use of Microcomputer systems
and software; L contrast to the University faculty, administrative offices were not
provided with microcomputer systems. TheSe Offices are required to purchase micros
with i'ieir own funds, which means inevitably the sacrifice of other resources. For
those ccfices as yet unable tO Ora:Ste a micro; the Walk,In center is particularly
valuable. In addition,offiCes Whiet do have microcomputer systems may have
occasional need fos "tware which they cannot afford to buy. The Walk-In Center
7 e es th;s r eee, as well,

_Infcimation Center staff members assist administrative users in the development
of inicrocompuier_applications using Center SuppOrted Software. _While the Information
Center cannot mandate the purchate Of ipetifiC Software for administrative use, it
encourages the purchase Of nettain StiftWare Which fulfills administrativkt
requirements by providing strong support for that software; Center supperred
software_includes IBM Firted DiSk Organizer, MultiMate Advantage, Le7-1S 123, and
dBASE III Plus. These cnmprehensive software packages cover the largest range of
adminittratiVe ar-Ocations _and meet Center criteria for edtrinistrative softwarc:
ease7of-use, maturity and support, and transportability. Cen, supported software
pazkages are e.r,ona the top te torpO:ate bost;sellers aid rated well by independent
software evaluatOrs.

Information Cer,ter t!aff provide a wioe range of applicatic.i developmt .t
assiato,oce for administrative areas, from project conrultatiol to project management,
or campl:_tt system Jevelopment. Etatmple,, of this assistance :.;- rioed to-oiate
hick, e: project conglhation to the Of fico of inorciai Aid in th,. development of a
dflksS,F, HI Pin' Work-study .0ob Management ei Nri !' Tni.;nr- project consultaCon to

3ffic. or k a r ee Piannin3 & Placement . ,1-1,e1qm _ f dBASE III Pius
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Recruiting Information System, and ongoing project management and system developmentassistance to the Graduate Office for the developmen, 3 dBASE III Plus -aduateAdmiSSionS Information System.

As_part of its charg.t tsst administrative of ficet in the_transitionincorporation of mic. in_the conduct Of University business, tInformation Center ,:s data and convertion So.Yices. A substantial part of th:sAlrvice cOMponent is directed toward officet curren_Cy equipped with IBMDitplayWriter systems. In order to encourage and assist these offices in con;crtingto Micros and the tremendously incroated flexibility they provide, the CenterProvides complete Disp1;-..-writer filo conversion including: TextPack to DCA or ASCTI,and ReportPack to ASCII - at a nominal fee per diskette converted.

Micro-mainframe data sharing; as described under Administrative Applicationsabove, has been implemented through the testing and purchase of software, and theformulation of policies and procedures to guide this process. The transfer of dataprocessing responsibiitie: that accompaniet the transfer of mainframe data must beguided and supported in a way which iraPoSos as few restrictions as possible, while atthe mine time ensuring mainframe-quality data security and integrity.
_ The Information Center has also begun the implementation of an administrativetest-site fur the use of automated tape backup. After extensive evaluation andtesting of tape backup systems, the Center has settled on a system which meets thecrucial criteria for administrative use: ease of use, transportability, andequipment compatibility. The supported system has been functioning flawlessly in theInformation Center for approximately two months and will be installed in test-mode inthe Office of the Controller shortly.

On-Slte & Phone Help

Information Center staff members spend a significant prop action of their timeproviding orpsite and phone help. The Information Center makes equipment andsoftware recommendations, assists the user office in installation of purchasedequipment and software, and provides follow-up assistance, for example, upgrades

Troubleshooting user's difficulties, either Olt the phone; or on-site in theuser's offite it a daily responsibility. If the probln Cannot be resolved on thephone in a reasonable amount of time (apPEOXiinately one half hour), then anInfOrrnation Center staff member goes, as Soon Ala possible, to the office reqUeStingattittance. Iv formation Center staff perform sof (ware and hardware troub. hoe,tingand preliminbry equipment diagnostics. This on-site assistance is mrtkalarlyimportant for administrative offices which are up agentt deadlines constantly inconducting analytes or producing reports.

why of these offices have been acciittomed to f ast, on-site response frOMvendori Sileh as IBM. Since administratiVe offices are obligated to pay fOr their OwnMicrocomputers and have sacrificed, Oonsequently, some other resource to ge thesemachines, they want aS much productivity s': possihle, as soon as possible. Inaddition, it is the University's goal to encourage th. prodactive use of
microcomputert and the new communications netw.:,:k. Therefore, every effort is madeto assist officea With this transition, and everything PoSsible is done to resolveproblems quickly:

ONE STEP BEYOND . . . Page 6
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Education Programs

The Infr,rmation Cenc i education programs for administrative users in a
number of areas. Informal educat;on is conducted on a daily basis during every
contact with users. Each encountet is treated_as an opportunity to inform and fostc,..
independence. education programs include an Introduction to Computers,
Microcomputing for Managers, the Home Education Loan Program (HELP), and the
Portable Eetveation Program (PEP).

Introduction tzgomouters is a two hour, lecture/diScutsion session conducted in
an informal, non-threatening setting, away frOM cOmputert. Thit introduction is
designed to encourage positive attitUdes towards computers by providing basic
introductory information The throe MO Or goals of this workshop are, . I) to make
participants aware of the resources and help available to them, 2) to convince
participaots tbat computers are not so mysterious, and 3) to encourage participants
to begin integrating micros into their life at work.

Microcomou_tingjoijAgnagers, on the other hand, demonstrates the importance and
use of microcomputers in a managers work. The half day workshop begins wit': a
discussion of the obstacles and incentivet to management use of micros. Resources
which support management use of microcomputing_are then described. Of particular
importance to managers is a discussion of policy issues relevant to microcomputing
Data integrity,_security and legal obligations are areas for which managers are
directly responsible. Therefore, management responsibilities are made explicit 2nr,i
discussed. A hands-on session in dBASE III Plus follows the discussion section c:
the workshop. Participants are provided with a "live" data set downloaded from
mainframe application system, and guided through a typical management exploia,,
that data.

_The Ligunt_Edu_cadoi_Losin_Ersagrinit is designed to provide University professional
staff with the opportunity to explore the uses of microcomputing in a non-threatening
envirorrnent, f'ree from time and !taff pressures - in their homes. The unstructured,
error-tolerant- environment in a mcnager'q home encourages longer periods of
uninterrupted micro use and a more concentrated and efficient learning effort. This
results in higher learning payback than brief encounters in a busy, high-visibility
office setting. Newly acquired skills can be applied quickly to professional tasks
and translated easily _into a requirethent for microcomputing in the office.
Information Center staff provide intensive start-up assistance to participants in the
Home Loan Education Program. After-hours phone and, if necessary, on-site help is
provided. The education and subsequent Support of mat 'gets are critical to the
achievement of the University's joals in incorporating microcomputing and nett..orl,ing
into the fabric of Lehigh administration.

(le ranable Education Proaram ensures that developing microcomputer and network
skills can coniinue to be used away from the campus at seminars, conferznces, or
other professional meetings. These portables are provided to managers with a
standard software pack which includes MS-DOS, network communications, and word
processing. Additional sof tWare can be made available, or manners can supply their
own. The Information Center also loans these portables for short-term home use, if
they are not alroldy committed for professional travel.

ONE STEP BEYOND . . . Page 7



nittite Directions & Goals

Based upon the experienceS Of this past year, the University has established anumber of zoals for the Information Center: Additional_ staff and an improved Walk-InCenter environment are priorities: _At the present time the Center staff consists ofone fultAime manager and one half-time consultant. The goal for the coming year isto increase the half:time consultant's positien to full-time; In addition, thephytical environment of the Walk =In Center will be improved with some additionalatoustic partitions, library shelf Space, and work space.

A top priority for the coming year is the acquisition of a laser printer for theinforration Center. The University has standardized on the Hewlett-Packard laserjetline ,d administrative offices are quickly acquiring these sophisticated printingdevic,l, The Information Center must be able to provide full support for this
prodt :t and the software which drives it, but cannot do so without its own device forregt':.r use and testing.

'ne of the ever-present problems for administrative offices is lack of funds.many University offices have been able to reallocate resources, or through someoth. r creative means find the dollars to purchase microcomputers for theirusc-, they continue to come up short of funds for the purchase of appropriateadministrative software. The Information Center is working to persuade the"riiversity to establish a Software Fund similar to research or equipment fund:available to the academic community. Administrative offices could then apply formonies from this fund to finance the purchase of required microcomputer software.
In spite of the fact that the issues of data integrity and security areaddressed in the Information Cente:'s education programs, a more systematic andthorough pivgram of security awareness must be implemented during the next year.Lehigh is a member of the Information Systems Security Association and InformationCenter management takes an active role in developins, using,and disseminatingsecurity information and programs. Administrative Systems is working currently withthe Internal Audit office at Lehigh to design a security awareness program forUniversity employees.

Local Area Networks must also be addressed in the coming year. The Universityhas tested a number of_network products, but not yet standardized on network hardwareor software._ Many administrative officeS requetted_that the_Information Centerexplore the feasibility of LANS in their environment. And there are many office
environments where a LAN would in fact be appropriate. Therefore, the InformationCenter will actively investigate and test this technology for administrative offices.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, promoting effective use of _the LehighNetwork is g goal to which all_others ultimately contribute. The University hasinvested an unprecedented amount of resources in the purchase an, installation ofthis campus-wide communications network. If the full potential of this significantinvestment is to be_realized, then substantial Information Center efforts must bedirected at educating as many administrative Personnel as possible in effectivenetwork use.

ONE STEP BEYOND . . . Page 8
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IN RETROSPECT ;

The Information Center has been in existence just slighti y over one year. We
believe it has provided a high level of service to a significat population. Several
factors have played a major part in helping us offer needed services. Certain
directions were consciously chosen; certain things just happened Not everything
that we tried turned out positively. We learned a lot along the way.

("-qeentrate efforts on achievable objectives.

Our initial plan for the Information Center was to provide general
administrative consulting (mainframe hlt microcomputer). As it happened, the demand
for microcomputing consulting quickly consumed all the time of our entire staff (of
one). And that was okay. At least we were providing a desperately needed service.
The other objectives could wait temporarily. At several othe- noints in time, we
again evaluated our position. It remained unchanged. We cle.:ided to concentrate and
expand microcomputer support at the expense of other previously desired services.

Attempt to extend limited reslurees with Partnerships.

When the Information Cehter staff position was created, wct were provided with
enough funds for a works:i ion, a microcomputer, and in:tial training. There was no
operational budget or mc---t for software. We had to make it on our own. We decided
to look for partners with resources.

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS - For us, Zenith proved to be a major milestone, not only
because they donated equipment, .ecause it was our first proposal f or support.
Lehigh had an agreement with Zenith to sell microcomputers to the University at
favorable prices- Ws approached 0.31 for hardware and software to assist in
developing rnicrocomptr: sr literacy in the administrative arm of the University. We
didn't get what we asked for. But, we did get enough to start the T-Iome Education
Loan Program and the Portable' Education ;-'..ogram. You only get one chance, so ask for
what you need and can support.

LEHIGH UNIVERSITY MICRaCOMPUTER STORE - Next we approached our campus
micro store flr he"- The store .7ould obviously benefit from any sales we could help
generate wi v progra.ns. We got a positive response, but the current
financial pos Store precluded any extensive help. The Store was able to
give us two % -r eitly received as a sales bonus from the printer vendor. The
Store also prov,tic:` lierc-oy upgrades, earrying case and modems for the portable
machines. Look. ins;de year instituticn for donation of resources.

OTHER VENDORS - In desperate need o: laser printer, we contacted a full-service
(sales, maintenance, software support, consulting) printer verdor; Since they could
provide services which we could not, we 'ered to showcase their printers in our
walk-in center, believing that this coopera.;%e erfrt could benefit us both.
Unfortunately, our institution'sipurchasing off:re IW,r. an agreement (non-contractual)
With another vendor to supply the same products. Th crlosen vendor would _not provide
the same level of support, but did offer a kwer price. We were not able to do
business; Know your institution's purchasing policies. When existing policies don't
help you meet your business objectives, work to change the policies.

ONE STEP BEYOND . . . Page 9
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DEVELOPMENT & ALUMNI OFFICE - Present a proposal to your development office.They may have unrestricted funds or be able to help you raise money specifically foryour needs. Ask Alumni to earmark contributions for your office. Be inventive, trynew ways.

Try to rerlace competition wl cooperation. Be willing to try and keep trying.
*i ..ehigh we have at lorast two other organizations which provide microcomputingsuppo:t: the Computing Ce,..ter and the Miciticomputer Store. We try to prevents rviec overlap with the other groups by limiting our software support, Workshopprograinti software and hardware evaluations; We meet regularly With both groups torevieW recent problems and new products; and to find out What each is doing. Don'ttolerate infighting, petty jealPusy, or other destructive forces which could disruptachievement of yOtir goals. Go to the highest levelt n 'cessary to deal with this.

Win rapper-level management support. It makes things happen.

Our upper management has been extremely supportive. Develop a wrhten planspecifying your goals. Convince management that by helping you meet your goals theywill help ensure Vie institution will meet its. Demonstrate progress toward meetingyour goals.

user Support. Without users; what good art; we?

Nothing helps more than satisfied users. When introdueng new services, startout on a small scale working with one or two offices initially. Not only does itlimit the extent of potential disasters, but it gives the users a stake in theoutcome, a feeling that they are important and are getting attention, and enables thetechnical staff to develop a much closer relationship with user office staff thanmight normally be possible. In succeeding projects, work with a different set ofinitial users.

Find de* ways to nay the bills. Ok fkir non-traditional financing Soiittes.
Try to determine how much the institution is paying for outside microcomputingconsulting services. We found tens of thousands of dollars were being spent foronetime system development. We were able tc get additional staff in spitL. nf anextremely tight budget, based upon our ability to provide continuing services at farless cost. Charge for some services. You may be able to partially finance newservices. Our data conversion service is payirg far tape backup boards which we willprovide to user offices.

Find dedicated, capable people and try to keep them.

This is not such a novel approach to success. We have not only excellent,extremely capable Information Center staff, but a very cooperative, very professionalSystems staff in general, helping to support the Information Center.

ONE STEP BEYOND . .
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MICROS AND FACULTY: A DEVELOPMENTAL
APPROACH TO INSTRUClIONAL ENHANCEMENT

Morell D. Boone
Dean, Learning Resources

and Technologies

Robert L. Ferrett
Director, Cent& for

Instructicnal Computing

Eastern Michigan University
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

ABSTRACT

In 1984, Eastern Michigan University created the_Center for
Instructional Computing (CIC) to inform it: faculty about the
use of the microcomputer and its potential for instructional
enhancement. In January, 1986; the CIC became the central com-
ponent in an administrative reorientation toward an emphasis on
faculty involvement in the development and use of learning
technologies.

This paper will: 1) Introduce the topic; 2) Review the
background supporting such an approach; 3) Present the institu-
tional setting; 4) Discuss the formation of the Learning Re-
sources and Technologies administrative structure; 5) Describe
the CIC's program; 6) Demonstrate the C1C's impact; and
7/ Draw a set of conclusions about tnis approach.
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Introduction

Along with many_other educational institutions, Eastern Michigan Univer-
sity is trying to address the question, If computer technology is an impor-
tant part of instruction and learning, how do we plan for its development and
use?

This paper deals with this question and Eastern's attempt to answer i .

An opportunity for faculty development in the use of microcomputers within a
reoriented administrative structure emphasizing the development, use and
support of learning technologies will be discussed.

Background

The emergence of the microcomputer as a serious tool for information
processing is causing significant changes on many college campuses. Even
though mainframe computing has been available-for faculty use in teaching and
research; its:impact:has notbeen felt . in_most instructiontlisettings. How-
ever, the .potential impart . of the:microcomputer has institUtions rethinking
the role of computing in :nstruction and learning;

In the recently released "Carnegie Recommendations on Undergraduate Edu-
cation," it is suggested, " computer hardware should not be purchased be-
fore a comprehensive plan has been developed, one that covers personal-
computersi_information services* and the use of technology by the itiStin-

This_seems to be a_ wise_suggestioni_especially in light of the _

debate on defining "computer literacy"_combined with_the_unresolved issue of
hardware compatibility. However; the problem for-many institutions is either
the "revolution"-has already begun without such:planning, or the resources,
both human and fisc31, are insufficient to provide for appropriate planning.

According_to_the_19847785 Higher_Education_Utilization_Study (HEUS)*:
planning is taking place_in about two-thirds of all_institutions surveyed;
Specifically; either a task force has been appointed; or an individual
administrator designated to:look into the use of audio, video, and computer
for instructional-purposes.2 Even with some evidence of thinking or, in
some cases,_planning_about_computers in'instruction, the fact still remains
that; unlike administrative computing;_instructional computing depends on a
group=of intermediaries (faculty) between the technology and the end
benefactor (students).

Managers of campus computing traditionally have been expected to work
with a_well defined need:for computer applicatiov, but-the new task of_ =

integrating computers with instructional methods is a different_challenge.3
Consequently; planning and implementation for instructional computing has not

1"Text of Carnegie Recommendations on Undergraduate Education," The
Chronicle of Higher Education. November 5, 1986, p. 21.

2Steven W. Gilbert and Kenneth C. Green, "New Computing," Change.
May/June, 1986, p. 34.

3Judith A. Turner, "Role of the Computing Director Is Increasingly
Managerial," The Chronicle of Higher Education. September 17, 1986, p.



happened at the same rapid pace as it has for administrative computing.

Keeping the various factors of present reality in mind, the question is,
What can, or should we do about bringing microcomputers into instruction? We
do have data from a dozen or so pioneering, technologically sophisticated
institutions, such as Brown and Carnegie Mellon. These universities haVe
attempted to promote campus use of new technologies in several stages of
implementation to:

1) Provide initial access to the technology for students and faculty.
2) Provide training for faculty.
3) Provide general softwre.
4) Provide instructional software to meet individual needs.
5) Provide related support services.4

However, many of their experiences are labeled "unique" and seldom seem
to offer much help for "my" particular campus. Computer implementation
issues have not become more clearly defined. On the contrary, they have be;
come more complicated and harder to resolve. _With problems becoming more
complex, pressure mounts on each campus to either lean toward Harvard's Derek
Bok's statement, the "ekperience should make us wary of dramatic claims for
the impact of a new technology,"5 or move toward Houston's Richard Van Horn's
position, that "The computer is, then, an exceptional learning tool. But it
is exceptional,_not because of the technology by itself, but because of the
fit between technology and the basic elements of the learning model."6

If the computer technology is a good fit in the learning process, up to
now it has not promoted a fundamental change in higher education -4 Why? For
computer technology to show an improvement in teaching and learning, two
things must happen. First, faculty must be assisted in learning how to use
microcomputers in terms of their own teaching methods. Second, organiza-
tional traditions must be reoriented to accommodate the motivation of faculty
to integrate microcomputer applications into their own instruction.7 With
these two conditions addressed, an institution should be able to begin to
introduce an opportunity for instructional enhancement that will lead to a
fundamental change in teaching and learning effectiveness.

Institutional Setting

Eastern Michigan University (EMU), located in southeastern Michigan, is
a comprehensive University with a current_enrollment of 23,000 E-udents
(17,000 undergraduates) and a full=time faculty of 650. In Septewber, 1986,
a survey about faculty use of microcomputers was conducted with the assistance

4Gilbert, p. 35.

5Gilbert, p. 35.

6Richard L. Van Horn, "Brave New Worlds: Computers Revolutionize
Learning," Educational Record. Winter, 1986, p. 17.

7Gregory A. Jackson, "Technology and Pedagogy," Change. May/June, 1986,
p. 57.
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of the University of Michigan's National Center for Research to Improve Post-
secondary Teaching and Learning (NCR1PTAL). The results showed that 45 EMU
faculty are presently using microcomputer applications in their instruction.
However, almost an equal number (40) requested immediate assistance in
learning how to use such applications in their instruction. These results
are not surprising, since EMU has yet to develop a comprehensive micro-
compvting plan, but has adwpted a strategy to develop faculty awareness of
computing applications in instruction mld a reorientation of the Academic
Affairs Division's organizational approach to microcomputer applications in
instruction.

In 1983, Provost Ronald W. Collins took deliberate action_in response to
the establishment of the first general-purpose microcomputing laboratory for
students. He asked Dr. James Spain, a Professor at the Michigan Technologi-
cal University, to come to EMU as a Visiting Professor of Chemistry for the
1984=85 academic year. Or. Spain's assignment was to launch a faculty de-
velopment effort, to be known as the Center for Instructional Computing (CIC).
Working directly with Provost Collins, Dr. Spain introduced approximately 30
faculty members, mostly in the sciences and education, to an Apple environ-
ment and assisted them in using exiSting software and_in developing their own
software applications. In addition to working directly with these 30 faculty,
he also held campus-wide_workshors to begin to raise interest for microcom-
puters in instruction These activities set the stage for an expanded role
for the CIC during the 1985-86 academic year. An EMU College of Technology
Lecturer, Robert Ferrett, became the CIC's second Director. Changes were
made in the approach and the reporting line. The approach was changed to
concentrate on an MS-DOS (IBM) environment with the Apples being loaned to
faculty needing them. Also, the direct administrative reporting relationship
was charged from Provost Collins to Dr._Morell D. Boone, the Director of the
Center of Educational Resources. What follows is a description of what has
happened in regard to the organizational reorientation and the assistance
given to faculty in using microcomputers.

Learning Resources and Technologies (LR&T)

In January, 1986, a reorientation of the administration of resources and
technologies for instruction and learning was implemented. A Dean's position
was created to oversee the development of linkages of information and educa-
tional technologies to the library, media and instructional support services
(including the student microcomputing lab), and the classroom. Dr. Morell D.
Boone was_promoted from his previous position as Director of the Center of
Educational Resources to the Dean of Learning Resources and Technologies. In

addition to the administrative responsibilities of such an activity, Dr.
Boone also established a Learning Technologies Development Unit. The first
component to be implemented and physically incorporated into the revised
organizational structure was the Center for Instructional Computing (CIC).
The other two components to be implemented in the near future are: The
Center for Educational Television (CET) and the Center for Information Tech-
nology (CIT). The goal for all three centers is basically the same. It is
to stimulate research, development and use of new learning technologies in
serving as a central coordinating unit for the integration of each technology
into the instruction offered by the faculty.

4
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It_is nOt byichance that each of these developmeht_Cehtertihat A cm,
panibh:_service_unit_within_the:LR&T, ,That_isj the:_CIC:hat_the Student_Micro
Labi the_CELhas_Media_Services,,and the,CIT hat the Library;_
the_CIC has an affiliation withiUniVersityiComputingi which_is_administra-
tivelyoutside,of the Academic Affairs. DiVitioh;. The Dean:is the-liaisOn_
between CIC activitiet-and the_Executive Director for University_Computihg,
whose responsibility it is Ao_provide all types of computing systemt for both
administrative ahd academic services;

The Center for InstrUCtional Computing (CIC) Program

The CIC_is physically,located in the UniversitY Libeaty_buildi* The
faCility houses_a five:station IBM-PCMicrocomputing_Labi Directors office
ahd_tonference room with_print ahd softwareicollectiont._,During the current
atademic_year; the five:IBM's will_be upgraded to_hard:disk;two Apple :

MacIntoshes, a_laset printer, and software will be,added; The program is
organized and delivered by its Director; Robert Ferrett.

The program of the CIC goes far beyond the physical boundaries of the
Lab. Some of the major components of the program are:

o Workshops in the Lab

Five faculty members per hands-on session, such as: Introduction
to Microcomputers, dBase III, ENABLE, MAPPING, BASIC, CAI Authoring
Systems.

o Lab Use and Assistance
Faculty are encouraged to use the Lab, with or without professional
assistance, in developing their own software applications.

o Equipment Loan Program

Five Apple IIe's are available for loan to faculty members who are
working on projects requiring this type of hardware.

o Instructional Computing Annual Grants Program
Each year a minimum of eight faculty are awarded stipends to develop
software applications that will be used directly in the classroom
instructional process. Each recipient is expected to complete a
final report on the project and also present an oral report of the
activities and results to ao instructional computing symposium.

o Newsletter

A monthly newsletter is distributed to all faculty. It contains a
schedule of workshops,_software reviewsi print reviews, conference
announcements, and other pertinent information about CIC programs
and micros in instruction.

o Tipsheets

These are on-demand information sheets about_any micro=related
issue, such as: Tipsheet #1 BASIC random files to dBASE files.
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o Advisory:Board ond Departmental-Liaisons
Faculty:members from across the campus are invited to serve on the
Board that advises the Director and the Dean on-policy matters. Ih

addition, each:department in_the_fivecolleges:has a faculty member
serving as_a_"development liaison." The CIC Director uses these
individuals as departmental contacts;

o Symposia

Once or twice a year, a national-level expert in instructional
computing and/or instructional development is invited to hold a
session or sessions with faculty on a topic of interest.

o Research and Development Grant-Seeking Assistance
The Director offers assistance to any faculty member wishing to
identify funding opportunities and/or write a proposal in the area
of instructional microcomputing.

The CIC's impact

For a_total annual_expenditureiof under $60,_000.,:the CIC_provides assis-
tance to faculty on a voluntary basis that is difficult to_measure_in _

empirical terms. _However' both formative_and_summative evaluations are being
planned; In the interim, the best_measure for the impact and_success of the
CIC program is seen in its encouraging use statistics and_positive_reactions
from the faculty who feel that many of the psychological barriers to the
effective use of microcomputers hav, been removed.

There_are_two.major_indicators of impact_thatcan:be identifted._:_Firtti
there is the.quantitative_indicator_of_numbers_of faculty_using the_lab_for
workshops and for development activities.___Second, there is_ the qualitative
indicator_of faculty.who have won competitive-grants for the development of
innovative instructional computing applications.

-Urid(!r the first indicator*- numbers-Of faculty using-the lab during . a

fourteen-meek:_period_in_theWinteri_1986_Semesterii_117_different faculty par-
ticipated_in_hands,on_workshops_and/or_used_thelab during open..periods.
During_ a seven,week_period in the_Spring,_1986_Session, 26 first,time_faculty
users were_accommodated;__and_during_the first fourteen_weeks_of_the_ current
semester (Fall,,1986), an additional 55 first-time faculty users partici-
pated in lab activities. Overall' since-the lab opened on January,16, 1986,
until December li-19864-a tOtal of 198 differentfaculty members, from a _

wide:variety of_disciplinesi have_come to the lab.: Thesefaculty have_ made a
total of 770 contacts and used the lab for a grand total of 2,532 hours,

Under the second indicator, grant recipients, the 1985-86 progcam saw
nineteen qualified applicants for eight awards ($1,200 each) given. The
projects are:

o Laboraory Disorders of Coagulatiun (Associated Health Professions) --
Creation of computer-assisted instruction programs to train
clinical laboratory scientists.
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o Introduction to Interior Design Lab (Human, Environmental and Consumer
Resources) -- Development of a new computer course in Interior
Desion.

o Microcomputer Practice Problems for Cost Accounting (Accounting and
Finance) -- Creation of a self-study statistics computer manual in
cost accounting.

o Development of an Interactive Cost-Volume-Profit and Standard Costing
Microcomputer Instructional System (Accounting and Finance)
Creation of software modules in cost accounting.

O Development of RANDMAP Applications (Geography and Geology) -- Adapta=
tion of RANDMAP software package for use by students in learning
mapping techniques.

o An Update of Computer-Augmented Logistics Instruction (Marketing and
Business Law) -- Modification and updating of computer-based
simulation program in business logistics.

O Computer-Based Training and Interactive Video (Interdisciplinary
Technology) -- Study of interactive video applications in instruc-
tion.

O An Introductory Tutorial for Learning SPSS=X (Sociology) -- Creation of
a tutorial program to train computer users in using SPSS-X on a VAX
editing facility.

Each award recipient has completed the project described above, filed a
report and, in November, 1986, made an oral presentation at the annual
Grants' Symposium. This two-year-old program has provided a total of six-
teen faculty the opportunity to enhance their instruction by developing
appropriate computer applications.

Conclusions

If an institution has both sufficient human and fiscal resources to
engage in effective learning technology planning and implementation, then it
should do so. However, if either or both are lacking, in order to bring
technology into a fit with the basic elements of the learning model and to
assist faculty in learning how to use microcomputers within a reoriented
structure, a different approach should be used as a prelude and a companion
to planning.

Eastern Michigan's Center for Instructional Computing, within the newly
reoriented Learning_Resources and Technologies administrative structure, is
an example of a developmental approach to the use of microcomputers in
instructional enhancement. It is Eastern's first step in bringing about a
future which will eventually recognize the appropriate place for multi-levels
of computing support in the instructional and learning mission of the Uni-
versity. Within the human and fiscal constraints of the current environ-
ment, it is felt that an informed and knowledgeable faculty will be the most
successful catalyst for desired change.
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The next step in this developmental approach is to motivate and assist
an increasing number of faculty to integrate computing within their own

instructional methods. They, in turn, should be able to assist the Univer-
sity in developing an appropriate planning response to a set of clearly
defined needs.
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Track VII
Managing Academic Computing

Human society has been and will tontinik to beAramatically affected by technology.
Colleges and universities in :particular have_ a_responsibility to examine, the role of
technology _in carrying_ out their_educational mission. Properly _managed. academic
computini prOVidesitithorroses leaders the knowledge and the tools tor) Use information
ttchnology _to the benefit of mankind; Papers in this track examine how best to manage
the academic computing environment with its diverse conttithendy of faculty. students;
and researchers;

Coordinator:
Philip G. Charest

Winnow University
A.,

TriVjikri- Joe Milkr Mao Milk,acktAnu_Commildly_Calko__ YirginksTerts-
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ACADEMIC COMPUTING, SHOULI) STUDENTS BE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE

PERSONAL COMPUTERS?

Joseph C. Miller

Villanova University
Villanova Pennsylvania

The Engineering College1 at Villanova University is wrestling
with the question: Should Villanova incoming freshmen engin-
eering students be required to purchase their oWn personal
computer?

Other_institutions are addressingiior have_addressed a policy
or_posture to_answerisimilar questions regarding instit-
ion i_Discussions With someiof these institutions are_proving
of worth to Villanova and should prove of value to others.

This paper will deal with additional areas which We feel are
necessary to consider when adopting a policy which requires
students to purchase a personal computer:

- The effect on students_<commuting_vs dorm; ability to
pay for the cost:and upkeep_of_their_PC);

- The impaction universitY_facilities_(dorm room ate-Ai
teleCOMMUniCations4 printers, peripheralS_). _1

= The effect on other colleges, divisionai diediplines,
at the respective institution.
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ACADEMIC COMPUTING = SHOULD STUDENTS PURCHASE PERSONAL COMPLIERS?

Introduction

Villanova University is a private coeducational institution founded
in 1842 by the Order of St. Augustine. The University, comprised of
5 undergraduate colleges, the Graduate School and the School of Law,
enrolls approximately 12,000 students, just over half of which are
full time undergraduate. Almost every state in the nation and 30
foreign countries are represented in Villanova's enrollment, and the
academic philosophy is permeated by a commitment to provide each of
its students with a well rounded education.

Formal computing at Villanova University began in the early 1960$
with an IBM mainframe computer. Subsequent improvements were made to
increase computing power leading to our present configuration of an
IBM 4381 group II and one each of VAX 11/7855 VAX 11/780, Vax 11/730
and a Vax 8200 networked to 3 campus clusters and the computer center.

Trends in Academic Computing

Background:

1960s " Mainframe Computers" - huge, powerful, expensive;

Since the '60s academic computing capabilities have been supplied
by a central mainframe computer, initially limited by access to
peripherals available on campus. Many mainframes have been and
continue to be used for both administrative and acadomic purposes,
causing concerns about equal time, accessability, and overload at
critical times.

1970s "Mini" computers - smaller, less powerful, less expensive.

With the_advent of the mini and-supermini computers many-institutions
have dedicated_these computers to:student usage, accessed by terminals
availaLle in clusters in various:locations throughout:the campuses.
Minis have helped to alleviate the burden on the mainframe and put
more access into the hands of the students.

1980s "Micro/PC" computers - small; less powerful; much less expensive;



With theiPC a student could, for the first tiMei have a_personal tool
dedicatedto_the_individual; Again, PCs would lessen_theiload on the
Mainframe/mini (for a_brief period Of tiMe). _With the_ireduction_in
Costsi_should every student be reqUired to own their own personal
computer?

Mid 80s "Networking" - EtpensiVe rewiring of campus.

Many- institutions_are_already_in the processiof providinginetwork
capabilities_for_their students,,othera Ate in_varlous_stages of
Studying_networking at their-institiitiens. Problems being addressed
arePC_to mainframe, PC till PC; PC to_mini4_mini to mainframe
connectability; telecommunidationsi_and_distributed processing.
Networking will increaSe the load on the mainframe/mini.

In the fall of 1984 the National Task Force on Educational Technology
was established by the Secretary of Education. The report was to focus
on the usefullness of technology for learning, emphasizing electronic
information age technology, both hardware and_software
In the course of its work, the Task Force became more deeply convinced
that information technology-when creatively applied and appropriately
integrated will help meet three fundamental goals:

To improve_the_quality of learning.
To increaslequity ofopportunity.
To ensure greater cost effectiVeneSS.

The Task Force report notes that "to a_large extent resistance to the
use of technology in education has been reduced to financial and
quality issued, rather than philosophical ones. While educational
institutions have made increasingly large investments in educational
technology, the technology has often been misused or underused."

Several of the negative aspects in the use of technology in education
listed by the Task Force Are:

Lack of planning - TeChhology_thrust_upon,purchased defeneiVelYi
supplying micros withoutirudimentary trairing
(students and/or instructors), etc.

Inadequate software - Considerable improvements sail need to be
made in quality as well as quantity of software.

Increased costs - Cost effectiveness will be a problem. Costs to
students, instructors, and institutions.

=2=
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Obsolescence - Obsolescence_and theilack of Compatability
among technologies will iMpadt ithplementation.

However several positive aspects were noted:

Increased effectiveness - Indications are that well planned approp-
riately integrated programs used by Vzell prepared
instructors are effective.

New ways to learn - The potential exists to change the way people
learn;

Innovation - Innovative uses are plentiful when applied by
conscientious creative professionals.

The Task Force delineates the following 5 broad uSes for technology:

1) To more1 efficiently develop basic knowledge and skills.
2) To teach higher order_concepts and reasoning skills made less

difficuIt_by technology.
3) To develop an understanding of the impact of information

on society and the work place.
4) To enable teachers to work in an environment Wlich is tailored

to each student's needs and progress.
5) To develop proficiency in computers.

In summary the Task Force report advocates -

. Planning, financing, teacher education and curriculum revision.

. Research, development, evaluation and ditsemination of methods
to manage technological resources as well as expert systems of
software.

The Task_Force expects within_the_next 15_years_that a richness of
information impossible by conventional methods will be present in
our society;

Other Institution Experiences

Sy no means all_ inclusive_but_rather_indicative_of_actions_being
taken by some institutions, the following digest is offered;

Some institutions at which PCs are required or strongly recommended
are:
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Drexel_
Virginia Tech
Stevens Institute
Franklin And tershaII
U,S.Nava;: Academy
Purdue

ClarkSön
Dallas_Baptist
Carnagie-Hellon
Lehigh_
Harvard

Colby
Dartmouth
Drew
R.P.I.
Boston University

A policy on PC use generally taket one of the following forms:

Requitement that_all students purchase_a PC._
require incomming_freshmen in particular disciplines to
purchase_their_own_PC
Charv_students Iab_fees to fund electronic_classrooms/labs.
First_install a network capability, then require students to
purchase their own PC. :

Institution to bear teibts (through grants, gifts, etc;)

Each approach has itt pro§ nd consi_the_key being the resources which
are:available at the reapective institutions and the demography of the
student body.

The Second Annt--:1 UCLA Survey of Business School Computer Usage (1985)
with 125 schools responding to the quettionnaire shows:

The
use

5 % currently (or Are About to) require students to have their
oWn PC.

10 % were recommending the purchase of PCs to their students.

85 % were maintaining a "wait and see" attitude.

Survey showed major constraints or bottlenecks delaying expanded
of computers:

FUnditig -(kAnked_first)_._

Space_limitations (ranked second).
Lack of qualified technical personnel.
Lack of qualified faculty.
Software licentiog.
Latk Of faculty-consensus.
Software availability.

Academic Considerations

In July of 1983 a study was conducted at VillanoVa leading to an

-4-
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Academic Computing Plan for the university. Among the goals for
computing at Villanova were:

A_commitment to providing access to modern computing facilities
for students and faculty.

To provide special assistance for appropriate computer use in the
Arts and Humanities.

To allow_for_the_most effective provision of computing_services
to all members of the community; academic or administrative;

In the spirit of the Academic Computing Plan the College of Engineering
established a committee to study the implications of a policy that would
require entering freshmen 1in the College of Engineering to purchase a
micro computer to be used in their course of study. The issue for
the College of Engineering is not_whether they should include computer
use_as part of the curriculum, but_how to do so most effectively. It
is the committee's belief that simply "tacking" on computer assignments
to the existing program would be self-defeating.

Before the adoption of a PC policy, we believe that the 1föllowing (by
no means exhaustive) list of questions must be addressed. The questions
will have a different impact on each institution, as dictated by the
respectve institution and it's particular student population and
mission.

If students are to have PCs in their dorm room:

IS there sufficient wall/desk space for a PC for each student
in eadh room?: :

Is_there capability for the ultimate need for data lines in each
room?

. Where and how_will students acquire_hardware/software/supplies?
. Where/how will-the PCs be stored while awaiting:student pickup?__
. Who will_provide-the staffing for issuance and inventory control?
. Where and how will students have their PCs repaired?
If repair_facilities/storage are_on_campusi_are technical and
administrative staff_as_well_as room_available?
Do_plans_exist_to_provide_voice_(telephone) and data (computer)
access_for current and future dorm rooms?

. Will there be_provision for a terminal/PC room in each dorm_to
accommodate those_dorm students who_cannot afford a PC, giving
less affluent students equal access?
Will there be an insurance policy to cover theft/loss?

4 93
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. Will the electrical power supplied to the dorms be of required
quality?

; Will the electrical power be AMOle_enough_to_carry the
load ofithe TV; steree; MiCros; and refrigerators; in each
room and/or dorm?

If commuting students are required to have a PC:

Will there be additional comp..itet access_telephone_Iines for
off7campus students toiectetS the mainframe/mini:computer?

. Will,thecommuting student be penalized_by the need to purchase
aitodem for offrcampus access which_is available in the_ dorms?

. Will the_commuting student_be required to pay for telephone
charges_for accessing the mainframe/miti while the dorm student
will not?
Will the student be required tb tarty the PC from and to home?

If PCs are required:

Will:smaller students_be able_to handle the bulk atd weight
of the_seIected PC and_peripherals?
What_components will: the students be required to purchase (PC;
printer; monitor; etc)?

; If_a printer is not reqUited; WOW Will hard_copy be_produced?
Will a student connect to the Mainframe to print a report or
Assignment? :

. Will:a:student have_access_to a_PC_printer if a floppy disk iS
datried_by the_student to_the printer?

. Will there_be_a sufficient number_of pritters,to aCtommodate
the_students that will require-printed OUtput?

; Will some mainframe/miti prihtihg be_hedessary?_-
; Will all students use the SaMS:_Word processing packages so that
term papers; etc.icat be run_off_on_university hardware?
What impact will hardwire and software obsolescence have on
Students and faculty?

If PCs are integrated into the curriculum:

; Will there be enough:reqUired CoUrteS effectively utilizing_
PCs during the normal feUt yeatil of a program to justify the
required ownership Of ii_PC?_

. Will there_be sufficient_software_to support a four:year program?

. WM.:professors require software packages (spread sheets; etc.)
to be_purchased by the students?,

; Will there be a limit bt the dbitt of bath of these packageS?
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; Will there be a limit_on required_software_purchases per_major?
; Will these_packages have a more useful life than for just a
single course?
Some faculty members currently:may not:consider cost when they
select texts, what will make them consider cost when they select
softWate?
Will the faculty have access to training for the use of a PC in
the_curriculum?
Will_the_faculty_have sufficient_access_to computer_facilities
to_enable_them_to employ computer_technology in their courses?

; Will the faculty support the major task of implementing such a
policy?
Will the faculty feel sufficiently knowledgeable to use a
PC-to testh their classes?
Will some_form_of_released/excused time be available for faculty
to_hone_their PC_skills?

; Will a formal program be adopted by the institution to provide
the necessary:training for faculty and students alike, some
type of a bridge program?
Will some allowance be available for travel connected training
expenses for faculty?
What are the proprietary_implications for the use/sale of faculty
and_student_developed_software?
What_are_the_implications_of site_licensing?_ _

; Should:PCs only be required in certain disciplines and not in all
disciplines?
How will upgrades to purchased software-be handled?
WhO will have to pay for these:upgrades?
Can students/faculty:be using different versions of the same
software and have like results?
What_happens when a student's PC is inoperable? Loaner? Lease?
Replacement?

; Should:a maintenance contract be available to students? If so;
will the institution need spare parts, technicians, extra PCs
to lend the student while the PC is being repaired?
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Summary

A PC detision for a_single_discipIine will surely affect campus wide
Areas beyond the discipline and the decision Mutt Comprehend these
implications;

Adding the-cost of a-PC to-a student's cost_of_education_will not add
to:the available pool of Financial_Aid fundsat the institution, nor
increase_the parents':available_income_; Who then bears the burden since
Financial Aid is usually an institution wide resource?

An-Other area to consider_is that PCslizhen connedted to the mainframe/
tint, become_a telecommunications problet WhiCh again is an institution
Wide resource;

In the final analysis, the mix of students available to each institution
will determine if a particular approach is the best approach for
them.

Our direction is to find the best path that will enable Villanova to
provide the technology for our engineering students and still meet the
needs of all students at Villanova. We have made a beginning.
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ACADEMIC COMPUTING: PROM CHAOS TO COORDINATION. ONE ENSTITUTION'S STORY

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe the progress of one institution in moving from a

state of disorganization--even chaos--to one in which decisions about academic computing are

made in in environment of information sharing, consideration of alternatives, and attentiveness

to educational implications of decisions. While the college has not yet perfected the

coordination of academic computing, we believe that information about the strides made and

issues considered through the process will be of value to other institutions struggling to

integrate computing into their curricula.

11.THE COLLEGE III R-ONMENT

Oakton Community College was fOunded in November of 1969 and admitted its first

Ancient class hi AUguit of 1970; Even before the first student enrolledi a Director of

Information Systems had been hired, a time-sharing lease negotiated with a local High School

District, and plans made for a Data Processing Curriculum. In 1970 the college purchased an

IBM 360=25, then "State-of-the-Art" With a 48k memory; Today the college supl:orts ;:n iBM

Model II 4381 CPU and over 200 microcomputers in 16 different lab configurations. In addition

to the Director of Information Systems, there art now 8 full-time and 60 part-time faculty and

16 professional staff dedicated to computer instruction and/or operation support. More than 20

additional full-time faculty and several dozen part=time faculty use computers for part of their

instructional efforts.

Would that all had evolved in accordance with a carefully constructed,

cross-institutional academic computing plan. But like so many educational institutions, Oakton

has passed through a chaotic time of rapid technological eizpatition and is only now beginning to

plan for that part of the computer age still to come.

:zanily, data procasaing it the college was coordinated by the Director of Information

Systems and the few faculty responsible for the Data Processing Program. But at instructional

demand drew, and as more and more of the Director's time was dedicated to institutional

computhig needs like regiitritiön,
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personnel and payroll systems, the instructional program became more removed. This was
further accelerated by the establishment of separate instructional labs and ultimately by the
incorporation of self-contalned microprocessing units. As micros were becoming more popular
in the world around, faculty from such disciplines as art, engineering, architecture, English,
mathematics and science began exploring computer-assisted=instruction possibilities for
themselves and their students. Soon, Oakton had not just a single curriculum that addressed
computer instruction, but many that involved computer components to a greater or lesser
extent. Students too were (and are) becoming increasingly sophisticated in the use of
computers, and this pulled demand even more; Finally; in 1985 the current college president,
Dr. Thomas TenHoeve, made the coordination of academic computing an institutional priority
and an Academic Computing Committee was charged with beginning the process.

At this point, it must be said that other attempts had been made to organize the
computing operation at the college. An academic computing analyst had been hired by the
Director of Information Systems and one-half of a second analyst's time was dedicated to this
use. Other academic computing committees had come and gone, largely user groups that
concerned themselves With managing the many problems that seemed to arise daily as the whole
order of computer use at the college grew. Finally, however, the demands clearly exceeded
available personnel time and so when the current academic committee was formed, the
academic analyst was a charter member, but the responsibility for coordination was more
widely spread.

The COMmittee began its work by tlicitOlighkk assessing the college's current cbinputing
enitironment. Hardware; software, personnel attitudes; curriculum involvementall were
studied with an eye towatdt deterrnining what truly was the state of academic computing at the
institution.

INDICATORS OF CHAOS

Through the toUrte of the year, a number of specific problems were identified which,
taken together, clearly indicated chaos. In no particular order, problems included:

I. Uneven faculty-knowledge of and willingness to use computers. Most faculty, with
the obvious exception of data processing instructors, had been left to their own discretion to

learn--or not learn--the rudiments of computer.literacy, 500
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ways to incorporate computers into their instruction for demonstrations or class assignments,

and software available in their fields. An exception was the accounting faculty, who were told

they would be required to we computers in their instniction and were informed an accounting

laboratory was being equipped for their courses. An untenured faculty member was given

responsibility for planning instructional uses of the lab and holding workshops for his

colleagues. Confusion over his exact role and his termination due to declining enrolment in the

program exacerbated the confusion surrounding this lab and discipline, in particular. In other

disciplines facuity who were reluctant or resistent to the use of computers were able to mask

their concerns since clear expectations for them were not established, although there was a

great deal of talk about the need to use computers in instruction.

2. Confusion over course arid cUrridUlurn contents; Individual disciplines began to

create computer courses, each course tailored to the approach and discipline-specific contents

of the field. For example, the math department developed a number of computer science

courses as either stand-alones or to be taken in tandem with other math courses, and they also

established math courses that focused on software for mathematics applications or scientific

programming. The math department worked with the business laculty to develop a transfer

computer science course that would meet criteria established by most of the state's public

senior institution, all of this without the knowledge of the data processing faculty, who then

wanted to develop such a course themselves. The accounting department developed a

one-credit course for accounting applications software and began to discuss teaching Lotus

1=2=3 in other accounting courses, and the office systems technology faculty initiated courses

in word processing; Though all these courses were approved by the college's Curriculum

Committee; it was not until the spring of 1986 that people began to realize the overlap in

content, and the fact that studentt might be required to take courses under discrete discipline

prefikeS (DPIL ACC; MAT; OST; CSC) that in fact were largely duplicative. Since each

program wanted to add its own computer course, the probability for duplication grew.

5rj
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3. Levels of student knowledge. The college is located in an affluent aret, and high

schools and grade schools are equipped with modern data processing equipment. Fe Wer and

fewer students, especially young ones, Were entering thc college without any knowledge of or

experience with computers. Hence instructors faced classes in which students had an enormous

range of computer expertise, and struggled with the amount and type of instruction to offer.

4. Administrative-problems. A variety of problems relating to the supervision, use,

funding, physical space, and staffing of computer laboratories began to emerge. Most assumed

the college was committed to providing students with space, equipment and assistance to work
on and complete class assignments that required a computer. Thus open lab time and adequate

help were deemed essential, even though the college was never asked explicitly whether the
assumed commitment Was real. This is a continuing and crucial issue, to which we shall return
below.

5. Blurring between administrative-and academic computing. Several curricula

integrated computing into courses and requirements, and departments began offering courses in
software applicationS Such as word processing; spreadsheets, and data bases; Simultaneously a

number of administrators and their staffs, as well as facUltY, began using software packages to

facilitate and enhance their work. Questions began to be raised about whether And the extent

to which computer center staff could and should provide support to faculty using software

applications to manage their teaching (as opposed to using them for direct instruction) and to

administrators and staff using softWare.

6Faculty / stiff acceis to computers for-clas-ration end professional
development. As the college grew more active in urging faculty to integrate computing into

their courses, faculty in turn began to request computers to use for classroom preparation and

professional development. Divition offices were equipped with microcomputers, but faculty

competed for their ute with division staff using equipment for Word processing. Furthermore,

faculty complained that the noise and lack of privacy encountered in using division computers

interfered with the effective lite of the equipment.
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7. Competition for laboratory space. Initially the college developed computer

laboratories for credit programs. Recently, however, two other sectors of the institution have

begun to claim access to the labs. These sectors are the Institute for Business and Professional

Developement (IBPD), organized as a profit-making subunit whose purpose is to provide special

courses and seminars for business and industry, and MONNACEP, a college - high school

consortium providing continuing non-credit education for adults. Both offer a variety of

computer education courses and seminars, and expect to use the college's labs, software and,

frequently, lab staff. The president views clients of these groups as sttdents with equal claims

to the institution's resources, though costs of equipping and staffing labs typically come from

the credit programs' budgets. Confusiou about the definition and implications of offering

equitable access to all students has grown.

8. Criteria for decisions about computers. Keeping up with rapid changes in computer

technology became a challenge and, for a few people, an avocation. These individuals prided

themselves on knowing when a new model of computer was going to be introduced, its

capabilities, and its prices. Sometimes theh infatuation with the latest technology and the fun

they derived from learning new equipment and software interfered with the orderly introduction

of computers into courses and curricula. For example, information about a

soon-to-be-announced new Apple prompted cancellation of an equipment order for older

equipment that would, nevertheless, serve the instructional purposes for which it had been

selected.Concern became evident when faculty expecting equipment for use in the fall term

were informed that different equipment was going to be ordered, but would not be available

until well into the spring term. The issue was not whether the new equipment was satisfactory,

but whether or not implications fcr the academic program had been considered when the

cancellation occurred.

Any number of the concerns noted above could have been managed, especially given

general understanding that the introduction of radically new technology in the world of

education and management is usually somewhat erratic and loosely planned.

.r..13
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The combination of concerns, however, made It clear that the institution had lost control of
computing in the academic area, and needed to address more systematically issues of training,

curriculum, hardware and software acquisition, staffing, and facilities as they affected
students, teaching and learning.

CONSEQUENCES OP COORDINATION

Many consequences of the movement toward coordinating academic computing have

become apparent; In retrospect it is tutprisingindeed, embarrassing---A0 acknowledge that
these were not built into the regular routine of the college much earlier. The explosive gro-r'-'.

of tnicrocomputing technology in the last 5 years, urgency to begin using computers in several

diadiplines, availability of funds to build and eqUip labs, and willingness of stiff to plunge in end
provide technical suppOrt Withbut i comprehensive plan, probably go fat to explain how the

college had managed (the term is used loosely) to move as fit as it had in the area of academic
computing;

The literature of 'Mit:Nation suggests that the period during which an organization

adopts a major innovation or Undergoes radical change is typically Characterized by disregard
for system arid routine, trial and error responses to perceiVed needs, end reactive

tritis-directed management. Only aftet innovation or change has taken root will the
organization begin to addrest the Messiness, weed out what doesn't Work, and begin to

regularize processes that had developed ad hoc.We suggest that the Consequences noted here
mark the college's movement from a phase of rapid change to one in which computing is being

organized or coordinated across the institution. Earlier; a plan would probably have hindered

the excitement and commitment to get on the computing bandWitgon; now, a planless state

Wei 'ad impede further progress because thergies woUld be depleted and frustration fostered
through the constant efforts to react to immediate problems.

Among the primary consequences of coordination, then, have been these:

The development of a temporary position for Coordinator of Academic

Computing, filled by a faculty member given release time for these

responsibilities. A freeze on adding staff positions and uncertainty about the

most appropriate level and responsibilities for this person prompted the decision

to establish the role on a pilot bas
=
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A faculty colleague who understands classroom dynamics, student

characteristics, and instructional ntleds, and whose explicit charge is to work

directly with faculty to help them maximize the effectiveness of computing in

the curriculum.

A plan to coordinate the scheduling of labs for all potential users, and an explicit

order of priority designating which users could lay claim to the space.

An inventory of instructional hardware and software, and an easy process for

continuow, updating.

Targeted funds to provide faculty with release time to develop core computer

courses that will serve a variety of disciplines and eliminate much of the

duplication noted above.

Shariag of information about equipment being requested so that individual

departments can discuss sharing equipment or at least ordering compatible

equipment to increase its versatility across the college.

Clearer information on staff needed to support computer laboratories.

A forum for the discussion of computer needs as well as the discomforts many

faculty still have with respect to using computers for instruction or for

instructional management purposes.

Linkages between strategic planning and annual budgeting that enable the

institution to establish clear goals and objectives for academic computing and to

specify the resources required to achieve these goals and objectives.

ASS-UMPTIONS-TO--EXAMM

In the course of its deliberations the Academic Computing Committee recognized that

many assumptions upon which individuals were basing recommendations and decisions were not

necessarily shared throughout the college; were not explicit even to the decision-makers.

Committee members began to identify the assumptions underlying their discussion, and to

clarify those which required affirmation
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or clarification. At leait four major assumptions were discussed; at this time the Committee is
still seeking clarification, but recognizes that the act of questioning is by itself a contribution
to helping the institution address issues and concerns of academic computing.

The primary assumptiont that have come to the fore at this point include, first, the
assumption that faculty do indeed wish to introduce academic computing into their courses. An
early draft of the college's Strategic Planning Committee's recommended strategic goals
included a statement that computing should be introduced across the curriculum. A number of
faculty reacted strongly against the implication that computing was appropriate for all
disciplines and courses. The strategic goal finally approved added the proviso that computing
was to be introduced where appropriate, appropriate being left undefined. The active
retittence of some faculty and the pitsive resistence of others, who hive simply ignored any
opportunities to learn about computing, further indicate that many faculty are not anxious to
learn about or use computing.

The second assumption is that the college is obligated to provide equipment and help to
students for out-of=class assignments, whether in data processing or other courses, that require
computers.Two views are possible: one, that computirs are similar to dictionaries, typewriters,
and paper; that is, equipment that is necessary but left to each individual to provide. The other
Vie* is that the college is obliged to proVide students with the place, equipinent, and help to
work on their assignmentS, Mndh as any institution of higher edncition provides a library with
basic references and collections for students' research assignments;

The third assumption is that all students are equal. We have referred earlier to various
Seetors of the college that -offer COMPuting instruction. Virtually the Whole burden of equipping
and staffitig cbmputer laboratories has been borne by the credit programs and instructional

supp-ott terVices, yet some believe that indiViduals enrolled through the IBPD and MONNACEP

should be given equal access tO cornputer labs. The problem, especially, is that credit courses
typically last for 16 weeks, while IBPD and MONNACEP courses are of shorter duration and
teettiiia less homework;
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The fourth assumption is that state-of-the art equipment and software is really

required in all areas. Some are beginning to argue that older microcomputers and early versions

of software are adequate for certain instructional purposes; and that the apparent urgency

always to acquire the most recent software or newest equipment re sultt in decitiont that may

not serve the instructional program and students Mott effectiVelY.

THE PRESENT

Where are we then? Clearly we have much to do. We need yet to develop a master

plan; we are in the procets of developing a usage pOliCY fOr the inanY labs the college has; we

need tO decide about the placement and reporting lines for the Coordinathr of Academic

Computing; Yet we have accomplished much: administrators and faculty have a person to

whom they can bring their instructional computing concerns; we have Acadeinic Analysists to

lend technical Supp bit and eicpertise to the instructional program; we have a Director of

Information Systems who provides the broad overview and field specific information needed for

prudent acquisition and usage decisions. We are not finished yet, but we art it least cOnfident

that the world of chaos is behind us, and the time of coordination iS how.
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Exploring the Educational Opportunities of an
Interactive Video Based Information System

Mary G. Miller
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Abstract

In the future, educational inStitutions will need
to look to technology to help serve the_needs of
clientele. One of the technologies which offers
many advantages to educators and students is
Computer Based Interactive Video (CBIV). The
capabilities of _CBIV provide an environment that
can offer _students complete control-of the learning
pace and depth of presentation. Studies indicate
that students working in thiS environment often
learn more material in less time. In addition, the
systems offer flexibility as to when and where a
course can be offered.

As we approach_the twenty-first century, we will
need 1:o consider alternatives to the traditional
classroom setting. Information Systems based on
CBIV can provide some of the alternatives which
should be considered.
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Exploring 1thë Bducational Opportunities of an
Interactive Video Based Information System

Introduction

There are many :who feel_,the university of :tomortOW -Will
differ:considerably from the university of today. Funding,
sufficient numbers_ Of_ qUalified_ inStrUdtbrs; changing
demographic: profilesiillew technology; and external degree
programsIwilaala _affect our ,institutions in the future.
Indeedi_the_entire_educational system will be faced with many
challenges as we approach the twenty-first century.

For_ our educational inStitUtions to meet these Challenges,_
many changes :will OCCUr. We- WilI need :to _develop
partnerships with businesses and_industry4 provide flexible
programs to meet_ the_ _needs_ of the_adult learneri_ develop
consortiums to pool resources; and utilize technology to the
fullest.1

Two technologies which:promise to provide-aid ft:it edtCatiOhal
endeavors are_the optical laser_disc and-the compact disc_i_
TheSe_two technologiesiincorporate_the highest information
storage density availabie_today. _In_addition; _these_stcrage
mediums__:arecomvenient _in _size; provide excellent
reproduction quality and offer the greatest durability of any
audio visual system;

When these superb audio visual technologies_are_coupled_with
a microcomputerv a:very effective_ instructional-tool emerges;
One that_i6 bOth_fleXible:_an&robusti__One that can multiply
the: efforts_of _the best_instructor; at varied hours; and in
varioussettings_. Indeed; one that can enhance the
educational institution of the future;

This instructional tool; an information system, is capable of
storing vast quantities of information in the form of slides,
motion video, high resolution graphics, audio, and text. The
system can retrieve informettion_ quickly and respond with a
tailored learning session for each user.

The Information Switsm-Compoments

The major component of this information environment can be
described as Computer Based Interactive Video (CBIV). A
brief discussion of CBIV systems and terms follows.

Interactive video is defined to be "any video system in which
the sequence and selection of messages is determined by the
user's response to the material."2 Although an interactive



video system can use videotape or videodisc, a videodisc
provides benefits in search _time and durability and will be
considered for this discussion.

The videodisc, or optical laser disc, i8 a remarkable medium.
The material is both recorded and retrieved__with the
assistance of a laser beam. The information is stored in the
form of tiny pits measuring a mere 0-4 micron across and 0.1
micron deep. The track is_ recorded _in a spiral from the
inside to the outside of the disc, and the distance between
each section of the_ track on the disc is approkimately 1.6
microns. This extremely high recording denSity means that a
12 Inch disc can_store up to 54,000 video frames. These
frames may be accessed individually, _providing a visual
database equivalent to_675 Slide trays, or they may be played
at 30 frames_per second, providing_30 minutes of motion video
per disc side. In addition to the_ visuals, the videodisc
provides- two high_tidelity sound tracks. These Sound tracks
provide audio _capabilities for motion video which_ may be
played in stereo or may be used independently, providing two
distinct messages with each motion Segment.

In the standard recorded format_there is no available audio
for still frames. This deficiency has been addressed by two
manufacturers', EECO and _Pioneer. Both the EECO System and
the Pioneer system require added hardware to decode_ and
playback audio messages previously encoded on the videodisc.
The trade-off for both systems is the lower number of video
frames_acvailable for visuals and the higher cost of producing
the disc. But, if interested in providing a large database
of slides with 10 20 seconds of explanation on each, the
trade-offs may seem minimal.

Interactive Video Levels

Interactive video systems are classified into three levels,
according to the manner in which the videodisc is controlled.
A level one system consists of a_videodisc player, a remote
control, and a television receiver_. With a level one SyStem
the user may use the remote control to branch to predefined
chapter Stops. The amount of interactivity iS limited by the
functions of the remote control.

Visually, a level two system resembles a_ level one system.
The only distinction id the_player. In a level two system,
the playtr has an internal microprocessor which can be
programmed to perform a certain playback sequence and respond
to viewer choices during the program. The prognmn which
controls the videodisc is either previously encoded_ on the
videodisc and automatically dumped from the disc to the

2
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player when_the_pIayer_is_started _arprogrammed_manuaIly via
the_remote control unit_into the,player's memory; Once_the
program is in memoryi the player's microprocessor executes
it; ,The program controls_the videodisc while also accepting
input from the user through the remote control. ,Based on the
input- value, the player: may _advance or review specifid
material:_on the videodisc according to the program's
instructions.

In a level three system, the 'videodisc is controlled by an
external computer. The computer can be a micro or a
mainframe. The important point to remember is the computer
itself contains the program which responds to user input and
causes the player to1 perform accordingly. Thus, the
videodisc player is simply a peripheral to the learning
system, providing a large database ot audio visual material.
This type of system lends itself to the most sophisticated
interactive applications.

It is within a level three configuration that all benefits of
computer assisted instruction (branching, user controlled
pace, lesson management, record keeping, and feedback) are
joined_ with the benefits _of_ television_(color, motion,
realistic images, sound, and emotional impact). These two
mediums working together provide a learning tool more
powerful than either component.

Ors-i onS

With_a_ level three interactive video system_ as the base,
additionaI_technologies _can be added, as needed, _to extend
the information environment. Any peripheral, such as a light
pen, bar code reader, or special key pad may be added, but a
few are especially advantageous.

Touch screens offer additional -user control. They provide an
alternative to keyboards and light pens and are especially
helpful in simulations. By touching the screen, a user can
indicate how far to turn a dial or the exact placement of a
part.

A1 1grapluc overlay board is often common in nrii systems.
This added hardware permits high-resolution graphics to be
Iaid_over video or slides. With this capability, graphics
can be used to "point-to", or "high1igIA.J1 specific areas. In
addition, data that is quickly outdated can be stored on_a
floppy or hard disk, rather than permanently placing date-
sensitive material on the videodisc. At delivery time the
graphic information is placed over a portion of the video and
the end result is a complete picture. The use of graphic

3
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overlays in this manner can greatly increase the life span of
a videodisc. However, it should be noted that the addition
of this capability not only requires the overlay board but an
analog RGB monitor as well.

In addition to the audio capabilities of tht videodisc,
several hardware_ options are available to provide
supplemental audio cnr "voice over" capabilities. These
include "voice" boards which produce either a digitized voice
or a_ synthesized voice on the compact disc. Although these
options represent a widt variety_of audio playback duality, awide range in price, and_ varied storage requirements, the
benefit to the presentation is the same: audio may be_played
throughout the presentation, and not only when the videodisc
iS in motionr. _Directions, feedback, and remediation may allbe presented orally, providing opportunities for a more
effective presentation.

Perhaps one of the most exciting add-ons to a CBIV system
will be the CD=-ROM (compact disc read-only memory). The
combination of these two technologies will offer students a
powerful learning center- Information will be Available in a
stand-alone setting that was only available previously from
online database services or from an unmanageable amount ofphysical information. Imagine a student surrounded by 400trays of slides, a 10 minute motion video, 50 cassette tapes,and 2,000 journal articles _investigating a specific topic_.The vast quantitied of information available in a CBIV systemcoupled with the 60a megabytes of data Stored on_a_4.7 inch
optical diSc could make this student's task manageable. The
added manageability of information which these technologiesoffer will have great impact on the learner, and the phrase
"freedom of information" will have new meaning.

The data stored on a CD-ROM, disc can represent the tquivalent
of 200,000 paged of text, 1,000 graphics, 75 hours of_spokenmaterial, or any_combination of all three. In addition,because the information is stored Strictly in a digital
format, Any number of ccputer programs, with test data, can
be stored. In all, the equivalent of 1,500 floppies will fit
nicely on the small surfaue.

Although few CD=2ROM_applications exist today, the future
promiseS many, Itnl_the education setting can only wait with
anticipation. Currently, medical and financial databases are
available, ac is the Grolier's Encyclopedia.

One example of CD=ROM already in use is at the Lippincott
Library at the Wharton School of Business, University of
Pennsylvania. They installed the Compact Disclosure CD-ROM

4
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disc on_ their IBM PC XT._ The disc includes_ financial
information:for more than 10,000 public_companies based_on
reports:_filed__with the_ U. S. Securities and Exchange
Commission.. Students _have been quite positive about the
availability of information versls using the microfiche
system.3

Whether the CD-ROM technology is used in conjunction with a
CBIV system or as a solitary information system, the_impact
within learning institutions will _be substantial. _Many feel
the CD-ROM will replace traditional text in the future.
Barry Richman, a veteran of the publishing industry, writes,
"The underlying reason that CD-ROMs and other dense media are
likely to replace traditional print is, as usual, economic.
Dense media have the inherent characteristics necessary to
cure some of publishing's grecitcst pl.oblems - excess
inventory, short product life, high_ distribution costs,
wasteful product_ returns, and insufficient shelf space to
give_ 21SW products a chance to thrive. These are chronic
suffocating problems for which no solution can be found in
traditional print forms."4

The Le

A CBIV system can be a very responsive teacher- Nat only can
it provide the student_with the assigned material, it can
explain difficult areas by _givimg additional examples,
correcting mistakes, _providing guidance, defining terms,
repeating a section, showing a process in slow motion, or
referencing additional_ reading material. In essence, a
student can have complete control over the pace of the
presentation and the depth of explanation.

The learning_ environment is one that permits systems to be
effective from many locations. Courses may be offered
through a main lab on campus, the university library, or a
setting local to the student, such as a community library.
Students need not be present in one location at a specified
time in order to participate. 1This flexibility in when and
where a course can be offered will be important in the
future, with many campuses already feeling the crunch for
classroom space.

The system can closely monitor a student's progress,
recording whatever information an instructor feels iS
important. For example, the interactive video system
designed to teach cardiopulmonary resuscitation CI3R) for_the
American Heart Association, ccnsists of a videodisc, monitor,
and a computer linked to a lifesize mannequin. Electronic
sensors embedded at strategic locations in the mannequin

5
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automatically measure and evaluate_the student's performance.
When the student completes an_assignment, the face and voice
of the instructor reappear,_telling the student how well he
or she IA doing, and suggesting improvementS, but the course
is actually being "taught" by the victim. Feedback continues
until the student has mastered all aspects of CPR.

The effectiveness of such a learning environment has been
documented in several studies. ,A recent_study conducted by
IBM evaluating traditional teaching methods versus CBIV
environment of one system_with one student (ont=on=few) and
one system with three-to-five students (one=on-many)
concluded:

"Student learning gain scores were significantly
greater in the one-on-many And one-on-few modes
than in the traditional classroom lecture=baSed
mode (31.3 percent greater in one-on-many and 50.0
percent greater in one-on-few). Differences
between one-on-many and one-on-few were strong, but
not statistically significant.

With the use of interactive videodisc, the
percentage of students reaching mastery (80 percent
on the post=teSt) increased over 300 percent."5

Studies- indicate that not only do studentS learn moke, they
complete the_material in less time. Additionally, students
report that they enjoy the added flexibility of the material.

Educational OpportunitieS

Throughout the university many applications exist for use
this technology. A few of the more amenable Areas are:

1) Archival Applications - Slide Collections

Thousands of slides exist within a learning institution.
But specific sets _can be difficult to locate and
expenSive to duplicate. They fade and are easily_lost
or damaged. _For this reason, many slide sets are often
unavailable to the learner.

A disc collection can be an excellent way to provide
access to valuable Slide collections.

Instructional Applications

Many possibilities exist for developing instruct!onal
material. Successful applications have included career

6
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guidance, foreign language instruction, science
laboratory simulations, and tutorials.

3) Information Applications

Information that is repeated many times with little
change can be offered to students or prospective
students from a system. This treatment is especially
effective when the questions are predictable. Programs
in this area could include information on individual
colleges, programs of study, campus life, financial aid
activities on campus, and local housing.

Providing an information system of this nature can save
valuable staff time and provide students with improved
services.

Training

This area _is quite adaptable to the CBIV environment.
Training packages can be developed for students,
faculty, and personnel. Several good commercial
packages are in existence which train listening 1and
interpersonal skills, maintenance 1and trouble shooting,
CPR and first aid, and many other "how-to" applications.

Cost-vs-.-13enefit

There are several costs involved in delivering information in
this manner. The two obvious costs are equipment and
development, with the development cost being the greater.

The equipment cost for delivery stations continues to
decline. Varied prices exist throughout the industry, but
several manufacturers offer a level three CBIV system in the
range of $5,000 to $7,000.

Development cost includes all standard costs that 1would be
incurred to produce a video tape plus the course design, disc
production, authoring, and testing.

The cost of producing a_ disc from tape is not the major cost,
as_many people believe. A disc can be pressed for
approximately $2,0001 with each additional copy costing only
$20.00. Thus, it is easy to see that an application which
serves a wide audience can be cost effective.

If you consider developing aCBIV1 course, there are a few
questions which can help you determine the appropriateness of
the material.

7



How many people need the inStruction?

How many different audiences can use the material?

Will the content be stable?

HoW much information will be used and preserved?

How much money and time will be needed for development?

* How much money and time will be saved by delivering the
courde in this manner?

The answers to this short survey will help you determine if acourse or training program is a good candidate fordevelopment. If the correct course is selected, you can be
sure the benefits will far exceed the cost.

The Future

Samuel Dunn, in hid article, "The Changing University,"
indicates a number of situations that will change within
universities as they endeavor to survive in the information
age.

The Faculty:

"The model of the professor as the managel: of a_mini-
educational systed_involving staff support, hardware,
and courseware appears to be a promising one for meeting
changing academic and economic goals."

The Education:

"Tomorrow!s univeirsity Will provide b6i41 educad.on A- d
training."

The Curriculum:

"the citizen of theiinformatian_society, will need
to know_much more about_ the_interactions of varioUs
bodies of xnowledo. _The_moderniworldils cOMplekland
interconnedted ..._. A narrow view of lifei_diSdiplindi
or career is inappropriate in these circutStandes."

The Course:

"The student would enroll for a course or module, then
go to an assigned classroom for initial instructions and
diagnostic tests covering the course material. On the

8
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basis of the diagnostic results, a 1personalized 1course
of study would be prescribed that would involve
interaction with It collection of courseware_materials,
submission of_papers, attendance at_ occasional lectures
given by the professor, individual consultation with the
professor, and examinations to demonstrate mastery."

The Student:

"Today, more than one-third _o_f all full-time and part.=
time_colIege students are over 25. In the future, most
students will be over 25 years of age. The older
learners will, on the average, be more highly motivated
than the 18 to 22-year olds. They will want to have
easy access to courses or programs, to move through the
educational experience as rapidly as possible with
maximum learning, aalci to receive certification of their
new knowledge and skills."

For_many af_ us the future_ is hem; our institutions are
already experiencing many of the situations described by
Dunn. But, for all of us the future will be here. If we are
to meet the needs of our future clientele, support our
faculty with the proper tools, and expand our services, we
need ta look to technology for support. The information
system based on the CBIV environment should be one of the
technologies we consider.

Footnotes

1Samuel L. Dunn, "The Changing University - Survival in
the Information Society," FUTURIST, August 1983, pp. 55-60.

2NichoIas V. Iuupa, A Practical Guide to Interactive
Video Design, (White Plains, NY: Knowledge Industry
Publications, Inc., 1984), p. 5.

3Mark J. Welch, "CD=ROM Arrives," InfoWorld, May 1986,
pp. 43=44.

4Barry Richman, "Dense Media and the Future of
Publishing," CD ROM The= New-Papyrus, (Redmond, WA: Microsoft
Press, 1986), pp. 445-452.

5Judith Vadas, "Results from IBM," The Videodisc Monitor,
October 1986, pp. 16-19.
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IMPROVING MICRO=BASED INSTRUCTION WITH A LAN

Joseph A. Middleton
Director of Data Processing

Lehman ("ollege
of The City University of New York

Bronx
New York

Lehman College has_instaIled some two hundred micro=
computers for instructional use, in classrooms or labs
of fourteen to twenty machines each. After over a year
of planning and refining the_specifications, funding
was provided in the Spring of 1986 for inrtallation c.f
a LAN to support two classrooms at the Academic
Computing Center, each equipped with IBM PC's, in the
Spring of 1986. The objectives were to improve the
effectiveness of_Center staff, by reducing the time
required_for distributing and collecting diAcettes and
for maintenance of the diskette library; and secondly
to_facilitate access to peripheral devices of wh.lch few
are available (letter quality printer, hard disk, hard
copy graphics). ThiS presentation will review LAN
specifications (what_and_why), implementation deLAsions
for LAN management, and preliminary_evaluaton based on
the first semester of use (Fall 1986).
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Microcomputers in Instruction at Lehman College

Lehman College has a history that spans less than two
decades, having become a senior college of tne_City University of
New York in 1968. Prior to that_time the facilities and faculty
that became Lehman had been developed as the Bronx campus of
Hunter College. The College currently has an enrollment of about
nine thousand students, all commuters, many part time (FTE count
is under seven thousand), many working to pay their way through
school.

Lehman has consistently emphasized the liberal artS as
central to its undergraduate curriculum. The preSenCe_bn the_
campus bf the Lehman Center forithe_PerfOrMing ArtSj_ and bf the
Art GalletY,_Offer a-unique_environment for_students in the music
and artS prograffis- Other_programs have developed supportive
relatibfiships_with Bronx institutions:to enhanue the value of
their_students'_years at Lehman; among them the health
professions programs_with Montefiore Medical center:and the
graduate biology program with the New York Botanical Garden.

_Instructional computing was not a key factor an the early
development of the aoademic_programs at Lehman. In the early
eighties,_thanks_to an NSF grant awarded to a faculty member of
the Math and Computer Science Department, it was necessary to
relocate the academic computing facilities to larger quarters to
accomodate equipment (particularly microcomputers) being
purchased through the grant. The Academic Computing Center was
developed in_a ten thousand square foot open area in the center_
of Carman Hall, one of the classroom and faculty office buildings
on the campus.

The newly relocated Academic Computing Center continued to
orovide access to the City University Computing Center (CUNY/UCC)
both via terminals (for Wylbur and VM access) and batch (using
keypunches and RJE stations), and_added Apple-II+ and IBM-PC
microcomputers._ Faculty in the Math and Computer Science
Department desired to teach_their courses in classrooms equipped
with micros, hence the new space was divided into staff offices,
some classrooms (for micros), and open space for terminals,
keypunches, and a few additional micros.

As the_demand for_use_of microcomputers grew, so did the
number of classrooms and the number of micros. The initial IBM
PC equipped classroom at the Center was supplement0 in each of
the last two years with one additional such classroom, for a
total today of three classrooms equipped with IBM PC's_ The
equipment (micros and printers) for the additional classrooms was
purchased by the Continuing Education program to meet the demands
of their increasing course o-Fferings. In addition to the
classrooms in the Academic Cimputing Center a classroom wa8
equipped with IBM PC's adjacillt to the Math and Computer Science
deper:tmental and faculty off ces. The Apple-II+ micros have been
pha7;ed out, replaced with Ap Je Macintoshes. One classroom so
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equipped is located_at the Center and a second at t e Math and
Computer Science Department.

The addition of the Macintoshes was funded by the Cfty
University's initiative over the past three years to assist theColleges in the expansion_of computer resources for instruction.
The intent is to encourage a substantial increase in the number
of students introduced to the use of computer resources during
their college:careers as well as to encourage:the introduction of
(or substantial enhancement of) computer support for courses not
previously making use of computers.

Last year interactive academic computing also was
substantially enhanced; t© the twenty-seven Wylbur terminals_at
the Center (connected via multiplexer to CUNY/UCC) were added
fifteen_terminals connected to a newly acquired DEC VAX-ll/750
(installed at Lehman).

_ Two_dozen IBM PCjr'S were also_installed at the Center last
year, increasing microcomputer support available for introductory
courses. These dre installed in the public micro lab drea,_and
are used primarily by students in introductory Computer Science
courset. They also serve as overflow lab space for students
using_two_PCjr equipped labs elsewhere in:the building, one at
the_Writing Center (which provides assistance and tutoring for
students on their writingiprojects) and another used by the
Division of Profetsional_Studies_(which assists students
interested in teaching as a profession).

The Downside: Too Many Diskettes

With the rapid expansion of academic computing faciliti-s
came the usual stresses of such growth for Center staff in
adapting and adjusting to new tasks and services to be provided,
and for users in learning new tools and selecting among growing
options those facilities that would best support their research
or their courgework One new_task that grew, to the detriment of
other needed services, was the maintenance and distribution of
software diskettes for the microcomputer users at the Academic
Computing Center.

For each microcomputer in the Center there are of course
several software packages,_including the operating System, one or
more word proceSsing packages, spreadsheet, databaSe, languages,
statistics == some purchased software, other items:provided by
f&culty for_use by their students. Some packages require more
than one diskette to provide access to the_full capabilities
designed into them. With the increase in the number of
microcomputers, and the addition of new software, the ditkette
library to be maintained grew from a hundTed or to diSkettes to
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over a thousand, with each addition to the library requiring from
a few dozen to a hundred plus additional disketteS. _Necessary
were an original master copy of each package, in duplicate, and a
copY to be handed out to the user for_each micro, the total
number of_copies limited by_the_number of licenses for the
package or, for site licensed software, by the maximum number of
micros likely to be used simultaneously with the same package
(for example, one classroom plus a few additional uL;ers doing
their own work). A few extra copies of each package were needed
to be able to quickly replace a damaged diskette.

This arrangement would work fine if sufficient staff could
be assigned to diskette librarianship. _ The_Center had
implemented a_common scheme to ensure that diskettes were not
lost: _any user arriving at the Center to use a micro would
exchange an ID card for the necessary software diskettes, and
would return the diskettes and pick up the ID card on the way
out. Loss of diskettes was hence not a problem. The tasks that
became problematic however were the distribution and collection
of diskettes, and ensuring that the diskettes were in good
condition.

Distribution and collection of diskettes required constant
staffing at the software library counter (which was located at
the entrance to the Center, to make it as convenient as
poSSible), with extra persons at class change_time; even so, the
perceived delay on the part_of users having to stand in line
coming in_and going out of the Center at busy times was a
constant source of frustration. Users of course expected more
immediate service. Staff were interrupted from other duties for
ten or fifteen minutes each hour to provide extra help at the
diskette library counter.

Ensuring that the data diskettes remained in good condition
also_meant both delaying a user in starting a work session and
interrupting a staff member to look into the problem.
Occasionally the diskette itself was damaged, at other times a
user would inadvertently write on the software diskette instead
of on their data diskette. A damaged diskette was then
identified by the next user attempting to work with it, not by
the user who damaged it, and at least minimal staff assistance
would be requested to confirm that the problem was the diskette
and not the micro or a user error. Checking each diskette every
time it was returned to ensure that a damaged diskette was never
loaned out would be impractically time consuming.

AS a reSult of the_additional attention the diskette library
required_there was a decrease in staff support available for
other_user services, such as troubleshooting minor hardware
problems or providing consulting on software available or
assignment requirements. In our case funding for additional
student help, the least expensive source of additional staffing
and an acceptable level of staff_support for routine care of the
diskette library, was not forthcoming. In order to provide one
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additibnal_part, time student for_the_hOurs_the Center ig open the
COSt_is approximately $10,000 per_year,: and it must be bbted that
a single additional part_time student would not have_aSSured
fully eliminating the difficulties inherent in managing the
diskette library.

The Proposed Solution: What We Asked For

As the Center had expanded in 1985, fairly well_keeping
itself State=of-the-art with the addition of IBM_PC's, Apple
Macintoshes, a Digital VAX, IBM_PCjr's "hosted" by the VAX, and
thd VAX networked to the CUNY/UCC IBM systems, the staff had_also
considered a network for the micros an appropriate additional
step. However there was no obvious choice for a netWork in an
academic setting,_in fact it was not clear exactly what
capabilities Should be expected of such a micro network. Duringthe year Staff members read articles, ditcussed products with
vendors, and began documenting features And services that a
network should provide. In particular they found that networks
intended to address business needs might not support the Severaldozen micros used simultaneously in an instructional lab; and
that many networkt required booting the micro from disk and then
running the network_software as an application. By early 1986
the objectives_for a network in the Academic Computing Center
were fairly_clear, and when funding was made available the
specifications were written and submitted for bidding.

A_key- aspect of:the intrOduction of a Local Area:Network__
would be theiacoeSsibiIity_of_micro software froth a file_server,
eliminating thd need to_distribute diskettes:fOr Such software;
In order tb meet_this_objective the-LAN WbUld_haVe_to provide a
reinote_bdot feature,_that is the abilitY_fOr_the_user to boot a
work-Station micro without a DOS or program diskette. iBoth
OPerating system and program wouId_be_available from the server,
and:the user would need:only_provide the_data diskette. (The
individual-PC't-would_of course_also continue tb OPerate____
independentlY of_the_network when necessarY ttii.tUn_software not
available_from_the file server.) AS An_added benefit; the
netWOrk_wouId:share hard disk spacei_thUS providing_aocess to
large_shared data files; and_wouId:permit_sharing of other
peripherals;_ such as a letter_quality_printer, laser printer; or
plotter,_without requiring the_user to move toia specifid
microcomputer haVing these_attached devices,-_thuS- alleviating the
schedUlingidifficulties_that Accompany USe Of Such special
deviceS Atta-ched to a standalone micro.

_ _The specifications developed reflected these major_concerns,
and also incorporated other requirements that were designed to
ensure both the Successful implementation of the project and the
viability of the network for enhancement and growth over the next
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few years Not finding a:single vendor's system that off-the-
shelf would provide all the desired features, the specifications
were written to reflect required performance:and features for the
user, and not_specific manufacturersior_modelsi nor even such
things_as transmission media_or_speedi_protocoli_or_network
topology__The expectation was_that a distributor_would_package
an_appropriate_selection of equipment_and software to address our
requirements; if necessary customizing the proposed solution.

The specifications are a:nine page document,:hence they are
not reproduced here; howeverithe, major requirements written_intO
them other than those noted in the preceding paragraphs follow.

The_microcomputers_LIBM PCs with 256K memory_and dual_
floppy drives)_and printers (some parallel, some_serial) were
already installed; The successful bidder would provide a
complete network --:supply all boards, cabling, network server,
network software, other equipment and supplies, and completely :

install-both hardware and softwarei as-necessary to connect forty
6f_the IBM PCs_at_the_Academic_Computing_Center_to the LAN._ The
forty_PC's included two classrooms,_one with 14_and the other
with 16 machines; eight micros located in_the open lab area; and
two micros in staff offices to monitor and manage the network.

It:was intended that_once the:bid was awardedi-and the
proposed equipmentiand software_delivered_and_installediiweiwould
have_an operational_and_usable network.__A_maximum time limit Of
two and a half months was allowed from issuance of the Purchase
Order to complete installation of the network.

Although the items proposed could be from multiple
manufacturers, they were to be supplied directly by the
successful bidder, and the supplier was required to provide on-
site warranty and maintenance service_ We did not want to_be in
the position of having to assemble pieces of the project from
various vendors and suppliers, nor of having to deal with depot
maintenlnce, either of which could delay impleme .ation of the
project.

To ensure our ability to continue effective operation and
enhancement of the LAN, complete documentation, both on the
equipment and software included and on its specific
implementation at Lehman, as well as training of our staff and
ongoing technical support during the warranty period were
required.

For purposes of future LAN expansion, the proposal had to
include the ability to connect not only IBM PC's but also XT's,
AT's and PCjr's to the LAN. (Desirable, though not required, was
the ability to connect Apple Macintoshes as well; no vendor was
able to offer this capability.)

Software in use or planned for at the_Center was specified,
with the requirement that it be usable on the network. (The list
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did not inoludeiany proprietary:software specifically designed tO
require a key disk; if a suitable alternative can be foUnd tb
such softwere we use it;)

In addition to the ability to spool to netWork printers,
support for interactive use of such Einters was required, that
is programs designed to use a dedicated_printer had to be
supported on the network accessing network printers.
Furthermore, each workstation user was to be able to specify
which of any of the shared network printers should be uSed for
printer output.

Security was required for the-networki:fOr_Uber_fileSi_and_
for_software on the server. iSpecificallyi_the_netWOrk_had_to be
secure_from tampering by an individuai:user; user_files had to be
protectedifromiunauthorizedaccess;_and_software
server had tO be_protected from unauthorized copying._ On this
last:iSsue we were_in_fact_specifying more security fOri8OftWare
on the network than we could guarantee for softwate on diSkettes;

Although we were purchasing a single network for_the entire
Academic Center, we wanted the ability for the microcomputers in
a single classroom to_share access to specific programs and data
when appropriate, while giving the instructor the ability to
identify individual students in the class for purposeS of
exchanging messages or reviewing a student's Work. The
specifications thus required the abilitY to associate a_group of
"student" accounts with an "instructor" account providing to the
instructor in the arrangement the ability to control a disk work
area used by the class.

For most users however, including most cour868, it is
sufficient to provide access to the various programs on the
server; hence we required the ability for many usef's to use the
same account, accessing identical facilities, simultaneously at
many stations. Also required was the ability to establish
several such accounts each providing access to unique
facilities, simultaneously to several users; this would address
for_example the needs of introductory classes for which the
instructor wished to tailor available facilitieS to the minimum
needed for the students.

Performance was specified in terms_of pt,gram startup at a
workstation, requiring that a workstation boot from the Server
&rid load_software from the server faster than the equivalent
procedure could be done from diskettes; and that performance not
degrade below this level for as many as twenty near simultaneous
startups, such as might occur when the students in a class turn
on machineS in preparation for a class session.
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Implementation: What We Got

Over twenty potential:LAN suppliers had been identified,
Including manufacturers and-distributors of most of the commonly
known LANs_ Many of these had discussed ourirequirements:with
staff at_the Academic Center_during the previous yeari_and had
indic4=ited_an interest in_bidding_on the project Others were
added simply because we were_aware of the alternative and_wanted
the best possible responses to the RFP; The major difficulty
encountered by various vendors was the requirement to support a
remote boot capability. :Other issues of-concern:were workstation
performance with,forty stations_on the LAN (and perhaps more at a
lateridate)i:protection of server software, and the ability of
some_to_prGvide-all the required support (equipment, software,
installation and training);

The selected vendor, SRS Networks, Inc., of New York City,
proposed a complete, installed network: Novell 286A
microcomputer as the server (2MB memory, 30MB hard disk), ARCNET
LAN boards with the appropriate connecting "hubs" and RG-62
cabling, Novell Netware 286 SFT Level I network software,_five
days of installation and five days of training, at a total cost
of $32,600. The requirements identified in the previous section
were addressed as follows.

:Each:IBM PC loses-nothing of its standalone capability;
added_tb_it isian:ARCNET board to connect the PC:to_the network,
with_a_remote .icoot PROM on the board having on it the network
shell_softwarei_sufficient_to_aCc.ass_the_server_and boot_the
workstation if the PC is booted without e. diskette in the local
drive.

The bid was awarded at the end of June, with L;he actual
Purchase Order written in mid-July. The equipment and software
arrived in August, with installation occuring during most of
August, training_in late August_and early September. The network
was available for the start of classes a week after Labor Day,
with final acceptance of the entire installation on September 9.

--The-network-was supplied and installed; with appropriate
Staff.being assigned:by:the:supplier for-the various tasks-
involved. 7-cable installationi_Lequipment_installation, software
installation_and_tailoringi_Staff_training. Cabling was
facilitated_by_the_fact that cable troughs are in place around
the perimeter of_the.Academic.Center, .and_with_the_"rooms"_ being
open-overhead (the walls are-in fact eight foot partitions in a
twenty-foot high space) all:locations are:_easily accessible,
Other than running-cables, -installation-of-equipment consisted of
putting:an SMC ARCNET.board in already_installed-IBM PCs;
installing the_Novelle266A_network_serverAan_IBM_PC/AT- -

compatible_machineli_and_interconnectinuthe cables_to_active
hubs..(three were_used.,_.each of these_require an .electrical
outlet) and passive hubs (which require no electrical power).



On-site warranty was provided. Support was further
facilitated by installation of a 1200 baud modem and Carbon y
software on the server to permit remote diagnostics.

The manufacturer's documentation was supplied with each
piece of equipment or software, and in addition the supplier
provided online diagrams and descriptions of the installation at
Lehman, which can be updated and maintained as the network
changes.

LAN dxpansion is possible using ARCNET boards and cabling to
support the IBM PC, PC/XT, and PC/AT. IBM PCjr's Lan he
supported through a dedicated IBM PC used as a gateway to an IBM
Cluster network, using JR Cluster Boards and RG-5eU coax cable to
connect the PCjr's.

All required software_is_supported on the network
Furthermore,:abcess_to_software can be restricted bated on
physidal_WOrkstation address; hence it is pOSSible to_
conveniently and effectively restrict some_software to only:a
POrtiOniof the network,:or to make_different_versions of software
aVailable at stations with different_hardware configurationS,
The Novell menu_systet; part of_the Netware software, it USed tb
walk the user thtbugh software selection.

TheiHOt_Print_(Advanced PC Solutions) sOftWare Provides the
desired interactive control ofinetwork_Printers; the Novell
Netware software allowsiselection by the User of any of the
shared (spooled) network printers.

Novell NetWareisoftwareiprovides file security bated_on_user
account eSiWell_as_individual file, however it OnlY_allOws read
and/or wrIte_access restrictions.: The HOt Print_software in
additiOn permits execute only protection fbi' sOftware on theserven

Communication between an instructor and the studentS in a
class can be provided via the Electronic Mail facility of the
Novell software, by controlling student's access to the
instructor's mail directory, and giving the instructor access to
each student's mail directory.

The Novell softWare permits_any number of users to sign on
under a Group ID, thus permitting an entire class to use the sameID and through it access specific facilities on the network.
Most users log into the network server using the Group ID
"Hello-, which requires no password_and provides access to all
the general purpose software installed on the server.

A satisfactorY and consistent level of performance was
assured by the use as the network server of an 8MHz processor
with no wait States, with two SMC ARCNET LAN boards installed inthe server, each connected to roughly half the_network, thus
providing two parallel trunks each running at 2.5 MB. Though
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noticeable_when_many.stations_are.accessing the server,
performance degradation at the network stations is not
significant.

Effectiveness of the LAN for instruction

Thus the specifications were effectively addressed, and ouri_
experience thus far_indicatesitoo that our objectives in terms of
improving servi:::es to instructional users of microcomputers were
addressed.

The Center has continued_to_operate_with_no inerease_in. _

staffing_from_last_year.__Less_support_is needed for distributing
and_collecting_software from_users; permitting f;.taff to be
assigned_to other tasks assisting users. As_had been intended,
the majority of users can now enterithe_facilityiand use a
microcomputer without borrowing diskettes_from the Center, hence
the lines_of students entering and leaving the Center_have_all
but:disappeared. User_response in_generai_has_been_extremely
positive to the .ease_ with which they can now_begin_their
microcomputer session and leave when theyiwish._ Staff are more
productive tooLin assisting users, without the hourly
reassignment_of_one or two persons to provide extra help with
software diskette exchanges at class changing times.

Faculty appreciate too the easier startup of a class
session. Furthermore the availability of the hard disk on the
file server has meant that options for some software which were
previously not used because extra diskettes would be required can
now be easily used. Similarly, data files (for example census
data) can now be stored on the file server which previously were
not used because they would have required multiple diskettes, a
Set for each student who would need the data simultaneously. Yet
another positive point noted by faculty is the ease with which
students can be introduced to e variety of software packages;
since available software is displayed on the menu, students now
more readily investigate and learn about programs not required
for the course, and which they would have ignored had they been
working with diskettes.

The diskette library still exists of course. Some software
has not been installed on the network server (due to license
restrictions); and one IBM PC equipped classroom is not on the
network, hence any work done there requires diskettes to be
distributed.1 Occasionally too an instructor_will_want to
demonstrate to a class how to work with a diskette based
standalone system, and thus requests software diskettes. The
diskettes are also a backup for the network, if the LAN fails and
cannot be quickly recovered the diskettes are used until the LAN
is back in service.
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The reliability of the network is of critical importance.
No one would be well served by having software on a network
server if the network frequently failed. A number of
intermittent failures in the first several weeks were traced to
faulty ccnnector installatjons_on network cables; once these
problems were corrected the network has been quite stable. Only
during the first month of network operation were failures severeenough to require use of diskettes for a class session, and thes,:!inStances occured primarily on Saturdays, when the full time
technical staff were not available to assist in diagnosing and
correcting the failure. Though we have no actual counts., our
sense is that fewer software failures are experienced on the
network than were experienced previously with diskettes.

Conclusion

The installation of & microcomputer LAN at the Academic
Computing Center must be considered a success. It provides the
services that were_intended -- file Server for software and data,
workstation booting without diskettes, sharing of printers or
other peripherals. The network was installed on schedule and
performs as expected. Users have received improved service, and
staff are more effective though no more in number.

Noting the service and reliability thus far seen, it is our
intention to_continue to expand the network, 1ãdd±ng the remaining
IBM PC classroom, and also adding the IBM PCjr's on a Cluster
network, bridged to the existing network_and file server. Since
the PCjr on the_network will get its software from the file
server, the single local floppy drive available will m&ke it
equivalent for many purposes to a dual drive IBM PC.

Other planned enhancements have to do solely with software
improvements to the installed software and to the menus in use.
For example, the Help information for the Menu system is in many
instances inadequate, and by adding appropriate Help to the
network menus not only is the micro LAN user helped but at the
same time the need to prepare hardcopy handouts iS reduced.

_ Key factors in the success of the project were having a
clear understanding of the desired objectives, the ability of the
vendor to deliver and install a complete system that could meet
those objectiveS, and finalIy_having the staff at the Aoademic
Center folloW up after implementation to ensure both its
continued operation and enhancement.
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THE CENTRAL SERVICE NODE IN A MULTICAMPUS NETWORK

THE CSU EXPERIENCE

James K. Hightower
Penelope Crane

The California State University
Los Angeles
California

The_daIivery of computing support services to_ remote users has
long seen a topic of interest to the university and college
computing community in its need to provide economical access to
sophisticated software and hardware. The advent of network
access to university supercomputers has added currency to these
issues once again.

In many such delivery systems politics and organizational
factors have combined with uncertain communications services
and costs to overwhelm the obvious economies of scale. As one
of the largest university computing service networks, The
California State University (CSU) has been urquely constituted
so as to have overcome many of these factors.

This paper is an attempt to portray the delivery of the central
computer services of the CSU to its remote users in such a
manner as to provide information useful to other muIticampus
computer service networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The California State University distributed computing network
was established as a result of the 1968-69 Budget Act.
Development of the distributed network began primarily with
local campus and central batch computers. Telecommunications
lines and associated equipment were installed allowing all
campus computers to communicate with the central facility._
This capacity was augmented over the years to include
instructional computing at the central facility, followed by
smaller local campus timesharing computers. Periodic upgrades
to most equipment have been accomplished over the years.
Below is a list of major computer procurements in the CSU.

MILESTONES: MAJOR CSU COMPUTER PROCUREMENTS

Date Procurement

Prior to 1961 No Computers on State College Campuses
1961 Three Campuses Install Small Computers
1963 Twelve Campuses Install Small Computers
1967 First Campus Timesharing System Installed
1969 Regional Data Centers Installed
1969 Major Upgrade of Campus Batch Computers
1970 Upgrade of a Campus Timesharing System
1971 Central Timesharing System Installed
1972 Consolidation of Regional Data Centers
1974 Installation of Batch Computers at Four

Small Campuses
1975 Campus Installation of Minicomputers for

Timesharing
1976 Upgrade of Central Timesharing System
1977 First Library Transactor_Installed
1979 Eleven Campuses Upgrade Campus Time-

sharing System
1980 Replacement of Campus and Central Batch

Computers with CYBER 170/700's
1984 X.25 Network Installed to Link all Systems
1985 Thirteen campuses add CYBER 180/800's for

Administrative Computing
1985 Replacement of Campus Minicomputers with

Prime 9750's
1986 Upgrade of Campus Primes

Now_ that the computer network is installed, the functional
differentiation of the nodes can be defined. The central
computer systems provide computer resources for systemwide
computing and EDP support activities as well as production
support for the Chancellor's Office.



In the
systems

4

area of academic computing, the central computerprovides campus support for:

1. Data bases which are large and/or infrequently usedbut needed.

2. Proprietary software which is_ too expensive 1toacquire for each campus until individual utilizationof the software becomes substantial.

3. Large CPU-consuming jobs which cannot be effectivelyprocessed on a campus computer system.

Sharing ot software and data 1among
the data communications network.

Exploration of systemwide use of
software which requires a research
support environment.

campuses through

special purpose
and development

The campus systems are to provide support 1f orlocal instructional_ and administrativerequirements. Each campus has a small or
stand-alone CYBER 170 Computer 1System for nmjorcomputing support and a Prime 9755 or 9950 for
timesharing and most have CYBER 180 Computer
administrative computing.

most of the
processing

medium sized
instructional
instructional
Systems for

As_ the largest single source of college graduates in thenation, the CSU has an obligation to adapt and expandinstructional programs in order to provide graduates withskills which will enable them to participate in and contributeto the economic climate. The relatively healthy state of theCalifornia economy can be attributed largely to the heavyconcentration of electronics,_aerospace and banking industries- all of which are highly dependent upon computer technology.The startling growth in the personal computer industry givescredence to claims by some educators that computer literacy isbecoming the fourth "R" in education.

Studentt_in computing_using idburses nearly tripled, :while morethan_eight_times the _nutber_of_ computer:and informationsciencesdegrees were granted last year-than in 1472;_ The CSUrecognizes the need_toiadaptand expand its computer resourcestoprovide graduates with the skills needed to compete in thejob market.

The basic policy regarding instructional computingapplications is to exploit the computing resources availablethrough the common Central and Campus Computer Systems whenfeasible and cost effective. The instructional program,however, with its broad spectrum of disciplines and courses,necessitates cost effective use of computing resources in thehierarchy available. i A
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Hierarchy of Instructional Computing Resources within the CSU

COffiglAtt Tvp-e-af Instruction Lesga_91Uag

Micro Beginning Programming Beginning; Inter-
in appropriate language mediate;and Advanced

Special Purposes such as
operating systems courses

Mini Software Package Use Beginning and
such as MINITAB and SAS Intermediate

Programming Languages
such as BASIC and Pascal

Campus Programming Languages Intermediate and
Mainframe such as COBOL and FORTRAN Advanced

Central
Mainframe

More Sophisticated Pack-
ages such as SPICE and GPSS

Some Analyses of D3ta Base:
such as California Poll ana
ICPSR

Analysis of Large Data Bases Advanced (also
such as COMPUSTAT, Faculty and Computer
Census and LANDSAT Center Staff)

Heavy Compute-Bound Problems
such as crystal rotation

Use of Expensive Proprietary
Software such as SIMULA and
CD2000

Sharing Among Campuses of
software and course materials
developed locally

External Use of Software and Hardware Mostly Advanced
Resources not available within the and Faculty

system such as Supercomputers

Communication with Resources
available elsewhere (sharing
with other researchers) e.g.,
BITNET
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In order to provide for the overall objective of enabling
every CSU student to acquire the computation or data
processing expertise requisite for professional qualification
or for further academic work in his or her chosen field,
academic computing support must provide:

o Adequate computer resources to meet the computer
literacy and_ programming needs for undergraduate and
graduate education requirements in all programs where
this is required;

o Adequate computer resources to meet the general
instructional and research needs of disciplines
requiring students to have access to a computer,
where such access is generally expected and the
programs of_such disciplines are an approved part of
the _CSU curricula, e.g. access to software packages
and data bases;

o A means for obtaining computer resources for those
approved programs requiring specialized and/or
intensive computer resources, e.g., graphics,
computer science and laboratory applications; and,

o Computer resources which can augment undergraduate
and graduate programs through advanced
computer-assisted instructional technology.

A wide variety of programming languages_ and software arerequired to properly support the _instructional program for
students preparing for careers in the computing industry. In
addition, applications in environmental and ecological
studies, economic modeling, financial planning, plant and
animal taxonomy and the social sciences depend heavily upon
the statistical analysis of large data bases. Instructional
requirements include:

o Multiple programming languages, e.g., COBOL, FORTRAN,
ALGOLI_ APL, PL/1, Pascal, Modula2, ADA, SIMULA,
SMALLTALK, LISP, PROLOG, SNOBOL, etc.

o On-line access with interactive Software

Continuous system simulators used in the analysis of
environmental phenomena and the analysis of dynamic
systems in science and engineering systems;

o General purpose system simulation software for the
construction of practical models used in business,
the transportation industry, and for operations
research applications;

o Hardware resources to_ support large=scale problemsolving in numerical-,and statistical analysis;
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o High-speed graphics to permit the _visual
interpretation of the results of analyses and problem
solutions generated by a variety of computer
software, including structural, architectural and
artistic design;

o Advanced workstations with high resolution graphics
capabilities and sophisticated software;

o Authoring systems to help faculty develop
instructional aids and to teach the use of CAI;

o Expert_systems development tools to explore this new
technology;

o Computing systems in wide use in higher education to
facilitate the economical exchange of software with
other institutions;

A wide variety of special purpose facilities
dedicated _ to real-time data acquisition
(environmental monitoring) and process control
(petro-chemical and heavy tool) applications; and,

o Intercomputer communications and file transfer
capabilities for use of a variety of resources and
the integration of their outputs.

II. DISTRIBUTED SERVICES

In the area of_academic computing the CSU-has taken advantage
of_its_ size,- organization- and modern-technolOgy in 6irderitti
deliver computing- capabilities in :the -MOSt doSt effective
manner; This has been done throughithe_Shating of proprietary
computer software and data_basesi_ the_tharing_of_support_and
facilities for these_resources_ahd_the sharing_ by faculty_in
their uSe_and_in the_Adevelopment_ of_additional enhancements.
Thi8:_itethod of acquisition,_ delivery -and_ support offers
Significant _cost savings in -a- isingle- price Over the
duplication of_the cost up to lg,times._ FUrthet, _eVen_when
multiple licenses are_needed for the dittribUtitiii of software
to campuses,: a grouvpurchase and 6 Single point of contact
provide considerable discount.

All proprietary software is acquired in the name of the
Trustees _of the CSU employing a single point of contact in the
central office. Each piece of software is tested, debugged,
provided with on-line documentation and user friendly access
procedures and then diStributed to the campuses. In this
manner it is poSsible to support a sophisticated library of
application software and data bases. It is the aim of the CSU
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to provLde student access to packages and data bases that will
be available to them in their future employment or further
education. This effort is supported with a staff of 12 people
in the central office.

The ingredients which make this support system work includecommon operating systems on all campuses, networking
capabilities, extensive on-Iine information and problem
reporting capabilities, a cohesive group of academic computing
coordinators and systemwide disciplint=oriented facultygroups.

It is an important feature of systemwide procurement that the
computers have compatible operating systems, programming
languages, internal and external character sets, print-lines,
etc., throughout the CSU. These requirements also meet
mininumn ccmfigurations for processing systemwide
administrative systems and are satisfied in conjunction with
upward compatibility characteristics of the upgrade
configurations. These system requirements are meant tominimize personnel costs for the _maintenance of operating
systems and the development of administrative applications,
but they also well serve the needs of supporting a library of
instructional applications software and databases.

The computers are linked in a redundant X.25 data
communications network. This enhances the ability of campuses
to share software, databases and documentation. It also
greatly improves the ability of a small central staff tomaintain and update the applications libraries on remotecampuses.

The inability of the _central staff to do face-to-faceconsulting with their remote users has necessitated improved
use of online aids. These include an online prompted, problem
reporting system which is tended on 5 daily basis. This has
reduced the phone calls from frustrated _users greatly. An
online feedback file af answers to_questions recived in the
problem systems has limited the _redundancy in questions. A"help" parameter in all access procedures has further reduced
the consultants job. A_file called INFO contains a large
number of subfiles available for the user to browse. These
include revisiom status reports and comments on languages and
packages. Among the most popular INFO files, however, are
WHATSON and WHATDOC. The former contains a catalog of the
library and the latter provides complete ordering intormatlon
for documentation available for languages and packages.

In 1975/76 the CSU recognized a need for campus positions to
provide consultation to faculty and students on instructional
applications, data bases and appropriate software for academic
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Additional_meeded services were in the areas of
documentation; user training and planning for_ instructional
computing; A: three-year pilot :project on:ithree campuses
demonstrated the need for instructional computing-coordinators
to provide these services. A pozition was_addedion six_more
campuses in 19_80/81_ and each_of the tem remaining_ campuses
received.: aiPotition J1-1_1_98_1/82_, Biannual _meetings_ of _this
gratip: and_the_zentral _staff provide an opportunity tor sharing
diperiences_and resources _among_the campuses and have been
very successful _in developing guidelines for the services
these position provide. The experience with the program
indicated need for adding lower level instructional computing
coordinator positions to extend services to a larger student
and faCUlty community.

Discipline-oriented_lacuIty groups within the CSU have found
the_ shared computer facility a useful tool in their
cooperative development of computer based course materials.
Some examples of these shared development activities include:

o The political and social science faculty have
developed instructional subsets of the 1CPSR survey
material and on-line teaching modules.

Business faculty teaching finance courses have
developed an extensive system of programs for
accessing the COMPUSTAT database.

o Biology faculty on several campuses have found it
advantageous to share taxonomy software.

o Faculty in several disciplines have found the
maintenance of shared test item data banks and test
generating software an efficient and cost effective
method of preparing examinations.

Faculty from several campuses and disciplines are
working together to develop mechanisms for providing
access to very large data bases such as LANDSAT
(topographical) and WEATHER and very large programs
such as CAL-ERDA (energy).

o Faculty from several campuses are working together to
develop mechanism for sharing expertise and resources
in the area of MUSIC-CAI.

The: instructional __computing _resources_ of_the CSU;_ then; are
dSlivered_via_a network. This netwark has both hardware-and
human_components and is hierarchical- in configuration. ThOSO
things in which there are economies of scale are_performed 'at
the hub (or top) while those requiring E7lose interaction with
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the user are_done on-site. People and machines work well in a
network of information exchange.

III. DEVELOPMENT NODES

In the Spring of 1884, two systemwide committees were
established to_heIp guide the planning for future acquisition
and development of computing resources within the system. Oneof these deals with the administrative areas and the otherwith the academic. In the summer of 1985, an independent
consultant was commissioned to study the efficacy of the
central computer center's services. The results of this study
were presented to the Academic Computer Planning Committee(ACPC) in March, 1986. From the recommendations in the
consultant's report the Academic Computing Enhancement (ACE)
Institute was_ formed with a steering committee appointed by
the ACPC to provide direction and oversight.

Several projects are being coordinate& under its sponsorship
including: The Computation Chemistry project at Fullerton, a
computer conferencing project at Sacramento, vsupercomputing
training project sponsored by San Diego and Sacramento, and
the InterUniversity Consortium on Educational Computing CEC)
project, of which Northridge is a member and_ which emanates
from CarnegiA-Mellon University. Each of these projects is
based at one (or more) of CSU campuses, and the ACE Institute
will help to sponsor participation from the other campuses in
each of these projects.

The Institute Steering committee gets reports of activities
occurring at other campuses and provides informatimn about
joint activities._ _For example, the CAD/CAM project_at SLO isopen to other campuses and approximately six other campuses
are now participating; San Diego State University is a member
of_the Consortium which supports the San Diego Supercomputer
Center and access to the Cray X-MP/48 is available to othercampuses through the CSU Network; Fullerton has molecularmodeling software with access available to other campuses; and
so on.

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Computer service to the university community in the futurewill be influenced by advances_ in the technology. The five
areas of technology most likely to_ have an impact are advances
in telecommunications, supercomputers, high performance
workstations, artificial intelligence and intelligent tutoring
syStems. These are likely to influence the CSU in the
continuation and further development of current projects aswell as the commencement of new ones.
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Development node activities under the ACE Institute are
already having an impact on plans for the future. The
advanced workstation project which resulted from_ membership in
the ICEC has already been expanded to second campus for
further explorations, development, and_ application. It has
also influenced the specifications for advanced graphics
workstations in the current budget formulas sent to the state
for funding.

The computational chemistry project gives students and faculty
in chemistry access to sophisticated tools for molecular
design and study, remotely, and cah be made available on local
computers.

As the need for supercomputer access increases, most
universities mill probably find the need to decrase its
remoteness. A system the SiZe of the CSu will likely find a
place in its network to house such a computer.

Library catalogs and _services will likely find their place
within the computer network. Online public access to library
catalogs already exists on some campuses.

The increased complexity of available resources within
computer networks will tend to swamp the skills of user
services staff at the central node. This, however, will tend
to be mitigated by advances in technology in two areas._ First
of these is the increased functionality of the
telecommunications networks. This will allow the distribution
of expert_ assistance throughout the nodes of the network.
Electronic mail, conferencing and bulletin board features
already assist remote users. Users will become unaware of
which remote (or local) site is providing them Service. While
the technology appears to be sound4 the governing structure of
such a service function may, indeed, be extremely complex.

A second technology which will assist in serving users
involves the application of artificial intelligence to some
areas of service. Intelligent tutorials will provide online
assistance to the users of the various resourceS available.
User modelling should provide individualized user
environments. Intelligent system interces may eventually
provide the user with a system whose individual computers and
software are transparent to the user. The delivery of user
services in a multicampus network will surely undergo some
exciting changes in the not toc distant future.
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ARIES
AUTOMATED MATCHING OF PEOPLE,

RESOURCES AND OPPORTUNITIES

presented by

Katy Neff - Data Base Analyst, Computing Services

Tom Martinson - Associate Director, Office of Research

Ball State University

CAUSE 86

ABSTRACT
ARIES (AcademIc Resource Information Exchange System) Is a campus In;
formatIon_network developed at Ball State University to assiSt faculty In lo-
cating resources auch as research grants, educational films and videotapes,
periodicals, and indMduals with expertise In specific areas. ARIES consists
of resource databases which are available for on-Ilne search, plus a match-
ing facility that generates personal notices Informing each IndiAdual of the
grants, films and periodicals which relate to the person's sperlfIc Interests.
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Ball State University is located inMuncle, Indiana, a community-known among sociolo-
gists as "Middletown" from a study by_that name done in 1929 by Robert and Helen
Lynd. Ball State, like Middletown, can be characterized as "representative" in terms of
size and resources, with an FTE enrollment of about 17,000_students and 3,000 em-
ployees of whom 1,100 are faculty. In an institution of this size the _faculty and staff do
not all know each other, and many are at best vaguely aware of resources and opportu-
nities available on campus. The ARIES system utilizes the University's central comput-
ing_system and communications network to bring these people, resources and
opportunities together.

Specifically,_ARiES consists of four databases 1) faculty and staff profiles, 2) grant
opportunities, 3) films and videotapes, and 4) the library's periodicals. These databases
are available for on-ilne search from any of the 1,200+ devices connected to the VAX
network, in addition to dialup access from off-campus locations.

ON=LINE SEARCH
The ARIES search is menu-driven and extremely simple to use. The first screen of the
search is a menu of databases. When a database_is selected, the computer displays a
list of search options for that database, such as keyword,__text string, etc. When a
Wirth option is selected, the computer explains the expected input_ to initiate the
search, such as a keyword. The search returns a list of "hits", from which the user can
select a line number to display more information about the person or Item.

The ARIES System includes on;line help information explaining the contents of_the data-
bases, search options, recent-changes, sources of the information and "commercial
messages" from the Office of Research and the library.

The search program maintains usage counts and a search log to provide feedback to
the Office of Research, Educational Resources, Library Pea:odicals and Computing
Services. The search log includes a record of every search (user's name and depart-
ment and the search parameter such as keyword or_text string). This log provides the
Office of Research and the library with information about the types of materials people
are looking for, and the overall utilization of the system.

THE AUTOMATED MATCH
Automated match programs are run periodically_by the offices responsible for the data-
bases. The match process relates keywords designating the interests of _the faculty to
keywords indicating the subject matter of the resources. Thls process generates per-
sonalized notices_ to Inform each IndMdual of research grams, films or periodicals rel-
evant to hisTher_specific interests, An innovative feature of ARIES is a link with the VAX
electronic mail system. Individuals who frequently_ use EMAIL can elect to receive their
notices electronically. At this point In time, the majority of the notices are printed, how-
ever as more terminals are installed in faculty offices we expect to see an increase in
the EMAIL mode of distribution.

The ARIES system1 has been evolving in a piecemeal fashion, and new features can
often be attributed to serendipity as much as planning. The idea for_the_EMAIL connec-
tion came about during the Sub=zero January days when the authors began_to utilize
the_ EMAIL_ facility as an alternative to the cross-campus trek for project meetings. It
occurred to us that an_EMAIL interface would be an efficient means of distributing data-
base information to the faculty. EMAIL distribution saves printing and envelope-stuffing
time; consequently the faculty receive their notices about two or three days earlier
through EMAIL, with considerably less secretarial effort.



The four databases In the AIIIES_system are described here In the order In which they
were developed. The_heart of the system Is the faculty and staff database, which wa3
the first to be Implemented during the 1984-85 academic year.

FACULTY PROFILES
The idea for the faculty database was first Suggetted by the Office of Research. This
office receives information about grant opportunities from the _Office of Federal
Programs in Washington, then forWarde this information__to theindMduals most likely to
be interested In particular grantt. This notification_was being done in a haphazard man-
ner, by searching the mental databases of the staff who had become familiar with the
faculty'S research interests In lhe_course of their work with grant proposals. There were
two difficulties with this procedure 1) Information was not reaching all of the faculty,
especially_ those recently hired, and 2) staff turnover resulted in the lots cf the knowl-
edge of faculty interests.

The Office of Research began exploring alternative methods for_Identifying research
Interests of the faculty. At the Same time, the Center for Entrepreneurial Resources and
Applied Research, serving as a between_ the lousiness community and the
University, expressed a need for a database of _faculty expertise to Identify individuals
Interested In consulting opportunities. The_Office of Research, CERAR and University
Computing Services combined efforts to Implement the faculty and staff database.

In the analysis of this situation, our first thought was to make use of the computerized
human resources systemort the IBM mainframe. Curiously, "human resoUrces" systems
are not necessarily designed for storing and retrieving infOrMatiOn about human re-
sources (i.e. knowledge and expertise); these sySteMS tend to deal exclusively with pay-
roll eld employment status InforMatidh. Since there was very little helpful Information in
those flies, we proceeded tb bUild a hOW database._Our_decision to use the VAX rather
than the IBM was based primarily on ease of access by the Office of Research,
CERAR and the faculty.: The new database_was christened "Eureka", and Is still known
by that name. ("ARIES", a name invented later, refers to the entire collection 0f
databases).

Information In the faculty and staff database comes from a questionnaire distributed by
the Office_of Research. In Its current form, the questionnaire CrinSIsts of three parts.
The firstpart contains a few general questions, SUch at haft, rank or title, department
and college affiliation, foreign language prOficlency, and licenses or certificarez% T.
second part asks for _keywordS identifying _the person's professione1 Interests and expor
tise, and countries of international experience. The third part is a free-for,n "thumbnal!
sketch" describing the Individual's research activities, consulting 34eriences, grantp,
publications, etc.

The thesaurus of keyworas used In this database was obtained_ frOM the University ot
Texas at Dellas;_ Its development was funded by an NSF grant; the thesaurus is noAL in
the public domain and is used extensively throughout the federal establishment to Iden-
tify programa.

The thesaurus consists of about 1,500 keywords _arranged In a three level hierarchy
(main category, topic and subtopic)._Each_ keyword is assigned a seven-digit number;
the first two digits indicate_the main_category, the next two represent the topic and the
last three digits Indicate the subtopic. This hierarchic arrangement Is especially suitable
for a menu-driven search, and the numbering scheme provIdeS a means of representing
a keyword with only seven characters, which saves contiderable disk space.
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The faculty and staff database has several on-line search options name, departmant,
keyword, text string, language, and country of international experience.

When a search option is selected on the menu, the computer asks for the search key
(name, department, etc), then returns a list of "hits". 'The user can then select a line
number from the list to display the database information. Most of the search options
return a_ "hitm_ list almost instantaneously, except for the text string search which takes
a minute or longer to scan the entire database (depending on the system load).

Participation on_the part of the faculty is entirely voluntary but strongly encouraged by
the administratiom During_the _first year, approximately 200 faculty returned question-
naires, and around 350 the second year% This year we have revised and_simplified_the
questionnaire and hope for wider participation. With the addition of the films and perio-
dicals databases, we hope to attract those faculty whose interests are primarily in
teaching, as well as those actiVe in research and consulting.

GRANTS
During the second year of the project (1985), the Office of Research developed a data-
base of grant opportunites. This database contains grant information obtained from the
Office_ of_Federal Programs in Washington D.C,; it includes the agency name, deadline,
a brief description of_ the grant_and the contact name and address. The Office of
Research adds keywords to each entry% This text is currently prepared on a micr-
ocomputer and uploaded to the VAX, tnen merged into the grants database. This_pro-
cess is done monthly. To expedite this procedure, the Office of Researci- ' currently
experimenting with direct download of the information from Washington through
PACNET (Stanford University).

On-line search options fur the grants database include month, keyword and text string.
The automated match between faculty and grants is run monthly.

EXPANSION OF THE SYSTEM
With the successful implementation of these two databases and the automated match
between_faculty and_grants, it_became apparent that this technique for information dis-
persal could be more widely applied to_ academic resources of interest to the faculty. At
thls point the scope of the project was expanded, and the name "ARIES" adopted for
a growing collection of integrated databases.

FILMS AND VIDEOTAPES
The films database was created initially on an Apple (using PPS:File) by the
Educational Resources center in Library Services. By the time the decision was made
to incorporate this information into ARIES, the films database had grown to 5,000 re-
cords on 25 floppy disks. The upioad to the VAX required four steps to convert each
disk to ASCII (using a bridge program), then to a format that could be uploaded. After
the transfer the data then_had to be_loaded Into the VAX database with a special con-
version program, and edited (a time-consuming effort!).

Another obstacle to overcome was the classification by keyword, whith Is necessary _to
match films with faculty. The Educational Resources department classifies films by
"educational film locator" sulMect headings. A translation table was set up to map
these subject headings to ARIES keywords, so that films can be located by either clas-
sification scheme and matched with faculty interests on the ARIES keywords.
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The flirts database_ can be searched on-line by title, subject (ediicational film locator);
keyword (ARIES_ keywords);_iand text_ string. Information on Oath filM includes title,
length in minutes; format, color, sound, year made, vender and up to 10 lines of anno-
tation_ in addition to subject and keyword classifications. Lists of rental films, previews
and recent acquisitions are also available on-line.

PERIODICALS
The pericidiCals database_has a similar history. It began life as a dBaSe file On a PC.
FolleWing a series _of hard disk failures, the database was MoVed to fleppies (46 In all),
and then transported to the VAX. Due to the ease With Which dBase can be translated
to ASCII, this conversion went very smoothly and was completed within a few days.

At this time the periodicalS database is used to print hardcopy listings which are bound
and distributed to various academic departments. The database is currently undergoing
revisions to add addhionai information (department fund code and keywords). :When
theP- -IS are complete, the periodicals database will be searchable On-line by
t.., ine department fund code.

In orbline search by the faculty, another significant Lite of this informa-
t!e: .4-, listings cf these resources for acadernit departments in support of

-pan reviews for accreditation.

SUMMARY
The ARIES SyStem is an example of the trend addressed by the theme of thiS confer
Once, "converginq technologies". By combining database retrievai autornated keyworc
Matching and electronic mail; ARIES utilizes the University's mainfranie COmputing

and_communIcations network to assist faculty lh [Meting teteatth grant_opportu-
nitiesfilms_and videos for classroom use, the library'S periodicals, and other_faculty
with common interests or expertise In specific areas. By matching people and re-
sources on common keywords, ARIES turns the "impersonal" computer into a very per-
sonal information retrieval system.



VENDOR PARTICIPATION
Twenty-two vendors witkeomputer-related praducts and Servicts participated_in_the
CAUSE_ National Conference, as listed on the next page. The vendor presentations,
sponsorships of conference activities, company hotpitality, and suite exhibits offered
by these companies contributed a great deal to the success of the conference and its
value to conferees.

Coonitnator:
Jam* Catrambone

Loyola Erribtraty of Chicago

Scott Poi*, Kea Ro4erit
Racal-Vale, Isar Aram, D. Lift* btforisation Associates _ApplivCiimpisr.;

Chick Meow Hi* ZiirSVAP
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PARTICIPATING VENDORS
The foUow tng companies partkipated in and contributed to the success of CAUSE86:

American Management Systems, Inc. (AMS)

Apple Computer, Inc.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

AT&T Conversant Systems

Bus:ness Information Technology, Inc. (Brn

Business Systems Resources, (BSR)

Cincom Systems, Inc.

Compression Labs; Inc. (CLI)

Control Data Corporation (CDC)

Coopers & Lybrand

Cray Research. Inc.

Cullinet Software; Inc.

Datatel Minicomputer Ccrnpany

Digital Equipment Corporation

Ernst & Whinney

IBM Corporation

Information Associates (IA)

Integral SyStems; Inc. (ISO

Peat Marwick

Prime Computer, Inc.

Racal-Vadic

Systems & Computer Technology Corporation (SCT)
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American Management Systems, Inc.

Taking Advantage of Today's Computer _and
.

Communications Technology without Losing Your Shirt

Abstract of presentation for CAUSE86

Wiader G. Keating
:Vice Presicknt

American Management Systems; Inc.

Colleges and:universities_ fadt_aninereasingly corr% .lex world as they attempt to
put in place the_ computing_and communications -they-need to support academic
andiadniinistrative computing operations. Whether the objective is to buila a
sophisticated "networked campus" in an effort to lure students_ ond faculty_or
simply to_ take advantage of increased power and lower costs, the options
(technologies, pre-ducts, vendors, etc.) are many and the consequences of the
wrong choice can he disastro.

Topics in this session included:

identifying the opportunities for using data processing, officeautomation,
and communications on campus, and the specific capabilities needed;
developing a reaHstic, affordable plan for meeting these ne6ds; and
successfully acquiring, implementing, and managing the systems.

The presentation wasintended for those who are responsible for planning and
managing the information systems of a campus and for those who make
investment decisions for major technology acquisitions.

Representatives of /OAS were also available in the AMS suite exhibit to discuss
the firm's two software pioducts for administrative computing in higher
education, CUFS (College and University Financial System), afullyintegrated
financial management system 1which runs on IBM mainframes_ and the DEC
VAX, and DIS (Development Information System), an integrated institutional
advancement support system composed of alumni records, gift processing, and
fundraising subsystems.



DesiktO PUblishing in Highee
Educatiori

There is a new buzz word in *tonal computing these days. Its (Ailed DesktopPublishing. As with any hot topic_in personal oomputerS, this new term generates a lot ofattention it also generates new questions. What is Oesktop Publishing? How does iteffect Higher Education? What is Apple's role?

Apple Desktop Publishing is really the convergence of three different technologies:

1; The Macintosh personal:Computer a powerful high resolution printer
that treats text and graphics as equals.

2. 4ery powerful and easy to_ use third party software that allows you to
control the Creation, editing and placement of tekt and graphics;

3. The Apple LaserWriter printer - a low cost near-typeset quarty
printer.

Hew does this impact higher education inttitutions? Colleges and universitiet tanbenefit from Desktop Publishing Mere than most other markets. In fact they have thepotential for being one of the biggest users of these new technologiet.

As large institutions, they need to pNiorm the same kind of printing that any large
organization needs to do. These basic office printing needs conssts of: memos, letters,flyers and management reports. Each college Of university has dozens of administrators,
hundreds of Jaculty and thousands of students. All of whom need to Drnmunicat6 to eachother and the outside world.

In addition to these traditional:I:Mee printing needs, schools have_ a COmpletely differentset of printing and publishing needs; The very nature ot higher edubation is to write
books, papers, grants, manuscripts; reports, thesis, ekams and other documents tocommunicate ideas. Services are promoted to the Community,. Funds are solicited kernfoundatienk alumni and government. Dissertations, books and newsletters arepubliSted. Publish or perish is a part of life in higher education. Higher educationdepends on print;

The ideal desktop publishing syttem has all of the forowing features :

1. Easy to use.
2. Allows text and graphics to be merged on both the screen and the

wintfit; page._
3. BaGed on_ a powerful personal computer with a large third party

software base.

Apple's Desktop Publishing system is '-er articularly well suited for Higher Education.

Educators are busy. Planning courses, running a department and meeting with studentsand faculty takes time. Time that they can not afford to Spend on learning a complicated
Appiecompiger Inc
-202 \limn icnut.
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computer system. Since its inception, the Macintosh was designed to be easy to use and
easy to set-ucL A uniform user interface on most _Macintosh applications allows an
educator to quickly learn a wide variety of new applications.

Text and graphics are treated as equals on both the Macintosh screen and the LaserWriter
printer. The LaserWriter uses the Postscript page description language by Adobe
Systems Inc. Postscript allows the LaserWriter to print documents containing text and
detailed graphics. Special fonts are often needed in higher education. There are a var;ety
of third party developers who provide mathematical, chemistry, Greek and Russian
fonts. A large selection of type faces are aiso provided by Adobe Systems, Inc.

One of the strongest components of the Apple Desktop Publishing system is the wide
vallety of third party software products that are available. Over 1500 software
packages allow a user to create memos, letters, free form graphics, statistical charts,
graf2,hs, fwr,--1,s; tit6thematical equatici 3 and other materials that are partieJar to higher
educaVon.

crie Apple Desktop Publishing system is changing the way information is generated and
ed in academia individuals can now generate both simple and complex documents in

their office. Grant proposals; exams and reports can leave an educators office in its final
form. A form that contains a higher degree integrity and professionalism that was not
previously possible.

Apple Computer, I..c.
2oi25 \ijruni k%cnuu
Cuptinno. r,t ,P;(11
108 9%-lilio
TLX C-0



AL Ai-thur Little. Inc.

STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGI IN
HIGHER EDUCATION

by _

DrKenneth_W; Rodgers
Supervisory Staff Associate
Information Systems Settion

Arthur:D. Little, Inc.
Acorn Park

Cambridgei:Madatchusetts 021-:(
617=864-5770

Thispri ation reVieVd_the_current,pract ftd prOjected trends
for strategic-planning for_information technolog.es_in_higher
education, The Arthur_D.:Little, Inc., Staff have_adapted Michael
POrter's competitive_analysis and Strategy_framework:for planning
information technologies in higher education._ We have develi:p-ri our
oWn_approach_to_Strategit Wind Analysis_based upon the data base_
desIgm_work by Robert CUrtiCé ahd_Paul_Jones._ The pal of
planningiis_to assist Senior executives_and their adViSord tl_betz:z1runderstand the:impact Of_information,and its supporting_technolcr
on:the strategic_goalet of_the_institution, Thia aPProach ptovide* a
framework:foridefining the_external forces and internai_dynamics of
your institution Which affect the use of information and information
technologies.

What's really happening to our institutions can be summari.sed in oneword -- change. Change iS occurring in the expectationa for
contributions for the indtitution -- both from "buyeils of our
services" and from suppliers. Planning for imormation technologlecneeds_to focus more on Supporting the_mission of the institution --including the primary missions of instruction, research, and publicservice, and the supporting missions of academic, student, and
institutional support.__The role and function of support services arechanging, for such areas as the library, business_operations, and the
medical center for those iistitutions with a Medical Center. Our
strategic_planning focuz IS Alem on change in information technologies

the_hardware, software, and commuLications technologies. The costsof computer power and data storage_ale decreasing, and are projectedto_continue to do so in the next ten years. These falling costs,
along with other brzakthroughs,_offer institutions opportunities toexploit the benefitd of information technologies for their own
strategic advantage. Technology can help achieve institutionalgoals. Perhaps_more_importantly, if not properly used, can put your
institution_at a disadvantage competitively. The work of Arthur D.
Little focuses in three broad areas as discussed below.

STRATEGIC VALUE ANALYSIS

Strategic Value Analysis (SVA) is a comprehensive_Methodology
developed by Bob Curtice and other information technology
professionais_at Arthur D. Little, Inc.,_that helps an organization
analyze_ and develop a plan for eiploiting the strategic benefits for
using information technologies. The methodology includes the
following:

An understanding of the instiiution's educational mission and
objectives;

5 5 0
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An analysis of functional activities and data flows;
An identification of .nformation technology opportunities for
each activityi

The relationship of_the_value of each opportunity directly to
the institution's_mission_and objectives;
A definition of_an integrated systems and data architecture to
benefit from those opportunities; and
An implementation plan that specifies projects, schedules,
resource requirements, costs and benefits.

SVA_benefits are-derived as much_from the process_of applying_the_
methodology. SVA is supported by IRMA -,._a_computer-based software
tool developed by Arthur_D. Little that_helps_integrate the planning
and design of information systems with the institution's overall
objectives. (Robert M. Curtice, Strategic Value Analysig:- ATModern
Approach to Systems and Data Planning) Englewood Clifft, NOW Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., l9r7)

LOGICAL DATA BASE DESIGN

Ciitt:kce and Jones_have developed an approach to log4 ..cal A,..stahase
design_that_emphasizes_the_need for the_databtse to reflett the
conditions_that__exist in,the "real world" that are Of_interest to t..)1

institution.- Examples of these conditionsia th6 type of student
body_selected)_the curriculum, the research co;Avetedi_and the
services offered:to the public.Databases that_feflect these
conditiOnS_Should have_flexibilityi_clarity, effieincy) and semantic
integrity (Robert M._Curtice_and_Paul_Jonesi_Logical Dtfi,sse Dr!sio,
New York: Van_Nostrand_Reihold_Data Processing Series)-1982). -This
methodology has_been_used_in several_organizational settings. The
IRMA_design_tooi__is available to facilitateiits use._ A dernihak iS
offered_semi-annually_on SVA, logicml data base deSign) and an
overview of the IRMA tool.

COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT OF INFORMATIL 7ECHNOLOGIES

The Strategic planning_approach utilized by Arthur D. Little
contributes_to_selecting_and procuring information systems, hardWare,
and_communications=systems. This approach has been utilized in the
selectior_of_the major types of application systems of interest to
CAUSE membership, including:

Student Records and Information Systems;
Financial Information Systems;
Human Resource Systems;____________ _

Library_Automation and Scientific and Technical Informatit.
Systems;

Facilities_Management_and Auxiliary Services Systems;
Hospital_Information Systems;
Office automationisystems;
System software, data base management systems, and computing
hardWare; and :

Teletommunications systems.

If_properly planned, your institution can have a real choice among
currently available options. If yru would like assistance in the
above areas, please contact me at the above address.
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COhydrsent SysterM 6200 East Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43213
614 860-2000
Cornet No 8-353-2000

AT&Th _Conversara -Systems participated Ir. the -ca-u-6 Co-hterence by having a
Hospitality_Suite _and Exhibit. The telaited atmosphete of _t_i_-,e_suite eaabled theattendees to not only enjoy themselveSi and: tr_y_some very tempting gourmet treats,
but also to learn_ more about-the CONVERSANT* I Voice System. Ms.-Bonnie-Smith
and Mr._Peter. McParlin;irom_ Conversant Systems, circulated among the attendees tanswet ilitéStions and give demonstrations of the system.

The CONVEV ANT I Voice System is a voice response/voice tecognition system that
can be Utilited in many ways on_ a_college campus to increate Peoductivity, provide
better Serifice, rednce costly errors, and make more efficient use of Staff tesources.

One Of the bett applications for the product is the automation Of enrollment andregistration procedures. Conversant Systems is _currently installing a 64 line system
for college registration. A student can call to register_ any time of the e:iy or night as
long_as she/he has access to a TouchTone phone iThe_benefits for a Student using a
voice_response system are numerous For example; the_student does not have tO go to
the_campus and stand in long registration lines; She/he can call from the c.mvenience
of_the home or dorm room. The caller's access time may be 2 minutes or less to
register for a full semester of courses.

The_ CONVERSANT 1 Voice System: can: run: multiple applications concurrently.
Therefore,_a system may be configured to also allowa studentro_add_ordrop-courses,
query_about courses,- reserve dorm rooms, and pay his college fees; It may allow himto hear about student activities or emergency school btilletins,_ora _student_ applying to
the college may_be_able to find -out his admission status or information about the
fininCial aid programs that the college has to offer.

BecatiSe a System can -Bow access to_ various applications through identification
nuMbett,:i Staff member might have access to certain applications to which student.may be denied access; Examples _of applications that a Staff Member might access
are: enteting gtades for his students, posting staff or depattmental: announcements,
repotting tithe for payroll purposes or possibly managing and controlling inventory;

The CONVERSANT I 1Yoice_Systeth can provide security through the use of astudent or faculty identification number as well as a personal identification number.

* Registered Trademark of AT&T
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A_variety of_te1ephone _network interfaces provides great flexibility in meeting the
individual telecommunication needs of each institution.

The system can be configured to handle from 4 to 32 simultaneous calls. The basic
system offers Toucli-Tone input and voice output. _Features such as attendant
transfer; voice recognition, as well as the ability to put timely messages _on the system
ot allow a caller to leave a voice message during a transaction are available as options.

For further information about the CONVERSANT I Voice System and how it may
benefit your college, or to hear a demonstration of the system, you may call
Ms. Smith at 1-800=34l=2272.
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Businessi
Informatin T6chnology Inc.
A Professional Corporation

anssum P.O. BOX 4569 WILMINGTON; DELAWARE 19807 3432656.--3606

COMPANY PROFILE
Business Id-or-Mafia-it TiChnology provicks consUlting sifyikei for companies seekingenhanced use -of computer technokitjy. The firth supPlies a full range of consulting serVices
for business Aystem applicationt_ to commercial, manufacturingiiridtiatrial, educational,banking, ri*dical, 0-6VernMental and institutional clients. The &m specializes in:

O Hunian Rik-kir-Ca Systems Payroll, Persdrinel, Position Control and
Budgeting, Applicant Tracking, Compensation Planning, Skills Ititiehtofigi Job
Progression AnalySit, Affirmative Action Planning and RepOrting, Benefits
Planning and ProjeCtions.

O Financial SySlefrii Accounts Payable,_Accounts Receivable, GeneralLedger, Product and Job Costing, FinanCial Pkinning and Budgeting.

With an -office ottetich &past, the firm provides servicet to national clients includingFortune 500 earniiiiiies and large nonornmercial clients. Thecompany Witt founded by agroup of highly qualified prOfettionals decicated to improving the effectiVeness of businesssysterns. The rar4e of EXPerience and specialized __talenti of the firm's aniStiltaritt isdemonstrated bY the satisfaction of the clients theY serve-. Their experience in tbmmercialpurChased packages includet dozers of installations; eitOi at deSigriers of packagedsoftware they are etpeCiallY qualified in the evaluation and Selection of packages bestsuited to a client's needs. They underStand the functional areas as well at the technical
requirements.

The firm does not market package&but instead specializes in the installation of packagespurchased by clients. Generally, Clients utilize our consultants in the ffillowing areas:
Requirements Definition and Market Surveys
Selection ard Evaluation of Vendor Packages
IMPlementation Project Planning (Using unique proven approaches)
Package Adaptation and Analysis (including specifications andprogramming)
Training Program LUvelopmentand Implementation (at all levels)
Documentation and Procedure Mvelopment
Specialiied Technical Support
Project ManageMent Skills

The firm will provide supriort to clients accordng to a negotiated seniice plan based onthe specific requirements of the client.

The firm can 6e contacted at eithet of two locations:

Mr. JohrtB. Maitland
Senior Vice President
(415) 671=0595

P.O. Box 83
Conededi CalifOrnia 94522
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Mr. Paul J. Pipet
President
(302) 656=3606

P.O. Box 4569
Wilmingtbni DdlaWare 19807
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS RESOURCES, INC.

BSR's suite exhibit at CAUSE86 featured Advance, the most comprehensive
system available today for institutional advancement_Advance is designed to
support the needs Df the largest arid most demanding_ development
organizationsOn-line featuresinclude_ maintenance and inquiry of -c:xrensive
biographical data and relationships, entry_of pledges and gifts, full giving
history; and support of major prospect tracking and campaign management
functions. Interfaces with accounting systems and word_ processing are
supported. Exceptionally easy to use, Advance feattires a menu structure for
selecting functions, a powerful name lookup function _for:persons and
corporations, and: powerful query facilities for: ad hoc reporting. Advance
versions are available for both IBM mainfranie and Digital VAX computers.
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Cifie6m systems, me.

Doug White, Data Base Lti4usttLCOnsultant for Cincorn Systems,_Inc.,
discussed the changing architectures of data base maragement systems in a
vendor presentatir a entitled "The Changing Architectures of DBMS." His focus
was on the emergence of a relational three-schema axhitectufe and its
importance to the data processing industry.

_This presentation was closely related to the Cmcom suite exhibit featuring thdfirm's data base/data communications and amlications software. Cincom -develops and markets an integrated architecture of software for IBM, DEC,NCR, and Wang computers (among others), which includes reladonal data
management, application development =Is, business control apPlicatians,
decision support systems, and network mmagement



Compression Labs, Inc.

In a vendor presentation at CAUSE86, entitled "Videoconferencing," Eric Sternberg,
Manager of Market Development for Compression Labs, Inc., examined higher
education success stories in videoconferencing and indicated how this technology can
have an impact on the bottom line. He outlined what videoconferencing is, where it's
going; who uses it and why; and technical considerations in the implementation
process.

Compression Labs; Inc. (CH) manufactures videoconferencing equipment that inakes
interactive video communication a practical, cost-effective management tool. Some
of their desktop videoconferancinq equipment was on display in their conference suite,
and a short tape on CLI's REMBRANDT@ video system was available for
conferees.
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Eden: The Total Solution
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Control_Data_offers institutions a tbmplOteitOlution for theiradministrative data protesSing needs through its Edensystem of administrative applicatiOnt The Eden System is composed of:

The Student Records Sy Stem;

The College and University Financial System;

The Human Resource System

Eden offers aunique solution to your college's &University's needs_that_cannot be provided by any Other hardware;
SOftware or_services vendor; a single SOUrce SlippOrting a comprehensive package of took tO, Meet your campus
heeds. The_package includes sophisticated, preiven and integrated software backed by powetful computers and _aknowledgeable_ and responsive, support ttaff Through_ These_ offerings, Control Data entlires- that your campus'
administrative needs will be addi-etted hrfare efficiently and effectively than has been de:Mible before.

Detigned by Aeministrators; for Effective AdMinittration

The Eden software is a comprehensive_package of applications_designed to meet the_ diversity and range of
administrative system needs on college and university campuses. Eden WaS designee' ')y experienced professionals;professionals who have faced many of the challenges you and your staff deal with on a uaily basis.

Independent, Yet Integrated

Each of the Eden Systems operate indeperioehtl., or; if desire& as an ted partnership. Thethree systems havebeen designed and enhanced to maXiMite thi: availability and acces out iMiitUtdeW data and to do so inconcer with your unique iriStitUtibeial policies. The Eden Systems n ,..m;/ talk tei bhe anOther, but they listen aswell.

Flexible

Each of the Eden applications is flexible to insure that, not only does the software meet your campus current needs,but can also adapt to the changing policies and procedures 01 tomorroW

Performance DriVen Hardware and Software

The T.-: den Systems effectively utilize the family Of opei.tinc,i systems and data base management Sioftware availableOn the CYBER family of computerS.

Single Vendor Solution

Perhaps most importantly, the Eden Systems_ are a Control Data product. Your -campus' hardware; software and
maintenance,support are all provided by _a single _vendor. This consolidated delivery program_ ensures that yourinstitution will achieve the highest degree of reliability with minimal interVention from campus staff.

COntroi Data also offers to___institutions sOlUtiOht for computer based education; Plato, office automationiOffitewarei and a superior:data base managemeht t,yttem IM/DM. For moreinformation about the Eden Systems -di for answers to your questions about othei COritiol Data higher education products - contact out nearest ControlData sales office.

Eden: Comprehensive Administrative Sof.w. are to Support the Campus Management Team
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Coopers & Lybrand

Abstract of a presentation for CAUSE86 by

Glenn Rosenberg
Manager, Coopers & Lybrand

The Strate& planning process helps a college to assess the rale technology
plays in carrying out its mission and to deterthirtt the leVel of investment which
is compatible with its traditionS and VallieS. Some institutions are more
aggressive than others in the Use of _teehnolog:: in their curriculum and
administration; othersaie more evolutionary in their approach. In all cases, the
direction taken Should be comfortable given the strategic mission of the
institution.

Coopers & Lybrand's higher education systettis' cOnSUltants have assisted
numerous colleges across the country tOiplati fer techricilOgy; and have
identifie4 ,he ste- which are neceStary to ittipleMent an on7going planning
pro-ces' 'I his session revietved the firm's methodology for strategic systems
planning and eXplored how that methodology has been tailored to meet the
expectations of colleges and universities of many sizes.
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Cray ResearCh

Supercomputers in the University Environment

Summary of a presentation given at CAUSE86 by

W. Derek Robb
Director

Orilversity Marketing

Supercomputers are playing a significant new role in academic
research on university campuses across the world.

This presentation described the many possibilities for using CRAY
computers in exiSting academic computer environments, withparticular attention to networks, operation systems, and
applications soffware.
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CULLINET SOFTWARE,
INC,

CAUSE86 conferees were invited to Cullinet's suite to learn how
Cullinet software can help in the development and maintenance of

responsive information -systems

Cullinet's data management, applications, and information center
software has been chosen by many leading higher education

institutions and software service vendors as the technology of choice



Datate I Datatel Inc. 0 3700 Mt.

Financial Aid

Admissions
Registrar Records
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mon Avtnue 0 Alexandria, Virginia 22305 0 (703) 549-4300

Alumni Development

ACCounts Receivable
Cash Receipts

Personnel_ Purchasing I

Payroll ACCoUritS Payable

G enet al Ledger

COLLEAGUE,* iS a comprehensive minicomputer
based system for managing the information processing in
all administrative areas of an edircational institutiom It
was developaxi by Datatel Minicomputer Company (DMC ),
an experienced software design firm, to meet the needs of
higher edikation; COLLEAGUEloperates on Prinie -com-
puter hardware WhiCh is_ also capable of providing a
broad range of computer languages for use by collegt
university academic Staff. The system can be upgraded a s
your needs grow. COLLEAGUE, the software element of
the system, is designed for fkkibility to Meet the uniqu,
requirements of any campus. It is enhanted oh a regular
basis brDMC to qerve the growing needs L:fadminiStratiVe
offices. The system is comprised of a variety of riirailea
inchiding :

Accounts Payable
The Accounts Payable mOdule of COLLEAGUEcontrols

the disbureement of funds from purchase orders, other
invoicea and accounts refunds. Checks are
printed automatically from one or mai e bank accounts.
Information previously entered on a pui chase order does
not have to be re-entered. 7 eceivable acmmts are automa-
tically charged if appropriate. Check re vasal isa simple
one-step process with reversing gene:al ledger entries
pos automatically. Check reconciliation requires little
effort and is designed to expedite the proOeSs of confirming
bank statements.

Accounts Reeeivable
The Accounts Receivable module of COLLEAGUE

ttacks sttident receivables as well as any subsidiary ledgers
Whith balance be& to general ledger control accounts.
The Accounts Receivablenindulehis &mess to all student
,egistrationrecords. Student billing and any later adjust-
ments resulting from added or drOpped Courses are pro-
cessed automatically; Designated fuancial aid and caah
receipts :are credited to accounts receivable and this
inforniation is trMismitted to general ledger. All necessary
reliOrte, Sikh at aged and detail trial balances; invoices
and etatetadita can be printed on demand.

Traswirinot."-i whim
College and University Information System

potential students. Information is gathered from inquirieS,
tape services or other sources and is used without repetition
of data through prospect, applicant and student classifica-
tion& Comprehensive profiles can he created combining
sta tistical reports, secondary tchOolor college records and
testing results for comparing prospective studenta. In
combination with word processing, this data can be uSed
to prOduce personalized letter usirg a fraction of the
manpower previously requifeci

Alumni/Development
The _Alumni/Development. moduic of COT .LEAGUE

p. ides the_tools necessary for effective ge ation and
Li king of pledges and gifts. Using the e) tr.aSive data
ha , specific individuals or corporations can be targeted
for intkosive cultivation. Giving history is immediately
available for okamination and planning of future funding
drives. Donations are available for automatic transmittal
to business office file§ through the Cash Receipts module.
Word massing capabilities allow personalized solicitation
and acknowledgement letters to be printed , indisti eguish-
able from those typed by hand.

Cash Receipts
The Cash Receipts module of CO" :LEAGUE provides a

complete system for tracking incoming funds. Receivable
amounts are automatically credited, donation receiptsare
captured from information previouSly entered by the
Alumni/Development office and receipts from auxiliary
services are recorded to the appropriate accounts. General
ledger accounts are automatically updated after transac-
tional are verified with an easy, one-step process.

Financial Aid
The Financial Aid module of COLLEAGUE produces

comprehensive _information to facilitate diStribution of
financial aid. It helps maximize available fundil in the
recruiting process. leciseknowleige of outstanding offers,
acceptances andrefusals help the development rA realistic
proposali bailed on current financial information. Theg system also accepta data ffom financial services via

go magnetic tares, allows automatic update tr. accounts
receivable and provides statistics required forgovernment

AdmiulonS
The_Admissions module of COLLEAGUE provides a

dynamic marlusting tool for re:tuition:it sad ana:ysiso all ri*oding.
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Fixed Assets
The Fixed Assets module of COLLEAGUE records

capitalized assets and tracks selected noncapitalized
equipment. Original cost, current value, Salvage %rake
and amount spent on renewals are stored With deScriptive
information for each ASSet. Capitalization, use allownce
or depreciation and disposal entries are automatically
posted to the general ledger. Separate reports are printed
for property and equ;nment.

General Ledger
The C-rnerai _Ledger module of COLLEAGUE is the

cornersthr.,. of financial transr lions within the 3ysteni.
The acr.- Ir.,:.ructure is highly flexible and follows
NACU c_ornmendations. Most financial transactions
are initiated through other modules and after automatic
posting; are controlled and consolidated twice. In addi=
tion to standard reports, the General Ledger Module OfferS
a r.7-.ncial statement processor, allowing user=designed

reports.

Inventory
The Inventory module of COLLEAGUE provides cOM-

plete contro! all items in each school's storcL '7upplieS
for work ordersor for departments are distributed tilt gh
stock issues. The inyentory records contain comi,:ete
descriptions, quantities on hand, quantities cnnuni;
as well as quantities on older. This information is updated
directly from purchasing. Costs are distribrted to depart-
ments as incurred _and nre posted autom= :ically to the
generalledger: Inventory eval'iations can be calculated kin
demand; The system facilitates physicd inventory by
providing easyto-use worksheets and streaMliried data
entry screens

Payroll
The Payroll module of COLLEAGUE pr, secure,

accurate system for performing standard pay-ol! functionS
with special features unique to Colleges and t'!:iverSitieS.
Farnings lirnits i e monitbred, a perci71 :,?".; of college
work study salariec may be distributed to other expense
accounts and receivable accounts may be credited auto-
matically from payroll deductions. Issuing areplacement
check is a simple, one-step process. Fiscal year es well as
calendar year histories are maintained and annuity deduc-
tion information is readily available.

Personnel
The Personnel mOdule of COLLEAGLIEallows tracking

of job applicants and current_ employees: It maintains
biographical and employment information on jobapplicants
and all_ personnel of the institution. The module stores
skills; promotion records, salary history, cOntraCtS arid
benefits coverage and other information. Vacation and
sick leave hours are accrued and use is automatically
Updated from the Payroll module. Systematic coding
provideS you with helpful information for generating EEO
relicitta.
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PhySiCal Plant
The PhYSiCal Plant Mb-chile cif COLLEAGUE processes

work order§ froin request ti tomplatiOn. A description of
the L'Sk, the atetiiiiit tO be tharged, tz ade eassifications
teiluited, cost estimates and job priorities are entered:
Status reports can be obtained at any time; Material
usage is automatically updated from purchesing and
inventory; Employees of the institution, Verified agaiiiSt
the Personnel Module, and OntSide COntractorS With their
billing rates and hours worked, are entered to calculate
labor costs. Completed work orders are charged to depart-
mentS and automatically posted to the general leclger:

Purchasirg
The Purchasing module of COLLEAGUE controls the

ordering and receiving of goods and SerViCes. Vendor
history is maintained, purchase order forMS are pririW by
the computer, encumbranceS are peSted to general ledget
accounts and receipts and invoicing of goods are recorded
for atitOinatit tranafarral Of information to accounts pay-
able.

Student Affairs/Housing
The Student Affairs/Housing module of COLLEAG UE

is both ::. valuable source of information about students
and a tool to heip perform the primary tasks of the Student
A ffai s and Housing offices. The mod :Le Provide:, housing
assignment, miscellaneous charge generation and scicial
Organization membership maintenance. Administrators
can quickly assign housing, locate students and institute
miscellaneous charges which are adeed to the StudentS
accounts receivable.

Registrar/Records
The strar/Reecids rifedide of COLLEAGUE greatly

simplifies the tasks Of regiatering stUdents for classes,
tracking- ttarittipt_infotitiation and keeping student
reCcitda etitillit. Registration records are inunf.diately
available to the Accounts Receivable module for customized
billing including add/drop_billing;_Transcript records can
be separated to accommodate different grading systems
within your institution; and anonymous grading, unique
CD law schools, is easily accomplished. After graduatiOn,
student records are automatically trans(erred to the
Alumni/Development module without re-entry of data:

Word Processing

The word processing capabilities of the COLLEAGUE
system provide data integration with the administratiVe
software. Word processing allows easy acceSs to neceSSary
COLLEAGUE files and merges them intO any *Ord
processing document. This f ,atureofferS a wide variety of
functions, often far superior to many stand-alone word
processors.

The information listed here includes both the bwe and
optional modules of the COLLEAGUE system; Detailed
i formation is vailable upon request from DMC.
The materials cot 'ained heretn are summary:in _nature, subject to
Change and ate fOr general information only. 4.1982_ Datatel
MinictiMputar Company CP13412017

'11MO

DM(*) Minicomputa Company 0 3700 Mt Vernon Avenue 0 Akzandria, Virginia 22305 0 (703) 549 .300
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Digital Equipment Corporation

The 21st Centnry Computer Company

CAUSE86 Vendor Presentation given by
Bart Bolton

Manager
Information Systems Markeun.g

The 21st century is -t fr.L yu:s away, and arriving there will be more than a simple
drive; it will be a c. t. This presentation was a discussion of management, of
ci:veloping informa:i,y,/ system; .iithin our organizations to prep= for the future, with the
undertanding that "management is the making of dec..;ons with ihcomplete information."

Digital's activities in the world of highereducation COMPuting were
exemplified in its suite exhibit, a demonsumtion oi netWork support for
Digital's local area network and some third-party-softwa %rendors Who
have implemented soludon on Digital hardware; Recentry-announced new
products wdre disOved, and BITNET access was available.
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Ernst &Whinney 150 South Wacker Dr: :

Chicago, Illinois 60606

312/368-1800

ON LER SUDGET SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This presentation_provided an outline to the planning process for
system implementation;

The initial step of this_planning process included_the actual steps_
required to:planj:supervise and coordinate the implementation planning
process_. With this planning processiis the preparation of_the
acceptance_test_which will actuallylist the_conversion and
implementation tasks; This step will also include the identification
of personnel and other resources required throughout the implementation
process.

Included in the planning process Is the preparation of user
Upon completion of tner m-inuals is the preparation for user training.
Training guiles and materi.ls should be establisiled in adCltion to the
necessary data files ana data bases necessary to ,_omplete user training.

Certain review points should be included to facilitate the quality of
the planning pr,,cess and re-funding, if necessary. Project management
review meeting.i should be held regularly to ensure the quality of the
implementation process.

Preparation should include_specific_system_steps_and start up
procedurea. These system tests_nhould_at least include tests_for job
runs, volume and stress, security and controIsi_faciiitiesi_useability
and requirements,_subsystem_test data_and subsystem_test_jobicontrols.
Once all preparations have been made_for system_tests, planning shegld
include time and taSks for the actual system software installation.

Upon the installation of system software, tasks should_be_identWe _
for the,actual_system tests; Included in_these_tasks is training fet _

the system test participants. When system tests are completed, reviews
should be conducted identifying needd ehanges to system programs and
documentation.

At this point, the actual system tests should be performed. A standard
test package and documentation should be assembled. Upon completion of
all acceptance tests, a quality review is provided to evaluate system
performance and fur-Lionality with user requirements.

Ernst:&_Whinney_provides a fUll_cmplement of informaion system
consulting servir.es. For more information please contact Jim Coffou at;

312/368-1800.
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International Busine St Machines Corporation
10401 Fernwood Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
301/897-2000

The_IBM_Corporation eXtends its appreciation tb the largenumber of_attendeeS who visited our VondOr Suite._ The
opportunity tO int-el-act and,exchange ideaS With key higheraducation exedUtives who have applitatiOn, planning,
implementati-on, management and eValbation expertise is- ahighlight .)f the annlial conferende.

Two_new_IBM offerin4S provided_ocal point for interactivediscussion. The f-cilloWing_isa brief descriptibn of_theseofferings. AdditiOnal information may be Obtaind from theIBM repregentative for your institUtibh.

IBM-PC-Based IhfoWindow_System

One place many institUtions_are looking for SclUtions is inthe,area of ciiiMUni-cat:_ng information tb StUdentsi alumni,faculty and staff in_new ways; These_inStitutions recognizethe impertahde of high_quality_comtUnidations in nbt- .ingincre,sed re -me, retention of Students, 1ITrOVt.
competitiveness and productiVitY.

Using IBM InfoWindow PIZOT_Authoring and Pregentat orVideo/Passage AUthbrand_Presentor software en,thlez.
administratOrS_Or CAI_authors to write a Vakiety_or
interactiVe Modules for ar ristrative applications orclassroom use.

IBM -4foWindow System iS_One from a family of IBM videotexproducts that includeS_Videotex/370, VideoteX/370 ServiceAid, VTXGRAF, PC/VTXACCESS, PC/Videotex, PC/Colbrview, andIBM InformatiOn Network.

Education Computing Support System

The_Education Computing Support System is an ihtegrate;
cost-,effective,SoftWal.e system=that offers a Simplified,_
.approach to interaCtive computing for College and university
studr.Ats, fatUlty and administratora.

ThiS IBt seiutionPa also_includes access to an IBM Ethication
Computing_Support System_Competency_Center; This Center willbe availrble to proVide installation support and response toquestions on usage.
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This new softwee_offering contains a variety of advanced
academic and administrative_features. Surported_in the
product are Office Support Facility* IBM Personal Computer
support Facility; Pror:ram Development and Application
Prototypipq Facility, ,problem Solving Facility, and a CAI
component.

SimpliEd_implementatiOn and use,_ease of installati
together with a reduced 2kill:leve1 support requiremLnt; and
easily installed optional produCts are it,_H benefits this
solution offers to the institution.

IBM_WelCOMed the opportunity to Introduce thesc_pcteatial
solutionS fOr adMiniStrative andademic information
processing_at_this dOnfeterite. Tho,renewal of long_sanding
and the initiation of new_partnerships in_the higher
education en.lironment using the CAUSE conference a a vehicle
i8 a long standing objective for all attendees.

Dr. Robert L. Vogt
Education Specialist
Academic InfortatiOr System
Bethesda, MD 20817
(301) 564-5 "



Information Associates

SERIES Z: GENERALCHARACTERISTICS AND FEA.T S

FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM
(FRS)

A Woven system
for tOday'S
information
management
needs.

Series Z is an integrated; On-line
s..)ftware system designed_ specific-
ally to meet the information man-
agement needs of colleges and
universities. Incorp,rating proven
concepts from our years of
exp,!rience w;th ce'leges and
urrversities, we've created an
affordak le system for today's mini
and mainframe computers.

Series 7 is actually four application
systems in one: Financial R*.,cords;
Human Resources, Student lii rma-
tion, and Alumni Developm. at; All
four systems interact with each
other. Most of all, however, Series Z
provides you with all the infor-
mation you need to make timely;
accurate, intelligent management
detitions.

Series Z incorporates an integratpd
system structure to efficiently
handle veparate_tategories of pro-
ceSsinu, yet address the entire
adminiArative needs of the insti-
tition. The Series Z design elimin-
ates data redundancy and promotes
efficient proces.0 ng.

A mcidular appro#& to_clesig-: and
integration has been applied. Such
design permits 1)_phased imple-
mentation allowing systems to be
added as necessary and within the
priorities of the institution, 2)
modular sequence flexibility, 3)
elimination of data redundancy,
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4) a consistent data definite to_be
maintained as well as system integ-
rity and security; 5) insulation from
computing environment changes,
ane 6) continued development of
modules to meet the higher educ=
ation adMinittration Computing
heedt.

Series Z Data Handler
The Series Z Data Handler controls
the strirlge of data and defines
how that data Will be integrated.
The Data Handler functions as a
Data Base Manager for the Series Z
ad hi i nistrati ve programs, integrates
with other Data B8Se Manager
Systems or with other non-Series Z
application programs._ The Data
Handler also controls screen
formats, and procedures and
enables the user to quickly make
changes wilbir) the system, often
without reprOgramming.
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Security
Series Z has been designed tO
"police your informatitin and let
yOU Ccintrtil Who tees what. The
variout levels of security control
include: system, applicajon, func-
tion or data element or the institu;
tion can define special access for
limited use. Series Z also defines on-
line thanget actording to security
leVels in the -same fashion.

On-Line Data Entry,
Inquiry and Update
Input to Series Z goes through _a
single channel, regardless_of _date.
quantity fir sequence. This includes
both initial data entry and update.
All entries can be submitted in ow
line, or in batches. Series Z also
provides for on-line inquiry to the
data base, at any time.
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Screen Generation/
Modification
Series Z permits you to your
own screens, to meet possible user-
definel needs not already
addressed by "le system.

On-Line Help
On-line help features include
diagnostic, data definition and
screen help. Series Z is designed
with such on-line features to assist
the user or operator in learning
how to use the system faster
without the need to consult a
manual or leave the terminal.

Software Maintenance
An important aspect of any soft-
ware purchase is the availability of
maintenance. Series Z has a com-
plete maintenance program for
regulatory changes and/or
enhancements.

Series Z Reporl. Writer
Z Writer efficier., r s the report
generation nech Z users.
From the simple t.; : A' complex, Z
Writer is ready to pl-avide the
solutions to your ad-hoc reporting
and no-demand data needs

So let's get together. One expert to
another. Discover the solutions we
can bring to help you manage your
institution most efficiently. Run
with the growing pride of IA.

Headquarters:
3000 Ridge Road East
P-P Lie:ter, New York 14622
(716) 467-7740
Telex: 6501912647 MCI

Executjve Support
System
As colleges and universities begin to
treat information as a valuable
resource, new systems are requi._d
to summarize and present relevant
logitudinally consistent information
in graphic form to administrators.
In keeping with its commitment to
colleges and universities,
Information Associates it preparing
to r pond to these needs ith a
new ievel of service in the area of
planning data base and decision
support systems for higher
education.

In this session Mr: Thomas outlined
the theoretical construct for the
Information Associates executive
support system development. Thit
exciting new system is founded on
an integrated planning data base
and networked executive
information workstations; driven by
the information velocity manager.
The session_ also included an
overview of the types of internal
and external information that
should be available to college and
university executives; and the
design of the functional modu'es of
the system.

Regional Offices:
349 W. Commercial St,
Suite 2800
East Rochester. NY 14445
(716) 385-4664

840 East Central Parkway
Suite 150
PlanoiTX 75374
(214) 578-107

11150 Sunset Hills Rd.
Suite 200
Reston, VA 2.2090
(703)4,8=935P
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A Leader in Information
Services
Our capabilities are backed by a
staff of more than 300 professionals
who concentrate on every element
of each customer's individual
requirements:

We are dedicated to seeking better
solutions to turn data into useful
information. We offer a full range
of support services including
customer training; user group
participation; the necessary docu-
mentation, source code, test data,
software maintenance and
technical support.

Our experience and success in
providing flexible; state-of-the,art
systems makes us confident that
Information Assiciates has a
complete system s&ution to meet
your needs.

01/26/P.7

3000 Ridge Road East
Rochester; New York 14622
(716) 467-7740

9491 Ridgehaven Court
San Diego; CA 92123
(619) 530-4067
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Integral Sys ems, Inc.

Integral Systems is a leading developer of payrollii :sonnel
software for colleges and universities. Its hurrtn resources software

package accommodates and supports the special and complex
admimArative requirements ofhuman resources.

Integ. Systems representatives welcomed CAUSE86 attendees to
thei: suite exhibit, where product information and literature

were available.
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Peat Marwick

Integrating Voice and Data Communications

Abstract of a presentation made at CAUSE86

The intagration of voice and data networks is an area of considerable interest
on campuses throughout the country. This interest is driven by user
requirements for greater connectivity, wider bandwidth in transmission, the cost
of cable plants, and the need for increased functionality.

Two recent case studies were examined by Peat Marwick in this
presentationi Ace Univorsi and The Johns Hopkins University. The two
integrated nett.ur designs L aloy new technologies and services to meet
today's deman' it,r rtegiated verce and data communications.

Presenters were Hobert E. E. Duckett, H Manager for Feat Marwick, and
Norman Sefton, Director of Telecommunications at Duke University.
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Prime Computer, Inc.

Data Base Technology: Productive Environntents

This presentation, given by JOe Gallant of Prifne Computer's Product
Marketing division, addressed the current interest in data base development
and interaction between data base technology and f-mrth:generation
languages. It described the use and evolution of a data base in an
administrative setting and detailed the classic elements of a usable data base
management system.

Prime Computer, Inc., which develcs, manufactures, and markets mini and supennini
computers, has over 600 education c worldwide _a their conference suite exhibit,
Prime offered denifnistrations of Prime klfi AllaN their Pick-based relational data
management product, and Prime CON si;aphics, word-processing, and
spreadsheet application, amorg others. Com1;,,....y representatives offered information on
software products that run on Prime, and colleges that use Prithe equipment.
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Educational Purchase Program

1525 McCarthy Blvd. , Milpitas, California 95035 (408) 946-2227

HIGH-SPEED DIAL-UP MODEMS
NEW POSSIBILITIES AND NEW QUESTIONS

Scott Porter=Racat-Vacic

Overview
A speed migration of dial7up users is orcurring in the United States. The demand for higher
mcidem speed is bting driven by the increase of PC-to-mainframe manections, new software
applications which require lots of data movement, and needed increases in user and network
productivity. Applications like data base management systems, full screen editors, and large file
transfers are growing rapidly requiring more of the networks' resources while increasing costs.
High-speed modems; in particular 9600 bps; are accomplishing giv:n tasks 800% faster than
traditional 1200 bps modems.

The inatased mr5dem speed lowers user's switched network usage costs, while increamn s. both
user and network overall prOductivity Users who are curremly spending about $1,000.00 a
montk on _their dial-up networkS for file transfer can reduce that bill to 8125.00 with the use of
9600 bps modems. Network productivity gains result by accomplishing more data transfers with
the same number of modems in a given air /Lint of time.

Recent research conducted among dial,up modem users indicated 45% of the respondents
thousht 9600 bps WAS the optimum dial-up speed. In addition, the study showed that current
1200 bps mOdtm users were less satisfied with their dial-up access than were 2400 bps ustis,
indicating higher speed mcidems give users greater satisfaction.

Ttchnical Discussion
For a network manager to understand the competing technologies at 9600 bps, an understanding
of the two CCITT international standards for 9600 bps operation is necessary. These two stan-
dar.ls are CCITT V.29 ar CCITT V.32.

V.29 teehnology can transmit or receive in one direction at a time on the public switched
network, therefore, it is half duplex. V.32 on the other hand, is full duplex because it can
simultaneously transmit and receive. Full duplex is accomplished by transmitting and receiving
over the same frequencies at the same time Ibis works successfully due to a technique called
echo cancellation:
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Echo cancrilatiOti is neceSSary betatiSe the Signal being received by the receiving modem is
compriSed of three componentS. First; _the far end transmit signal energy; second; the local end
transmit energy; and third, the level end transmit echo energy. The receiver has to take all the
energy that is being received and subtract out the local end transmit and transmit echo. The
energy that isleft is the far end transmit signal. Modems that are capable of doing this are very
complex and expensive devices. In fact, each modem is $3,500==almost twice the COSt of a
personal computer

Modem manufacimers have realiZed that V.32 mcidems will not be sold into the personal com-
puter and terminal markets for many years to come because V:32 modems are expensive and
because terminalS and perional coMputers don't really send and receive files at the same time.
ThitS, echo ritellation technology is purchased but not used. However, micktem manufacturers
aLso realize that modem users want to increase their dial-up speeds. 5o, the modem manufac.:.
turers havt- come up with a solution which combines low cost V.29 technology With Winer
management to provide high throughput, low cost, pseudo full:duplex modems. These modems
today cost approximately $1,500.00, and _you Will set about a 20-25% per year price decrease in
these madems over the next three yearS. In 1989 these modems will cost approximately $700.00.

9600 Applications
The appliCationi fo,;- these new asynthronous 9600 bps modems that use v.29 technology art
the following: on-,-.1e full screen editors, data base management systems inquiry and entry, and
of cours file transfer applications. These applications move large aMeitints of data to And from
the tvmote site so a speed increase shortens the time the job reqUiret, chereby increasing produc-
tivity and cost savings.

Thet;e 96'uO bps thdderhs tOrinett to hardware &vices such as data terminal switches, local ama
netWOrk SerVerS,_ ritaicemputers, protocol converters for asynchronous access into a synchronous
environment, personal computers, ASCII tenninaks, and waphics and data processing workstations.

ASynchronous 9600 bps PititikolS
Manufacturers have designed modems to fit ih the abOVe applications using various _techniques.
These techniques are referred to at prOt6cOIS. It is really the various protocols that make the new
asynchronous 9600 bps th6detas *kirk, not the basic V:29 technology. 21,4 such, each protocol has
subtleties which Affect the user. There are three basic types of protocols.

One is a half-duplex pin3-pong protocol which provides only one carrier in the ditettiOn the
ata needs to be sent. The line then needs to be reversed SO the erro c. atrOl ackrititvledgment

or any other reverse direction data can be returned. The line is then reverSed again for more data
to flow The half-duplex channel ping=pongs back and forth to simulate a full-duplex channel.

Ping Pong
3000 Hi

/
, ilOwy damsMomm

/ /Data / / ACK / / Data
/ // / / // / / // /

600 Hz MP WINIIIMINIM111/ iMMINGIMIli
A Line Turnaround Time A

RAC4L

r.2
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The second rechnititie IS half dtiplei With_a_low-speed reverse channel. With this technique you
have aiprimary transthit Channel in the direction with the most_dataito send and a reverse chan-
nel to bring_hack. the error control_ acknowledgment or reverse direction data. The main transmit
channel changes directions depending on the direction of the greatest data flow.

-Half Duplex with Reverse Channel

3000 Hi '-'1° I id.....,* 300 Baud / /
TraritMit / / Receive/ /

/ /75 Baud / J
600 Hz 4...........

A Line Turnaround Time

The third approach is Rwalj Vack's technique called Dynamic DuplexTM. This technique marries a
half-duplex transmission channel when there is a large amount of data to send to a true full-
duplex lower speed transmission technique when small data packets are going back and forth as
in a conversational editing session.

-Dynamic Duplex

3000 Hi

GOO Hz

Trantrnit

Receive

iliism=
/ // /// /

I I/ /1111/ 211111

Editing A Line Turnaround Time Screen Fill

The technical discussion above shows the different ways 9600 bps asynchronous
operation is achieved. These various orouxols or MethcidS affect user applications in dif-
ferent ways.

lkchnology Impact on Applications
There are basically four different typeS of user applications. The four different types of applica-
tions are: one-way file transfer application (the most common PC method), a small packet one-
way fde tranSfer application (XMODIM, Kermit, etc), two-way (simultarwous) fde transfer, and a
full screen -editing application. 1Wo-way file transfer is a rare (recurrence in today's communica-
tions world. One-way file transfer application would be a continu-ous fde transfer from point A_
to point& The small packet file transfer would tie like using XIKODEM, &rink or similar end-
to-end error control prouxol. Tlxse packages do ertor checking in. software_ They_ only let one
packet be transmitted !Wore requiring an acialowledgmentfrci-m_the receiving side The two-way
(simultaneous) file transfer *void be kliding file Xmhile_receiving file Y at the same time. Full
screen editing is Where you have a remote programmu receiving a screen of data (1920 bytes)
white doing some conversational wOrk before getting the next screen of data.

111-rl L- 5 75
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The Dynamic Duplex protocol works well_for one-way file transfers and full screen editing.
Applications it is not well suited for are small packet file transfers or simultaneous file transfers.
The ping-pong protocol works well for_one-way file transfer but does not work well for full
screen editing, small packet file transfers, or simultaneous file tranSfers. Half duplek with reverse
channel works well for one-way file transfers and full screen editing. Applications it does not
work well for are small packet transfers and two:way file tranSferS.

Dynamic Duplex

Ping Rong

Half -Duplex with
Reverse Channel

Small _ Full
17)he-WaY_ Packet Two-Way Screen
File XFER XFER File XFER Editing

Good No No Good

Good NO NO No

Good No No Good

Diffetent: manufacturers have implemented different 9600 bps protocols in their modems.
RacalWdic invented the Dynamic Duplex technique. Telebit, Microcom, UDS,and Electronic
Vaults have implemented half-duplex ping-pi:mg protocols. Adcornm and U.S. RobOticS have
implemented half-duplex high-speed channels with a low=speed reverse Channel. Adcomm has a
75 bps reverse channel around 400 hertz, and U.S. RobtiticS haS 300 bps teveek Channel around
2900 hertz.

Network manager'S need to understand likes applications so They can purchase the right
9600 bps_ asynchronous Modern. _The proper modem in the right application will tremendously
increase the user's productivity. However, the wrong modem in a given application will bt
waste of money and create only problems for its users and those who support him.

For Informatkm Ofititatt:

Joe Sasek
A.E. Educational Purchase Program
RticalAVacic
1525 MeCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 946:2227

RN:WI/Kim
Dynamic Duisfac is a tradcmark of RecsiNadic.
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Great Valley Corporate Center
Four Country View Rood
Malvern, PA 19355

215 647 5930

CAUSE86 - SCT's Participation and Presentations

At CAUSE86, SCT unveiled some of the most exciting new products in its history --

products that can help higher education information service professionals talT advantage of

the converging technologies discussed at this year's conference.

SCT unveiled these products at its Systems Integration Center -- a unique consultation

and demonstration facility established specifically for CAUSE. At the Center, conference

participants could schedule for pzivate sessions that offered hands-on demonstrations of

these innovative product developments:

An intelligent, integrated workstation that answers the challenges faced by today's

colleges and universities: how to integrate applications that currently are on sep-

arate - and often incompatible - mainframe systems; how to easily access strategic

information from those systems and their data bases to supyort critical management

needs; and how to achieve integration while protecting an investment on existing

systems when budgets are constrained. SCT demonstrated how it can help colleges

and universities transform their diverse mainfrathe applications and data bases into

accessible, easy-to-use information resources that harness the power of their

computing systems.

SYMMETRY Series - a new series of advanced odministrative and management

infomiation software that combines SCrs proven software products - student,

financial and human resource applications - with the rvower of SUPRA, the relational

DBMS from CINCOM. SCT demonstrated how SYMMETRY uses proven fourth-

generation application tools that permit fast and easy development of new

applications and enhancements, and how the prototyping capabilities and a full-

function development language help to supgort efficient production performance.

A complete line of telecommunications services SCT's vendor track presentation

included an unv.tiling of seven new telecommunications services, including Ma ter

Sa
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Plan, Systems Analysis and Design, Integrated Network Services, Systems

Procurement, Value-added Sei-Vices, Implementation Project Management and

Telecommunications Resource Management. These services are available

individually or in any combination, tailored to meet the needs of a particulal

college or university.

Other topics of interest presented during the vendor track supported the conference

theme "The Impact of Converging Information Technologies". SCT presented various

new and innovative solutions as well as new developments designed to help colleges and

universities meet today's challenges.

During scheduled hours, SCT invited conference participants to its hospitality suite for

refreshments and informal conversation on particular information systems needs. SCT also

hosted a "working" dinaer where guests were mvited to discuss the latest issues in

converging information technologies.

During the conference, the 1986 CAUSE/EFFECT Contributor of the Year Award was

presented to Albert LeDuc, Dirtctor of Computer Seivices Planning and Analysis at Miami-

Dade Community College, for his article ori "Why Planning Dcesn't (Always) Fulfill

Expectations". SCT was the sponsor of this award.

For additional information, contact Dr. E. Michael Staman at 215-647-5930.



SUITE EXHIBITS
Tit CAUSE National Conference has always offered individual vendor suite exhibits
rather_than an exhibition hall for the display of vendor products. Vendors ha: e supported
the decision, in spite of the extra effort and expense involved in setting up and publicizing
individual suite exhibits, because they appreciatebtinformality andindividualiq, that the
format offers. Vendors offering_ suiie dxhibitsat CAUSE86 were: American Management
Systems, Inc.; Apple Computeri_In.; AT&T Conversant Systems; Business Systems
Resources, Inc4 Cinzom S:stems, Inc4 Compression Labs, Inc.; Control Data
Corporation; Cullinet Softwaie, Inc.; Datatel Minicomputer Company; Digital Equipment
Corporation; IBM Corporation; Information Assmiates; Integral Systems, Inc.; Primd
CoMputer, Inc.; Racal-Vadic; and Systems &Computer Technology.
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YOU CAN _MIX_ _BUSINESS
AND PLEASURE

Evaluations turned in by CAUSE86 participants ranked the _opportunity- to talk infor;
mally with colleagues steond only to_ tracksessions; There is no question that ati
tant_part of the tOtifettrice experiente_is the personal contact= scheduled SOcial events like
the Regittration_Redeption and the luncheons, as well as infortrial ititetingS orLelevators
or at CaSiial dinners, when new friendships are formed and old atqUaintances renewed;

CAUSE86featured two special actMties in addition to the Registration Reception (spon-
sored by Digital Equipment Corporation) to welcome conference participants: a golftournament on the prestigious Del Monte Golf Course onsored by Information
Associates, and the round robin CAUSE86 tennis tournament sponsored by PeatMarwick on the Hyatt Regency Courta. Participation was high and so was enthusiasm.

Outstanding_ theme decorations created by the Hyatt staff made Occasions of even the
continent& breakfasts and_ coffee breaks. Thursday night'S dinner-dance. "Monterey
Fitata," featured pitiata R. strolling mar:schis, and the kidnapping of _a member of the
CAUSE Boad_of Directors by a gang of desperados along with a_slide show of the athletic
talents demonstrated by conference participanta during the_tennis and golf tournaments
and the awarding of prizes to the winners, the United Airlines raffle of two free round-trip
tickets, recognition of rewing CAUSE committee members, and an evening of dancing.

Special thanks to the vendors who sponsored _refreshment breakS and c_ontinentalbreakfasts: Paned-can Management _ Systems, _Apple Computer, BusinessInformation Technology. Control Data Corporation, Coopers & Lybrand,and Integral Systems.

The _pictures on the follOwing pages Will let you re-live some of the outstanding MOthentsof CAUSE86...
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